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ABSTRACT
This collection of work examines: the concept of youth; the
social situation of young people; the nature and adequacy of
the ins t i tu t ion designed to attend to young people's general
needs and problems - the Youth Service; and the training
provided for the youth workers who staff that Service.
It is made up of one book, chapters contributed to four other
books, two occasional papers, and two papers published in
scholarly journals.
Several types of research are included: conceptual and
theoret ical analysis which seeks to evaluate assumptions,
arguments, models, and plans concerning youth and the Youth
Service; h i s to r i ca l and documentary a n a l y s i s aimed at
providing an accurate account of the development of the Service
and of the various attempts to improve i t s effectiveness; and
empirical invest igat ions involving field research with young
people and with youth workers.
My conclusions are as follows:-
Firs t that the concept of youth is a val id and important
component of s o c i o l o g i c a l a n a l y s i s , recent c r i t i c i s m s
notwi thstanding.
Second that the Youth Service, as a r e su l t of fundamental
structural and cultural changes implicit in modernisation, has
an important role to play in the social education of young
people.
Third that there is scope for considerable strengthening of the
Youth Service, as much in terms of i t s underlying conceptual
and philosophical foundations as in terms of practical issues
such as policy, organisation, management and training.
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INTRODUCTION
In a l l my work ove r t he p a s t f i f t e e n y e a r s c o n c e r n i n g youth and
t h e Youth S e r v i c e , I h a v e been a t t e m p t i n g t o p u r s u e a s i n g l e
o b j e c t i v e : t o d i s c o v e r and j u s t i f y a n u n d e r s t a n d i n g , from
within a soc io log i ca l pe r spec t ive , of the s i t u a t i o n of young
people in contemporary society.
In pursuing t h i s ob jec t ive , I have assumed tha t there are two
d i s t i n c t se t s of c r i t e r i a in terms of which the adequacy of
attempts at understanding and explaining the si tuation of young
people must be judged. Both se t s of c r i t e r i a have to be
satisfied if genuine understanding is to be assured.
The f i r s t s e t o f c r i t e r i a i s i n t e l l e c t u a l , c o g n i t i v e ,
t h e o r e t i c a l . What do we know about young people? What do we
understand about the s o c i a l , c u l t u r a l and b i o l o g i c a l forces
which shape t h e i r l i v e s ? How e f f e c t i v e l y can we expla in and
predict their individual and collective behaviour?
The second set of c r i t e r i a is p r a c t i c a l , p o l i t i c a l , and at
bottom moral. How can we best handle and help young people?
What options are there in the way of d i f f e ren t a t t i t u d e s
towards and types of relationships with young people, and how
are we to choose among them? How can public policy in relat ion
to young 'people be best formulated and implemented? In
part icular , how should the Youth Service be developed in order
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to ensure i t s effectiveness in helping young people in their
personal development?
This is the d i f f i c u l t and fascinating task I have set myself
overall in my work in the sociology of youth. The publications
presented here constitute a small selection of my recent work
at this task. Neither in the pages presented here, nor in my
work as a whole, can I claim to offer more than a small
contribution towards the accomplishment of the task of
providing an adequate sociological understanding of the
situation of young people.
Indeed, the primary value of my work may be no more than to
draw attention to the mutually complementary significance in
re la t ion to th is task of the work of a small number of
powerfully original thinkers - Talcott Parsons, Karl Mannheim,
Margaret Mead, Erik Erikson, S.N. Eisenstadt and James Coleman
in particular.
However in this introduction it is necessary for me to provide
a brief account for the reader of what, more precise ly , I
attempt to argue in the work presented here. This is not
easily done, since these pages do not represent a single thesis
(however complex) of the form generally taken by doctoral work.
They are a collection of a diverse set of work, published over
a period of six years, including a book, chapters from other
people's books, occasional papers and journal a r t ic les .
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Neither in the book (which was my f i r s t book), nor in any of
the other eight items, is the object ive I have described
e a r l i e r t reated as a whole, comprehensively, and s ingle
mindedly. Individually and together, they represent pa r t i a l ,
oblique, specifically occasional approaches to the problem as a
whole. I have to admit in r e l a t i o n to a l l th i s work what I
said about "Sociological explorations in the service of youth" in
the last chapter of that book:-
"I rather think a book ought ideally to be a 'seamless
fcebb', an integrated, uninterrupted whole, with logic
and form perfect and complete, moving from clear
premises through even-handed presentation of evidence
and coherent argument, to persuasive conclusions. By
that standard, this book already falls short by a long
way, since it attempts to link together a multiplicity
of papers, written for different purposes, from several
distinct perspectives."
Nevertheless I do reach in th i s work cer ta in determinate
conclusions, and I a r r i ve at there conclusions by the use of
specific arguments, relying on particular evidence, and on the
basis of specific assumptions.
I need to account here for each of these four components of the
log ica l s t ruc ture of the work I have chosen to present :
assumptions, evidence, arguments and conclusions. I wil l begin
from my conclusions. They are as follows:-
F i r s t , despite i t s evident complexities and weaknesses, the
concept of "youth" is va l id and important. I t s primary
analytical function is to focus sociological attention on young
people's involvement in a developmental l ife-cycle role, and to
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emphasise the i r t r a n s i t i o n a l s t a t u s between childhood and
adulthood. At the co l lec t ive l eve l , the concept points to the
persisting importance of the age structure of society, and the
problematical significance of youth cu l t u r e and of r e l a t i o n s
between young people and adults.
Second, because of d i f f i c u l t i e s in f ami l i e s , the education
system, the labour market, and the value system, there is a
genuine need for the Youth Service . I t s aim of a t tending -
through voluntary a s s o c i a t i o n , l e i s u r e a c t i v i t i e s , and
counselling - to the social educational needs of young people
is important. In the face of the normal developmental needs of
young people, exacerbated by unemployment, social dislocation,
and rapid socio-economic change, the Youth Service is doing
valuable work, along sensible l ines , quite effectively.
Third, there is much scope for advances in the t r a in ing of
youth workers, professional and voluntary, and for other forms
of o r g a n i s a t i o n a l development in the Youth S e r v i c e .
Examination of recent developments and po l icy proposals
provides a basis for fur ther progress , which is t e n t a t i v e l y
outlined.
Agains t any i n t e r p r e t a t i v e p r o p o s i t i o n s , such as the
c o n c l u s i o n s of a- complex argument or s e t of arguments
represents, it may be held by way of cri t ique either that they
are tauto logous , or t ha t they are t r i v i a l , or t ha t they are
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false. How can I defend these three concluding propositions of
mine against such criticism? The table below sets out the
necessary material for analysis:
MY CONCLUSIONS
1. Youth matters
2. Youth Service is
positively valuable
3. Youth Service needs
strengthening and
development.
ALTERNATIVE CONCLUSIONS
4. Youth is mythical or
trivial.
5. Youth Service is
trivial, distractive, or
pernicious
6. Youth Service merely
needs more resources
or legislative backing.
On the reality and importance of youth
P r o p o s i t i o n 1 i s a r g u e d b e l o w p a s s i m i n " S o c i o l o g i c a l
e x p l o r a t i o n s " ( e s p e c i a l l y c h a p t e r s 1 , 2 , 6 and 7) , in "Youth's
p r o b l e m s and t h e p r o b l e m o f y o u t h " , i n " I t ' s m y l i f e " and i n
p a r t i c u l a r in "Towards a s o c i o l o g i c a l t h e o r y of you th" .
P r o p o s i t i o n 4 , a s s e r t i n g you th ' s f i c t i o n a l o r t r i v i a l s t a t u s ,
i s p u t mos t f o r c e f u l l y b y S t u a r t H a l l and h i s a s s o c i a t e s i n
" Y o u t h : a s t a g e o f l i f e ? ( Y o u t h i n S o c i e t y , N o . 1 7 , 1 9 7 6 ) , a n d
more fu l ly in "Resistance through r i t u a l s " (Hutchinson, 1976).
It has been adopted and widely transmitted recent ly in the most
popular B r i t i s h t e x t in the soc io logy of youth, Mike Brake's
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"The sociology of youth culture and youth sub-cultures"
(R.K.P., 1981). David Smith has recently argued (British
J o u r n a l of S o c i o l o g y V o l . XXXII No. 2 , 1981 "New m o v e m e n t s in
the s o c i o l o g y of youth") t h a t the p o s i t i o n def ined by
Proposition 4 is so in f luen t ia l in Britain in recent years that
my own work is almost the sole representat ive of an a l t e rna t ive
and a challenge to i t .
Fortunately, the s i tuat ion in Europe and the United States is
d i f f e r e n t . Propos i t ion 1 is supported by (or r a the r i t s e l f
supports) the s i m i l a r conclusions about the r e a l i t y and
importance of youth of Parsons, Erikson, Eisenstadt and others .
This f i r s t genera l conclusion of mine, then, is ne i the r
tautologous nor t r i v i a l . It makes a r e a l claim about the
social world external to i t s e l f , and it is so far non- t r iv ia l
as to excite thorough-going c r i t i c a l opposition. The issue of
i t s truth and val idi ty remains.
I have used s e v e r a l s o r t s of arguments to support i t . F i r s t
arguments intended to display the inadequacies and inva l id i ty
of counter-arguments. Secondly arguments aimed at explicating
the r e l a t i o n s between b i o l o g i c a l , p s y c h o l o g i c a l and
sociological l eve l s of r e a l i t y and analysis . These point up
the ins t i tu t iona l significance of the age system in any society
and of the category and ro l e of youth within i t . Thirdly
arguments about the h i s t o r i c a l and comparative dimensions of
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age systems, through which I try to show that youth is a
general, if not indeed a universal , phenomenon which has
ineluctable b io logica l foundations which require cu l tu ra l
definit ion and i n s t i t u t i o n a l shaping. Fourthly arguments
intended to show that age and youth cannot simply be subsumed
into or elided with other general social forces, whether these
are class, or power, or technology, or economic relations. And
f ina l ly arguments intended to demonstrate the pers is t ing
significance of youth culture and sub-cultures, of peer groups,
and of adult typing and stereotyping of young people, and of
institutionalised influence and control over them by adults.
These are the arguments. The evidence for each of them, I
have to admit, is scat tered, fragmentary and less than
conclusive. Nowhere in these pages, nor in the rest of my work
in the sociology of youth, have I coherently and systematically
tested the propositions impl ic i t in these arguments. Nor,
however, I believe, have any of my distinguished co-sponsors of
Proposition 1. Eisenstadt has come c loses t to doing so, in
"From generation to generation" (Free Press, 1956), which is
why it remains almost th i r ty years after i t s publication a
crucial text in the sociology of youth.
In the pages which follow I present a good deal of evidence of
many sorts (historical, comparative, survey data, ethnographic
material , documentary ana lys is , etcetera) to back the five
types of arguments I have used, and the conclusion (Proposition
1) to which they lead. The task remains, however, of collating
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t h i s evidence more s y s t e m a t i c a l l y , and s i f t ing it more
thoroughly.
As to the assumptions underlying my arguments, I do not
believe,as so many contemporary British sociologists sadly do,
that conclusions follow di rec t ly from assumptions, or that
theory defines the truth regardless of external facts. The
fact that proponents of Proposition 1 tend to be non-marxists,
or even, as in my own case, anti-marxists, whereas support for
Proposition 4 is largely by marxists and their sociological
fellow-travellers lends some plausibil i ty to this notion - but
it is not, I think, valid.
My fundamental assumptions could perfectly well have led me
towards contrary conclusions. I have started out simply on the
empirical work-a-day basis that sociologists should look open-
mindedly at a whole range of social forces: that we should
acknowledge any influence where it seems empirically to matter
generally or over a long period: and that we should seek to
explain such influences honestly and economically. These
assumptions have led me to examine evidence and to consider
arguments which tend to support the proposition that age is one
of several generally important forces in society, like other
important social forces, rooted in biological foundations;
that it is not a l l , important compared with sex, or power, or
class, or religion, but that it belongs at the same fundamental
level of significance in sociological analysis as these; and
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that youth is one component of all age systems which is
neglected at their peril by sociologists who claim to pursue
truth.
An interesting analysis by David Smith of my arguments in
relation to the concept and reality of youth, which is
sympathetic while also critical in important respects has been
published in "Structural-functionalist accounts of youth"
(Youth and Policy, Vol. 1, No. 3, 1983). It provides a useful
basis for evaluating the case I have made here.
On the function and value of the Youth Service
With Proposition 2 it might seem that we have moved to more
insignificant issues, and even to have abandoned a properly
sociological level of analysis altogether. What is the Youth
Service by comparison with the general and fundamental concerns
which sociology is supposed to deal in?
Against the introverted, parochial academicism of this
approach, I think I can call in the whole triumvirate of our
founding fathers to my support. Neeither Marx, nor Weber, nor
Durkheim balked in the least at analysis of contemporary
institutions, or of involving themselves in arguments, at once
disciplined and impassioned, about their merits and de-merits,
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and about ways of changing and improving them.
The problem here is not tha t the Youth Service is an
inapppropriate or inadequate object of sociological analysis,
but that it has so far been largely neglected by sociologists.
Until I began writing about i t , there was only the pioneering
work of Cyril Smith,John Eggleston, John Leigh and to a limited
extent Frank Musgrove. Since the mid-seventies the positon has
improved, but it remains weak, with much even of the l i t t l e
that has been done p rac t i ca l , administrative or ideological
rather than properly sociological. David Smith has recently
argued (Youth and Policy, Vol. 2, No. 4 1984 ) that analysis
of the Service by sociologis ts has so far produced l i t t l e of
any theoretical significance. He footnotes to two exceptions -
generously to my own work and to "Reali t ies of Training (S.
Butters & S. Newell, National Youth Bureau, 1978). Certainly
sociological analysis of the Service has scarcely begun yet.
There is a l s o another problem. No other soc i e ty has a Youth
Service in the sense in which we know it in Bri tain. There are
the usual p a r a l l e l s and ref lec t ions of Bri t ish i n s t i t u t i o n a l
practice in the Commonwealth. But neither the USA nor Western
European na t i ons , nor the areas inf luenced by e i t h e r , has any
e q u i v a l e n t i n s t i t u t i o n . I n t e r n a t i o n a l l y i t i s only i n the
communist s t a t e s t h a t c o h e r e n t p o l i c y d i s c u s s i o n and
in s t i t u t i ona l planning in re la t ion to youth as a general social
category - such as our Youth Service e n t a i l s -have been
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a p p a r e n t . S t r u c t u r a l youth unemployment i s c u r r e n t l y
inf luenc ing a l l nat ions to move fur ther in t h i s so r t of
direction, but this is a recent and inchoate development. Even
the most recent analyses of youth (Forstenzer and Husein,
Rosenmeyer and Allerbeck, and Hil l and Monks, detai ls in the
bibliography of "Towards a sociological theory" below) provide
l i t t l e sign of public recognition of the necessity for a
specia l i s t ins t i tu t ion offering developmental help to young
people as a whole.
Despite i ts uniqueness and i ts neglect by sociologists, it is
not d i f f i c u l t to ident i fy powerful and i n f l u e n t i a l
interpretations contrary to my own positive conclusion about
the Youth Service, as expressed in Proposit ion 2. In
particular, the only recent book by a sociologist specifically
devoted to analysis of the Service, Tony Jeffs "Young People
and the Youth Service" (R.K.P. 1981) arrives at a radical ly
pejorative and negative conclusion, even going as far as to
propose i ts disbandment on the grounds of i ts (alleged) futile
ineffectiveness. John Ewen and others (in F. Booton and A.
D e a r l i n g - "The 1 9 8 0 s a n d b e y o n d " , N .Y.B. 1 9 8 0 ) h a v e a l s o
argued that the Service is not only ineffective, but bound to
be ineffective because it is inapropriately conceived. Butters
and Newell (op cit) and others of a marxist persuasion,
together with Frank Musgrove (Youth and Society, Vol. 1, No.1 ,
1969) from a different perspective, go further in a cri t ical
direction to argue that the Service is mischievious and
damaging in relation to the real needs and genuine interests of
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young people. Proposition 5 en ta i l s the belief that the Youth
Service functions to i n f a n t i l i s e young people and to prevent
their access to adult responsibi l i t ies and power.
My Proposit ion 2, then, is r e a l and n o n - t r i v i a l . How true is
i t ? My arguments take the following forms. They appear
p a r t i c u l a r l y in Chapters 3, 5, 8, 9 and 10 of "Sociological
e x p l o r a t i o n s " , in "Youth unemployment and t r a i n i n g
i n i t i a t i v e s " , in "Sys temat ic formal knowledge", and in
"Novelty, ideology and re-organisation". The l a t t e r is my best
attempt to date at providing an interpreta t ive account of the
Youth Service, and at answering i t s c r i t i c s .
1. Arguments designed to show that criticisms of the
Service are prejudiced, exaggerated, or ill-conceived.
2. Arguments designed to show that, on a proper
understanding of the nature of adolescence and youth,
some such institution is required to assist young
people in their development.
3. Arguments designed to show that in contemporary social
conditions (of cultural complexity, strain, and change)
neither the family and the community - the old
mechanisms, nor the schooling and employment systems,
which have taken over so many of the functions of these
simpler institutions, can handle these matters
adequately without the specialist help of some such
institution as the Youth Service.
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4. Arguments aimed at making explici t the social-
educational role actually undertaken by the Youth
Service, and at demonstrating that social education,
properly conceived, is something that a l l young people
need special help with.
5. Arguments aimed at showing how the complex, diversified
operation of the Youth Service does actually contribute
positively to the social education of young people.
The e v i d e n c e I have c a l l e d i n t o p l a y to s u p p o r t t h e s e
arguments, and the conclusion (Proposition 2) which they lead
to i s , as with P ropos i t i on 1, p a r t i a l , fragmentary, and
inadequate by the s trongest s c i en t i f i c c r i t e r i a . But at l e a s t
i t i s of many s o r t s , and a t l e a s t I th ink i t i s i n d i s p u t a b l e
that I have faced up honestly to the most serious cr i t ic i sms of
the S e r v i c e . The e v i d e n c e i n c l u d e s s u r v e y d a t a and
ethnographic m a t e r i a l on young people and on youth workers;
h i s t o r i c a l evidence about the o r i g i n s and development of the
Se rv i ce ; comparat ive m a t e r i a l about the handl ing of young
people in d i f f e r e n t s o c i e t i e s ; and documentary a n a l y s i s of
o f f i c i a l r e p o r t s about the Serv ice and young peop le . A l l of
th i s adds up to a powerful confirmation of the recent pos i t ive
e v a l u a t i o n of the Se rv ice in "Experience and p a r t i c i p a t i o n " ,
g e n e r a l l y known as the Thompson Report , the l a t e s t o f f i c i a l
a n a l y s i s ,(D.K.S. 1982).
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But of course this evidence I have used might have been
deployed se lec t ive ly to favour a case to which I am already
committed, and my arguments bent to support a conclusion I had
arrived at a pr ior i . There can be no doubt that my personal
bel iefs , my s t ructural position and my "vested interests"
conspire to make it unlikely that I would arrive at Proposition
5 - rather than Propositon 2 - against the Youth Service. I do
not think, however, that evidence, argument and conclusions
have simply sprung, like Athena out of the Head of Zeus, from
my assumptions, or that these are sufficiently explained by my
ideological world-view and my structural situation in the Youth
Service "establishment".
I have endeavoured throughout my work, including a l l the work
presented here, to be as open as posible to a l te rna t ive
contradictory perspectives and arguments, and to tes t my
evidence hard. It is not an assumption of mine that a Youth
Service is necessary or even good. This is a conclusion I have
arrived at by investigation and analysis. I stand by i t .
On the need for a stronger Youth Service
Proposition 3 asser ts the need for strengthening and developing
the Youth 'Service. This may seem to be a truism - since of
what i n s t i t u t i o n can it not be argued t h a t there is room for
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improvement?
It is more than a truism, however, in at least two respects.
First, it constitutes an important qualification to Proposition
2. Granted the need for a Youth Service, and given a generally
posit ive evaluation of i t s purposes and achievements, this
third general conclusion of the work presented here explicitly
asserts the necessity of change and improvement. It is an
argument against conservative defence of the status quo in the
Service, and a critique of ad hoc, pragmatic, tinkering.
Secondly, it is more than a truism to the extent that it is a
syn the t i c , summary conclusion, aggregating p a r t i c u l a r
judgements which I have argued in detail - about specific types
and levels of requisite modificaiton in the Youth Service. It
demands, by implication, radical but real is t ic re-thinking of
fundamental p r inc ip les , comprehensive policy analysis , and
searching eva lua t ion of es tab l i shed organisational and
institutional patterns, of manpower policies and training, and
of service del ivery. It proposes thorough-going development
work on a l l these fronts.
Proposition 6 - the counter to Proposition 3 - is perhaps a
straw-man in a way and to an extent which Propositions 4 and 5
are not. There are after a l l as few examples of coherent
statements of i n s t i t u t iona l conservatism in respect of the
Youth Service as these are generally in other spheres of public
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policy. This position requires no explicit rationalisation -
since it successfully maintains i t se l f in everyday practice
simply by reproducing i tself on the basis of habit, established
routines, and short-sighted self-congratulation.
At a l l levels - i t s front-line operating organisations, such as
youth clubs and centres, i ts basic administrative units, such
as L.E.A. Youth Service departments, i ts training institutions
in the colleges, and i ts national "nerve-centres" at D.E.S. and
the H.Q.s of the voluntary organisations - the Youth Service
is , for a l l the radical talk, a remarkably conservative
organisation. Indeed the objective function of so much radical
talk is patently to provide a cover for avoiding actual and
necessary change.
The extent to which influential spokesmen for the Service are
prepared to demand more resources, or l eg i s l a t ive back-up -
with precious l i t t l e evidence of capacity to demonstrate how
the resources would be effectively used, or how increased
powers would resu l t in better services for young people - is
evidence of this fundamental conservatism.
I have examined the phenomenon in "Dreams or strategies? The
future of the Youth Service" below, and elsewhere with Digby
Anderson in "Escaping bureaucratic serfdom" (Rapport, Vol.6,
No. 2, 1981 ). Further evidence is provided by the Thompson
Report. This is certainly valuable as far as it goes, as I
have argued a l i t t l e ea r l i e r , but it is sadly marked by a
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degree of bland self-satisfaction, and by a characterist ical ly
Youth Service establishment nervousness about fundamental
analysis of objectives, strategies, and methods.
It is against th is diffuse conservatism which is la rge ly a
product of the complex d ive r s i t y of the Youth Service, and of
i t s institutionalised suspicion of authoritative leadership in
i t s own ranks - that Proposition 3 is directed. I have argued
the case below in chap te r s 9 to 14 of " S o c i o l o g i c a l
explorat ions", in "Systematic formal knowledge", in "Youth
unemployment",in "Novelty, ideology and re-organisation" and in
particular in "Dreams or strategies?"
O v e r a l l my arguments take the form of a demand for
strengthening professionalism in the Service, for e x p l i c i t
a n a l y s i s of o b j e c t i v e s and p o l i c i e s , for c o h e r e n t
organisat ional development, manpower planning, and t ra in ing
policy, and for evaluation of service delivery. Above a l l it
is a plea for more genuine a t ten t ion to our c l i e n t s and the i r
needs, to young people and our fundamental social educational
role.
This approach of mine is c r i t i c i s e d by some - the self -
proclaimed spokesmen for rad ica l innovation - as i t s e l f
conservat ive. I - re jec t th is charge, and bel ieve I have in
these pag,es sufficiently refuted i t . I admit, without apology,
that my arguments under th is third head are for modest and
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moderate changes - but changes which can ac tua l l y and
effectively be implemented. Mine is an argument for real and
realistic change in the Youth Service.
This conclusion of mine, and the perspective on Youth Service
development it represents, have found strong support and
provoked strenuous opposition. Many of the most inf luential
in te l lec tua l forces within the Youth Service are addicted to
what I regard as a naively radical political agenda. We have a
veritable army of pseudo-radicals (See "Novelty, ideology and
reorganisation" below). But latterly changes in attitudes and
the whole atmosphere of thinking about the Service are
apparent.
Senior Officers and inf luent ia ls within the professional
associations have had their more realistic views strengthened
by recent resource difficulties. Youth workers are less easily
gulled than ten years ago into swallowing the anti-professional
line. They are insisting on knowing precisely what their job
is, on seeing a coherent career line ahead of them, on working
within a r ea l i s t i c policy framework. Even in the training
inst i tut ions, competition for resources has induced more
sensible approaches to curriculum, practice, and career
preparation than were prevalent in the seventies. There has
been a general, reluctant recognition that neither government
nor public really understand what youth work is or the positive
value of the Youth Service.
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Developments at national l eve l , including the government's
establishment on the basis of INSTEP of the Council for
Education and Training in Youth and Community Work, are
encouraging the kinds of thoughtful, rational analysis I have
been urging. An excellent example is provided by Barbara
Kuper's "Supply of Training" (C.E.T.Y.C.W., July1984). The
level and quality of analysis and argument it offers, the
discipline of i ts thinking, and the realism of i ts fundamental
assumptions would have been hard to find before the eighties.
This, then, is the significance of my third general conclusion:
a plea for fundamental, rationally-grounded development across
the board of Youth Service policy and organisation. My
arguments, the evidence I rely on, and the assumptions on
which their selection and presentation rest are, I think, clear
enough - especially in "Dreams or strategies?" - without my
rehearsing them again here.
So moving direct ly to my conclusion, I wi l l close this
introduction - as is usually my way in ending things - by
proposing the start of something new.
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Conclusion: on youth work and l i f e
There is fortunately much work besides my own currently being
undertaken by social scientists on youth and the Youth Service.
On my reading of i t , however, even that larger research
l i tera ture suggests, like my own work presented here, the
imperative need for more, and more systematic^research. In
particular it suggests the need for analysis of the effects of
experience of Youth Service activity - and of variations in i t ,
and of absence of it - on the lives of young people.
Elsewhere, I have proposed a systematic strategy for a broad-
front research programme designed to explore these issues
comprehensively ("Research for youth work", N.Y.B. in press).
Here I limit myself - to suggesting one small-scale project.
It comes appropriately here, I hope, because the work I have
submitted is not only , or perhaps even p r i m a r i l y , a
contribution to the academic and scientific l i terature of youth
and the Youth Service. It is a lso and at l eas t equally an
expression of my l i f e as it was changed by E l l i o t Jaques
involving me, almost by accident, some f i f teen years ago, in
the concerns and ac t iv i t ies of the Youth Service.
My proposal mirrors th is fact. It is for a study of the
meaning and significance in the l ives of a sample of adults of
their experience as young people of involvement with the Youth
Service. Small-scale, qual i ta t ive, ethnographic, designed to
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explore and explicate precisely how and why in so many people's
lives - and certainly in my own - a particular youth club, one
very special youth worker, made of their l ives something new
and different, and made of them as persons something new, and
different, and better.
Perhaps such a project could help us to help young people
better and to know more precisely how to act and intervene more
effectively in their journey on the way from childhood to their
adulthood. Neither unemployment nor any of young people's
other d i f f i cu l t problems of today render such work - which I
c a l l youth work - redundant, nor turn it into a luxury we
cannot afford. Some people are s t i l l arguing th i s , but they
are wrong. For the worse the problems of young people become,
the more e s s e n t i a l , the more - speaking p r e c i s e l y -
indispensible is youth work.
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PREFACE
This book is to a large extent based on papers I have written and published recently.
Like the papers themselves, it is a product of the intellectual and practical enthusiasms
into which I have been galvanized by my ciose involvement with the Youth and
Community Service, since the establishment of the Regional Training Consultative
Unit at Brunei University in 1973.
I have been encouraged to find the idea of publication of a book based on my papers
welcomed and supported by friends and colleagues (including critics in both
categories) from the Youth and Community Service and from sociology. I hope very
much that it may be useful. It is intended as a modest contribution to the intellectual
work of the Youth and Community Service. This is an aspect of our work which has
perhaps been less well-developed than a modernizing, professional Service needs. I am
personally very pleased and excited by the extent to which such work has been improved in
quality and by the pace of its production over the last few years. Surely we need ideas,
knowledge, research, scholarship, dispute, criticism, argument.
Its purpose has to be practical, that is to say it needs to take serious account of and be
capable of influencing the policy and practice of youth work. But if it is to do this well,
it needs to aim at high standards in its own intrinsic terms, by the criteria of the
relevant academic disciplines, particularly psychology, sociology and philosophy.
By the appropriate standards I will not, of course, have succeeded. But at least
it is a serious and honest attempt in this direction.
Several of my chapters are based more or less closely on papers already published.
Others are published here for the first time. In the writing of the book, which I have
enjoyed immensely, I have rethought and reworked the whole of it. I Find myself less
dissatisfied with its integrity as a book, as an expression of a unitary set of principles
and arguments, than I expected when I began. I shall have to hope that at least some
readers find themselves able to sympathize with this immodest feeling of mine, and
that the main underlying principles and arguments can be readily comprehended as a
whole.
For providing this can happen, the book ought to be useful at least as a stimulus for
discussion—since my arguments and principles alike will certainly provoke disagree-
ment on many fronts. Surely such discussion can only be beneficial for youth work
and for all other approaches to helping young people which are being used
I can only have a moderate hopefulness about my work in this book being able to help
others. Of the help others have given me, I can speak with complete confidence. In
particular, several chapters were originally written as or are based on jointly authored
papers, Chapter 3 with Michael Perry, Chapter 6 with Paul Hunter, and Chapters 9,12
and 13 with Michael Day. I thank each of them for their help, friendship and
colleagueship. Others of my debts are as follows.
Chapter 2 was originally published in Paedagogica Europaea (Volume 10,1975,2) as
"Sociological Analyses of Youth and Community Services". Acknowledgements to
the Editorial Board and G. Westermann, W. Germany.
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Chapter 3 was originally published in Youth and Society (September 1973) as "Varia-
tions in adolescent societies: exploratory analysis of the orientations of young peopie''.
Acknowledgements to Sage Publications, U.S.A.
Chapters 4 and 6 were originally published in Youth and Society (April 1974 and July,
1976), as, respectively "Radical Youth?" and "Youth: a real force and an essential
concept". Chapters 10 and 13 are based on short papers published in Youth Service
(Summer 1976) and Youth in Society (November, 1976). Acknowledgements in
respect of all these to the National Youth Bureau, as also in respect of Chapters 8, 9
and 14.
Chapter 9 was published as "The Youth Service and its continuing development",
which was NYB Occasional Paper 9, July 1975. Chapters 8 and 14 are based on papers
in "Youth Service, Youth Work, and the Future", NYB Occasional Paper 12, March
1976, edited by myself and Michael Day.
Chapter 5 is based on a conference paper published as "Youth and leisure" in "Sport,
leisure, and society", edited by S. R. Parker et al, in 1976. Acknowledgements to the
British Sociological Association.
Chapters 1, 7,11, 12 and 15 have not previously been published. However, I have the
same fundamental acknowledgements to make about these chapters as about all the
others, and about the book as a whole—to all the many people in youth work and in
sociology who have helped me with my thinking, some knowing they are helping me,
mostly not. Sincere thanks.
Among these, special thanks for quite indispensible critical support to Digby
Anderson, to Paul Hunter, and to Michael Day, Research Fellow in the Regional
Training Consultative Unit, who provides an exemplary definition of colleagueship
always.
Les Brotherton, Principal Youth and Community Services Officer for the London
Borough of Hillingdon must take credit or blame, but certainly my thanks, for
making this book possible. For it is just a small part of the work we are doing in the
RTCU, and it was primarily through him that I had the opportunity of contributing to
this work on behalf of the Youth and Community Service and young people.
Jayne Baker miraculously translated my scribbles into typescript and patiently
tolerated my changes in mood and tactic as I did the writing. Thanks to her, and to
Rita Clark and Norma Bowes who typed earlier versions of much of the book.
The work of the Unit, including this book, goes on in the context of the Brunei
Institute of Organization and Social Studies. Thanks to Professor Elliot Jaques,
Director of BIOSS, for offering an arena where people from different disciplines and
with widely divergent practical purposes, can work happily and fruitfully together. Still
absurdly rare.
The opinions expressed here are mine, and no responsibility of the Regional Unit or of
any of those who have helped me. Nor can I blame my earlier selves, the me that I was
in childhood and in youth. And yet they have had more than a hand in it all,
especially youth, which still, I think, we understand so very little about.
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CHAPTER ONE
YOUNG PEOPLE: THE PROLETARIAT OF THE
AGE SYSTEM?
I have to presuppose in this first chapter some important elements of the
argument and analysis which I attempt to explicate, justify and demonstrate
only in later chapters. There, particularly in chapters 2, 3, 6, and 7, I focus
specifically and at length on the concept of youth, on the nature of the age
system as a component of the social system as a whole, and on the meaning
and contemporary condition of relationships between generations and
between age groups.
Here, if I am to do what the first and introductory chapter of this book re-
quires, I have no choice but to leave these complex and contentious issues to
one side for the time being. I have to make — and ask the reader provisionally
to accept — a number of simplifying assumptions which will allow me to an-
alyze the general social position and political situation of young people.
In brief these assumptions are as follows:
1. Despite obvious diversity among young people, for example in terms of sex,
class, and education, there is also a substantial and important commonality in
the situation of all young people.
2. The concept of youth is an analytical category designed to refer to all that is
common to all young people and all that is shared by them. It is an indispens-
able and useful concept referring to real and important phenomena.
3. Youth is part of the age system of society and only makes sense when it is
construed as such. The age system as a whole, whose main components are
childhood, youth, adulthood, and old age, is itself merely one part — but an im-
portant part — of the system of society in its totality. Because of this, the age
system is continually and unavoidably affected by all the other important
social and cultural forces which constitute society. In turn they are all affected
by age.
4. If we are to understand the situation of young people adequately it is not
enough to focus on the way young people themselves see it from the inside and
the meaning which youth takes on for them. This is necessary: but an adequate
account has to go beyond this to explore the fundamental characteristic of
youth which is that it is a transition between childhood and adulthood, a path
on the way between two more stable situations in the process of life as a whole.
5. Adequate analysis of youth absolutely requires that we take account equally
and alike of biological, psychological, and sociological forces and facts. Any-
thing short of this is bound to be one-sided and misleading.
6. Relationships between young people and adults are, in the nature of the
species, always difficult and problematical to a degree. In some situations the
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order of difficulty unavoidably escalates and conflict between age groups/
generations becomes a serious social problem. Today is such a situation.
7. The contemporary youth problem is not trivial, and it cannot be dismissed
as merely an example of a perennial and cyclical phenomenon. The situation
of youth presents a real and serious challenge.
8. In the light of the preceding assumptions, and taking account of the mean-
ing of service and professionalism as they have developed vis a vis other areas
of need, the problem of youth requires the attention of a specialist profession-
al youth service. This has to be more than a mere 'fire-brigade' service dealing
with the particular problems particular categories of young people may have
or present. An adequate analysis of the general contemporary situation of
young people points unambiguously to the requirement of a service capable of
attending to the generic needs of all young people as they develop in a context
which is problematical for them across the board of their living as a whole.
It will be clear that each of these assumptions is at least as complex and con-
tentious as I have already earlier suggested. All of them are disagreed in at least
some plausible and authoritative analysis. It would be hard to find many
people with any experience of working with young people who would not raise
serious questions about every one of them and wish to add qualifications.
But for now, for my immediate purposes, I need them to be accepted as they
stand. I examine each of them carefully later in the book, and attempt to pro-
vide evidence and argument to justify them. For now they must stand unjusti-
fied as a temporary basis and a provisional framework for my exploration of
the general position of young people in contemporary society.
Other people's concepts
A minor theme which runs through all the chapters of this book, a theme which
will predispose many against my analyses, is anti-marxism. Needless to say the
anti-marxism I speak to is throughout methodological rather than political, an
issue in theory, evidence and knowledge, rather than in choice, values, and
action. I argue against marxist positions on youth, on the sources of inter-
generational conflict, on the functions of public services, on the nature of pro-
fessionalism, etc. I do this, as I believe, not at all because of my objections to
the practical and political implications of marxist analyses — although I do
also have such objections — but because I find the arguments which substanti-
ate marxist positions weak, the evidence adduced to support them unconvinc-
ing, and the assumptions underlying them implausible. But even though my
persistently expressed resistance to marxist positions is methodological rather
than political ('), it is nevertheless trenchant, resolute and unapologetic. It is
my serious and deeply considered belief that marxist approaches to the analysis
of youth and of services attending to the needs and problems of young people
are nothing but misleading, regressive, and pernicious. I cannot find myself
moved to amend this judgement, even though I am fully aware that it leaves me
dangerously exposed to accusations of conservatism or more generally of pol-
itical bias. I persist in asserting this charge against marxist analyses of youth,
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despite the fact that, in the present climate of received opinion, this is bound to
be interpreted as leaving myself without any scope for rational defence of radical
recommendations concerning the situation of young people. The truth is the
opposite in both cases in fact. It is marxist analysis which is lamed by political
bias. Radical — that is to say thoroughgoingly critical and politically trans-
formative — approaches to youth, and the way society handles youth are least
of all likely to be produced by those who cling defensively to outmoded concep-
tions of society and of social action.
So this theme of anti-marxism runs continuously throughout ail the chapters of
this book.
And yet ironically I have given this first, logically crucial, chapter a title which
depends upon one of marxism's primary concepts. Nor is it merely ironical. I do
not mean to argue here that it is misleading and unhelpful to think about the
social position of young people as if they were a proletariat within a class sys-
tem. On the contrary, my argument proposes that unless we recognise the
large extent to which the position of young people is genuinely analogous with
some fundamental aspects of what marxists characterize as the proletariat, we
shall misconstrue and underestimate 'the problem of youth' and involve our-
selves in serious errors of policy and practice.
There is also an irony in my use of the concept forthepurposes 1 turn it to here.
For by implication I am arguing that if contemporary Britain can show a pro-
letarian class at all, it is not composed of workers and their families, nor of the
propertyless of all ranks, nor of blacks nor women, nor any category which
marxist analysts from time to time incorporate within their shifting model.
Instead I am proposing that a category of social actors which marxist analysis
is bound in principle to trivialize or to ignore is the best candidate for the con-
temporary proletarian function. Instead of a purportedly homogeneous mass
of workers I offer up to take this role the apparently heterogeneous collection
of young people of all classes, all colours, both sexes: youth.
Since this is written in the late quiescent seventies rather than the late sixties,
when at least some young people were at the barricades, it will be interpreted by
some no doubt, as an implausible silliness. Nevertheless I intend it seriously and
hope to make the notion at least a little less implausible than it must seem at
first blush.
So what do I mean by the proletariat? The key elements of the concept seem to
me to be:
1. Exploitation
2. Progress
3. Radical change.
By the first term I mean that a proletarian condition is identified by the il-
legitimate and unjust ue of power by one collective category of social actors over
another, in the interests of the first party and at the cost of the second, pro-
letarian party. This seems to me to characterize the relationships between the
'upper class', a 'ruling class', the 'middle class' or the 'ruling elite' on the one
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hand and the 'working class' on the other very inadequately indeed. But as a
characterization of the relationship between adults as a collective category on
the one hand and youth on the other, it provides, I suspect, a better fit than we
can usually manage between theory and reality.
The second element of the concept finds in the proletariat the innovative seeds
of the future and expects of its members an indispensable contribution to a
qualitative transformation of culture. Again, and with even more confidence, I
suggest that neither the working class I2), nor any of its self-professed modes of
organization in political parties or semi-religious factions or sects can any
longer even seem to qualify for this aspect of the proletariat's role. All the sup-
posedly revolutionary potential of Marx's original proletariat has evaporated
long ago. The mainstay of the general status quo is precisely constituted by the
organized working class. The so-called radical left, comprising a variety of ver-
sions of 'proletarian vanguard', is entirely locked within the status quo it pur-
ports to challenge precisely by its structural dependence upon and commitment
to fundamental cultural elements of the status quo. But consider the potential
of youth for this role. Increasingly disaffected. Rejecting persistently more and
more of the elements of culture and commitment given in and required by
mass industrial democratism. Irresistably growing more and more confident
of their lightness and strength. Searching for a future they have been promised.
They present no platform, but platforms make for coup d'etats, not revolu-
tions. Revolution requires a dream.
The third element of my definition of the proletariat specifies that satisfac-
tion of the frustrated needs of the exploited class and concession of their re-
volutionary aspirations necessarily requires radical change in the fundamental
structure of society. Here the marxist version of proletarian theory is at its
weakest and faces its worst difficulties. For the working class (and equivalent
marxist candidates for the proletarian role) persistently and reliably disappoints
the marxist theorist by settling for deals which leave the status quo secure and
push the prospect of radical change forward again into some increasingly in-
definite future. Proletarian consciousness is apparently incompatible with the
realism and pragmatism which working class life inevitably generates and
sustains.
By contrast with this, I shall argue, the daily experience of young people is
such as to generate idealistic frustration, and to sustain and reinforce it through
involvement in peer groups isolated from adult control. Pragmatism and real-
ism are in any case culturally defined, that is to say by adults, as inappropriate
in young people. Given these conditions, only radical change (or continued
effective exploitative suppression) can answer the revolutionary aspirations of
youth. Without modifications in the fundamental structure of society, par-
ticularly changes in the cultural definition of authority, there is no way in which
young people can be de-proletarianised. There is in other words no equivalent
of embourgeoismant available in the age system. This is fundamentally due to
the fact that the biological, general psychological, and irreducible sociological
condition (3) of youth underlies and supports its merely cultural and political
manifestation.
10
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This analysis is certainly speculative, and, at the level I have made it here, per-
haps abstract, circular, and untestable. But at least I hope it is clear. It is in-
tended as a direct translation of marxist proletariat theory into a form
applicable to analysis of the age system. It differs from marxist theory in two
respects.
First because it does not find the grounds of differentiation and exploitation in
the economic sphere, or even in the political sphere. It is entirely possible for a
massive redistribution of wealth from adults to young people to be ac-
complished — and indeed this process has already gone a long way — without
altering the proletarian condition of youth one iota. It is even possible for a
considerable redistribution of power towards young people — such as Musgrove
demands on the basis of a similar analysis (4), and such as the lowering of the
age of majority to eighteen portends, without affecting in any fundamental way
the condition of youth.
For the boundaries between age groups are drawn in terms of much more
mysterious, pervasive, and deeply rooted forces than wealth or power. The crux
of it is time, choice, and death.
Time passes irretrievably. Life, begun, moves only towards its ending. Each
unit of time passing allows and requires decisions, choices. Most are incorrigible.
Adult life in all cultures but especially in modern society (5) presupposes and
requires early decisions taken once for all and correctly. Even correct decisions
exclude alternatives which we cannot ever know might not have been better
decisions. Even allowable correction of incorrect decisions — on occupation,
on marriage partners, on basic values especially — involves a painful journey
backwards. Youth balks at this inevitable prison of rationality, claims and
needs an optimal mitigation of its constraint, pursues the freedom which choice
requires.
The adult can only look on youth as a looking back on his own youth, with
envy and with fear. This pattern and this reaction is a structural inevitability,
given by the time-boundedness of social process. It is augmented and escalated
in a culture where freedom is maximised simultaneously with the significance of
life choices. Even old age becomes in these circumstances a less reliable vantage
point for an objective view of youth, allowing interaction free of invidious
fear, than it has been earlier. This is the complex, explosive material out of
which the boundary between young people and adults is fundamentally con-
stituted, and in terms of which the basis for adult exploitation of a youthful
proletariat is laid.
It is all the more powerful because of the seeming inevitability and rational
plausibility of the account of life it mythically supports. For surely the adult
position is self-evidently correct, the myth tells us, since life does go from
X to Z through Y: choices, decisions, implications, costs, benefits, plans.re-
liable commitment, routine. If youth should have its head, all would be dis-
order, everywhere a disarray, nowhere sense or purpose, nowhere achieved
accomplishment, beginnings with no completions, dreams without actual-
izations. Thus envious fear finds rationalization in pragmatic wisdom, and
11
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youth's contained suppression is resoundingly justified.
Here then is the first difference from marxist and quasi-marxist proletariat
theory in general and also from proletariat theories of youth like those of the
Rowntrees and Musgrove. Not in economics, not in politics, but in age itself is
located the grounds of age-group differentiation and the basis of the established
relationship between young people and adults.
The second difference has to do with the outcome of the conflict across this
divide. In marxist theory it is assumed that the proletariat will overcome, that
the struggle must be violent, that the victory will be progressive. I take none of
these things as simply given in any application of this model to the condition of
youth.
It is entirely possible and indeed probable that exploitative suppression of the
proletariat of youth will continue for a very long time. Adult power is immense
and subtle. Young people are less divisible by cross-cutting forces than is the
marxist proletariat of the working class, but divisive forces there are, and
powerful ones, notably class, sex, education, and race. Organization is at this
time no better than incipient. On the other hand this condition cannot continue
indefinitely without countervailing adjustments in adults' methods of handling
young people. Either the process of 'liberation' (to continue the analogy) will
go forward to its denouement, or adults will have to withdraw freedoms
already granted, re-institute control mechanisms long withdrawn, and deprive
themselves of the symbolic and practical purposes which free youth serves for
them.
There is a great danger of violence in the confrontation of the age groups.
Even in peaceable societies adults more readily use violence on young people
than on their peers. Even what seems to be 'normal' violence with nothing to do
with age conflict turns out to be inflicted upon or put in the way of specifically
young people by adults specifically. Consider war, civil war, and the enormous
proportion of offenders (who are 'legitimately' treated with violence) who are
young people. And vice versa, even the more civilized and controlled segments
of youth turn easily to violence, out of frustration, as the student revolt of the
sixties demonstrates. If there were to be generalized violence arising from age
conflict, it would presumably take the form at first of riot. It is a danger but I
cannot see that it is inevitable.
The marxist happily assumes that proletarian victory will be progressive in an
unproblematical sense, that even if there are costs to pay the benefits will out-
weigh them. I think we cannot assume this at all. A successful revolution of
youth might as easily be the beginning of a generalized social collapse as of the
path towards a new future (6).
However, I have built progress into my definition of the proletariat's functions
(at page Q.')- Even so, alas, progress is always a promise: never a guarantee. A
successful revolution would make feasible progress which without such a revolu-
tion is blocked. That the progressive potential released could be actualized is
not something that mere definitions can ensure. It would depend, as always in
revolutionary situations, on external factors, on organisation, leadership and
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discipline, and on luck. And of course it hardly needs saying that progressive
social development is not ipso facto either desirable or morally justifiable C).
Nor, I should say in concluding this analysis of the outcome of the de-prolet-
arianization of youth, do I believe that a more reasonable, peaceful and effect-
ive way forward might not be found. I shall return to this theme at the end of
the chapter, and merely touch on it now by suggesting that, provided radical
change in the relations of adult and youth is accomplished, it may be possible
to find a synthesis of the new culture of youth and the dying culture of our
adult world. But this will take more trust and risk and love than many adults,
whether as parents, teachers, bosses, leaders, or whatever, are capable of as yet.
The best time of our lives?
This analysis cannot but seem fanciful to many. Even if we discount those
elements of the analysis which may represent no more than a flight towards my
own departed youth, it will certainly be objected that generally and certainly in
today's conditions, young people are immensely well off in every way, absolute-
ly and by comparison with adults. Far from being in a proletarian condition of
exploitative deprivation, they are the object of continuous, pampering idolatry.
The evidence supporting such a view, as I have to admit, is considerable. For
example:
1. The earning power of young people has never been anything like so high as
it is today.
2. The spending power of youth is immense, to the extent of dominating and
shaping some markets.
3. Young people are spared involvement in the rigours and discipline of work
which very recently even children had to bear. The continuing growth of educa-
tion absorbs a larger and larger proportion of young people up to and beyond
eighteen.
4. Changes in acceptable styles of authority, and of social relationships general-
ly, relieve contemporary youth of the harshness of earlier forms of supervision,
punishment, etc., which were used routinely on young people with even less
compunction than on children.
5. Hours of work, whether in school, college, or place of employment, are
trivial by comparison even with as little as two decades ago. Free time is avail-
able in plenty.
6. Contemporary youth are the first heirs to wholesale mass-production's
effects on supply and on prices. Even in the midst of inflation luxury goods are
easily and cheaply available.
7. Above all youth is free. The established bases for control of their be-
haviour in religion, in widely shared morally restrictivist values, and in the
community-context of living, have to all intents and purposes evaporated. With-
out 'preachers', 'moralizers', and 'snoopers' young people can do as they wish
untrammelled.
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8. Youth has been recognised as a special category in its own right with the
consequence that all sorts of special public and private provision is made for
their needs. Claims made by them and on their behalf are increasingly ack-
nowledged as reflecting rights. Special legislative arrangements attend at the
most formal and official level to their needs and rights qua young people.
9. One effect of the extension of education, through schooling but also and per-
haps more powerfully through the media, is to equip young people with a level
of knowledge which defuses adult myths and cripples the power of customary
controls. In regard to religion, politics, sex, work, and all the other fund-
amentals, young people are 'in the know' and out of reach at least of the simple
trickery which has worked in the past.
10. The geographical and social world is opened up to young people in a way
and to a degree which has never been remotely possible. Through the media,
through transport on the local scene, through tourism, access to new worlds has
been vastly increased.
Ten is an appropriate round number for an informal schematic analysis such as
this is. But the list might go on almost indefinitely. In whatever way the list were
organized, a plausible interpretation would be that far from constituting a pro-
letariat, the youth of modern Britain is, with a minority of exceptions, an over-
privileged group. To this we could then add the perennial advantages which
youth has over age always. These arise first from the simple and irremediable
facts of developmental biology. Poets celebrate them.
As roses fade,
so youth
declines, alas,
to merest adulthood.
For soon, oh soon,
youth's beauty dies,
that power, that energy
runs weak*
and life itself
moves on
toward sluggard death.
Then 'golden lads and lasses',
by far
before their time is come
to come to dust
come all to greyness
and maturity.
So love your golden age
and live
your spring-heeled time
with youthful zest.
Let passionate beauty
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have its fling
till beauty fades,
till passion dies,
till joyous youth
is overcome
by time
and weary age.
(From 'An invocation to youth', Anon.)
And the energy, strength, and beauty of youth are as certainly, if less universally,
accompanied by psychological attributes which give young people the advantage
over their presumed 'superiors'. Hope? Trust? Capacity for risk? Confidence?
Nourished, no doubt, only in the fleeting pastures of inexperience, but real,
powerful, and rich nonetheless.
And again at a third level, youth has a persistent and recurrent advantage arising
on the social and cultural plane to augment their biological and psychological
privilege. For — even if less so in many other cultures than ours — in every case
we know of or might imagine youth has the freedom of beginning. Every act-
ivity is new. Every encounter a novelty. Each project an advance on the last.
Thus in general terms applicable in all kinds of cultural conditions and especially
in the particular conditions of modern society we can make a plausible story of
the privilege of youth and knock the bottom easily enough out of any notion of
youth as proletariat.
Never had it so bad?
So if I am to persist in exploring the usefulness of construing youth as a pro-
letariat, what are the counter-arguments? If it is after all so easily plausible to
contend that young people never had it so good, why should one believe other-
wise? If the life of young people today is generally unproblematical, why not let
the Youth Service and others who work with and for young people, concentrate
on the minority who are manifestly in trouble and really need help? If, as is
almost certainly true, even young people themselves who feel themselves
troubled, unhappy, or radically dissatisfied with their lives are well-prepared
to interpret their condition as a normal passing phenomenon which they will
grow out of why not leave them happy with their false-consciouness?
The answers I have to these three hard questions are, in turn, as follows.
First, on counter-arguments. I have to admit that the best I can hope to do is to
find and present plausible illustrations of the alternative story of youth. Until
we have much more considerable conceptual clarity and a great deal more
systematic research on young people, this really is the best, I think, that can be
done. Until then, interpretation will be met with counter-interpretation, and a
predictable range of synthesizing interpretations will persistently arise between
the extremes. Indeed, even when we have a stronger basis of theory and re-
search than we have available now, the situation will nor be fully remedied,
since the question of the general social and political position of youth is very
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complex. It will always leave scope for a range of overlapping answers, their
differences arising as much from conflicts between assumptions as from differ-
ent readings of the evidence.
I find the second question easier. In general we have gone along in our organ-
ization of public services with the notion that for the most part young people
are doing perfectly well. So we have put our money and energies generally into
services for those who present undeniable serious symptoms. Except to the extent
that young people are construed as pupils or students — and to that extent their
youthfulness as such is denied them — cash and trained personnel are concen-
trate on problems. One might perhaps go as far as arguing that youth is not a
recognized category of social interaction at a formai level at all, except in as far
as it means problem, trouble, disturbance (*)•
It will be argued against this that it is precisely in Britain that we have, in the
Youth Service, an organization which is not problem-oriented but focusses on
young people as young people, as a totalistic category, in their normal develop-
ment (*)• Of course. But look at what a pip-squeak of a service it is even today.
Look at the triviality of its scale and financing. Look at the low esteem it has in the
eyes of those who casually dipense huge sums of money for cures and solutions of
special 'problems'. It is moreover, significantly enough, staffed largely by vol-
unteers.
And on the other hand consider the unique extent to which the Youth Service —
by contrast with teachers, social workers, educational psychologists, careers officers,
etc. etc. — succeeds in approaching, understanding, and winning the trust of
young people. Look at the huge extent of need any youth worker discovers, and
the extent of help he is able to give. Unless we find ways of attending adequately
to young people as young people and to the general problematic of youthfulness,
all the efforts put into surface symptomatics will continue to be sheer waste.
The third question takes as given in the way it is formulated that the general line
of my analysis is incorrect. The marxist theorist of a working class proletariat
tests the validity of his attribution of false-consciousness to purported prolet-
arians by working with them as an activist. In my opinion, their efforts have
been wasted and are now merely ritual. People know what they can do, what
they want, and who they can trust. They wish to move forward carefully towards
objectives they understand within a framework of politics they are tolerably
satisfied with.
By contrast, when youth workers work professionally and effectively with
young people, their activism and activation almost always succeeds. Somehow
we continue to be amazed (this is the false-consciousness of adults) when they
manage tasks they 'are not ready for', when they produce ideas 'no one had
thought of, when they keep on with projects which adults would have got
bored with long before, in general when we realise that as young people they
can do things and achieve things which they believed they were prevented from
precisely as a result of being young.
So my answer to the third question is that, even if it is proper to leave well
alone as far as the mass of the adult population is concerned, we cannot and
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should not do this with young people. For to do so would be to leave suffering
unattended and potential unharnessed to a degree which is incompatible with
rationality or with democracy. We have to help them with their liberation
because we are committed to freedom, and because they are indeed unfree
despite their partial freedoms.
One curious method by which the systematic disadvantage of youth is con-
cealed is to seize it away from young people as such, and attribute it to other
social categories with which youth overlaps. The primary beneficiary of this
pseudo-scholarly device, I need hardly add, is the working class. Recently
youth's problems have been donated, as is were, also to women, to blacks, and
over a longer period and by a different type of donor to 'the less intelligent'.
Unemployment for example. How long has it taken us to recognize and ack-
nowledge that involuntary worklessness is not as such a problem of the working
class, or even of the lower working class, but youth's problem? Now, but only
now, we see and acknowledge that the main trend of increase in unemployment
is a function of technological development, that it is irreversible, and that its
structural impact is on young people of all categories, on youth itself 0°). Adults,
in their roles as political leaders, as union leaders, and as workers conspire to
maintain this pattern. They are bound to. Even as they invent schemes and spend
money apparently to protect the young unemployed, they succeed only in main-
taining the secular trend which increasingly excludes the young from the only
legitimate source of self-esteem.
Similarly with crime. All crime is committed by criminals. But that is a matter
of mere definition. Much crime is commited by members of the working class,
or certain segments of it, to be more precise than marxist analysts typically
manage (")• But that is merely a matter of opportunity patterns and policing
habits in combination. Most members of the adult working class, even of the
lower working class, are not criminals. Few of them commit crimes. So who
breaks the law? It appears it is preponderantly and increasingly, and with the
exception of a very small number of professional criminals, young people.
Policemen are, even more than earlier, amateur youth workers. Like unemploy-
ment, crime is a youth problem. Both problems arise directly out of the struct-
ural position of youth and both serve to characterize that position definitively
as under-privileged, excluded, and suppressed.
And illegitimacy, drugs, absenteeism, venereal disease, whose problems are
these? In each case — and the list extends almost as long as the total list of all
our socially originated problems — youth is diproportionately represented to a
gross degree. Statistically these are youth problems not class problems. Even
social problems which logic should require to belong to adults turn out to be a
problem of and for youth to a degree which is inexplicable except in terms of
the generically disadvantaged and exposed position of youth. Homelessness,
for example, which ought to be a problem specifically of families, affects the
single young to a huge and increasing extent, as youth is allowed and encour-
aged to leave home and move about in pursuit of learning, work, or some-
where meaningful to belong. Alcohol abuse provides another example with an
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identical logical structure.
In these and many other spheres the fact of youth's difficulties is hidden by a
rhetorical scissor movement. On the one hand the problem is attributed to some
other social category which subsumes and conceals the young people who bear
the main brunt in fact. While on the other hand a minority of young people
specifically and conspicuously insulated from the problem are publicized and
celebrated.
But this is the merest beginning of the case which youth might argue on its own
behalf against those who charge young people with over-privilege.
Money? Spending power? Well, yes, with some important reservations they
might admit to being infinitely better off in nconomic terms than their parents
were or even imagined they might be. But surrounded by an affluence which
leaves them relatively deprived, oriented by the media towards a narrow range
and type of commodities, constrained by the unavoidable forces of a com-
petitive peer culture to spend within a still narrower range, on this record, those
cloths, that bike, this pub, is this privilege after all?
And what benefit is it in a social world where only work fundamentally counts
to be spared the discipline of work? Where even parenting is increasingly pro-
fessionalized and young women therefore also forced into careers for meaning
and worth? Whatever the mechanism — unemployment, extended schooling,
adult compliance with dropping out — worklessness in this culture carries a
powerfully negative label, robs the young of legitimate access to self-esteem,
and condemns them to desperate pursuit of alternative sources of pride in them-
selves.
The schooling mechanism carries with it a double penalty, since success in educa-
tion requires far more effort, more discipline determined on the pattern of adult
rhythms, even than the world of work. For at work at least they will be allowed
to behave as adult supervisors, overlookers, bosses expect them to behave, that
is to say like young people, that is to say inadequately 02)-
In school and at work, and especially at home, they find that the much trump-
eted revolution in ways of handling authority and relationship is indeed a change
of style rather than of substance. The technology of adult control has been
transformed, but its objectives remain identical and in the last resort (which for
youth is hardly distinguishable in any case from the first resort) it remains tot-
ally lacking in empathy for the situation and needs of the underling, grounded
in a fundamentally pessimistic view of man and motivation, hysterical, and
punitive. The same can be said of course, as truly about the application of
authority and control by adults to other adults. But the young have been led to
believe that these things were changed, that their initiative and participation is
truly required, that compulsion should be internal, that arbitrary routine is in-
pensible. They know things might be so. So the old ways are intolerable. They
seek free and sensible cooperation, and find it nowhere possible in the spheres
of life that matter objectively for them — school, work, and relations with
formal community authority.
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So they seek it perhaps in leisure, which indeed they have been granted in plenty.
The notion that leisure is a sphere of freedom is more complex even than the
concept of freedom itself. It expresses an essential truth, but cloaks in mystify-
ing darkness the work which is required to enable one to use one's leisure freely,
the voluntary compliance with authority it demands, the training it pre-
supposes.
Young people's leisure, infinitely more even than the leisure of the adult masses,
is largely a mockery of freedom, or rather freedom mocked, since free it is. But
it is free after the fashion of national liberation in the neo-colonialist phase Q3).
Adults watch in fear that the young may bring it off successfully, and in hope
that perhaps it will end up a chaos. Meantime they seize the advantage wherever
it suits their interests.
This freedom that they have is authentic and at the same time terrible. For they
must navigate its open seas without charts; live out a life in it without a structure
of beliefs; be themselves while pursuing an identity without which they cannot
yet be themselves at all; travelling here, since only here in leisure are they free,
towards their adulthood with only childhood to guide them; wishing for adult
guidance and support and finding precious little. It is a painful privilege indeed,
from any perspective, and from some perspectives manifestly a punishment
rather than a privilege at all.
Initiated by adults into truths which falsify the myths which once kept youth at
bay, they know the world and cannot have it, reject the world and are allowed
no other, since there is no other until they make it for themselves.
And so one might, and should, go on through all the supposed advantages of
youth, and reveal them for what they are in truth. But this must be enough to
succeed, or to fail, in making a plausible story persuasive. The proletarian con-
dition which the story tells of is a strange one, I admit. For its usual connotations
are of the simplest sorts of deprivation, and these youth must be relieved off
before their exploitation can be complete.
And after all, adults have been working at a form of culture which contains
and suppresses the young for infinitely longer than ever capitalists have had to
develop the modes of control that short-lived system requires. And not only
longer, but more patiently, more resolutely, more imaginatively, since this line
has to be held.
The spectre of youth is infinitely more challenging and frightening than that
offered by any other candidate for the revolutionary role of the proletariat Q*).
For its form is constructed out of our own past, our lives, our hopes, our shady
deals with living, our compromize with trust and love for the sake of mere sur-
vival and security. The bourgeois can treat the worker as alien and handle him:
the imperialist can emphasize the subject race's otherness: the booted elite of
fascists or socialists can — and they need to, for they are human too — easily
enough persuade themselves that the 'masses' and the 'people' are no more than
that, something other than themselves. But youth is not other. It is us, our past,
ourselves, a doppelganger of a revolutionary spectre.
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Where the bourgeois can look his proletarian counterpart in the eye and speak
confidently of his rectitude and of the validity of his position, the adult can only
cast down his eyes in the face of youth's challenging gaze, ashamed, or hide his
envy in truculent and hysterical accusation.
Adults generally — and not merely on individual psychological grounds but
structurally, as an inevitable consequence of the form and dynamics of the age
system, and the age system's functions as a main principle of order in the
social system as a whole — fear youth. Even among those who wish to work
with them and help them, few are able to speak with them as equals, treat them
authentically as persons. And so we fall back on more or less sophisticated
modes of maintaining their subservience, learn nothing from them, and run
from our own future, which we have ourselves discovered, back towards the long
past.
Towards a youthful world?
Their future and ours requires, I believe, that even if the notion of youth as
proletariat is as faise as it is true, which I acknowledge may be so, we should in
all our dealings with young people act on it as if it were true absolutely. We
should do this in our professional work with young people, as parents, and in
all our other relationships with them.
What is entailed is that we should participate with them in helping them to-
wards an understanding of, a confidence with, a practical competence in, the
freedom which the structure of social development has compelled us to allow
them (15). We should at all costs avoid conscious or unconscious conspiracy to
restrict it. For they must find the restraining structures, the shaping patterns,
the guiding rules which the freedom with which they experiment in loneliness
on our behalf demands.
It may be that they will find it all a cul de sac, and conclude that they must like
previous generations accept the loss of youthful hope, idealism, energy, and
learn to make sensible adjustments. It may be again that the changes set in train
by the possibilities into which we have initiated them will be driven through to
some strange mysterious short-lived new society which it would be hard to call
civilized at all (I6).
Or perhaps, just perhaps, if they are helped with trust and love and confidence
by adults who have no fear of youth, they might make a world for man where
the antinomies of our established adult culture (in whatever of its several poli-
tical versions) and the inchoate patterns of youth culture find a synthesis. That
surely is what their faces — angry, anguished, eager, or defeated — tell us they
are looking for if we only look them in the eye.
This first chapter was written last. I think it captures and crystallizes the prin-
ciples of understanding of youth and of service for youth which underly
implicitly all the other chapters. But it was written after them, and time does
bring change, even if not at all necessarily change for the better. It is quite pos-
sible that I may here express more than a mere change of emphasis. If there are
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real contradictions I can only trust that, like at least some social contradictions,
they may be fruitful, by provoking critique and discussion.
But that sort of discussion, academic discussion and professional discussion, is
only a part of what we need and not the most important part. What we most
need I think is for adults, especially older adults and adults in positions of in-
fluence and power, to talk, without intrusion, to young people. To talk is to
listen.
Notes
1. Differentiation of methodological and political judgements is not, of course, straightforward or
simple. But it is necessary and feasible. See my analysis of these issues in Chapter 15.
2. The 'working class' is in principle at least as problematical a concept as youth'. In practice I
believe it is much more problematical. See Chapter 6.
3. That is to say that aside from and underlying all the manifold cultural variations in the meaning of
youth, there are also constants. These reappear in all cultures where youth appears as a component
of social structure. Some of these constants are biological, some psychological, and some sociological.
4. F. Musgrove — Youth and the social order, 1964. See also J. and M. Rowntree — The political
economy of youth (Our Generation, Vol. 6, 1968).
5. 1 intend the concepts 'modem' and 'modernized' society technically rather than casually. On the
other hand I have not analyzed the concept of modernization fully anywhere in the book. The near-
est I come to it is in Chapter 8. See Talcott Parsons— The system of modern societies, 1971
6. My analysis in Chapter 2 advizedly leaves this possibility open. The traces of oversimple Vic-
torian notions of progress hang on persistently. Even, or perhaps especially, sociologists too easily
forget that gains in social advance can be lost, and often are. We need a concept of development
which grounds its maintenance not in technology (as both marxism and American behaviourist
environmentalism do) but in ideas, will, action, and organization. See for example Taicott Parsons
— Societies; evolutionary and comparative perspectives, 1966. We ought also again, I think, to take
account of the important work on progress by L. T. Hobhouse, e.g. Social development: its nature
and conditions, 1924.
7. These are of course difficult and contentious issues, which 1 cannot attempt to deal with at all ad-
equately here. Two important components for the discussion are provided by J. Rawls — A theory of
justice, 1972, and P. T. Geach — The Virtues, 1977.
8. This observation is hardly novel of course. Marxist analysts particularly have emphasized it. See
for example S. Hall and T. Jefferson — Resistance through rituals, 1976, and G. Murdock —
Youth in contemporary Britain: misleading imagery and mis-applied action, in D. Marsland and
M. Day — Youth Service, Youth Work, and the Future, 1976. Unfortunately the observation is
commonly used by such analysts as a basis for dismissing the concept from use instead of as a source
for correcting the lay concept towards an adequate condition for technical sociological analysis.
9. Fortunately this approach is not any longer parochially British. A recent book, which I believe
is very important and can be very helpful to the development ot youth work, generalizes this ap-
proach at least right across the European scene: J. P. Hill and F. J. MOnks — Adolescence and
youth in prospect, 1977.
10. I.L.O., Information, Vol. 13, No. 1, 1977, Why its hard to cut youth unemployment.
11. Recent analysis of white-collar crime tends to enable the marxist to have it both ways. On the
one hand if most crime is committed by the working class this is because of their structural depri-
vation. On the other hand, in any case, the middle-class is equally criminal and gets away with it.
12. See the analysis of youth and work in C. Smith — Adolescence, 1971. For an analysis of alter-
native ways of organizing the objectives and rhythm of school work, see Leslie Button — Discovery
and experience, 1971.
13. This analogy and imagery is used systematically and effectively by Musgrove, op. cit.
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14. In all revolutionary situations young people tend to have an important front-line role. Their
force and fearsomeness, their general aptness for this revolutionary role, arise precisely from the
social structure of their consciousness and of our perception and interpretation of it. For they are
indeed free of entrapping commitments and controls because they are not yet held by them. To get
the same effect from aduits, powerful processess of de-socialization are first necessary.
15. There is neither conflict nor irony here. They are free, and it is only their freedom which per-
mits them to comprehend their unfreedom. In the marxist analogue the revolutionary proletariat
is composed of 'free-labour' — freed that is from slavery or feudal controls. Their freedom is a
necessary condition of their entrapment as 'wage slaves'.
16. 1 have explored the patterns of the potential new society in Chapter 2. Glimpses of some ver-
sions of an unacceptable new world grounded in youth are possible, from the irresponsible hedon-
ism of twenties Britain and Germany, through the resurrection of this pattern in a worse form in
the so-called permissivism of sixties California and Germany, to the horror of youthful revolution-
ary regimes in Africa and especially Asia.
CHAPTER TWO
ON YOUTH
The Youth Service in Britain has not so far attracted the attention of sociolo-
gists to any substantial extent. Even to the extent it has, neglect has been largely
replaced by negative criticism Q).
I am persuaded that neither neglect nor negativism are appropriate or acceptable
at this time. The important work of the Youth Service and the needs of young
people to which the Service is designed to attend, demand systematic construc-
tive analysis by sociologists. One part of the work of the R.T.C.U. is to make
some contribution to such an analysis. Our programme acknowledges that any
planning for the future of the Service has to give serious attention to its social
context and functions and to the sociological dimensions of its own tasks and
organization.
A systematic programme of analysis of the Youth Service appears to presuppose
preliminary analysis of three distinct sets of questions, and coherent establish-
ment of three essential components of a general model. These are:
1. A theoretically and empirically adequate characterization of society.
2. An analysis of the general concept of youth.
3. Analysis of the concept of 'Service' in the context of social organization,
social service, welfare, and social development more generally.
This chapter is intended to contribute to the second of these preliminary tasks;
properly all three should be set in the context of each other.
Wide and important divergencies between alternative characterizations of con-
temporary society, which are examined later (*), are paralleled by differences in
sociological interpretations of the concept of youth. Indeed in part the latter are
precisely derived from ideological and theoretical differences in assumptions
and propositions about society.
While the problem is actually analytically very complex, it may be useful to con-
strue these differences in terms of variation on three dimensions:
1. Extent of significance attributed to age structure and consciousness.
2. Extent of conflict postulated between age-defined groups.
3. Modes of explaining age-reiated differentiation and conflict.
The range on the first dimension reaches from Allen's or any Marxist analysis,
where, covering clauses aside, age differentiation is absorbed into and trivialized
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by class differentiation, to an opposite extreme, such as Musgrove's analysis,
where socially constructed age divisions are construed as primary structural
components Q).
On the second dimension the recent American literature in particular is very
substantial, and very diverse and complex in its assumptions and in its findings.
A very valuable summary and analysis is provided by Bengston (4).
The British literature which has tended to under-emphasize the differentiation
of values and at the same time exaggerate the extent of challenge and conflict
is, as research, analysis, and contentious discussion increases, getting just as
problematically complex. There is still a great need for analytical clarification
and for systematic research. Judgements range all the way from the view that
youth culture is expressive of values in radical contradiction with those of
etablished .society; and contains the seeds of the structural transformation of the
form of civilization (in a variety of postulated directions). To an opposite inter-
pretation, which construes youth culture as an extreme expression precisely of
established values, and indicative merely of structurally determined impatience
with the pace of movement toward their implementation. Through intermediate
positions which interpret distinct elements of youth culture differentially, and
as representing, for example, little challenge to basic values and at the same
time a revolutionary transformation in expressive styles (5).
Even where analysis attributes substantial significance to the specific culture
and consciousness of youth, and even where this is interpreted as representing
an important structural challenge to the established socio-cultural system, the
literature presents a range of interpretations and explanations of the phenomena
so diverse that many incompatible prescriptions for the goals and structure of
societal handling of youth can be equally justified. In this morass, one crucial dis-
tinction is manifest. On the one hand there are those who locate the primary
source of age-group differentiation and conflict in a failure in adult and estab-
lished agencies to allow youth an appropriate stake in society and its various
organizational forms. On the other are those who, while acknowledging some
significant innovative elements in youth culture, construe the problematics of
relations between age groups as due to the inadequacies of established organiza-
tional forms in providing effective help and guidance for young people in their at-
tempts to move into roles in a society which is already theirs. The first, more radical,
interpretation points toward a critical, if not dissolutionist, line on the Youth
Service, toward a construction of the Service as a change agent, and toward eli-
sion between youth work, social work, and ultimately political action. While the
second and more liberalist interpretation tends toward a reformist line on the
Youth Service, toward emphasis on the Youth Service's established functions
in education, welfare, and recreation, and toward the continued development of
a specialist service and profession.
The significance of age structure and consciousness
None of these three sets of questions about the meaning and condition of youth
can be adequately answered until we have a great deal more work done in clari-
fying the conceptual foundations of the sociology of youth, and in empirical
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research. It may however be permissble even at this time to offer tentative
hypothetical conclusions on each.
First on the significance of age structxe in contemporary society. Despite the
strenuous counter-literature, it seems ifter all certain that age remains a major
principle of social organization.
The age principle appears to operate a three distinct modes — seniority, gen-
erationality, and age-group membershi\ — which are too often confused. Senior-
ity represents the set of criteria in terns of which organizations and groups take
systematic account of experience and nvestment in membership. These criteria
overlap those of generationality and ag-group membership but are distinct from
them, and more specific in their appliation. Membership in a generational unit
is a constant for a given set of individuals, whereas both seniority and age-
group membership are essentially varable. One's generation, and the cultural-
historical imprinting which defines it moves with one precisely as age-group
memberships are sloughed off to be rplaced by others. Age-groups are thus to
be conceived as segments of life-cycle; and biographies, rooted in the biological
fundamentals of birth, growth, declne and death, variably reconstituted in
socio-cultural terms as instrumentaliti6 for the ordering of life and society, and
maintained and transformed by specifn forms of age consciousness and identity.
There appear to be three fundamentd age-categories, each with its associated
group characteristics and consciousnes — namely childhood, maturity, and old
age. These persist and recur stably inall sorts of socio-cultural conditions. To
these must be added two transitionalind more variable categories linking (and
separating) childhood and adulthood, nd adulthood and old age.
The first transition category is youth. I appears to be peculiarly salient at this time
in the modernized form of society. Tb second transition, between mature adult-
hood and old age, appears as yet little ecognised (6), and is certainly less salient or
problematical than youth in the contenporary phase of social development. To the
precise significance of the youth agegroup, the meaning of the differentiated
culture it expresses, and the socio-<ultural sources and consequences of its
significance I return shortly.
Here I intend merely to assert the fuidamental significance of age as a principle
of social organization, even and in soie senses especially in modem society, and
to specify the different modes of opeation of the principle.
To a large extent, I believe, resistanc to the simple proposition that age differ-
entiation matters — including the sui-proposition that in contemporary society
youth is sociologically important — i to be explained in terms of the dominant
quasi-marxist conception of social sructure prevalent among sociologists and
social theorists more generally. To tie extent that sociologists of youth might
appear to be claiming that some otbr principle than class is, or is becoming,
significant in social dynamics, intellctual resistance has escalated, apparently
regardless of the weight of evidence <T the plausibility of the analysis. And this
response has tended to be met by exiggerated claims about the significance of
age from the other side C). But there s surely no need of mere rhetoric on either
side. Given acceptance of age (coheretly formulated in precise theoretical terms)
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as one of a small set of fundamental sociological variables (to include sex, class,
education, occupation, and others), then their relative weighting, in general and
in particular cultural situations, and the nature of interaction between them,
become questions to be resolved by usual scientific methods, including the
formulation of coherent theoretical models and the empirical testing of derived
hypotheses.
In terms of such an approach, it seems now beyond contradiction that:
1. Age is of substantial importance in contemporary society.
2. In particular the structural and cultural situation of youth is a matter of
fundamental importance for the transformation which modem society is under-
going.
3. The interactions between age, class, and sex (and in particular situations also
ethnicity) represent a crucial arena for the determination of future societal
possibilities.
One is not at all constrained to disregard the manifest importance of class
differentiation of young people in order to assert the singularity and singular
significance of youth in contemporary society.
Relations between age-groups
Secondly, on conflicts between age-groups. This second dimension is most
commonly formulated in terms of the proposition that contemporary society is
(or is not) peculiarly subject, with important structural consequences, tp gen-
erational conflict. While this formulation is, for reasons to be examined, ser-
iously confusing, there seems little room for doubt that it contains an essential
truth and captures a crucial dynamic of this era. In the terms of Musgrove's an-
alysis, there is indeed a 'problem of youth'. It is not a media myth merely, nor
is its identification merely symptomatic of a moral panic caused by factors ex-
trinsic to the behaviour of young people or to the relations of youth and adult
roles C).
In order to achieve a more adequate formulation some careful conceptual an-
alysis is necesary.
To classify the phenomena under consideration here as 'generational' is to beg
questions which only empirical analysis can answer. Some aspects and types of
difference and conflict between younger and older people appear to be constant,
or certainly common, characteristics of relations bettween youth and maturity
in all types of society and civilization in which these categorizations appear.
Other aspects and other types of difference and conflict are apparently specific
to particular socio-cultural conditions. It is very important to distinguish these
two cases.
At the same time it is essential to distinguish both these cases from a third, and
empirically much rarer, case in which the bases of the difference and conflict
are carried forward by a youth group into their occupancy of adult status. Only
in the third case is the difference and conflict properly a generational phen-
omenon at all. In the first two cases the parties to the difference and conflict are
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age-groups rather than generations. To classify an age-group conflict as a gen-
erational conflict involves an a priori judgement of issues which ought to be
examined empirically.
Again the typical formulation uses the term conflict much too loosely. Whether
or not a conflict process develops is conditioned by many factors outside of the
age-system of society. What matters much more for a coherent analysis of re-
lations between age-groups and between generations is the nature and extent of
cultural differentiation, and in particular the order of deviant innovation rep-
resented by the values and normatively prescribed behaviour of youth culture.
Thus evidence of lack of conflict cannot be interpreted as necessarily indicating
homogeneity of values between age groups or generations. Nor does deviant
behaviour among young people necessarily lead to conflict.
If we take account of this attempt at conceptual clarification, the general model
indicated in the diagram bdow appears. Whereas co-operative relations, cul-
tural homogeneity and compliance typically hang together (as do their opposites)
it has to be recognized that the three dimensions of mode of relationship can
vary autonomously. Thus for example we may find compliant relations between
teachers and pupils in some types of schools, even where there is a complete dis-
sensus on values and goals, if certain controls work effectively. Or again there
may be instances where behaviours of young people which are deviant from
relevant established norms and expressions of specifically anti-adult values do
not lead to conflict, for example where the behaviours in question are of little
salience to adults.
MODE OF RELATION
OBJECTS OF RELATION
AGE-GROUPS
General and
constant
Particular
and variable
GENERA-
TIONS
Co-operation Compliant
Competition
Conflict
Cultural '
homogeneity |
Cultural
diversity
Variant
I
I Deviant
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In terms of this model the following propositions, together constituting a more
adequate reformulation of the original proposition about inter-generational
relations, appear to be plausible hypotheses f).
1. Structural differentiation and cultural construction of the age-group of
youth, transitional between childhood and adulthood, occurs only in specific
types of socio-cultural conditions. The conditions of contemporary society are-
favourable to the most powerful known development of this phenomenon.
Youth culture is a crucial structural characteristic of contemporary modernized
society.
2. In the contemporary situation, those aspects and types of difference and con-
flict (together with homogeneity and co-operation) between young people and
adults which are constant, general features of all situations in which these two
age-groups appear, are by definition present. They should not be confused with
other aspects referred to under 3 and 4, nor should they be ignored because they
are 'less interesting' or 'less problematical' in sociological analysis, still less in
professional youth work.
3. Over and above the constant factional aspects of relations between young and
adult, there are present in contemporary society specific aspects and types of
difference and conflict peculiar to the type of socio-cultural conditions in which
contemporary society finds itself. These are generated by causes inside of (e.g.
changes in childhood and adult roles) the age system, and outside of it (e.g.
changes in the economic or political system affecting young people, changes in
basic societal values such as with respect to authority or leadership).
4. Another distinct level of analysis is required to examine the extent to which
any of the difference and conflict represented in category 3 can be reliably char-
acterized as generational — i.e. whether it will be carried forward by young
people into their adult roles.
Another way of putting this same question is to ask whether and to what extent
the youth culture is transformative rather than (as in categories 1 and 2) merely
adaptive with respect to societal structure and culture.
There seems little doubt that in some aspects age-group difference and conflict
is potentially transformative, that youth culture represents a serious innovative
challenge, that the counter-culture is necessarily grounded in youth culture (10).
5. The question of evaluating the directions of social change portended in the
transformative elements of youth culture is not one that sociological analysis
can answer. Professionsl youth workers need to be able to make coherent assess-
ments of the costs and benefits of the changes in beliefs and values portended
by the transformative counter-cultural elements of youth culture. These assess-
ments must unavoidably be deeply conditioned by their own values, and may
(indeed should) have serious effects on the outcome of the changes portended (")•
Towards explanation of relations between age-groups
The third set of questions that has to be asked about the meaning and conditions
of youth has to do with the explanation of relations between youth and adult
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age -groups.
If the preceding analysis is at all valid it is evident that there can be no single ex-
planation, and that no unitary interpretation is likely to be satisfactory. Distinct
accounts are required to explicate:
(a.) Constant, general features of the relationship
(b.) Specific problematical aspects of the relationship in contemporary society.
(c.) Those aspects of the relationship which .have, or may have, transformational
significance.
Explanation of the constant general features of relations between youth and
adult age groups is the easiest of the three tasks. It has been very thoroughly
attended to both in the literature of the psychology of adolescence and in that
of the sociology of youth. In the latter case it is best expressed in the work of
Einsenstadt, and in his characterization of the 'archetypal patterns of youth' Q2).
Youth is essentially, in whatever socio-cuitural conditions it becomes established
as an element of the structure of society, transitional between childhood and
adulthood. In this proposition is given per se the core of an adequate inter-
pretative account of general, constant features of relations between youth and
adult. Youth is the arena of liberation from childhood dependencies, and their
crucial structural locus in the family. Ipso facto it poses the opportunity and
constraint for self-exploration in a context of peers and extra-familial adult role-
models, and for achievement and establishment of autonomous identity. In con-
sequence of identical psycho-sociological mechanisms prerequisite to liberation
from childhood, family and immediate community milieux, self and society to-
gether become chailengeable, at some level necessarily challenged, and the
challenge at some necessary level effectively resolved, as movement into the
adult age-group is warranted by adult and accomplished by youth. Distantiation
from adult perspectives, challenge and conflict on particular and changing
issues, focussed especially on relations with parents and with other adults in
direct authority contact, characterize youth unavoidably in the framework of
analysis appropriate to this first level. By the same token it seems there is
little evidence for believeing other than that, in this first, general aspect, youth/
adult relation are essentially and at bottom co-operative, resting on a reciprocal
recognition of the nature of youth as transitional between childhood and adult-
hood, and especially upon adult willingness and competence to help youth
through difficult tasks towards adult status. In its general features youth is a
joint project in socialization and in the psychological developmental processes
fundamentally prerequisite to effective socialization.
Interpretation along these lines appears appropriate and necessary in ail sorts
of situations where the structural fact of youth appears, in whichever of its many
diverse forms. However in contemporary modernized society there are particular-
ized aspects of relations between young people and adults which cannot be
accounted for in terms of such an interpretation. For these other aspects a differ-
ent explanation is needed, to be combined with the first interpretation to provide
an adequate account overall.
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What needs to be explained is the escalation in valence of youth culture; its
generalization across class, regional, educational and other sub-cultural bound-
aries; dissemination, institutionalization, and collectivization of conflict beyond
familial milieux; development of mistrust on the one side and lack of confidence
on the other in respect of adult roles and authority in youth/adult relations; per-
sistent failure in established agencies of socialization and control; in general,
structured collective youth/adult conflict.
For an explanation of these and related phenomena it is necessary to turn to
other factors besides thoe incorporated necessarily in the transitional character
of youthfulness. The relevant factors can be summarized in the notion of in-
creased societal and cultural momentum. This concept is essentially analyzable
into two terms: increase in social mobility; and escalation of the rate of social
change, technical, structural, and, ideological. In consequence of these processes,
youth remains a transition out of childhood, but loses any determinate goal in a re-
liably predictable or consensually definable adult destination. Given either social
mobility or intensive social change, and especially given both, the logical and
sociological prerequisites of socialization are dissipated. In these circumstances,
since adults cannot any longer control an effective transition from childhood
to adulthood, with family, school, and community severally, gradually, but in-
dubitably stripped of legitimate authority, one of two sorts of outcome appears.
Either the transition proces is politicized, which appears generally short-term
and ineffctive (")> or an autonomous youth culture develops through which the
transition is handed over to young people themselves. Socialization becomes
auto-socialization, with all the consequences for youth/adult relations which
characterize those aspects of age-group relations specific to contemporary
society that have been indicated above.
Such an interpretation of specific contemporary characteristics of youth/
adult relations appears perhaps at least plausible. It is important to note:
(a.) that it is not intended to replace the (better established) interpretation of
constant general features of youth/adult relations described earlier. It is distinct
from it and complements it.
(b.) that it is not intended as an explanation of those, so far, limited aspects of
youth/adult relations which promise and threaten cultural and social trans-
formation. What it does explain is rather a novel and complex mechanism of
social reproduction. The characteristics of age-group relations expressed in the
development of an autonomous youth culture and explained here in terms of
the escalation of social mobility and social change do not in themselves necessi-
tate any structural change in the form of society or any radical transformation
of values. On the contrary, these developments are themselves precisely ac-
counted for by society's need to adapt its patterns of socialization, in the face
of changes in the conditions of socialization, in order to maintain its essential
character as modernized, industrialized, occupational, democratic, and so on.
If we wish to account for those aspects of youth/adult relations which have
transformational potential, some third explanation is needed.
There are those who argue that youth culture can have no social transformation
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function, that it is essentially conservative, and that sufficient evidence of this is
provided by the crucial constitutive involvement of the commercial media in
youth culture and by the specifically trivial content of youth culture itself.
I believe these arguments are false. As I have already argued, youth culture and
institutionalized reaction to and involvement in it, should be construed as, in one
important aspect, a modernized mechanism of socialization, inaugurated and
maintained to ensure social reproduction in conditions in which simpler,
more reliable mechanisms can no longer suffice. To recognise this does
not, however, prevent acknowledgement of what must by now be manifest
to all except those addicted to a narrow and outmoded conception of
social change — youth culture, both in its student segment and generally
contains the seeds of a radical transformation of the form and content, the
structure and culture of modernised mass society. Within youth culture, as
within no other segment of the culture of modern society, is contained an order
of rejection of given values and a potential for attachment to deviant innovative
ideologies such as all revolutionary change and any radical social transformation
presupposes. This phenomenon requires not only acknowledgement but also ex-
planation.
To the extent that the directions of change portended by developments in youth
culture are still at this time inchoate, any explanation of the process can at best
be tentative. I suggest that an adequate explanatory theory will need to take ac-
count of at least four elements.
A first element is implicit in our account above of the specific problematical
aspects of the relationships between young people and adults in contemporary
society. If socialization has to any significant extent become transformed into
auto-socialization, as surely in an increasingly wide range of spheres it already
has, then — even granted that the specific function of this transformation is
societal and cultural reproduction — the simple fact of release from control
allows scope for experimentation, deviance, and its amplification. Cultural
transformation thus becomes structurally feasible precisely by token of the vol-
untary abstention by adult society — in its many relevant roles, as parents,
teachers, leaders, supervisors, etc. and in general as moral role-models — from
the process of socialization and from the operation of the normal range of con-
trol processes. The probable effects of this extraordinary voluntary abstention
from use of power simply cannot be dismissed in such phrases as 'repressive
tolerance'. It is not surely in any way sensible to expect, either by psychological
or by sociological criteria, (or indeed by merely logical criteria), that this pro-
cess could lead except by accident to reliable social reproduction. Social and
cultural transformation to some degree and in some direction is unavoidably
implicit in it.
A second element of the requisite explanation is constituted by the purity,
strength, specificity and comprehensiveness of the category and role of youth.
The whole of the population of national societies (indeed the process is trans-
national) post-childhood and pre-adult fall within the category and is structurally
encouraged to encompass the role. It specifically and actively incorporates sex,
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class and ethnic divisions and identities. By contrast with the process of pro-
letarianization the process of incorporation in youth is nowhere, either at infra-
structural or at supra-structural levels, hedged with any structurel resistances or
blockages. The role of youth allows and presupposes a detachment from cross-
pressuring involvements and commitments to a level far beyond that feasible for
any other potentially transformative role, certainly as compared with the work-
er's role. Specifically it appears to permit detachment from work, union and party
and thus, through the connections of these structures to neighbourhood and
family, from conservative commitments such as manifestly incorporate the
worker's role in the counter-transformational process in ail the modernized
societies. Thus youth's position is both comprehensive and segregated from on-
going structures. In consequence it provides a unique springboard for cultural
transformation (14). .
These first two elements of an explanation of the transformative function of
youth culture comprise necessary structural conditions of a cultural transforma-
tion process inaugurated by youth. Two further types of elements of any ex-
planation of general social change are necessary: specification of the grounds and
content of societal rejection of a given set of values and goals; and identification
of alternative values and goals such as could provide the focus of general cultural
re-orientation.
Both of these types of elements are easily and unequivocally located in the form and
content of contemporary youth culture. Modernized society represents and ex-
presses in extreme form the values of competitive instrumentalism (13). In this
syndrome are incorporated the sociological characteristics of democracy, uni-
versalism, work orientation and individuated responsibility. It is patent that this
cultural syndrome places individuals under very considerable pressure and
maximizes stress. At the same time it is evident that it contains serious contradic-
tions, which we may instance by current confusion over enterprize, planning
and corporatism, or by the tension in tertiary education between reliable pro-
curent of elite cadres and mass general education. And again it seems clear that
the established cultural regime (which it would surely be naive to classify as
merely capitalist) quite aside from its pressure-effects on individuals and from
the consequences of its structural contradictions, has and must have many
serious collective dysfunctional consequences. Among these are densification of
population, environmental destruction, and fragmentation of human relation-
ship, in communities and in groups.
The contemporary era represents simultaneously the perfeaed expression of the
cultural system which produces these consequences, the arena for structurally
ambivalent rejection of that system on account of its consequences, and a
multifaceted and thus far futile quest for some amended alternative.
In this juncture the transformative potential of youth culture finds its relevance.
Youth is enabled to take up, re-echo, purify, and exaggerate adult rejection of
its own given cultural system. Thus the third element of our explanation is pro-
vided by the identification of the contemporary period as a stage of general
social development in which the established cultural system enters objective
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decay, becomes prey to generalized subjective critique, and in toto and on
specific cultural grounds begins to lose its political legitimacy and cultural val-
idity. These are the determinate conditions of cultural transformation.
The fourth element of the explanation consists of the complex and problematical
assertion that within the age-group of youth, through the medium of the de-
veloping youth culture, and by token of the consciousness of youth, an alter-
native cultural system capable in principle of transmission beyond the limited
milieux of youth, is being established.
For such a proposition the evidence is certainly inadequate as yet. Many authori-
ties confidently deny it. Few even of those who assert it have been very coherent
or persuasive to date. Perhaps even fewer recognize its enormous and dangerous
significance. What it means is this. Over and above other causes, referred to
earlier, of the transformative significance of relations between the young and
adults, we must include the relevance, salience, and value of the content of
youth culture as the basis of a distinct alternative, transformed general cultural
system. We have to envisage youth culture generalized, normalized, and es-
tablished as the definitive form and content of post-modernized, and con-
ceivably anti-modernized culture.
The general lines of the distinction between established and transformed culture
have been outlined by Rozak, by Reich, and by Musgrove 0*)- Each assumes,
as does the argument here, that the relevant counter-culture is constitutiveiy
grounded in youth culture. Each identifies the definitive content of the cultural
transformation with a syndrome of values in reactive contradiction with the core
values of the established culture of modernized society. Instrumentalism yields
to the quest for expressive objectives. Organisation is abandoned in pursuit of
community. Dis-alienated individualism is to be rediscovered through com-
munal and collective enterprise. The dominance of rationality is challenged in
terms of diverse irrationalisms. Deferment of gratifications into planned futures
is rejected for present and immediate experience. Cultural materialism finds its
converse in a revivified spiritualism. Competition is definitively rejected Q1).
Thus a fourth and final element of the explanation is provided by the powerful
and coherent cultural alternative expressed in youth culture. Taken together and
interpreted in detail in their concrete expression, these abstract components of a
transformed culture represent and portend a radical institutional and structural
transformation of society, a new and feasible direction of general social
development.
To summarize, I have proposed that an explanation of the transformational
aspects of differences and conflicts between young people and adults needs to
incorporate four elements:
1. The structural facility for change offered by release of the young from adult
control.
2. The structural aptness for change given by the comprehensive and segregated
position of youth.
3. The weakness and decay of the established culture.
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4. The cultural power of alternative values generated within and supported by
youth culture.
It will surely only be in terms of some such complex explanation as this (or some
better equivalent) that an effective basis can be found for response by the Youth
Service, and by adults generally, to a phenomenon of challenge whose pro-
portions have hardly anywhere yet been recognized.
Conclusion
The analysis of youth, by sociologists and more generally, has tended to take
the form of contentious polarization, attack, and counter-attack from immovable
extreme positions^*)- The present analysis has been intended to avoid that trap,
by pursuing a systematic and balanced approach to a coherently differentiated
initial framework of concepts and questions. Thus I propose that youthfulness
is a serious and significant sociological and practical matter, to be construed in
the context of systematic sociological analysis of age, itself construed as one of
several basic general principles of social organization. Specifically I have as-
serted that — on coherently specified socio-cultural grounds — the age-group
of youth is of peculiar salience in the modernized form of society. In relation to
the second set of questions posed I have argued the need for differentiating dis-
tinct types and aspects of cultural difference and social conflict between age-
groups, and for distinguishing age-group conflict and generational conflict
clearly and firmly. Within this framework of distinctions, I have attempted a
delineation of the structure of relations between young people and adults, in-
corporating fundamental co-operation, fncnonai competition and conflict, and
transformational conflict. Within the same framework of distinctions, I have
sketched in the differentiated components of a general explanatory theory of
youth/adult relations, incorporating together elements often presented as parts
of distinct and incompatible theories. For example, on the one hand the bio-
psychologically given general needs of young people, and on the other their
phenomenologically given and socio-culturally relevant and powerful deviant
innovations in beliefs and fundamental values.
Despite intentions, the analysis overall may seem after all unacceptably extreme
and one-sided. I have concluded that age (and youth specifically) matters, not
less but more in contemporary society — where many would regard all this as
trivial by comparison with more basic social forces. I have concluded, all quali-
fications given, that relations between young people and adults are properly
characterized in terms of conflict, and that this conflict is not sociologically
trivial — a position rejected by many even of those who acknowledge the struc-
tural significance of youthful consciousness. I have concluded that the develop-
ing youth culture of contemporary society is of generalized significance (sex,
class, educational, ethnic, regional and other differentiations notwithstanding),
and that it constitutively comprises the basis of a counter-cultural movement
which could transform the structure of society — where many even among those
acknowledging the contemporary sociological significance of the age system,
and recognizing youth/adult relations as conflictful, would construe the youth
movement as a febrile temporary irritant.
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The simple structure of the extremity of this analysis is indicated in the diagram.
1. Is age a salient variable, and
youth an important structural
element of modem society?
2. Is there any pathological or
abnormal level of conflict in
contemporary youth/adult
relations?
3. Does the conflict contain any
basis for structural social
change inaugurated in the
youth culture?
YES
YES NO
BASIC STRUCTURE OFTHE ANALYSIS
The analysis thus manages to run absolutely counter simultaneously to two of
the best British analyses of youth, by Allen and by Smith. Both of these, in
quite different ways and on completely distinct theoretical bases, appear to fall
into the negative category at each level of the diagram. A third influential and
powerful analyst of these matters, Musgrove C9) appears, in these simple terms,
to approximate the conclusion here, with positive if ambivalent responses at each
level.
Yet on the basis of a similar (in formal terms at least) analysis of the meaning
and condition of youth, Musgrove expresses, almost prototypically, precisely
that negativism about the Youth Service, to which I referred at the start of this
chapter. I believe that negativism is unjustifiable, and is specifically incompatible
with an effective sociological analysis of the meaning and contemporary condi-
tion of youth. The rest of this book is an attempt to move towards a demonstra-
tion of the truth of this assertion.
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1. Musgrove provides perhaps the strongest example of the negativism referred to, especially in F.
Musgrove — The Problem of Youth and the Structure of Society in England (Youth and Society,
Vol. 1, No. 1, 1969). The most important corrective to neglect of the Youth Service in sociological
analysis is provided by Eggleston's work, especially Adolescence and Community, 1976
2. Two approaches should be mentioned here. First that of Marxist analysis, best exemplified in
Sheila Allen's important paper — Some Theoretical Problems in the Study of Youth (Sociological
Review, 1968). Second a Uberalist approach grounded in the concepts of Amitai Etzioni (The Active
Society, 1968) which was influentially adopted in the official report Youth and Community Work in
the Seventies, H.M.S.O., 1969). To the unrealistic and unhelpful characterizations of society derived-
from these approaches, I attempt to develop an alternative model which acknowledges the limitations
of human psychological and sociological potential and the complexities and modest pace of social
change. See Chapter 8 following.
3. Allen — op. cit. F. Musgrove — Youth and the Social Order, 1964.
4. V. L. Bengston — The Generation Gap: a Review and a Typology (Youth and Society, Vol. 1,
No. 2, 1970), and perennially K. Mannheim — The Problems of Generations in P. Kecskmeti (ed.)
Essays on the Sociology of Knowledge, 1952.
5. Helpful discussion in Musgrove — op. cit., and C. Smith — Adolescence, 1970, and F. Milson —
Youth in a Changing Society, 1972.
6. However, see B. Isaacs — The Silver Age (New Society, November 1974).
7. However the extent of this is itself exaggerated by Allen especially. Certainly Eisenstadt is not
guilty of all she attributes to him, nor can any careful reading of Coleman suggest he is not fully
aware of the significance of class and ethnicity. S. N. Eisenstadt — From Generation to Generation,
1956, and Archetypal Patterns of Youth in ibid. ed. Contemporary Social Problems, 1964; J. S.
Coleman — The Adolescent Society, 1961 and (ed.) Youth in Transition to Adulthood, 1974.
8. Musgrove — op. cit., Youth and Society Paper. S. Cohen — Folk Devils and Moral Panics, 1972.
See also the careful discussion in J. D. Douglas — Youth in Turmoil, 1970.
9. The model is of course, an analytical device, not an abbreviated description. Thus many concrete
aspects of their relations with adults may be classifiable under two or more heads.
10. This contentious proposition is taken up again later. An intriguing indicator of its validity is
provided by Musgrove's reversal of his position on value differentiation and social change between
Youth and the Social Order (reiterated as late as 1970 in his Youth and Society paper) and Ecstasy
and Holiness in 1974. One of the best discussions is still provided by B. Wilson in — The Youth
Culture and the Universities, 1969. However the proposition as put here is not intended as an ex-
trapolation from student behaviour: the phenomenon is broadly generalized among young people
in every category. Nor does this exclude differentiation within youth culture, which is examined in
Chapter 3.
11. Thus sociological analysis can be of only limited value to the Youth Service (or any other practical
enterprize). Political, philosophical and moral analysis are essential and inescapable.
12. G. Caplan and S. Lebovici — Adolescence: Psycho-social Perspectives, 1969, Eisenstadt —
op. cit., E. Erikson — Childhood and Society and Identity: youth and crisis, D. Gottlieb and A. L.
Heinsohn — Sociology and Youth (Sociological Quarterly, 14 1973), and the journals Adolescence
and Youth and Society.
13. Potiticization of the transition appears ineffective beyond the short term basically because it pre-
cisely prevents that self-exploration within a psycho-social milieu constituted of peers which establish-
ment of autonomous adult identity requires. An autonomous youth culture is the necessary condi-
tion of its achievement in modern society. Compare J. Stalin — The Tasks of the Youth, 1940, and
the present condition of Soviet youth. P. Reshetov and V. Skurlatov — Soviet Youth (1977), goes
beyond the level of a Sunday School tract, but demonstrates the difficulties of de-politicization of
youth. Freedom is not easily recovered.
14. In the late sixties recognition of this by many was confounded by the desire to incorporate it in a
more traditional style of class analysis of social change. See for example J. and M. Rowntree — The
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Political Economy of Youth (Our Generation, Vol. 6, 1%8).
On the sociological structures of segregation of youth see J. Lofland — The New Segregation: A
Perspective on Age Categories in America, in P. K. Manning and M. Truzzi (eds.) — Youth and
Sociology, 1972.
15. T. Parsons — The System of Modern Societies, 1971, and with G. Platt — The American
University, 1973.
16. T. Rozak — The Making of a Counter-Culture, 1969, C. Reich — The Greening of America,
1970, F. Musgrove — Ecstacy and Holiness, 1974.
17. R. Block and L. ' -angrnan — Youth and Work: the Diffusion of Counter-Cultural Values, Youth
and Society, June 1974. Also L. Langman — Dionysus — Child of Tomorrow: Notes on Post-
Industrial Youth, in D. Gottlieb (ed.) — Youth in Contemporary Society, 1973.
18. Vide the literatures of 'adolescent society', 'youth culture', 'peer groups', 'generational conflict',
'permissive morals', etc.
19. S. Allen — op. cit. C. Smith — op. cit., and on adolescent leisure in M. A. Smith (ed.) Leisure
and Society in Britain, Allen, 1973, Musgrove, op. cit.
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CHAPTER THREE
VARIETIES OF ADOLESCENT SOCIETIES
Since the publication of Coleman's 'Adolescent society', the conception of a
'youth culture' has been profusely and variously subject to critical analysis (')•
Perhaps too rarely in that critical literature has the heat of argument left scope for
any equivalent of Musgrove's early and, I believe, persuasive statement of an
axiomatics of the sociology of youth. This postulates both integrity and differ-
entiation in the culture of adolescence and f ocusses empirical attention upon its
boundaries with the culture of childhood and adulthood, upon the structural
sources within the adult world of its integration and differentiation, and upon the
mechanisms of its persistence and transformation.
One such mechanism is the diverse set of organizations — of which 'youth clubs'
constitute the formal crux, and to which are added an even more variegated
collection of associations ranging from Army Corps, through Scout Groups,
fan clubs, dancing societies, and religious societies to the youth wings of political
parties — in all of which adult values, personnel, and resources stand social
guard over processes of extended socialization and control (including develop-
ment) of adolescents voluntarily associated together f).
The study reported here was a preliminary exploration of variation in the
attitudes, self-imagery, and opinions of the membership of four such associations.
The initiation of the study came from official interest in an 'experimental' youth
club, established specifically to cater for young people successfully resistant to
the fading charms of the traditional club (*). This was one of not a few such ex-
periments appearing from the mid-sixties on, essentially a resource/opportunity
centre for young people to use (broadly within legal and conventional limits) as
they please, with little formal organization, an absence of routine, and adult
roles within its structure allocated primarily 'service' rather than 'control' func-
tions (4).
A more effective basis for analysis of relationships between associational form and
member characteristics was pursued by structuring the research design as a
comparison of four associations, deliberately selected (on the basis of extensive
exploration) to represent a wide range of variation in extent of structuring (s).
At the opposite extreme to the experimental club — an air training corps; inter-
mediate, and closer to the experimental club, since the ideological movement
within the youth service against the traditional club has already gone a long way —
what I have called an 'ordinary' youth dub; and closer to the A.T.C. a Sea
Rangers Group.
Our criteria of selection led to the inclusion of two mixed-sex associations (A and
B) and two single sex associations (C female, D male). The sample was selected at
random (every nth from an alphabetical list) from among regular attenders (6),
50 from the experimental club, since this was our primary focus of attention, and
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25 each from the other three. In the mixed clubs selection was of half boys and
half girls, producing a total sample of 125 divided 63 male, 62 female.
Association Extent of structuring
(A) Experimental Club LESS
(B) Ordinary Club
(Q Sea Ranger Group
(D) A.T.C. MORE
The main method of data collection was a questionnaire. This was used in a mode
somewhere between self-completion and individual informal interview — thus
allowing both for collection of properly quantifiable data and for establishment
of proper rapport and discovery of joint meaning. This latter was informally
validated in terms of participant observation over a period of weeks in each of
the associations C)-
Our major objective was exploratory analysis of diversities in the attitudes of
young people. Other than the theoretical assumptions controlling our choice of re-
search instruments, largely derivative from Musgrove, the sole general hypothesis
was that attitudes would vary in associations of different types, that such variation
would be explicable in terms of the pattern of divergent structure of the four
associations, and that it would not be explicable simply in terms of the input
characteristics of members.
Attitudes and self-imagery of young people
The crucial dependent variables of the study in terms of which individual res-
pondents were classified were each measured by reliable validated scales developed
and tested by other researchers,
(a.) Teenage Ethnocentrism (scores low)
This is a 13-item scale developed by means of factor analysis by J. M. Bynner (*)
to measure variation in extent of self-identification with a powerful exclusive
sub-culture of the young. The teenage ethnocentric would 'tend to see ail groups
outside the teenagers' own group — adults, police, foreigners — in a negative
light. Coupled with this they would dislike adult institutions — marriage, the
home — and would have a basically hedonistic view of life, summed up by the
statement 'Life is so short, that having a good time is more important than any-
thing else'. (Ibid).
(b.) Restrictiveness (scores low)
This 12-item scale is from the same source. It claims to measure a dimension of
attitude independent of the first which represents variation in extent of what
from some perspectives might be called 'moral liberalism'. The items making up
the scale are expressions of restrictive points of view in relation to sex, honesty and
responsibility to others. Other principal aspects of the factor are support for
loyalty to the family as an institution, and belief that parents should be stricter
with their children.
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(c.) Rejection of older people (scores low)
This third scale, developed by the Government Social Survey C) appears to measure
a dimension of attitude similar to Teenage Ethnocentrism. However its 6 items
are simpler and their meaning more manifest.
All 29 items (10) represented in these first three scales were presented in a mixed
random order with identical response categories of 'Strongly agree' through
'Strongly disagree' with amid-category 'Uncertain'. (5 categories in all).
(d.) A nomie (scores low)
These first three scales measure dimensions of attitude directly, centrally and
explicitly relevant to the world-views of young people specifically. The remaining
reliably measured dependent variables are of more general significance, yet at
the same time so important for our understanding of young people that they can
be regarded as being almost as basic.
Anomie, assessed by Srole's (") well-established 5 item scale, measures extent of
variation in feelings of meaningful belongingness in the available milieu provided by
community and society. The anomic is rootless and lost. Variation in anomie
among young people is clearly likely to be an important correlate of varieties of
social and anti-social behaviour.
(e.) Self-esteem (scores high)
The last variable examined was measured by a 10-item scale developed by Rosen-
berg Q2). The scale is remarkably simple and transparent (thus the first item is 'On the
whole I am satisfied with myself). On the other hand the literature indicates it
has been used to good effect, and patently variation in levels of self-esteem is a
basic dimension of young people's orientations (to self) which could not properly be
ignored.
The mean scores and standard deviations for the sample as a whole are set out in
Table L
Table 1 Attitudes and self-imagery <»hole sample, n = 125)
Variable Mean Standard Deviation
Ethnocentrism
Restrictiveness
Rejection of adults
Anomie
Self-esteem
34.0
37.5
15.2
13.9
28.3
8.86
7.59
4.48
3.19
4'. 11
Without extensive valid external comparison these scores are of course not inter-
pretable (l3). This was not the purpose of the study. Rather their function is as the
framework for internal comparisons — between the four youth associations and
between categories of the sample defined by other variables.
More relevant to the study is analysis of interrelationships among the five
dimensions of attitude examined. These are set out below in terms of appropriate
coefficients of correlation.
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As expected, ethnocentrism correlates very powerfully with rejection of adults.
More interestingly the young person most powerfully self-identified with an ex-
clusive youth-culture is also most likely to be anomic, or lacking in such self-
identification with the generally established culture and anchorage in the social
structure which carries that culture. Most importantly high levels of self-esteem are
powerfully associated in a negative direction with moral and ethical restrictiveness.
Perhaps curiously, anomie and self-esteem are unrelated.
Table 2 Relationships among the dependent variables'
(whole sample, n • 125)
(1) Ethnocentnsm —.018 .724 .487 .155
(2) Restrictiveness —.022 .055 —.332
(3) Rejection of adults .464 —.035
(4) Anomie —.002
(5) Self-esteem
a. r significant • 200« .05).and • 260«.0l)
The method adopted for comparison of the four youth associations was Dis-
criminant Analysis 0"). First a global comparison in terms of all five variables was
made. The means computed are set out in Table 3. The computed Mahalanobis
D2 statistic (distributed as X2) is 81.763 (15 degrees of freedom). This is significant at
p < .001, and there is thus a very substantial systematic variation between the four
associations in the basic attitudes and seif-imagery of their members.
Table 3 Comparison of attitudes of members of
four youth associations (n = 50,25.25 and 2S)
Ethnocentrism
Restrictiveness
Rejection of adults
Anomie
Self-esteem
A
Experimental
Club
29.9
39.6
14.1
12.9
28.6
I
Ordinary dub
31.7
36.3
13.7
13.8
28.6
C
Sea Rangers
43.0
34.0
18.6
15.4
26.5
O
ATC
35.3
38.1
15.7
14.3
29.2
Despite the particular contribution to inter-association variance of one of them (Q,
this finding is in itself enough to confirm at a simple level a first general hypothesis oi
systematic variation in attitude and self-imagery between the memberships of youtr:
associations of different types.
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However more detailed analysis is required. This was undertaken by application
of discriminant analysis to each pair of clubs for each of the five variables separately
and for all five conjointly. Results are set out in Table 4 below. The figures tabled
represent D2 (X2), with degrees of freedom bracketed. NS means that p was
.05. N = 50 except where Association A is involved, where N = 75.
Table 4 Comparison of four types of youth association:
attitudes and self-imagery (pairwise)
Associations compared
Ethnocentrism
Restrictiveness
Rejection of adults
Anomie
Self-esteem
All five together
AS
00.966(1)
NS
02.784(1)
NS
00.350(1)
NS
01.656(1)
NS
00.001(1)
NS
11.211(5)
p<.OJ
AC
57.879(1)
p<.001
09.106(1)
p<.01
19.888(1)
p<.001
12.305(1)
p<.001
03.923(1)
p<.05
79.631(5)
p<.001
AD
08.671(1)
P<.01
00.647(1)
NS
02.376(1)
NS
04.146(1)
P<05
00.310(1)
NS
12.802(5)
p<.05
BC
30.104(1)
p<.001
01.324(1)
NS
18.131(1)
p<.001
02.957(1)
NS
03.596(1)
NS
38.083(5)
p<.001
BD
02.552(1)
NS
00.802(1)
NS
02.685(1)
NS
00.284(1)
NS
00.320(1)
NS
03.918(5)
NS
CD
15.695(1)
p<001
05.476<l)
p<.02
05.412(1)
p<.02
01.712(1)
NS
05.869(1)
P<-02
25.061(5)
p<.001
In the comparisons based on conjoint data on all five variables, substantial sig-
nificant differences appear in five out of six cases. The difference between associa-
tions B and D is trivial; that between A and B is small compared with the remaining
four. This appears to bear out our earlier global conclusion.
When we turn to variable by variable pairwise comparison, out of 30 differences
13 are significant: by chance we would expect not more than 3.
The incidence of comparisons in which particular variables were involved in
Significant differences was as follows: Ethnocentrism 4/6; Restrictiveness 2/6;
Rejection of adults 3/6; Anomie 2/6; Self esteem 2/6. Thus only teenage ethno-
centrism is a powerful generalized differentiating factor. All five variables serve
to differentiate at least two pairs of associations.
The incidence of comparisons in which particular associations were involved in
significant differences was as follows. The figures following the incidence is the
appropriate accumulated D2: the larger D2 the more differentiated the association
from others.
Table 5 Extent of differentiation of four youth associations in
their membership's attitudes and self-imagery
Association
Experimental club
Ordinary club
Sea Rangers
ATC
Incidence of
significant differences
7/15
2/15
11/15
6/15
Accumulated D'
125.0
68.0
193.4
57.0
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By both criteria the Sea Rangers contribute maximally to inter-association variance
in attitude and self-imagery, followed strongly by the Experimental Club. The
'ordinary' club and the ATC contribute little and are little differentiated from
each other.
Since a principle focus of the study Was on differences between the Experimental
Club and the other more usual types of youth association, D. A. was run to compare
its members with all others. With computed D2 at 35.79 (5 d.f.) the differentiation is
significant at p< .001. Members of the experimental club were: more ethnocentric,
(29.90, 36.69); less restrictive (39.58,36.12); more rejective of adults (14.08, 15.99);
and more anomic (12.76, 14.53). The differences in self esteem was negligible
(28.64,28.12).
Opinions of young people
A second and distinct set of dependent variables was also examined, twelve single-
item indicators of opinion. Since their structure makes them, by comparison with
the measures of attitude adopted, suspect in their reliability (15) my report here
is limited to their formal significance and is less detailed than the previous
section (16).
However, an identical formal analysis was applied and similar results appeared,
if less powerfully. The memberships of the four associations are substantially and
significantly differentiated from one another in terms of their opinions on matters of
current national and international importance.
Application of discriminant analysis globally (all 12 items, all 4 associations)
produces a computed Mahalanobis D2 of 50.68. With 36 degrees of freedom this
indicates a differentiation of opinions just about significant at p< .05.
Application of discriminant analysis in pairwise comparisons of the four associa-
tions on all 12 items simultaneously (results item by item are not reported here
for all the reasons indicated above) produces much less powerful evidence of
inter-association variance in opinion. Differences are significant in only 2 of 6 cases,
both involving the Sea Rangers, as Table 6 indicates.
Table 6 Comparison of four types of youth associations:
opinion items, pairwise (n = 30, or 75 where A is involved)
Associations Degrees of
compared D' freedom p
AB 15.806 12 < .20
AO 28.774 12 < .01
AD 9.310 12 < .50
BO 24.288 12 < .02
BD 16.065 12 < .20
CD 16.787 12 < 20
a. Differences are significant.
Thus while in general a similar conclusion to that reported in the previous section
— of systematic significant inter-association variance — is defensible, such differ-
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entiation is manifestly waker with respect to opinion than to attitude and self-
imagery. The opinion items are much less discriminating than the attitude scales.
It may be that:
(a.) Since they are by comparison weak and unreliable measures, they failed to
detect real differences in opinion.
(b.) The club memberships are really relatively similar in their opinions, by contrast
with their attitudes.
(c.) Inter-association variance in opinion is cloaked by the operation of such
factors as age, class, education, and so on.
For the present any decision between these alternatives has been postponed, and
subsequent analysis is limited to the firm findings of substantial inter-association
variance in attitudes reported earlier.
The problem of explaining differences in attitudes,
self -imagery, and opinion identified
Thus far the hypothesized variance among the membership of four distinct types of
youth association in attitudes, self-imagery, and (more weakly) opinion has been
identified. Structurally analysis has been limited to the operation of just one in-
dependent variable — association membership. Patently the differences identified
are as-likely due to the differential recruitment patterns of the four associations
and the effects and correlates of chance-consequent variables such as age, sex,
class, education, and so on, as to anything more specific to the structure or cul-
ture of the associations themselves. In subsequent sections the operation of such
other variables is examined. These might be expected either themselves to explain
variation in the dependent variables, or to intervene between association member-
ship and the dependent variables, or to interact with association membership to
explain variance in the dependent variables. My examination of these complexities
is tentative.
Eight theoretically and practically relevant alternative explanatory variables
were examined (17). These are listed together with minimal descriptive data for the
sample as a whole in Tabie 7.
Table 7 Alternative explanatory variables (whole sample, n = 125)
Age Mean= 15.9: S.D. = 1.68
Sex Male = 51 % (63); Female = 49% (62)
Employment Study = 57% (71); Employed = 28% (35); Unemployed = 15% (19)
School Nonselective = 75% (94); Selective = 25% (31)
Sex composition of school Co-ed = 62% (77); Single sex = 38% (48)
School leaving age 15 = 34% (43); 16 = 22% (28); 17 = 16% (20); 18 = 27% (34)
Social class High = 34% (42); Medium = 37% (46); Low = 30% (37)
Number of siblings Mean = 2.43; S.D. = 1.88
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The extent of muiticollinearity among these variables was relatively slight. Of 28
linkages only 6 were significant. In three of these, type of school was involved.
Selective schooling was strongly associated with single sex schooling (.346), with
late leaving age (.453), and negatively with class (—.456). Class was also linked
with number of sibs (.213), and negatively with late school leaving (—.409).
Finally late school leaving and number of sibs were negatively linked (—.218).
Examination of the distribution of these variables among the four associations
was undertaken, again by discriminant analysis. Sex was omitted because of its
incorporation in the sampling design.
The computed Mahalanobis D2 for D. A. run on all 4 associations taking account
of all 7 variables simultaneously was 116.468. With 21 degrees of freedom the
extent of differentiation indicated is significant at p< .001. Thus there are very
large systematic differences between the four associations in the characteristics
of their memberships. Detailed analysis variable by variable indicates significant
differentiation in all variables except employment pattern. The difference in
relation to number of sibs (p< .05) is relatively slight compared with the others
(all p< .001). Differences in type of school, school leaving age, and social class
(all related) are particularly large.
Thus the four youth associations studied have — or hold — a very differentiated
recruitment of 'clientele'. The Sea Rangers are notably differentiated from the
other three by its high class recruitment (compared with all three others), by the
smalbiess of the families of its members (compared with A and B), and by the extent
to which they go to selective schools.
Associations C and D appear generally different in recruitment from A and B, and C
is further differentiated from D in terms of ciass. The Experimental Club (A) —
specifically established for young people 'unclubbable' within the usual structures
and established goals of youth associations — is substantially differentiated from all
the others in its recruitment, as indicated by a global application of dis-
criminant analysis. With computed D2 at 65.28 (7 d. f.) the differentiation is sig-
nificant at p< .001.
These findings constitute a serious analytical problem. Since the associations vary
substantially in the independent variables at least as much as in the dependent
variables, any effects of membership on attitude and opinion are radically con-
fused with effects of other independent variables. In any case a major source of
effect by organizational membership is precisely through recruitment and retention
of members of specific types.
Only a much more complex research design (requisitely longitudinal) or a mode of
statistical analysis which the data might not warrant could effectively explicate
the problematic relationships involved.
To a tentative attempt at such explication the next section following is directed.
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Towards explanation of variation in the attitudes
and self-imagery of young people
Table 8 below sets out the first order correlations between each of the five
measures of attitude and self-imagery and each of nine explanatory variables.
These latter are the seven discussed above with the addition of sex and an 'index
of structuredness' of the four associations — a simple ordering indicator of 1
through 4 from association A (the Experimental Club), through B (the 'ordinary'
club), C (the Sea Rangers), to the most highly structured, D (the ATC).
Table 8 Relationships between measures of attitude
and explanatory variables (n • 125)
Age
Sex (female)
Employment
School (selective)
Sex comp. (mixed)
Leaving age
Class (higher)
Siblings
Association membership
1||
—.089
—.249«
.023
—.384*
.148
—.515*
—.407*
.202*
.387*
i1i
—.305*
.295*
—.299*
.075
—.179
.053
.086
.085
—.147
3
9
ti
io
n
£
—.198
—.076
.058
—.266*
.093
—.377*
—.308*
.088
.251*
|
0
e
.061
—.161
.050
.160
.090
—.318"
—.157
—.013
.255*
e
1
1
.164
—.303*
.126
—.187
.148
—.212a
—.136
.081
—.029
i
SiliII
(1)
(3)
(1)
(2)
(0)
(4)
(2)
(1)
(3)
a.r significant- 20OK.05)
b.rsignificant- 26O«.O1)
Table 9 Relative power of the explanatory variables
School leaving age
Sex
Type of school
Association membership
Class
Age
Sex comp. of school
Employment
Number of siblings
i. r significant - 200( < .05)
b. t significant - 260« .01)
.295"
.217*
.214»
.214*
.209»
.165
.132
.111
.096
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Of 45 relationships, 17 are significant statistically. Of the nine explanatory variables
four provide first-order 'explanations' of variation in attitude in one or less of the
five tests (age, employment, sex composition of school, numbers of sibs); two in
two tests (type of school, class); and three — the most powerful (sex, school
leaving age, association membership) — in at least three out of five tests.
A more reliable criterion of the explicatory significance of the independent variables
is provided by their mean inter-correlation with the dependent variables. Results
are as in Table 9 above, in rank order.
It would appear to be a finding of no little importance that even the very crude
indicator of type of association adopted — structuredness informally determined
and operationali2ed in terms of simple ordering — is third only to school leaving
age and sex in apparent explanatory power. It confirms the most general hypo-
thesis underlying the whole study. The more structured the association the less
ethnocentric, the less rejective of adults, the less anomic is the membership.
Leaving age and type of school have identical correlates in attitude, with late
school leaving also powerfully associated with high self-esteem. Girls are less likely
than boys to be teenage ethnocentric and more likely to be morally restrictive and
have higher self esteem. Low social class is powerfully associated with teenage
ethnocentrism and rejection of adults.
However these are merely first order relationships. Analysis of the explanatory
variables in interaction with each other is essential if we are to have an accurate
picture of what is happening.
This was undertaken by application ofstep-wise regression analysis (18). Separate
analyses were run for each of the measures of attitude. The objective was:
(a.) To examine the extent to which these variables in interaction together could
explain variation in attitude.
(b.) To examine the relative strength of each independent variable as an explainer
of such variation.
(c.) Specifically to test robustly the major general hypothesis that variation between
the four associations for young people on the ordered index of structure could ex-
plain variation in attitude significantly.
Table 10 below sets out the proportion of variation in each of the five attitude
areas accounted for by the explanatory variables, the multiple correlation co-
efficient, indicating the extent to which the variables relate together in explaining
the attitude measured, and the F ratio and its level of significance.
Table 10 Achieved explanation of variation in attitudes
Teenage ethnocentrism
Restrictiveness
Rejection of adults
Anomie
Self-esteem
"o Proportion
explained
43
27
24
16
16
Multiple
correlation
.654
.516
.488
.401
.404
F(9/115)
9.563
4.64
4.00
2.45
2.50
Significance
P4.001
p<.001
p<.001
p< .025
p<.025
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Thus although in each case except one the proportion of variation explained is
relatively small (19) in every one of the five cases the extent of explanation is statistic-
ally significant. Obviously the explanatory variables chosen are important ones
The particular part played by the explanatory variables is indicated by examination
of relationships in which substantial explanation is offered. Relationships at ^ .05
or better are set out in Table 11C20).
Table 11 Details of regression
Rejection of Set I-
Ethnocenthsni Restrictiveness adults Aaomie esteem
Age
Sex
Employment
School
Sex comp.
Leaving age
Class
Siblings
Association membership
.001
(6.52)
.001
(11.88)
.001
(9.85)
.01
(2.89)
.001
(11.69)
.001
(5.17)
.001
(12.17)
.001
(8.04)
.01
(2.95)
.025
(2.42)
.001
(8.72)
.001
(5.08)
.01
(3.08)
.001
(4.41)
.001
(5.28)
.001
(3.91)
.05
(2.29)
.001
(5.99)
.01
(3.09)
Table 12 Relative strength of explanatory variables
Profile index Simple index
(sigrefsExS) Rnk I mean F) Rank
Age
Sex
Employment
School
Sex comp.
Leaving age
Class
Siblings
Association membership
4
4-
1
0
0
4
1
1
4
1 =
1 =
5 =
8 =
8 =
1 =
5 =
5 =
1 =
4.55
7.07
1.85
0.31
0.57
4.66
0.91
1.00
4.40
3
1
5
9
8
2
7
6
4
Differences are to be expected and are found if we compare this analysis with that
reported earlier in terms of first order correlation coefficients — since here, as in
reality, the interaction of the variables together is taken account of.
One index of the relative strength of the explanatory variables is provided by the
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number of substantial relationships (out of 5) in which each is involved: this takes
account of profile strength across the five attitude dimensions measured. Another
index which loses profile and measures overall strength is the mean F for each
variable. Both are set out above, together with rank order of explanatory strength.
The two indices generally confirm each other, with the second filling in the detail
of the first.
Five variables are relatively trivial — employment status, school type, sex
composition of school, social class, and number of siblings. Of these, employment
status is involved in one very powerful relationship, and class and number of
siblings in one quite powerful relationship each. However, the crucial variables
are manifestly the other four, sex, leaving age, age, and association membership.
Of general but unsurprising significance is the importance of sex, school leaving
age, and chronological age. Of general and perhaps surprising significance is the
apparent unimportance of class and type of school — when the other variables
are taken account of.
Of crucial importance for this study is the powerful importance of association
membership. On each variable except self-esteem it contributes powerfully to
explanation of variation and it contributes powerfully overall.
Table 13 Relations between structuredness of youth
association and variation in attitudes
Ethnocentrism
Restrictiveness
Rejection of adults
Anomie
Direction Size of F
— 11.69
+ 2.42
— 3.08
— 3.91
Thus moving from the least structured to the most structured of the four associa-
tions, from the experimental club, through the 'ordinary' club, and the Sea Rangers,
to the A.T.C., the memberships are likely to be substantially and significantly less
ethnocentric, more restrictive, more accepting of older people and, to be less
ano.nic.
Conclusion
Within the limits of a small-scale exploratory study directed towards analysis of the
sociological route between childhood and adulthood, this analysis indicates sub-
stantial differentiation between the memberships of four structurally distinct types
of youth association. Differentiation is apparent both in terms of basic classificatory
characteristics of young people as types of social persons and in terms of orienta-
tions serving to define boundaries between youth and adult worlds. Furthermore
the analysis suggests quite powerfully that the latter differentiation is not ex-
plicable in terms of the former and that distinct types of youth association de-
fined by variations in level of structuring recruit and retain memberships differ-
entiated both in basic characteristics and in orientations.
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In conclusion, I suggest:
1. That distinct types of youth association constitute and make available alterna-
tive and structurally competing' adolescent societies'.
2. That such differentiated modes of a singular 'adolescent society' constitute,
recruit to, and socialise to differentiated segments of a singular 'youth culture'.
3. That research is required which is directed towards analysis of the mechanisms
of recruitment of different types of youth association and of their influence.
Youth associations stand between the worlds of childhood and adulthood. An-
alysis of their possible functions as (variously) selector, filter, buffer, and trans-
formative mechanisms in the reconstruction of children of several types as
adults of several types appears both possible and necessary as one component of
a developing sociology of youth.
Subsequent to the study reported here we have undertaken other research pro-
jects using the same instrumentation, addressed to related theoretical and practical
issues, and generally contributing in modest degree to the research programme
prescribed in 3. above. This later work appears to confirm the importance of
the main dimensions of young people's attitudes which are examined here (teenage
ethnocentrism, moral liberalism, anomie, and self-esteem), suggests the feasibility
of measuring them reliably, and indicates how much development work on
assessing young people's attitudes is needed. Specifically Bynner's scales measuring
the first two of these dimensions have proved continuously useful and reliable.
In a study of the fifty core members of a club which fits our definition of an
'ordinary club' perfectly, the mean score was precisely, to a decimal point, the same
as the score reported here for the 'ordinary club' (*').
What all of this work seems to propose is that without at all denying the in-
dividuality of particular young people or of particular youth workers, we have to
recognize that there are coherent and meaningful fundamental patterns and
types of young people's needs, attitudes, and orientations, that there are also
symmetrical patterns and types of culture expressed in different youth associations,
and that these two levels interact and effect each other in important ways. It
would seem sensible, supposing we wish to understand the effects and effective-
ness of the Youth Service and to put ourselves in a position to optimize both, to
pursue this line of research and to explore systematically the nature of the
similarities and the differences which together constitute the complex field of
youth.
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is of course in each case and generally problematical. However, in the terms of the present analysis the
differences between modes of attachment to organisations described as 'voluntary' by their members
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involvements as participant observers.
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10.29 rather than 31 because two items in the Bynner inventory are incorporated in both his scales.
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16. To provide some substantive meaning the 12 items are here listed together with the mean and
S.D. obtained by the sample as a whole. N= 125. The range of score is 1 -4 (midpoint scored 2.5) with
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Mean S.O.
1. Students who are protesting at their colleges
— staging sit-ins, are at last taking the right
action, 2.46 0.93
2. Britain should do as much as possible to
help Pakistan with food and medicines —
even ifit means high taxes forus. 2.73 1.06
3. 1 f Britain becomes richer over the next few
years the sick and the poor should be the
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1.48
2.81
2.74
1.90
2.28
2.80
3.28
2.80
2.46
0.78
0.99
1.08
0.89
1.15
1.14
0.93
1.06
0.93
first to benefit before the rest of us have any
increases in wages and incomes.
4. Local Authorities should cut the grants of
students who demonstrate at colleges.
5. Britain is no longer an important country in
the world.
6. Most members of parliament are too old
fashioned to guide the country today.
7. However much we may feel sorry for the
people in Pakistan, Britain is not under any
obligation to help them.
8. Young people who take drugs and laze about
should be punished by the courts.
9. No one under 40 is likely to have enough
experience to make a good M P.
10. Too much is being taken from people to
support the health and social services.
11. The trade unions should be controlled more
in order to stop strikes.
12. Young people should not be expected to pay
higher heaith and insurance contributions
so that old people can have larger pensions. 2.56 1.11
The items were made available by Dr. Mark Abrams and were used earlier in a national survey
17. The indexing and meaning of most of these explanatory variables are self-evident (age, sex,
sex-composition of school, school leaving age, number of sibs). In relation to employment, the
category of 'study' includes those at school and those at varieties of colleges. Comprehensive schools
were classified as non-selective. Social class origins were determined primarily in terms of the occupa-
tional status of fathers, categorised and classified in accordance with normal Hall-Jones pro-
cedures. The "high' social class category includes all those in the sample with fathers in non-manual
occupations. The boundary between medium' and 'low' social class was defined in terms of skill
levels.
18. K. W. Smillie — Introduction to Regression and Correlation, New York, 1967.
19. But nevertheless bigger than is commonly reported in simple cross-tabulations in sociological
research, and in the nature of the mode of analysis more reliable.
20. In the text, substantive significance is reported only for association membership. Other im-
portant relationships are as follows. Increasing age is negatively associated with ethnocentnsm,
restrictiveness, and rejection of adults, and positively with self-esteem. Girls are less likely than
boys to be ethnocentric and anomic or to have high self-esteem, and more likely to be restrictive.
Young people in employment (rather than at school or college) are less likely to be restrictive. Late
•school leaving is negatively associated with ethnocentrism, rejection of adults, anomie and self-esteem.
Higher class origin is negatively associated with ethnocentnsm. Young people from larger families
are more likely to be restrictive.
21. A study focusing on members' comparative perceptions of youth workers and teachers under-
taken by Richard Silman and myself.
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CHAPTER FOUR
RADICAL YOUTH?
Local authority youth services commonly ciaim the social education of young
people as their primary objective. They are encouraged in this by the 1969
Milson-Fairbairn Report which is influential whatever its status. Thus on page
55, 'Our concept of youth work. The primary goal of youth work is the social
education of young people' (').
Social education is manifestly a complex and problematical process, and there are
obvious large problems of definition, let alone of actualisation. But whatever the
complexities, social education has an important political dimension. If social
education is education for, in the ways of, in order to deal with, (etc), society, a
society, societies, some future ideal society (etc), then it must incorporate political
education, since society is the primary matrix of the operation of power. To say
this is to raise what is problematical in the concept of social education by a very
large factor: political education, however construed, smacks altogether too much
for most people either of establishment indoctrination, or of preparation for
revolution.
The youth services' objective apparently avoids some of this difficulty by hedging
the phrase 'social education' with the epithet 'informal' — presumably remain-
dering the formal aspects to the schools. We have to ask what informal political
education' (or 'informal social education/political dimensions') could mean, and
how the youth services handle this process.
Little exploration of this aspect of the youth services' work appears to have been
made so far. 'Youth and Community Work in the 70s' was peculiarly coy and
unrevealing in their brief treatment (pp. 80 and 81) of political education. Nor
do the youth services appear to figure at all in the recently expanding literature of
political socialisation of children and young people. But, since informal education
of young people in matters political seems, in terms of simple logic, to be on the
agenda of the youth services' objectives, and, apart from this, because youth service
personnel are in the nature of their role in a position of influence over young
people at a stage of their development when they are beginning to think system-
atically about political matters, research in this area is necessary and by no means
trivial.
No doubt, as in most things, youth services vary enormously in the ways they con-
strue the political dimensions of informal social education, and in the effective-
ness and adventuresomeness with which they tackle it, however construed. Without
research there is no way of being sure.
I have a suspicion however that little systematic attention is paid to it (partly no
doubt because of the, to say the least, awkward connotations of political
education). In default of serious analysis and systematic programmes such as,
despite the problems and dangers, the schools have recently got on with energetic-
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ally, I suspect we find in the youth services little except generalised approval of
fairly loose notions of democracy and of social reform and amelioration. And
expressions of this approval in limited experiments in participative control of
clubs and centres ('democracy') and in community work of various sorts ('reform').
Of course this judgement is unfair to some, but even if it were true in only a few
cases it would matter. Political education, informal or otherwise, is no trivial
issue and demands analysis, planning, and training on the part of the youth
services. Certainly, if it is officially neglected, I would expect unofficial (and I think
dangerous) alternatives to appear.
One part of the analysis that is needed is research into the political knowledge
and orientations of youth leaders and young people. A small section of the study
reported in Chapter 3 has some bearing on these issues and can perhaps despite
its limitations serve to stimulate discussion and further, more adequate, re-
search^).
I was prompted to the further analysis of our data that was needed, and to write
about it because of a conversation with one particular young man which
merely reiterated, if in a particularly pithy way, dozens of comments I had heard
before in talking with young people between 14 and 20. It represents, in my judge-
ment, both serious political confusion and a novel way of structuring political
orientations and commitment. It rests, I think, on serious lack of knowledge,
not to say ignorance, of basic political ideas. It can stand as a challenge to the
youth services in their function as informal political educators.
Young man (Age 16, left school 15, apprentice plumber, keen youth club mem-
ber, father skilled craftsman).
'Tory and Labour, they're all alike. Parliament's just a talk-
shop . . . There should be less strikes: the Unions ought to control
them . . . like one big union . . . What matters is the country . . .
I'd like to see the Liberals have a chance.'
D.M. 'What do you think they'd do then? How would they be different?'
Y.M. 'Yeh, well . . . perhaps they'd be no good either. We need some
big changes, I'd like communism really, have the communists in
for a bit.'
D.M. 'Really?'
Y.M. 'Yeh.'
D.M. 'Why?'
Y.M. 'Well... they'd be for all the people, and they'd sort things out.'
D.M. (Sceptically) 'Uhuh.'
Y.M. 'But not like in Russia, mind. There's got to be freedom. I'd like
the Liberals to have a go.'
There is obviously much in all this to worry a rather militant, if staid, social
democrat, such as I am. More importantly, it is perhaps apparent from this piece
of the conversation, and it certainly became apparent subsequently, that he hadn't
the conceptual equipment to think through the important political issues he was
raising in any way adequately.
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In his, as it seems to me, confused pursuit of communal idealism and freedom,
in his simple dismissal of parliament, and in his obvious ignorance of political
history, he is not alone, I'd suggest. If this order of confusion and ignorance
were at all common among young people, some older than him would seek re-
assurance in the apparently persisting fact that when it comes to voting he'll
back-track into his parents' ways, in this case Labour support Q).
Personally I resist this approach, since it dismisses too easily and cruelly important
questionings and initiatives by young people. And in any case, at this time it may
not help much, since the voting population too seems (maybe temporarily, but
maybe not) also to be confused, resistant to two-party domination, and in pursuit of
some new order of politics.
Instead of being either dismissed as infantile self-indulgence or condescendingly
indulged as the new gospel, the political orientations and commitments of young
people need serious attention and systematic exploration. In this, I'd have thought
the youth services have an important part to play. Perhaps the following brief
note on a simple study can serve as a starting point to kick off against.
The sample was of 125 young people, selected randomly from the regular member-
ship of four different types of youth organisations. (An experimental open
centre, a standard youth service club, an Air Training Corps, and a Sea Ranger
group). It was 50/50 male and female, 66% from working class families, 75%
attendance at non-selective schools, with a mean age of 15 years 11 months.
The project as a whole involved participant observation and completion of a
questionnaire in a one-to-one situation which allowed for clarification and
questioning. The part reported here relies on a series of simple opinion items to
which the young people were asked to respond in a standardized five-point form.
On three of these items there was a high level of consensus across the whole
group. They form a curious trio — except precisely in the context of public con-
fusion and the collapse of political stereotypes. Taken together they seem at first
sight like an omen of the 'national liberalism' towards which political restructuring
seems generally to be tending at present. The missing percent represents in each case
those who categorised themselves as 'don't knows'.
1. The trade unions should be controlled more in 85% AGREE
order to stop strikes. 10% DISAGREE
2. If Britain becomes richer over the next few 75% AGREE
years, the sick and the poor should be the 20% DISAGREE
first to benefit before the rest of us have
any increase in wages and incomes.
3. Britain is no longer an important country 71% DISAGREE
in the world. 14% AGREE
And its no simple right radicalism, of the sort Richard Allen has described in his
glorifications of skinheads, despite the nationalism and the union bashing. Most
want the poor looked after as a matter of priority, and it's a minority who resist
welfare taxation.
4. Too much money is being taken from people 33% AGREE
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to support the health and social services. 58% DISAGREE
The young people usually associated with left radical ideas and commitments
during this period have been the students. Generally there seems to have been little
concurrence with student radicalism by the silent majority of young people. Yet
here we find, in a group of young people which is much more broadly representative
than students, and including 50% girls, a significant degree of support for
students in their most characteristic radicalisms.
5. Students who are protesting at their colleges— 55% AGREE
staging sit-ins, are at last taking the right action. 38% DISAGREE
6. Local authorities should cut the grants of 32% AGREE
students who demonstrate at colleges. 53% DISAGREE
Yet any tendency to interpret this as a radicalism of the young for the young, with
youth construed as the new revolutionary class, has to be powerfully cut short.
For it is very strongly tempered by a moralistic right radicalism.
7. Young people who take drugs and laze about 68% AGREE
should be punished by the Courts. 18% DISAGREE
Where there is such strong resistance as this to two of the crucial symbolic values
of the youth movement — rejection of the work ethic and self-exploration through
drugs — we would hardly expect a very powerful opposition to the older genera-
tion as such, even in its primary public leadership role. Nor do we find it.
8. Most Members of Parliament are too old 57% DISAGREE
fashioned to guide the country today. 38% AGREE
9. No one under 40 is likely to have enough 36% AGREE
experience to make a good MP. 55% DISAGREE
And most accept their welfare responsibility as young people to the old.
10. Young people should not be expected to pay 60% DISAGREE
higher health and insurance contributions so 37% AGREE
thaLQld people can have larger pensions.
Finally, their idealism and social incorporation is less powerful when it comes to
the world scene than on the national home-front. The study was undertaken in
1971. As in all such studies, response might be subject to the substantial change
in the light of topical contexts. This is particularly obvious with these last two
items, but of course it applies to all of the items in fact. One suspects that Ugandan
immigrants would have got even less support, victims of Ethiopian famine more.
11. Britain should do as much as possible to help 50% DISAGREE
Pakistan with food and medicines — even if it 41 % AGREE
means higher taxes for us.
12. However much we may feel sorry for the 59% AGREE
people of Pakistan, Britain is not under an 35% DISAGREE
obligation to help them.
The pattern of replies is too complex to allow of any simple interpretation. On
several items (perhaps all except 1\ 2, 3, 7 and 10) the balance of response is such
that an interpretation in terms of difference and conflict of opinions between sub-
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groups of young people is as plausible as any notion of a new, complex, singular
general political line.
This sort of interpretation is strengthened by the powerful negative correlations
between items 5 and 6 and 11 and 12, and the powerful positive correlations
between items 6 and 7, 4 and 6, 4 and 7 and 4 and 10. This means, for ex-
ample, that young people who support student sit-ins are unlikely to support
grant cutting: diavowal of obligations to Pakistan is accompanied by unwilling-
ness to help: the more willingly they'd have the idle young punished, the more
resistant they are to welfare taxes: and the more resistant to taxes, the less eager
to see young people's wages spent on the old.
None of this patterning of attitudes is surprising: indeed the fact that it is common-
place is precisely the point. For contrary to any new-fashioned notion of a develop-
ing political orientation among young people which cuts across the old alter-
natives, it suggests just that variation among young people, as among others, on
a number of simple, basic and persisting dimensions — left to right, radical to
conservative, tough to tender-minded — which political psychology reveals as
the continuing sub-stratum of political action.
Nor is it surprising to find — even in relation to the four items here which do
appear to provide evidence of a novel political syndrome among the young — that
variation on these basic dimensions is systematically related to basic structural
differences among young people. There are important differences of opinions as
between young men and young women, the older and the younger, those from
different class backgrounds, from different types of school, and early and late
school leavers.
On the other hand, and granted the continuing persistence of the differentiation
of young people's political orientations and commitments in the standard terms,
we have, within the limits of the study evidence of massive support for this
apparently incongruous agenda of:
Control of unions (66aIo strong support: right radicals?)
Welfare assistance (5O°7o strong support: left radicals?)
Nationalism
Moralseverity
I'd suggest: that this pattern may not be at all uncommon (though the present
study cannot be used as evidence for it): that the apparent peculiarity of the syn-
drome, in the context of common political differences, may be part and parcel of
a general re-structuring of political orientations in which the young are front-
runners rather than followers-on: that it might provide a good starting point for
discussion and analysis in the Youth Service if and as it gets to grips with the
political dimensions of informal social education.
In relation both to the way the Youth Service is organised and its centres and
clubs run, and to the increasing involvement of the Youth Service in community
work of many sorts, these issues matter. We need some systematic research into the
political orientations and commitments of members and leaders. Especially we need
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deep-level work over time involving participant observation and open inter-
views, together with further work in the development of reliable measurement
scales in this area. All directed towards elucidation of general, and differentiated,
political ideologies. For the values expressed in ideological positions will be no
minor factor in setting the direction of development of the Youth service. And
this in turn is the unavoidable context for the Youth Service to work out just what
if anything to do about the political dimensions of social education.
After the student activism of the late sixties, subsequent quietism has generally
been interpreted as a return to normal rather than a mere lull, and seems to have
been welcomed on many surprising fronts. I suspect that those events were part
of a cyclical system which will resurrect radicalism and challenge as inevitably as
it put it aside. I believe also that those events and that period had strong and
irreversible effects on a significant segment of a whole generation and these
effects will have their own effects too in due course (4).
In any case a primary purpose of this chapter is to suggest that 'radicalism' is not
a simple concept, that it cannot be properly limited to any 'left' category, nor even
properly contrued within the narrow framework defined by a left-right scale.
There is beyond disputing, a widespread, quiet buzzing dissatisfaction with the
ordering of our politics and with the nature of our polity. There is an anxious,
cautious, modest searching after new and better purposes and methods in our
doing of politics in Britain. I suspect that young people are, even in their apparent
apathy, taking a lead in this, and we ought to be urgently and enthusiastically in
the way of analysing their situation and helping them as best we can (:).
Notes
1.'Youth and Community Work in the Seventies', H.M.S.O., 1969.
2. Originally published as David Marsland and Michael Perry — 'Explorations of adolescent societies':
Youth and Society, September 1973.
3. See for example D. Butler and D. Stokes — 'Political change in Britain', (2nd edition, 1974), and
P. Abramsand A. Little — 'The young activist in polities', (B.J.S., December 1965). But we ought
also to take account of the more complex empirical analysis of these issues reported in an important
paper by E. T. Zureik — 'Party images and partisanship among young Englishmen', B.J.S.,
25.2.1974, pp. 179-200.
4. On the student dimensions of youthful activism and radicalism see L. S. Feuer — 'The conflict of
generations', 1969andC. Crouch— Thestudent revolt', 1970.
5. Within the context of Youth Service research two pieces of work ought to be mentioned which I
have neglected here. First T. S. Chiver's analysis of youth workers' ideological orientations, reported
in part in, 'Which way for youth workers', (N.Y. B. Occasional Paper 16, January 1977). Secondly
the several different approaches to the analysis of ideology reported in John Eggleston's 'Adoles-
cence and the community', 1976. Studies in this area will also be considerably helped forward by
Steve Butter's and Sue Newell's research at the National Youth Bureau for D.E.S. on the training of
part-time youth workers, where the political dimensions of the Youth Service are thoroughgoingly
examined. The most recent — and I think one of the most effective and useful — general analysis of
youth (T. P. Hill and F. J. Monk's, (eds.) — 'Adolescence and youth in prospect', I.P.C., 1977)
tends towards the conclusion that the end of vociferous protest by youth indicates that this generation
of young people has settled for the security of the status quo. I have more than slight doubts about
this sort of conclusion, which in any case begs the question of what the status quo is in a complex,
dynamic society.
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CHAPTER FIVE
YOUTH AND LEISURE
It is not usual in sociology, as it is in medicine and psychiatry for example,
to find presentation of cases used to illustrate and demonstrate an analysis. But
in thii instance let us suppose it done. A curtain is drawn back to disclose a male,
aged about 17 to 20, sitting listening to a record. Youth at leisure?
He is young. But as it happens he is also married, and lives with his wife and
child in a flat which he rents. He is after all an adult. He might be listening to
a record his wife has just bought for them, relaxing after work while his wife is
making the tea. But, as it happens, it's no part of his leisure, since he is a tester
in a record manufactory and this is his work.
Thus both dimensions of the title of this chapter are problematical. Neither youth
nor leisure can be effectively construed without systematic reference to the social
contexts and culturally specified meanings of the actions which might seem to
belong unproblematically in the category 'young people's leisure', and to the
intentionalities of young people and situationally relevant adults.
The necessary minimum framework for sociological analysis of the leisure of
young people is given thus:
WORK
YOUTH. B .ADULT
D
LEISURE
Effective analysis then presupposes systematic comparison of the contexts,
meanings, and intentionalities defined by all four cells. Specifically this entails
the following comparisons:
1. Adult work/adult leisure (BD)
2. Youth work/youth leisure (AC)
3. Adult work/youth work (BA)
4. Adult leisure/youth leisure (DC)
These comparisons in turn rest on an elucidation of the structure of the two
underlying dimensions and their relations. Neither youth nor leisure can be saved
from their problematic condition without development of a theoretically ade-
quate sociology of youth and a theoretically adequate sociology of leisure. Short
of this, studies of the leisure of young people can be only accidentally useful to
sociologists.
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Theory
In both fields there is a preponderance of merely empiricist analysis lacking in
any explicit theoretical articulation. Recent examples are provided by Howard
Parker's interesting study of downtown adolescents, by the empirical studies of
leisure reported by Leigh, and by the burgeoning mass of leisure and recreation
surveys 0)- Such work, by its nature, begs all the questions which make 'youth'
and 'leisure' and 'youth and leisure' problematical.
In both fields there are available important and powerful theoretical analyses,
some of them recent.
In the sociological analysis of leisure, Parker and the several contributors to
Smith et. ai. appear to have made some significant move forward, even if theory
seems as differentiated as ever between 'holists' and 'segmentalists' f). Berger's
earlier paper perhaps stands out, with its emphasis on the moral constitution of
leisure, as an alternative and challenge to the developing consensual position
still best expressed by Aron: 'The meaning of leisure in a given civilization de-
pends on the meaning given to work: what the individual demands of leisure
depends on what he has and has not found in his work, and on what the educa-
tion he received has made him' P).
In the sociological analysis of youth, studies of the leisure of young people have
to take account at least of the important theoretical work of Eisenstadt, Coleman,
and Feuer (4), and of a general theoretical position which locates youth in a con-
text defined by generational socialization, transmission and transformation of
values, deviance, and structural social change. And of a quite distinct approach —
variously expressed in important examples by Musgrove, the Rowntrees, Frieden-
berg, Cohen, Murdock, and again Berger — which challenges central concepts
(particularly youth culture) and general propositions of the first position, and
seeks to reincorporate youth in a more general structural analysis of society C).
On the other hand it can hardly be claimed that either field has managed to
reach anything like a definitive stage of theoretical articulation. In a trenchant
analysis of established sociological approaches to the study of youth, Allen (6)
has sought to challenge the whole basis of the best work in the sociology of youth
to date. And in a recent paper Rapoport and Rapoport demonstrate the persist-
ing disarticulation of the sociology of leisure. Their judgement concerning the
sociology of leisure seems to me valid for both fields: 'There is discontent even
among specialists in their choice of a specific approach and irritation among
non-specialists with the lack of clarity in the definition of the field. The absence
of an adequate theory of leisure, or even satisfactory conceptual links to other
theoretical positions compounds the frustration' C). Studies of the leisure of
young people are completely dependent, whether it is recognized or not, on
effective resolution of these problems.
Coherent theoretical frameworks for the sociology of leisure and for the soci-
ology of youth are necessary to define a programme of concrete sociological
analysis of the leisure of young people. If such coherent frameworks appear as
unattainable as ever, this is certainly due in significant part to a pretty general
failure in practical acknowledgement of the control of sub-fields of sociology
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by general theoretical models and paradigm-level assumptions. Distinct paradigm
models, which construe and define the variables of sociology, articulate their
relations in provisional models, and specify appropriate methodologies, nec-
essarily entail distinct and empirically incommensurable sociologies of youth and
leisure. No amount of sifting and sorting, conceptual or empirical, which is
located within and at the level of the sociology of leisure, or the sociology of
youth, can resolve difference which arise at the more abstract and general level.
No amount of helpful eclectic constructivism can synthesize a coherent frame-
work out of elements derived ad hoc from a functionalist systems model, from
an interactionist/phenomenological model, and from a marxist conflict model (*)•
Yet just such theoretical inarticulacy does characterize even the best contempor-
ary work in the sociology of leisure and the sociology of youth alike. Whatever
else may be wrong in her analysis f), Allen is surely correct in her assertion of
the proposition underlying this argument: pragmatic empiricism provides no
basis for effective sociological analysis: general theoretical assumptions are
paramount.
Within the framework of one of the competing pre-paradigms, it may be possible
to construe a provisional framework for the sociology of youth (10). It is form-
ulated here as a methodological programme.
1. Youth is coherently formulated in terms of a model of the age system, as a
cultural articulation of biological and psychological problematics and as a major
axis of social order, and specifically as a transitional age group between the age
groups of childhood and adulthood.
2. Age variables, especially as they are expressed as social forces emanating from
age group membership and as cultural forces expressing age consciousness, are
acknowledged as substantial components of all types of societies, and their re-
lationships and interactions with other social forces, especially class forces, are
examined empirically.
3. The elements of age systems are systematically examined on both structural
and cultural dimensions. Crucial elements are respectively peer groups and age
group culture, here youth culture.
4. Relations between elements of age systems are systematically examined in
terms of age group conflict; intergenerationai cultural differentiation; and con-
trol and authority. A particularly necessary focus under the latter head is on the
range of agencies of adult influence and control, the variation in their object-
ives, and the conditions of their effectiveness and ineffectiveness.
5. Systematic attention is given to the relevancies of age systems for social repro-
duction and transformation. In the context of modernized societies specifically,
where age systems present an elaboration of youth culture and escalation of its
salience, the grounding of counter-culture in youth culture, and the significance
of counter-culture for social change are especially important areas for analysis.
Within the sociology of leisure, the case is certainly much more difficult. But per-
haps something can be ventured along the following lines, even if it goes in the
face of some important recent analytical work.
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One thing recent studies of young people suggest, notably Musgrove's important
recent book ("), is that so-called counter-cultural developments represent a re-
discovery and reemphasis of the expressive dimension of life and an equivalent
downgrading of the instrumental dimension. On one sort of interpretation, 'The
affluent worker' might seem to suggest a similar conclusion, since 'Luton man'
is clearly the antithesis of a devotee of any version of the Protestant Ethic.
Perhaps there is a lesson in this for the sociology of leisure. Perhaps Aron's
verdict above is too plausible merely, and the neo-marxist assumptions upon
which the construction of leisure as a mere appendage of work logically rests
are perhaps both ethnocentric and naive. Either this or the whole framework of
assumptions which controls the traditional sociology of leisure may be no better
than a large-scale tautology, since the dominance of work in social systems and
in individual lives is derived from a methodologically decisionist definition of
'man as worker' and of societies as 'work systems', rather than from theoretical
principles which allow for systematic empirical analysis of the questions hidden
in these definitions.
If this is not an altogether too heretical perspective, then an analysis of leisure
which escapes the conceptual encapsulation of leisure by work, while at the same
time constraining theoretical location of leisure in the structural and cultural
parameters of society-wide forces, seems necessary. This presupposes some
systematic conceptual modelling of instrumental and expressive goals on the one
hand, and of units of goal definition and satisfaction on the other.
SOCIETAL CONDITIONS ^.Effective adaptation to environment
Expression of consensuabie
basic values
CULTURAL GOALS ^.EXPRESSIVE INSTRUMENTAL
Societal
UNITS OF GOAL p. Sub-collective
DEFINITION AND
SATISFACTION Familial
Personal
Thus within the limits set by adaptive and integrative criteria (the conditions of
survival for societies) primary goals established culturally are assumed to be
variable across a range defined by expressive and instrumental polarities. In-
stitutionalization of primary goals presupposes adequate levels of congruity
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between personal, familial, and sub-collective (organizational, associational,
etc.) actors. However, cultural congruity is never complete, is subject to neg-
otiation, and is conditional on effective socialization and control. In general,
goal definitions and satisfactions vary from more to less instrumental down the
line from societal to personal actors. Variations in individual instrumentalism
are explicable in terms of types and levels of involvement in familial and sub-
collective units and in terms or types and levels of commitment to societal goals.
In this context youth culture is construed as a mechanism of detachment of per-
sons from familial and sub-collective involvements and from societal commit-
ment, as a carrier of expressive values, and as an arena of challenge to types of
societies where goals are at the extreme range of instrumentalism.
Developments outside of theoretical sociology
Sociologists should properly persist with the complex business of unravelling
these theoretical issues, even in the face of resistance from the impatient. In the
meantime, however, developments of two distinct sorts are going ahead very
rapidly. Both of them logically presuppose the achievement of the sociological
analysis of youth and leisure which is still awaited,
(a.) Empirical research including market research and consumer surveys of leisure.
(b.) Policy and planning developments in the public and private sectors of the
incipient leisure industry.
These developments certainly cannot be ignored by sociologists, and preferably
the sociological response to them ought to be critical and constructive rather than
merely negative.
Empirical research
Over the past five years many of the public and private organizations responsible
for leisure provision have undertaken or comissioned consumer surveys.
Among these the Greater London Recreation Study promises to be one of the
more important for sociologists, both through its household interview study
and its inventory of recreation facilities. Analysis in terms of two relevant age
bands (15-19, 20-24) should provide findings which are relevant to the study of
youth and leisure Q2).
A slightly earlier recent study is the DES/OPCS survey by Bone reported in 'The
Youth Service and similar provision for young people' 03)- It is particularly im-
portant because of the quality of its design and because its findings are based
on a national sample of young people. Perhaps because of its highly specific
objectives — examination of the Youth Service and related facilities, and assess-
ment of how far they meet the needs of young people — the study seems not to
have had as much influence as is deserves. Many aspects of the analysis and the
findings are relevant to issues in the field of youth and leisure. I shall draw at-
tention to one aspect only.
Chapter 7 deals with 'the leisure activities of young people'. On the basis of
questions about 'what they did with their spare time when they were with friends,
their families, and on their own', we are presented with a catalogue of leisure
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habits which is unsurprising but at any rate reliable, objective, and general
within the limits of the methods employed. Importantly 'social activities' (danc-
ing, talking, drinking, and visiting or entertaining friends and relatives) was the
more frequently reported leisure activity. Analysis of these patterns in terms of
usual classificatory variables demonstrates systematic and substantial differences
between male and female, early and late school leavers, age bands, and between
the 'attached' and the 'unattached' defined in terms of participation in formal
clubs and groups. The attached appear to be substantially more active in their
leisure time than the unattached, and this important difference appears stronger
than the effects of socio-economic variables, with which it in part correlates.
More than half of the sample wanted to be able to be involved in some spare time
activity which was presently impossible. The prime candidates were indoor sports
and outdoor pursuits (outdoor team games being little wanted) and secondly
more facilities for 'meeting and mixing with other people'.
Of course these findings present all the disadvantages of the large-scale survey
conducted in an unconditional emiricist spirit.
1. The meanings of all the activities referred to are radically problematical. For
example, what enormous cultural variation does 'dancing' or 'talking' contain?
2. The survey interview method precludes any effective address to the meaning-
ful contexts of the action purportedly analyzed. At this time we ought to be able
to take for granted that at least the preliminary and pilot stages of such studies
should include participant observations.
3. Analysis is conditioned by practical rather than theoretical objectives. For
example, differences between attached and unattached young people may be less
important for the study of youth and leisure than differences between categories
defined in terms of involvement in youth culture, or in terms of basic value
orientations.
4. Action-relevance is construed oversimply. For example, exploration of pre-
ferred pastimes may provide a much weaker guide for planning than would an-
alysis of perceived constraints on leisure activities, including costs, transport,
work/education obligations, and family and locality pressures.
5. The crucial questions are defined away in the terms of reference. Youth is
defined as young people 14-20, and leisure is construed as 'pastimes'. System-
atic comparison of the leisure of children, young people and adults is necessary,
as also of young people of different ages, to permit analysis of the processes of
transition and construction involved. Location of 'pastime' in the global life-
space, as perceived and as culturally structured, is equally necessary, if such
studies are to contribute to sociological analysis as well as to operational plan-
ning.
On the other hand these problematic issues were certainly outside the terms of
reference of the study, while by other criteria it is a model of its kind. In part-
icular, its effective sampling of the relevant general population, carefulness in
analysis, and cautiousness in interpretation, provide guidelines which socio-
logical studies of youth and leisure can ill afford to ignore. Impressionistic
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small-scale studies of deviant groups can trammel the validity of sociological
studies of youth and leisure more damagingly and dangerously even than the
better publicized limitations of administratively oriented surveys.
Policy and planning developments
Planning for leisure and the development of national, regional and local leisure
policies and organization may seem the ultimate irony, and is easily buttoned
up intellectually as merely another symptomatic contradiction of corporatist
capitalism. But it is after all no more problematical than the more general
concept of planning for freedom, of which it is an important segment. In any
case these developments are happening and are in any sensible time perspective
irreversible (14). Any modernized mass democratic society must plan coherently
for all the needs of the population, and leisure cannot be excluded. Young
people have to figure large in planning and policy development for leisure,
because they are a very substantial source of demand in the market for leisure.
There seems to be no good reason to expect the leisure industry overall to
represent any more peculiar variations on the global mixed economy than
other older industries, with competing and cooperative contributions by private
and public agencies. However, as far as young people are concerned specifically,
leisure might seem to represent, as it were, a commanding height, over which
public control is essential, and in which public provision should be primary and
central.
For even on a minimal, lay definition of leisure, in terms of recreation and re-
laxation (i.e. excluding all moral and normative components which any socio-
logical characterization of leisure would incorporate), leisure remains an arena
of potent influence on psych-social development. Even if more leisure is solitary
than earlier appeared to be the case, the typical milieu of the leisure activities of
young people remains collective. And among and within the collective organiza-
tions of youth's leisure, peer groups of many types are predominant. It is
precisely in the situations offered by peer groups that influence — for good, bad,
and indifferent, on all scales of values — is most powerful.
Yet current developments suggest a structured withdrawal of adult and communal
control from the leisure activities of young people. Increasingly, leisure provision
for young people is handled commercially by organizations operating, as they
must and should, by market criteria. Associations such as scouts and church clubs,
which have traditionally presented leisure provision as a part of a larger moral
whole, increasingly find themselves used as little better than transition camps
between childhood and pseudo-adult provision by commercial agencies. The
Youth Service, whose established objectives have been so far recognized by its
statutory location within local authority education departments, has appeared
over the past ten years to involve itself willingly in dilution of these social ed-
ucational objectives by competing with commercial agencies (the Youth Centre
often has the best disco in town).
Movement over the same period towards participatory democratic control of
centres and clubs may have the same effect, and ideologically deprives leadership
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of its authority. Possible transfer of youth service provision out of education
departments into local authority recreation departments might seem likely to
complete the process. Development of local and national recreation agencies
can itself be construed as part of the same general process of consumerization
of leisure. To the extent that young people are incorporated in these develop-
ments they are extremely problematical.
All of these movements constitute a very important part of what sociological
analysis of youth and leisure should be attending to. Rather than merely crit-
icizing the leisure industry and ongoing programmes of planning for leisure and
recreation as totalitarian intrusions, perhaps we ought rather to be using them
as an opportunity for exploring the nature of leisure and its structural signifi-
cance in life patterns, and the functions of leisure and of distinct patterns of
authority in leisure for the development of young people. The necessary context
for this analysis is provided by the historical development of youth culture,
whose primary structural characteristic is precisely withdrawal from adult in-
fluence and control.
Research programmes
Established knowledge of any valid type about youth and leisure remains slight.
Given the present distracted methodological state of sociology, the only allow-
able prescription is that this important gap should be filled by an extension of
research of all valid types. The preceding analysis suggests that work along the
lines indicated below might constitute one usful element in an extended pro-
gramme of studies of youth and leisure.
Qualitative/
analytical
Youth
Leisure Quantitative/
representative
None of our knowledge, in this area any more than any other, is going to be at
all robust unless its generalizabiliry is established. The programme necessary
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for achieving this constrains a quantitative approach. Aside from representational
criteria, quantification is in any case necessary in order to elucidate empirically
the structure of leisure activities and life-space and in order to establish valid
indicators of meanings and values (")•
However, even though especially in an area of study whose importance lies in its
significance for social change, specific propositions need ruthless general testing,
qualitative analytical phases of work, with small, special, and a priori deviant
categories of young people, are also essential. In this work participant observa-
tion has a crucial but not exclusive part to play (16).
The second dimension of definition of the projected study is given by the inter-
face of youth and leisure, whose conceptual structure has been examined
earlier.
At the centre of the lines of interaction between these two dimensions is the con-
cept and phenomenon of youth culture. Much criticized as a concept, it is in-
creasingly recognised, even and perhaps especially at a time of apparent student
quietus, as a substantially important phenomenon of this time Q1).
Coherent analysis of the leisure of young people demands a theoretical focus up-
on the differentiated milieux of the developing youth culture, and upon its var-
iegated yet unitary symbolic, normative, and behavioural content. To the extent
that youth culture is the necessary structural matrix of contemporary counter-
cultural developments, and the seedbed of structural transformation to a new
societal type, to that extent it is within this theoretical context that analytically
coherent questions about 'youth and leisure' can and should be posed. How are
life-space and life-goals construed? What is the range of commitment to in-
strumental/expressive goals and values? How are innovative and deviant mean-
ings — constructed within the morally authorized 'liberated cultural areas' con-
stituted by youth culture — traded off in exchange, negotiation, and conflict
with adult control agents? To what extent, through what mechanisms, and with
what effects are transformational ideologies being carried with them by young
people individually and collectively as they move from the age group of youth?
Methodologically, this approach to youth and leisure demands a systematic
comparative analysis, involving qualitative and quantitative modes, of the varie-
ties of youthful experience of the cultural world C8). Theoretically, it focuses
attention upon the phenomenologicai arena in which lay, adult, a priori dis-
tinctions as between work and leisure are apparently in process of reconstruc-
tion 09). PTOgramatically it constrains the insertion of youth culture as the third
term between young people and leisure, challenges the traditional allocation of
this status to class, and directs attention towards the range of adult agencies
which control the cultural passage between childhood and adulthood.
Relevance
This is all very well, it might be said, but isn't it all a bit abstruse and irrelevant,
especially at a time when unemployment among young people is high, increasing
rapidly, and probably constitutes a secular, structural trend? Even supposing
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(the argument might continue) we shift from the theoretical level expressed and
recommended here to a more empirical and commonsensical level of analysis,
such as is for example represented in the best available British treatment of
adolescent leisure, by Smith (20), even then isn't it curious and absurd to be giving
serious attention to young people's leisure problems at a time when there are
young people leaving school who may never be employed?
According to a recent I.L.O. report (") some seven million young people under
twenty five accounted for as much as forty per cent of all unemployment in the
twenty three richest countries of the West. The report presents the following fig-
ures for teenage unemployment: 1968 = 28,000; 1971 = 58,000; 1975 - 175,000;
1976 = 200,000 plus. And over the past three years or so, public and private con-
cern has increasingly, if with varying degrees of effectiveness, been focussed on
the problem of unemployment, culminating in the Holland Report of this
year f22). Increasingly the Careers Service, the schools, and the Youth Service are
being pressed to turn their attentions towards and expend their resources on the
problem of youthful unemployment.
And of course this trend of concern and these pressures which would redirect
the energies of the Youth Service and others toward unemployment are plausible
and persusive. Nothing is more destructive of individual purpose, dignity and
ultimately even also personal identity than unemployment. Nothing is so reliably
productive of alienation and delinquency as unemployment.
And yet in this threatening and dangerous period we find the Youth Service still
oriented to leisure, and analyses such as the present one persisting in focussing
their attention on leisure rather than work and work-deprivation. When in-
creasing numbers of young people cannot find a job, sociological analysis of
youth and work is still most commonly structured by the notion of 'career' and
the problematic of 'the transition from school to work'.
In all this there are telling criticisms of Youth Service practice and of what is
often regarded as stock-in-trade sociological analysis of youth, work, and
leisure. These will need to be faced and answered systematically and adequately.
But it would be short-sighted and dangerous if Youth Service (or Careers Ser-
vice) practice were to re-orient itself wholesale to the problem of unemployment
It would be foolish if sociological analysis were to limit itself at the theoretical
level to announcing and celebrating the inevitable macro-structural forces
creating youthful unemployment in capitalist society, or at the applied level to
propagandizing for global job-creation, or whole-sale subsidy from sixteen to
nineteen and beyond.
The Youth Service can and should make a substantial contribution to
helping the unemployed among young people I23). Sociological analysis can and
should discover and expose fatuities in public policies and attitudes in relation
to young people and work. But this is not enough.
The Youth Service,' like the Careers Service, is, and properly is, a part of the
Education Service. It should not, I believe, turn aside from its proper develop-
mental objectives to merely therapeutic purposes — however temptingly and how-
ever powerfully needs for therapy are expressed. It should not, I believe, be dis-
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tracted from its concern with the general developmental needs and problems of
all young people to the particular abnormal problems of some young people,
however harsh and cruel these problems may be.
But even if this argument is accepted, with its corollary that the Youth Service
quite properly focusses a large proportion of its energies and resources on 'leisure',
it might instead be argued per contra by our critic that since unemployment is
becoming normalized for young people and since it has in consequence become
a 'normal', 'general' problem, Youth Service ought to give itself over wholesale
to the problem of unemployment. On this I would first dispute the facts. Even
at the depth of recession unemployment is a minority experience. If we extra-
polate the secular trend of increasing youth unemployment, a majority ex-
perience of even short-term unemployment is a very long way off.
And secondly, I would try to answer on a more substantive plane. The Youth
Service attends primarily to leisure rather than school or work or family, not
because this is all society will risk letting youth workers loose on, not because
leisure time is a trivial remainder category in- the life-space of young people.
Absolutely to the contrary.
However we resolve the conceptual problematics of leisure which I have touched
on earlier and however we evaluate the fact, whether positively or negatively,
a fact it remains that leisure is if anywhere the sphere of dis-obligation, the arena
of freedom, the space for dreaming, hoping, reconstructing life. There is work or
school and family: here am /, with scope here in my individuality to construct and
reconstruct school, work, family, and opportunity to accommodate myself to
those spheres of obligation or to accommodate them to myself. Even more in
youth than in adult life — when scope for self-trans formation is unavoidably
limited by earlier decisions — leisure represents a precious island of freedom, and
I might almost say a sacred bastion of individuality. By the same token, it is
either lonely, or invaded by massive cultural forces (the media, peers) which
infringe freedom and individuality as the price of relieving loneliness. And for
many young people it gets to be largely taken up quite voluntarily with what
Paul Corrigan has analyzed with startling precision as 'Doing Nothing' Q*).
It is there in leisure that all people, but especially young people, are most them-
selves and best positioned to seek and find help in developing themselves towards
the most appropriate and best version of themselves. That is why youth work
orients itself primarily to the leisure sphere of young people's lives, and so I be-
lieve, it should.
But then again the argument comes full circle. For in its attention to young
people's leisure, youth work has to depend in part on what it is offered, good
or bad, helpful or unhelpful, by sociologists and psychologists, in the way of
conceptualization and knowledge. Still we" need analysis and research on youth
and leisure (").
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CHAPTER SIX
YOUTH: A REAL FORCE AND AN
ESSENTIAL CONCEPT
Recently Bernard Davies directed the attention of youth workers and others in
the Youth Service to 'Resistance through rituals', an important collection of
papers on aspects of youth culture produced by the Centre for Contemporary
Cultural Studies 0)- Contrasting the analysis offered there, and the methodology
underlying it, with more conventional approaches in the psychology of ad-
olescence and the sociology of youth, he argued that it represented an important
step forward in our understanding of young people, and commended it strongly.
More recently we have had an account of this approach direct from the horse's
mouth, in an extended review of Havighurst and Dreyer's 'Youth' by Stuart Hall
and his colleagues from CCCS, each of them contributors to 'Resistance' f).
I am sure that this strongly developing and increasingly influential approach to
the study of youth is of great interest and importance. A version of it has had a
certain currency for some long time, at least since Sheila Allen's 'Some theoreti-
cal problems in the study of youth' C)- But more recently, particularly in its ex-
pression in the more sophisticated Marxist and quasi-Marxist analysis of the
CCCS team, Graham Murdock (4) and others, it has firmly established its claim
to offer a distinct alternative to the theoretical formulations of the sociology of
youth and the psychology of adolescence, and at the same time to the admin-
istratively and commonsensically grounded understanding of youth implicit in
the work of the Youth Service and in the concept of youth work.
Without wishing in any way to belittle the importance of this line of analysis,
I do want to suggest that it may be something of an over-compensation for earlier
weaknesses in the analysis of youth by sociologists and psychologists, and that it
may consequently present a one-sided and distorted picture.
Youth dismissed
In their concluding paragraph Hall and his colleagues claim inter alia that:
1. It is questionable whether youth can properly be construed as a stage of life
at all.
2. There can be no 'sociology of youth'.
3. 'Youth as a concept is unthinkable'.
4. Even youth as a social category does not make much empirical sense.'
5. Youth does not exist 'as a single homogeneous group' but is an 'artificial
construction which runs in the face of the evidence of the social differences
within generations'.
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6. Youth should be treated as 'a secondary and dependent or determinate (sic)
factor of social differentiation, a factor affecting the individual or group within
those social relations which structure not just their youth but their whole life'.
7. 'These sets of relations are preeminently class relations'.
None of these propositions seems to me to be valid. Each of them seems to me
to imply a destructive critique both of established psychological and sociologi-
cal knowledge about youth and of the concept and practice of youth work. Taken
together they seem to me to represent an account of youth which is constrained
to deny falsely the significance of one set of forces in social life — the psycho-
social forces organized in the age system, out of fear that their recognition may
challenge the determinative preeminence of another set of such forces — those
of class.
Youth defended
Unless we accept the whole baggage of Marxist methodology and theory, there
are no grounds beyond the appeals of plausible rhetoric for accepting the dil-
emma they seek to pose for us and impose on us. We do not have to choose be-
tween age and class. Acknowledgement of the theoretical and practical signifi-
cance of youth does not commit us at all to denying the significance of class. Any
concrete analysis of the behaviour of young people which discounted the power-
ful relevance of class, or of sex, ethnicity, education, and so on would be futile
and fallacious.
Their review of Havighurst and Dreyer seeks to demonstrate the necessity of this
polar choice, to argue that the contributors to that volume make youth plausible
only be bracketing off class, and to show how they have failed to make the
notion of youth problematical in any properly sociological sense. I am not con-
vinced they have succeeded in this task any better than, in our judgement, does
Allen in her logically and politically parallel critique of Eisenstadt's analysis of
youth.
Indeed I suspect that their apparatus of class analysis is itself stongly subject to
critique on the same grounds. They treat the concept of class unproblematically.
They assume and assert (as I think neither Havighurst and Dreyer nor Eisenstadt
do in respect of youth) the general and unconditional preeminence of class for-
ces. They rhetorically warrant their imperialistic class analysis by dismissive
treatment of other social forces.
To my knowledge there is no paradigm or school within sociology or among
those working in the field of youth studies more generally which asserts the
general primacy of the age system within the total social system, or which elevates
a concept of youth into an exclusively preeminent status within a generic societal
analysis. By contrast, we have in Marxist theory and in applications and develop-
ments of it such as Stuart Hall and his colleagues offer us, an approach which
boldly attributes general primacy of effectivity to class, and necessarily makes
age and youth in all situations subordinate and subservient to class.
I would prefer to avoid this sort of monolithic onesidedness. If everywhere all that
matters fundamentally is class, there is no more work left for concrete analysis
to do, in the field of youth or anywhere else. If our methodological assumptions
commit us a priori to denying anything more than trivial significance to any
forces other than class we shall necessarily deny the manifest empirical evidence
of the significance of other factors. Earlier this species of analysis — which can-
not be content unless it subsumes the whole complexity of social life and in-
dividual development into the narrow, powerful confines of class — has succeed-
ed for shorter or longer periods in preventing proper account being taken in
sociological analysis of nationality, religion, ethnicity, and sex, to name only
some. We may be in danger of allowing it to happen also with age and spec-
ifically with youth.
Youth retrieved
Let us take for granted the theoretical and practical significance of class. By
this I don't mean that there are not serious problems in the theory of class.
There are. I don't mean that the concept of class can be used in any unproblem-
aticai way, whether this is a way defined by one of the several types of Marxist
theory, or a way defined by some version of commonsense, or some other way.
It can't. I mean simply that we can take as given that human populations are
commonly stratified by power, wealth, and status, and that this matters enor-
mously in the social life of individuals and groups. Any general sociological
analysis does take this as given. In any specialized sub-field of sociological an-
alysis, for example the sociology of youth, it is — within the patrameters of the
sub-field and in terms appropriate to it — taken as given.
But it is entirely possible and, unless we wish to fly in the face of the evidence,
necessary to postulate in addition that:
1. Age is a fundamentally important principle of social organisation, a distinc-
tive and significant social force, and a necessary variable in any general model
of society.
2. Youth is a genericaily significant structural and cultural component of the
age system of society.
3. Age, and therefore also youth, is subject, like other sociological variables, in~
eluding class, to systematic variation in terms of distinct types of cultural con-
ditions and different levels of social development.
4. Age, and therefore also youth, enters into complex relations with other
social forces, including class, and with psychological forces. These relations are
systematic and determinate but cannot be explicated a priori. Such explication
requires the formulation and empirical testing of theoretically articulated
hypotheses.
It does not seem to me that any more than this is claimed in relation to youth in
the work which Hall et. al. criticize, or in the work of Eisenstadt criticized by Allen.
It is no more, and of course no less, than a programme for incorporating age
and therefore youth coherently into sociological analysis. Resistance to it is
simply a part of the continuing neglect of age and youth in general sociology.
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It involves in itself no general claim about the preeminence of age over other
variables, nor any assertion of the dominace of youthfulness over other structural
or cultural conditions of the life of young people. It is no more than a plea for
'including age in' to sociological analysis, and for recognizing the structural con-
ditions of youthfulness as important along with others in the life of young
people.
Towards construction of an adequate concept of youth
Of course this is only a beginning. But even this beginning requires resistance to
the one-sidedness of Hall et. al's. analysis. Specifically it requires resistance to
their categorical and fatuous assertion that 'Youth as a concept is unthink-
able' (5).
Far from being unthinkable, youth is a concept used routinely and unavoidably
in the practicalities of social life in all sorts of societies to reflect, construct, and
reconstruct real and important social characteristics, conditions, and forces. At
a level beyond this a more elaborated and coherent concept of youth is — and
has to be if real forces are not to be ignored — used by youth workers, teachers,
social workers and others whose professional task is to attend to those needs and
problems which belong specifically to young people in that aspect of themselves
and their lives which is defined by their social and cultural condition of youth-
fulness. And at a third level a concept of youth is necessary and available in the
technical and theoretical discourse of the sociology of youth and the psychology
of adolescence.
It is necessary in as far as social scientists are committed to explicating all of
the main dimensions of the forces affecting social behaviour, and to the extent
that the socio-cultural condition of youthfulness manifestly constitutes one such
dimension. It is available to the extent that — and it is admittedly only a partial
and fragmentary extent to date — in the work of Mannheim, Eisenstadt, Parsons,
Erikson, Coleman, Keniston, and many others, a coherent theoretical and em-
pirical constitution of the concept within a theory of age which is itself a co-
herently specified component of a theory of society has been achieved.
Since Hall et. al. deny even the possibility of a concept of youth, they leave
themselves no scope for their analysis to discover the logical, scientific, and
practical necessity of the concept. And since they approach the theoretical and
empirical literature where the concept is being developed, and the concrete social
conditions where the effectivity of youthfulness operates with a prior assumption
that youth can be no more than a crude category referring to trivial forces, it is
hardly surprising if they reach the negative conclusions they offer us.
Two dangers are inherent in this type of analysis. First, it may impede the
practical recognition of the salience of youth in contemporary social conditions,
and limit what is in any case the weak and inadequate development of public
service for and on behalf of young people. And secondly it may distract attention
and energy away from the infant and under-developed disciplines of sociology
of youth and psychology of adolescence. Instead of negativism, these need a
huge critical and constructive input of theoretical and empirical analysis, to
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shift them forward towards a condition where they could offer much more ad-
equately than at present, the possibility of a sophisticated understanding of the
life of young people and reliable knowledge about the complex socio-psych-
ological structure of youthfulness.
'Youth as a single homogeneous group does not exist', they claim, as if the claim
were startling. Of course it doesn't. Nor does 'the working class' exist as a single
homogeneous group, nor even the proletariat. Hypostatization of a theoretical
concept does not entail 'homogeneity' in any sense in which differentiation
could contradict it (">). The proper test of a theoretical concept is quite different
from this, and I believe youth passes that test. It is a necessary and viable con-
cept because:
1. It symbolizes and demarcates an area or aspect of social reality which without
it would remain uncharted and unexplicated.
2. It brings coherently into one analytical category a range of phenomena which
taken separately would be less comprehensible or not comprehensible at all.
3. It provides, when properly constituted, a provisional theoretical model of
the processes underlying the meaning and conditions of the life of young people,
and of the forces controlling them.
The notion of 'Youth as a stage of life', to which Hall et. al. are so completely
resistant, is a part of the theory of youth entailed in the concept of youth. Despite
their criticisms of it, it is a much stronger theory — in the extent of the evidence
supporting it, and in the power of understanding it provides — than many in the
social sciences. The most constructive way forward, as I see it, is to take hold
of the available theory of youth, even in its admittedly primitive and disarticul-
ated state, and to seek through conceptual analysis and empirical study to develop
it further towards adequacy.
On balance this is surely preferable to the alternative programme of Allen, Hall
and his colleagues, and others who have lost patience with the concept of youth
altogether. This alternative programme, through its rejection of the concept of
youth qua youth and its dismissal of the theory of youth associated with it, might
succeed in giving us an apparently more plausible account of the concrete details
of some aspects of the lives of young people.
But this would be at a high price. For it would leave youth itself a mystery, and
deny a manifest reality which demands the serious attention of sociologists and
psychologists, lest it be left by negligence entirely in the hands of those who have
to work at it in professional practice. They have other jobs to do without taking
on the role of conceptual analysts.
Equally in terms of the meaningful experience of individuals, and in terms of the
objectified structure of society, youth is a state of transition out of childhood
into adulthood. The nature of this transition, the causes and variable patterns
of the transformation of identities involved in it, the modes of social organization
which structure and control it, all this and many other issues implicit in the
theory of youth, demand serious analysis and deserve it.
And yet ironically they cannot be raised at all without dependence on what Hall
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and his colleagues call 'the fictional construction of youth'. For what they de-
risively reject as 'fiction' is precisely the theoretically articulated model of youth
they programmatically demand. It is fictional only in the sense in which all
theory-work is fictional (). The test of it is the extent to which it illuminates and
explicates the factual conditions of the lives of young people. Youth is after all a
generic stage of life for children and adults of all types and categories, and we
need to understand it.
Ideology and bias in the theory of youth
And still the argument which I have tried here to out-argue recurs, and in diverse
forms resurrects itself. Persistently Berger's proposition (*) that youthfulness is not a
necessary characteristic of youth nor youth the exclusive arena of youthfulness
is paraphrased and assertively reiterated. Again and again we hear the argument
implicit in Murdock's contention C) that even identical location in the age system
allows no significant commonality at ail to two young men if their class positions
are distinct. Consistently the case is pressed that any tendency towards concep-
tualization of youth as a stage in life and as a transition between childhood and
adulthood is necessarily erroneous and disingenuously distracts attention from
the realities of class forces and their presumably constant pressure on life from
cradle to grave.
An interesting recent example is provided in a paper by Gutfreund (10) where,
in passing, he criticizes and rejects the analysis by myself and Paul Hunter which
is what I have reported in this chapter up to the beginning of this last section.
Certainly he has a case which is worth trying to make. For after all the theory of
youth is underdeveloped and weak in sociology even if it is stronger in the
psychology of adolescence. And the extent of concrete empirical research on
youth by sociologists is indeed remarkably limited. Moreover the political and
rhetorical appeal offered by theoretical dismemberment of youth is considerable.
Nevertheless, the case is not, I think, well made. In large part it consists of an
unconnected repetition of the same propositions and arguments which our an-
alysis, as I believe, is sufficiently cogent at least to call in serious question and
to require a serious answer.
The crux of Gutfreund's approach and argument is given in his characterization
of 'three recent articles' which, as he says, provide the impetus for his analysis.
It is as follows (p. 3):
'These are Bernard Davies' perceptive review article of "Resistance through
Rituals" and Stuart Hall and his colleagues' hard hitting review of Havighurst's
"Youth". Both attempt (successfully it appears to me) to shift the current
psychological emphasis on youth onto a more sociological, that is to say struc-
tural level. Both reviews argue that to perceive the phenomenon of youth as dis-
tinctive to young people is to isolate them from the macro social/political
order, is diversionary and ultimately leads to misunderstanding of the young. In
this I am fully in agreement with them. More recently we have had what appears
to be a retrenchment of the more orthodox, near psychological approach, by
David Marsland and Paul Hunter arguing that "youth" remains "an essential
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concept". My uneasiness rests primarily with their analysis which has, of course,
along "pedigree".'
He then proceeds, as I believe, to ignore our analysis, to assert without quali-
fication that 'no specific needs and problems are identifiable which appertain
exclusively to young people', to discount any independent significance to differ-
entiation of values in terms of age groups and all specific importance of bio-
logical changes associated with adolescence, and to claim that our analysis fails
to ground youth in the macro structure of culture and society.
This would be chastening indeed if it were a correct analysis or a valid critique.
But it is not. In the first place his characterization of our analysis as a 'Retrench-
ment of the more orthodox, near psychological approach' is false. Judgements
of orthodoxy are of course always difficult and usually, I think futile. I am rather
inclined to believe that the Davies/Hall/Gutfreund/Allen line of analysis is closer
to what is commonly thought of as an orthodoxy, in the sense that it appears
to be part of a received body of (Marxist) teaching which holds itself immune from
empirical testing and correction 01)- But what matters more than this is whether
the argument is valid and whether the approach is useful or not.
I remain convinced, despite Gutfreund's arguments, that the concept of youth —
even though it is like all concepts in social science problematical — is indeed
essential if we really want to understand and help young people. Moreover,
against his own argument Gutfreund actually needs the concept of youth himself,
since it is presupposed and taken for granted — unproblematically, needless to
say — in the concept of youthfulness, which he recommends and celebrates.
As for his dismissal of our approach as 'near psychological', this seems to me
no more than a usual, not to say orthodox and erroneous, tack taken by those
who perversely refuse to think of social structure other than in terms of class
excluively. Class is only part of social structure.
Youth is a real force and an essential concept. Perhaps we ought to be wary of
arguments that suggest otherwise, however appealing and fashionable. Perhaps
we should question the adequacy of such narrow and biased concepts of social
structure as may seem to justify neglect of youth as a concept, as a social force,
and also importantly as a set of needs which it is the Youth Service's task to try
to answer.
The earner part of this chapter and the analysis which helped to stimulate
Gutfreund's critique is no more than an attempt to clarify the concept of youth
and to improve its usefulness for sociologists of youth and for youth workers. In
part Gutfreund's misjudgements may be justified by the brevity of that analysis,
which leaves room for misunderstanding. This is partially corrected by my an-
alyses in Chapter 2 earlier and Chapter 7 following. But some provisional elabo-
ration of a theory of youth is called for here in addition. It should be clear that
I am here taking as given Gutfreund's contention that theory in this field is weak
and underdeveloped, and Allen's proposal that the analysis of youth requires
more than anything creative theory construction.
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Sketch towards a sociological theory of youth
All sociological variables have some biological basis C2). In age, as in sex, this
physical foundation is of especial importance. Between birth and death, for man
as for all animals, life is in biological terms a complex process of development
and decay. Physical capacities and mental and social competencies emerge,
develop, and decline. While of course the particular patterns of these biological
processes are deeply conditioned by social forces, they remain in their funda-
mental form persistent constants of the human condition, and powerful para-
meters of the operation of social and cultural forces.
The sociological analysis of age phenomena is essentially concerned with con-
stancies and variations in the modes of social and cultural handling of these bio-
logical fundamentals. 'Handling' in this sense has to be conceived of as ranging
from the social construction of imageries and categories for these biological
phenomena, at the deepest and most abstract cultural level, to the concrete de-
tails of organizational arrangements established in particular practical contexts
for answering socially interpreted needs arising from the biological process of
age. Thus, to illustrate, the sociology of age must address itself on the one hand
to the question of the conditions and consequences of the socio-cultural con-
struction of the type-phenomena 'immature', 'experienced', 'middle aged' and
so on, and on the other hand to exploring the conditions and consequences of
institutional care of the old, or of the age banding of children in schools — and
to the whole range of issues intermediate between the two levels illustrated by
these examples.
In their simplest form the biological processes of age are expressed, in all types
of actual and feasible social organization and in every state of social conditions,
as three phase-linked stages in individual life cycles. These are childhood,
maturity, and old age.
The ways in which these biologically determined categories are construed cultur-
aliy, and the modes of social organization associated with them, may vary to a
considerable extent cross-culturally and trans-historically. For example: in the
classical civilization of China the old were allocated substantial power and
prestige, whereas by comparison in contemporary modernized societies, and to
an even greater extent in classical Athens, the condition of old age is derogated;
or again whereas in early phases of industrialization the use of children for
strenuous labour is commonly legitimate and socially construed as necessary, in
later phases powerful legal and moral norms typically develop to control such
use of children as labour units; or again in societies where war is a continuing
commitment the period of maturity is defined tightly to exclude all except those
strong and independent enough to fight, thus locating large segments of the
male population in the childhood and old age categories, whereas by contrast in
societies little involved in war the mature category can be expanded to include
a much larger proportion of the population. Systematic analysis of the dimen-
sions of such cross-cultural and trans-historical variation in the social construc-
tion of the basic age categories is necessary, and has hardly begun. Enough is
known however to demonstrate the fact and significance of such variation on
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the one hand, and to substantiate the general and constant salience of this three-
way categorization of age on the other.
This simple model of three sociological age categories associated systematically,
with three biologically defined life-cycle phases, has to be made a little more
complex to be adequate. This is achieved simply, and in accordance with logical
criteria, biological requirements, and sociological realities by the insertion of
intermediate phases and categories to represent the transition points in the
system. The complete model is then:
BIRTH •DEATH
CHILDHOOD MATURITY OLD AGE
\ /
TRANSITION 1 TRANSITION 2
The two transition categories are appropriately conceived of as representing a
distinct level from the three fundamental categories, for two reasons. First
because at the logical extreme they may be of nil social significance and/or of
minimal duration. This cannot happen in any social conditions with the three
basic categories. Secondly, in the nature of their status as transitions between
given phases they are more subject to social and cultural variability than the
basic categories, because they are subject not only to the whole range of forces
making for variability in the social construction of childhood, maturity, and old
age, but necessarily also to the variable influence of the basic categories them-
selves.
Transition L is conceived of as the social category of 'youth' to which this whole
analysis is directed. Adolescence is another model of the same age transition
from a bio-psychological perspective. Its transitional status and function is quite
commonly recognised both by members of age systems, and by their analysts, as
in Miller's title and concept 'The age between' ("). Transition 2 is less easily
recognizable except in terms of logic simple and the social logic of the age system,
and has been hardly touched on in biological or sociological studies. But in a
recent important paper Bernard Isaacs has called this stage 'the silver age' and
given a first formulation of its general form and significance C4).
Thus the sociology of youth, if it is to be a coherent field of analysis at all, has
to be conceived of as a sub-component of the sociology of age. And if the relations
of the sociology of youth to the sociology of age are to be established system-
atically, the locus of youth within a model of the age system has to be itself
rationally established. And again if the sociological system in which youth is
conceived of as a determinate component of age is to be analyzed rationally, the
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conditioning and contextualization of this sociological system by the biological
system of age has to be recognized. While at the same time the conditioning and
contextualization of the social system of age, including youth, by the whole tissue
of the other segments of the social system, that is by other social forces, and by
the social system as a whole must also be taken account of. To the internal
structuring of the social system of age, including youth, and to analysis of the
effects of other forces on this system it is necessary now to turn.
Social system
The age system and other aspects of society
The biologically given and socially reconstructed categories of the age system
serve to differentiate human populations into normatively bounded collect-
ivities with differentiated social functions. If other criteria of social differentia-
tion are analytically held constant the functional significance and normative
specialization of the several age categories are revealed. This is what Marxist
analysts refuse to do, and indeed are inescapably prevented from doing by the
primacy attributed to class in their system of axioms f3).
These differentiations are no more properly dismissable as 'mere stereotypes'
than are differentiations in terms of class, power, sex, etc. Like these other differ-
entiators, age is a principle of social organization and a socially structured force
whose effects, in terms of controlling interaction and defining perspectives,
meanings, and commitments, are real and substantial. In general and until very
recently sociologists seem to me to have underemphasized rather than over-
emphasized the cultural significance and structural power of the age system,
and too easily have gone along with ideological assumptions about the triviality,
beyond childhood at least, of the biological and sociological force of age.
In fact (and as a principle of analysis) the cultural and structural differentiation
of at least the three fundamental age categories is of immense power. Cultural
prescriptions of the proper behaviour and appropriate commitments and identi-
ties of children, mature adults, and old people are (while subject to consider-
able variation transhistorically and cross culturally) very clearly and sharply
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differentiated. What is allowable among children has to be excused in adults.
What is taken for granted in the mature adult is welcomed as a bonus in the old,
or subject to control by ridicule.
Similarly on the structural dimensions, the general social positions of children,
adults, and the old are, despite similar variation over time and social space, quite
distinct one from the other. Thus children are subject to domestic authority as
non-children of either sex are not. The mature adult has responsibilities not
allowed to either children or the old. The scale of interactions of children are
restricted by comparison with those of adults, and more extended in the case of
mature adults than the old.
It would be the worst kind of amateurism to dismiss this order of differentia-
tion in culture and social structure as trivial in principle, even if concrete research
were to demonstrate the relative insignificance of these forces in some sorts of
societies or by comparison with some other social forces. Indeed the taken for
granted quality of these differences is itself evidence of their power. And the
commonsensical explication of these differences in terms of biological factors,
which serves to make them seem in sociological terms trivial, is a sufficient index
of the inadequacy to date of analysis of their sociological dimensions. The child
the adult, and the old inhabit worlds as different as any set of class worlds. The
internal structure of meaning and purpose defining these three psycho-social
worlds is immensely powerful and massively different the one from the other.
The cognitive frameworks associated with them are sharply distinguished, and
serve to construe quite distinct interpretations of the same objects and situations.
The value systems associated with them are no less distinct from each other, and
serve to provide the child, the mature adult, and the old with quite distinct
structures of orientation to fundamental action choices. The repertoires of roles
available to each facilitate patterns of everyday life which cannot be confused
with each other.
And these substantial differences, though resting on a biological foundation, are
specifically sociological differences. This means that:
1. They rest upon a complex fabric of institutionalized norms and constitute
social roles established in and by the social structure.
2. They are learned in socialization.
3. They are subject to diruption by deviance and require the constant operation
of procresses of social control.
4. They can, within limits, change.
5. The categories provide the basis for age-groups within which exclusive peer
interactions are important for the maintenance of the system.
6. Interaction across the boundaries of age groups is of peculiar importance as
the arena both of reinforcement of and challenge to the normative assumptions
underlying the differentiation.
7. The differentiated roles and groups provide the basis for development of
specific group interests and (in consequence) of processes of conflict.
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8. The process of group formation, peer group value reinforcement, and in-
terest articulation serve to pull together categories of persons differentiated in
other dimensions and by other forces — nationality, class, sex, and so on.
9. And conversely, the coherence of age group formation is constantly challenged
by the force of other variables which separate the middle class from the working
class child, the old woman from the old man, the French adult from the German,
and so on again.
Thus in all these and other relevant senses, the differentiation of persons into
age categories and the differentiation of societies into age groups is a social pro-
cess expressing social forces of fundamental importance. Forces operating from
the age system of any society in terms of fundamental and secondary age cat-
egories constitute cultural and structural differences of great power.
Of course, in reality the other social criteria of normative and functional
differentiation operate simultaneously and in interaction with age variables. A
child is also a boy or a girl. A young man is a member of some particular class
or stratum. An old working class woman may be a mother. A mature upper
class male widower may or may not be in a position of power. And he may be
black instead or as well. And so on through the whole set of variables in terms
of which significant social differentiation of human populations is organized, and
in terms of which human societies are structurally articulated.
Two distinct conclusions seem to follow from recognition of the complex
tissue of social forces impinging on the age system.
1. It is necessary to analyse and explicate these effects systematically and
comprehensively.
2. It is necessary to avoid premature and certainly a priori conclusions about
the relative saliency of these distinct sets of factors. Age variables must not be
either exaggerated nor trivialized. Weighting should be determined systematic-
ally by theoretical and empirical criteria in combination.
In the face of Gutfreund's allegation of psychologism, or even biologism, and
Allen's shameless (or from another perspective bold) refusal to allow that this
type of account of youth is sociological at all, it is necessary at this stage of the
account to stand off a little and review what I am attempting here.
The ways in which some particular variables get incorporated in concrete soc-
iological analyses and others come to be neglected and the logical status of var-
iables included are in part theoretical, in part empirical issues. The analytical
framework presented here rests upon a general paradigmatic model of social
action and society of a particular sort and upon a particular reading of evidence
relating to the salience of age in human society. This theoretical model and this
empirical evidence must, and do, condition the formulation in our theoretical
framework of the relations between age and society. It has to be acknowledged
that a different model, a different construction of the evidence, would necessarily
lead to a different framework for the sociological analysis of age, including youth.
The controlling model adopted here is that offered by systems theory: precisely
the kind of approach derogated by Allen and also by Musgrove 06). Fundamental
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concepts and axioms of this model include the following:
1. The crucial point of reference for sociological analysis is provided by the con-
cept of a society.
2. Individual action is explicated in terms of the effects of patterns of social
structure and culture established in particular societies and particular types of
societies.
3. These effects are mediated through processes of symbolization, socialization
and control, which define and maintain general and differentiated structural and
cultural milieux for individuals.
4. In terms of these structural and cultural frameworks, individuals are oriented,
via the provision of meaning systems which evaluate the social worid, towards
lines and patterns of action congruent with basic values established in the societal
culture.
5. Particular societies and particular types of societies are assumed to be most
significantly differentiated in terms of the patterns of basic values established in
their different cultures, and the patterns of social structure which represent the
modes of organization adopted as instrumentalities towards the achievement
of goals defined by basic values.
6. The range of value systems which differentiate societies and types of soc-
ieties, and the range of types of social structure through which these are ex-
pressed and addressed is assumed to be deeply conditioned by certain fixed
parameters of the effective operation of any society. Crucially these parameters
include:
(a.) human biological characteristics
(b.) Pressures of the physical environment
(c.) The need for order
(d.) The socio-cultural environment constituted by other societies.
7. If individual action (including changes in it) is explicated in terms of the
effects of particularized cultural and social structural processes, and if stability,
variation, and change in the form of these processes is itself explicated in terms
of the effects of institutionalized value systems, the question of the explanation
of variation in value systems and of transformation of value systems remains.
The answer to this fundamental question is substantially provided by reference
back to the parameters specified in para. 6. Societies are biologically evolved
instrumentalities which the human species uses in its competitive intrusion on the
earth, like all instrumentalities, they are subject to test, they may fail, they may
succeed to a more or less degree. Where they fail or succeed to an inadequate
level, they may (as a particular or as a type) become extinct of they may be ad-
apted to a smaller of a larger extent. Out of this process of instrumental testing,
operating largely at an uncontrolled collective level, the pattern of change and
development of societies evolves.
The crucial criteria of the collective evaluation of societal value systems and the
structural and cultural patterns they define are provided by the four parameters
of societal operation referred to earlier. That is to say, the major sources of
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social change are constituted by the inadequacies of established culture and
social structure in handling fundamental human biological factors, in coping
with the physical environment, in maintaining the requisiste level of order and
organization, and in adapting to the challenges posed by environing societies.
In the light of this general theoretical model (17), a particular systematic con-
struction of age, as a coherent sociological variable which can be theorized
about and researched, is evident. This construction emphasizes (where other
derivations from alternative models would not) three features of the age system
in particular:
1. Its fundamental significance as a mode of handling irreducible human biol-
ogical characteristics in a context of time.
2. Its functional significance as a major axis for articulating the structure of
human societies and for providing a reliable non-invidious basis for order and
organization.
3.Its peculiar relevance to issues of social reproduction and transformation.
This last point may need systematic justification since it is strongly contested by
many sociologists of age and youth. The grounds of the proposition are these.
First, the natural unit of effective — and therefore also of ineffective — social-
ization is the generation. Secondly, aside from age groups (and also nationality),
all other bases of involvement in social change are segmental and therefore in-
volve resistances and cross-pressures. And third, the adolescent age group in
particular, and the youth culture it embodies in contemporary society, is to a
remarkable (but not accidental) extent free of external controls compared with
any other structures. It provides an authorized arena for social experimentation.
The consequences of such an analysis is that it becomes impossible to accept
a priori claims, such as those of Allen or Murdock or Gutfreund, about either
the locus or the weighting of age variables in the general system of social vari-
ables. It once being accepted that age variables represent a fundamental force
in social systems and in their transformation, the issue of their locus and salience
can only properly be construed as an empirical question. What is needed at this
level, it appears, is research representing some kind of analysis of variance design,
in terms of which the relative contributions of distinct sets of variables to the
explanation of relevant outcomes could be objectively determined. Thus for
example:
Middle
Class
Working
Class
Childhood Youth Maturity Old Age
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Suppose the topic of analysis were extent of commitment to structural social
change (and supposing a reliable indicator had been determined). It is of little
value to argue against an analysis urging the significance of age that this is to
discount enormous class differences. We can take as given the significance of
class. But what matters is the relative significance of age and class and the sig-
nificance of the interaction between the two. And similarly with all the other
sets of differentiating variables.
Thus the methodological claim advanced here about the relations between the
age system and society is no more than that 1. the system of age variables should
be itself treated as one of several fundamental components of the social system;
and 2. that the relation between these several sets of variables should be examined
empirically. This, I believe is also the limit of the general methodological claims
made by Eisenstadt and by analysts working in the conventional sociology of
youth generally.
However, their critics, Allen and Murdock in particular, appear to make two
different — and surely contradictory — criticisms of this methodology. On the
one hand they claim that it is an inadequate methodological programme,
because it is 'merely empirical'.And on the other hand they assert that it goes beyond
the two points above to assert the significance of age variables over against others.
The first claim appears to be false, because the programme is not merely em-
pirical, in the sense of dealing unproblematically with a set of ad hoc variables.
The prescribed empirical programme rests upon a coherent theoretical justifica-
tion of the importance of age variables in concrete analysis of sociological
questions. The theory states why and how age variables may be expected to
play a significant part in,the functioning and transformation of societies.
The second claim is also, despite its plausibility, without foundation. For where
Eisenstadt (for example) does go beyond the basic programme, it is not at a
general methodological level. What he does is to formulate specific hypotheses
about the conditions of over-salience of age variables. In doing this he specifies
the nature of relations with other variables and makes determinate predictions.
The hypotheses are testable compatibly with the general methodological pro-
gramme.
It might seem that what such critics as Allen and Murdock are actually ex-
pressing is resistance to the proposition that age should really be allowed to
count as a substantial sociological variable at all. It is their methodological
programme which goes beyond rational bounds by confusing and conflating
methodology and theory. Theirs is a programme of resistance to a programme
which refuses to make class methodologically paramount.
Unless we are prepared to go along with a narrow class methodology for socio-
logical analysis, this type of approach to the sociological treatment of age vari-
ables has to be discounted. Age matters, and we have to include it in. If we
have specific theories about the significance of age in particular types of
situations, we must formulate hypotheses derived from them and test them.
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The force of concepts
The tradition of sociological analysis within which this sketch model of the
theory of youth is constructed has no need of schooling by Marxists to situate
itself effectively at a macro-social and macro-cultural level, nor to differentiate
itself from ideologically and merely commonsensically constituted interpreta-
tions of life, nor to recognise the differences between biological, psychological
and sociological levels of analysis. It is indeed the particular achievement of that
'form of sociology', as Eisenstadt refers to it ("), especially through the founda-
tional work of Durkheim, and Parsons' establishment of a general theory upon
that foundation ("), to have definitively accomplished each of these tasks.
Parson's analyses still represent, I think, the most persuasive and coherent
critiques of biologism and psychologism, and, in another plane, of empiricism.
If the critics of this form of sociological analysis — at the level of general theory
or at the subordinate level of the theory of youth developed by Parsons,
Eisenstadt, Davis, Coleman, and Erikson — persist unwarrantably in characteriz-
ing as a 'reductionist', 'empiricist', 'reactionary', or all three, this, I believe, can be
explained only in terms of their biassed refusal to acknowledge that there are
alternative and distinct ways of avoiding reductionism, empiricism, and ideo-
logical biass beside their own and that each of them deserves proper evaluation.
Mere rhetorical dismissal is just not adequate.
If these arguments are at all persuasive, we should admit that age is a significant
general dimension of sociological analysis, and that youth is a real force and
an essential concept. We should set about systematic concrete studies which take
account coherently and simultaneously of age forces, class forces and all the other
components of the social system.
Any general approach to the study of the lives of young people in contemporary
society which prevents this is bound to be biassed. It may lead towards re-
assuring ideological conclusions but it cannot advance valid knowledge. Such
is the force of concepts. They define for us the reality we have available to
analyze. Youth is a tremendously important aspect of reality at biological,
psychological, and sociological levels alike and we must analyze it, not avoid it.
I began this chapter with Bernard Davies' congratulatory celebration of 'Resist-
ance' and I should end with it also. He advises us (op. cit. p. 13) that 'in the late
fifties' the study of adolescence in his initial training as a youth worker 'meant
almost exclusively' the two main texts of British adolescent psychology, by
Wall and Fleming (") with the main emphasis on biology and psychology. It is
of course quite possible that this is true and I have no reason to believe other-
wise. But it is a curious foundation for (and at the same time almost a sufficient
explanation of) the argument he presents for us now, following Hall et. al. down
their path towards a very particular and idiosyncratic version of the sociology
of youth. What Bernard Davis' biographical evidence suggests is surely no more
than that twenty years ago there were few in youth work training (or elsewhere)
to teach the little British sociology of youth there was. Now the sociology of youth
as a field of knowledge is, even while still underdeveloped by contrast with the bio-
logy and psychology of adolescence, much stronger and more confident. It is a
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proper and essential fundamental element of the education and training of youth
workers and of other professionals working with young people. But that part of
the literature which Davies draws our attention to is only a part of it and it must
be as subject to rational appraisal as any other component of the training of
professional people. It could perhaps only seem as important as Bernard Davies
believes, and it could perhaps only have become an object of celebration rather
than rational analysis in a context where the nature and purposes of sociology
are still inadequately comprehended C20).
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CHAPTER SEVEN
SOCIOLOGY OF YOUTH AS AN AREA OF STUDY
The infrastructure of a field of knowledge
It might seem plausible in the first instance to define the area in straightforward
concrete terms. Thus we might identify the sociology of youth with any studies
of young people or of the structural contexts of the lives of young people which
are relevant to lay, administrative, and commonsensically defined problems and
issues of youth.
In these sorts of terms a loosely structured field characterizable as 'youth studies'
is easily enough and plausibly enough defined. There is a strong tradition and a
large literature of youth studies thus defined, both American and British Q).
In general this tradition and this literature appears to be characterizable in the
following terms:
(a.) It is problem orientated.
(b.) It is primarily practical in content.
(c.) It is didactic and programmatic rather than analytical.
(d.) It is innocent of explicit methodological or theoretical concerns.
(e.) It is interdisciplinary, multi-disciplinary or simply non-disciplinary, to the
point in at least some cases of serious neglect of developments in relevant social
sciences.
Wherever personnel have to be prepared for 'handling' young people in one way
or another, youth studies in this sense are typically called in to constitute the
curriculum of training, for example in the cases of youth workers, teachers,
social workers, probation officers. It is difficult to see how things could easily
be otherwise. For given a particular structuring of services for young people, and
consequent development of specialised occupational cadres to man them, rout-
inized training programmes are simply necessary, and a significant component
of their curricula necessarily consists of practical knowledge relevant to their
future work, and properly so.
Nevertheless youth studies thus conceived is justifiably criticized. For there
can be little doubt that, like analogus developments in other fields, such as
management studies, and education, youth studies has been characterized by
easy and unanalyzed assumptions, casually grounded value axioms, and in
general a species of ad hoc intellectual pragmatism which cannot be accepted
as satisfactory.
On all these grounds and in relation to each of such fields, radical criticism has
systematically appeared, usually rooted in the development of analytical per-
spectives within the social sciences and philosophy p). The two major develop-
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ments of this sort relevant to youth studies are the psychology of adolescence and
the sociology of youth. Both of them are usefully construed as modes of critique
of the pre-constituted practical structure of knowledge characterizable as youth
studies in the terms indicated above.
The psychology of adolescence was an earlier development than the sociology
of youth, reaching a definitive stage as early as Hall's C3) work at the beginning
of the century. It has often and easily been incorporated back into youth studies,
to the point indeed where a major platform in sociological critique of youth
studies has been its apparent psychologism (for example its concern with the
'storm and stress' of adolescence) and neglect of social and structural factors.
The psychology of adolescence has continued to grow and improve as a field of
developmental psychology, to a level where the mere sniping of 'sociological
imperialists' can scarcely any longer be regarded as a sufficient critique. In
general, and in particular in the work of psychologists of the calibre of Erik
Erikson, it now represents a strong body of knowledge, which constitutes a
very powerful influence in youth studies and a significant and unavoidable
challenge to the sociology of youth (4).
Beginning, like psychology of adolescence, as pan of a general challenge to the
intellectual inadequacies of youth studies, the sociology of youth developed
rapidly, especially in the United States, from an application of given and usual
sociological perspectives and frames of reference — class, role, conflict, social-
ization, sub-culture, community and so on — to youth issues, into a regular sub-
division of the discipline. By the 1950s and 1960s the sociology of youth took
up its place alongside industrial sociology, urban sociology, the sociology of
religion, political sociology and others as one of the established, if minor,
occupational and intellectual specialisms within an empirically oriented proto-
scientific sociology.
This was a period of expansion and confidence in sociology. To all intents and
purposes it was an American enterprise and project. In Parsons' formulations f)
it had carved out a generally acknowledged domain of analysis for itself, with its
boundaries with other modes of analysis and with other disciplines, and its
internal intellectual structure, defined by general abstract theory. Even where
there was resistance to the specific explanatory theories and interpretations of
social development provided from this perspective, its influence as an instrument
of definition and rationalization of the nature of sociology can hardly be ex1-
aggerated. At the same time this dominant construction of sociology maintained
its hold on concrete realities by its commitment to empirical research methods,
construed, following Lazarfeld, in terms of the testing of theoretically derived
hypotheses by the systematic collection of data (6).
On the twin bases of generally applicable theory and method, it was assumed that
the discipline would properly, as it became more adequately professionalized,
develop into a complex of interrelated specialisms — the sociologies of this, that,
and the other. This conception of sociology is epitomized in the book edited by
Lipset and Smelser in 1960 and characteristically entitled Sociology: the progress
of a decade f).
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Challenge to the conventional sociology of youth
Among these specialist sociologies which proliferated within the framework of
the dominant and conventional model of sociological analysis, the sociology of
youth was a late and weak development (*). And, even as is began to gain in
power and scope, with increasing amounts of research by sociologists in the field
covered by youth studies, that whole dominant construction of sociology became
subject to radical challenge from several sides.
Already in the early 1960s in Britain, John Rex f) was arguing that the multiplica-
tion of specialist sociologies of this and that was a distraction from proper tasks
of sociological analysis, that this pattern of development precisely prevented
sociologists from addressing themselves to the important issues of the nature of
the social order and the conditions of social transformation. In the light of this
sort of critique, the sociology of youth along with all the other 'sociologies of
(except, curiously and fashionably, the sociology of knowledge) is dismissed out
of hand as a futile pretence erected on unaccepteble theoretical and methodological
foundations. It is an important critique, which finds expression in current work
by neo-marxists such as Allen (10) who address themselves to the concrete field
of youth studies. Society is about class and conflict. Social relations are at
bottom conflictful and class structured. Any way of sub-dividing the work of
sociological analysis which appears to contradict or distract from these assump-
tions is presumed invalid a priori.
The critique of conventional sociology — including the infant sociology of youth
— became more powerful as the ghost of Weber was called in alongside the
ghost of Marx. Within and alongside symbolic interactionist sociology,
which had been as it were a respectable but inferior component of the dominant
version of conventional sociology, phenomenoiogical perspectives began in the
1960s to attract more and more attention and support. The supposedly positivist,
pseudo-scientific, and Durkheimian characteristics of the dominant mode of
conventional sociological analysis were increasingly subject to challenge, in terms
both of the way theory was construed and constructed, and in terms of its as-
sumptions about what methods should be allowed in research. The presumed
externality and abstraction of the dominant theory, and the allegedly formalistic
pursuit of scientific canons, including quantification, of the conventional re-
search methods were increasingly criticized in a movement within sociology,
whose culmination is ethnomethodology. In the terms of this approach, social
life is continuously and tenuously constructed and reconstructed, social reality
is a product, or better process, of negotiation, and social forces are construed
as inherently relative and transformable. The focus of attention in sociological
analysis is shifted from the macro to the micro level, directed at the individual
in his situational contexts and in particular at the constructed meaning of situa-
tion and reality and the processes of interaction in which such meanings are
negotiated.
Thus, in terms of two distinct but overlapping movements within modern
sociology — conflict theory and neo-marxism on the one hand, phenomenology
and ethnomethodology on the other — the two foundation stones, that is theory
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and method, of the conventional construction of sociology within which socio-
logy of youth along with other specialist sociologies found their locus and
legitimation, were powerfully undermined. The extent and significance of this
challenge is well represented for the two movements respectively by Gouldner's
The coming crisis of western sociology, and by the work collected in Douglas'
Understanding everyday life, or in the British literature by Rex, Sociology and
the de-mystification of the modern world, and by Filmer and his associates', New
directions in sociological theory (")•
As a result of these movements, sociology as a discipline is in a state of incoherence,
and every one of the partially developed specialisms including the sociology of
youth is either paralyzed or dislegitimated as a proper part of the sociological
enterprise. Since each of the specialisms, including certainly the sociology of
youth, has been to a more or less degree developed on the basis of theoretical
and methodological assumptions deriving from the conventional model of
sociology, in every case concrete analysis within the specialisms is in disarray.
At this juncture, it appears sociologists are either driven back to reconsideration
and reconstruction of first principles, which accounts for the extent of phil-
osophical and intellectual introspection in contemporary sociology, or they press
on more or less regardless and attempt to analyze concrete problems, do research,
extend knowledge, all the time looking anxiously over their shoulders in case
the turmoil overwhelms them and dissipates the categories, concepts, axioms,
and methods they have to have in order to undertake concrete studies at all (I2).
The structure of the developments described in these paragraphs is illustrated
in the diagram opposite.
A programme for the sociology of youth
There are two plausible strategies which sociologists of youth, like other
specialists, typically take at this stage. They are sometimes, rather awkwardly,
combined. There is first the eclectic approach, which seeks to minimize the
difficulties indicated in the above analysis by an attempt at judicious, pragmatic-
ally determined synthesis of the competing and alternative perspectives. In this
type of analysis conventional assumptions and frameworks are used in combina-
tion with those derived from conflict theory, and where it seems appropriate
phenomenological perspectives are adopted as well. Plausible though this strategy
is, especially in a field like the sociology of youth where practical concerns are
so persuasively pressing, it cannot be accepted. For while it spares the sociologist
from difficult choices, it makes merely for incoherence in analysis since it
ignores real and irreducible incompatibilities between competing frameworks of
theory and method.
The second strategy is similarly plausible and attractive, but equally unaccept-
able. It is perhaps best described as naive empiricism. This approach seeks to
minimize the significance of the level of theoretical analysis which the arguments
above involve, by moving for a much more directly empirical orientation. It
assuiri& that if research is undertaken, if data is gathered, if hypotheses are
tested, then knowledge within the area of the 'sociology of youth' can be ad-
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vanced and querulous theoretical dispute can be abandoned and left behind.
This strategy is very powerfully established within British sociology and indeed
may even have gained in influence recently in reaction against apparently futile
theoretical bickering. Nevertheless it does not work. Theory controls research.
Knowledge is postulated on some framework of assumptions defined by some
paradigmatic model which is ultimately resistant to empirical testing Q3).
Neither eclecticism nor empiricism, nor a combination of the two, provide a
reliable escape from the problems outlined earlier. It is particularly important
that this claim is examined and evaluated carefully, because so much of the best
work by British sociologists of youth, for example by Musgrove and by Eggleston,
is precisely eclectic and empiricist 04).
If these escape routes from the problems of the sociology of youth constituted
by the disruption of the conventional model of sociology are blocked, it becomes
necessary to explore the nature of these problems in specifics. Summarily they
appear as follows:
1. Its established theoretical basis is challenged. From the Marxist perspective
the alleged significance of youth culture and consciousness of youthfulness is
challenged in terms of the persisting significance of class culture and conscious-
ness. From the phenomenological perspective, the defining category 'youth' is
rejected (or at best treated as radically problematical) on the grounds that (a.) it
is an administrative and manipulative adult term; (b.) the extent to which it
represents a meaningful unitary role or condition is questionable; and (c.) more
generally it is an unanalyzed theoretical term taken over from lay usage
without adequate exploration of its meaning in use, and characteristically
used in an imperialistic way to dictate the results of analysis in advance.
2. The research methods and methodology of the sociology of youth are criticized
from both perspectives, chiefly in terms of its over-dependence on large-scale,
and hence presumably superficial, surveys.
3. In general the sociology of youth is condemned from these critical perspectives
for failing to construe a mode and topic of analysis which could properly be
recognized as a sociology of youth. T7ie transformation of youth studies earlier
proclaimed is alleged to'have been a pseudo-transformation. The area remains
arbitrarily and opaquely defined and largely conditioned by unanalyzed lay and
public concerns and constructions. In consequence it is also an instrument of
ruling class legitimation and manipulation and a typical component of the
general category bourgeois sociology.
There is in such criticism 03), I think, a large measure of justice, together with
an approximately equal proportion of pernicious nonsense. Certainly there is
not available to us a theoretically adequate sociology of youth. Certainly the
weaknesses of the sociology of youth as it stands are to a significant degree due
to its too easy concurrence with administrative and public concerns and
definitions. However, this appears to be hardly less true of many, if any, others
of the specialist sub-divisions of sociology. And what is needed as of now, I
would urge strongly, is positive constructive development rather than yet more
querulous criticism. This depends upon
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(a.) More research, and
(b.) More analysis, theorizing, thought.
And this is no easy task, not least because of the higher order, general work
which the development of a theoretically adequate sociology of youth seems
to presuppose. What appears to be required programmatically is as follows:
1. Specification of a coherent paradigm defining the basic categories and
methodological criteria of sociological analysis. Unless the starting point of
analysis is provided in these very basic and general terms the result at the level
of concrete analysis of youth issues can only be the persistence of the present
confusion and circularity and developing cynicism. Unless by these means a
secure basis for the sociology of youth can be established such that confusion
and circularity can be avoided, cynicism about the potential of the sociology of
youth will escalate, and there will be a predictable turning back to th*e earlier
and simpler stage of 'youth studies', and analysis of these important issues will
be left to statisticians and operations researchers. These are good reasons for
establishing a proper paradigmatic foundation, but they do not make the task
easier nor allow escape from awkward and difficult choices. Even if critiques
of the conventional sociology of youth are exaggerated, they at least have the
important merit of constraining consideration of these fundamental issues. In
the phrase sociology of youth, Both terms are problematical, and it behoves
sociologists working in this area to attend seriously, as is too rarely done, to the
first of them. Of available paradigms defining the structure of sociological
analysis which one is to be adopted? Q6)
2. Elaboration in terms of the conceptual and methodological structure para-
digmatically defined, of general models of society, social systems, social action,
and interaction. Only in terms of such models can clearly defined social an-
alytical questions be posed. Without this, identification and reconstruction of
issues in the lay fields of youth studies and youth concerns as problems in the
sociology of youth is simply not possible 07).
3. Identification of the locus of youth and other age-related categories and role/
collectivity titles in:
(a.) the structural context of social organization
(b.) the developmental context of individual and inter-individual experience
(c.) the socio-cultural context of social change and development.
4. A coherent methodological framework for concrete, comparative (historical
and cross-cultural) analysis of age structures and age related experience. Only
with the adoption of such a framework can there be any chance of preventing
some at least of the circularity of arguments and contentiousness about evidence
which pervades the sociology of youth. It sometimes seems as if knowledge is
difficult to establish and advance in the area of sociology of youth simply be-
cause of the ideological significance and political implications of many of the
issues in the area. But at least as important, I think, is the extraordinary
lack of coherence or precision about what would legitimately count as evidence
with respect to knowledge assertions and about the criteria of validity to be
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applied to them. This can only be remedied by systematic methodological work.
Even in these oversimplified programmatic terms, the task of development of
a theoretically adequate sociology of youth is manifetly difficult. Very little of
the work which will be required appears to have been done. It is beginning very
recently to appear in such work as that of Manning, Chekki, Clark and Clark,
Cottle, Silverstein, and a few others 08)- But certainly it is not, even in part,
simply to hand. Nor can it be achieved by fiat or culled out of either a
systematic review of the literature or involvement in a few research projects. It
will take time and many people.
The best that it appears can be done in the interim is to keep our attention
available for this level of issue and problematic while we proceed with a much
simpler level of analysis. This appears to be at the present stage of developments,
a more plausible and justifiable course than making the attempt to move
directly towards an adequate theoretical articulation of the field.
A more modest programme
The simpler level of analysis must itself consist of two phases, the first more
theoretical and abstract, the second more empirical and concrete.
The first phase consists of analysis of self-evidently important theoretical themes
within the sociology of youth.
1. The social structuring of age and the relations generally between age and
society.
2. The development and significance of specifically youth culture and con-
sciousness.
3. The relations between age grades, generations, and youth/adult values in the
context of social change.
The second phase consists of analysis of the contexts and features of the action
of young people and its social structuring. This has to be selectively limited
somehow. It seems sensible to focus on arenas of socialization and control —
family, community, education; on young people's active involvement in society —
work, consumption, leisure; and on societal handling of youthful deviance
and conformity — social problems, including crime, politics, and law. To this
ought to be added analysis of the Youth Service and its function as the primary
specialised social mechanism for handling the concrete practical problems which
the sociology of youth addresses itself to or discovers. Throughout this second
phase, the analysis developed in the theoretical phase has to be applied to specific
research findings and concrete analyses in the contemporary context. Necessarily
the concrete material handled in this phase comes from different disciplines —
sociology, psychology, criminology, history; from different specialisms within
sociology, including the sociologies of education, work, leisure and deviance;
from applied practical research as much as from basic research; and in general
from a great diversity of sources.
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In consequence there is a peculiarly difficult problem about the selection and art-
iculation of the material. Different selections, different modes of articulating it,
would probably lead to different conclusions. For this reason the theoretical
phase of the analysis, which shapes the selection and articulation of the concrete
material, is very important. And in turn the provisional model and conception
of the sociology of youth, which indispensably and unavoidably shapes that
theoretical analysis, is placed in a peculiarly significant and problematical posi-
tion in the analysis as a whole. In the light of our earlier discussion of the state
of sociology and the condition of the sociology of youth, even a provisional and
tentative framework for the sociology of youth is difficult of achievement, yet
the programme of analysis as a whole depends upon it. Thus:
__ _ Constructive development of an
w — "" adequate sociology of youth
Analysis of research studies (Phase 2)
and concrete materials
t
Selected and articulated
in terms of
t
Theoretical analysis of (Phase 1)
basic general issues
t
Dependent upon
t
Some provisional conception
and model of the sociology of youth
There is manifestly a degree of circular illogic about the structure of the an-
alysis. It seems, alas, unavoidable, and merely illustrates the pragmatic, boot-
strap nature of knowledge development.
Moreover, as a programme of analysis it seems at least as sound as that adopted
by Manning and Truzzi 09) in a recent important and influential book, and per-
haps avoids, at the cost of the illogic referred to, certain serious difficulties
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involved in their more usual approach. For on the one hand they confess that
there is no coherent sociology of youth, and admit they are offering no system-
atic contribution to its development. While on the other hand they present a
jumble of papers and selections in terms of a hopelessly eclectic theoretical
position ('It seems to us that these emphases are approximately those shared by
most sociologists', p. XII), and appear to hope that the material itself, however
selected and organized, can somehow define the proper nature of sociological
analysis of youth and generate systematic advances in it.
But if that sort of optimistic and casual electicism will not do as a basis for the
sociology of youth, as Sheila Allen has persuasively argued, the alternative de-
mands coherent specification of a provisional framework for the sociology of
youth. The framework which seems to me most fruitful leans heavily and
unapologetically upon the established approaches and conceptualizations of
conventional sociology of youth, and in particular upon the work of Eisenstadt
and Coleman and the sociological dimensions of Erikson's work (20). It is of
course subject to all of the criticisms — marast, phenomenological, and others —
referred to above, both at the level of sociology of youth, and at the super-
ordinate theoretical and paradigmatic levels. A systematic attempt to take
account of these critiques is absolutely unavoidable if the sociology of youth
is to find a secure basis. But even without this necessary work the framework
is legitimately used hypothetically and instrumentally. For some coherent frame-
work is simply necessary — for rationalizing the theoretical analysis of age
structure, youth culture, and generational ralations, and for articulating the
selection and analysis of concrete materials. That is to say, the more modest
programme adumbrated in this section has to depend upon a partially analyzed
framework. Without the risks involved in this strategy, no forward movement
in the sociological analysis of youth is likely to be possible. Subsequently these
general theoretical issues have to be systematically re-opened. The framework
proposed here to do a relatively simple but necessary job has to be re-examined
in the light of the analysis which it facilitates, and the dimensions of a proper
evaluation of it from relevant critical perspectives should be established.
Conditions and problematics of the development of
sociology of youth
Appearances notwithstanding, the primary and ultimate function of all basic,
that is to say theoretically articulated, knowledge, is advancement of practical
power and control. Typically, advances in practical knowledge are held at a
relatively low level until there are developments of theoretically articulated
knowledge. Again typically, such advances proceed within the bounded specialist
domains of scientific/academic disciplines. Before the escalation of practical
power and control, which basic knowledge facilitates, can occur, esabiished
practical knowledge is challenged and differentiated in terms of a set of scienti-
fic or other systematic disciplinary domains. Thus out of the practical domain
of youth studies the domains of psychology of adolescence and sociology of
youth have been differentiated, each dependent upon earlier differentiations
of psychology and sociology out of the more general practical domain of know-
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how and wisdom about human behaviour.
If it is to develop effectively — that is to say if it is to be got into a condition
where systematic advances in basic knowledge suitable for translation for ap-
plied and practical purposes can be reliably and confidently expected — if this
is to happen, the sociology of youth has to be reconstructed to answer criteria
common to all fields of basic knowledge. The most important of these criteria
are the following:
1. The paradigmatic and theoretical foundations of the sociology of youth in
general sociology have to be established coherently.
2. Interference, whether political or conceptual, from the practical field of
application of the sociology of youth has to be controlled.
3. The sociology of youth has to develop a conceptual, theoretical, and method-
ological equipment which defines a domain of questions and a programme of
analysis which is peculiarly its own.
Each of these three criteria of the validity of the sociology of youth as a special-
ist field brings large problems in its train.
The first of them embroils sociology of youth ineluctably in the general theoreti-
cal turmoil of contemporary sociology, and leaves us with the possibility that
there may be, and may have to be, two or more competing sociologies of youth.
This cannot but be difficult for consumers and users of the sociology of youth,
both in the sense that thee conditions will structurally engender confusion and
cynicism; and secondly in the sense that decisions by influential users of know-
ledge in the field of sociology of youth are bound to be in significant part political
decisions. This is unavoidable so long as there are paradigm differences within
sociology. Confusion within and about sociology of youth would at least be
lessened by recognition of the significance of paradigm differences and the im-
possibility (which follows from the definition of paradigm) of any pragmatic
synthesis of paradigms. Sociologists and users and controllers of sociology have
to choose.
The second criterion must appear to steer sociologists who are interested in the
field of youth studies in a conservative direction, where involvement with the field,
with practicalities, and in general with action and praxis is precluded. Not so.
Development of the sociology of youth beyond its present weak state depends
absolutely upon a considerable expansion of empirical exploration and research.
But if this research is shaped by frameworks defined in terms of atheoretical and
non-sociological objectives, assumptions, and concepts it cannot contribute
to the development of sociology of youth (though it may serve other useful ends).
And in turn, if our earlier arguments are accepted, without development of the
sociology of youth, practical and applied work in youth studies is likely to be
ineffective.
In this situation, what those working in the area of sociology of youth need to
do is to trade off access for basic research purposes against willing assistance
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in applied research. Sociologists can and indeed should take every opportunity
for involvement in the field, they can and should assist in requests for practical
assistance, but conditionally.
The two conditions are these. First, that sort of work — which constitutes part of
the material for the sociology of youth — should not be construed as con-
stituting part of the sociology of youth itself p1)- And second, sociologists
should reserve and propagate their rights to construe the material for their own
purposes as sociologists of youth.
The third criterion is problematical at a simple level in the sense that it involves
a communication and legitimacy problems. Sociologists working in this area,
as in others, have to defend their right to deal in terms and issues which are
(and need to be) technical and conceivably irrelevant from the point of view of
practitioners. So long as sociologists working in the area of youth studies ad-
dress themselves as exclusively and deferentially as in the past to the field of
action and externalities (whether these are conservative or radical audiences
makes no difference), and avoid addressing themselves to each other and to
general sociology, for so long will the sociology of youth remain, as it is, a weak
and underdeveloped part of the discipline.
But of course this criterion is problematical in a deeper sense, precisely because
the theoretical components of the sociology of youth are so weak. As Robert
Lauer Q2) has said in reviewing three very recent and important contributions
to theoretical work in this field 'Theoretical work in the sociology of youth has
indeed been sparse'. Unless sociologists working in the field of youth studies are
capable of constituting for themselves a proper domain of questions and a
coherent programme of analysis, the sociology of youth will predictably collapse
back into the usual ad hoc involvement with issues defined from outside of
sociology. If this happens there is no chance at all of sociology making any
serious contribution to practical and applied work, or of illuminating what are
some of the most challenging issues of our time. A theoretically adequate
sociology of youth is simply indispensible if sociologists are to be of any use
at all to practical agencies of control and change in the field of youth. And,
practical concerns aside, sociological analysis of youth is an essential and im-
portant component of the general sociological analysis of modern society. As
such it demands the serious attention of sociologists.
The first stage of the programme of development outlined here needs to be
approached on three fronts. First, analysis of available systematic statements
of the present condition of the sociology of youth and of critical proposals for
its development. Papers by Rosenmayer, Gottlieb and Heinsohn, Musgrove and
Allen (°) comprise what seem to be the best pool of such sources. Secondly, ex-
amination of practically and administratively oriented analyses of the youth
problem. These provide a quite distinctive and important source of parameters
and themes for constructive work in the sociology of youth. Influential ex-
emplars of this type of work are the report of the Panel on Youth of the
President's Science Advisory Council, the Youth Service Development Council's
report on youth work in Britain, the U.N.E.S.C.O. report on the youth problem,
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Smith's report for the Council of Europe on the relevance of social science
research to youth policy, and Douglas' analysis of the student revolt t24). And
third, examination of some of the more recent substantiate sociological work
on youth. Important among these — even if they may perhaps in the end be in-
terpreted as ad hoc over-corrections of real and apparent weaknesses in the
conventional sociology of youth — are studies by Young, Cohen, Parker,
Murdock and Phelps and analyses reported by the Centre for Contemporary
Cultural Studies (?).
If the task is approached on all three of these fronts, it may be possible to
develop a provisional theoretical framework for the sociology of youth as a
foundation for constructive development of the field.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
THE SOCIAL CONTEXT OF THE YOUTH SERVICE
Much of the critical and self-critical analysis of the Youth Service seems to pre-
suppose that it is the helpless creature of larger and stronger forces — national
and local government, public opinion, the impact of technical and social change,
and so on. On this basis it seems often to be assumed that if the Service is to de-
velop its effectiveness, further national and public re-appraisal is required, a new
charter, and public authorisation for going forward. It seems to be taken for
granted that without some totalistic blueprint which somehow, from the out-
side, resolves all the conflicts and unclarities, the Youth Service will founder. I
cannot bring myself to agree with this kind of pessimistic and, in some of its
expressions, hysterical diagnosis. Even if the Youth Service is small, under-
resourced, and inadequately supported by external and intellectual leadership,
it has written its voluntary and statutory sectors sufficient experience and pro-
fessional expertise to claim and use the autonomy already available to it to
strengthen and develop itself, and to handle the difficult processes of
clarification of objectives, negotiation, and public relations which such self-
development necessitates.
But of course, even on this more positive interpretation, which refuses to con-
strue the Youth Service as the helpless creature of larger forces, any analysis of
the future of the Youth Service has to take serious account of its social con-
text and functions and the sociological dimensions of its own tasks and
organisation. This chapter attempts that task, and addresses it from a specifically
sociological perspective. I would wish to qualify the analysis in two distinct ways.
First by suggesting that sociological analysis of the Youth Service, as of other
public services may have been over-emphasised in the past decade. There are
other dimensions — biological, psychological and economic at one level, moral
and philosophical at another — which have to be taken account of equally.
Second by noting that there has been very little empirical research into the
Youth Service, or systematic analysis of any kind by sociologists. In the field
of youth studies generally there has been not a great deal more research or an-
alysis by sociologists. Consequently such knowledge as there is is sketchy and
speculative to a degree, and any statements by sociologists, including certainly
this one, about the relations between the Youth Service and society are properly
provisional and equivocal.
There seem to be three requisite components of the analysis proposed:
1. A theoretically and empirically adequate characterisation of society.
2. An analysis of the general concept of youth.
3. An exploration of the notion of 'Service'/n the context of social organisation,
social service, welfare, and social development more generally.
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This chapter is limited to the first of these tasks 0)-
The social context
The first requirement is a coherent characterisation of society as it is and of trends
in structural change. This is obviously a difficult matter, and offers maximum
opportunity for dangerous elisions of analysis and prescription and confusions
of description and prediction with aspirations or fears. But clearly the way in
which such characterisations are made and the implicit and explicit sociological
assumptions underlying them cannot but condition examinations of the Youth
Service deeply and seriously. In general, I think, this is done pretty vaguely and
inadequately in discussions of the Youth Service, as of other fields of the social
services, including education as a whole. This may be as much due to in-
adequacies in sociology as to anything else (2). I am not about to rectify these
inadequacies, and content myself with referring to two such characterisations
and to making some comments about a possible third one.
The assumption underlying this analysis is that the operation and development
of any organisation are seriously conditioned by the conceptions of the nature
of society held implicitly or explicitly by the personnel invoved. The relevant
personnel in the case of the Youth Service include field practitioners — youth
workers; senior and administrative echelons — Youth Officers; and especially
the staff of training agencies, the various public 'spokesmen' for the Service,
and national leadership, including D.E.S. and the professional associations.
Generally, conceptions of the social context of youth work at each of these levels
have remained implicit and unexamined. What follows is an attempt to make
them explicit and lay them open for public and professional discussion. The an-
alysis is framed in terms of comparison of theoretical models used by social
scientists. There seem to be analogues of each of these models in the implicit
lay models used by Youth Service personnel.
The Marxist model
The one confident and apparently coherent characterisation of society is pro-
vided by a Marxist analysis. It is not necessary here to elaborate on the nature
of the Marxist construction of contemporary Britain as a capitalist society; its
indication of class as the dominant feature of modern society; its derivation of
the conflict of classes from contradictions in the productive base of capitalism;
its interpretation of apparently co-operative relations between groups as either
instrumentally collusive or as temporary and unstable products of underlying
conflict; and of apparent extensions of social welfare collectively advanced, as
expressions of sectional resistance to the structural transformation of society,
and as adaptations in ruling class control. In both more and less sophisticated
versions, the Marxist schema and its derivative analysis of society has been
presented as relevant to our understanding of the position of young people, and
as entailing a particular sort of interpretation of the Youth Service — basically
as a mystifying, fragmenting control agency. One particularly important ex-
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ample of its application within the field of youth studies is provided by Sheila
Allen's paper, Some theoretical problems in the study of youth Q). This presents
a very serious challenge to much of the work undertaken on youth, and does so
by demanding that the over-determination of age by class should be acknow-
ledged, and that the class nature of society be recognised and incorporated
within analyses of youth.
This type of analysis of the nature of society is certainly much commoner, more
influential and more persuasive than ten years ago. We can expect it to increase
in power still further, and certainly to be adopted to a substantial extent by
sociologists as they explore the Youth Service and the whole area of youth
studies. This tendency can perhaps be illustrated by the fact that a significant
number of the most interesting and powerful sociological analyses of youth work
and the youth service reported in Youth in Society appear to be written from a
Marxist or quasi-Marxist perspective (4). And more informally by the extent to
which recent professional discussion of the development of the Service takes
simply as given (a.) that contemporary Britain is fundamentally and definitively
a class society, (b.) that the sole aim and proper criterion of social change is
equality, and (c.) that all social problems, including those which a Youth Service
might address itself to, are class problems whose solutions are only to be found
in 'progressive' structural change towards equality (5).
For myself I am not able to be persuaded that this approach is other than per-
nicious in this field as in any other. It systematically distracts attention by its
singular and totalistic emphasis on class from the realities of other social forces,
whether these are age, or ethnicity, or education, or sex. By refusing to construe
social change in any terms other than increase and decrease in the probabilities
of shift away from an Undefined status quo toward an ill-considered economic
equalitarianism it ignores or wishes away substantial changes to which adapta-
tion is necessary. Its simplicity and coherence, which together with its appeal
to progressive change are the crux of its plausibility, is by benefit of a certain
sharp (if admittedly not necessarily disingenuous) practice with a few key
terms, notably class, power, change and equality.
In the ideological development of the Youth Service, Marxist analysis of society
has not seemed until recently to have had much influence — except in the dilute
forms in which it has become incorporated in contemporary liberal intellect-
ualism. These too should be taken account of. Thus 'middle class' becomes a
standard pejorative epithet for any practice which is allegedly either old
fashioned or authoritarian, preferably both. The majority of the population
routinely have the conditions defining their common class position identified
as the source of every kind of problem, each of them affecting in fact only tiny
and differentiated minorities within what is thus classified as the working class.
Authority is systematically and falsely posed as the antonym to equality. And
so on. Even thus diluted and abstracted from their systematic theoretical basis,
these principles seem to me pernicious. But this much is probably beyond remedy
in the short term.
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The progressive participatenist model
In the Fairbaim-Milson report a quite different mode of characterising society
was adopted. This was expressed in the use of Etzioni's concept of The Active
Society (*).
The notion and the analysis it supports seem not to have been generally well taken
or perhaps well understood. Nevertheless some of the ingredients of the concept
appear to have taken root within the Service even if its terminology hasn't. In
the context of my remarks about the increasing influence of a Marxist perspective,
it may be useful to construe this precisely as a systematic and respectable alterna-
tive, liberally dressed to appeal with its promise of idealistic commitments and
welcome acceptance of social change to the audience constituted by an alienated
profession and its intellectual sponsors and supporters. To me this approach
seems much less useful even than that of Marxist analysis, and even more
unrealistic.
If it has been persuasive at all, I suspect this may be dangerous. I think we have
to look carefully at its implications and its axioms. This is the more important —
and embarrassingly difficult — to the extent that the primary significance of the
concept in the Report is as the major rationalisation of its emphasis on com-
munity work. Perhaps some such characterisation as the concept of the 'Active
Society' defines is necessary to underpin the notion of Youth Work as constitu-
tiveiy community work, to which there has apparently been at any rate at a verbal
level very general accession. But if the sociological underpinning proves in-
adequate, the practical methodology of community work is perhaps left danger-
ously exposed.
The report at least does not burk the difficulties. The analysis is explicitly
postulated normatively. Not 'what kind of society is this?' and 'what kinds of
changes look to be probable given all that is known of the relevant variables',
but, to quote, 'What kind of society do we want?' And it is admitted that the
'Active Society' may be 'a long way off.
'Society,' they say, 'needs to engage in an intensive and perpetual transforma-
tion of itself. It is to be a society in which 'every member can be publicly active'.
It is to be maximally and immediately responsive to the expression of members'
values. They project a situation in which democratic involvement in decision
making is generalised through all spheres. They acknowledge the problematics
of scale and structure in massive and complex societies for the development of
what they call 'participant democracies', but foresee the possibility of locating
and developing a structural basis for participant democracy in, to use their
term, 'effectivecommunities'.
This is presented as an aspiration (even if with perhaps inadequate realisation
that their Active Society might not be self-evidently appealing to everyone, even
as an aspiration) but in the structure of their analysis it does not have the status
merely of an aspiration.
First because it is based on and located in an actual analysis of past and con-
temporary society. Their conception of history seems to be a very simple view
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of progression out of injustice and inequality. Their concept of our contemporary
situation involves a simple and pessimistic view of man trapped between apathy
and alienation. Both are surely, at best, exaggerations.
Second because their recommendations are either logically derived from the con-
cept of the Active Society or provided with rationalised grounds by it without any
other source of logical support. This would have the Youth Service more than a
little premature surely in its adaptations, and render the conclusions of the report
strictly impractical, all protestations to the contrary, in contemporary and indeed
feasible circumstances?
Much has been made of the differences between the different parts of the report.
But if the points I have made about the sociological assumptions underlying the
notion of the Active Society are valid at all, I suspect they are hardly less relevant
to the 'Fairbairn' element. Very similar axioms merely seem more plausible be-
cause they are there applied to the small scale of a local organisation, the school,
and its immediate residential milieu. And they are less evident because they
appear within an analysis in terms of community rather than society. The socio-
logical axioms are identical in fact, and equally unsatisfactory in whatever con-
text of analysis.
There is grave danger here of losing sight altogether of such established know-
ledge as we have in psychology and sociology (not to mention economics), and
analysis and ideology seem hopelessly confused. Hard and harsh facts about the
structure of human relations are hidden by a model which expresses a common-
place liberal dream.
Society as it is and might be
There has to be an alternative to the Marxist characterisation of society, and to
this stand-in for a Marxist sociology, if a rational and realistic modernisation
of the Youth Service is to be continued effectively. Neither provide an accurate
or realistic description of contemporary society, and both neglect the structural
factors that are likely to define the direction and rate of social change. Both are
romantic and idealistic beyond justification f).
The alternative model <*) is, by contrast with both of these apparently conserva-
tive, at two levels. In general in asserting and acknowledging the limitations
of human psychological and sociological potential, and the complexities, problem-
atics, and modest pace of social change. And in particular in its emphasis on
the powerful structural constraints which bind all modernised societies to a
syndrome of cultural values whose genuine power and appeal are in almost in-
verse ratio to their contemptible status in the judgement of radical intelligent-
sias.
It differs from Marxist and liberalist characterisations of society, also (and
ironically) in questioning their systematic cynicism about the contemporary
condition of individual commitments (to work, future, nation, fellow man, and
life generally), and their persistent negativism about the potential for rational
social advance in the democratic societies. Each of these differences is crucially
relevant to the ways in which and the effectiveness with which the Youth Service is
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organised, operated and developed, and youth workers conceive of their role
and handle it in practice <*).
The following are suggested as the principal factors characterising contempor-
ary society:
1. The first fact is surely that it is and will continue to be an industrial society,
an organisational society and an occupational society. Threats and hopes aside,
employment work is likely to be of increasing rather than decreasing significance,
for women as well as for men, especially as occupations are modernised and
incorporated in careers. The arena for all work is increasingly likely to be pro-
vided by large and complex organisations.
2. Second, it is and will become increasingly an urban, densely populated, geo-
graphically differentiated, and geographically mobile society. In such a context
any simple notions of 'community' are simply out of court. Homogeneous neigh-
bourhoods will count for less as friendship networks and leisure affiliations on
the one hand, and occupational associations and the mass media on the other
count for more.
3. Next, it is and will remain in any relevantly foreseeable future a competitive
society, in terms of education (however structured), occupation, status, wealth,
even 'mate selection'. Indeed as the cumulative effects of education escalate, and
more and more talent is socially incorporated, as geographical and social
mobility shift socialised capacities from peripheries to centres, the competitive
character of modern society, with all its benefits and problematics, will likely
increase. Inequalities will be challenged, take new forms, and indubitably per-
sist. Upward and downward social mobility is a characteristic feature of this
type of society: just as resistance to both is characteristic of all types of society,
including this one. Rates of social mobility have increased rapidly, and pro-
bably will continue to increase.
4. It is an educational and professional society. Knowledge and expertise are
increasingly significant. In conequence education is crucially important and the
continuing development of professions is of profound importance, both generally
and particularly in the expression of society's commitment to welfare.
5. It is crucially a democratic society. This proposition is denied in the Marxist
analysis and, I think, grossly demeaned in the Milson-Fairbairn type of analysis
and in much thinking in youth work generally. Curiously, demands for apparent
extensions of democracy, by the replacement of bureaucratic by democratic con-
trols in organisations, are most commonly made by those with least commitment
to democratically established, accountable, and challengeable leadership at the
national and local political levels, where it has been historically most significant
and necessary.
6. It is a citizens-welfare society. Even in its structured individualism and anti-
collectivism it commits itself to attending to the needs and obligations of all its
members qua citizens, through the law, the institutionalisation of welfare, and
the handling of public finance.
7. It is a type of society in which the significance of individual achievement, both
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as a goal and as a criterion, is powerful and likely to increase rather than to de-
crease. Success and failure by individuals in work and in every sphere of life are
likely to matter more and not less. Resultant strains and problems, for individuals,
families and communities, are likely to increase demands for restorative, thera-
peutic, and compensatory mechanisms rather than to lead to any societal with-
drawal from achievement values.
8. While kinship networks continue to lose significance (in the face of geographi-
cal and social mobility, and the differentiation of homogeneous traditional
communities) the importance of the nuclear family increases, particularly as
companionate marriage becomes increasingly the norm, age of marriage gets
younger, family size stabilizes at a low level, and the length of education increases.
9. Social life is increasingly privatized, and centred within the boundaries of
the family. Competitive success in work and in other spheres is orientated
primarily towards its contributions towards family life. Relations outside of the
family are increasingly either highly formalised, as in work and politics, or
highly individuated, as in the whole of what is commonly referred to as leisure.
Formaiisation and individuation leave the family to a rapidly declining extent
involved with any diffuse, solidary community.
10. The socially structured and culturally prescribed primacy of orientation in
modernised mass society to the production of wealth, the dominance of economic
institutions, the centrality of work all permit and demand an order of instrument-
alism — that is rational, persistent commitment to specific and limited goals —
which is at one and the same time immensely strainful and simply necessary, if
persistently increasing material standards of living are to be maintained (a.) for a
large population and (b.) without resort to authoritarian controls.
11. The culture of this type of society is in a simple individualistic utilitarian
sense materialist. However:
(a.) It is a materialism seriously limited and conditioned by strongly persisting
Christian and quasi-Christian ethics and to a lesser extent metaphysics. And by
commitments to nationalisms and to greater and smaller patriotisms.
(b.) It provokes — in principle and unavoidably — continuing contradictory
reactions towards contradictory principles of ordering life which allow scope for
answering collective — expressive needs.
(c.) Even in its most unconstrained versions it is not properly interpreted in
terms of the maximisation of possessions. It is rather an expression of the socially
permitted pursuit of the necessary conditions of freedom and of civilisation.
12. In this sense it has to be seen as part and parcel, indeed the necessary con-
dition, of autonomous individual systems of values and moral commitments
which are grounded neither in a taken-for-granted communal collective belief
system, nor in any set of generalised teachings propagated by a church, party,
or any other agency with legitimately privileged access to truth. Commitments
thus become hypothetical and life a process of testing.
13.In the structural and cultural circumstances of society defined by all these
factors together, there is persistently and unavoidably large scope for social
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conflicts of many types. Contrary to some sociological interpretations I do not
think it can be persuasively shown that such conflicts have any single source or
origin, or that there is any sort of structural change (short of disrmodernising
society, which would involve reversing the movement towards high material
standards of mass living and freedom) which can resolve social conflicts. Con-
flict is of many types, with only partial connections. Conflict resolution is
feasible, given the democratic framework, but always partial, and persistently
overtaken by further and new conflicts in other spheres, in turn demanding
new co-operative innovations.
14. Social change. The modernised type of society — definable in terms of the
primary characteristics of massive scale, industrialism, democratism, welfare,
and their corollaries — appears to be remarkably stable structurally. In its
nature it demands and permits continuous structural change on the part of
individuals, groups, organisations, and communities, and this is a continuing
major source of strain and conflict. The major ongoing structural changes appear
to be those implicit in the continuing upgrading of standards of living, and in the
continued movement toward the extension of freedom. Maintenence of stable
change in these dimensions necessitates societal attention and cultural innova-
tion in relation to authority and justice.
This attempt at characterisation of the society which is the actual and unavoid-
able context of the work of the Youth Service is probably too complicated, and
at the same time grossly oversimplified. It will seem to some unacceptably con-
servative, intolerably cynical, and at the same time naively idealistic. I don't
believe it is. It is intended to represent a realistic view of the broad social
dimensions within which the real work of the Youth Service will have to be
carried out. It ought also to succeed in conveying an image of the general types
of young men and young women the existing and feasible social structure and
culture are likely to generate. Neither apathy nor alienation are common or
normal. And on the other hand we do not trade in angels.
Implications of a realistic model of society
This exploration of the societal framework is one of three necessary prelimin-
aries to an adequate sociological analysis of the Youth Service and youth work.
Since it represents the most general and fundamental levei of analysis of the
three, it has important implications for the other two. Thus the ways in which
age as a component of social structure, and youth specifically, are conceptualised
and analysed cannot but be deeply conditioned by the general social theory and
imagery of society and social action underlying them. Again, differences in plans
and programmes for the organisation and development of the Youth Service
are to a large degree explicable in terms of the varying models of society in
terms of which they are construed and framed. These two sets of implications
of the characterisation of society presented here are examined in detail else-
where (10).
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There are other more direct implications of this first level of analysis. The first
follows from the fact that through the medium of youth culture young people
are substantially involved in resistance and challenge to many of the fundamental
features of modern society as characterised above. If that model, including its
characterisation of the limits to change, is valid, then youth workers and the
Youth Service cannot allow themselves to collude in phony dreams. To en-
courage young people toward impossible worlds is the best recipe for hindering
necessary and feasible social change, and a direct contribution to the main-
tenance of that bete noir of the Service in its present ideological condition, the
'status quo'. The only proper context for the work of the Youth Service is ex-
isting society and such changes in its structure and values as are both practically
feasible and rationally justifiable.
Secondly, if this is accepted, the question of how to handle the diverse political
and social idealisms of youth workers is highlighted. It is a question of course,
for youth workers themselves. To the extent that a realistic model of society and
social change is accepted, it seems clear that there may be, as in other professions,
a need for a strong degree of insulation between specific individual ideologies
and the professional work itself. Youth work cannot be allowed to be an arena
for romantic ego trips. Training programmes which facilitate it or fail to prevent
it have to be recognised as detrimental to youth work and to the interests of
young people.
Third, many ideological rationalisations of youth work rest upon quite different
models of society than the one described earlier. Supposing this more realistic
characterisation is accepted, then there is a great need for the profession to work
out collectively a more realistic and satisfactory rationale and ideology to
motivate and justify its work. In this constructive analysis — which is now on-
going through the whole professional apparatus of the Service — we should not
be unduly put off by anxieties about those who matter vaguely and in unanalysed
terms about 'community', or 'control' or 'status quo', or even 'manipulation'.
The Youth Service needs to know clearly and definitely, in the context of a real-
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istic appraisal of where society is at, what it is doing and why it is doing it.
The answers to both are implicit in the developing professionalism of youth
work. There need to be no faltering in this development, provided that clarity
and confidence is achieved in youth work's conception of society and social
advance.
And fourthly, conceptions of society directly affect the ways in which youth
workers construe, contact, and interact with young people. Sociological imagery
significantly affects who counts as young people, which among these many are
brought into contact with the Service, which aspects of their lives and aspirations
are selected for attention, what sorts of relationship between youth workers and
young people are allowable as legitimate, the nature of the objectives acceptable as
defining the structure of the interaction — and so on. A whole complex set of
implications of sociological imagery and conceptions of society for the actual
concrete work of the Service needs to be analysed systematically and in detail (•').
One such implication of what has been presented here as a realistic characterisa-
tion of society is that priority attention should be given (should continue to be
given, distractions aside), to the ordinary problems of ordinary young people
of all social types in their transition out of childhood into adulthood. This
model, in contrast to the alternatives, directs youth work toward helping young
people to discover themselves, to establish their individual identities, to handle
competently and confidently the practical and psychological problems of be-
coming the person they might best be. Of course from other sociological per-
spectives, these general problems of young people and this definition of the
professional task for youth work may be dismissed as trivial distractions. We
have to decide: and in crucial part the decision is taken at the level of how we
construe society, and therefore human life, purposes and values.
From the perspective adopted here, youth work in its organised form in the
statutory and voluntary Youth Service has to be seen not as a mission, but as a
profession. In the same light, resistance to professionalisation in the Service
appears as a mechanism for preserving the conception of youth work as a mis-
sion, or as itself a part of some larger mission. This in turn becomes interpret-
able as a product of one or other of several types of Utopian conception of society.
Within the perspective of an anti-professional missionary conception of youth
work, derived from, supported by, and in its turn reinforcing a Utopian socio-
logical model, little can actually be achieved. Crisis must follow crisis. Concern is
defined by successive fads. Progress is excluded because it perpetually recedes
towards unattainable objectives. Absence of realistically grounded criteria of
success and progress constrains individual and organisational anxiety. Young
people and their actual needs and problems are translated into mere counters in
Utopian formulae.
The alternative is a professional conception of youth work, realistically grounded
in an adequate sociological model, and expressed through a coherently organised
and administered Service incorporating a rational career. This alternative does
not exclude a variety of types and levels of social and political idealism. On the
contrary in the long run (like other professions with their appropriate socio-
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logical realisms) it permits and protects them, and gives them room to work
effectively. It allows and facilitates (there can of course be no guarantees) system-
atic coherent attention to the general and fundamental problematics of youth.
At the same time — and by the same token — it provides for continuing attention
to the specific harsh concrete problems of young people today as they arise, •
whether these are unemployment, or prejudice, or homelessness, or truancy, or
whatever.
In contrast with the approach of social utopianism and anti-professionalism,
the realist-professionalist stance provides that:
1. Even the starkest needs and problems of young people, however caused, are
construed as belonging to young people and as demanding help and service for
young people as such and immediately.
2. Identification of new needs and problems is reliable because it arises out of
routine monitoring of, involvement with, and knowledge of young people of
all types.
3. Attention to needs and problems is incorporated within an organised service,
rather than being an expression of ad hoc and one-off gestures.
4. The order of co-operation with other professionals necessitated by such needs
and problems is at least possible in this framework, since it accepts and incor-
porates a professional division of labour.
5. Continuous long-term work at young people's needs and problems is possible,
since realistic, modest, and pragmatic criteria of effectiveness are accepted.
Utopian fits, starts, despair and abandonment are unnecessary.
6. Primacy of attention is given to young people as individuals, with their own
individual needs, problems, aspirations, plans, and fears. They cannot, within
this framework of sociological interpretation, be made over, as they may be in
different ways in both the alternative models discussed, into ciphers in a theory
of social change or into the mere material of Utopian dreams.
It may be that the characterisation of society as the context of youth work pre-
sented here may find little acceptance. In this event perhaps it can at least serve
as an instigation for professional discussion to become more explicit and system-
atic in its sociological assumptions by drawing out into the open alternative and
more acceptable characterisations. If this were to happen, there would be scope
for a much more open and effective debate about the social context of youth
work than we have had so far, and analysis and evidence could be brought into
play more rationally. As part of its own practical work, the Youth Service needs to
involve itself in systematic analysis of the range of alternative sociological and
ideological models of society and of social change, and of their distinct im-
plications for youth work practice and for Youth Service organisation (12).
Notes
1. The second task is attempted in Chapter 2. The third is taken up in a mimeoed consultative
paper 'The Youth Service as a social organisation' (R.T.C.U. Brunei University). The threads of all
three analyses come together in Chapter 9 following.
2. It is also due to the neglect by sociologists working with the Youth Service of fundamental
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theoretical questions in sociology, which is only latterly beginning to be remedied. See Chapter 7.
3. S. Allen — 'Some theoretical problems in the study of youth' (Sociological review, Vol. 16, No. 3,
1968). Also important in this context are J. and M. Rowntree — 'The political economy of youth'
(Our Generation, Vol. 6, 1968), E. T. Keil, et al. — 'Youth and work: problems and perspectives'
(Sociological Review, Vol. 14, No. 2, 1966), and Graham Murdock's 'Youth in contemporary
Britain: misleading, imagery and mis-applied action' in D. Marsland and M. Day (eds.) — 'Youth
Service, youth work, and the future' (N. Y.3. Occasional Paper" No. 12, March 1976). The major
line of work in the sociology of youth explicitly or implicitly criticised by these and similar Marxist
and conflict-theoretical analyses is best represented by the work of S. N. Eisenstadt, especially
'From generation to generation', 1956, and James Coleman — 'The adolescent society', 1961 and
(ed.) — 'Youth: the transition to adulthood', 1971.
4. The following can perhaps serve as illustrations. Classification in this category is not of course
intended as such as criticism. Indeed each of them represents an important contribution to the
developing sociological study of youth in Britain. A. Dearling — 'The theory and practice of youth
work in one large youth centre', (Youth in Society, No. 2, 1973), D. Holly — 'Consciousness and
education', (Youth in Society, No. 5, 1974), M. Winwood — 'The young people we deserve', (Youth
in Society, No. 8, 1974), same author — 'Understanding difficult young people', (Youth in Society,
No. 10, 1975), R. Gutfreund — 'Resolving the problem', (Youth in Society, No. 11, 1975).
5. This has happened largely because of the recent domination of professional discussion by com-
munity work orientations, with their dependence on the quasi-Marxist assumptions of 'radicals'
such as Alinsky. It is paralleled in social work and beginning to appear also in school teaching. A
good analysis is offered by Brian Heraud in 'Professionalism, radicalism, and social change', in
Paul HaJmos. (ed.) — Professionalisation and Social Change, 1976.
6. A. Etzioni — The active society, 1968, Youth and Community Work in the Seventies, H.M.S.O.,
1969.
7. This of course is a crucial part of their plausibility and power in the developing value-system of
youth work, especially in its expression in the training agencies by contrast with the field of pro-
fessional practice. The limitations of this powerful plausibility in Utopian conceptions of society
are taken up in the conclusion. Of course resistance to romanticist idealism does not entail con-
servatism in any of its several senses, nor does it at all exclude commitment to serious, and in some
spheres radical, social change.
8. The account of the alternative model presented here is provisional, tentative and very far from
fully systematic. It is intended as a partial systematization which goes some way toward being
adequately explicit. A systematic statement and analysis of the model is to be presented subsequently.
The concept of 'apparent conservatism' is contrasted here with the concept of 'apparent radical-
ism', of which youth work provides merely one set of many powerful examples over the past fifteen
years.
9. It perhaps needs re-emphasising that individual and collective social ideologies do profoundly effect
and reflect the practicalities of professional (and all other) work, from the level of policy determina-
tion and planning to minute by minute work in face to face contact with young people in a club or
on a street. Hence the importance of recent developments in systematic research on the ideologies
of youth workers, as for example by T. S. Chivers — 'Which way for youth workers', ( N. Y.3.
Occasional Paper 16, 1977).
10. See note 1.
11. The papers by Dearling and especially by Winwood referred to in note 4 are important contribu-
tions to such analysis. This beginning needs to be followed up, and from different theoretical
axioms than are adopted by these writers.
12. One of the first attempts along these lines is provided by John Eggleston in his analysis of the
Keele project. (Adolescence and community, 1976). Graham Murdock's paper in N. Y.B. Occasional
Paper 12 is an important example of the same analytical task undertaken from a Marxist per-
spective. From a quite different perspective 1 have attempted to justify and develop the sociological
assumptions implicit in the established sociology of youth approach of Eisenstadt, Coleman, Erikson
and others. (A theoretical framework for the sociology of youth, to be published)See also Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER NINE
ON STRENGTHENING AND
DEVELOPING THE YOUTH SERVICE
This chapter was specifically provoked by and is primarily oriented to the D.E.S.
Discussion Paper, 'Provision for Youth' of February 1975. It is grounded in our
practical experience over a long period of working with and for the Youth Service
organizations of local authorities. It is intended as a deliberately positive and
constructive statement about the possibilities of continuing strong development of
the Youth Service, which is too often glibly maligned by those who know little
about it or the needs of young people which it is organized to attend to. This
positive intent does not, of course, at all exclude recognition of weaknesses and
difficulties or recommendation of realistic and strenuous procedures for im-
provement. It is precisely such work that the Regional Training Consultative
Unit has been and continues to be energetically involved in, in collaboration with
Youth Service personnel in the London and Home Counties Region.
Serious discussion of the paper and of the future of the Youth Service requires
an open and systematic statement of relevant assumptions. The assumptions
underlying the discussion here, categorized in terms of the main points of the
Discussion Paper, are as follows:
1. Compared with most public services at this time, the Youth Service is com-
mendably effective. With relatively scant resources and in a context of little
appreciation and inadequate public and political leadership, local authority
Youth Services and Voluntary Organizations are doing excellent work and
setting about their future development sensibly. By comparison with some other
services, the staff at all levels of the Youth Service are first class, and in particular
demonstrate a balance of commitment and realism which is rare today.
2. Neither the Youth Service nor young people need any totalistic reconstructive
plan. Nor would the interests of either be effectively served by any such
attempted panacea.
3. Resource parameters are very important and have to be sensibly taken account
of. Effective use of resources is essential.
4. The administrative and organizational structure of the Service is of the first
importance. Systematic analysis and experimentation is prerequisite to op-
timizing the structure. Work of this sort needs to be done at local level and in
depth.
5. A specialist Youth Service with a strong professional base, such as develop-
ments since the Albemarle Report are bringing into being at this time, is indis-
pensable. New and coherent mechanisms for collaboration with other specialist
services are necessary.
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6. The implications for training and for career structure of continuing develop-
ment of a powerful specialist Youth Service (including its important voluntary
sector) are not adequately recognised in some influential discussions within — and
especially about — the Youth Service. In considerations of proposals for initial
and in-service training it is essential that very serious attention should be paid
to the views of the employing agencies and of the professional associations.
Systematisation and strengthem'ng of training at all levels is necessary.
7. There is too much of the 'ad hoc and pro tern' about existing arrangements
for the administration and development of the Youth Service. A coherent struc-
ture, incorporating the functions of the Youth Service Development Council,
needs to be established. In the determination of this structure, two crucial
facts about the realities of Youth Service work need to be taken account of.
First the statutory sector is organized on a local authority basis. Local authority
services co-operating together as regional teams at Principal Officer level ought to
be primary building blocks of any new structure. Second, the professional
knowledge, skills, and values through which the commitment of the Youth
Service is crucially expressed and developed, is increasingly effectively represent-
ed by the professional associations. They constitute the second set of necessary
components of a coherent overall structure.
8. The extent of research directed towards the problems and needs of the Youth
Service and of young people is inadequate for continued rational progress in the
development of the Service. Both fundamental research, in psychology and in
sociology, and especially applied research, including action research and
evaluated developmental projects, need to be expanded as resources allow.
Coherent determination of priorities in research is essential.
9. In the next 25 years, the problem of youth and young people's problems are
likely to be of paramount practical importance for the general social development
of society. We shall need a powerful Youth Service to assist in Healing with them.
Objectives and structure of the Youth Service
The Discussion Paper characterizes the primary function of the Youth Service
as the development of 'a wide range of activities for leisure time recreation and
social education' for non-disadvantaged youth. It specifically differentiates a
category of young people categorized as 'disadvantaged'. And it argues that to
the extent that the Youth Service might attend to the particular needs of the dis-
advantaged 'outside the educational context', then, (a.) this would need to be
done as a team exercise with personnel of other public services involved, (b.) it
would involve the Youth Service in 'a dual function', and (c.) it wouid entail,
on resource and administrative grounds, the responsibility for the Youth Service
being in part allocated to other departments (locally and nationally) besides
Education.
If there is, and there seems to be, in these arguments the beginnings of a plan
for a radically restructured Youth Service, I suspect it may be a risky and danger-
ous plan, and unnecessary.
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The category of 'disadvantage' is probably large and certainly heterogeneous.
Attention to the needs of the disadvantaged in a general sense has historically
always been included within the purposes of the Youth Service, voluntary and
statutory alike; first, simply because the target population of youth service work in a
given area is the total youth age population in that area; and secondly because it has
always been assumed, in the statutory and the voluntary sectors alike, that the help
offered by the Service to young people should be at least available to those most in
need of that help. At the same time, work in the Youth Service has always neces-
sitated dose co-operation with other specialist services (for example Probation, School
Welfare, Psychiatric Social Work) as and when it became evident that particular
individual cases required skills and facilities outside the competence of the Youth
Service. No doubt the extent and effectiveness of such co-operation via referral
and feedback has often been less than adequate. But at the level of individual
cases, there seems to be no logical or organizational reason why such a system
could not be made to work very effectively. The structure would be roughly as
in the diagram below.
The Youth Service, disadvantage, and relations
with other services
YOUTH SERVICE
Staff professional and voluntary youth workers
Objectives recreation and social education of young people
dubs, centres and 'youth scenes' in theArena of
operations
Skills and
knowledge
Target
population
catchment community
groupwork, community work, counselling.
Psychology and sociology of adolescence and youth
ail young people within a given catchment area
Handled by Youth Service
to extent possible
Referral and co-operative
feedback
Penal System
Referral and co-operative
feedback
etc.
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This model of the Youth Service and its place within the comprenensive range of
services attending to young people's needs specifically and deliberately avoids
Utopian totalism. It leaves the work of the schools, social services, psychiatric
services, the legal system, and so on in the hands of other professional specialists
with their appropriate skills and arganizations. It presupposes an adequate level
of training of the youth worker in the skills of these distinct specialisms. It de-
mands an effective referral and feedback system, with a routine co-operative
team organization, established for each particular local area. It does not exclude
employment of youth workers in the specialist arenas of other services (e.g.
schools, community homes, courts), nor vice versa the employment of social
workers, psychologists, etc. in youth service facilities.
The boundaries between the several services are nevertheless essential. They are
necessary first on resource, control, and accountability grounds. Unless we are to
end up with a Ministry of People and Local Departments of Undifferentiated
Action, and consequent financial and administrative chaos, the boundaries
between the several public social services have to be clarified and appropriate
forms of organization and linkage established.
More importantly, rational differentiation of specialist services is necessitated
by the demands of professional knowledge, competence, and standards. School
teachers are not social workers, and neither of these are youth workers. While
these three sets of professional service workers (and others) manifesdy must co-
operate they cannot do each other's work effectively. Distinct types of know-
ledge, categories of skill, orientations to young people and forms of training are
involved. The notion of a community school surely merely fudges or postpones
these issues, since location of school, 'clinic', and youth centre on one campus
itself does nothing about providing an optimal form of organization of the
manifestly distinct tasks to be undertaken on behalf of young people in particular
local communities.
On similar organizational and intellectual grounds to those which make inter-
disciplinary work in general difficult without strongly-organized bases for co-
operation in specialist disciplines and departments, so here the differentiated
knowledge, skills, and purposes of teaching, youth work, and social work seem to
need a strongly and coherently defined and organized local administrative
structure if idealistic chaos is to be avoided.
This is an argument of course for maintaining and developing the existing
Youth Service structure, for defending coherently established specific objectives
for youth work, for resisting the temptation to have youth work incorporated
in some more generalized service. The main task of the Youth Service is clear,
and difficult enough. It should be allowed to attend to this task, (with its existing
and developing administrative structure and cadre of skilled personnel) and en-
couraged and assisted in co-operating with other services. In these terms there
is no need for the Youth Service to have a dual function. What is needed instead is
clarification of its primary function and development of coherent co-operative
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team work, focussed on referral and feedback, with personnel of other services
in particular localities.
SOCIAL
SERVICES
YOUTH
SERVICE
| YOUNG PEOPLE
OTHER
SPECIALIST
SERVICES
EDUCATION
SERVICES
It will be argued against this simple model of a continuing youth service that it
fails to take account of the 'changing social conditions' referred to in the Dis-
cussion Paper, that it excludes the 'diversification' of the service also referred
to, and ;n general is merely a restatement of a system which is obviously passe.
Two replies to this position seem justifiable. First the negative judgement of the
Youth Service and its potential on which it is based is false. Second it is not at all
clear what alternative structure and system is to be proposed even if the judge-
ment were true. Both the false judgement and the difficulty of establishing a
coherent alternative structure arise primarily from very general confusions about
the notion of community which have dominated innovative thinking about the
Youth Service dunng recent years. These confusions are perhaps the main source
of pressure for a dual function for the Youth Service.
This is not the place to analyze these confusions about community system-
atically ('). It may be sufficient to indicate three distinct propositions about
youth and community and to compare them.
1. Young people are part of a larger community which includes children and
adults: structural differentiation by age is a trivial matter compared with other
differences, and in the context of commonalities of needs and problems which
cross-cut age boundaries.
2. Youth work is merely one segment of developmental work requisite in given
local areas. Arbitrary administrative and professional separation of distinct parts
of the general task of community development prevents its achievement.
3. Clubs and youth centres are the bases for an outward going, community-
volved youth service. They cannot be allowed to be the insular limits of the youth
service, which has to work in the larger arena of all relevant youth scenes in a
given local community.
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Of these three propositions only the third avoids error, and alone of the three is
directly and inescapably relevant to the rational progress of the Youth Service.
Propositions 1 and 2 contain truths but also express falsehoods which a pro-
fessional youth service must deny.
Whatever other social forces and social differentiations there are, age groups
matter very seriously. The period of adolescence and youth needs its own
particular organized attention. Young people as a general category need and
deserve a professional service directed toward their particular situation and
needs qua young people. If the attention of the Youth Service is redirected to-
ward the 'community in general' it must mean that attention to the needs of
young people specifically is to that extent diminished.
By the same token incorporation of youth work in generalized community
development (or the hiving off of a part of the Youth Service to social services)
can only in fact represent a diminution of attention to young people and a less-
ening of the power with which society and local communities seek to help young
people. Specialist professional expertize and specialized commitment, standards,
and understanding are essential.
This leaves the third proposition, which is after all the crucial message both of
Albemarle and of MUson-Fairbairn: the clientele of the Youth Service is not con-
stituted by youth club members but by young people, whoever and wherever
they are. To serve them the Youth Service needs to know and understand its
local community, and make available a range of facilities, opportunities, and
services appropriate to the needs of the young peopie of that community.
Provided the arena and target population of local Youth Services are defined
(as in fact they have always been) as all of the young people living or working
within some given geographical boundaries, the contentious problem under-
lying this discussion evaporates. For clubs and centres become definable as the
H.Q. and base of specifically youth work operations which go out to the youth
population of a given area:
(a.) Direct from Youth Centres, etc.
(b.) Via the schools and colleges
(c) Via work organizations
(d) Via the informal networks of youthful interaction on the streets, in cafes,
etc., etc.
And so on.
In these modest terms, the Youth Service is committed to involvement with child-
ren and with adults only to the (variable) extent necessary to do its proper work
with and on behalf of young people. In these same terms, a community orienta-
tion for the Youth Service carries no necessary implication of involvement in
community development, social transformation or therapeutic concentration on
the disadvantaged. It merely serves to define intellectually and organizationally
the proper and necessary context of youth work, since young people's lives,
needs and problems originate and find their meaning within the social structures
and cultures provided by communities and sub-communities.
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If this argument is taken, if the confusions about the relevence of community
to youth work are clarified, if much of the recent ideology of community is in-
terpreted as an unhelpful and distracting reaction to earlier — and to some
extent persisting — inadequacies in an excessively defensive and self-insulated
Youth Service, then the model of Youth Service, youth work and their relation
to other services presented above remains defensible, attractive and sufficient.
It retains its singular and specialist functions, skills, personnel, and administra-
tive apparatus; orients itself undistractedly to the recreational and social educa-
tional needs of young people: develops and uses its plant and personnel rationally
on the basis of acknowledgement and knowledge of the structure of particular
communities; and co-operates maximally through properly organized team work
with other specialists working on behalf of young people (especially teachers
and social workers), and with other organizations to which young people are
attached (especially work organizations and commercial leisure agencies).
Already the Youth Service nationally, through its statutory and voluntary
organizations, is moving powerfully in this general direction. Given support,
and provided unnecessary reorganization is not allowed to prevent it, this
development can proceed very rapidly over the next ten years. Continued
development along these sensible lines, capitalizing on and consolidating all the
innovative work of the past ten years will require a very great deal of organiza-
tional development work, especially at local level, and much incisive, realistic,
and practical training. Both should be taken in hand strenuously and urgently.
The costs involved need not be excessive.
The special problems of disadvantaged youth, and the grounds presented in
the Discussion Paper for the development of a dual-function Youth Service are
intended to be taken account of in the preceding analysis by the following:
1. Insistence on retrenchment to a coherent specialized set of objectives for
youth work as an area of applied knowledge and of professional skills and
standards.
2. Justification of this policy in terms of administrative coherence, rational
funding, and the limitations of professional knowledge and skill.
3. Commitment to the development at local level of a system of referral, feed-
back, and general co-operation involving the Youth Service (statutory and
voluntary), schools, colleges, social service departments, commercial leisure
agencies, employing organizations and other specialist agencies concerned with the
development of young people.
4. Provision, at initial and in-service stages, of adequate training for youth
workers in the knowledge and skills of the related and relevant professionalisms to
facilitate:
(a.) Capacity to handle the problems of disadvantage (individual and collective) at
modest levels within the Youth Service.
(b.) Capacity to ensure that problems of disadvantage (again individual and
collective) going beyond these levels can be reliably recognized, referred and
monitored through the agency of the co-operative system.
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However, if the problems of disadvantaged youth and the dangerous temptations
these problems offer for distracting the Youth Service from its proper work
are to be dealt with fully adequately, the argument has to be extended.
In some Youth Service areas taken as a whole (inner city areas perhaps especially),
and in some sub-districts of some Youth Service areas, the extent of disadvantage
of one sort and another is very considerable. Its extent and intensity may be so
great in some cases that the local Youth Service, like the local schools, police,
courts, etc., is overstrained, and simply cannot cope.
These special cases properly offer grounds for special social and community
development status across all services in the area, and for the allocation of
special national and local furids. The Youth Service would obviously have a large
part to play, along with other services, in such development agencies, for example
in the context of Urban Aid.
On the other hand such cases do not seem to provide any rational grounds for
any necessary redefinition of the objectives of the Youth Service or of any of
the other services involved, nor certainly any grounds for any general reorgani-
zation of the Youth Service occasioned by disadvantage as such.
Thus, even when account is taken of the most difficult cases, where disadvantage
is generalized, there do not seem to be any necessarily persuasive grounds for
discontinuing the established patterm and direction of development of the
Youth Service, not at any rate in favour of the dual function model considered
in the Discussion Paper.
Manifestly the notions of 'disadvantage', 'deprivation' and related concepts
which underly the arguments for a radical shift in the pattern of development
of the Youth Service deserve closer analysis than they have so far received. On
that basis the incidence of disadvantage of different types needs to be plotted,
and rates and trends of increase and decrease should be examined.
But however this analytical work is done, the fact must remain that the large
majority of young people are not, in any sense which is not disingenuous, dis-
advantaged. The Youth Service has a traditional, proper, and rationally
justifiable obligation to attend to the recreational and social educational needs
of young people as a whole. It has and is developing the skills, values, and
administrative structures to attend to this important task effectively. Alternative
functions for the Youth Service would require quite different structures, skills,
and values. The meaning of these alternative functions has nowhere yet been
coherently specified. And in any case the analysis above suggests that the problems
of disadvantage can be handled effectively (within the limitations of national
resources of course) without any structural re-organization of the Youth
Service — provided that mechanisms for co-operation between all the services
concerned with young people can be developed.
Even when we discount the various problems which may be specific to the
condition of disadvantage — delinquency, educational inadequacy, racial
prejudice, unemployment, homelessness, mental illness and the rest — each of
them demanding their own specialist professional expertize and administrative
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apparatus — even then the vast majority ot young people not falling into any
of these categories present problems enough, deep and complex needs, and serious
developmental tasks. (The disadvantaged share these too.) These are the issues
which the Youth Service is equipped and should be equipped to attend to, and
which without a powerful Youth Service must go unattended. They are the
problems, needs, and issues given by the condition of youthfulness itself and
by the status of transition between childhood and adulthood.
Some aspects of these problems are perennial; some are exacerbations of per-
ennial problems generated by our type of society in its present stage of develop-
ment; others again, especially those expressed in the development of a powerful
youth culture, are perhaps entirely novel. Youth is involved in turmoil and
change f).
This enormous range of very important problems, needs, and issues has to be
attended to by a competent, well organized public service staffed by workers —
professional and voluntary — who understand the problems of adolescence and
youth, and who have the skills and commitment to help ordinary young people
handle them. For some in the Youth Service and perhaps especially for some
outside the Service who have wanted to speak for it, these tasks have apparently
seemed too trivial or too uninteresting to merit the commitment of a specialist
service. Hence attempts to distract the Service in other directions, away from
the general problems, needs, and issues of the condition of youth itself.
Any such distraction, however plausible its justification, remains a distraction
from the primary objective of the Youth Service and from the capital of
organization, skill and commitment it has available to handle that objective.
And ought to be resisted.
In terms of this analysis the following proposals appear rationally justifiable:
1. Overall control of the Youth Service should be retained by D.E.S.
2. Local control of Youth Services should be retained by Departments of Educa-
tion.
3. Both national and local level inter-departmental liaison and cross-financing
should be strengthened.
4. Priority should be given to practical developmental work at local and re-
gional levels on discovering and implementing optimal organizational forms
and requisite skills for a specialist youth work service.
5. A new form of local organization for the co-ordination of agencies serving
young people should be established, to be jointly funded and controlled by all
the agencies involved. Its primary objective should be to ensure that individual
young people were referred to the specialist agency best equipped to offer
relevant help.
6. The importance of the work of the Youth Service should be effectively
established at local, regionel, and national levels, and its work facilitated by the
involvement in Advisory Boards of experts and influentials with unambiuously
positive and constructive orientations towards the development of youth work.
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Training
If it is accepted that youth workers are not community development workers,
nor teachers, nor social workers, nor probation officers, nor psychologists, nor
political agitators (etc), if it is granted that youth work is a necessary specialist
professional role, then many aspects of recent proposals on training for the Youth
Service must be as suspect as the vague notions about community from which
(along with cost-saving hopes) they derive. Youth work demands a specialist
high level training, appropriate to the particular tasks it attends to, to its proper
skills, and to the contexts within which youth workers must operate.
To the extent that youth work justifiably and rationally lays claim to professional
status, there can be no reason to expect other than that, properly, the major
source of recruitment to the Service should be graduates. On this pattern, pro-
fessional youth service personnel would in the large part comprise graduates of
appropriate first degree courses with specialist post-graduate (diploma or
certificate) qualification in youth work. Two distinct patterns would be requisite:
in each case additional costs incurred in the provision of postgraduate training
would be balanced by the transfer of first level costs to U.G.C. or equivalent
funding.
1. Appropriate first degree without youth work elements and 2 year diploma/
certificate in youth work.
2. Appropriate first degree incorporating substantial youth work specialism and
1 year diploma/certificate in youth work.
In addition, access to qualified professional status would have to be maintained
and extended for a minority of recruits without a degree and without any formal
educational qualifications. To lose this source of supply of first class recruits
would be very damaging. It can be attended to without too much difficulty by
developments of part-time education and training, co-operation with the Open
University, and secondment to diploma and certificate courses.
It is important that acknowledgement in principle is achieved that this —
generalized graduate recruitment — and no less, is the appropriate level of
training for youth work, as for any sector of the professional public service at
the end of the twentieth century.
At the same time the existing and very different realities of the training and
supply situation have to be faced — a situation in which levels of recruitment
and of training for youth work are at an incomparably lower level than the nature
and importance of the work demands.
What has to be acknowledged about this present situation is that future recruits
will not settle for less (at some stage if not initially) than a degree. Nor is this so
much a question of marketability and career transferability, as is often assumed,
although of course it matters. What matters primarily is the symbolic and status
defining function of the degree. Until qualified acceptance as a youth worker
is conditional at least upon graduate status, and automatically symbolizes
graduate status and thus membership of a social category from which profession-
als are seen to be properly drawn, youth work cannot begin to achieve its potential
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nor the Youth Service to attend confidently to its important tasks.
As with school teaching the path towards a graduate profession must pre-
sumably lead through an extension of initial training from two to three years
or the development of 2 + 2 routes and options.
There can be little doubt that, even in the present stringent economic situation,
unless current consultations lead to firm statements of intention to shift youth
work training along this path of development rapidly, recruitment to the service
will become even more difficult than it is already, even if salaries are pushed
further towards equity.
If the Discussion Paper is deficient in giving insufficient attention to levels of
training, it presents problems at least as difficult by the nature of its treatment
of patterns of training.
Many of these problems would disappear in a situation where the level of
training had been got right along the son of lines suggested above. In the existing
situation they can seem intractable and are commonly confused with issues of
level.
The Youth Service is, and in whatever future pattern is developed will continue
to be, a relatively small professional service. Again, the nature of youth work
puts an unavoidable premium, in the general case, on a curious combination
of experience on the one hand and youthfulness on the other.
These two characteristice conspire to make a definition of a youth work career
as merely a part of some other career (for example a teaching career) seem
plausible. And by this token the incorporation of youth work training within
teacher training or training for social work appears plausible. But this plausibility
is not logically or practically justifiable.
There are other types of professional work whose scale is smaller. And others
again where distinct types of work are appropriate at different stages of the
career. A relatively small scale Youth Service, in relation to which it is assumed
that certain sorts of contact work generally belong earlier rather than later in
careers can provide an effective and rationally justifiable professional structure,
given two prerequisites. First serious analytical attention to the nature of careers
and career development in youth work. And second systematic development of
specialist initial and in-service training programmes, which are at the same time
intellectually demanding and challenging and oriented to the practicalities of
youth work. The Youth Service ought, in its training concerns, to equip its
personnel thoroughly for its own important work, to accept good recruits from
other spheres after (and only after) appropriate transfer training, and leave the
problem of transfer out of youth work to other services who may need and want
youth work personnel. Naturally such a policy presupposes systematic job-
analysis and manpower planning in the Youth Service. But beyond this — which
itself would be difficult enough to achieve — it presupposes in the Youth Service
and in its political leadership, real confidence in the work of the Youth Service
and unapologetic acknowledgement of youth work as a valuable professional
vocation and a significant career.
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Even if this argument were taken, there would remain strong support in the
present climate of opinion for the notion of youth work training being (in one or
other of several senses ) 'generic'. The brief consideration of training in the
Discussion Paper itself appears to support this notion, which has been increas-
ingly prevalent since the Milson-Fairbairn Report. There are strong grounds
for resisting it, despite its obvious appeals.
First, it appears in part to be an expression of the confusion referred to between
'levels' and 'patterns' of training. Incorporation of youth work training in the
training of teachers, social workers and others gets to be construed as a sensible
mechanism for upgrading youth work training, and hence youth work. Of course, as
already appears, it can easily have the opposite effect, resulting in dilution and
consequent down-grading of attention to the crucial academic and professional
components of youth work. If joint training with other professions is to be urged, it
should be argued on its own merits — in terms of appropriateness and effective-
ness of the training — while attempts at upgrading youth work should be pursued
directly.
Second, the generic training concept appears to be indubitably both product and
cause of ambivalence about the importance and validity of youth work as a special-
ist area of knowledge and professional skill. Such ambivalence is unjustified and
damaging to the development of the Youth Service. To the extent it is allowed to
get built in to the structure of youth work training, to that extent the Youth Service
may be involved in attacking its own foundations and contributing to the dissipa-
tion of its effectiveness and even existence 0).
Third, it may be argued that youth work training cannot and should not be under-
taken in isolation from other cognate fields. This is well taken, but it provides an
argument for no more than establishing youth work training programmes within
organizations and institutions directed also toward other types of professional
training, and toward education in the fundamental disciplines on which youth work
calls. That is to say, youth work training is appropriately located in the 'poly-
technic' structure and climate of universities, polytechnics, diversified colleges of
education, and so on rather than in specialized institutes. Even so, no claim has
been established that the training programmes themselves should be generic.
Fourthly, even the strongest — and only proper — argument for generic training
is less than fully convincing. This argument, in essence, urges an identity of con-
cerns between youth work, school teaching, social work, with people, relation-
ships, and social structures; locates a shared intellectual basis for these concerns in
the social sciences; and seeks to establish a common ideology of commitment to
social change as appropriate to these services. In these terms it is proposed in
effect that a general cadre of public service personnel should be trained conjointly to
deal in community problems and community development. It is a plausible
argument amd manifestly appealing to many potential recruits, especially per-
haps among social science graduates. It is nevertheless unconvincing.
For it precisely fails to take account of the high level of necessary differentiation
between the several professional roles involved, under-estimates the amount and
level of specialist technical knowledge necessary in each of them, discounts entirely
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the distinct sorts of values and commitments appropriate to each of them and their
necessary competitive complementarity, and, if translated into policy and im-
plemented, bids fair to deprive us of sources of recruitment of effective personnel for
youth work, teaching, social work, and so on.
Granted an important degree of shared concerns in the three professions, the
relevance to each of psychological, sociological and other social science knowledge,
and important overlap in requisite prectical skills, the differences on each of these
dimensions are and must remain much more substantial. If youth work training
is to be effective we cannot afford any dilution, and indeed stand in need of sub-
stantial strengthening of its specialist core. In a situation where the level of training
for youth work had been righted, we might expect the proper extent of generidsm to
be accounted for by concentrating recruitment of youth workers, social workers
and (non-specialist) school teachers from the pool of social science graduates, with
training consisting of specialist postgraduate diplomas and certificates. In the
present situation there should be generic components — which are definitely sub-
components — of the distinct training programmes of the three roles. But it is
surely very unlikely that effective teachers, social workers or youth workers can
be trained for their important tasks unless the specialist content and commitment
of training programmes is very powerful. And of course in this context youth work
has the most to lose and the least to gain by movement in the generic direction,
since it is in all terms the junior partner and likely to lose out in terms of curriculum,
resources, and control to teaching and social work.
One important basis for the generic concept of training is the belief that youth
work is not and cannot properly be a professional discipline, and that a specialist
Youth Service is an anachronism. This belief is, as argued earlier, both fallacious
and damaging to the interest of young people, and has to be resisted by the Youth
Service.
A second less ideological basis is very obviously provided by the financial and
administrative convenience of incorporating (and extending the incorporation)
of youth work training within the training programmes of teaching and social work.
There are at least some traces of this in the analysis of training in the Discussion
Paper. If we cannot afford in economic terms or will not risk in political terms the
proper development of a specialist programme of professional youth work training,
it would surely be better to acknowledge the financial and administrative grounds of
the decision and avoid confusing these important extrinsic (but unavoidable)
criteria for decisions about youth work training with intrinsic criteria to do with
effectiveness of training.
At each level of training — pre-professional, initial, and in-service — there is
great scope for economic rationalization and for improving training output through
developments along generic lines. But these must be kept within proper bounds
by attention to the inescapable need for specialized professional concerns, know-
ledge, skills and values.
The implication of this argument for consideration of the Discussion Paper is that
categories (ii) and (iii) of the proposed pattern of training (i.e. 2 year specialist
courses and part-time in-service courses) should be emphasized at the cost of
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category (i) (joint training with teaching or social work). Joint training carries
great risks for the Youth Service, especially if categories (ii) and (iii) become a
minor source of recruitment. If developments in category (i) proceed strongly, the
following points demand urgent and continuing attention:
(a.) Specifically relevant academic curriculum components — psychology of
development and adolescence, sociology of youth, group and community studies —
must have a substantial role.
(b.) Senior staff involved should have substantial and successful youth work ex-
perience.
(c.) Practical field-work directly relevant to youth work should form a substantial
part of the regular curriculum.
(d.) Initiation and development of such programmes should presuppose detailed
consultation with the Youth Service and professional workers.
(e.) Since professional education and training is as much a matter of values and
attitudes as of knowledge and skills, the danger of ideological dominance by
established senior partners in teaching and social work has to be carefully watched.
There is a real danger in this pattern of training of 'drift' in identity and attachment
away from youth work towards teaching or social work. Stratification of such
programmes, with the youth work sector kept in low esteem has to be avoided.
(f.) Continued co-operation between training agencies and the field in support of
trainees during at least the first year after training is even more essential than in
the case of specialist training programmes.
Over and above these basic issues about the level and pattern of training, there
seems to be three other distinct sets of issues in training which demand coherent
analysis and careful decision. These are to do with the curriculum, methodology,
and organization of training. Consideration of them here is limited to a brief
comment on each.
1. Curriculum ought to be defined toughly and coherently in terms of the requisite
professional knowledge and skills of youth work. The ideology of non-directive
work seems too much to influence curriculum in youth work training, and gets used
as a plausible excuse for avoiding serious thinking through of the proper structure of
youth work and knowledge and skill.
The core of basic knowledge ought to be provided by psychology and sociology,
with a powerful focus on the psychology of adolescence and the sociology of
youth. The crucial applied fields are group work, counselling, community work
and management. Given the significance of part-time and voluntary workers in the
Y outh Service, training and tutoring provide an essential element of the curriculum.
Different training agencies will vary in their emphases among these elements, and in-
service training may properly provide opportunities for specialization in different
directions. But all agencies and programmes at all levels ought to be equipped to
handle these central components of professional youth work knowledge and skill
effectively.
2. The best youth work training already represents some of the best professional
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education and training in terms of methodology of any currently available in the
field. The principles of this work need to be capitalized on and generalized.
Their essence is a tough commitment to coherent working at ideas and theory in
terms of actual and concrete work situations, and to involvement in field practice
in terms of rigorous theoretical analysis. Education and training in youth work
which did not entail serious involvement with young people would be like a teaching
hospital without patients. And on the other hand a progressive professional youth
service needs to develop its analytical work, its knowledge base, as powerfully as
medical training constrains. 'Look and chat' has to be killed as dead as 'chalk and
talk'.
3* There is, let us say, a certain incoherence about the organisation of youth work
training. It is certainly possible to move a lang way beyond this state of affairs
without falling into any totalitarian straitjacket. Several distinct developments
are necessary if this is to happen. These are here merely itemized, to be taken up in
detail in another place.
First the dependence of training on definitions of youth work objectives and on the
structure of operations of the Youth Service has to be acknowledged. The whole
programme of education and training has to be oriented to our professional
objectives and appropriate to our working-organization. By the same token, in-
adequacies and incoherencies in objectives and structure can only be reflected in
training. Improvements in the organization of education and training presuppose a
programme of careful rationalization of youth work and Youth Service objectives:
and structure.
Second, developments in the training system of youth work are bound to continue
ad hoc, arbitrary, and less than effective so long as the absence of manpower policy
and planning persists at national, regional and local levels. The present economic
traumas provide no excuse for delaying this necessary work.
Third, without national and local career development policies and plans, in-
coherence in the organization of training is bound to persist. Specifically there
is an urgent need for examination of the relationships between initial training,
probation, supervision and the early stages of the career; the needs for in-
service training immediately after this stage; the scope for staff team training,
both centre-based and for the whole of local teams and the relations between
advanced in-service training and the functions of the youth officer role.
And fourth there is a manifest need to establish and effectively implement in-
stitutions at an appropriate level to analyze, plan and monitor training. Our ex-
perience suggests that the regional level may be the right one — where, within
national policy and resource guidelines real collaboration with the local (statutory
and voluntary) unit of practical operation is feasible.
Even modest reconstruction of the system of professional education and training
along these lines will require substantial advances in tutor training and in general
in training skills and resources. The financial and operational costs involved are
unlikely to be tolerable without a thoroughgoing review of established patterns of
resource utilization. There seems to be little doubt that such a review would reveal
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considerable scope for rationalization and cost-saving, especially through develop-
ing co-operation beyond the local level and by pruning ritual, ineffective training
events.
That given, the Service could and should press for equity with teaching and social
work in the financing of initial and in-service training. In particular trainee and
secondment systems should be pursued actively, and adequate financing established
for systematic advanced in-service training for senior youth workers and for Youth
Officers.
The statutory/voluntary relationship
In its consideration of this topic the Discussion Paper limits itself to commending
present arrangements within the Youth Service as defined above. Beyond this it
emphasizes the necessity within a re-organized dual-function service of co-opera-
tion with a broad range of voluntary organizations.
While the latter point is well taken, the general position adopted here advizes that
the Youth Service ought in the first place to concentrate its attention and energies
on evaluating and strengthening the relationship between the statutory and vol-
untary sectors of the Youth Service proper. There is indeed much to do at this levei
before any new phase of exploration of relatively uncharted relationships with a
diverse range of voluntary organizations is entered on.
The main drift of the analysis presented here is to emphasize the importance of the
rapidly developing professional youth work service, role and career. However,
there is no incompatibility between this emphasis and recognition of the great and in-
dispensable value of part-time workers within the statutory service and of the vol-
untary Youth Service itself. The mutual dependence of professional and voluntary
workers and of the statutory and voluntary services in youth work must and should
persist. But the partnership is in great need of analysis and coherent development.
At local level there is very considerable scope for co-operative co-ordination, with
the objective of making economies and increasing efficiency of local provision and
of attention to the needs of young people.
If such co-ordination is to be effective and to result in action, systematic analysis
of statutory and voluntary facilities, personnel, policies, and plans is necessary.
This would probably be most appropriately handled at regional level, where
centres capable of the necessary research, consultancy, and development work
ought to be available. The same framework ought also to be used to co-ordinate
and advance joint (statutory/voluntary) training programmes, for which our work
suggests there is great potential.
At national level there needs to be a strong and effective machinery of joint con-
sultation between the statutory and voluntary sectors, specifically responsible for
systematic monitoring of the effectiveness of the partnership and for developing
plans to rationalize and strengthen it.
On the basis of such a programme, operating at local, regional, and national levels,
the Youth Service might capitalize on the great diversity of patterns and quality
of relationship between the statutory and voluntary sectors across the country,
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and concretely develop the partnership, where presently — with some exceptions —
the enormous potential value of the partnership is largely ignored (4).
The simple histories of the public services in democratic welfare societies seem to
advize that the pioneering enterprise of voluntary movements leads in one irrever-
sible direction toward statutory professionalization but any adequate sociological
analysis suggests that the relationship and the trend are much more complex than
this. As developments in teaching, social work, law, and even medicine perhaps
indicate, a more mature democratic welfare society may need to opt for a diverse
mix of voluntarism and professionalism — on economic grounds, in terms of the
proper nature of citizenship and its obligations, and as a counter to monopoly. In
any such developments the Youth Service can offer powerful experience and
ought to rationalize it and strengthen it in the meantime.
Age range
On this important question, the Discussion Paper's comment is brief, and ap-
parently sensible and helpful. While the flexibility indicated in acceptance of
extension of the range in both directions is to be welcomed, there may be good
reason for suspicion of the rationale implicit in the suggestion that extension to
the younger element should be in terms of leisure provision, and extension to the
older groups in terms of what are referred to as 'certain support services and
activities such as community service'.
Administrative coherence is of course necessary, but what ought to determine the .»
limits of the age range to which the Youth Service attends is the state of the actual
sociological-psychological boundaries marking the beginning of the shift from
childhood and the completion of achievement-and-ascription of adulthood.
Manifestly, release from childhood dependencies and the onset of youthful and
adolescent biological and psychological transformation takes place generally
before the age of fourteen. The lower age boundary ought to be set definitively
either at eleven or twelve.
Similarly the issues, problems, and concerns associated with the transition from
childhood to adulthood persist in general until at least the mid-twenties. This
certainly includes not only the increasing number involved in a specific educational
moratorium until twenty-one or beyond, but also and very importantly the young
people who enter work at sixteen and may marry at seventeen and eighteen.
The same criterion as defines the age-scope of youth work and the Youth Service
as 12-25 (that is to say attention to the nature and incidence of needs given by in-
volvement in the process of transition between childhood and adulthood) also
makes the Discussion Paper's categorization of youth work with the under four-
teens as leisure provision and of youth work with the over twenties as particular
types of support service less plausible than it seems.
For the whole age range, the core problems and the crucially relevant youth work
knowledge, skills, and orientations are identical. Neither end of the range should
be bracketed off for any dilute version of youth work or of Youth Service pro-
vision. Requisite differentiations in programmes and services, as between early,
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middle, and late phases of youth, ought to be determined carefully in terms of
systematic analysis of needs, and not by any arbitrary administrative fiat.
National organization
The Youth Service is riddled with consultative machinery. What matters at local,
regional, and national levels, is that the terms of reference of such machinery
should be clear and appropriate; that the channels of influence and authority
linking consultative machinery with executive agencies should be open and effective;
and that consultative work should at least usually result in programmes of action.
Certainly, as the Discussion Paper proposes, some replacement of Y.S.D.C. is
necessary. On the other hand, the grounds for the preference expressed there for
a specifically informal structure for a new system of national consultative machinery
are neither stated or self-evident.
One suspects that they are to be found in the Department's conclusion that there
is too much difference of opinion on the appropriate structure to allow of anything
better than informal machinery, and in the assumption that young people should
be included in whatever machinery is established.
Any such argument seems both pessimistic and inadequate. There is no reason in
principle why agreement should not be reached on the proper structure of national
consultative machinery. Unless this is done, and something more powerful than an
informal discussion group is established, the existing inadequate structure of
authority and influence in the Youth Service must persist, leaving the Department in
its present unhappy situation of imbalance between power and authority.
The issue of control is undeniably complex in a situation where the Service is
divided between statutory and voluntary sectors, where authority is located at the
local level, and where policy initiatives require a national locus and arena. But it
will have to be faced, however difficult, if the Youth Service is to advance to a new
stage of development.
Supposing it is granted that authoritative national machinery is necessary (that is
to say, supposing something more powerful than an informal advisory group is
aimed for) certain guidelines on its proper structure seem irresistible.
First its membership will have to have available a clearly delegated authority to
speak for the organizations it represents. Since its power can only properly arise
from voluntarily entered agreements, appointment of representatives and con-
sultation within the organizations represented will need to be carried out very
carefully and systematically. A much higher level of formalization than the Dis-
cussion Paper proposes is likely to be necessary.
Second, the composition of the body ought to be limited to the necessary
elements. The open and informal boundaries of Youth Service bodies generally
are perhaps more a habit or a reaction to uncertainty than a result of any considered
and determined effort to arrive at effective working organizations. The crucial
elements are patently the Department, the local authority Youth Services as
components of Education Departments, the voluntary associations, and the pro-
fessional associations. It would be for the parties involved to determine reliable
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mechanisms for achieving effective national representation.
Third, it seems unlikely that any national body could be developed which was
other than unwieldy unless a powerful regional tier is interposed between the local
and national levels. The Department, local youth services, voluntary associations,
and other professional associations ought to be beginning to work at establishing
powerful machinery at regional level as soon as possible.
Fourth, incorporation of young people in national consultative machinery for the
Service makes a certain sort of, sad, sense if it is envisaged as no more than an in-
formal advisory organ. If instead the opportunity is taken now to move toward a
more powerful structure of national authority and control, that is to say if 'con-
sultative' is interpreted in a strong sense, it is more difficult to see how the clients
of the service can properly be part of its system of authority. It might be more real-
istic to envisage the development of powerful (local, regional and national)
associations of young people acting as crucial pressure groups on a Youth
Service Council which did not at the same time include them. Besides being more
realistic, such a proposal is also perhaps after all less paternalistic than the
Discussion Paper's participationist line.
Given the importance of its work, the Youth Service manifestly needs to strengthen
its capacity for effective practical operation and forward development. Proposals
along the sort of lines suggested here could allow this to happen without any in-
fringement of existing valuable differentiation within the Service. Indeed the
essential notion is that the Service should capitalize on the distinct contributions
of its several fundamental elements, establish machinery for taking up and working
through these contributions, and move by discussion, persuasion, and agreement
toward coherent self-government.
Research
Youth Service practitioners like many other professionals appear to turn to re-
searchers for help and at the same time to react to the products of research with
a certain scepticism. The nature of research undertaken and the mechanisms for the
dissemination and interpretation of new knowledge deserve thoroughgoing an-
alysis, if new knowledge is to be both developed and used.
Any appearance to the contrary, the amount of fundamental, applied, or con-
sultancy research oriented to Youth Service needs that is being undertaken cur-
rently is pretty small (5). And on the other hand, to the extent that youth work has
become more than a gentiemenly art form, continuing advances in relevant know-
ledge are absolutely necessary. If the Youth Service is to continue to develop and
strengthen its professions! basis, as the necessary means of attending to the needs
of young people, it ought to be, within the limits of its resources, an effective con-
sumer, an important producer, and the crucial initiator of research.
Such recent developments as the establishment of the N. Y .B. Consultative Group on
Youth Research are signs of the beginning of the programme that is likely to be
necessary.
The items indicated below are suggestions for the systematic development of that
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programme. Over and above these it seems necessary to urge that the Youth
Service as a whole should, without distraction from its own specific objectives
in relation to the care and development of young people, become infused to
a much greater extent with a research orientation and encourage the discovery
and use of systematic knowledge. To effect this, amendments to the curriculum
and style of training may be necessary, modes of handling operational informa-
tion in local Youth Services may need to be scrutinized and secondment of some
few senior Youth Officers to research training situations would need to become
routine.
1. A systematic review of all relevant basic, applied, and consultancy research in
the broad field of youth studies should be undertaken and published. The N. Y.B.
Consultative Group on Youth Research may provide one proper arena for this
work (*).
2. On this basis, interpretative documents arguing research needs and priorities
should be produced. These would have several purposes, and would need to take
distinct forms:
(a.) To advize D.E.S. on the directions where help and encouragement are needed
and where research would be profitable in terms of Youth Service objectives.
(b.) To serve as a basis for persuading the Sociai Science Research Council and the
Foundations to encourage research in fields and along lines helpful to the develop-
ment of youth work and the Youth Service.
(c.) To indicate to Departments of Education, Psychology, and Sociology in
universities and colleges areas of fundamental and applied research presently
largely neglected.
(d.) To assist staff of initial training programmes in up-dating curricula,
(e.) To form one aspect of the material of in-service training.
3. Formal and informal developments already begun in bringing together re-
searchers working in the broad field of youth studies should be encouraged and
facilitated.
4. Similar encouragement should be given to developing mechanisms and occasions
of discussion between producers and consumers of relevant research, for mutual
learning.
5. At local level as far as resources allow and at regional level to the extent appro-
priate institutions exist, much greater attention to applied, practical, operational
studies should be encouraged. At the least, systematic attention should be given to
the extent and quality of fundamental statistics of the operation of the Service,
in relation both to the structure of the local community and to the structure of man-
power and operations of local and regional services.
6. There seems to be great scope and real need for consultative work, involving
collaborative research and development, at local level, on fundamental aspects of
Youth Service operation — for example in relation to training, interface with other
services, policy and planning, utilization of plant and manpower. Such work
should be directed toward implementation of innovative advances.
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7. In general, attention ought to be given to systematic evaluation of the diverse
innovative projects initiated in and by the Youth Service. In the long run un-
evaluated change is an unreliable way of advance for any institution. In part this
might be developed in the context of action-research; in part it should be construed
and organized as distinct from it, and scope allowed both for action-research
proper and for systematic evaluation across the board of Youth Service operations.
In these terms the requisite programme is organized around types of research and
their appropriate institutional structures. It is also necessary to indicate some of
the crucial substantive topics and fields where research seems to be needed.
1. The two crucially relevant fields of basic knowledge, psychology of adolescence
and sociology of youth, are still remarkably underdeveloped. To the extent that
youth work and the Youth Service are logically and actually dependent on the
knowledge in these fields, in combination with practical, experientially grounded
knowledge, strong developments ought to be encouraged.
2. The primary context of the Youth Service's work is the local community and
neighbourhood. And on the other hand there is an excess of speculative assertion
about community and little firm knowledge. With other services working in the
community the Youth Service ought to press for coherent programmes of re-
search which would produce reliable knowledge about community structure,
operation, and development. In addition, since community work is likely to be
an increasingly important tool and method in youth work, systematic studies of
community work and practical programmes of research designed to develop and
test its power as a set of techniques for concrete use by Youth Services and youth
workers are essential.
3. Groupwork provides parallel research demands and opportunities for the
Youth Service. Considered as a primary method in youth work its present con-
dition leaves great scope for analysis and development, to which research should
attend. On the one hand there is a great need for practical applied studies de-
signed to clarify, concretize, and test the techniques of group work, to develop
knowledge and skills which can be reliably transmitted through the training
system. On the other hand, the extent of knowledge about the fundamental
psychological and sociological dimensions of groups — though better than in the
case of community — is still underdeveloped. The Youth Service, as a major user
of knowledge about groups, ought to contribute, at least as sponsor and facilitator,
to its development.
4. Counselling, and those aspects of case work which it incorporates, constitutes
the third major component of youth work's general method. Here again there is
the same need for a considerable extension both of basic research, in the area of
social relationship and guidance, and of practical developmental work at the
level of technique.
In each of these four areas, the Youth Service itself might be expected, at its
present stage of development and given its limited resources, to act primarily as
sponsor, initiator, and interpreter of research. With other categories of enquiry,
merely illustrated below, direct involvement seems feasible and necessary. All
of this work ought to be aimed at providing the Service with a more adequate in-
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formation base than it has presently, at stimulating advances in the work of the
Sen/ice, and facilitating the formulation of coherent policies and plans.
5. Local and regional studies of Youth Service organization, designed to provide
a practical basis for optimizing organizational structures.
6. Local and regional studies of manpower use, designed to contribute at the
same time to increased efficiency and to coherent career development for staff of
the Service.
7. Local and regional studies of training programmes, initial, in-service, and for
voluntary and part-time workers.
8. Local and regional studies of centres, clubs, services, projects, and programmes
and their effectiveness.
9. Local and regional studies of demand and need on the part of young people.
10. Local and especially regional studies of 'crisis neighbourhoods', severe social
problems in their impact on young people, and the situations of disadvantaged
and deprived young people.
Research and the fundamental and practical knowledge it creates can only and
at best constitute a fraction of what it takes to make an efficient and progressive
public service. It has to be set alongside at least the following: coherent policies,
adequate financing, effective forms of organization, manpower planning and
career development, training, public and political relations, professional leader-
ship, coherent standards and high values. Research cannot provide a panacea,
nor knowledge by itself a reliable route into the future of the Youth Service. Never-
theless it is indispensable and ought to be encouraged along the general lines
suggested here.
The Youth Service and its future
The established club and centre activities of the Youth Service might plausibly,
if they were thoroughly misunderstood, be transferred to the control and super-
vision of local Leisure Departments and the D.O.E. More innovative develop-
ments — in work in the community, with the disadvantaged, and in counselling
with young people — apparently seem to some appropriately transferred to Social
Services Departments and the D.H.S.S.
There would remain only a rump of work organized in and through the schools.
It would mean the end of the Youth Service as such. Even if it would leave the
voluntary sector as a basis for the necessary reconstruction of a Youth Service
in die future.
Short of such simple butchery, more subtle proposals — such as those suggested
in the Discussion Paper for the development of a differentiated Service with some
segments administratively and financially fused with other services and depart-
ments — look likely to provide a different route to the same destination. Especially
in a context of increasing economic stringency, these ideas, which some have seen as
an encouragement to positive developments in the Youth Service in fact fore-
shadow the possibility of its dissolution.
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The dissolution of the Youth Service and a return to the pre-war pattern might
be administratively convenient. It could certainly save money in the short run. The
proposition that it might offer a better service for young people has to be examined
dispassionately. Certainly some ideologues within the Youth Service and many
more who are outside of it seem to think so. The notion has to be faced up to
directly by those whose work with young people qualifies them to judge, examined
on its merits, and alternative proposals evaluated.
My conclusion is that the notion is nonsense. A strong and developing Youth
Service is absolutely essential. It is the only feasible vehicle/or youth work. Without
a Youth Service, the enormous contribution of youth work to individual and
social development will be dissipated. Without the provision of youth work
through a Youth Service, vital needs of young people will go largely unattended.
At this time of ail times — when on the one hand the needs and concerns of young
people are increasingly pressing, and when on the other hand rapid and powerful
developments in youth work and in the organization of the Youth Service are
about to come to fruition — now is not the time to entertain any proposals which
would weaken the Service. On the contraary the time demands policies and in-
dividual efforts directed towards strengthening the Service and a confident push
towards its further development.
Fortunately this conclusion is one which many of those concerned for young
people's interests agree.
Whatever some may say, we have found strong support for the continued de-
velopment of the Youth Service in the whole range of contacts in which our work
in the Regional Unit has involved us. In particular many meetings with very
large numbers of youth workers from the whole London and Home Counties
Region, initiated by the Unit, have confirmed us in our positive conclusion about
the future of the Youth Service. It is to be hoped that all the discussions stimulated
by the Department's Discussion Paper will be used as an opportunity to discover
and publicly state the fact that the Youth Service matters and ought to be pre-
served and strenuously developed.
The importance of the Youth Service and the validity of its existing structure
ought to be acknowledged. The ambiguities and anxieties of the past few years
must be dissipated. This achieved, there is no doubt that rapid and power-
ful development is possible along the general lines already established, and little
room for doubt that this process of developing a continuing Youth Service is an
indispensable means to attending to the interests and fundamental needs of young
people.
The main elements of the continuing development which is required seem to be:
1. Clarification, integration and advance of the fundamental knowledge and skills
which constitute professional youth work.
2. Clarification and reconstruction of the career structure of youth work.
3. Rationalization of the organization and management of the Youth Service
locally, regionally and nationally.
4. Upgrading and rationalization of the training system as a whole — to take
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account of the public importance of youth work as a profession, the nature of
youth work knowledge and skills, the developing structure of youth work careers
and Youth Service organization, and the increasing demands of the community
on the Youth Service.
5. Development of coherent mechanisms of co-operation at the local level between
the Youth Service and other distinct services attending to the needs of young
people.
6. Advance in basic and applied research directed towards extending reliable
knowledge about the condition of youthfuiness, the needs of young people, the
skills of professional youth work, and optimal organization of the work of the
Youth Service.
On the other hand this opportunity for progressive development may be wasted,
if present developments and discussions do not result in a clear and unequivocal
statement of positive governmental commitment to the Youth Service, and to the
profession and career of youth work. Given that commitment, the community
can have in the Youth Service a very effective and powerful instrument of con-
structive social development, and young people themselves, in their diverse situa-
tions in the community, can expect proper and professional attention to their needs,
and support in their movement toward adult responsibility for the future and
its young people.
The earlier version of the analysis on which this chapter is based was inter-
preted by some as an excessively negative and defensive statement. In particular
John Ewen argued in a paper published in tandem with mine and Mike Day's f) .
that the DES discussion document in fact represented an important positive
opportunity for the Youth Service to extend its role and to advance. There is no
doubt in my mind that his arguments have some validity or that the programme
of development for the Service which he recommends has considerable positive
appeal. On the other hand neither in any compelling logic in his case nor in sub-
sequent developments do I find any sufficient reason for modifying the basic line
of argument presented in this chapter. There could be no more positive future for
the Youth Service than to go forward confidently along the route towards pro-
fessional service for young people which its pioneers and innovators have to-
gether established. There can be surely no doubt that the Youth Service needs and
deserves increased public and political support for its work on behalf of young
people. There should be no doubt that the future is daily more available for youth
workers, for the profession of youth work, for the Youth Service as a whole to
seize. For surely the past two years — and the image of the next ten years which
recent developments in school, work, politics and every other sphere have
begun to reveal — demonstrate better than any arguments the urgent and
fundamental problem and challenge which youth presents to Britain, and the
huge scope which there is for the Youth Service above all to contribute to tackling
this problem and this challenge.
But clearly we are not there yet. For the discussions and consultations following
the 1975 paper have concluded with what, even if it is much more than a whimper, is
certainly short of being a big enough bang. The Youth Service Forum is new,
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established and getting on with its work. I would certainly, like CYSA representa-
tives C), resist the negative sniping at the Forum which we have seen lately from
some quarters. Everyone who claims to be working on behalf of the Youth Service
ought to try to contribute to the work of the Forum, to support it, and to strengthen
it. But it does already appear to face just the sorts of problems which I propose
earlier in this chapter are bound to follow from a weak rather than a strong
resolution of the present crisis of the Youth Service. Even if we take account
also of the possible positive ripple effects of 'Youth Charter 2000', it seems to me
likely that we still need to work through to a much more coherent, better organized,
and more practical professional structure at national level if positive development of
the Youth Service is to be achieved. I hope that the Forum, Charter 2000 develop-
ments, and increasing public recognition of the value of the Youth Service may
make this possible, and soon.
In increasing numbers of spheres — of which Intermediate Treatment, the various
moves towards an effective system for dealing with youth unemployment, and
the halting attempts at facing up to the problems of black youth are
perhaps the most important examples — right across the board the indispensible
role of a specialist Youth Service and of professional youth workers uniquely
equipped with the relevant skills, knowledge, and capacities to understand,
approach, and win the trust of young people is being recognised. Perhaps our
political leaders can articulate this growing recognition of the importance of the
Youth Service, quickly, clearly, and with better than merely rhetorical intent.
Without any increase in resources, this would be enough in itself, I believe, to
liberate the capacities of the Youth Service and to enable it to increase the
effectiveness of its work for young people quite beyond recognition.
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Notes
1.1 have explored them in a limited way in Chapter lOfollowing.
2. Chapter 2 is my best attempt so far to explore this proposition. Erikson, Mead and Eisenstadt are
the proper sources for the necessary argument and the best antidote to those who would dismiss the
late sixties as an aberrant phenomenon in the cultural history of youth.
3. The scale of youth work training has expanded considerably of late, as was proper and necessary.
On the other hand the same period has seen what I think is a very dangerous tendency — even if the
reasons for it deserve sympathy — for its dilution through orienting youth work training towards
social work — type community work. The fact that this has been accompanied by an expansion in
the recruitment of teachers, totally untrained for youth work, into the Youth Service is surely no
accident.
4. This appears to be unanswerably demonstrated in Steve Butter's and Sue NewelPs analysis of the
training of pan-time youth workers. The partnership must, and can, be made to work effectively.
All appearances to the contrary we—the two wings of the Youth Service — are on the same side.
5. In particular the amount of D.E.S. support for research into (rather than projects which are
part of) the Youth Service is much too small in the context of the enormous resources poured into
schools research.
6. The work being undertaken on behalf of SSRC by David Hargreaves in collating research on
youth is likely to be very important and helpful.
7. David Marsland and Michael Day — 'The Youth Service and its continuing development' (NYB
Occasional Paper, No. 9, 1975). John Ewen — 'A positive future for the Youth Service' (NYB
Occasional Paper, No. 10, 1975).
8. For example David Bdlotti and Alan Dearling in Times Educational Supplement, 24.6.1977, p. 11,
there replying to an article in the issue of 10.6.1977 called 'Youth Forum just for talking'.
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CHAPTER TEN
COMMUNITY EDUCATION:
A DISTRACTION FROM YOUTH WORK
Who needs an umbrella anyway?
'We trained hard but it seemed that every time we were beginning to form up into
teams we would be reorganized. I was to learn later in life that we tend to meet any
new situation by reorganizing, and a wonderful method it can be for creating the
illusion of progress while producing confusion, inefficiency, and demoralization.'
Petronius Arbiter
Someone or other is always wanting to reorganize the Youth Service; and of course
there is nothing easier, especially if it is only on paper, or if the reorganization only
affects other people.
In general I am thoroughly sceptical of the whole procession of demands we have
seen over recent years for the Youth Service to become something other than a
Youth Service. In the first instance I approach the idea of incorporation of the
Youth Service in 'Community Education' in this same sceptical spirit.
We ought to begin by considering the idea of community education and the notion
of the Youth Service under a C.E. umbrella dispassionately, even if in this we run
the risk of appearing negative. After all, the losers in the event of an inappropriate,
unnecessary, or ineffective reorganization will be young people and youth workers
— whose interests those recommending such a change are supposed to speak for.
The grounds for my scepticism are these. Firstly the Youth Service doesn't need
reorganization of this type. Secondly the concept of community education in its
three main versions is vague, weak and impractical. These ideas are explored
briefly in the following pages (*).
Let the Youth Service get on with its job
In my view the Youth service has an important job to do and is quite capable of
doing it well. It should not be — any more than any other public service in a
democratic society — introverted or isolated. It ought to be involved to the maxi-
mum extent in effective co-operation with cognate services, especially other
sections of the education service; social services; the probation service, courts,
and police; and employers.
But this does not involve formal reorganization, restructuring of administration, or
redefinition of our objectives. Much more appropriate at this time, I believe, is
(a.) The development of procedures at national and local level which encourage
effective practical co-operation between the Youth Service and other services; and
(b.) Concentration of effort on getting the organization of the Youth Service
itself improved (especially in relation to the partnership between the voluntary
and statutory sectors); the career structure; training; and local policy, including
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finance-
In all cultures, and especially in societies like ours, adolescence and youth is dis-
tinguishable and distinct from childhood and from adulthood. Youth presents
needs, challenges, and problems which are those of young people peculiarly.
They demand for their attention the professional skills, knowledge, and values
of youth work. Rational and effective provision of youth work skills, knowledge,
and values on behalf of youth necessarily requires their organization in and
through a service orientated individually and undistractedly to young people.
The particular needs and problems of young people are the factual product of real
biological, psychological and cultural fores. A Youth Service is no more and no less
than a necessary mode of recognizing these realities and endeavouring to attend
to them wisely and well C2).
Given this, we have a clearly defined and important job to do. But instead of
being able to get on with the job, we find — in the recent discussion of community
education for example — that the job we have to do is continually, arbitrarily, and
unnecessarily redefined away from us, and the important special work the Youth
Service and only the Youth Service can do is engulfed in the fashionably extraneous
concept of the moment. Community work is indisputably a major method-
ological tool of youth work. Our objectives are primarily educational ones. The
community is the context of all our work. Surely that is enough.
Community Education Type 1:
a new ideology for the whole education system
The strongest and boldest concept of community education offers it as a symbol
and rationale for reconstruing and reorganizing the whole of the education system
within a local authority area. It claims to provide justification, style, method, and
coherent objectives for a modernized, rational, democratic educational service for
the community as a whole. It's as if the organization and spirit of the compre-
hensive school were massively diffused to incorporate all higher and further
education, ail secondary and primary education, adult education, leisure provision,
the Youth Service, and much more.
I have some sympathy with this concept — but also serious misgivings. To date
it seems to me little better than a fairly loose idea, certainly not a coherent ideology as
yet, and a long way short of constituting an adequate basis for a rationally defensible
public policy^).
I suspect that this concept of community education is in large part a mere ad-
ministrative device, a way of giving a tidy appearance to complex realities. In this
aspect it is surely not worth attending to and ought to be rejected. In further part
I believe it may be a reaction to the massive difficulties faced by the schools, es-
pecially the secondary schools. In this aspect it is an irrational defense-mechanism,
born of panic.
I think there is not much doubt that the Youth Service can help the schools en-
ormously — more youth workers should be employed by the schools as youth
workers, more teachers ought to have the opportunity of youth work training,
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more account should be taken by teachers of group work and community work, and
so on. But none of this is dependent upon the kind of reorganization of the Youth
Service entailed in this concept of community education. All that is needed is
co-operation between the two services.
C.E. 1 type seems to me a vague and, as far as Youth Service and service for youth
is concerned, dangerous notion. It rests upon flimsy arguments about the causes
of the difficulties currently faced by the schools, upon a weak analysis of the
concept of community itself (worse even than in the community work tradition),
and upon exaggerated and overoptimistic assumptions about how much influence
formal education can be expected to have. Worse of all, once the C.E. Type 1
concept is brought down out of the clouds and is actually put into operation, it will
become clear that it has to mean domination by the schools. This has to be bad for
youth work, and therefore in the long run, for young people. We need a school
system and a youth service, co-operating but definitely distinct.
Ironically (and perhaps also accidentally) the cover photograph of ILEA's 'an
education service for the whole community' (1973) — which is a kind of prototype
blueprint of C.E. Type 1 — apparently shows two 'senior citizens' one 'mature
adult' (perhaps a teacher), and a 'child' aged about eleven. Youth is conspicuously
absent, even though the picture continues to the back cover, to reveal a piethora of
mums and more children.
Community Education Type 2:
a slogan to link services with small resources
The second main concept of C.E. leaves aside the formal education system, and pro-
poses a coherent amalgamation or co-ordination of some of the smaller educational
services and some others. Usually the crucial components are assumed to be youth
service, adult education, some aspects of general leisure provision, and possibly
some functions of social services.
This seems to me a weaker and more suspect concept even than C.E. Type 1, and
even more properly dismissed as grounded in irrelevant, extraneous rationales.
There is the economic argument — small services stand together in times of ec-
onomic stringency or get picked off one by one. There is the administrative
argument — let's wrap up all these little chaps in one reasonable sized bundle and
pull them into line with each other. There is the — usually silent — argument in
terms of career structures — if we can invent a bigger unified service, less of us
will be blocked lower down the career ladder. None of these holds water.
The only proper and potentially acceptable argument for C.E. Type 2 would pro-
vide a definition, objectives, and a method for community education which would
(a.) distinguish it from the type of education handled by the formal educational
system (schools and colleges), or from some aspect of that type of education; (b.)
provide central common ground between services as disparate as the youth service
and adult education; (c.) necessarily require the amalgamation of distinct services
into one unified service.
Is there anywhere such a definition of C.E.? Where are these objectives? What
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special method or mix of methods is there? To the extent they exist at all to date,
they seem to me not much better than wishful thinking, lacking by a long way
even the modest level of clarity and practicality that the concept of social education
has attained.
The clientele of youth service and adult education overlap of course. But fund-
amentally they attend to two distinct age ranges. The objectives of the two services
present some common ground, but basically they are and should be distinct. Each
could leam something from the other in terms of methods, but since the objectives
and general style of the two services differ, and are bound to differ, so much, the
extent of mutual influence on methods must be limited. The existing differences
between the two services are symbolized by the mutually exclusive significance
of classes in Adult Education and of groups in Youth Service. Moreover, I think
these differences are likely to be persisting and appropriate ones, especially given
the extent to which Youth Service works increasingly with natural groups (peer
groups and others), and increasingly moves beyond the group context (in) towards
individual contact and counselling, and (out) towards community contact and
community work.
Increasingly — and properly and necessarily — youth workers in doing their
essential work for young people are involved in contact with (other than young)
adults. But the kind of work they need to do for them and with them is surely not
Adult Education, as it is or could be. There are two different jobs to do. We need to
be able to co-operate easily and effectively where useful. No more than that, and
no less.
Community Education Type 3:
Beyond social education. Or is it?
C.E.I and C.E.2 both involve administrative reorganization and the strong in-
corporation of Youth Service into some larger framework. C.E.3 doesn't. For
this reason it might appeal even to those of us who are resistant to the shot-gun,
mismatched marriages implicated in the first two concepts. But I think we should
be careful with this third concept of Community Education too. It avoids bull-
dozed reorganization, but it entails, no less than the others, a real and radical
change in the fundamental objectives and style of the Youth Service. Which of
course is why its supporters support it.
In the modern Youth Service as it has been rapidly developing since the war, the
fundamental base line concept is youth work. This defines and identifies a pro-
fessional body of men and women working systematically, with appropriate
skills, knowledge and values, at and on behalf of the needs and problems of young
people qua youth, i.e. in the aspect of their transition out of childhood and through
into adulthood. The crucial second level concept which defines the content and
method of organized professional attention to the needs and problems of youth
is social education. This serves to focus youth work upon the development of
individual young people in their social contexts.
The third type of concept of Community Education is an alternative concept to
social education. It defines a transformative process which youth workers, teachers,
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and several other types of personal service professionals can severally be involved
in, without necessarily involving any structural reorganization of services or
professional boundaries.
It seems to me to be a process which is as yet ill-defined, even conceptually, and
which has nowhere yet been worked through to the level of practical useability. I
only wish there were analyses which could contradict my doubts on this score.
Certainly we ought to demand very clear statements of principle and practice
before in the Youth Service we yield to the obvious temptations of C.E.3. For if
we allow the concept to become a guiding symbol, it will make a real difference
to what we can and can't do, do and don't do foryoung people.
I suspect that, even if the concept were clarified and made practically operational, I
would want to see it rejected, at least as anything more than an auxiliary notion in
youth work, on two grounds. First it's unnecessary. Secondly it will distract the
Youth Service from youth work.
The concept is welcomed by some because it seems to incorporate into youth
work a neglected commuity dimension, to point beyond individuals and groups
towards levels of real power, to get youth workers a place where the action is. But
for that purpose we don't need it. Youth work, social education conceptually and in
practice, necessarily involve the youth worker in these domains anyway. Working
for youth, in the social education of young people simply cannot be done without
community involvement. Community work is — and has been long before com-
munity education came on the scene — one of the several basic methods of youth
work.
Hence C.E.3 is redundant. Wherever youth work is being done well, we are already
engaged in C.E., and doing it relevantly, within the framework defined by the
concepts of youth, youth work, and social education. But if, as in C.E.3, com-
munity education becomes a first level concept, as if it should replace social
education and redefine the objectives and style of youth work, the consequence,
I believe, can only be systematic distraction from our primary and definitive task
of attending professionally and specifically to the needs and problems of young
people. Youth work will be diluted and weakened, just when it needs strengthening
and toughening up. Youth Service will be further demoralized, just when it needs
an injection of confidence in the special skills, knowledge, and values which it
brings uniquely together in the organization of youth work on behalf of young
people (4).
Co-operation not reorganization
The schools, colleges, adult education, leisure, community development, social
services, the Youth Service (and other public services) all face tasks which require
support from other services; and each of them has skills, resources, knowledge
useful to the others.
Already the extent of co-operation between at least some of these services has in-
creased considerably in some local areas. I am confident that, given careful
planning at local and national levels, such co-operation can be rapidly extended
and improved in effectiveness and quality. Surely however the framework needed
for this kind of positive development should not be provided by an abstract and
opaque concept (whether community education or any other) dragging in its
train hastily conceived reorganizations and amalgamations and co-ordinations.
A much better approach is to take the developing special services as given, and to
devize ways of having youth workers and teachers, adult educators, youth
workers, and social workers (etc., in any practically appropriate combination)
sit down together as equais, work together as equals at real and concrete problems
where co-operation is necessary and possible (5). This way, youth workers may
be able to make their full contribution to community education, and beyond
community education, to community development, and in and through this
co-operative process benefit and advance their own special work as youth workers
for young people.
Community
What I am attempting in this chapter is to answer one example of the increasingly
strident arguments that we have heard over the past several years for reorganizing
the Youth Service. Some of this demand for transformative extension has come
from within the Service, some from outside, much of it from the intermediate zone
between internal and external sources occupied by spokesmen for the Service
whose day to day field of operation is nevertheless outside of youth work
proper — trainers, journalists, and academics for example. The causes of this
demand and the motivations supporting it seems to be extremely diverse. They
certainly range at least through good, bad, and indifferent, in terms of the type
of moral evaluation which needs to be applied to all public proposals for main-
tenance or change of social institutions; through feasible, plausible and hope-
lessly idealistic in terms of the practical criteria which are relevant, and through
every degree of rational adequacy in terms of the cogency of the moral, psycho-
logical, and sociological analyses underlying them.
In general terms the proposals for transformative extension are of two types. The
first would seek to associate the Youth Service more strongly with other organi-
zations attending to the needs of young people. The second seeks to develop
organizational links with other services and agencies not specifically concerned
with youth.
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I am sceptical of both sorts of proposals, and convinced that the powerful develop-
ment of the Youth Service as a public instrument for assisting young people in
particular ways (the ways defined by the concept of youth work) has been, is,
and is bound to be seriously hindered by the constant concern to redefine a broader
objective for the Service.
It may seem to some unacceptably conservative to argue that all proposed changes
in the policy and organization of a service or institution need the most thorough-
going and systematic consideration before they are entered on. However it may
seem, it is, surely, merely sensible. Redefinition of objectives, internal restructur-
ing, reshaping of relationships with other organizations — each of these is bound
to have complex and serious consequences and transform the situation. But what
matters, and what too often gets lost sight of in reorganization schemes in many
spheres, is how well the fundamental job is being done. The only proper test of
proposals for reorganization of the Youth Service is the tough criterion of service
to youth.
Of the two types of extension of the Service described earlier, it is an example
of the second which 1 have focussed on in this Chapter. The first type — which
would by some means or another incorporate the Youth Service systematically
into a coordinated scheme involving all the agencies serving youth, and subject
the whole lot to a singular youth policy — does seem to reflect a serious and
genuine concern for young people and to hold some promise for advancing the
public provision of service for youth (6). Certainly there ought to be a public arena
and apparatus for developing policies for youth as such, across the board of
particular services and agencies. Perhaps the newly established Forum can serve
this function. Certainly there ought to be monitoring and coordinative mechanisms
nationally and locally to mitigate conflicts of policy. Probably there is scope for
elements of shared training between the distinct cadres of professions serving
young people (youth workers, teachers, social workers, for example). On the
other hand, there do not appear to be any practicable plans for making the
general idea of a 'Youth Services Service' operational. Nor is it clear how such a
service could fail to be dominated (with negative consequences) by the schools.
Moreover, distinct professions are involved, and their distinctiveness (as well as
co-operation between them) is essential if the diverse and complex needs of youth
are to be attended to effectively. Finally there are surely serious dangers if this
approach is developed in a thorough-going way and its logic is pursued whole-
heartedly. At best we would provide ourselves with a huge and unwieldy bureau-
cratic machine. At worst, the outcome could approximate the youth systems of
the totalitarian sociaties.
The second type of extension of the Youth Service seems to me to be at the same
time more fashionable, less dangerous and at the same time less fruitful and
potentially more damaging to youth work (and therefore to the interests of young
people) than the first. In general terms this second type of extension entails the
incorporation of the Youth Service in the whole or some segment of a general-
ized 'community service'. It has already received considerable ideological suppport
in the shape of the Milson-Fairbairn Report, and the general accession to a
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vaguely understood notion of a 'Youth & Community Service'. And more recently
(and hence our concern now) it is being expressed in a variety of concrete proposals
for reorganization of the Youth Service in organic relationships with one or
more public service(s) whose 'clients' are other than young people — social services,
leisure, community development, community education, adult education, for
example. The proposed integration of Youth Service and Adult Education, along
with some other agencies, within a 'community education' framework is, as I
see it, merely one version of the second type of proposed transformative extension of
the Youth Service. As such, 1 think it should be appraised in the first instance as
merely one of the general type.
The recent discovery of 'community' attempts to establish it as the proper and
meaningful context for specialized public services, and proposals for reorganizing
services within a community orientated framework are not surprising at this time.
Indeed they are predictable and in some degree justifiable. Quantitative and
qualitative demands on public services have escalated. In consequence there is a
very general and impatient pursuit of mechanisms for increasing their effect-
iveness. Increases in the scale of services have escalated the trend toward formal-
ization and bureaucratization. As a result we thrash about for some alternative
which could bring the provision of service closer to the expression of need. Inter-
party differences and conflict have come to seem increasingly irrelevant to the real
nature of social problems. Hence a groping, even by the parties, towards a com-
munity dimension. Social problems and important tasks have seemed to fall
increasingly between the demarcation lines of the several professions operating
the several specialized public services. Hence the quest for a ground and context
in 'the community' whose totality might serve to integrate and incorporate the
specialisms. At a more fundamental level, we have seen an end of a period of pro-
gressivist optimism about social advance. On ecological, economic, and political
grounds alike, it seems to have become apparent that this era is a turning point
and that a new and more radical approach is required. The notion of community,
and the idea of reappraising and reorganizing public services in terms of the
community's needs, serves well as the dominant symbol of the new direction that
is required.
On each of these grounds, and many others too, a major reconstrual and recon-
struction of public services in terms of the concept of community makes plausible
and attractive sense, doubly attractive to the extent it can appeal to all parties, all
factions, and provide a basis for apparent consensus in adversity.
But this is perhaps enough in itself to provoke a justifiable scepticism about the
concept and the whole programme it rationalizes and supports. The concept of
community as it has been used over the past decade in the general movement in
many spheres that I have described, is extraordinarily opaque, unanalyzed to an
unacceptable degree. Even as a basis for slogans (and of course social change
needs its slogans, and the simplifying, consensualizing symbolization they pro-
vide) it really is pretty thin. Community means all things to all men. In none of
the areas where it has been applied — 'community development', 'community
service', 'community education', 'community school', 'community health', even
perhaps 'community work' — does it seem to have any clear, operationally useful
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meaning. In several of them, it manifestly serves as a cloak for diverse and con-
flicting ideological platforms. Whatever the plausibility, sense, and timeliness of
the generalized community movement, we ought to treat it with a very thorough-
going scepticism until its spokesmen clarify and justify the concept. Scepticism
is all the more necessary in a situation where the community movement threatens
certainly the diruption of a whole range of remarkably effective and successful
public services, and quite possibly also the stability of the democratic mechanisms
through which in our society leadership and conflict resolution are provided
for in JocaJ communities — communities that is, in the simple, clear, and un-
pretentious sense of local residential units O-
I rather suspect that a systematic analysis of the general concept of com-
munity along these lines could in itself provide a sufficient critique of all the
many particular sub-programmes, including community education, to make any
further detailed consideration of such programmes unnecessary. If the general
concept fails — as I believe in most of its uses it certainly does — then con-
crete programmes of policy and organization which are dependent on it fail too.
If the concept of community is itself vacuous except as a teria to describe the
political and cultural organization of localities, then proposals for reorganizing
public services have to be justified on other grounds, or be dismissed.
However, given the strong general support apparently available at this time for
the concept of community, probably some more particularized discussion of the
significance and effects of incorporating the Youth Service within a community
orientated structure is necessary, even if it is logically redundant.
Vivat Youth Service
The main arguments in favour of bringing the Youth Service into such a set-up
seem to be as follows:
1. Categorization of young people under a distinct concept as 'youth' and opera-
tion of specialist services for young people defined in terms of this concept,
necessarily limits, impedes, and in the last resort destroys the effectiveness of
service for young people.
2. Specialist structures of service for youth are ipso facto narrow and isolated.
3. A specialist Youth Service either necessarily or accidentally (as a consequence
of the particular history of the Youth Service) focusses on narrow and trivial
aspects of the situation and life-space of young people. To shift the orientation
from leisure towards incorporation of what are alleged to be the main problem-
atic aspects of young people's lives entails a community orientation and form of
service organization, since the community in its totality represents the real field
of significant social forces operating on young people.
4. To the extent that education is construed as the general objective and proper
context of public services for youth, and to the extent that education within a
residential community is a singular and indivisible process, Youth Service ought
to be incorporated within a general community education framework along
with (and centred on?) the schools.
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5. (Alternatively). To the extent that formal and informal aspects of education
can be logically and organizationally separated, Youth Service work ought to be
incorporated on grounds of logic, scale and efficiency, along with other aspects
of informal education.
6. Co-operation between specialist services is demonstrably ineffective. Joint work
can only be achieved by restructuring in a single organization.
7. In times of economic stringency, small-scale services must either join together
or go down together.
There are of course also other arguments which have been presented for in-
corporating the Youth Service within a general community service/community
development structure or more narrowly, within a community education structure.
But these are, I think, the main ones and the most persuasive. If these are answer-
able, the case is answered. In seeking to provide persuasive answers here to these
arguments I am in part elaborating and detailing arguments presented schematic-
ally in the first part of this chapter. In the latter phase of this analysis below I use
the proposed amalgamation with Adult Education as a case study and an example.
1. This first argument seems to me a complete nonsense. It is scarcely credible that
it could achieve as much as mere plausibility even, except at a time like the present
when dogmatic prejudice against rational argument and rational organization is
rampant.
Specialism can be badly constructed, with the wrong boundaries for effective
service. All specialism involves social problematics and social costs, particularly
in relation to communication across boundaries. But specialism, as a basis for
defining professions and for organizing public services rationally, is simply
necessary and manifestly beneficial. If the assumptions underlying this first
argument are allowed to go unchallenged and were carried through logically,
we should end up, as I have argued in Chapter 9, with 'a Ministry of People and
Local Departments of Undifferentiated Action'.
Youth is not constructed by youth work, nor is the Youth Service a mechanism
for maintaining unnecessary divisions between youth and other age groups.
Despite the arguments of Murdock, Musgrove and others, the contrary is true (*).
Youth will not 'go away' as a consequence of incorporating the Youth Service in a
community service. Indeed, a generic service attending only in part and less
competently to youth would certainly and very quickly reveal just how much we
need and benefit from a Youth Service proper.
2. Given the need for a specialist structure of public service for youth, the
effectiveness of its organization and operations remains of course an open
question. There is certainly evidence that in the recent past the Youth Service has
been too much isolated, too narrow in its conceptions of its work, too introverted,
too little able to take advantage of developing knowledge and changes in public
values. This has certainly limited its effectiveness by comparison with what could
have been achieved, and this has had to be, and is still being, remedied. But these
weaknesses do not arise from the fact of specialism, nor can it be shown that in-
corporation of the Service within some broader spectrum of services is either a
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necessary or sufficient avenue towards a remedy.
However we define the boundaries of services, the danger of introverted isolation
exists and persists. To deal with it, the last thing we need is the threat of dissolution
and reconstruction, which can only make services even more defensively intro-
verted.
More helpful would be proposals for programmes of (a.) shared elements of in-
itial and in-service training between relevant professions, (b.) coherent routine
joint consultation through working parties at national and local level, (c.)
emergency consultation between representatives of distinct services at both levels to
deal with crisis issues as they arise. 'Genericsocial work' is very quickly rediscover-
ing the need for specialism, and in the meantime several yean have been lost which
might have been better used in developing mechanisms of co-operation between
the specialisms.
3. Despite changes in fashion and cycles of jargon, the Youth Service, any Youth
Service, is about helping young people, who are no longer children and not yet
fully adult, with the particular needs and problems which arise in their transition
between childhood and adulthood.
These are important needs and problems which are the peculiar domain of the
family and the Youth Service. They cannot be dismissed as trivial except by those
who do not genuinely care about them, nor can these needs and problems, and the
developing skills of youth work which attend to them be construed as narrow in
a pejorative sense except by those who cannot be satisfied with working with them.
Necessarily and properly, youth work deals with the young person as a whole
person, in the context of the totality of biological, psychological and cultural
forces operating on him or her. Thus community work has to be included within
the range of youth work skills, and youth workers have to operate both inside and
outside of the Youth Service 'plant', in the home, streets, schools, factories and so
on w here young people' s lives are led.
But none of this entails any reorganization of the service, nor any change in youth
work's fundamental objectives. On the contrary the more we learn about the
complexity of psychological and social forces, the stronger the necessity appears
for developing and strengthening specialist skills, and coherent services ration-
ally organized to make them efficiently available.
All that is required to deal with this point is : (a.) that we ensure that the training
of youth workers (and others in related fields) includes an adequate sociological
element, (b) that routinized joint consultation programmes between cognate
services are established and monitored; and (c.) that the Youth Service (and every
other public social service) routinely monitors its effectiveness.
Over and above this, it might well be useful, and cost effective, if in each local
authority area a Community Development Section was given a monitoring and
development brief across the board of all departments. I can see no reason why
the Youth Service should be any more particularly or organically related with such a
function than any other department, and the appropriate place for it is surely
within Planning Departments.
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4. Community education construed as in this fourth argument, that is as a
rationale for re-construing the whole of education within a local authority area —
formal and informal, primary, secondary, and tertiary, etc., etc. — seems to me an
interesting but quite inadequate concept for attempting to deal with the problems
manifestly faced by the schools.
It may be arguable (I am personally not fully convinced of this) that the schools
have paid too little attention to some aspects of pupils' situations and needs, and
that (and this is surely even less certain) this is properly and sufficiently construed
as a systematic neglect of the community dimension.
But how this should necessarily affect other services than the schools I cannot see. It
may be teachers should be trained differently, selected differently, managed
differently than they typically have been. It may be that the curriculum is in need
of radical reconstruction. It may be that teaching methods need serious over-
haul. It may be that the schools have failed in developing their relationships
with parents, employers, and others effectively.
If there are deficiencies of this order in the schools, then certainly a radical re-
appraisal of school policy and organization is an urgent necessity f). But how this
should necessarily affect other services than the schools themselves, which are
not — even if the schools are — subject to the same weaknesses and criticisms, is
not clear at all. On the contrary, in relation to the Youth Service at least, its policy
and organization do not seem to face these and equivalent problems. Certainly
the Youth Service can and should help the schools, who could for example pay more
attention to what the Youth Service has discovered about learning and about modes
of organizing for optimizing relationships between adults and young people. But
we do not need reorganization to make this possible.
Thus my conclusion is that Community Education in the strong sense (as a general
olicy for the whole educational programme of a local community) is as of now in
part a way of talking round and avoiding real problems faced by the schools,
and in further part a typically English way of avoiding having to deal with the
pseudo-radical critique of schools and schooling.
From a Youth Service point of view, I see danger of this opaque if well-meant pro-
gramme disrupting the policies, developmental programmes, and effective opera-
tions of the Youth Service and of other services. I would prefer to see the schools
put their own house in order, reorganize their structure and operation as necessary,
face up to and dismiss false criticisms, and get on with their job, with as much help
from the Youth Service and youth work (and from other specialist services and
professions) as they are capable of benefiting from and prepared to pay for.
5. Community Education in the weaker sense is a different case altogether, and, I
think, logically and organizationally incompatible with Community Education
in the strong sense.
Looked at as a totality, Education comprises essentially schools and colleges.
All the rest is in terms of scale and cost, a mere fringe. From this administrative
perspective, a rationale and a programme which wraps up all the other little bits
in one tidy bundle is to be applauded. I am content to take it as given that this
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administrative case is vacuous. I shall simply assume that a rational justifica-
tion of Community Education requires that its spokesman should identify com-
mon objectives, methods, skills in the components it is to be comprised of, and
succeed in demonstrating an absence of important principled differences between
them.
T cannot see, and not at all for want of trying, how a Youth Service can helpfully
or sensibly be construed or organized as part of the same operation as services
which do not at all attend to'the needs and problems of young people, or whose
clientele is comprised in the main of either children, or, for the most part, adults.
I have already shown that the notion of community is not peculiarly relevant to
youth work (i.e. any more than to other service professions). Hence it cannot be
this that could provide a necessary and sufficient ground for organizational
linkage with other services, themselves very variously community orientated.
And if it is not this (which in itself casts some doubt at least on the title 'Com-
munity Education') then the argument for incorporation of the Youth Service in
a CE service of this sort must rest on assertions about some particular type or
aspect of education which is (a.) not dealt with in the schools and (b.) common at
least to adults (as in 'adult education'), to young people (as in 'youth service') and
perhaps also to the systematic and constructive aspects of leisure poiicy and
provision (as in' leisure departments').
Presumably the essential common ground such arguments point up is covered by
the related but distinct terms 'social education' and 'informal education'. Now
of course these are complex and difficult concepts, understood in many different
ways, and, however construed in principle, not easily operational in practice. But
let us suppose for the sake of the present argument that consensus on a clear and
practically usable definition had been achieved, if only by setting up 'informal
social education' as a logical contradictory to the 'formal academic education'
supposedly attended to in schools. Community Education is thus to be under-
stood as a type or aspect of education orientated primarily to non-academic
domains, pusued primarily through other than formal methods, and concerned
in some general way with provision for and on behalf of 'the community'.
Even within the limits of such a definition, I cannot see how this notion of Com-
munity Education provides a sufficient basis for organizing a unified service in-
corporating Youth Service, adult education, aspects of what seems to be going to
be leisure departments, and still other things.
The leisure function cannot be incorporated within a CE umbrella because it
manifestly has to include many non-educational objectives. Adult Education and
Youth Service must be kept out of leisure departments for the same reason.
Adult Education and Youth Service can be rationally joined in a Community
Education Service (excluding schools) only on three conditions, I think.
1. If theCE function represented the totality of the function of each service sep-
arately.
2. If the fact of Youth Service's definitional and constitutive orientation to youth
made no significant difference to its handling of CE.
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3. If, even given satisfaction of these two conditions, it could be shown that fusion of
the two services was a practical proposition, and that the reorganization itself
would not cause more problems than it would solve.
I believe personally that none of these three conditions is satisfied, that proposals
for organic linkage of Youth Service and Adult Education should be resisted, that
the grounds of such proposals are largely misconceived or worse, and that ail the
justifiable benefits of restructuring can be achieved by co-operation between the
two specialized services. They are and should be two distinct services. Each has
much to learn from the other, and we ought to organize to allow this to happen.
On the first point, I doubt whether community education can or should mean the
same thing in the two distinct contexts of operation of Youth Service and Adult
Education, and I am confident that Youth Service at least is and has to be involved
in some other tasks besides community education, however broadly and loosely it is
defined. For example I cannot see how the Youth Service's extensive involvement
with young people with real difficulties — where co-operation with social services,
probation, police, psychiatric services, and so on is necessary — can be construed
other than disingenuously as community education. Nor conversely can I under-
stand how Adult Education's important work in main line education, in the pro-
vision of classes leading to or preparatory for public qualifications can be properly
located in a Community Education Service which excludes schools and colleges.
Thus in respect of the first condition, it seems to me unlikely, even if an appropriate
agreed definition and system of work for community education could be arrived
at, that this could be validly construed as representing the whole, or indeed even
perhaps the main part of the proper work of either or any of the departments in-
volved.
In relation to the second point, supposing we grant for the sake of argument
that community education in the sense of informal social education is a significant
part of the work of Youth Service and of Adult Education, we have to ask about
the extent to which community education can or should mean the same thing
conceptually and operationally in two contexts as distinct as these two surely are.
I believe that on at least two counts community education is and must be quite
distinct in the two contexts — in terms of objectives, methods, organization,
requisite staff values and skills, and so on. I have already referred to these
grounds of difference earlier.
Firstly even given an overlap in age range, with young adults constituting the
lower age-range catchment of Adult Education and the higher age-range catch-
ment of Youth Service, the fact is — and should be, in terms of the proper fund-
amental objectives of the two services — that they are basically orientated to two
distinct age groups, despite the overlap. No amount of co-operation can alter this
fact or its significance.
Secondly, the context of distinct fundamental objectives and styles of work in the
two services and distinct age-range target clientele makes quite different sub-
objectives, forms of organization, methods, skills, and types of staff orientation
to clients appropriate and necessary in the two services. This difference is perhaps
best exemplified by the significance of 'classes' (however informal) in Adult
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Education, and the mutually exclusive significance in the Youth Service of 'groups'.
This fundamental difference seems to me unavoidable given the distinct objectives
of the two services, and fruitful, given the possibility of developing co-operation
between the two services. But it does not seem to allow any scope at all for in-
tegration, especially sinoe it reflects and reinforces thorough-going differences
in methods, approach, content, skills, etc.
I am sure Adult Education may be abie to learn a great deal from the Youth Service
if this is wanted, and it seems to me very likely that Youth Service can learn much
from Adult Education, especially in relation to the more formal educational needs
of young people and facilities for answering them, training and tutoring of full-time
and particularly part-time staff, and monitoring the needs of young people in local
communities.
But isn't it more sensible to try to establish effective mechanisms of co-operation
(nationally and locally) to facilitate mutually beneficial advance than to seek
some spurious grounds of integration between two services which are both of them
essential, both of them underdeveloped, each of them fundamentally distinct
from the other, and answering fundamentally distinct needs!
6. This takes me on directly to the sixth argument listed above, which proposes
integration as a necessary substitute for ineffective co-operation. This seems to me a
thoroughly unacceptable argument. If integration or, short of this, coordination
of distinct services is proposed merely as a method of ensuring co-operation we
can be pretty sure the cure will be worse than the disease.
Integration/co-ordination appears generally to come off effectively only where:
(a.) It is necessary intrinsically,
(b.) Both parties are willing.
(c.) The reorganization does not entail on either side concessions in respect of
essential principles or fundamental methods.
Where these conditions are not answered, disintegration seems to follow quickly
on integration, and co-ordination has to be maintained through stricter and
stricter bureaucratic and/or financial controls. Eventually natural differences
reassert themselves. Time and resources have been wasted and lives and careers
disrupted unnecessarily.
Too often moves towards integration/co-ordination of public services are entered
on where all that is needed and all that is possible is an organizational framework
for permitting effective routine co-operation. I see no reason — other than the
threat of imposed integration — for not believing that perfectly effective mechan-
isms for co-operation between Youth Service and Adult Education, at national
and local level, as between equals, meeting voluntarily together, for specific
limited purposes, should not be established very rapidly. The one thing that
would stand in the way of such a system developing and working successfully
would be if any of the people involved, on either side, were actually working
towards integration. Above all, successful co-operation entails mutual acceptance
and acknowledgement and recognition of the value of the parties to the co-operative
process.
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7. The last argument I have listed proposes that unless Adult Education, Youth
Service, and other small and under-resourced educational services get together,
they will lose out in a period of economic stringency. Like the argument from
administrative convenience, this is surely unacceptable. Not only is it an insufficient
argument for a proposal which is bound to have serious effects on both services —
since it fails to take account at all of irreducible differences in objectives,
methods, and principles, but it is also weak on its own grounds. Spurious develop-
ments directed toward cost-saving will serve merely as an apparent demonstra-
tion of lack of clarity about objectives and confidence about operations. In pre-
sent circumstances services and organizations presenting that sort of appearance
will be prime targets for cut-back anyway. Better surely for each service to con-
centrate on clarifying and organizing efficiently for its own prime objectives, to
look jointly, given this, at possibilities of cost saving through co-operation, and
then to contribute fully and honestly to national and local processes of decision-
making about priorities.
Organizing for co-operation
I have argued here strenuously against any concept of community education
which would entail organizational integration or co-ordination of the Youth
Service and Adult Education. I am convinced that the Youth Service ought at this
time to be allowed and required to concentrate within its own boundaries on
clarifying its own special objectives, and optimizing its own organization, career
structure, and training schemes towards successful attainment of those objectives. 1
believe the same recommendation is also appropriate for other educational services
and indeed for all public social services.
This given, it ought to be feasible to establish a framework (or rather a set of
frameworks) for permitting co-operation between Youth Service and other services.
I shall continue here with the illustrative case of Adult Education. But the case
can be generalized to all the other relevant Services in their relations with
Youth Service.
It will be essential for any such mechanisms as may be established to have coherent
purposes and determinate agenda directed toward action. Thus:
1. To discover whether as between Youth Service and Adult Education there are
presently any overlaps of operation. In any such cases costs could be shared, and
therefore lowered, by cutting-out redundant programmes or by operating on a
larger, and cheaper, scale through joint programmes. I suspect there is not a
great deal of such overlap. In some cases it is due to the one service taking some
initiative in the area of the other, due usually to complex historical causes. The
best way to deal with these cases may well be to return them to their proper home
base.
2. To discover whether any of the programmes of either service could benefit from
staff of the other service and to establish systems to facilitate this. I think there may
be not inconsiderable scope here.
3. To explore the nature of the inter-face between the objectives and operations
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of Youth Service and Adult Education and of both these services and those of the
schools and colleges. To determine whether any programmes of joint work at these
areas are essential and practicable, and if so to set up schemes for handling them.
I believe a joint working party examining these issues in these practical terms
would discover essential, practicable work that we ought to be planning for.
Rather than anticipate the analysis I will j ust give an example. The needs of black
youth 15-25'born in Britain are complex, difficult and not adequately attended
to. The formal education system, (especially the schools but also to a smaller
extent the colleges) seems, for a variety of reasons, not to be succeeding adequately
with the job with this group. The Youth Service, in part at least, seems to be more
effective in contacting and holding them and 'maintaining credit' with them. On
the other hand the Youth Service can at best answer only a part of their needs
(individually or collectively) because their situation demands formal education
and qualification. Surely Adult Education has precisely the skills and organiza-
tion, in co-operation with Youth Service and the formai education system, to
move them forward?
There are many other examples. This surely is the real stuff to which the concept
of community education usefully points. To get at it, each of our public services
needs to know and to do its job, needs to be allowed and encouraged to do this,
and needs to have routinely available and effective mechanisms for co-operation
with each of the others.
Concluding
What I have attempted in this chapter is a critique of the generalized plea for
'making the Youth Service over' and a defense of the Service's work and future.
1 have focussed on the type of reorganization involved in Type 2 extension —
along the community dimension. Within this focus, I have specifically explored
the Community Education version rather than others (e.g. the Community
Development version with its primarily social work orientation, or the Social
Transformation version given in so-called radical perspectives). And I have
illustrated this analysis of the Community Education version of the programme
for reorganizing the Youth Service by considering recent proposals for a merger
with Adult Education, (see diagram overleaf)
But it is the general case I am really interested in. Whatever versions of the demand
for reorganization the Youth Service is faced with, we can do worse than recall
the words, antique though they are, of Petronius, which I begin with. 'We tend
to meet any new situation by reorganizing, and a wonderful method it can be for
creating the illusion of progress while producing confusion, inefficiency, and de-
moralization.'
Let the Youth Service get on with its job, let it continue to develop its effectiveness as
a modernized service working necessarily in a community context, and let it learn
with other services to co-operate more effectively with them. No more, and no
less, is required at this time.
And yet. . . consider this paragraph from a recent editorial in Youth Service ('').
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YOUTH SERVICE REORGANIZATION
SPECIALIST
PROFESSIONAL
VOUTH SERVICE
' Modes of reorganization
ALL-PURPOSE X3UTH SERVICE ALL-PURPOSE COMMUNITY SERVICE
By amalgamation of all types
of agencies serving young people
By amalgamation with agencies serving
all types of clients
COMMUNITY EDUCATION COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT
SOCIAL TRANSFORMATION
TYPE1 TYPE2 TYPE3
All of education
amalgamated
All of informal education
amalgamated
Change in policy and
ideology without
amalgamation
Social work focus
Political focus
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'(The Youth Service Forum should)... let it be known loud and clear that, whilst
of course the service is open to all as a universal social educational service... it is
going to do its damndest to turn the spotlight on the needs of those young people
most in need, and is going to see how it can best co-operate with teachers about
truancy and alienation from school, with the careers service (sic) in Job Creation
and other schemes for the unemployed, with social workers in programmes of
intermediate treatment and preventive work with kids at risk, with mothers and
kids in high rise flats, with football clubs worried about behaviour on the terraces,
with the police to ensure a dialogue by which kids can become convinced that not
all coppers are bastards, and with agencies concerned with homeless youngsters.
In short to demonstrate that the Youth Service wants to be where the action is,
not in some little backwater.'
This sounds fine and plausible. But where is the action? How different the Editor's
fashionable list is from what it would have been five years ago. Where is drug
abuse, which he would surely have included even two years ago? Or alcohol,
which he will surely include without hesitation if he were to write a list of action
arenas next year. And does this priority list exclude the Youth Service from
giving its attention to teenage pregnancies? And what happened to blacks
specifically? So one might go on.
If Youth Service objectives are defined in terms of problems, either they are so
narrowly defined that they change from year to year, or so broadly as to be vacuous.
But the worst consequences of avoiding what the Editor chooses to call 'the
backwater' of the Youth Service's well established and coherent objectives is that
youth work hands over the definition of its purposes to others. Thus he goes on:
'The Youth Service can only make a claim for the tax payer's and rate payer's
money if it shows it has something to offer both to the needs of disadvantaged
alienated youngsters and the concerns which the proverbial man in the street has
with youth. It has to deliver the goods.'
He goes indeed even further, to advize the Minister to 'give short shrift' to the
Forum if it 'fails to come to grips with justifying its relevance to youth and its
needs, and to society and its concerns about the young'.
Of course public services should be accountable and effective, and of course
the Youth Service is established to attend accountably and effectively to the needs of
youth. But should it be accountable to the criteria of other professions — teachers,
social workers, policemen (policemen?), instead of its own well-developed pro-
fessional criteria? Should it seek to be uncritically effective in terms of the amateur
and ignorant criteria of administrators, journalists, and public opinion?
'The needs of youth' . . . certainly. But which needs? On whose definition?
Established in terms of what criteria? Understood in terms of what professional
knowledge? Faced up to it in terms of which professional values and skills?
Backwater indeed. Of course the Youth Service can help with all the problems the
Editor lists, and with others he forgot. Indeed professional youth work is essential
if these problems are to be handled effectively. But we shall not succeed in this
purpose if we irresponsibly and casually throw ourselves into the arms of teachers,
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social workers, etc. Nor shall we make the contribution for which we have the
potential if we submerge the knowledge, values, and skills of professional youth
work in the turbulent sea of hysteria where teachers, social workers, and Uncle
Tom Cobbley are encouraged to react directly, in a fashion designed merely to
please politicians and the public, to incoherently defined 'problems' and 'needs'.
And this incoherence — and consequent error — is unavoidable if the definition
of youth's problems and needs is not governed by the professionalism of youth
work.
Co-operation, with other educational services, and with services outside of
education is obviously necessary. But effective co-operation presupposes differ-
entiation. Team work is just a mess without specialists. If the Youth Service were
to allow itself to be distracted from youth work by the vague promise of co-
operation, or by an anxious fear about its public image, it would lose precisely
what it has to offer and all it has to give. And the real losers would be young people.
Notes
1. More positive aspects of our approach, which complement the critical analysis in this chapter,
are indicated in M. Day — 'Some preliminary considerations of the role of the Youth service in Com-
munity Education: an experimental scheme', May 1975, and in Chapter 9.
2. The argument here rests on the analysis of the concept of youth reported in Chapter 2.
3. What such a policy might look like if we had one — and its difficulties — is indicated by the
Swedish case. A suggestive brief account is presented in a report by Mike Duckenfield in T.H.E.S.,
8.2.1977.
4. A similar effect of disorientation and demoralization may easily result from changes in the initial
training agencies which are analogous with and related to proposed changes in the organization of
the Service from Youth and Community Work to Community Education, which I am here arguing
against. I have discussed this training aspect further in Chapters 11 and 12.
5. The list of tasks and problems where co-operation between youth workers and other personal service
professionals is urgently needed is already long: homelessness; truancy; alcohol and drugs; unemploy-
ment; racial and sexual discrimination; 'school phobia'; suicide; intermediate treatment; residential
homes, etc., etc. In all of this there is great scope for the co-operative involvement of youth workers
and a powerful contribution by the Youth Service.
6. The most coherent case for this first type of extension of the Youth Service is that presented by
John Ewen in 'Towards a youth policy', 1972. His arguments however rest too crucially on the
mere indication that a specialist Youth Service such as we have in Britain is uncommon. So other
nations perhaps need such a service.
7. That is to say relatively simple and clear. C. Bell and H. Newby — 'Community Studies', 1971,
demonstrates the complexities and unclarities involved. 1 think we still have to turn to an American
analysis for a more constructive and practically useful approach. The best in my opinion is R. C.
Warren — 'The Community in America', 1972. Also helpful is David Clark's analysis of definitions of
community in Sociological Review, Vol. 21, No. 3, pp. 397-416, 'The concept of community: a re-
examination'.
8. G. Murdock — 'Youth in contemporary society: misleading imagery and misapplied action', in NYB
Occasional Paper 12, 1976. F. Musgrove — 'The problem of youth and the structure of society in
England', Youth and Society, Vol. 1, No. 1,1969.
9. It is to be hoped that the so-called Great Debate is a preliminary to such a reappraisal. Certainly it
does not in itself constituteit.
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10. The confusions to which 1 am referring here have also been recognized from the other side. 1 n an
article titled 'A misunderstanding that threatens the future of extra-mural teaching' (T.H.E.S.
15.7.1977, p. 11), T. F. Daveney has provided what seems to me a very persuasive critique of a decade
of confusion in Adult Education, as its well-established and rationally justifiable purposes and methods
have been diluted and weakened. In consequence, as he demonstrates, public and financial support
is being withdrawn. Supposedly increased attention to 'relevance', to ' broader aims', etc. has definitely
not paid dividends.
11. YouthService, No. 16, December 1976.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN
FUNDAMENTAL ISSUES IN TRAINING
Every kind of training, I assume, is about changing people. Unless training pro-
cesses and programmes change the peopie participating, they fail.
This is simple and obvious enough, but sometimes seems to get lost sight of by
trainers and by analysts of training.
Trainers can get too concerned with day to day routines, or too much involved in
personal relations with their clients, or too narrowly preoccupied with particular
methods or contents — which are merely means towards ends. Analysts of training
can get distracted into purely theoretical exercises, or carried away by whatever
happens to be the currently fashionable mode of evaluation, or squander energy in
querulous, ideological criticism of basic objectives which cannot be changed
anyway except in the long run. These are all ways in which the simple truth urged
in my first sentence can get neglected.
Aside from neglect, this proposition can, and does, also inspire resistance from
many quarters 0 )• this is a distinct and more complicated issue which needs exam-
ining in detail at another time. For now, I shall assume that to the extent we are
involved in training we are willy-nilly in the business of changing people, and I shall
ignore for now the charge that this would be to involve ourselves in illegitimate
manipulation or paternalistic condescension.
If we start like this — by characterizing the function of training generically as
'changing people' the way is opened to a coherent practical model of training p).
For it demands answers to these questions:
1. Which people are to be changed?
2. In what respects and in what directions are they to be changed?
3. How are they to be changed?
4. How can we know whether training has been successful and effective?
Each of these four questions is very important — and very difficult. I would suggest
that unless each of them, and especially the links between them, are explored care-
fully, deeply, concretely and at the same time analytically, programmes of training
are likely to be effective only by good luck and spasmodically.
In beginning an application of this model to the Youth Service, I want to suggest
some tentative ideas about the second and third of these questions. For now I
shall neglect the other two except to the following extent: they are nonetheless very
important.
Selection. I am sure this is more important than the attention so far apparently
given to it would suggest. Especially in a context where resistance to 'imposition'
of new knowledge, let alone new values, is as strong as it seems to be in the Youth
Service, the composition of training courses, conferences, seminars, and so on,
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matters a great deal, since the structure of relations in the groups involved will
largely determine what can be achieved.
Of course the question of selection is merely academic if training programmes have
fewer applicants than places, or — worse—if the objectives of training programmes
are too indistinct to provide criteria for recruitment. If training is changing people,
we have to think about which people C).
Evaluation of training. A lot of the current antagonism to training generally is,
I think, legitimately based on the poor quality of its products. There is an impera-
tive need in most fields, and I suspect the Youth Service is not an exception, for
realistic evaluation (and this is complex and costly) and for feedback from evalua-
tion to the structure of training programmes. If training is changing people we have
to find ways of assessing the extent and appropriateness of changes produced. Any
new programmes of training ought to have systematic evaluation procedures
built in. If in a particular programme no changes are produced, or inappropriate
ones, or if appropriate changes are produced merely accidentally, then I believe
we must acknowledge that there has been either a failure by the trainees, or by the
programme, or both. And we should act on this recognition of failure (4).
What sorts of changes?
I shall suggest here two sorts of beginnings to an adequate answer to this hard ques-
tion. One relates to aspects of people which can be changed, the other to directions
of change.
There is some tendency in Britain for lower levels of training to focus on changes
in skills, and higher levels (often called education) to concentrate on changes in
knowledge. Exceptions are obvious — the surgeon's skill-training and the
electronics assembler's rote learning of circuitry, for example; but it holds generally.
I believe this distinction is an antiquated and unhelpful one, with more to do with
status distinctions than actual differences between roles for which people are
trained. In all programmes of training there is scope and need for changes to be
effected in both skills and knowledge.
Moreover, in Britain at any rate, there is a tendency for all programmes of training to
neglect or avoid changes in attitudes and values.
I suggest these should be added to the usual pair to make a foursome of dimensions
along which training programmes can and should attempt to induce change. I'd
go further and suggest that the second pair may be more important, since actual
use of skills and knowledge is largely conditioned by attitudes and values brought
to bear on them. For example, it's little use imparting management skills to trainees
who are deeply averse to management as a task: they will neglect the task or delegate
it anyway. Or again knowledge of psychological and sociological principles is
simply wasted on trainees who set a low valuation on understanding those they
are responsible for.
There is then a hierarchy of dimensions along which training ought to facilitate
changes in people. All are necessary if trainees are to produce new kinds of be-
haviour consistently in the field situation.
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VALUES
ATTITUDES
KNOWLEDGE
SKILLS
Second: directions of change. It's no use saying training means changing people, and
futile to spell out the dimensions of possible change if we are not able to state the
specific directions of change that are requisite.
This means that the objectives of training programmes have to be clarified, agreed
and specified.
I believe there has been a very considerable failure in this in most types and levels
of training in recent years. And I suspect that this failure is responsible in no small
part for recent dissatisfaction with training (including of course education, and
not least further and higher education) on the part equally of trainees, employers
and clients (3).
The failure is to some extent pardonable, for it is obviously a very hard task indeed to
specify objectives coherently and at the same time concretely. But in Youth Service
training generally, as elsewhere, I believe this task is imperative, and indeed a first
priority for the profession and its training specialists. I believe and hope the task
is now being attended to, even in the face of temptations to fly off into distractions
— whether these are arguments about length or pattern of training, ideological
squabbles about methods and styles of training, Utopian fantasies about the ideal
purposes of youth work in some mythical future, or yearning comparisons and
flirtations with neighbour professions.
The task of specifying training objectives in Youth Service training generally
obviously demands extensive research, discussion and analysis. They cannot — or
certainly should not — be defined arbitrarily (for example by administrative
fiat) or casually (for example in terms of academic whim). Neither the conventional
wisdom nor novel intuitions are secure bases for the important decisions involved.
The analysis required seems to demand at least the following:
1. Coherent definition, based on practical research, of the role to which the training
programme is to be directed.
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The result would be a sort of sophisticated job-specification, incorporating a
prescription of a hierarchy of requisite tasks. In too many cases, I think, training
programmes are aimed at preparing people for a haphazard mixture of future roles,
or for none at all.
2. Elucidation, by further practical research, of the types and levels of skill, know-
ledge, attitude, and value required for effective performance of the tasks pre-
scribed for the relevant role.
Too much, I believe, of many training programmes is redundant for the practical
purpose of the role to which they are directed, mere ritual. And conversely pro-
grammes omit contributions to skills, knowledge, attitudes and values which are
essential and leave them, optimistically, to be developed in the field of practical
action.
I shall limit myself here to suggesting some simple ideas about definition of ob-
jectives in the hope these may be helpful in the process of systematic and careful
analysis that I have argued is needed if the task is to be done well.
The aim is to shift the skills, knowledge, attitudes and values of trainees in appro-
priate directions. The difficulty is that criteria for appropriateness of direction of
change are not self-evident. They are (in relation to Youth Service roles, as with
most, and perhaps more than many) unclear and subject to disagreement. To
resolve this lack of clarity and these disagreements will take time and patient, careful
investigation and discussion.
However, there are at least two dimensions of change, I'd suggest, whose signifi-
cance is all too clear and on which we would find some substantial agreement. I
have called them commitment and progressivism. These are very general dimen-
sions, applicable to any sort of occupational role. They were explored first in the
context of the training of school teachers, and later that of social workers. They
may be equally relevant to the training of youth workers.
By commitment I mean the degree to which youth workers are favourably and
positively disposed towards their work, role and career in the Youth Service.
By progressisivism I mean the extent to which youth workers operate in their role
in terms of recognizably advanced, modernizing and innovative philosophy and
methods.
Obviously the first of these is much more easily agreed on and accepted than the
second. Who doesn't want to see youth workers enthusiastically involved, giving
themselves willingly to the tasks at hand?
Progressivism is more problematical. There can be conflicing versions of mod-
ernizing styles and orientations in youth work. Elements of what are undoubtedly
progressive philosophies and methods can, from some perspectives, be legitimately
resisted and challenged. Participative styles of leadership, for example, or com-
mitment to detached work over against clubs. In school teaching we now find the
whole progressivist syndrome subject to very general challenge, as its actual in-
effectiveness in the real world becomes apparent.
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Nevertheless, I'd suggest that we could locate a reasonable consensus on the"
nature of progressive philosophy and method in youth work and that for the most
part, whether rightly or wrongly, this approach is generally approved within the
profession^).
So, these are two dimensions on which youth workers vary, from the enthusiastically
committed to the negatively alienated, from the most progressive to the most con-
servative. They are also dimensions along which trainees can move in the course
of and as a result of their experience in training and the influences operating on
them.
They seem to me particularly interesting because, when we take account of both
at once, they generate a plausible set of occupational types — types easily recognised
in many fields. The Youth Service too. Thus:
PROGRESSIVISM
COMMITMENT
+•
Committed
progressives
Alienated
progressives
1
3
2
4
—
Committed
conservatives
Alienated
conservatives
Can we fill these theoretical boxes with real people? Can recruits to basic courses
be categorized in these terms? Or full-time youth workers embarking on in-service
training? Or officers for that matter, for they too participate in training pro-
grammes? If we can recognise examples of these four types, we can assess which
ones predominate?
Presumably we want as many as possible in box number one. Committed pro-
gressives are the preferred type — or if not, at least by making the assumption
explicit, coherent analysis of alternatives is made possible.
But too often — certainly in school teaching, often in social work, probably in
youth work? — the enthusiastic man is conservative (box 2), too often the pro-
gressives are alienated (box 3). And few professions are without their quota of
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alienated conservatives (box 4), presumably trapped by history, capacity,
opportunity structures, or inappropriate motivation, in the wrong line of work.
What I am suggesting is that whatever else is done by staff of training programmes
they should think about the programmes' recruits in these terms, attempt to locate
and assess them in terms of the typology I have proposed, and consider their in-
fluence on them in terms of shifting them from other categories into the preferred
category. Certainly if trainees remain (or of course worse still become) character-
izable as alienated conservatives, changes in more than the trainees are needed,
even if other more particular objectives seem to be achieved successfully.
How can trainers facilitate change?
The last element in the model is the method of transformation of persons. I believe
myself that analysis of the proper directions of changes in trainees has been
neglected partly as a result of overemphasis on this question. Methods are so
much more amenable than purposes. Techniques are easier to think about and plan
than goals. Nevertheless it remains a very important basic issue in the analysis of
training. My reading of the literature of training in many diverse fields suggests
to me that despite the amount of effort devoted to it, our real knowledge about
effective methods of training is still very primitive. Moreover there appears to be
little transfer of knowledge from one field to another, even where there appears to
be a great deal of common ground in training requirements, for example as between
aspects of medicine, teaching, social work, youth work.
Too often decisions on method appear to be taken arbitrarily. Often this arbitrari-
ness is unavoidable, since training expertise and skills are at a premium in all
fields, and the particular, and possibly idiosyncratic, philosophies and styles of
available trainers simply have to be accepted if any training is to happen at all.
But just as often decisions on method appear to be based on nothing firmer than
fashion. One can trace the irregular path of use of T Groups in training historically,
geographically and sociologically from one profession and occupation to another.
One can find a species of sandwich organisation of training enthusiastically
taken up in the universities precisely at the time when it is being challenged in the
colleges of education. The shift of emphasis in youth work training methods from
the individual to the group and from the group to the community is historically
manifest, and at least in part arbitrary — in the sense that it is caused by a change
of personnel in positions of power or influence and by fluctuation in public ideology
rather than by systematic consideration of the best way to make the link between
recruits and objectives. Suddenly every programme resorts extensively to simula-
tion and role playing exercises. And so on.
As with the second question, so I assume here too that if we are to get the best
answers to the question of how to bring about training changes effectively, an
extensive process of analysis involving systematic practical research is necessary.
Only this could make arbitrary decisions unnecessary in principle. To make them
unnecessary in practice as well, the resources put into training in the occupational
world generally, and certainly in the Youth Service, would have to be increased
substantially. I think the analysis would need the following:
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1. Systematic appraisal of training methods across the board of occupational
spheres. Here there are some promising recent developments. Journals such as
Industrial and Commercial Training attend to these issues in many different
fields. Establishment of the Manpower Services Commission offers evidence of
political recognition of the generality of the methodological problems of training.
2. Effective conceptual work to get the different dimensions of method in training
coherently clarified. The literatures of most fields of occupational training seem to
me to be full of confusions at this level. One finds comparisons made between the
different forms of social organisation of two training programmes, which fail to
take account of the fact that the technology of their training methods is equally
different, and may be the factor really responsible for differences in outcome. Even
more often the reverse happens; apparently powerful technological elements of
training methods are transferred to a situation which is quite different organ-
isationally and there is surprise when there is failure. Or again, we find failure to
distinguish between the social organisation of a training method and the attitudes
and values of the staff who will have to operate it. (c.f. the comprehensive schools).
Scientific techniques get to be confused with thematic orientations, as in the so-
called 'behavioural science' approach to training.
Unless the dimensions of method are coherently unravelled there is not much
scope for rational decisions C)-
3. Practical research which explores the relations between variations in training
methods, training objectives, and effectiveness of training outcomes. This will
need to be comparative and experimentalist in character. Too often what little
evaluation we have is really an attempt to prove the power of some particular aspect
of a method, or to demonstrate the futility of some other method (usually some-
one else's). Of course this doesn't help; evaluation will need to be honest, careful
and systematic.
As with objectives, then, so with methods, I have argued that extensive, careful
analysis is needed. And here again I will suggest some tentative and preliminary
ideas, which can perhaps be taken up in that analysis.
Training programmes vary considerably in the extent of contact between trainees
and staff of various sorts, and in the significance attributed to it.
Where programmed learning is heavily adopted, such contact may be negligible.
At the other extreme in the curious training programmes provided by universities
for undergraduates, the ideal prescribes very extensive and intensive contact. Most
programmes range somewhere between.
I suggest that whatever technology, form of organisation, or techniques are in-
corporated in a method of training, the extent to which the programme makes
available for trainees good role-models among the staff, with whom they can
develop positive identification will have a substantial bearing on the effectiveness of
the training process. In simple terms, this means there have to be staff whom trainees
can trust and like, and with whom they can enter into effective contact and rela-
tionship.
This mechanism is not a luxury. It seems to be simply necessary for most people
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if they are to change substantially, and especially if a transformation of values is
involved.
It provides psychological support in the alien territory of new knowledge and new ideas.
It simplifies complex learning — a complex task involving multiple suggestions and
instructions to do this, and this, and that, is translated into a singular invitation —
become like him or her. The dangers are obvious, but so I hope is the power of the
mechanism; and the fact is this is the way it happens anyway. By offering highly
valued new sorts of contact it offers insulation against old and persisting influences
which the training programme is designed to challenge. It offers support and reward
in a context of strain — and we should not be in any doubt that to the extent training
does involve, as I have argued, the transformation of persons and does facilitate
development which is more than superficial, it is and must be a strainful experience.
Trainees need role models. Given this we need to look very carefully at the staff
selected as trainers, and to take very serious account of their role as models — a role
which trainees assign to trainers whether they want it or not — in thinking about
the training of trainers.
If training is changing people, a crucial aspect of the method adopted for changing
people is provision of appropriate role models. In making themselves available for
change, trainees positively seek role models. Programmes can offerthem good
models, negative models, or perhaps worst none at all, where trainers are either
dehumanised and inaccessible to real contact or cynically resistant to having an
influence at all. In this kind of situation it is certain that changes in values or
attitudes are unlikely, except in negative directions, and even changes in know-
ledge and skills are likely to be trivial, shallow, and short-lived.
I have talked with several hundred ex-rainees in a wide range of fields about their
training: school teachers, social workers, youth workers, social science graduates,
apprentices, managers. Right across the board, what they talk about if you listen
to them is the trainers — their professors, teachers, tutors, supervisors — and the
sort of people they were, the extent they could be in real contact with them, trust
them, measure themselves against them.
I'm suggesting simply that compared with other aspects of the method adopted
in training programmes — the technology, the pattern of organisation, the duration,
the mix of media, and so on — the extent to which provision of appropriate role
models is handled effectively may be of some considerable significance.
Applications
What I have set out to do in this chapter is tentatively to describe and illustrate a
particular way of thinking about training. This way of construing training — as
the transformation of persons — is not a new one, nor in any way startling. But I
believe it may have been to some extent lost sight of in the welter of developments
of new techniques and in the ideological clamour of competing conceptions of the
proper objectives of training, both generally and in youth work specifically.
If this conception of training is accepted, I see at least two useful results.
First we shall find ourselves constrained to give attention to the elements of the
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model — recruitment, objectives, methods, evaluation — and to attend to these
systematically, focussing in each case on each one of these four elementsand on
the relations between them. This seems to me the indispensable way out of the
present characteristic ad-hocery and expediency of the way we deal with training.
Second, I believe we shall be obliged to recognise the need, in establishing ob-
jectives, in selecting methods, and in evaluation, for programmes of practical re-
search and development routinely to accompany programmes of training. Not the
least significance of such practical research would lie in the fact that recognition
of differences and conflict in the field about methods and especially about ob-
jectives would be precisely the material it would work with. Its purpose would
be precisely to construct means to work them through and, by bringing the field
practitioners together constructively in collaborative settings, to facilitate move-
ment toward practical advances in training.
Training is problematical, 1 believe, where either:
1. the role to which transformation is directed is very diffuse
2. the role to which transformation is directed is in a state of substantial change.
My assumption is that current problematics in youth work training reflect both
of these. Analysis at the level I have attempted here (whether this one or some
better alternative) has to presuppose, if it is to remain coherent at all, some spec-
ification of the nature of youth work, its administrative shape and scale, and its
functions within society. Unless and until a minimum level of consensus on this
specification of the nature of youth work is achieved analysis of training is likely
to be abortive.
SOCIETY
SOCIAL
FUNCTIONS
YOUTH
WORK
YOUTH WORK
ROLES TRAINING |
RECRUITMENT
OBJECTIVES
METHODS
EVALUATION
I would imagine that development of the requisite consensus on the proper nature of
youth work and its social functions and administrative structure would be a hard
task, but not beyond the capacity and will of an experienced professional Youth
Service which has already begun to give the issue serious attention. On that basis
the development of a coherent and effective programme of professional training
(initial, in-service, advanced and part-timer) could proceed rapidly, since the nature
and structure of youth work roles to which training should be directed would
ipso facto become clarified.
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If we apply this framework to training for the Youth Service, the result is a
systematic matrix of questions and criteria in terms of which policy discussion
can go forward coherently.
PROFESSIONAL TRAINING
1. Initial
2. In-service
probationary
3. In-service
career grades
4. In-service
advanced
TRAINING OF
PART-TIME WORKERS
Recruitment Objectives .Methods Evaluation
The relevant four sets of questions should be asked and the appropriate four sets
of criteria should be developed in relation to each of the five categories of training
which the Youth Service has to provide for. In addition, since part-time workers
are generally supervized by professional workers (including officers) and in any
case work within frameworks defined by Youth Service policy; since students in
the initial training agencies are preparing for employment in the Youth Service
and within Youth Service policy and career patterns; since probationary workers,
career grade workers, and senior personnel are all working together as part of
Youth Service teams, again within Youth Service policy and systems — on these
grounds it is also necessary to formulate the four sets of questions and criteria
(i.e. in relation to recruitment, objectives, methods, and evaluation) com-
prehensively, in a form and at a level that can be applicable to all five categories
of training simultaneously.
At this more global level, the following few observations seem to me to represent
largely agreed purposes and criteria in Youth Service training.
First, as regards recruitment, the Youth Service properly gives more attention to
criteria and methods of recruitment than many other public services. This approach
includes, again properly in my opinion, a thoroughgoing scepticism about capacity
measured in terms of merely academic qualifications, and a serious commitment
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What I have attempted in these last few paragraphs is to examine briefly some
major aspects of the four dimensions of recruitment, objectives, methods and
evaluation in as far as and to the extent that they relate identically to all five of the
categories of training the Youth Service is responsible for. I have tried to show the
large extent of agreement there is on these matters at this general, global level, and
also to point out some of the difficulties involved.
Equally necessary is an examination of each of these five categories of training
separately and individually, and an attempt to explore systematically how in each of
these categories trainers are attending to the four dimensions of training indicated in
the model. I here make no more than a few passing comments at this level.
Training of
pan-timers
Initial
training
i r
Probationary
1ST
Career grade
1ST
Advanced
1ST
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On the training of voluntary and part-time youth workers I think I need say very
little here, since in the chapter following I have tried to explore this sphere in
detail. There I examine the extent to which in the development of the Regional
Basic Training Scheme we have managed in the South East to apply the sort of
systematic approach I am recommending here.
It is difficult to avoid observing here that many of the weaknesses of and difficulties
arising from the Bessey Report and its successor (10) could have been prevented if
a systematic analytical approach to training such as that developed here had been
adopted. Lacking such a framework, Bessey too easily ignored everything except
curriculum, formally defined in terms of 'academic content', and left method
entirely to on side. While by contrast the follow-up Report swung the pendulum
much too hard in the opposite direction, by focussing on method to the neglect of
objectives, and even within the sphere of method by arbitrarily recommending
one particular strategy and style, which was then taken up almost indiscriminately.
Seeing how immensely important the effort of voluntary/part-time workers is
in the work of the Youth Service, this sort of one-sidedness surely is not adequate
today.
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to intensive and extensive methods of selection. What we might need to be care-
ful of is to insist that other things — to do with practicality and personality —
being equal, we should not be averse to going for the highest levels of academic
qualification and intellectual capacity. Also we should assure ourselves that all
the efforts we put into selection are rationally used and actually do select for the
qualities we seek.
On objectives, there seems to be little disagreement about the proposition that
these should be other than and more than merely academic. Beyond this, I think
few would disagree that the objectives of our training in all these five spheres
should be essentially practical, and should be defined in terms of advancing
trainees' capacities in real-life employment on behalf of young people. At this
point consensus wavers. Like many others, I would be content to define the real-
life employment towards which Youth Service training is directed as employment in
the Youth Service — voluntary and statutory, centre-based, project based and
detached; in general or specialist roles, etc, etc. Others, particularly in relation to
initial training, would burk at this 'limitation', as they would see it. They would
opt for training objectives related to some broader employment front, or to
none at all. This conflict is urgently in need of resolution.
In relation to methods, there seems to be a strong and, in my opinion, entirely
justified consensus on the notion that Youth Service training in all spheres ought to
adopt as the fundamental axiom of its methodology the integration of theory and
practice. This must mean that field work should not only be substantial, but that
rather than merely being 'tacked on' to a conventional academic curriculum, it
should also itself seriously affect and in part define the theoretical/academic
components of training curriculum. Probably the Youth Service has more serious
experience with this increasingly fashionable notion than does any other sphere
of advanced education and training. My own experience over more than ten
years in another sphere where this concept is strong — in the sandwich education
of undergraduate social scientists in universities — suggests to me that we should
unapologetically capitalize on this aspect of method (*), while at the same time
monitoring our work at it more than has sometimes been usual, and publicizing
what we learn as a result.
This takes us to the fourth area — evaluation. I have recently been strenuously in-
volved in the systematic evaluation of basic training programmes for voluntary
workers O- I know how difficult and effortful the exercise is. Nevertheless it seems
to me beyond dispute — and increasingly I find colleagues voicing the same opinion
— that all spheres of Youth Service training ought to be subject to systematic
evaluation. I suspect it would demonstrate the relatively much greater effectiveness
of Youth Service training compared with the more traditional and academic
approaches which are common outside the Youth Service. It would also clearly
help Youth Service trainers to take rational decisions about objectives, organiza-
tion, and methods of training where these are subject to disagreement. It might
also help Youth Service training away from its chronic dependence on shifts in
fashion determined by the influence of charismatic individuals, towards a more
rational and coherent pattern of development.
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In-service training for the Youth Service has until very recently been as neglected
as was the training of part-time workers before Bessey. Now fortunately we find
a much overdue recognition of the great significance of this category of training.
Youth Service personnel have a right to training opportunities and a responsibility to
participate in effectively organized training. The Youth Service, locally, regionally
and nationally has an obligation to provide systematic training opportunities. This
obligation is constrained both by the rights of professional employees and by the
fact that continuous training is a pre-requisite to operational efficiency.
The new attitude is demonstrated by several symptomatic developments. Most
importantly of all, the Department has established INSTEP 01) to explore the state
of in-service training and to advance its development. Through the Regional
Training Consultative Unit, a programme of practical development aimed at
establishing a systematic scheme of in-service training at regional level has been
in progress over the past year (12). At Brunei University we have established an
advanced post-experience/post-graduate Diploma to provide a form of in-service
training for senior personnel of the Youth Service, officers and senior workers
alike. Such a programme has until now been entirely missing and much needed.
In its absence senior people have frequently taken courses of a general professional
type, such as management, or of a purely academic nature. As a result many good
people have been lost to the Service. Again, in all sorts of areas and spheres atten-
tion is being given increasingly to the difficulties faced by newly recruited youth
workers in their probationary year, and to the problems caused by these difficul-
ties for the effective running of local Youth Service operations. Increasingly it is
being recognised that these difficulties cannot be answered adequately by ad hoc
personalized arrangements, even where these are dignified and justified by a con-
cept of 'supervision'. This important work has to be construed systematically as
part of a coherent in-service training programme. And there is also the in-service
training which is requisite for youth workers subsequent to the probationary year
and before they are ready for advanced training. Here again the general picture is
of patchy provision, ad hoc arrangements, and excessive dependence on training
provided for other purposes and outside of the Youth Service.
All of this seems to me to point towards the need for systematic analysis and
development across the board of all in-service training. Above all the training
offered should be directly relevant and appropriate (recruitment); coherently
developed in relation to the type and level of Work which trainees are involved in or
aiming towards (objectives); methodologically effective, particularly in terms of
incorporating and capitalizing on trainees' day to day experience, while not being
shy of new systematic knowledge (method); and finally it should be monitored
(evaluation) so that we can all learn from the many exciting experimental ap-
proaches which are currently being developed.
This leaves initial training to be considered. The system has recently been expanded
considerably, and not before time, by a substantial increase in the number of
training agencies (l3). In Scotland the system has been further expanded by an
increase in the length of training from two to three years. Even in difficult economic
circumstances it is difficult to see how a similar move in England and Wales can
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be resisted for long. Or indeed how a degree title can long be refused to successful
candidates of initial youth work training as has recently been recommended in
Scotland's Carnegie Report.
On the other hand, the same period has seen, as I believe, a notable dilution of
youth work training. This is the result of pressures from some quarters to make
the initial training programmes qualify their graduates for other spheres outside
of youth work. An increasing proportion of graduates from the initial youth work
training agencies are entering employment outside the Youth Service, while at the
same time an increasing proportion of recruits to Youth Service employment is
made up of qualified but completely untrained workers, either teachers or social
science graduates (u).
This seems to me a curious folly, and enough in itself to provoke a systematic an-
alysis and review of initial training. There is now some hope that research may be
about to begin on a number of fronts into initial training. We should surely welcome
this, and use it constructively as a way of helping our work on behalf of the Youth
Service and young people forward.
The framework I have proposed here may perhaps be a useful starting point for
the analysis (l3).
First, who are the recruits to initial training? What is their experience of youth
work? What are their motivations in entering college? How committed are they
to youth work? What do they know? Believe? Want? Offer?
Secondly, what are the objectives aimed at in the several initial training courses?
What values and ideologies do staff as individuals and collectively express? What
sorts of change in students do staff wish to facilitate? How does the course as a
whole, the curriculum, its methods, the experience it constitutes, shape students
towards this sort of self-transformation rather than that? How does all this relate
to the formal objectives of the agencies in equipping personnel for the Youth Service
who can do the best possible job in realistic circumstances on behalf of young
people?
Third, how effectively is field-work incorporated into the academic programme?
How well is the academic component itself handled? What books are recommended
and systematically read? How well are students introduced into Youth Service
practice? How effective are Seminars and Tutorials? And so on through a whole
series of questions about method.
Fourth and last, how do staff guage how effectively they are succeeding in their
purposes? What systematic and objective evaluation — including attempts to
assess advances in knowledge, changes in values and attitudes, acquisition of skills,
and growth in commitment to youth work — is being undertaken?
There is surely considerable scope and a pressing need for such an analysis of in-
itial training. It should not be undertaken at all critically or negatively. There is
much criticism from the field. But this is not, in my belief, any more substantially
justified or realistically grounded than the symmetrical critique of the Youth
Service by some trainers and some agencies. There is a lot of reciprocal scape-goating
involved. What we need rather than anything anxious, querulous, or destructive
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is a confident, co-operative approach towards finding ways of improving initial
training and towards winning it the recognition it deserves.
Thus, in all the spheres of Youth Service training there is room for systematic an-
alysis. The framework I have proposed here for doing the analysis is mereiy one
possibility. Other approaches may be more useful or more acceptable. But an
approach to analysis of Youth Service training through some systematic framework
is an urgent necessity demanded by the interests of trainers, students and trainees,
employers, and above all by the interests of the clients of the Youth Service, young
people themselves. Jor the effectiveness of our Service to them is conditioned to
no small extent by the quality of training.
There will be those who regard the conception of training advocated here as con-
servative, and politically intolerable because of the heirarchical authority im-
plicitly allocated to trainers over trainees in this approach. I am confident that
such critics are wrong. Training does necessarily and unavoidably entail authority.
What goes wrong is where trainers do not have the knowledge their role requires
them to have, when they lack the skills their authority presupposes, when they are in-
competent exponents and symbols of the attitudes and values which it is their job
to move trainees towards. Where this is right — or more right than wrong, for we
are only human — the only problem remaining, I believe, with this approach to
training is that arising from the common and generalized contemporary confusion
about the meaning and nature of authority (16). It does not exclude the deepest
levels of consultation: indeed it requires it. It does not prevent social interaction
between trainees and trainers as equals as persons; indeed it permits it. The trainer's
task is, through his interaction with those for whose training he is responsible,
through research, study, and continuing contact with his professional colleagues
in the field, to monitor continuously the nature of training needs and to adapt
his programme and style to answer them to the best of his ability. In this he has
always to remind himself of his primary task and privileged responsibility — to
facilitate the self-transformation of students and trainees in coherent and rationally
(including morally) justifiable directions.
Notes
1. For example, J. Boydeil — 'A clockwork trainer', Industrial Training International, 1973. Much
suspicion of the Manpower Services Commission and the Training Services Agency on the part of those
involved in the educational sphere of training seems to be grounded in this same resistance to con-
struing training as what it is — whether we like it or not — an organized and deliberate attempt to
change other people.
2. The arguments underlying this model are presented in' Education and Training as the transforma-
tion of persons; some mechanisms of socialization', Vocational Aspect, Spring 1972, by Marsiand.
3. For an analysis of some fundamental aspects of Youth Service selection which demonstrates
many weaknesses in the usual procedures see M. Day — 'The Youth Service; its development and pro-
fessionalization', unpublished M.Phil thesis, Brunei University, 1976.
4. Some aspects of evaluation are considered in the following chapter, where I report an attempt at
systematic, objective evaluation of the training of part-time workers. Recently the methodology of this
style of evaluation has been considerably advanced and strengthened. See for example C. A. Bennett
and A. A. Lumsdaine — 'Evaluation and Experiment', (Academic Press, Quantitative Studies in Social
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Relations, 1975). In Britain particularly resistance to systematic, objective evaluation is still power-
ful. A recent example is provided by John Jordan's chapter describing the alternative approach to
evaluation adopted in Leslie Button's Leverhulme project (In a forthcoming book edited by John
Eggleston for the National Youth Research Consultative Group).
5. Prevailing ideological assumptions make us believe too easily that disaffection from education and
training programmes is due to feelings of constraint and externalistic narrowing on the part of students
and trainees. The same climate of opinion too easily justifies trainers in distrusting and rejecting
students' and trainees' pleas that programmes are too open, incoherent, and abstract. We should ask
them and trust them instead of defending our normal practices in terms of a priori theories about
autonomy.
6. What is wrong with my proposition here is not that it is unrealistically optimistic — though it may
be that too — but that we do not have the empirical evidence available to test it. We need systematic
research on convergent and divergent patterns of orientations to youth work.
7. I have clearly not attempted here to develop a coherent analytical model of training method. All 1
do here is point up some of the global components of method — social organisation, technology,
staff ideology, training style. I am working on a systematic analysis of method now.
8. The significance of this method for youth work training, and its concrete meaning are best analyzed
by Leslie Button (Discovery and experience, 1971).
9. A comparative study, financed by the Social Science Research Council, of ten training programmes
including the programmes of the new Regional Training Scheme and a set of established pro-
grammes to provide systematic comparison. The study is to be reported shortly.
10. 'The training of part-time youth leaders and assistants', 1961. 'A second report on the training of
part-time youth leaders and assistants', 1965.
11. The auspices and purposes of the In-service Training Panel are indicated by the Advisory
Officer, Tom Wylie in 'National Survey of In-service Training' (Youth in Society, No. 17, September
1976) and described in No. 16 of the same journal, (March 1976).
12. As with other consultative programmes of the Regional Unit, the aim is to move on the basis of
discussion, research, and concrete analysis to practical agreement and action. A draft regional
scheme for in-service training is at this time being discussed by the field.
13. The number of agencies has been increased from eight in England and Wales including the two
post-graduate programmes at Swansea and Manchester, to fourteen.
14. A study undertaken at Brunei by Roland Fisher indicates that of youth workers recruited in 1974
participating in the study as few as 32l"o had a Youth & Community Work Certificate, and no more
than 41 "o had any youth work training. The extent of substantial experience of youth work was
also small, at 3O°7o, with the same proportion having had none at all. Almost half of them (23/49) felt
inadequately prepared for their work as they began their first job.
15. In the national study of the training of part-time youth workers by Steve Butters and Sue Newell,
based at N. Y. B., a much more complex model of training deriving from a particular type of Marxist
model has been adopted. As I have tried to show in Chapter 8, concrete analyses of Youth Service
systems, training included, depend on and are systematically conditioned by our general theoretical
perspectives, assumptions, and frameworks.
16. To suggest that confusion about authority is more widespread in the Youth Service than in many
other spheres would be both invidious and redundant. In the nature of youth work's fundamental
tasks and the type of relationship with young people this task prescribes for youth workers, the Youth
Service's problems with the handling of authority are bound to be severe. A nice unfashionable
antidote for these confusions is offered by David Martins' 'Tracts against the times', 1973. See also
Bryan Wilson's — 'The youth culture and the universities', 1970.
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CHAPTER TWELVE
PROFESSIONAL TRAINING FOR
VOLUNTARY YOUTH WORKERS
A very great deal of concern and energy in the Youth Service is directed towards
issues of professionalism, towards the establishment of adequate professional
training, and towards the maintenance and strengthening of a cadre of professional
youth workers to staff a modernized professional service.
This is absolutely as it should be. Youth work is by now at a level of development
which properly demands the knowledge, standards, and forms of coherent or-
ganization implicit in professionalism. Professionalism is as necessary, and as
feasible, in youth work as in teaching, social work, or any other of the 'helping
professions'.
But this should not be allowed to cloak the fact that the vast majority of youth
workers are not full-time professional workers, nor the huge significance in the
operation of the Youth Service of voluntary and other part-time workers (').
Nor should we assume that this voluntaristic aspect of the Youth Service — ex-
pressed in the immensely important role of the Voluntary Organizations, in the
substantial contribution of voluntary workers even in the statutory sector, and in
the massive preponderance of part-time workers overall — is merely a lamentable in-
dicator of the underdevelopment of youth work. It is part and parcel of youth work
as such, and of other important public services in modern society also (2).
This given, two crucial questions arise. One concerns the relationship between
full-time professionals and part-time workers. The second, which is addressed
here, concerns the training of part-time workers.
Both of these questions were considered, in a context broader than youth work, by
the Aves Committee f). Not surprisingly, the Committee's treatment of training
for voluntary workers — which is specifically dealt with in a chapter (8) carefully
titled 'Preparation and Training' — is cautious to a degree. The question of whether
training is necessary at all is posed openly. Arguments for and against training are
considered carefully and at length. In the end their conclusion is that preparation
and training of voluntary workers is necessary, and should be extended. However,
they prefer it to be construed as education rather than as training, emphasize the
radical distinction between professional training and the training of voluntary
workers, and are strongly resistant to certification and to the order of standard-
ization necessary in professional training. Thus they say (page 166): 'much of the
value of the work of volunteers lies in its personal character, and to attempt to
standardize it might be to destroy it'.
In the context of the Aves Committee's cautiousness, not to say scepticism, about
the training of voluntary workers, their references to the Youth Service are
particularly significant. At page 95, the Service is referred to as one of the 'few
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outstanding examples of statutory services which for many years have directly
recruited and organized voluntary workers', and here and elsewhere they stress
the exceptional degree to which the Youth Service, ststutory and voluntary, is
dependent upon part-time workers. And on the other hand, they list the Service
again (page 135) as one of a very few organizations 'in which a training plicy has
been worked out more fully'.
It can hardly seem accidental that a Service so exceptionally dependent on voluntary
and part-time workers should to an apparently exceptional degree have attempted
the development of a rational and coherent training policy for them (4).
However, the Aves Committee's main auspices for attributing a 'more fully
worked out' training policy to the Youth Service were the 'two (then) recent official
reports' and their recommendations on 'a basic "common element" training
course'. To a consideration of these two reports it is necessary to turn next (5).
Youth Service policy on the training of part-time workers
The two reports referred to by Aves — ' The training of part-time youth leaders
and assistants'(1961, the Bessey Report), and 'A second report on the training of
part-time youth leaders and assistants (1965) — were, whatever may be said of them
now, crucial formulations of Youth Service policy on part-time workers' training.
In historical perspective it is important to place them in the context of the two major
general statements of Youth Service policy since 1939 — the Albemarle Report of
1960, and the Milson-Fairbairn Report of 1969 (6). Bessey was intended and read
as a direct expression of implications of the Albemarle Report. The 'Second
Report', with its anxious resistance to some of the ways in which Bessey had been
interpreted in practice, already foreshadowed some of the major lines of general
policy formally expressed four years later in the Milson-Fairbairn Report C).
1960
1961
1965
1969
General
Albemarle
Milson-Fairbairn
Training
Bessey
Second Report
There are some important elements of discontinuity and development in the form-
ulation of policy for the training of part-time youth workers as we move from
Albemarle, through Bessey and the Second Report to Milson-Fairbairn, especially
in relation to training methods and to a lesser extent in relation to objectives. But
despite this, there is undoubtedly a certain persisting singularity of approach.
This is best characterized as an expression of a thoroughgoing contradiction to
the Aves Committee's Conclusion 31 (*), where they state: 'In all the social services
there is a place for volunteers, but they should not be expected to undertake work
for which professional training is required.' From Bessey's actual statement that
ideally the training of part-time workers ought to be identical with that of the pro-
fessionals, on throughout each of these crucial policy formulations, the assump-
tion is quite the opposite. Part-time youth workers are treated as if they were part-
time professional workers, and all the recommendations for training presuppose
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this equation.
And of course this approach is fully justifiable in terms of what actually happens
'on the ground' in Youth Service, with part-time workers representing a very
large proportion of the work force, and with a very large proportion of these being
paid.
Given the quantitative significance of part-time workers and the scheduling of
Youth Service work in unsocial but available hours, payment is necessary. Given
payment and the quasi-professional role of part-time workers, serious attention
to training is necessary.
And indeed there probably is no feasible way to be found — even if it were desirable
— to avoid this syndrome of assumptions about the work of part-timers in the
Youth Service. Heavy dependence on part-timers, payment of part-timers, and
serious concern with their training hang together unavoidably, reinforce each other,
and moreover are logically implicated by the fundamental structure of the modern
Youth Service, particularly the confluence of voluntary and statutory provision,
the universality of the client population, and the 'beyond work and school' time-
schedule of provision Q).
1Dependenceon
part-umers p~
Payment of
part-timers
Serious training of
part-timers
Structure of Modern Youth Service
So, throughout the official documentation of the Youth Service's approach to
the training of part-time workers a line contrary to the Aves Committe's scepticism is
taken. It is assumed that part-time youth workers are doing quasi-professional
work; that a significant proportion of volunteers are to be paid — i.e. working
within a quasi-professional reward system: and that far from 'preparation' being
adequate for part-time youth workers, serious training of a quasi-professional
sort is necessary.
Of course, it is entirely possible to criticize and to challenge this Youth Service
line, and to support Aves against the general trend of the four Youth Service re-
ports. I doubt the sense or validity of doing so. In general terms the strong com-
mitment expressed in these four reports to serious training of part-time youth
workers, construed as a very important quasi-professional component of Youth
Service manpower, is, I believe:
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(a.) Entirely justified by the actual and feasible manpower situation of the Service
(b.) Further justified by entirely rational beliefs — about the significance of vol-
untarism —embedded in the structure of the Service
(c.) More appropriate also to other services beyond the Youth Service than the
Aves Committee's rather 'genteel' and 'amateur' version of what a volunteer is
and can be in modern democratic society (e.g. social work, community work,
probation, teaching).
There are however some serious and difficult implications to the Youth Service's
anti-Aves line on the training of part-time workers. Two of these implications,
which are particularly serious and take up, if sometimes not very coherently, a lot
of space in the four reports need attending to here. They are:
1. To the extent that the training of part-time workers is mapped onto and construed
as analogous with the training of professionals, any difficulties in professional
training will be reflected in the part-timer sphere.
2. To the extent that a strong training function is judged appropriate for the part-
time sphere, coherent policy, good resources, and effective organization for that
training are implicated.
If the training of part-time youth workers is to be thought of as seriously analogous
to the training of professionals, we can expect discussions of part-timer training to
reflect precisely the same problematics, ambivalence, and instability in relation
to the nature of training, and in relation to the nature of the Service and the role
to which training is oriented as does discussion of professional training. And in-
deed this is just what we do find in the four reports considered as a sequence. The
problems are the same: the fundamental objectives of the Service: the identification
of its clients: the relationship between statutory and voluntary systems: the relation-
ship with other public services: the relationship between theory and practice: the
balance between knowledge and skills: the nature of the academic levels to be aimed
at: the significance of the social sciences and their relationship to values and practice:
and so on, and on.
Thus even the two reports devoted specifically to the training of part-time workers
are in fact to a significant extent arenas for the continuing debate about youth work
in general and fundamental terms. The four reports together reflect the generalized
ebb and flow — with some merely fashionable aspects to the dynamics of it all —
of discussion and decision about the nature of the Youth Service and youth work.
Thus if the training of part-time youth workers is — as it has been officially since
I960—considered seriously enough to be dealt with analogously with the training of
the professional, then it cannot in any way avoid coming to grips with the most
fundamental and difficult technical and practical issues of youth work.
The second important implication of the professionalised conception of the part-
time youth worker's role and training is that we have to presuppose a coherent
policy, adequate resources, and effective organization for part-timer training.
Manifestly, all three have been lacking throughout the period covered by these
four reports, and indeed to date. Thus, throughout there is constant reiteration
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of the plea for the training of trainers (or tutors as they have become by the Second
Report). Throughout there is an assumption that there are resources and account-
able roles for training, accompanied by the admission that training officers, let
alone training sections, are thin on the ground. Always there are references to the
need to identify and incorporate external assistance in training. Always there is
disproportionate attention to recruitment, very little to manpower planning or to
coherent training programmes prescribed by such planning.
Thus if the long-established official view that part-time youth work demands a
strong training system is to prevail there are at least three essential prerequisites.
First clarification of policy about the part-time worker's role in the Youth Service.
Second allocation of considerable resources to the training of part-time workers,
considered as a high priority within available budgets. And thirdly development
of effective and efficient forms of organization to handle the training at a high
level. Unless and until these three tasks are attended to effectively, the commitment
of the Youth Service to a strong role for part-time workers and to serious training
appropriate to that role cannot be fully achieved.
This, it seems, is where official Youth Service poiicy analysis of the training of
part-time workers has brought us. How should its results be evaluated?
All four reports have undoubtedly been enormously important in expressing and
encouraging commitment to serious training programmes and in stimulating im-
provements in organization, method and technique. On the other hand they can
hardly be interpreted as representing a coherent development of policy formulation
— precisely for the reasons indicated above. First, there is no effective distinction of
the work and training of full-timers and part-timers, and consequently part-
timer training policy becomes subject to the incoherencies and vagaries of pro-
fessional training policy, which are themselves a function of weaknesses in general
Youth Service policy. And secondly there is inadequate realistic attention to issues of
resource and organization at a level implicit in treating the training of part-time
workers seriously.
These inadequacies are reflected in the seemingly excessive attention given in the
four reports to non-essential or secondary problems, especially the issue of 'joint
training' and the debate about the relation between theory and practice (10). It
would seem that none of these documents has managed to take sufficiently seriously
the considerable logical and practical consequences which flow necessarily from
rejection of the Aves Committee line.
For given a policy line contradictory to Aves, the training system for part-time
workers has to be large scale, powerfully resourced, properly staffed, substantially
standardized, and coherently formulated in relation to the objectives of the Youth
Service and youth work. These of course are precisely the sort of consequences
which worried the Aves Committee and which persuaded them to recommend
against thoroughgoing, systematic training for voluntary workers. We should
perhaps not be too surprised, nor indeed too critical, if Youth Service policy an-
alysts have been chary of explicating fully the implications of their general policy
line.
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But certainly there can be little doubt that none of the four reports does acknowledge
adequately the practical consequences of their policy commitment. And again there
can be little doubt that they have not succeeded in bringing the training system
for part-time youth workers to the level necessitated by their rejection of the
Aves dictum. Despite their important effects as stimulants and, to a lesser degree, as
standard bearers, they have left us with a system which is, overall, closer to 'the
preparation of volunteers' than to the training of part-time professionals.
This conclusion is perhaps unfair to the training systems of some authorities and
. areas, since the quantity and quality of training of part-time youth workers is
manifestly very variable from one local system to the next. But even in the best
cases the extent to which the maximum potential is being exploited or the best
standards achieved is at least doubtful. What is surely certain is that nowhere is the
scale and standard of training of part-time youth workers to which the Youth Service
is committed by its official policy analysis being achieved, other than occasionally or
accidentally.
Three indicators of the extent of persisting underdevelopment of the training of
part-timers — even despite recent important advances — are perhaps worth draw-
ing attention to here, before I proceed to examine possible ways forward in the
next section.
1. There is increasing pressure from part-time youth workers themselves, as they
begin to establish their own forms of association, for more coherent attention to
and resources for their training.
2. It has been found necessary to initiate the (NYB/CGYCWT) national research
project on the training of part-time youth workers. The project's terms of ref-
erence, accepted by all the relevant Youth Service bodies, seem to presuppose both
that little is systematically and officially known about such training, and that there
is some considerable scope for improvements in what is, overall, a relatively
weak and patchy training system.
3. Even fifteen years after Bessey, there were very few cases where completion of
part-timer training could be taken to represent achievement of any authorizable
competence or standard. Certificates were largely local acknowledgements of
attendance and participation, lacking entirely in generalizable currency in other
areas and in practical value as a recognition of standards appropriate to the im-
portant role of the part-time worker in the Youth Service.
Research and development in the training
of part-time youth workers
Crucial to the persisting weakness in an aspect of Youth Service work which
everyone acknowledges is of the first importance is the remarkable lack of evalua-
tion of the diverse schemes of training being operated. Little attention to the need
for evaluative or any other kind of research is given in any of the four reports.
Certainly very little has been undertaken. The training of part-time youth workers
goes on in consequence in difficult circumstances, very diversely, and largely un-
monitored(").
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Because of this it is not easy to make reliable estimates of the effectiveness, quality,
or indeed even quantity of training provision. What seems certain is that, consider-
ing the system as a whole, there is a very wide range in terms alike of effectiveness,
quality, and quantity. The best and the worst, the strongest and the weakest are
divided by a large distance. Policy and objectives range from the more to the
(much) less coherent, and represent quite distinct patterns of value and ideology.
Resources available for training vary enormously from one authority to the next.
The scale of training is no less diverse. The range of distinct philosophies, method-
ologies, and techniques of training in use is considerable, and at least in part
arbitrarily determined. Overall the training system is quite inadequate for the
general objectives it is designed to fulfil, and cannot possibly maximise the
potential contributions of part-time workers to the Youth Service and to the needs of
young people.
This must seem, and may be, unduly critical and pessimistic. Certainly the period
since the publication of the Milson-Fairbairn report — the last official statement
bearing on the training of part-time youth workers — in 1969 has seen many im-
portant developments, and a general strengthening of the system — for example
the appointment of many more Training Officers. The influence of a few not-
able trainers, especially perhaps Batten, Button and Klein (12), and of a small
number of training agencies has begun to make itself concretely felt. Pressure from
part-time workers themselves has also in this period had beneficial challenging
effects.
Nevertheless, it seems clear that it has to be in the next period of five or ten
years that the really substantial advances which are needed can be expected an<i
have to be insisted upon. If this is to happen several preliminary and preparatory
conditions need to be fulfilled:
(a.) Systematic research into policy, organization, and methods in training,
(b.) Evaluation and monitoring of training schemes and programmes.
(c.) Research designed to test methods of training.
(d.) Establishment of adequate policy for recruitment, training, and utilization
of part-time workers, at national, regional, and local levels,
(e.) Identification of resource needs demonstrated in (d.) — finance, centres,
equipment, and especially training staff and skills.
(f.) Establishment of a coherent framework of organization for the training of
Training Officers, trainers, tutors, and field supervisors,
(g.) Establishment at local or sub-regional level of effective training organizations
integrating voluntary and statutory youth work agencies, co-ordinated by a
Training Officer with exclusive responsibilities for the training of part-time youth
workers. In-service training of full-time professional workers, including Officers,
is more than a large enough task in itself.
If this seems absurdly ambitious at this time and in present economic circum-
stances, two rejoinders are appropriate. First, no less than this is necessarily
implicated in the official commitments of the Youth Service. The logic of the policy
line expressed in Albemarle, Bessey, the Second Report, and Milson-Fairbairn
leads inexorably to just such an ambitious programme. If it is judged now to be
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too ambitious, we shall have to acknowledge it and change that policy line back,
towards A ves and a more modest conception of the role of the part-time youth
worker. That, I think, is the choice.
Secondly, a not inconsiderable beginning has already been made on this pro-
gramme. Callan Anderson's (13) study of the training of part-time workers in
Scotland is a very important beginning on the research and evaluation that is
needed. It is a modest and simple study but, considering the very limited
resources and support it had, it achieved a great deal and deserves much
more attention that it seems to have received so far. Anderson's conclusion
that the part-time youth worker is the corner-stone of the Youth Service's
potential influence, and that existing training provision is grossly inadequate
seems to me entirely persuasive and valid for the country as a whole.
Again, during the past two years the NYB/CGYCWT national research project
led by Steven Butters has been undertaken, designed to explore systematically
the extent, shape texture, and quality of the training system as a whole 04)-
There seems little doubt that this project will provide very important evidence
in terms of which developments in training policy and practice can go forward
more effectively and rapidly.
In addition to these two projects there are a good many other developments in
research and practice going on which will contribute to the programme out-
lined above and provide a basis for the strong advances which the significance
of the role of the part-time youth worker demands. In the remainder of this
paper I am largely concerned with one such development, in which I have been
very closely involved through the Regional Training Consultative Unit at Brunei
University. This is the establishment and systematic monitoring of a Regional
Basic Training Scheme in the London and Home Counties region. I hope to
show that this development may have relevance beyond its home region, and to
contribute, by describing it here, to the systematic discussion and analysis
within the Youth Service which the training of the part-time youth worker
deserves and needs.
Developmental history of the regional
basic training scheme
When the Regional Unit was established in 1973, one major priority task set for
us by our sponsors was to contribute to the upgrading of the training of voluntary
workers. For although the voluntary worker carries the main brunt of the Youth
Service's efforts to attend to the needs of young people, his/her training has been
generally at a lower level than it ought to be, not least because its organization on
a merely local basis has left room for a great deal of variation in quantity and in
quality.
Immediately we initiated an analysis of all available documentation of ongoing
training in the Region; an enquiry designed to elucidate the fundamentals of
patterns of provision, objectives, organization, and effectiveness; and a con-
sultative programme involving Training Officers and other responsible persons
in meetings and workshops over a year during 1974/75.
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I shall have more to say about the nature of consultative programmes, which
are our main method of work in the Regional Unit, in the next chapter. Suffice
it to say here that what such a programme essentially involves is facilitating the
open expression of experience and opinion, making differences and conflicts
explicit, capitalizing on difference and conflict, developing trust within the group,
and working through to agreed solutions, in a context where there is a clear
practical purpose. As you may imagine, in the field of part-time youth work
training we found plenty of differences and we had a real practical job to do if we
were to work together not just at talk but at changing and developing training in
the region. It seemed to work: and it should have done too, given all the effort.
As a result of this work, an agreed framework, a definition of training objectives, a
specification of organization and methods, and an outline of content and training
materials were produced. They were taken back for widespread discussion in the
field.
These were accepted, with some reservations, enthusiastically within the Region,
and it was agreed that we should begin modestly in 1975/6 with pilot schemes in
five local authority areas, together with a modified scheme for those working
with Asian youth (16). Money was granted by the Social Science Research Council
to monitor these developments and to compare them with established provision
in other areas.
Work began with planning in the local areas, establishing teams of tutors and field
supervisors, and planning a special scheme of training for tutors, in which all tutors
involved were required to participate.
During 1975/76 some eighty voluntary youth and community workers successfully
participated in the scheme and were awarded certificates. Subsequently a second
phase of training brought the number of trained tutors to 70, in preparation for the
programmes for 1976-77. We expect over 100 workers to complete the training
successfully this year in schemes involving six local authority areas. And in 1977-78
three further local authority areas will be handling their basic training through the
RBTS, together with the special version for those working with the Asian com-
munity (organized through the National Association of Indian Youth) and a
possible programme for those working with black young people (n). Altogether
more than 150 workers.
The aim is for the Regional Scheme gradually to be extended throughout the
Region if and as other authorities are able to commit themselves to it. The R.B.T.S.
is now, I think, already very widely acknowledged to be economical (especially
since the residential components bring small local teams together in a large group,
and since the need for expensive external experts and consultants is minimized) and
effective. Already it is providing challenge and stimulation to the adequacy of
training of professional youth workers and to the policy and organization of local
Youth Services.
Not the least important product of developments to date is the RBTS Tutors'
Manual which sets out in detail the aims and objectives of the six phases and in-
dividual sessions of the programme. It specifies techniques, material resources,
and reading lists and provides guidance on working group structures, physical
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settings and tutoring procedures. On the other hand the scheme emphasises the
need for an organized reflective developmental approach by tutors and draws for
its material in the largest part from trainees' concrete current experience of in-
volvement with young people (").
The programme
The programme consists of twenty fortnightly evening meetings, three residential
weekends and continuous fieldwork, including two intensive periods. The definitive
characteristic of the programme is its attempt to relate theory and practice to a
specific work-based fieldwork programme, including assigned exercises, amounting
to approximately three hours each week. In addition, a sequence of individual
tutorials is included to provide necessary supervision and support and scope for
guided reflection.
The total time commitment required of the student amounts to 80 hours tuition,
120 hours practice, which together with tutorials requires a commitment of more
than 200 hours. This is much more substantial than has been usual in the basic
training of voluntary youth workers hitherto.
The diagram indicates the structure of the Regional Basic Scheme and its six
different phases. After each year of the programme there is scope for modifica-
tion and improvement as more is learned. As we move into the third year the
structure indicated here will itself be modified to some extent.
Each phase leads to the next and links theory to practice, the fieldwork element
being central to the method (19). Lectures have been deliberately kept to the mini-
mum since much of the theoretical work is evolved from the students' own ex-
periences, especially those gained in the fieldwork programme. However some
exercises have been included to heighten awareness. Some of the exercises in their
turn assist in the students' personal development by providing a lead-in to intro-
spective discussion — the training group being used as an ongoing 'laboratory'.
The two intensive fieldwork periods, focussing on group work and community
work, provide an opportunity of using earlier course work in a systematic pro-
gramme.
Underlying the whole RBTS is recognition of the need for a more direct approach,
both to tutoring and in the work that the part-time member of staff takes on with
young people, than has been common. The skills and techniques necessary for
working with young people are, in consequence, considered and prepared for in
detail.
In overall terms, the RBTS aims to provide for:
(i.) Personal development of the student, crucially understanding of himself
and others, identity and social relationship.
(ii.) Specific inputs associated with Group Dynamics, Sociology of Youth,
Psychology of Adolescence and Community Work. These in turn relate to the
overall rationale and subsequent course developments.
(iii.) Practical youth work skills, especially those associated with face to face
work with individuals and groups.
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BRUNEL UNIVERSrTY REGIONAL TRAINING CONSULTATIVE UNFT
(YOUTH SERVICES)
SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OFTHE BASIC TRAIN ING SCHEME
FOR PART-TIME YOUTH WORKERS
20 fortnightly evening sessions,
3 residential weekends (including 2 intensive periods) and 4 tutonals,
related fiddwork.
Month Soaon
Sept.
Oct.
SELECTION INTERVIEWS
Dot
Feb.
VUrch
Apr.
June
LINKER WEEKENDONE
The Psychology of Adolescence.
Sociology of Youth. Typtftcuions
of young people by the press. Group
dynamics — interaction, roles, groups.
Introduction to nightly recording
10
II
12
13
UN KER WEEKEND TWO
Preparation for intensive fieidwork
penod. Workshop session: altitudes
toautnority, role play, self
description, social diagnosis, personal
rote. Recording.
17
18
19
LINKER WEEKENDTHREE
Indvctioa to itae Service history. local
and national provisions and
resources. Decision making, learn
approaches. Kelly's personal
constructs. Roleol Community
Organisations and development.
Counselling. Preparation for tiddwork.
INDUCTION COURSE
How to study
Reacting
Structure and
methodology
INDUCTION TO
SERVICE PROVISION
Aims of the service
Visits
Exercise in perception
M a turn Comma — KMWIN(
The preparauon and Observauon
use of personal
background enquiry
proformas
The Stvdy of Croups
ClaisiOcation of groups. The task-personai
continuum. Human needs — viaslow scale. Norms,
social architecture. Friendship, iheuseofsobometnc
study and ii fe space diagram.
First Iniensivc Ftetdwort Penod (grouo work)
16 hour programme of group work and social education.
Sociodrama. psychodrama. sponteneity training,
meeting a visitor, the use of material introduced
at weekend.
Second Intensive FiHdwork period
(community development) 14 hour programme Networks
the useofiheCommunity Survey Questionnaire,
mobility, leisure, levels ol"dissatisfaction.
Practical action programmes.
EVALUATION
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(iv.) Overall, the programme of work is aimed at helping young people — es-
pecially in providing new experiences and other aspects related to their social
and personal development.
Our experience so far suggests that considerable success on each of these fronts
is feasible. If this is true then the programme provides a way of equipping the
voluntary youth worker with the core skills, knowledge, values, and attitudes
requisite in youth work at a professional level, and therefore of making voluntary
effort available for a high standard of work with young people. This is surely a
very valuable objective both on economic and on political grounds.
Tutors and their training
The adoption of this style and strategy of training necessarily gives to tutors a
very significant and responsible role. They are not mere course organizers,
nor merely lecturers or teachers in the sense of input resources. Instead, they
have a continuous, active role as group-workers and as counsellors with students,
and are required to facilitate self-programming and self-motivation in students,
to draw students' field experience into systematic relationship with developing
knowledge and skills without arbitrariness or artificiality, and in toto to en-
courage and monitor shifts in students' knowledge, skills, and attitudes
towards levels prescribed by the programme's objectives.
This is too much to hope for except where:
(a.) Selection of tutors — from among youth workers to ensure real competence
in the field of practice — is rigorous.
(b.) Systematic training is provided and required. Here we ensure that the material
of the RBTS is worked through in practice and that all tutors get into real and
close contact with young people.
(c.) Continuous support is offered throughout the year through tutor-group and
larger-scale meetings arranged by the Unit and led by a consultant from the Unit.
Our experience is that if these conditions are answered, the Youth Service can,
without turning to outsiders, provide very high level training personnel, capable
of establishing the requisite close and strong relationship with students and of
moving their development along to high standards.
In addition to the work of tutors, each student is assigned a personal fieldwork
supervisor, normally an experienced youth worker operating in the club> youth
centre, or other facility where the student is undertaking his or her fieldwork. we
now have the beginnings of a powerful feedback system operating, with graduates
of the RBTS serving as supervisors on subsequent courses. Supervisors, like
tutors, are required to meet regularly to monitor their own work and that of their
students.
Recruitment
An ambitious programme of this type would be futile if it suited only an 'elite'
among voluntary youth workers. So far there appears to be no justifiable worries
on this score. Given encouragement and support, younger and older workers,
youth workers with much and little formal education, considerable experience of
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youth work and very little, all of these can participate successfully in this type of
programme. This appears to be due largely to the extent to which (a.) it starts from
where they are; (b.) the main mechanism for shifting them forward is a work-
through of their current concrete experience with young people; (c.) the programme
is directed towards clear specific objectives manifestly related to the agreed pur-
poses of youth work.
Nonetheless, selection is handled scrupulously. First, students are required to be
twenty one or more, to be actively engaged in some form of contact work with young
people, and to have a suitable fieldwork base. Secondly, emphasis is stressed in
group and personal interviews on the large commitment of time and energy which
is required. Third, recruitment is related to the manpower needs and development
policies of the local Youth Services. The programme is not merely educational but
intended as a coherent component of the Youth Service's general development.
If we are to capitalize on voluntary effort in the many different spheres of helping
and developmental work with young people, this sort of systematic planning
would seem to be simply necessary.
Assessment and certification
In collaboration with local Youth Service organizers, detailed criteria have been
set up for the assessment of students, with emphasis placed equally on club and
fieldwork performance, and on the theoretical aspects of the programme. Whereas
our initial researches revealed that most Authorities awarded merely a Certificate
of Attendance, or at best a Certificate of Satisfactory Completion, without any
formal criteria being laid down, it was essential for us to be able to offer from the
University genuine certification reflecting high achieved standards. Hence our
unapologetic stress on the assessment criteria. A continuous procedure has been
adopted with a formal schedule to be completed at the half way point of the course,
and again at the end, within the following areas:
(a.) Performance at evening sessions and residential weekends in terms of personal
contribution, level of understanding and ability to perform in the group setting.
Attendance to be taken into account.
(b.) Fieldwork performance, including extent of satisfactorily completing require-
ments, the relationships developed with young people, and ability to work in a
staff team. This forms the focus of the supervisor's report.
(c.) Depth of understanding, insight and personal development, determined
through tutorial sessions between the student and tutor. In addition,
each student is required to keep a work file containing his personal recordings,
fieldwork sheets, including those used with young people. These are required by
the tutor for use in the assessment procedure.
The last tutorial represents a final assessment, following which the tutor re
commends to an assessment panel that the Regional Basic Training certificate
should be awarded.
(d.) Collective agreement by the assessment panel made up of the tutor team and
a Unit representative, as to the student's general suitability for youth work, taking
into account reports from (a.), (b.) and (c.) above.
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Underlying principles
The following themes represent principles to which we are committed. Our work
in the development of training programmes for voluntary youth and community
workers confirm that they are feasible in practical terms. They represent what are,
as far as I can judge, the fundamental underlying principles of the Regional Basic
Training Scheme.
(a.) Voluntary workers are a very powerful resource in modern society's endeavours
to answer the needs and problems of young people.
(b.) Voluntary workers need and want serious training, are prepared to commit
themselves to such training, and can succeed in reaching high levels of professional
effectiveness.
(c.) Training of voluntary youth workers presupposes coherent and systematic
task analysis and the construction of closely defined training objectives.
(d.) Effective training of youth workers cannot be achieved through insulated
academic courses but needs to be organized fundamentally around active in-
volvement by trainees with young people.
(e.) Programmes of training need to be planned as coherent, integrated, develop-
mental wholes which carry the trainee forward in the context of a working group
of fellow trainees and tutors and of a developing relationship with a particular
set of young people.
(f.) Pedagogically, curricula should be planned to arise naturally out of the concrete
work and experience of trainees. Fieldwork is a central defining component of
such a programme, if it is to work well. This requires very careful liaison and
planning.
(g.) Tutors should not be academic outsiders but themselves full-time professionals
in youth work. They need special training and support.
(h.) While such training programmes need to be locally based, incorporating the
real work of the trainee, the framework, method, and content should and can be
determined on a broader — regional or national — basis in order to ensure common
high standards.
(i.) such programmes should not be shy of tough assessment. Provided the
criteria are appropriate, this is welcomed by trainees and increases motivation
and commitment.
0
Of course the whole field of training is fraught with ideological disputation,
theoretical divergencies, and practical differences in strategy and style. I have
looked at some of these complexities in the previous chapter, and here I have
left them to one side and attempted simply to make a clear statement of one
approach which has been worked through in practice and used with what looks
like some real success. I need not I think be too apologetic about appearing to be
self-congratulatory on behalf of the Regional Unit for two reasons. First the
RBTS is the product of the effort and initiative of all the very many people who
have worked at it and are now working at its further development. And secondly,
although as I believe, the RBTS does represent a real and substantial innovation
in the training of part-time youth workers, on the other hand it is no more — and how
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could it be — than an attempt to capitalize on and benefit from the best approaches
to training already available to us in the Region and in youth work generally before
ever we began our work in the Regional Unit at all.
And yet it 4s after all strictly presumptuous to anticipate to any extent the results of
the Monitoring and Development Programme. I have myself, in my innocence per-
haps, been very much encouraged by reactions to the RBTS and by its apparently
galvanizing effects. I do believe myself that we can be confident that at least its
fundamental rationale, objectives, practical methods, and systems of organization
are on correct and beneficial lines. I suspect and hope that our experience in this
work may offer some helpful guidelines and indications of possibilities to others.
But we shall shortly publish the results of the Monitoring and Development Pro-
gramme, and be able to take account, as we ought, of something more than
belief and hope. Here I shall resist anticipating our findings — though already
it is obvious that they are interesting and that they provide important guidelines
both for modification and development of the RBTS and for suggesting ways
forward for the training of part-time youth workers generally — and limit myseif
to the inclusion in an appendix (page 189) of our general introductory note to
participants. This will serve to indicate the purposes and methods of the Monitoring
and Development Programme. Through that programme we shall have been abie to
some reasonable degree to provide a test of the underlying principles of the RBTS
which I have described here.
Conclusions
I have already indicated clearly enough what I believe the advantages and benefits
are of a scheme of training for part-time youth workers such as the RBTS. I ought
at least to mention some possible difficulties and disadvantages.
The most persistent criticism we hear from these who have not been involved
concerns the dangers of centralization and challenge to the autonomy of local sys-
tems. This is a real issue and a proper basis for challenge to us, and we take it
seriously. But in practice it turns out to be no problem. We all in fact need and
welcome help, structure, clarity of purpose. Training youth workers after all is
a serious and difficult task. Moreover the RBTS is an open system. The scope for
initiative and influence is maximal. There is room within an organized system for
real rather than merely verbal flexibility. And the Regional Unit is not in this any
more than in any of its work selling any specific line or style — except one. This is
an ambitious commitment to clarity of purpose, to practicality of achievement,
and to concern for clients of the Youth Service in its work as a profesional
service for young people.
A second possible problem concerns costs. Here it is difficult to be definitive since
financial analysis generally in the Youth Service, with its complex, overlapping
budgets and its great diversity of budget structures is not, 1 think, one of its
strongest points. We are trying to get some general work done now on the financial
and economic aspects of the Youth Service. A proper answer to this second question
really presupposes this broader analysis. My estimate, however, is that RBTS is
substantially cheaper in money terms than any serious alternative schemes. Savings
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arise from: the centralization of residential components, which many local schemes
have had to give up in the last two years: the 'redundancy' of outside experts
arising from RBTS capitalizing on in-service skills: and centralized production of
course work materials. The scheme is expensive — very expensive — in energy and
effort but not in money terms. And the rewards for that energy and effort seem
themselves pretty considerable.
A third criticism we have had is that training at this level has disturbing effects on
the routine operation of local Youth Service systems, and in particular spurs full-
time workers to envious pressure for in-service training for themselves which is as
purposeful and organized. I think this criticism answers itself. These effects are
good effects and should be welcomed Q°).
Other problems, and means to answering them, will be taken up in our report of
the Monitoring and Development Programme. Other criticisms no doubt we
shall hear as the work proceeds, and hope to learn from them. For work of this
sort certainly must go forward. It is only too obvious that resources for youth
work are likely to be scarce over the next ten years. And on the other hand de-
mands on the Youth Service are likely to grow very rapidly. Hence voluntary
effort will need to be encouraged on simple economic grounds. And more im-
portantly in the long term, democratic societies cannot afford not to entrust large
and important aspects of their public work to the voluntary commitments of
citizens. If this is to be combined effectively with the maintenance of high pro-
fessional standards some such approach to training as the RBTS represents seems to
me to be absolutely necessary f1).
If in the Youth Service we can succeed in training large numbers of voluntary
workers to high professional standards I think we shall be making a very serious
contribution to transforming the notion of 'community participation' from a mere
slogan into a political reality.
Notes
1. The significance of the voluntary sector and the dominant salience of part-time youth workers over-
all is commonly referred to but rarely emphasized sufficiently or analyzed. Three important exceptions
are provided by Frank Bootan — 'Administration by after thought' (Youth in Society, No. 16, 1976),
John Westacott — 'Gentlemen and Players' f Youth in Society, No. 18, 1976), and Callan Anderson —
•Participants in part-time youth work training' (NYB Occasional Paper, No. 8, July 1975).
The statistical grounds for attributing substantial significance to the voluntary/part-time sector, in
the Youth and Community Service specifically, will be available in coherent form in the Butters/
Newell report of the National Study of part-time worker training referred to in this chapter.
2. See John Westacott — ibid. D. M. Sills — 'The Volunteers' (1955), and A. Gillette — 'One million
volunteers' (1968). Essentially and generally what the voluntarist sector of public service offers is a
counter to monopoly professionalism, especially bureaucratic-monopoly professionalism. Some re-
cent reactions against the inefficient rigidities caused by monopoly professionalism, what we might
refer to in general as the movement toward de-institutionalisation, are manifestly excessive, a remedy
worse than the disease. What seems to be needed in many services and spheres is precisely what the
Youth Service has pioneered and has to offer: (a.) at the organizational level — an alternative and
competition to statutory provision from an independent sector; (b.) at the personnel level — a large
task-force with leadership from a cadre of professionals, plus many part-time workers, including
volunteers.
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3. 'The Voluntary Worker in the Social Services' (1969).
4. The notion suggested here that heavy dependence on volunteers, payment of volunteers, and
development of a relatively strong and coherent training policy are three linked components of a
unitary syndrome is developed in this chapter.
5. The meaning and significance of these reports has been examined in detail by Steve Butters and Sue
Newell in the report on the National Study of part-time youth workers.
6. 'The Youth Service in England and Wales' (1960). 'Youth and community work in the seventies'
(1969).
7. In this connection one should perhaps note Fairbairn's membership of the "Second Report' com-
mittee, although this is obviously not the only source of continuity.
8. ibid, p. 198.
9. The model presented here is no better than a tentative sketch of the forces involved and their
relations. The strong influence of heavy dependence on payment and on training separately, and the
independent strong influence of payment on the demand for real training are perhaps unarguable.
The counter-effects (dotted lines in the diagram) of the serious concern with training on maintaining
dependence on part-timers and on reinforcing the commitment to payment, and of the pattern of
payment of part-time workers on reinforcing the dependence on part-timers are more questionable
and contentious.
10. That is to say, we assume that both joint training (linking the statutory and voluntary partners)
and the integration of theory and practice are self-evidently desirable and manifestly achievable.
Campared with the issues we emphasize, these are non-problems.
11. Callan Anderson's study (ibid) is an exceptional example of an attempt at monitoring. Below we
describe our own attempt at monitoring the training of part-time youth workers.
12. Their influence has been exerted at least as much through their involvement and action as through
their writing, but their key books are 1 suppose the following: T. R. Batten — 'The non-directive
approach in group and community work' (1967), L. Button — 'Developmental group work with
adolescents' (1974), J. Klein — 'Working with groups' (1963). Among agencies the initial training
agencies have been particularly important of course, especially perhaps Fred Milson's influence
through Westhill. Again action is reflected and reinforced in writing, e.g. F. Milson—'Youth Work
in the 1970s'(1970).
13. Callan Anderson — ibid.
14. S. Butters and S. Newell: the report is expected shortly.
15. Representatives of the following participated in the consultative programme which laid the
agreed basis for the RBTS: l.L.E.A. (London Training Group), London Boroughs of Barking,
Barnet, Brent, Bromley, Croydon, Ealing, Haringey, Harrow, Hillingdon, Hounslow, Kingston
upon Thames, Merton, Newham, Redbridge, Sutton, Waltham Forest, and the counties of Berkshire,
(Berkshire Training Agency), Buckinghamshire, East Sussex, Essex, Hertfordshire, Kent, Surrey
and West Sussex.
16. East Sussex (3 groups), Barnet, Croydon, Hillingdon, Kingston.
17. East Sussex (3 groups), Surrey, Barnet, Brent, Croydon, Hillingdon, and the N.A.I. Y. scheme in
1976-77. These will bejoined'in 1977-78 by Havering, Newham, and Waltham Forest.
18. We hope to see the Manual published shortly, an essential step, since there is nothing secret or
private about it and we shall welcome criticism and the opportunity to improve it. On the other hand
it will present the usual dangers of published training documentation. Its value depends entirely on
its being used in the right context in the right way, with understanding and commitment to the principles
underlying it.
19. The general underlying aims and principles of our approach are best expressed in Leslie Button's
' Discovery and Experience (O. U. P. 1971). 1 should express here our considerable indebtedness to his
significant and persistent contributions to youth work training.
20. Surely any training system ought to be a source of challenge to the Service for which it is training.
And on the other hand the potential for serious innovation in Service organization and operation
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offered by such challenge is bound to be nullified unless training is genuinely and realistically
oriented to the fundamental aims of the Service and is basically compatible and sympathetic.
21. There are many signs of increasing awareness of the significance of voluntary workers, most
notably establishment of the Volunteer Centre, the Volunteer Bureau, and the Voluntary Service
Units. One recent illustration of the trend is the publication of 'Training volunteer organizers' (Kay
Richards for the National Institute of Social Work, 1977). Compared with Aves, the latter at
least expresses a thoroughgoing commitment to training tor tnose responsible for organizing vol-
unteers. But these are themselves professionals. What is needed is for us to take the training of
voluntary workers in professional services at least as seriously. See R. Clarke — A chance to ahare:
voluntary service in society' (1975) and Lord Windlesham (ed.) —' Politics in practice' (1975).
Appendix
BRUNEL UNIVERSITY
R.B.T.S. Monitoring and Development Programme:
Youth Service
Purpose
The Regional Consultative Unit at Brunei University has established, in collabora-
tion with the Youth Service in the London and Home Counties Region, a Regional
Basic Training Scheme for part-time youth workers.
In 1975-76 this scheme of training is being piloted in E.Sussex, Barnet, Croydon and
Kingston. The purpose of the Monitoring and Development Programme is to learn
about the actual operation of the R.B.T.S., to provide information to guide its
future development and implementation, and generally to contribute to improve-
ments and advances in the training of part-time youth workers in the region.
In order to provide a comparative baseline and to put what can be learned onto a
broader front, four other authorities in the region have been approached and have
agreed to participate in the Monitoring and Development Programme. These are
Buckinghamshire, Brent, EalingandSutton.
The whole intent of this programme is constructive rather than critical. It is
hoped that altogether all those involved may be able to contribute to important
developments in Youth Service work.
Organization
The programme is financed by a grant from the Social Science Research Council.
Fieldwork will take place between September 1975 and July 1976. Analysis, report
writing, and practical feedback to the field through workshops and consultative
meetings is planned for the period up to the end of 1976.
The staff primarily involved are Paul Hunter, specially appointed for the project
as a Research Fellow in the Regional Unit, and myself. Neither of us is involved
this year as organizers or tutors on any of the training schemes in the programme.
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Both of us intend to try to listen and learn hard, and to explore on behalf of the
Youth Service the best ways forward for part-timer training.
Close contact with tutors and students of the participating schemes is planned
through formal and informal meetings.
Student participation in the monitoring and
development programme
Participation by students in any and all aspects of the programme is of course
voluntary. Principal Youth Officers, Course Organizers, and Tutors in the eight
authorities involved1 have all given their support to the programme, and are pro-
viding necessary facilities and opportunities for the research work that has to be
done.
This gives me the opportunity to ask you for your help. If we can all participate,
the programme can be effective, and we may be able to learn a great deal that can be
useful.
What will be required is just a little of your time during the period of the training.
I hope very much you will be willing to spare it. I hope and believe that in any
case you may find your participation in the programme interesting and stimula-
ting. It could make the training more enjoyable and valuable.
Please note that none of the elements of the Monitoring and Development Pro-
gramme is or can be connected in any way with the assessment of individual students.
You should and must be able to say to us whatever you think — about the training,
about youth work, or whatever. The programme will be no use at all unless we are
learning about your real and complete views.
All elements of the programme will be treated in complete confidence, and as far
as possible anonymously.
Where different parts of the programme need to be connected up, identification
will be by means of a code number, known only to the research team (myself and
Paul Hunter) and divulged to no one else. This will be allocated to you shortly. I
shall be grateful if you will keep it safely throughout the training.
Framework of the programme
Training, like any other human activity, is a complicated and subtle business. To
explore the full meaning and value of it for all involved is impossible. We can only
try to do our best to explore some of the more important aspects. We shall try to
provide opportunities for you to tell us, as you see it, what we may be missing out on.
The following are the main avenues we expect to explore. In addition we shall of
course be talking with all of the tutors involved.
1. Student feedback
You will be asked to complete an evaluation schedule for each part of the training
(each evening session, each part of any residential periods, etc.) It is very important
for us to get a complete record of your reactions to the training. Evaluation schedules
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will be collected from you regularly.
In addition, Programme staff will join you in some of the residential periods or
at other times to provide opportunity for informal meeting with you and experience
of your situation.
And thirdly, at the close of the training we would like to talk with you individually to
explore in depth your experience of the training and your evaluation of it.
2. An enquiry into youth work knowledge
Towards the beginning and towards the close of the training we shall ask you to
answer a very short 'quiz' designed to explore some aspects of what you know
about youth work. It is particularly important to note this is in no way connected
with assessment. We shall also want to explore your reactions to the nature of the
questions posed to see what you think a youth worker needs to know.
3. An enquiry into attitudes and values related
to youth work
Again at the beginning and close of training, we shall ask you to complete a short
questionnaire designed to explore what you think and feel about youth work, the
youth service, and young people. Of course there are no right or wrong answers.
We just want to learn what you personally actually think.
4. An opportunity for you to tell us about yourself
None of the other aspects of the proj ect will be any use at all unless we understand
something of you as a person. To this end you will be asked, at some point about
the middle of the training, to answer a short questionnaire and to talk with one
of the staff of the Programme. The main aim will be to explore briefly your back-
ground and social situation, your experience in work with young people, your
motivations and aspirations in relation to youth work, and your social attitudes.
5. Youth work skills
A main aim in all youth work training is to provide opportunity for workers to ad-
vance their skills in working with young people. To explore this area we shall want to
be involved with some of you in the situations — in Youth Clubs, Youth Centres,
and elsewhere — in which you may undertake practical work. We shall want to
talk with leaders and co-workers in these situations, and with members.
An invitation
I hope very much that you will be able to join in with us in this Programme. I think it
may be an important opportunity for us all to contribute to important advances in
Youth Service work, at a time when the importance of youth work by full-timers
and part-timers alike could not be greater. The effectiveness of training pro-
grammes for youth workers matters a great deal. Through training we can all in-
crease our effectiveness and enjoyment in working with young people. For
these reasons it is important that what happens in training should be carefully
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monitored, to provide a basis for future development.
I shall ensure that effective opportunities for feedback to you about the results of
the Monitoring and Development Programme are provided as soon as possible.
I expect and intend this work, like all the work of the Unit to have direct, practical
pay-offs for youth work in the region.
David Marsland,
Senior Lecturer in Sociology,
Director, Regional Training Consultative Unit.
September 1975.
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN
A REGIONAL APPROACH TO
YOUTH SERVICE DEVELOPMENT
In the previous chapter, I have begun for the first time in this book to speak in per-
sonal terms which rest on analysis and experience deriving specifically and ex-
clusively from our work in the Regional Training Consultative Unit. In the present
chapter this tendency is carried even further. For I am concerned to examine here
the extent to which a regional level of organization would be useful for the Youth
Service as a whole, and the guidelines which our work in the Unit might seem to
offer for a general movement towards regionalization in the Youth Service. In
doing this I am in considerable danger of course of appearing to be involved im-
modestly in what can only be characterized by the vulgar phrase of 'blowing my
own trumpet'. I shall have to rest content with the hope that at least those readers
who know me personally will understand that this is not what I am at. The
establishment of a regional unit in the south east was a long process which began
many years before I had any connection with it. The work we are managing to do
for the Youth Service through the Unit is merely what we are supposed to do,
and the best we can do within our terms of reference. In any case it is the product
of the efforts of many people.
Beyond this I shall have to take the risk of apparent immodesty, since I believe an
analysis of regional approaches to Youth Service development is proper and
necessary at this time, and this in turn is bound to involve considering our own
purposes and work in the Unit.
Youth Service structure and organization
The complexity and frailty of the organisation and structure of the Youth Service
as a national system is self-evident and well known. John Eggleston's comment,
in a chapter of his recent study called 'Structure and practice of the Youth and
Community Service', on Milson-Fairbairn's view of this expresses the situation
perfectly I think. He says 'Youth and Community Work in the 70s noted that 'few
people outside the Youth Service are aware of a unified service'. Our experience
quickly led us to suggest that few people, even within the Service, were aware of a
unified service' (').
Of course it is theoretically possible to imagine an organization with clear overall
objectives, powerful boundaries with other organizations, and effective internal
communications, which despite all this was comprised of sub-organizations and
individual members who evinced low-levels of communality with each other,
where internal conflict was frequent, and where fundamental disagreement
about objectives and basic methods was normal. But in practice and in general
it is safe to infer from feelings to structure, and vice versa; from awareness to ex-
istence, and vice versa; from individual and group anomie to lack of structural
•
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clarity about high level goals, and vice versa; and so on.
Thus that lack of awareness of a unified service which Eggleston describes does
in fact (even if perhaps he exaggerates it) reflect the weak level of organization
and the structural incoherence overall as a national system of the Youth Service.
And in turn the organisational complexity and structural frailty of the Youth
Service as a system reflects and is reinforced by differences of purpose, style, and
approach at the individual, group, and sub-organizational levels.
If there is exaggeration in Eggleston's characterization of the Youth Service, it is
because the underlying unity and coherence of the Service is complex, dynamic, and
immune to any easy verbal formulation. It arises from a specific shared historical
development and cultural experience which escapes the understanding of out-
siders and is beyond encapsualtion in any tidy formula which organization an-
alysis has to offer. Youth Service people know each other and know that they
belong together, however far apart from each other they may be ideologically,
wherever they were trained, whatever sector of the whole complex system they
happen to work in, whatever level they are at, whatever type of youth work they
practice, however divergent their conceptions of the needs of young people. It is
after all and despite every sort of split, one outfit. More technically put the Youth
Service is a highly differentiated but nonetheless singular collectivity, with its
unity deriving from deep cultural levels.
This unity of the Youth Service is an undeniable, even if ill-charted (*) cultural
reality of contemporary British society (and beyond). But we should be in no doubt
that it has very little formal support or structural reinforcement from any coherent
national framework of organization.
There is no Department or Ministry, nor even any structurally differentiated sub-
department or under-ministry which has comprehensive, specific, and exclusive
responsibility for the Youth Service. There is no Act which formally and statutorily
empowers and underwrites the existence of any Youth Service as a unitary organ-
ization. There is no singular source and method of finance which could provide
the structural unity which only singularity of resource allocation and budgetary
control can offer C).
I am not arguing here that there ought to be a shift in this direction. Others, es-
pecially and most persuasively John Ewen (4) have argued that the weak level of
national organization of the Youth Service has got to be remedied if youth work
is to have any real chance of delivering its promise. It is possible I suppose that
these arguments are valid. But I have my doubts and fears about any such
strengthening of a Youth Service 'centre' over against the many 'peripheries'. I
have examined the dangers involved in my analysis in Chapter 9.
Here, in any case, I am wanting to argue that given, for good or ill, a weak national
system, and given that whether or not the national framework should be strength-
ened, it seems in practical terms unlikely to happen except in the long term f), this
given, some mechanism or system for development at the regional level, inter-
mediate between the national and local levels, is essential.
To the extent that clarity about objectives, long term manpower planning, training
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policy development, and so on, are absent at central level, precisely to that same
extent we need to explore the scope for getting these essential things done region-
ally.
The other premise which is required to make this argument valid is the proposition
that these essential functions cannot be handled effectively at local levei. For my-
self I think this proposition is now simply beyond dispute. Even County Youth
Services are, with a very few exceptions, too small to provide an adequate scope
and arena for policy development, planning, or training. Increasingly there are
signs of local Youth Services turning to each other voluntarily for help in work-
ing at these functions collectively and cooperatively. Increasingly there are
symptoms of a structural gap between the national level where talking gets done
and the local level where day to day concerns and problems are too much to allow
the detachment and wide consultation required if policy development, planning,
and training are to be done well.
I find it interesting and instructive that the work of INSTEP — where a really
thorough-going and yet entirely practical approach to one important Youth Service
function, in-service training, is being undertaken — seems already to be pointing
indisputably to the need for a regional level of organization (6).
Moreover, the local level provides a peculiarly difficult arena for cooperative
collective work towards Youth Service development. For it is at this level that
relations between the statutory and voluntary sectors are most complex and
challenging, and this differentiation between the two wings of the Service is
certainly the source of the primary and most fundamental complexity of the
system as a whole.
Nothing could be more certain, I think, than that at this time of ail times in its history
the partnership of the two wings of the Service has got to be made to work. And
on the other hand the organizational structures of the two wings are quite distinct
from each other, and even to a degree incompatible. As John Eggleston has
shown C), the fundamental structure of the voluntary organization is what he has
called 'concentric', while that of statutory organizations is, again in his term,
'pyramidal'. One inevitable result of this is that the local area — defined of course in
terms of the administratively given boundaries of the Statutory Service — is about
the most difficult level and scene of all you could find in which to attempt
general Youth Service development work concretely and effectively. For to the
Voluntary Organization it is bound to seem like a local authority exercize at cor-
alling them into someone else's programme and structure. While from the local
authority Service's point of view, it must seem that the Voluntary Organizations,
with their constant reference upwards of anything awkward to national head-
quarters, and their persistant refusal to transgress the autonomy of individual
units, are deliberately preventing rational consideration of policy and planning.
These problems are insoluble except on a larger scale than that provided by the local
level.
On all these, and many other grounds which could be cited, there is surely a very
strong case for looking to the intermediate level of the region as the appropriate
locus of Youth Service policy development, planning, and training development.
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At this level it ought to be possible to bring together coherently and authoritatively
all the diverse elements properly involved 0 in Youth Service development, and to
do this in a way which leads beyond mere talking to organized action.
Possible guidelines for regionaiization
Now of course, even if the preceding analysis is plausible enough to be per-
suasive in principle, we wouid still only be at the very beginning of an adequate
argument for a re-structuring of the Service of this order. We wouid need to show
first that there were not costs which would outweigh the benefits of regionaiization.
In addition we would need to demonstrate precisely how, in practical, operational
terms, such a system could actually work.
I cannot at this time manage either of these two hard tasks. Indeed they would
obviously be handled best by a representative Youth Service working party. In this
chapter I shall attempt something much more modest which can perhaps serve as
a preliminary to the more detailed and systematic analysis which is required. I shall
simply try to suggest, by reference to the work of the R.T.C.U., some of the ways
in which use by the Youth Service of the regional level as a main arena for its
development work could be helpful.
In doing this, I shall take for granted two things. First, that there are some func-
tions which are best handled at each of the available levels of organization —
national, regional, and local—and that we need to sort out which is best for which.
Secondly, I assume that in general the Youth Service is at least as sceptical as any
other modernizing sector of society — and properly so — of empty administrative
centralization at whatever level, and at least as determined in its defence of the
autonomy of the smallest possible unit of the organization of the Service as a
whole.
In relation to this second assumption, we should nevertheless recognize that it is
distinctly possible for highly centralized units of organization, which themselves
repress the autonomy of their constituent sub-units mightily, to use the rhetoric
of autonomy speciously to resist challenges to their own interests and sov-
ereignty C).
The following history and analysis of the first phase of the work of the RTCU does
not at all purport to discover for the Youth Service any sort of a general model. The
Unit is a small and modest operation which has made its appearance during a period
of the Youth Service's history when a great many interesting experiments have
been produced. A lot of these, it goes without saying, are much more considerable in
scale and in ambition than the Unit, and in objective terms much more import-
ant (I0). All I am attempting here is to explore whether and to what extent the work of
the Unit may provide useful clues for future development in the Youth Service,
given that the need for some movement towards regionaiization is accepted.
Beginnings and purposes
In October 1973, a Regional Training Consultative Unit was set up at Brunei
University. Its awkward title does manage at least to describe our purposes
accurately — to operate regionally as a catalyst in the development of all aspects
of Youth Service training.
The Unit struggled, rather than sprang, into life as a result of initiatives taken by
the Youth Service over a long period of years. I was involved myself in discussions
and negotiations concerning the establishment of such a unit for at least three
years before its inception, after the Principal Officers of the London and Home
Counties Region had approached the University.
No doubt the slow pace, as it seemed at the time, of this phase of negotiation was
due primarily to the comparative novelty of University /Youth Service involvement.
For despite early work in which Bristol University was involved, the postgraduate
training of youth workers at Manchester and Swansea, and of course the role of
Goldsmith's College ("), the extent of relationship between the Universities and
the Youth Service is remarkably small.
Personally I believe every university ought to have a serious involvement with and
commitment to its local Youth Service. It is a moot point, whether the actual
situation — that is to say mutual ignorance and neglect — is due more to the
snobbism of the. universities, which persists despite their growing allegiance to
the idea of community involvement, or to the defensive contempt of all that is
academic on the part of the Youth Service.
Be that as it may, at least in the case of Brunei University and the Youth Service
in the South East, this usual gulf was bridged with the establishment of the Regional
Unit. As I shall go on to argue, the initiation of a relationship across this divide
is an achievement which is not only difficult but also a fundamentally necessary
condition for the work of a regional consultative unit being successful.
All those involved in bringing this relationship into existence, especially Professor
Elliot Jaques on the university side, and Ted Price, Les Brotherton, Maurice
Elliot, and others who later formed the first membership of the Steering Panel of
the Unit, all deserve special credit and gratitude (12).
These initiatives on the part of the Youth Service were largely handled in formal
terms by a sub-group of the Conference of Principal Youth Officers of the region.
But they were also representative in another sense of a generally expressed feeling
among staff of the Youth Service, youth workers, youth officers, and the pro-
fessional asociations that the Youth Service in the region needed a mechanism
and an arena, located in the relative freedom and neutrality of a university,
through which the Service could dispassionately and collectively do some of its
fundamental thinking, planning, and development.
The Unit was, quite properly I think, set up in the first instance on a modest scale
and at modest cost. A Research Fellow, a part-time secretary, and very limited
travel and consultative research costs were to be paid for by a consortium of
nineteen of the local Youth Services of the Region. These were as follows:
I.L.E.A.
Surrey
East Sussex
Ealing
Haringey
Harrow
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West Sussex
Hastings
Luton
Barnet
Brent
Croydon
Waltham Forest
Hillingdon
Hounslow
Kingston
Newham
Redbridge
Sutton
The Unit was set up as, and continues to be, a Youth Service organization, in two
senses. First because policy and day to day work are guided by a Steering Panel
with strong Service representation (n). Secondly because our style of work and our
modest resources conspire to ensure that anything useful the Unit does is a joint
achievement of Unit staff on the one hand and.of youth workers and youth officers
on the other. Moreover the specific terms of reference of the Unit preclude two
sorts of definition of the role which might lead the Unit away from being a Youth
Service organization into becoming a University Organization merely. It is not a
research centre — although we do research ('*), and it is not a training agency —
although we do provide training. Now research and teaching/training are two
routine functions of universities. If the Unit were a research centre or a training
agency, I believe we would be much more easily led astray and back towards a
merely academic approach. Whereas, being in fact a consultative unit, we are by
necessity of definition constrained to work with and for the Youth Service in a
way which is still relatively novel for the universities. Of course, quite apart from
being constrained to do this by our terms of reference, this is also fortunately
what we believe we should be doing, and what we want to do.
The fact that the Unit is part of the University gives us some strong advantages we
believe. First we have ready access to a wide range of relevant knowledge and
skills. Second we are able to share in the University's and the School of Social
Science's reputation for knowledge and standards.
The fact that we are also a Youth Service organization prevents us, I hope, from
becoming merely academic, and guarantees the Unit access to sources of ex-
perience and experimentation.
Thus the Unit exists solely to serve the Youth Service in the region in its important
practical work on behalf of young people. In this purpose we try to link four
roles, each of them ambitious and difficult: as a broker of ideas; as a communica-
tion centre; as a standard bearer; and as a spokesman for the Youth Service with
the outside world, in higher education especially but also more generally wherever
the crucial importance of youth work today is still too little recognized and under-
stood.
Achievements
Achievement is an ambitious term, and I am probably tempting providence by
using it. But since most of the actual work of the Unit is done by others than myself
despite my being its Director, and since therefore any credit properly belongs to
them rather than to me, I can perhaps afford to risk nemesis and talk of achieve-
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mentwherelseeit.
Those pressures within the Youth Service which I have referred to as being res-
ponsible for bringing the Unit into being expressed a concern primarily about
three main issues and problems — the training of part-time workers, tutor train-
ing, and in-service training of the professional cadre of workers and officers.
These three tasks are what we have concentrated on during the first four years of
our work.
In our work at these issues, and indeed in all our work, we use as our main method a
procedure we call consultative programmes. Basically this is a perfectly simple
and commonsensical social device, but worth, I think, some analysis here. For it is
I believe a very useful and effective tool for institutional change and development,
and well-suited to the stage in its development which the Youth Service is at today.
All it entails is that, faced with an issue, a problem, a decision that needs to be made,
the Service should — locally, regionally or nationally — find and use some means
of voluntarily calling together for a long programme of serious work a fully rep-
resentative group of all these properly involved in the issue or whatever. A consulta-
tive programme is differentiated from workshops, seminar series, and so on by
having as its primary objective a shared commitment to devizing and finding
ways to implementation of a scheme of action which will itself actually change
things. Not a set of recommendations, not an analysis, not a mere blue-print,
but a realistically operable scheme and its actual implementation.
This primary parameter of a C. P.' s work makes for a certain humility and mod-
esty. Talk is easy. Radical critique of the status quo is cheap. But to effect change
is more difficult. To succeed in it requires recognition of reality constraints for
what they are. They are not just unfortunate and regrettable barriers standing in
the way of some ideal system. Rather they are themselves an authentic part of
reality, with stronger claims to validity and significance as part of the scheme of
real things than any group of enthusiasts gathered together to change the world.
As such they have to be acknowledged, accepted and worked with towards real
change.
This purpose given, we work in a C.P. by discovering the primary materials for
working towards an agreed action scheme in the group: by capitalizing on the ex-
perience of the group's members, by facilitating the clarification and revelation
in explicit form of the divergent opinions represented in the group; by working
with and through difference and conflict towards agreement.
Now of course agreement grounded merely in compromise and authenticated
merely by the relative power of different factions is futile, except as a political
ritual. If concerted action involving innovation and change is to be the outcome,
agreement has to be principled, rational, and valid. Hence the need for constant
membership in the group, and for time — many meetings over a period at least of
months. This permits us to elucidate the grounds of difference, to distinguish
between those arising merely from traditional commitments or vested interests
from others which are rational and principled, and in the case of the latter to help
people to choose to move towards each other's positions voluntarily.
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In this work we use any and all sorts of facilities and techniques which seem likely
to be useful. In particular we have used ad hoc practical research enquiries to try
to answer questions of fact which were in dispute. Or again we have asked in-
dividuals with a known expertize or commitment to speak to us and let us see and
examine a 'best possible version' of some particular case. But all these are merely
instrumentalities towards the given purpose. What matters in the end is the thinking
and deciding of individual group members, and the movement of individual thought
and decision towards agreed practical action.
It may be useful to envisage a consultative programme as structurally intermediate
between two other methods of institutional development which are more commonly
used in public services — the employment of consultants, and staff workshops.
By contrast with the use of consultants — who, whether or not they are from
outside of the client service, are external as far as the scene where action and change
is needed is concerned — by contrast with this, the incorporation of consultants
in a working group, and the grounding of authority in the group rather than in the
consultants or in super-ordinate management, this allows for the agreement arrived
at to be undeniably and authentically valid, a genuine product of those who have
to operate the change in practice.
And by contrast to staff workshops, which are increasingly common in Youth
Service development work, the commitment of group members to the consultants'
responsibility for bringing from the group an agreed and implementable action
scheme ensures that the output is not yet more.elegant and empty words, but action.
This I hope is enough to indicate the main lines of the procedures involved in
working at institutional development and social change through a consultative
programme. We have so far followed such a programme through completely in
relation to the basic training of part-time workers, and reached a long way into a
C.P. on the in-service training of professionals. With that completed, it seems
likely that a further consultative programme on local Youth Service policy
development and organization will be the next step (13).
I need say little here about the Unit's work in the development of the Regional
Training Scheme for part-time workers, since I have examined it fully in the
previous chapter. I ought however to deal here with the meaning and value of
the regionalism of the Scheme.
I think few would doubt that the idea of bringing together people responsible for
and involved in training right across the region to discuss and plan for training
development is sensible and helpful. The broader the basis for discussion, the wider
the experience — the better. A regional discussion of training is a useful antidote
to the local insularity, which the pressures of work in the Youth Service can easily
create.
Where there might be, and indeed has been, disagreement and criticism is in
relation to our establishment of a common curricular, tutorial, and administrative
framework for the scheme. In another approach towards regionalization of basic
training in Yorkshire and Humberside, those involved have been content to
establish a moderation system. This avoids any of the dangers, which some people
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apparently fear, of bureaucratic centralization. At the same time it allows for at
least some of the obvious benefits of operation on a regional scale (16).
For myself, I think that such fears are certainly exaggerated, and probably al-
together groundless. In basic training and in other aspects of Youth Service work,
the danger of inflexibility arises more from our lack of clarity about purposes and
our disagreement and ambivalence about objectives than from those few areas of
our work where we have clear, voluntarily agreed procedures operating. And this
is all the RBTS is an example of. Its objectives and methods were widely and
thoroughly discussed and agreed by all the relevant parties. Particular local
Youth Services enter the Scheme individually and voluntarily, and only as and when
they wish and judge that they are able to do so to their own advantage. The in-
crease from five to nine authorities participating in the RBTS — which is as fast
as the limited resources of the Unit could manage — certainly does not suggest to
me any fear or anxiety among those actually involved. Moreover, within the day
by day and week by week operation of training programmes handled through the
RBTS framework, the extent of built-in and inescapable consultation, briefing
and planning and review meetings allows for considerable flexibility. It offers
much more scope, I think, for individual tutors and field supervisors to contribute
to improvements than in the more usual system, where a Director of Training, often
from outside the Youth Service field team altogether, may have considerable
power.
We ought to look at this issue more positively too. Surely there can be no resistance
to the idea of teams of Youth Service personnel coming together and endeavouring
together to bring all their training up to the best level they collectively achieve? And
this is just what we have done, we all believe, through the RBTS.
Moreover, standards are important in this as in all aspects of Youth Service
development work. Here the certification of the RBTS by the Unit, located in the
University, is very important. And this in turn rests on the assurance, which only
a thoroughly regional scheme can provide, that common high levels of work and
reaming towards clearly specified training objectives are being attained. No mere
aggregation of divergent local schemes can offer any such guarantee. A Regional
Scheme as such is essential.
Tutor training so far has been deliberately within the context of the RBTS. Rather
than offering detached, abstracted skills or knowledge, tutor training has been
organized as a practical preparation for 'doing tutoring' as a real job, in all its
complexity in the RBTS.
All tutors working on RBTS programmes are required to undertake training
provided by the Unit before their accreditation for RBTS certification is given.
So far, over 80 tutors have participated in the training, which involves an intensive
residential week of practical work through in the objectives, methods, and materials
of the scheme, together with a continuing programme of planning, review, and
feedback sessions throughout the nine month period of each RBTS programme.
As a result, a very strong pool of tutoring skills and commitment has been developed.
In addition, we have participated in or provided a considerable number of more
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conventional tutor training programmes, and are involved now in analyzing
and rationalizing fundamental tutoring skills, and in preparing practical pro-
grammes for training them effectively.
I think that we have with this work succeeded at least in taking up — as the Unit
was asked to do — the torch of earlier efforts at 'training the trainer'. On the
basis of that earlier work, and in the context of the RBTS, we have found a
reliable mechanism which enables the Youth Service in the whole region to develop
its own tutoring skills. This is important in two distinct ways. First it lessens the
still too considerable dependance of the Youth Service on 'outsiders' — who,
however talented, do not necessarily share youth work skills or commitments. And
secondly, it provides an important component of the developing career structure
of youth work. Tutors should manifestly be a specially selected, highly trained
group among youth workers and officers. Indeed I suspect that this ought to be
more fully and widely recognized than it is anywhere yet by certification and by
other appropriate incentives.
Neither this future possibility — of establishing a high grade training team to work
with the Training Officer, nor the achievements so far made in tutor training
could be possible at all in a merely local framework. Regionalism and strenuous
use of a Regional Unit by the local Youth Services working cooperatively together is
an essential condition of success in tutor training.
In these first years, the focus of our work has been more on the part-time worker,
less on the professional. We expect this to switch over the next three years as the
RBTS becomes more self-directing. But even in this first phase quite a lot has been
achieved on this front, over and above tutor training, which is itself one important
aspect of in-service training.
First, we have established a postgraduate Diploma course of the University,
designed as advanced in-service training for youth officers and experienced youth
workers, open to all professionally qualified staff of the sponsoring authorities
in these categories. It is part-time, spread over two years in six separate but related
modules — psychology, sociology, group work, community work, management,
and training. It is organized as fortnightly sessions at the University, alternating
with linked fieldwork, together with three residential weekends. Assessment is
in terms of essays, projects, and a research dissertation. It is designed to use and
capitalize on the practical and professional experience of students, and is intended
as a contribution to the development of a coherent and satisfying career structure
within the Service (17).
The first programme will have begun in September 1977. There were many excellent
applicants for the twnty places from among Youth Officers and senior Youth
Workers. This is a very exciting development, and I think one of the first serious
attempts to develop a mode of advanced in-service training which is tailor made for
those intending to advance in the Youth Service. Absurdly, those wanting or
willing to move 'up' in career terms by abandoning the Service which has itself
facilitated their earlier growth have been in the past much better served. While
good people committed to youth work have been prevented from proper career
advancement by the absence of adequate youth work/youth service orientated
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in-service training.
This is one important example of the strength which the Youth Service can gain
from a regional approach to its development. For years there have been very strong
expressions — from youth workers and youth officers individually, and collectively
from CYSA and NAYCEO — of the urgent need for coherent, advanced in-service
training. By working together in a regional context we have been able at last to
answer this need for ourselves.
And through our second major consultative programme we may be in a position
to take these gains even further, by developing a regional framework for in-
service training as a whole. Working with the procedures I have described earlier,
beginning with a research enquiry into existing provision, and collaborating
closely with Tom Wylie of INSTEP (l8) in his work at national level, a representa-
tive group has worked through the crucial problems to the point where a Consulta-
tive Document proposing a regional framework for a systematic 1ST scheme
has been produced (19).
This is now, as I write, being examined and discussed widely. I believe it provides
an opportunity for the Youth Service as a whole in the region to attend to in-
service training for the profession with the seriousness and systematic organisa-
tion which it has for much too long demanded unsuccessfully.
It has become abundantly clear that the existing scope for in-service training of the
professional cadre is inadequate. Neither the present economic climate, nor
even the persisting confusion about Youth Service policy and career structure are
sufficient reasons for postponing efforts at improving both the quantity and
quality of what is offered. With the developments I have described here, the Unit
has made a beginning on its contribution to the development needed, and we in-
tend to extend and strengthen it.
Apart from developments in the training of part-time workers, tutor training, and
in-service training, the Unit is involved day by day in all the many sorts of advice
giving, guidance and contact work which a consultative agency is able to pro-
vide the facilities and resources for. Over and above this, there is space here to
mention only a few of the larger tasks so far undertaken.
Four symposia have been held — on the future of the Youth Service, on funda-
mental issues in training, on ethnic minority youth, and on homelessness and
joblessness among young people. These are intended as ideas sessions, which are
themselves a contribution to training, and can also form the basis of consultative
programmes leading to action schemes. For example, we expect that one result
of the third symposium will be the establishment of an RBTS programme for
black youth workers. The symposia have been strongly attended by youth workers
and youth officers. All the papers have been or are being published.
A consultative programme with the initial training agencies in the region has
been carried through, which has served to put trainers and the field into close
contact and to provide an arena for thinking through courses and curricula in
practical detail. Senior HMI's, the professional associations, and Principal and
other Youth Officers were also involved.
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A series of meetings has been held across the region, with youth workers and
youth officers which have provided very valuable opportunities for thinking
through policy and organization, career structure, and the pattern and quality of
communication in local services.
We have been invited, as a result of our work, to speak at a number of training
conferences and workshops, and to participate (for example on the Steering
Group of the national study of part-timer training, and on the NYB Consultative
Group on Youth Research) in a number of situations where we can bring some in-
fluence to bear on behalf of youth work in the region.
We have written a number of practical and research papers, published by the
Unit, by NYB, and in the academic and professional journals. A list of this work
is obtainable from the Unit. We also produce an occasional Newsletter (back
numbers from the Unit) Feedback, comment and criticism has been welcomed
and extensive. It should grow if the Unit is to be able to do its work well.
People
In the preceding pages I have tried to draw a picture of what the Unit has been able to
do so far on behalf of the Youth Service of the London and Home Counties Region.
This, together with my concluding analysis of future potential, is what matters
for my present purposes. For I am trying here to suggest ways in which a regional
approach to development may be generally useful to the Youth Service, which
requires primarily a demonstration of what issues can be handled and which tasks
can be undertaken at the regional level which a local or national approach could
not attend to so effectively.
But people also matter if I am to provide a sufficiently precise characterization
of the Regional Unit to contextualize issues and tasks. Hence this section.
The Youth Service funds which support the Unit are very modest in scale. Of course
the more complete support becomes on the part of the individual Youth Services
of a region, the cheaper the provision of a regional unit for development work be-
comes. Clearly we ought especially at this time to keep such expenditures as low
as is feasible, leaving the maximum possible available for use in direct youth work,
at the coal face as it were. This is the policy we have pursued, keeping the con-
tributions of our sponsors to the minimum, avoiding all unnecessary expenditure,
and focussing expenditure where the return is greatest, namely on people.
For our modest funds are used almost entirely to pay the salaries of Michael Day,
who as Research Fellow undertakes the bulk of the consultative and training
work done, and of Rita Clark, our secretary, and the unavoidable overheads
such as mail and telephone C20).
Mike Day started in youth work in 1964 employed as a Youth and Community
Officer with London Methodist Association of Youth Clubs. After completing
the full-time course at Swansea he was employed in both Centre work and training
with the Essex Youth Service for six years. He joined the Unit from its inception
in October 1973. The fact that he manages to combine a long and successful career
in youth work, in practice, with the necessary academic training and skills is of
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course crucial to the successful work of the Unit.
As Director of the Unit my work is supported by a salary from my role as Senior
Lecturer in the Sociology Department of the University, and costs the Youth Ser-
vice nothing. My teaching is mainly in undergraduate courses in the Sociology of
Youth, Community Studies, and Research Method, and in supervision of post-
graduate research. I hope I am able to represent the special style which character-
izes Brunei as a university compared with those which maintain more traditionally
academic approaches. In the University as a whole, in BIOSS p1), where the
Unit is located, and in the Sociology Department, we are in the business of linking
theory and practice, analysis and action.
In 1976, Paul Hunter worked with us, on SSRC funding, to carry out the
monitoring of the RBTS. The year before, Roland Fisher, of Bulmershe College
and the Youth and Community Work Training Association, was seconded to the
Unit to work on a study of the probationary year. And this year, Stuart Page is
similarly being seconded by East Sussex and YMCA to do a study of multi-use
organizations. I intend we shall be able to have at least one person from the field
working with us on secondment each year. In addition, increasing numbers of
Youth Service staff have registered with us to do higher degrees by research on a
part-time basis. This I think is a very important function which a Regional Unit
can serve for the Youth Service.
Apart from this, 'the people in the Unit' are the staff of youth services in the
region, who work with us from time to time on the programmes we undertake.
There has been an increasingly large number of people, and we hope this will
continue, since the Unit is essentially a part of the Youth Service in the University,
and a part of the University in the Youth Service. It is a concrete link, made up of
people, between our theory and practice, knowledge and action, ideas and prac-
tical policy.
Youth work is stressful work. It is work which very easily totally absorbs those
involved in it. A Regional Unit located in a University can provide an opportunity
and an arena for detachment and reflection which stress and absorption in hard
practical work properly demand.
Potential
As the second phase of theUnit'swork begins in difficult financial circumstances for
the Youth Service, our sponsors are eleven local authority services, coordinated
through a Standing Committee of the P YO's of the region. These are the London
Boroughs oiBarnet, Brent, Croydon, Eating, Haringey, Hillingdon, Hounslow,
Newham, and Waitham Forest, and the counties of East Sussex and Surrey.
Precisely what work is undertaken will depend, as it should, on our sponsors' needs
and on the changing conditions in which the Youth Service has to operate. In
general the main lines are clear enough.
First continued development and extension of our work on the training of part-
time workers through the RBTS. The main force of the Youth Service's efforts
on behalf of young people is expressed through the involvement in youth work
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of men and women whose primary commitment is, even if it is often hard to
believe it, in other spheres.
The pay-off to youth work and to the Youth Service from an ambitious and real-
istically practical programme of training for part-timers, strongly supported and
monitored from the Unit, and recognized by regional certification, can be very
considerable, directly and indirectly. It:
(a.) Gives part-time youth workers a challenging opportunity to advance their
skills and competencies substantially.
(b.) Provides the Youth Service with a flow of well trained highly committed
workers.
(c.) Develops a powerful resource of tutors trained in sophisticated but practical
skills.
(d.) Provokes demands from full-time workers for further training for themselves
and for rational consideration of policy.
(e.) Involves increasingly large numbers of young people more strongly and co-
herently in considering the purposes and organization of the Youth Service.
(f.) Grounds the training in the field with full involvement of Service staffs acting
as fieldwork supervisors.
Secondly, there is scope for a really strong contribution to in-service training of
the professional youth worker — through the Diploma; through movement towards
a regional approach to general in-service training, backed by Unit support in
methods, materials, organization, and tutor training; and through the sorts of
practical grappling with the objectives and organization of youth work which the
Unit is here to encourage and facilitate, and which is of the essence of the in-service
training of any professional.
Thirdly, an important potential for contribution by the Unit to the general develop-
ment of youth work and the Youth Service is given simply by the Unit being here
as a focus and an arena for the Service's own discussion, thinking, and planning.
It, we, are here to be used, not hidden in the University, but available as a part of
the University to attend to Youth Service needs.
I hope this also suggests persuasively how regional centres in other parts of the
country might contribute powerfully to Youth Service development. The way we
are organized, and the particular patterns and styles of work which we have de-
veloped in the South east, are in my belief the best way to answer our needs and
purposes here. But they are certainly capable of improvement, and there may be
quite different forms of organization and styles of developmental work which are
appropriate to other regions with different problems.
But throughout the Youth Service considered as a national system, there is now,
I think, a manifest need for regional consultative and development centres to help
the Youth Service push forward with its important work. I hope that the work and
plans I have described here can serve at least to persuade some other regions to
capitalize on the growing cooperation between local Youth Services and start
similar Units for themselves.
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.Notes
,1. J. Eggleston — 'Adolescenceand community', 1976, p. 7.
2. Beginnings of an adequate sociological analysis of the intricate socio-cultural mechanism which
the Youth Service constitutes, and of its complex and powerful functional significance in the dynamics
of the social system as a totality are to be found. For example: Cyril Smith — 'The structure and
functions of voluntary youth movements in Great Britain' (1 st Convention of FONEME, 1968): and
his chapter in D. Marsland and M. Day — 'Youth service. Youth Work, and the Future', 1976: Chapter
2 of John Eggleston — op. cit.: S. Butters and S. Newell — 'Report of National Study of the Training
of Pan-time Youth Workers', to be published: G. Murdock —'Youth in contemporary Britain' (in
Marsland and Day — op. cit.): Also Chapter 14 following.
3. The complexity of Youth Service financing is sufficiently indicated in M. Thomas and J. Perry —
'National Voluntary Youth Organizations', P.E.P. 1975. The same study also confirms my thesis
about the weak administrative basis for a unitary and unified Service. Thus page 8: 'Basically it is
true to say that the Government does not have, and never has had, a coherent youth policy as such';
and page 9: 'Even within the restricted ambit of the youth service, an overall policy has never been
made clear'.
4. JohnEwen — 'Towards a youth policy', 1972.
5. Although the establishment of the Youth Service Forum, the growing strength of the professional
self-organization of youth work and the general but unmistakable trend of increasing confidence on
the part of Youth Service personnel may make the movement towards a stronger national system
quicker than one might predict.
6. It seems most likely that the regional framework which will be adopted is that provided by the
Regional Advisory Councils for Further Education. If this is to be more than merely an administrative
convenience, it is clear that the RACs will have to involve themselves in very considerable development
of their expertize and competence vis a vis the Youth Service. Presumably each RAC would delegate
strongly to a properly representative, and effectively staffed and financed Youth Service Sub-
Committee. See Youth in Society, No. 23, May 1977 for an analysis of the range of adequacy of RAC
arrangements in respect of Youth and Community Work (p. 37).
7. op. cit. p. 17.
8. That it is a somewhat less than straightforward task to identify the elements which can and do
authoritatively represent Youth Service interests is sufficiently demonstrated by the experience of
establishing the Youth Service Forum recently. Such endeavours are made even more difficult in
Youth Service development than in other spheres, 1 think, by our persistently careless but relentless
use of the notion of' democracy'.
9. This is a persistent dilemma in social organization of course, which is and has to be resolved in
different ways at different times and in different situations. 1 think it has become recognized very
widely in the last decade that in general terms the only proper answer is a balance between centralization
and autonomy. But these terms are too general and we need precise specifications of the best balance
for particular organisations which take account of particular contexts and needs.
My argument in this chapter is essentially, I think, an attempt to make plausible the notion of a
particular form of regionalism interposed between a loosely organized national system and a strongly
organized yet toughly devolved local system. The crucial characteristics of the form of regional inter-
position 1 am arguing for here are: representativeness; voluntarism; consultative developmental
goals; practical purposes; location on neutral ground.
10. For example Community Industry; Intermediate Treatment: Youth Charter 2000; NAYPCAS;
YVFF; Young Volunteer Resources Unit; Scoutreach; Youth Development Trust; and so on through
a long list.
11. The work at Bristol University, for which Peter Kuenstler was responsible, was particularly
important. More continuity with that work and that period might have found the Youth Service more
advanced than it Is now.
12. Membership of the Steering Panel on the Youth Service side was initially as follows : L. W.
Brotherton, Principal Youth and Community Services Officer, Hillingdon; T. W. J. Corben, County
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Youth and Community Services Officer, Surrey, L. Griffiths, Senior Youth and Community Services
Organizer, Sutton; J. N. Parker, Principal Youth and Community Officer, Waltham Forest: A. H. G.
Price, County Further Education Officer, East Sussex. Subsequently Ted Price retired and Len
Griffiths withdrew when Sutton's sponsorship of the Unit had to end due to financial difficulties. The
new member appointed by P. Y.O.S. was J. V. Kent, Couny Further Education Advisor, East Sussex.
13. The funding structure of the Unit seems to preclude what 1 would think of as the optimal
composition of the Steering Panel, which would include a representative of NAYCEO and CYSA.
14. My policy is to use Unit funds and energies only and exclusively for practical projects with
direct pay-off for developmental work. On the other hand the Unit is also a focus for interest in
fundamental research, especially sociological research, into youth and Youth Service. 1 expect this
second sort of research to grow in the School of Social Sciences, which is the immediate academic
context of the Unit's work, funded from external sources.
15. The Brunei Institute of Organization and Social Studies is the primary arena of the development
of that particular methodology of research and analysis which Elliot Jaques has been responsible for
creating and developing under the title of Social-Analysis. This is examined in detail in 'Social-
analysis and the Glacier Project', a chapter in 'Glacier Project Papers', 1968, and in 'Social-Analysis
in large-scale organizational change', which is Appendix B of 'Hospital Organization', 1972. The
relations between Social Analysis and other approaches are. explored in a forthcoming book by
Ralph Rowbottom.
The Unit's approach is considerably influenced by and indebted to this type and style of work,
while seeking also to maintain an integration of methodology with conventional social research on
the one hand and mainstream social consultancy, group work, and community work on the other.
16. The Yorkshire and Humberside scheme is organized through the R.A.C. The chief moderator
is Sheila Clark, Head of Social Studies at ilkley College of Education.
17. Full documentation of the Diploma is available from the Regional Unit.
18. It is helpful to us in our work at the regional level that 1 am a member of the INSTEP panel.
19. M. Day — 'A regional in-service training scheme for full-time youth and community work per-
sonnel', July 1977. The elements of the systematic scheme which is taking concrete shape as a result
of this consultative programme are as follows. 1. Entry and Probation (induction to the work
situation; induction to the local service; professional support; orientation programmes for untrained
recruits); 2. Intermediate 1ST (Modular, qualifying); 3. Advanced 1ST (Modular, qualifying). See
also '1ST Consultative Programme: ln-Service training Enquiry', which reports the study with
which theCP began. Published 1st March 1977, RTCU.
20. Budgetary features are not discussed here explicitly. We need a type and level of analysis such as
that presented in the analysis of cultural development in S. Mennell (ed.) — 'Cultural policy in
towns', Council of Europe, 1976.
21. Concerning BIOSS, whose Director is Professor Elliot Jaques, see the publication 'The Brunei
Institute of Organization and Social Studies'. 1977, available from BIOSS; Brunei University.
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CHAPTER FOURTEEN
ON THE PAST AND FUTURE OF THE YOUTH SERVICE
In the last substantive chapter (last since in Chapter .151 return finally to method-
ological issues) I attempt an exploration of the way forward for the Youth service
in the light of its history. It is not in any adequate sense a historical analysis of the
Youth Service. What it less ambitiously aims at is a schematic approach to mapping
a future for the Service onto a particular interpretation of its past.
I find it helpful to approach this task through a consideration of four recently
produced ststements about the Service's present and contemporary situation,
problematics and significance.
The four papers, which I lean on here for the purpose of constructing a model of
the future on the basis of a map of the past, were presented at the first Symposium
organized by the R.T.C.U. ('). Symposia are a type of event which we have or-
ganized through the Regional Unit in order to clarify, carry forward, and stimulate
discussion of important issues relating to youth and youth work. The first such
symposium aimed to focus attention on general and fundamental issues relevant to
the future development of the Youth Service. We were fortunate in having three
distinguished guest speakers, John Ewen, Graham Murdock, and Cyril Smith.
In addition a fourth paper was presented by me as part of my responsibility and
opportunity as Director of the Unit. It is these papers which here provide the frame-
work and context for my approach towards an analysis of the possible futures
which the Youth Service offers.
The four papers are in part complementary, attending between them to some at
least of the most important questions underlying a systematic consideration of
the future of the Youth Service. In further part their analyses overlap. In the
overlap area there are exemples both of agreement (as between John Ewen and
Graham Murdock on the need for an overall policy for youth, and between Cyril
Smith, John Ewen and myself on the need for clarification of objectives), and of
disagreement (as between Cyril Smith and John Ewen on overall youth policy, and
between Graham Murdock and myself on appropriate analytical perspectives for
examining the context of youth work).
Both the agreements and the disagreements seem to me to be important and to need
following up in further and more general discussion, without exaggerating either. As
it stands today, the Youth Service as a whole seems to reflect similar types and levels
of consensus and conflict about all the key issues. Both need to be worked at and
worked through patiently and carefully. In this work we should avoid unnecessary
despair when agreement seems hard to find, and persist in attending to real and
important differences of value and judgement especially when it seems most
convenient to gloss over them. Like the four speakers at the Symposium, the Youth
Service as a whole certainly shares a firm and consensual commitment to attending
through the most effective means possible and with all honest effort and relevant
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skill to the needs and problems of young people. Which ever way forward the Youth
Service takes, it can have only one fundamental objective in view — to seek to
assist young people by means of the particular type and level of service which
only the organized effort of those specifically attending to young people's needs
and problems can give.
The extent and significance of agreement and disagreement between the four
authors can only be discovered by careful reading of the papers themselves. Here
I shall indicate briefly the main lines of each of the papers, suggest how the issues
raised there are being taken up in more general discussion, and point to some of
their implications for policy decisions about the Youth Service which are in
process of being taken even now. All of us need to involve ourselves in these
decisions, it goes without saying.
Graham Murdock is Research Fellow in Sociology at the Centre for Mass Com-
munications Research at Leicester University. He has been working particularly
on studies of the relations between youth and the media, and between class and
youth culture (2). The main contention of his paper is that the social situation of
young people has been systematically misconstrued (by social scientists, by the
media, within the Youth Service and indeed generally), and that in consequence,
inappropriate, ineffective and, in pan, damaging types of service have been
developed for young people. He interprets the misunderstanding of young people
which he finds, in terms of the dominance of one or other variety of 'the myth of
adolescence', and the effects of this myth in distracting attention away from the
concrete social structural context of young people's lives, and in particular, in
contemporary Britain, from the class context. He recommends that the energies
and resources of the Youth Service should be redirected away from its persisting,
restricted, involvement with the leisure activities of young people into a concerted
and coherent effort to change the concrete situations of young people in relation
to school, work and housing. Instead of a class-based moralising concern with
the individual development of young people, he would have us involve ourselves
in the transformation of those structures which (a.) cause young people's problems,
and (b.) generate interpretations and intervention strategies which tend to prevent
their solution.
John Ewen, Director of the National Youth Bureau until 1977, is an experienced
youth worker, and author of one of the most interesting and important recent
analyses of the condition of the Youth Service <?). His paper argues trenchantly
for a coherent national policy for youth, and for radical changes in the objectives,
organisation and mode of operation of the Youth Service.
He argues that, as a consequence of the unique absence of any overall policy for
youth in the UK, and persisting conflict between the many policy making agencies
involved, attempts at attending to the needs and problems of young people have
been, and are bound to be, ineffective. He sees little warrant in the present
atmosphere for expecting any great public concern for the interests of young
people, and doubts whether even the important developments in Youth Service
ideology since 1960 which he identifies can result in real improvements, without
the creation of new structures capable of expressing and implementing a coherent
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overall policy for youth. In this respect he proposes a withdrawal of the Youth
Service's limited resources and personnel from the mere administration and man-
agement of physical plant to a new role for youth officers and youth workers in
the facilitation and coordination of all the efforts on behalf of young people by
the whole range of agencies involved.
Cyril Smith, since 1975 Secretary of the Social Science Research Council, was
formerly head of the Department of Youth Studies at Manchester University, and is
the author of an influential analysis of adolescence and of papers addressing issues
in organization and policy for youth (4). His paper describes and evaluates the range
of contributions the Youth Service has made towards the development of public
policy for youth; indicates the areas of weakness and strength within this range;
and argues for increased attention to coherent policy formulation in each policy
area, within a framework which allows for cooperation with other agencies in-
volved while avoiding the dangers of any single overall policy and plan.
Of the five areas of policy for youth which he identifies, he suggests that the Youth
Service's contributions to policy for preparation for work and for involvement
in social change have been trivial and ineffective. By contrast he shows that
Youth Service's contributions to policy developments for education, for del-
inquency prevention and for recreation have been very substantial, and altogether
out of proportion to the slight and inadequate resources with which the Service
operates. Rather than moving toward a generalized involvement with youth
across the board, he would have the Youth service clarify its objectives, establish
rational priorities, and involve itself pragmatically in developing coherent policies
and programmes for particular determinate areas. While recognising and em-
phasizing the small scale and limited scope of the Service, he urges the feasibility
and importance of continued and increased policy innovation by the Youth Service,
functioning as a catalyst for all the services involved with young people and with
social development more generally.
My own paper C) is an attempt to explore the social context of the Youth Service
through an analysis of three different models of society and their implications for
policy and the practicalities of youth work. A tentative model, intended to describe
realistically the fundamental features of modern society, is presented as an alterna-
tive to what I construe as the Utopian and romantic models of Marxist analysis on
the one hand and the 'progressive participationist' programme exemplified in the
Milson-Fair bairn Report on the other.
The paper argues on this basis for continuation and strengthening of profession-
alisation in youth work and for the confident advance of the Youth Service as a
specialist service, attending, in cooperation with other agencies, to the needs and
problems of young people. Emphasis is placed on the necessity of recognising
and acknowledging the particular psychological and social situation of young
people as young people, and the need this imposes for the protection and develop-
ment of the special skills, knowledge, and values of youth workers, full-time
and part-time, in the statutory and voluntary sectors alike.
Here we obviously have four distinctive notions of what the Youth Service is, what
it could become, and what it ought to become. The wide range of assumptions,
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conceptions, judgements, and values expressed in the distinctiveness of these notions
seems to be at the heart of the problems which the modern Youth Service faces in
its endeavours to move forward. We need to examine the origins and meanings
of the diversity of images of the Youth Service.
In terms of the development of the modem Service, there stands on the one side
the relative simplicity, consensus, and confidence of the period marked out by
Circular 1486 and the Albemarle Report. On the other, the relative complexity,
dissensus, and over-careful anxiety of the subsequent period, post Albemarle,
defined by the Milson-Fairbairn report and the recent D.E.S. Review (s).
THE MODERN YOUTH SERVICE
PHASE 1 . PHASE2
1939-1965 1965-1975
Circular I486 Vtilson-Fairbairn
Albemarle DES Review
Y.S.D.C.
NATIONAL COLLEGE. LEICESTER
SIMPLICITY ) (COMPLEXITY
CONSENSUS i ] DISSENSUS
CONFIDENCE] (ANXIETY
There are of course other terms in which the development of the Service between
1939 and the present can be characterized. For example, one could choose to
emphasize the element of continuing progressive advance. Thus by all measures
the Service has grown substantially over this period: it has become increasingly
professionalized: commitment to training and its scale and quality have
continuously and substantially been improved: and so on. Or again, one could seek
to identify the shifts during this period in ideological perspectives, as John Ewen
does in his paper in noting the succession of symbol-generating concepts from
'unclubbable', through 'unattached', to 'detached', and on through 'community
development', toward 'enablement'.
Certainly there has been, during the period in question, important movement along
both these dimensions — substantial structural transformation represented by
professionalization and the explosion in scale, and significant ideological changes
from directive toward facilitative objectives and methods. Nonetheless (and
partly perhaps as a result of tensions and contradictions between these two sets
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of processes of change) the historical disjuncture I indicated first between
simplicity/confidence/consensus and complexity/dissensus/anxiety, accompanies
and indeed sometimes seem to override these other two aspects of the development
of the Service.
1939
SIMPLICITY
CONSENSUS
CONFIDENCE
Directive
Small-scale
pre-professional
Large-scale
professional
Facilitative
COMPLEXITY
D1SSENSUS
ANXIETY
1977
Clearly, there is no way of retrieving the simplicity, consensus and confidence of
the first phase. The manifest complexity, dissensus, and anxiety of the second
phase has to be acknowledged and used if we are to move beyond it. There is
evidence enough that as of now we may be still in the thick of it, as the following
illustrations perhaps suggest.
Kenneth Lindsay, who actually drafted Circular 1486 in 1939, has written a recent
paper under the ominous title 'What Went Wrong With The Youth Service?'
which precisely illustrates all three characteristics of the contemporary condition
of the Youth Service f).
In another recent article, Frank Booton has trenchantly condemned the DES
Review for its general inadequacy and for its specific failure to address the problems
of youth' which the Service has to attend to. 'If you are a youth worker', he says,
'. . . and you require guidance, then do not look at the 'review' document to
provide it.' (*)
Or again, in the only substantial sociological analysis of the Youth Service so far
undertaken, C) John Eggleston has demonstrated the complexity, addressed the
extent of conflict, and indicated the sources of the Service's failure of nerve in
determining which way to go forward.
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And the DES Review itself is a direct reflection of current complexity and con-
flict in the Service's objectives, organization, methods, and fundamental aims
and values, and of our apparent lack of confidence in the face of this complexity
and conflict and in the face of the tasks which the condition of contemporary youth
and contemporary society present us with. The Youth Service Forum which
the Review produced is equally a reflection, now institutionalized, of the same
state of affairs (10).
The second period of the development of the modern Youth Service has been —
despite growth, despite professionalization, despite increasing adequacy in the
technical ideas underlying youth work — definitively characterized by complexity,
conflict and dissensus. It seems to have been in every way, compared with the
first period, a difficult one, requiring of the Service very high levels of persistence,
commitment, trust, and patient hope.
What we have to consider now is whether this is, or rather — since we should look
at the question actively and constructively — whether it can be, the end of the second
phase and the begining of the third.
Certainly this makes sense in terms of what we know about general patterns of
organizational development. The first phase of development of any organized
service is commonly, perhaps has to be, characterized by bold simplification of
the issues, willing suspension of differences, energetic co-operative commitment
to the tasks at hand. Subsequently, oversimplifications have to be unpacked.
Differences and conflict become apparent. Pioneering confidence is dashed in
the face of complexity and conflict. Progressive advance loses its momentum and
energies are apparently dissipated in a multiplicity of incompatible directions.
However, commonly there follows a third, reconstructive, phase which capitalizes
on the learning, and change facilitated in the second period, the system is re-
energized, and in more adequate, adaptive, and sophisticated form shifts
forward again.
ESTABLISHMENT
REACTION
CRITICISM
RECONSTRUCTION DISSOLUTION
Perhaps the Youth Service, in its modern form, is now at about the transition
between the second and third phases. The older simplicities will not do. Too much
has changed and too much has been learned in the meantime. But certainly out
of the complexities, the Youth Service has to choose, and out of the complex
of possibilities determine definitively what it is and what it will do in the next
phase.
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The earlier innocent consensus will not do either, and cannot in any case be re-
covered. Fundamental disagreements have been revealed. Not all values can be
made compatible. Some feasible goals conflict with others irredeemably. Again
there has to be choice, and constructive work towards a more complex but stable
and certain consensus. Without this the Service is at the mercy of itself at least as
much as of its enemies.
And again that earlier confidence — about what young people need, about how
to answer their needs, about the meaning of the world which is the context of young
people's lives and of the Youth Service's work on their behalf — that is gone for
good. But on the other hand, some way has to be found through the diverse
pessimisms, inferiority complexes, anxieties, bravadoes, public confessionals,
organizational nervous twitches, and the whole array of obsessively displayed
defensive ploys which seem to have characterized the Youth Service since the older
simplicities were lost. For unless this is done, it is difficult indeed to see how the
Service can move on successfully into a third developmental phase. A more adequate
and more sophisticated basis for individual and collective confidence has to be
established, in terms of which youth workers, youth officers, locai youth services,
and the Service as a whole can get on with the job, and serve young people as only
the Youth Service can.
In an earlier paper provoked by the DES Review ("), Michael Day and I tried to
establish the grounds for believing that the Youth Service can move and is moving,
now into a third, reconstructive, 'post Milson-Fairbairn' phase, and to indicate
the ways we can take account of the complexity of our task, move towards opera-
tional consensus, and re-establish a modernized, modest but resolute professional
confidence throughout youth work. The papers which I begin from here perhaps
suggest that the movement forward by the Youth Service which we sought to en-
courage in that earlier paper may present a more complex, difficult, and time-
consuming task than appeared to be the case. I cannot myself see that any of them
succeeds in showing that the task is either impossible or illegitimate. It has to be
accomplished successfully.
The transitional phase has been not only unavoidable, but indispensable. In the
third phase we have to systematically sift, evaluate, and incorporate the best and
necessary elements of all that that period of diversification, criticism, and
searching has made available: new and more adequate understanding of the
nature of adolescence and youth: recognition of the significance of the community
and the social context of the lives of young people: elaborated conceptions of the
proper arenas of youth work: more sophisticated conceptions of leadership: en-
ormous strengthening of the technical basis of youth work in the form of coun-
selling, group work and community work: a beginning of advances in the know-
ledge basis of youth work provided by the psychologies of development and
adolescence and the sociology of youth: commitment to systematic cooperation
with allied professional services, especially teaching and social work: a basis
for effective self-government in the development of the professional associa-
tions: a powerful education and training system: movement toward a rational
and adequate career structure: and of course much more.
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PHASE 1 1939-65
ESTABLISHMENT
Simplicity
Consensus
Confidence
PHASE 2 1965-75
CRITICISM
Complexity
Dissensus
Anxiety
GROWTH IN SCALE AND POWER
PHASE 3 1975—•
RECONSTRUCTION
New simplicity
New consensus
New confidence
PROFESSIONAL1ZATION
ADVANCE IN IDEOLOGICAL ANDTECHN1CAL INFRASTRUCTURE,
At the same time as we capitalize on these innovations of the second phase, we must
I believe, carry forward from the period of establishment of the modern Youth
Service certain crucial concepts. Unless this is done, the third phase will be one of
decline instead of reconstructive advance. The three indispensable concepts and
commitments areyouth, service, and profession.
Unless we accept and acknowledge the concept of youth, we make ourselves
redundant. I f we allow the concept of youth to be dissipated by careless analysis,
which fails to acknowledge the distinctiveness of youth as a psycho-social category
and as a crucial transitional status and identity between childhood and adulthood,
then the whole basis of our work, as youth workers, is vitiated, And since in fact
the concept is valid and enormously important — since young people do have needs
and problems of their own which demand attention — the result would have to be
either that some other set of people would attend to these needs and problems,
or that they would be neglected altogether (12). Neither outcome is acceptable
surely? The coherent commitment to youth expressed and definitively established
in the first period of the modern Youth Service through Circular 1486, Albemarle,
and the work accomplished in those years is essential to our work, and has to be
carried forward confidently into the future.
Again, unless we stay loyal to the concept of Service we shall be in serious difficul-
ties. Whatever self-proclaimed radicals, self-evident cynics, or work-weary
colleagues may sometimes assert, we are not involved in a movement, we are
not a manipulative-administrative control apparatus, and we are not just another
sector of the occupational world. Despite the awkward embarrassment its
acknowledgement unavoidably produces, the fact is that, as a service, we are here to
serve. The concept entails particular sorts of conceptions of our work (and excludes
others), and constrains certain sorts of relations with our clients and with the
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community and society (and again excludes others). Youth work has become
organized specifically as a service — rather than as a movement, or an arm of gov-
ernment, or a collection of jobs, or in any of several other feasible ways. The first
period of development in my historical sketch map saw the initiation and crystalliza-
tion of this particular mode of organisation of youth work, that is as a service. I
am sure that we have to carry this forward in an elaborated and strengthened form
into the future, and work at what being members of a service, in the type of society
in which service is becoming more and more central, entails for us in our work (13).
The third essential concept which needs to be carried forward into the future from
its establishment in the first phase is professionalism. I think we do no injustice to
the crucial voluntary origins of the Service or to the persisting and developing
significance of the voluntary sector and of voluntary workers today by em-
phasizing professionalism. Certainly the anti-professional 'tendency' within
youth work, in as far as its position has been made clear as yet, does not seem to
me to be very well disposed towards the established and tested aspects of vol-
untarism either.
In my understanding of it, professionalism is not at all (as some seem to think) an
imperious exclusive alternative to voluntarism. Rather, it represents public ack-
nowledgement of the validity and significance of a definition (of an area of work, of
methods for doing the work, and of values in terms of which the work is organized)
established precisely by voluntary initiative and effort. Professionalism in general
certainly has to presuppose voluntarism, and, I would argue, has to be continuously
dependent upon it if it is not to decay into either bureaucracy or shady
enterprize.
In the first phase of the development of the modern Youth Service the commitment
to establishing youth work as constitutively a type of professional work was
accomplished. Subsequently the movement towards professionalization has gone
forward strongly (developments in the knowledge base, in self-regulation through
association, in training, in relations with other services, and so on). While at the
same time diverse challenges to this process have had the effect of preventing
professionalism from being construed as referring merely to incidental aspects
such as rewards and conditions.
I believe that as we go forward now we shall need to emphasize and re-emphasize,
without of course neglecting any of the dangers of pseudo-professionalization, our
professional objectives and self-conceptions, as individuals and as a service. In
this we ought to be concerned equally with the distinctiveness this entails for youth
work (in knowledge, methods, orientation to clients, etc), and with the cooperative
relations it permits and requires with other professions. Professionalization of
youth work has so far gone only a relatively little way. It ought to be pushed
much farther, as the awareness, standards, knowledge, values, and methods
demanded by serious- specialist involvement in assisting with the needs and
problems of young people are increasingly implemented over the next ten years.
If the first phase established the commitment to professionalism, the second
period has discovered the complex resources of knowledge and methods which
professionalization requires. For the future, professional commitment and pro-
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fessional skills must obviously be thoroughgoingly integrated. The process has of
course begun, and I am sure it will be carried through (l4).
All this is to say no more than that:
1. We have a. professional youth service: each of the three elements here demands
equal emphasis.
2. The past years have provided opportunities for testing and strengthening the
validity of this mode of attending to the needs and problems of young people.
3. For the future we need, in the light of all that has been learned, to reaffirm
our commitment to a professional youth service and to push forward its develop-
ment in every way and at every level.
But to say even this much is sufficient to draw attention to the apparently per-
sisting complexity, disagreement, and lack of confidence in thinking about youth
work. The four Brunei papers do certainly serve to underline the condition of the
Youth Service in these respects, since they represent divergent views, speak to
some of the major lines of conflict, and demonstrate the complexity of our tasks
and of alternative methods of handling it. But they can, I think, also serve a more
constructive and important role as part of the material in terms of which we all
continue and expedite our analysis, and move rapidly towards agreement, com-
mitment and action.
On my analysis, we ought to move towards a reaffirmation — which takes
account of and capitalizes on the period of introspective self-criticism which is
closing now — of the validity of a professional youth service. We ought to do
tiiissimply, consensually, and confidently, andsoon. (15).
I have referred earlier to Booton's criyique of the D.E.S. Review. And one could
hardly claim he was unique in the attitude he expresses. Again, subsequently the
Forum established in consequence of the Review has itself found considerably
less than universal favour. But the Review and the Forum do undoubtedly represent
a crucial turning point in the development of the Youth Service and a very im-
portant opportunity for advance.
Like every opportunity, it may be wasted (for example if the Forum were to get too
involved in particular immediate problems). But there is no necessity for it to be
wasted, and every reason why it ought to be seized on and used to the full. If the
opportunity is used fully effectively, the Review and the Forum together could mark
the real beginning of the third reconstructive phase of the modern Youth Service.
The quality of our society's attention to young people's needs and problems could as
a result be enormously enhanced.
Nor should we be in any doubt at all that it needs to be dramatically improved. For
the Youth Service uniquely addresses itself to what is bound to be a primary arena of
contemporary society's construction of its whole future — the problematic of
youth. Margeret Mead ('*) provides a succinct and powerful statement of the
challenge which we face. It deserves, I think, our particular attention, since she
is one of very few who have understood simultaneously both the immense pressures
which modern society imposes on young people, and the enormous significance
for general social development if we fail to help young people in their handling of
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these pressures.
' . . . whatever stand they take, none of the young, neither the most idealistic nor
the most cynical, is untouched by the sense that there are no adults anywhere in
the world from whom they can learn what the next steps should be.'
For me these words express perfectly — even though Mead was speaking in a
broader context — the fundamental and unanswerable rationale for youth work.
They also, I believe, sufficiently establish the grounds of need for a professional
Youth Service in modern society. Whatever challenges to the Youth Service we
find, and whatever alternatives to its organization as a professional service we may
find offered (") the situation of young people and the general significance of
their situation for all of us is such that the meagre beginnings of help society
offers them must be continued, augmented substantially, and organized on a
thoroughgoing professional basis. Otherwise we may find, I believe, that her words
will stand as an epitaph instead of a challenge.
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CHAPTER FIFTEEN
ON METHOD IN SOCIOLOGY
I rather think a book ought ideally to be a 'seamless webb', an integrated, un-
interrupted whole, with logic and form perfect and complete, moving from clear
premises through even-handed presentation of evidence and coherent argument,
to persuasive conclusions. By that standard, this book already falls short by a
long way, since it attempts to link together a multiplicity of papers, written for
different purposes, from several distinct perspectives. But at least, I hope, the
book manages to this point to demonstrate and express a complex inner unity arising
from the persisting focus of all the preceding chapters on youth, on the youth service
which is designed to attend to youth's needs and problems, and on the training of
workers for that service.
With this last chapter I include something very different which may well seem to
those who may read the book to be-quite out of place. Despite appearances it is not
after all, I think, out of place at all, and indeed forms a necessary element in the
whole intellectual and practical project which this book is an attempt to record and
advance. But this optimistic conclusion on my part certainly needs justification.
My aim in presenting this book as a book is — what is certainly overambitious —
to put before voluntary, trainee, and professional youth workers and youth officers,
others working professionally with and for young people, and others besides these
who are interested in examining youth and public provision for youth from a
sociological perspective, the following: my conclusions and proposals, as a
sociologist and as someone working for the Youth Service, about youth and the
Youth Service as social phenomena which demand sociological analysis, and
which depend on sociological analysis (of course along with much else they de-
pend on) for constructive public attention and development.
Now, in the nature of sociological analysis as I understand it, this whole project
rests crucially as far as its validity and legitimate plausibility are concerned on the
methodological and epistemologicai assumptions underlying it. What I believe
about the nature of my discipline as a sociologist affects the whole nalysis pre-
sented in the book to this point. Here in this last chapter I have tried to 'come clean'
about these assumptions and my method. This is something which is properly
required of any sociologist at this time, when sociology as a discipline is even
more than usually fragmented and contentious. The case I argue here for main-
tenance of the commitment by sociologists to naturalistic objectives and scientific
procedures is certainly not one which all or even many sociologists are likely to
agree at this time. But at least I have set it out here explicitly so that it can be
coherently answered by its critics.
I do not attend here to questions in the sociology of youth directly at all. I have
been less than completely successful, I know, in being as clear about these complex
and difficult issues in methodology as ought to be manageable. But even given
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these two limitations I hope very much that it can be useful to the readers I referred to
earlier. For sociological analysis of all sorts is likely to be (and ought to be) an in-
creasingly influential context of youth work and more generally of the policies
and procedures adopted for helping young people. It is therefore very important
to increase our awareness that sociological research matters, and that how it is done
and why it is done matters even more.
My conclusion is that the proper purpose of sociological analysis is to increase
true knowledge, that this objective is feasible, and that if we are to succeed in this
objective particular sorts of discipline, restraint, and modesty by sociologists are
essential. Knowledge should also be useful as well as true, and it can be. But how
knowledge is used is for us all and not for sociologists merely to decide. In the
context of service for youth, a very important sector of the proper decision makers
about using sociological analysis is constituted by professional youth workers. If
they are to maintain their professional discretion in the face of false claims in
knowledge they will need to be aware of the distinct methodological alternatives
which contemporary sociology offers. In this chapter I try to provide a contribution
to the professional awareness which is essential if youth policy development and
youth work practice are not to be led astray by tempting and dangerous ideological
myths which spuriously claim to be grounded in sociological analysis.
Quite often sociologists seek to reassure themselves and each other, in the face of
the manifest theoretical disarticulation of the discipline, by emphasizing the com-
mon commitment of sociologists of distinct schools to shared methodological
strategies and procedures. It may be that at some fundamental and very general
level the notion of a common methodology is valid. But certainly any common-
ality is, in contemporary sociological work, hard to identify. More obvious is the
extent to which differences and incoherencies in sociology at the theoretical level
are paralleled and reflected in method.
Here I attend to one major line of differentiation within contemporary method.
By contrast with some other recent treatments of method which are optimistically
eclectic and integrative ('), the argument here may seem to some unacceptably
divisive and exclusive. This is intentional and seriously intended. For while an
important and probably influential statement of sociological method can conclude
in the terms of the following statement, it seems, to say the least, unlikely that ad-
vances in sociological knowledge will be made. According to Bechhofer,'... one
is forced back to making the best sense one can of a complex reality by whatever
mens one has at one's disposal' (*). Surely this proposition is plausible only in
context of work in which the strategy it proposes is as likely to be a first resort as a
last?
Quantophrenia was a term used by Sorokin Q) in his critique of 'fads and foibles'
in modem society. By it he referred to what he construed as a perverse tendency to
limit or reduce sociological analysis to operations involving numbers, and to
pursue frantically and exclusively every opportunity for measurement.
I want to use the term for present purposes in a disingenuously extended sense to
refer to the generalised commitment to coherent and rational methods of research.
In such a methodology I assume measurement is only one of several elements,
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each of them necessary.
This extension of the term permits me to use its contrary — quantophobia — to
refer to and symbolise a generalised movement of resistance to coherent and
rational methods of research.
While reliable identification of any social movement involves complex sociological
judgements and properly requires the marshalling and evaluation of a mass of
evidence, I shall content myself for the time being with speculative assertion as to
the existence and significance of a movement of resistance to coherent and rational
methods in contemporary sociology. On the basis of my own experience in teaching
research methods over the past ten years, and in the light of the manifestly
transformed nature of the literature of research methods over the same period, I
shall assume that this movement exists, that it is strong, that it is growing stronger,
that it ought to concern those for whom quantitative approaches and applications
are important, and finally that it is a regressive trend in sociology which needs
attending to.
This last assumption is one that may well not be at all generally shared, even where
the preceding assumptions are accededto. Certainly there were and are naive and
fanciful presentations of conventionally established research methods and tech-
niques. There is, I readily admit, no doubt at all that treatments of the method-
ological issues underlying methods and techniques have been absurdly over-
simplified and plain inadequate. It could even perhaps be argued plausibly (4)
that sometimes expertize in method and technique has been dissociated from any
deep concern with theoretical issues in sociology, and that concern for coherence
in method, including measurement, has distracted attention from important and
hard questions to trivial and easy ones.
Despite all this, and worse, which is by now the commonplace theme of the ration-
alising introductions of most projects of sociological analysis (-), I believe that the
wave of quantophobia, which has hysterically engulfed sociology of late:
1. Is not necessary as a corrective to the weaknesses and exaggerations of con-
ventionally established method, since that method contains its own self-correcting
devices.
2. Is not likely to lead to sensible improvements.
3. Is not in any case, in the intentions of its spokesmen or in its consequences,
functionally compatible with rational and coherent research methods, or therefore
likely to figure usefully in the reconstruction of conventionally established methods.
4. Is specifically regressive by the criterion of advancement of a sociology which
seeks to contribute to knowledge-construction.
To attempt a justification of these judgements I ought to populate the so far
empty category of quantophobia. I think it needs to be done at two levels.
Firstly more globally, in terms of types and schools of sociology. And secondly
more particularly and concretely in terms of recent writing. Both tasks are under-
taken here illustratively rather than demonstratively (6).
1 assume that particularized attention to methodological questions — represented by
the structure of undergraduate and postgraduate curricula, by the development
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of specialist groups attending to quantitative approaches within the professional
associations, and in other ways — is necessary in sociology, in contrast to most
other empirical disciplines, because sociology contains two distinct, but related
strands, in one of which quantitative approaches are resisted or at least tolerated
with cultivated ambivalence. Even if it involves oversimplification and some dis-
tortion we can perhaps usefully call these scientific and humanistic sociology.
Both categories represent a great variety of types of work and of methodological
assumptions; but generally the two can be distinguished and in conflict situations
there is polarisation, which elides the internal differences and reveals the two
distinct types clearly.
Throughout the history of the discipline, this differentiation has been apparent,
the two elements have competed with one another, each has claimed to be able to
incorporate elements of the other, dominance has passed from one to the other
from time to time, and there has been considerable mutual learning and influence.
In the classic figures of the discipline this bifurcation, oscillation, and partial and
temporary synthesis appears even within the work of single individuals, let alone
within and between particular schools C). The arguments, rhetorics and procedures
expressing the dynamic equilibrium of these two vectors of sociology has, or had,
come to seem a taken for granted feature of the everyday work of sociology.
But now, in the wave of quantophobia of the past decade, the polarisa-
tion has reached an extreme and radically unstable point. Earlier carefully and
calmly reasoned, even if savage, criticism of empiricism has been incorporated
and overwhelmed in a naive mood of anti-positivism, where positivism is on the
one hand merely a 'boo1 word, and on the other represents a plausible con-
catenation of tendentiously formulated errors and weaknesses attributed to con-
ventional methods (*). Proper and necessary criticism of particular rules and
protocols, built up gradually in the methodological literature of empirical
sociology, has been transformed into a demand for the abandonment of all
methodological rules. All purported grounds for justifying coherent and rational
analysis have become in principle subject to institutionalized suspicion. Any
claims — especially those formulated under a scientific rubric or grounded in
measurement — to establish reliable knowledge of things social have come to be
treated as if they were methodologically vacuous C).
More specifically and concretely, I think this episode in the development of
sociology begins crucially wkh Cicourel's Method and Measurement in Soci-
ology (10). Mill's earlier critique of conventionally established method, despite
subsequent increasing symbolic and rhetorical reference to it in the literature of
quantophobia, could in itself have been easily enough incorporated as a corrective of
dangerous tendencies ("). By contrast, Cicourel's statement represents a decisive
turning point in the development of modern sociology, and the rhetorical seedbed of
contemporary quantophobia.
Out of Cicourel, even though he said many sensible and important things, along
with much that was neither, have sprung curious and dangerous beasts. In relation
to each of the elements of method, he picked up, I believe, weaknesses and criticisms
already perfectly apparent to and much worked on by standard 'methods men',
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exaggerated them along lines which mapped easily onto the layman's normal
scepticism about the feasibility of a scientific sociology, and proposed remedies
so idealistic and difficult as to rationalize and escalate the retreat from scientific
objectives, which were in any case only weakly and fragmentarily institutionalized.
Perhaps the most important effect of Cicourel has been seen in his involvement
in and contributions to the development of ethnomethodology 02). This movement,
I suggest, contrary to John Goldthorpe's C3) recent evaluation, does pose a radical
challenge to conventionally established sociology, in all its versions, precisely by
undermining its methodological assumptions and by disrupting the fragile
equilibrium there achieved between generally applicable basic method, i.e. science,
on the one hand, and on the other the curious and difficult subject matter of
sociology constituted by the structural causes, features, and consequences of
the collective dimensions of human action.
The actual effects of Cicourel's ethnomethodological analysis have been perhaps
most strongly felt at the simple technical level, where his work has been used as a
justification for all kinds of looseness and indiscipline, and as a source of critique
of findings provided by types of empirical procedure which he has laid under
suspicion.
But the real and important challenge is not merely technical. It is theoretical and
methodological. By attacking the theoretical assumptions implicit in conventional
research procedures, Cicourelian ethnomethodology in principle disrupts the
feasibility of any objective knowledge in sociology, and discounts any pro-
cedures through which any account, descriptive or explanatory, of social phenom-
ena could be rationally preferred over any other. The extent of this is indicated
in the following short passage by Cicourel:
'In recognizing that we can generate only different glosses of an experience, the
ethnomethodologists try to underscore the pitfalls of viewing indexical expressions
as if they coul i be repaired end thus transformed into context-free objective
statements'(14).
As Hindess (") indicates, this judgement — which is axiomatic in ethnomethod-
ology generally — precludes entirely the possibility of any objective knowledge in
sociology. Unless there is some sacredly preserved ethnomethodological vantage-
point, immune from the pressures which transform all general claims to knowledge,
including scientific claims, into tendentiously specific deliveries of accounts, the
feasibility of objective knowledge is completely nullified from this perspective 06).
With objectivity thus systematically undermined, an easy and perhaps un-
avoidable avenue is opened up, especially as phenomenology and certain sorts of
Marxism move closer together, to challenges such as that of Nicolaus (l7) to any
continued existence of sociology as a specific segment of rational and coherent
analysis of phenomena. If general and testable accounts and knowledge are in-
feasible, if publicly acceptable and institutionalized methodological criteria and
procedures for evaluating alternative accounts and competing claims to knowledge
are disallowed, then it is difficult to see how sociology can escape being reduced
to an ideological status, in which indeed, ethnomethodologically speaking, speci-
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ficaily sociological knowledge is no more than one of a logically infinite set of
types of 'practical reasoning'. By contrast the continued extension to sociology,
in appropriate form, of a generalised scientific methodology maintains the im-
portant possibility of distinguishing false and true knowledge, and minimizing the
ideological contamination of sociological analysis.
A less exotic development within this movement in general is represented by a later
book, as much handled and used as Cicourel, not least by undergraduates who
didn't want to learn statistics or research techniques, by postgraduates who had
failed to, and by academic sociologists who didn't want to have to teach it, to
teach in a context defined by it, or to do research which presupposed it. This is
Glaser and Strauss's On the discovery of grounded theory (18).
Here by contrast with phenomenology and ethnomethodology the commitment
to empiricism at least persists. But all rigour is dissipated on behalf of an alleged
focus on generation rather than testing of theory. And their critique of established
theory and methodology of theory construction is developed at the risk of the
most naive sort of inductivism. Already, fortunately, the dangerous looseness of
their programmatic recommendations has been interestingly and I think per-
suasively, challenged by George Brown in a recent paper (").
Four crucial propositions seem to be implicated in their programme, and to ex-
plicate its success.
(a.) Theoretical categories should be 'grounded in data'; and not externalistically im-
posed'on data'.
(b.) The need is for generation rather than testing of hypotheses.
(c.) Theory construction and hypothesis generation are to be viewed as directly
and easily available legitimate tasks for any and all sociologists.
(d.) Methodological principles and research techniques are to be selected and
modified in terms of the particular and changing demands of specific and changing
research situations within individual projects.
It is not difficult to see how such a programme releases sociological research
from all methodological, theoretical, and technical disciplines, nor to recognise
its simple appeal. Not to put too fine a point on it, it makes the work of sociological
research a great deal easier. But by the same token it deflates the value of the
products of sociological research to the level of any analysis of social phenomena.
Moreover, if it is consistent with itself, even the most plausible, powerful, elaborate,
and deeply grounded product of this programme can make no legitimate claims
in knowledge, and can be distinguished neither logically nor epistemologically
from the merest hunch of the man in the street.
A third strand in this movement is represented by the work and considerable
influence of Becker.
Its technical influence has been in the direction of case studies at the design
level, and participant observation as regards methods of data collection. It is
best expressed in his paper with Geer reprinted in Filstead's Qualitative Method-
ology, which itself is one of the documents of quantophobia O20). Its arguments,
which seek to enshrine participant observation as the method par excellence of
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data collection, are by now repeated almost scripturally, with little account taken
of Trow's excellent response in defence of interviews and against Becker's rather
sloppy assumptions about the extent to which participant observation avoids
methodological problems which are in fact unavoidable p1). One should admit
that Becker has also given very serious attention to these problems, in the paper
'Inference and proof in participant observation', also reprinted in Filstead.
But characteristically for these times this has certainly been taken relatively little
serious account of, even in specialist analyses of participant observation P) , and
few of the burgeoning number of observational studies pay any attention at all
to problems of validity, reliability or objectivity (P).
On the other hand my experience is that the actual effect of this work at the
technical level is simply to contribute to the general mood of derogation of
methods of data collection other than participant observation," and to provide
rationalisation for a pretty undiscriminating commitment to participant observa-
tion, even if this has the effect — and it does, as Trow argues — of immensely
narrowing the range of issues which sociological analysis can address itself to.
This of course fits well with the ethnomethodologists' concern with the mundane
and trivial aspects of social life, which is largely shared by phenomenologists
and interactionists.
Becker's theoretical influence is of course also considerable. It is congruent with
his technical influence and contributes to the elision of qualitative-and-inter-
pretative sociology with Marxist, marxising, and more loosely radical sociology
which I have referred to. This is represented in his studies of deviance and
crystallised in his paper — yet again in Filstead — ' Whose side are we on?'
In the last set of work I shall refer to, D. L. Phillips' two books Knowledge from
what? and Abandoning Method (**), the three strands of the movement of a
quantophobia coalesce. These are the critique of conventional research methods
and techniques, the methodological onslaught on the foundations of objectivity,
and the theoretical challenge — grounded here as it is increasingly, for example
in Gouldner's work, in a naive sociology os sociology — to the basic conceptual
apparatus and fundamental axiomatics of the discipline.
In Knowledge from what? Phillips explicitly developed the work of Cicourel in
Method and measurement. He offers arguments and evidence about the weak-
nesses of conventionally established methods and proposed alternatives loosely
derived from the sources I have mentioned, and grounded in what I find is a naive
and Utopian dissatisfaction with the limitations of the scientific paradigm.
His basic assumption is expressed thus:
'The study of social action has to be made as much as possible from the position
of the actor'?3).
This logically incoherent proposition underlies the whole movement of quant-
ophobia and merely attains full excathedra status in the work of Phillips.
Weber cannot be excused some responsibility for legitimating it. But at least he
remained systematically aware of the dangers of descent into solipsistic subject-
ivism, wrestled continuously with the problems of achieving objectivity in the face
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of the subject matter of sociology, and the researcher's multiple involvement in
it, and attempted to defend the difficult feasibility of a value-free perspective
which would allow the distinction between scientific and ideological statements.
In the hands of Schutz and his successors all the sensitivity of Weber's scrupulous
methodological tight-rope walking has been abandoned. In consequence the
discipline provided by methodological and technical protocols and procedures
— built up in many years of practical research activity — has been thrown aside,
leaving sociological analysis fully exposed to challenge from any and every side
which has an interest to defend, an axe to grind, or a political stake to claim.
Objectivity becomes simply assumed to be infeasible and the very idea of
sociological knowledge casually challengeable.
Phillips' latest and recent book, Abandoning method reformulates this same
epistemological nihilism. His reports of his own studies of sociological research
activities and of their weaknesses and difficulties will certainly have to be taken
account of, even if they do not and cannot demonstrate what he seems to claim.
The second and longer section is a series of essays in the philosophy and sociology
of sociology. These are also important, particularly so to those sociologists who
wish to be able to defend the feasibility of any coherent and rational methods which
could contribute to advancing objective knowledge.
But Ilhink the defensive task will not in the present and developing atmosphere
be at all easy. The outcome of the movement of quantophobia is I think indeed a
crisis. And not merely a crisis of Western sociology as Gouldner would have it,
but a crisis precisely and generically of any attempt at rational and coherent an-
alysis of social phenomena and forces. Just as social knowledge is most needed
and scope for its use is greater than ever, its fundamental grounding is being
destroyed Q6).
I suggest that we ought not to join Phillips in abandoning method, nor support
Feyerabend f) in his more sophisticated onslaught 'against method', nor
generally to yield to quantophobic tendencies even when they are at their most
fashionable.
Material for counter-critique on the front of scientific method is at least beginning
to appear, as for example in Keat's analysis of misconceptions of naturalism,
Giddens' collection of papers about positivism, and Hindess' critique of pheno-
menology d28). On my reading of this literature, it points to the need for a much
more thoroughgoing analysis than has been usual in sociology of specifically
philosophical issues, for a more general recognition of the primitive and fragment-
ary state of the sociology of knowledge (including the sociology of sociology) and for
acknowledgement that the latter can provide no better than a weak and dangerous
basis for the establishment and reconstruction of the methodological programme of
sociology C29).
The second necessary response requires the recovery and insistence upon the
disciplines and constrints in research which the tendencies I have been describing
have systematically undermined. These are associated with each of the stages of
any project of research, problem-formulation, design, data collection and analysis.
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The line demarcating qualitative and quantitative approaches also differentiates
the crucial issues in each of these areas. Hence my extension of Sorokin's term to
characterise methodological approaches generally.
Design
The challenge to the disciplines of conventional method has been particularly
strong and successful in this area. Truly, it appears, anything goes. But nothing
can be more certain than that if anything goes design-wise, nothing will come of
it in the way of knowledge.
There are two distinct sets of problems in design, differentiated by Campbell's
distinction between internal and external validity Q°).
The first and simpler one is the issue of sampling. For quantophobics the sample
survey is well and truly dished. Glaser and Strauss are particularly emphatic in
recommending what they call theoretical sampling instead of statistical sampling.
Participant observation as it is commonly used simply ignores questions of
representativeness and inference.
This clearly won't do. Even before these recent writings provided a plausible
justification for ignoring these problems altogether, we were in danger of
pasting together loosely related sets of 'pioneering' and 'exploratory' studies
and making statements in knowledge which presupposed that the aggregation of
enough low-external-validity material made for adequate validity in these terms.
Already the Luton Studies are recognised by many as a piece of outstanding
work, and a whole speculative and critical literature is being built up on the basis
provided by it. Yet who knows — quite apart from problems of the aptness,
reliability and validity of indicators used — whether it has any general significance
at all?
Internal validity is of course much more problematical. Both Blalock and
Davies Q') structure their arguments in terms of consideration of the experiment.
This I believe is both justifiable and necessary. For only the design structure of
the experiment provides adequate knowledge about the extent of error involved.
Every weaker design than the formal experiment leaves explanatory propositions,
causal imputations, and interpretations uncontrollably subject to erroneous in-
ference, and allows scope for false knowledge. The critics I have been talking about,
for the most part use the obvious problematics of experimental design in sociology
as a basis for derogating concern with the issue of internal validity altogether. I
am sure this is very dangerous and that we ought to start from a benchmark pro-
vided by experiment to guide design decisions, and decisions in analysis, where
statistical controls are being used as an alternative. In every project, of whatever
type and style, design decisions are made which limit and condition the validity of
findings and interpretative conclusions. These ought to be made explicit and
formalised, and the limits of power and validity of the consequent analysis
acknowledged.
Most empirical sociological projects reported are one-shot case studies or informal
comparison studies. Given the state of development of the discipline, the weak
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resource situation, and the established culture of individual artistry' in British
sociology, this is no surprise, nor easily avoidable. But at least it is necessary to
acknowledge the extraordinarily weak level of knowledge such designs can pro-
duce, even when the studies are excellent in every other way, and to admit that they
provide no secure basis at all, even in aggregate, for the establishment of explana-
tions or interpretations.
Campbell's paper demonstrates that attention to these issues is necessary (if we
are interested in advancing knowledge at all); that this sort of concern need not at all
cripple imaginative and creative exploration; and that familiarity with design
strategies and skills and acknowledgement of the significance of design criteria
can positively and constructively assist sociologists undertaking projects, even and
especially in the usual constrained and limited circumstances they have to work in.
Data collection
Here the tendency I have referred to, which sanctifies participant observation as
the one true method, will have to be resisted, and the alleged equation between
participant observation as a method and particular sorts of assumptions about the
nature of man and of social action, best expressed in Bruyn's Q2) book, will need
to be challenged.
It would be useful if it were more generally recognised that each of the several modes
of data collection (observation, interview, questionnaire, etc.) presents the
possibility of tightly structured and highly unstructured forms and the whole range
between these extremes.
In relation to choices along this dimension of structuredness we shall need, I think,
to stress validity and reliability — and this despite the fact that both Cicourel and
Phillips began their methodological quests from puzzlement and dissatisfaction
about these concepts. I tnink we can be in little doubt that much of the data which
forms the basis of even the most confidently accepted theories and interpreta-
tions, in every field of sociology, is of very low reliability and validity. And
supposing attention is given seriously to these criteria, then, despite all the problems,
we shall have to attend seriously to measurement again. Without measurement,
as Torgerson (") has sufficiently demonstrated, knowledge in any empirical
sphere must be very weak. Certainly, it is impossible to assess the reliability or
validity of data at all effectively unless the variables which the data constitute are
measurable. And if our variables are hard to measure, this is an argument for
more, not less, attention to measurement.
If we are truly not even sure what our variables are or ought to be, of course this is
a much harder problem which demands attention to paradigm levels of theory and
the structure of models adopted in empirical projects P4). But this cannot properly
be offered as an excuse for looseness in data collection or for avoiding measurement
in projects which do have empirical objectives and upon which knowledge claims
will be based.
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Analysis
Here the current tendency, even in the face of scope for the most sophisticated
sorts of quantitative analysis, is for qualitative analysis >n one form or another,
to be preferred. Qualitative analysis is sometimes necessary, and sometimes useful
even when unnecessary. In all cases its power is very limited.
Lazarsfeld and Barton's paper (") is still, I think, among the most useful on this
topic. What it suggests more than anything to me is the limited nature of what
qualitative analysis can produce. If qualitative analysts acknowledge that one of
the strongest outputs they can get is a typology, all well and good — so long as they
don't base knowledge claims on it. Typologies can't do that sort of work.
But quantitative analysis is patently essential, and sociologists need to be expert
in complex techniques — both those appropriate for dealing with data collected
in quantitative form, and those designed to transform qualitative data into
quantitative form, including scale construction and content analysis.
As Davies persuasively indicates, even the simplest systems of variables contain
an order of complexity of structural relationships which defies informal, qualita-
tive analysis, and is beyond the scope of the traditionally favoured approaches
of British sociology, counting and cross-tabulation. Measurement and powerful
statistical analysis is ultimately simply necessary and unavoidable C6).
Nor are these problems at all avoided by analysis strategies and styles which are
at the opposite- essayistic-extreme from the measurement and statistics pro-
gramme of analysis recommended here. For in these (characteristic) cases the in-
adequacy, incompleteness, and opacity of analysis is simply, and securely, cloaked
in the traditional pre-scientific indeterminate mixture of argument and illustration.
This mixture may lead to 'illumination' but it cannot establish knowledge.
Problem formulation
Sociologists operating in the conventional modes challenged by quantophobia
were relatively strong in analysis, data collection, and design, relatively weak for
the most part in the crucial first phases of the research project — problem form-
ulation. Their — our — eclectic, ad hoc, and naively empiricistic acquisition of
questions, indicators, hypotheses, issues, concepts, is almost calculated to invite
challenge from critics operating with apparently or allegedly coherent theoretical
paradigms and models.
For myself I believe the same order and type of discipline and constraint as I have
suggested is necessary in the other phases is necessary here too. We have to begin
from acknowledged and articulated paradigm theories, derive, rationalize and
explicate concrete general models, and subsequently theories — and define and
specify hypotheses on this basis. Only through some such procedure can empirical
work be coherently located theoretically, and only if that is assured can the process
of empirical testing and attempted falsification be other than arbitrary, and thus
leave scope for objectification of knowledge. Without this all is ideology again.
And this after all is the real major premise of quantophobia.
•
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Conclusion
The alternative premise, upon which the whole argument of this chapter rests, and
against which the movement of quantophobia is fundamentally directed can be
stated simply in the following terms.
1. Human knowledge develops its most effective form — effectiveness being
defined in terms of inputs to individual social adaptation and development — within
the framework of science.
2. Scientific knowledge, like alternative and complementary modes and systems
of knowledge, presupposes determinate cultural and organisational condi-
tions C7). Where these conditions are not given, scientific knowledge production
is impossible: this is as it were the normal case. Where they are partially or in-
adequately given, scientific knowledge is likely to be devalued by comparison with
some other type and ground of knowledge. Competition between knowledge
systems in this situation has to be resolved in terms of criteria, including political
criteria, extrinsic to the systems of knowledge involved in the competition.
3. Prerequisite cultural conditions being given, scientific knowledge is con-
stitutively defined and distinguished from alternative types of knowledge by the
objectives, methods, and system of authority required for its production. In
summary specification, these are respectively systematic description and explanation,
theoretically articulated observation disciplined by empirical testing, and public
scrutiny conditioned by authorized professional control.
4. Resistance to the intrusion of science into new phenomenal domains is normal
and predictable, given that its extension precisely entails diminution of the
authority underlying established alternative modes of knowledge in the new
domains. Resistance is plausibly formulated in terms of the inappropriateness of
scientific objectives, methods and modes of authority.
5. The development of the social sciences, including sociology, fundamentally
represents an organized intrusion into phenomenal domains, beyond those of the so-
called natural sciences and the life sciences, where alternative systems of know-
ledge prevail.
6. There are no adequate grounds for believing that the general objectives, methods
and authority system appropriate to scientific knowledge construction are in-
applicable in these new domains. There is every reason to suppose that the type and
order of 'strong' knowledge facilitated by a general scientific programme can be
made available in the domains of the social sciences by a continued extension of
that programme.
7. In the development of the social sciences to date we see precisely an organized
attempt to establish the cultural and methodological basis for scientific knowledge
construction in new domains. The elements of this development are diverse, its
achievements fragmentary, and partial, and its condition fragile. It is nonethe-
less certain that the past one hundred and fifty years represent a decisive phase in
general social development characterized not insignificantly by incorporation of
the analysis of human and social action within a general scientific framework.
8. Whether this endeavour is to continue is, as at each earlier stage of the develop-
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ment, an open question, answerable in terms of (a.) public decisions taken through
the diverse political mechanisms of the societies in which the enterprise of scientific
knowledge production is established; and (b) the judgements and choices of
general intellectual strata and cadres in their role of intermediaries between know-
ledge on the one hand, and action, authority and values on the other.
9. The feasibility of a general scientific programme in the fields of the social sciences
is not chailengeable in principle (except by resort to misconstructions of the nature
of such a programme) in terms of any of the major problematics typically
raised by those sceptical of the possibility of scientific knowledge construction in
these fields. These include: cultural relativity; class constitution of knowledge
and other expressions of the intrusion of values; the constructed character of
social reality; dialectical and other types of reflexivity; the constitutive subject-
ivity of the relevant phenomenal domains; and the obdurata inacessibility of
causes and laws.
10. Adherence to a scientific programme and the goal of scientific knowledge en-
tails no prescription about techniques: only, but indispensably, about objectives,
methods and authority, especially in regard to validation. Techniques and sets
of techniques properly vary with field, time and problem.
11. Nor does a scientific programme entail any prescriptions at ail about modes
of construing subject matter. It is the business of theory work, in sociology as in
physics or chemistry, to construe subject-matter in ways specifically appropriate
to particular scientific disciplines and classes of disciplines and their phenomenal
domains.
12. Any scientific sociology must accept the principled distinguishability of truth
and falsify in knowledge claims, the corrigibility of false claims in knowledge, and
methodological procedures designed to maintain corrigibility.
13. Rejection of a scientific programme in sociology entails either withdrawal from
knowledge-construction as a feasible objective, or adoption of other criteria
for the objectification and validation of knowledge than those prescribed in general
scientific method.
Of these, the former course might leave scope for sociology to remain a rational
exercise, provided that the alternative objectives to knowledge-construction
were themselves determinate, coherently specified, and associated with some
coherent methodology. None of the sociological programmes currently proposing
an alternative objective to knowledge construction — so-called humanistic
sociology, critical/radical sociology, or ethnomethodology, for example — appear
adequate by any of these criteria.
The second course, pursuit of knowledge defined by criteria distinct from those of
science, as for example in the programmes of hermeneutic and interpretative
sociology, phenomenological sociology and dialectic marxism, leads as certainly,
if less obviously toward incoherent irrationalism. For scientific knowledge (and
the methods indispensably prerequisite to its construction) precisely and ex-
clusively expresses the application of rationality at the cognitive level to the problem-
atics given by the natural and social environment. Alternative programmes for
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knowledge construction, at any rate as constituted in societies and civilizations
in which science is established in any domain, persistently and unavoidably shift
to and fro, in and out of the scientific paradigm. In this lies a major source of their
incoherence and irrationalism.
This of course is no better than a simplified statement of the counterpremise to
that of quantophobia. The statement needs to be elaborated, explicated, and
justified (38). Even as it stands, however, it can perhaps serve as an illustration of
the objectives toward which the main argument in this chapter is directed, and of
the grounds on which it is based. If the aim of sociology is the advancement of
knowledge, there is and has to be a presupposition that acceptable criteria of truth
can be identified and that a rational methodology, expressed in the scientific
programme, for constituting theoretical domains and for generating and testing
hypotheses can be adopted P9). Any alternative is regressive, and leads back,
away from knowledge, through methodological incoherence and irrationalism
towards ideology.
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actor's point of view'.
35. P. Lazarsfeid and A. H. Barton — 'Some Functions of Qualitative Analysis in Social Research'.
(FrankfurterBeitragerzurSociologie, Vol. 1, No. I, 1955).
36. Davies, ibid. On analysis, K. Schuessler, Analyzing Social Data, (1971), J. H. Mueller et al. —
Statistical Reasoning in Sociology, (1970).
37. The cultural conditions of knowledge-production are analyzable at two distinct levels. First the
societal-civilizationai level, which defines in value and resource allocation terms the significance ot
knowing; allowable modes of knowing; an organizational structure for knowledge production and
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-dissemination; permitted utilization of knowledge; and criteria for monitoring the relationships
between new knowledge and established structures and values. Secondly an organizational level,
which defines — within boundaries given by societal-civilizational criteria — the role, authority,
prerequisite socialization, and communication and control structure of knowledge producers.
From this perspective, the socio-historical grounding of knowledge and ipso facto of truth is con-
strued not as a warrant for withdrawal from pursuit of strong knowledge, but rather as: (a.) itself a
topic for systematic research of the first importance, and (b.) a source of practical and political
guidance for any who may wish to see the boundaries of scientific analysis maintained and extended.
38. A further paper attempts this task, beginning with an analysis of the quantophobics' strawman
•positivism', exploring current confusion about the concept of objectivity, and concluding in justifica-
tion of the programmatics of a naturalistic sociology which allows for coherent analysis of the develop-
ment and transformation of culture and social structure. To be published shortly.
39. This presupposition is interpretable as a component of an illegitimate positivist programme only
in a context in which knowledge is feared. In fact it merely states the grounds of any knowledge
production and thus of rational challenge to false knowledge claims.
•
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9 The sociology of adolescence and
youth
David Marsland
Introduction: theoretical issues
In this section, I have limited my attention to adolescence and
youth. In life-cycle terms, this involves neglecting childhood. My
justification for this is provided by the practical and theoretical
importance at the present time of the later phases of pre-
adulthood, and the extent of their neglect by sociologists.1
In part the neglect of youth by sociologists must be attributed to
the dominance in recent years of Marxist theory. As with sex and
race, so with youth, Marxist analysis tends to derogate other dif-
ferentiating variables aside from class to a position so secondary as
to approach invisibility. At the end of the 1960s an analysis by Allen
(1968) provided a definitive formulation of this characteristically
Marxist dismissal of youth. The influence of her analysis, which
has been reprinted and cited ubiquitously, can hardly be overesti-
mated. Its influence has been strengthened by two other factors.
First, the sociologist's parochial tendency to dismiss anything
remotely psychological - as the concept of 'adolescence' has
routinely been taken to be. Secondly, sociologists' generalised scep-
ticism of anything so manifestly commonsensical as the concept of
'youth', which has been commonly treated as a concept for journal-
ists and the person in the street and ipso facto inadequate for
sociological analysis.
During the 1970s the undeniable significance of problems
associated with young people — for example unemployment,
education, delinquency — has constrained some revision of this a
priori theoretical dismissal of youth. Indeed Marxist sociologists
have been in the forefront of recent work on youth.
Their approach, most coherently expressed in the work of
Stuart Hall et al. Resistance Through Rituals (1976), nevertheless
maintains Allen's derogative view of the concept of youth and of
the established approach to the sociological analysis of youth which
has its roots in Eisenstadt (1956). In important respects Frank
Musgrove's analysis (1964) supports the theoretical approach of
Hall et al. (1976). It has remained throughout the 1970s as an
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influential source of conceptualisation for studies of young people,
and ipsofacto a source of distraction from the topic of youth in itself.
The key features of Marxist theorising about youth are most
succinctly expressed in a recent paper by Hall et al. (1976). They
conclude, among other things, that to construe youth as a stage of
life is problematical; that there can be no 'sociology of youth'; that,
as they say, 'youth as a concept is unthinkable'; that even as a social
category it doesn't make much sense; and that in any case youth at
best is a trivial, secondary phenomenon and normally dominated
by class relations. In short, as in Resistance Through Rituals, they
reject the concept and the theory associated with it.
I find all this exaggerated and less than persuasive. It denigrates
the established knowledge we have about youth. It represents an
account of youth which is compelled to deny falsely the significance
of one set of forces in social life, the psychosocial forces organised
in the age system, out of fear that their recognition may challenge
the determinative pre-eminence of another set of such forces -
those of class. I have attempted to present counter-arguments
about the concept of youth along the following lines. First, the
concept symbolises and demarcates an aspect of social reality which
without it would remain uncharted and unexplicated. Secondly, it
brings coherently into one analytical category a range of
phenomena which, taken separately, would be incomprehensible.
Thirdly, the concept provides, when properly constituted, a provi-
sional theoretical model of the processes underlying the meaning
and conditions of the life of young people, and of the forces
controlling them (Marsland and Hunter 1976; Marsland 1978a).
On the basis of such arguments, a coherent rationale for the
main theoretical alternative to the Marxist approach can be formu-
lated. This approach grows out of the foundational work of Eisens-
tadt (1956, 1972), Coleman (1961, 1974) and Erikson (1963). It
prescribes and justifies four main areas of requisite analysis in
sociological research on young people:
1. the significance of peer groups in the life of young people;
2. the meaning, causes and functions of youth cultures and youth
subcultures;
3. the causes, pattern, and consequences of intergenerational rela-
tions, or more specifically, of the cultural handling of relations
between age groups;
4. the historical and political significance of the involvement of
youth in transformational social change.
Overall these issues have not received during the 1970s the atten-
tion which they demand. This is due in part to the Marxist influ-
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ence, which directs theoretical attention in different directions.
Even more, however, it may be due to the effects of the third major
theoretical approach in British sociological analysis of young peo-
ple. This latter, which includes the work of some of the best and
most influential researchers, such as Smith (1971) and Eggleston
(1976) is typically empiricist and eclectic. It tends to minimise the
significance of the level of issues pressed alike by Marxists and by
the traditionally established sociology of youth. It could hardly be
claimed that the work of the 1970s had attended to the resolution
of issues at this level. On my reading of that work, such analysis
cannot be postponed further, and must be a crucial item on the
agenda of the 1980s.
In the meantime, since this theoretical level of argument has
scarcely begun, it is not possible to articulate a review of research
under coherent theoretical heads without imperialistically making
illegitimate presumptions about the resolution of theoretical
issues. Instead, I have organised my review herein terms of com-
monsensical, concrete and institutional spheres, each constituting
an aspect of the cultural context of the life of young people.
Employment
During the 1960s, sociological studies of young people tended to
focus on education and delinquency. Outside events have shifted
the emphasis to the question of work. Unemployment among
young people is manifestly structural. The effects of unemploy-
ment on young people are demonstrably serious. Among the
research which has rapidly expanded during the 1970s in acknow-
ledgement of these facts, the work of Ashton is especially impor-
tant and valuable. In Young Workers Ashton and Field (1976) report
on aspects of their on-going large-scale interview studies of young
people's experience of 'the transition to work'. By contrast with
most earlier studies, they succeed in locating this experience in the
general social context of young people's lives. Their analysis is
closely rooted in a coherent explication of the effects and meaning
of family background, class, educational opportunities, and the
structure of the job market. Besides providing a plausible account
of these issues, their major contribution, which has been taken up
and used extensively, is their development of a threefold typology
of young people's perspectives on work. This divides young people
into those headed for careers proper, who are presumptively
'middle-class'; those moving from a higher working-class back-
ground towards what they call 'short-term careers'; and the career-
less. Their analysis, and specifically their typology, has had two
beneficial effects. First, it grounds the analysis of young people and
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work firmly in contextual social variables. Secondly, it puts out of
court that tendency to which British sociologists are peculiarly
prone, of lumping all working-class young people haphazardly
together. Or at least it ought to.
A second very valuable and important study to which attention
should be drawn is Paul Willis' Learning To Labour (1977) which to
some extent falls back into this trap, with its unpersuasive resurrec-
tion of the class homogeneity which Ashton and Field seek to
dissipate. Despite this weakness, the meagre empirical data on
which its analysis is based, and its flights of arcane theorising, it is
undoubtedly a penetrating and valuable study. Better than any
other recent study it explicates and displays the meaning, for
young people themselves, of the limited and grossly limiting con-
texts of the work domain of life, for those most disadvantaged for
competitive involvement in it.
It is precisely to the interests of such young people that the main
research and development efforts of government have been
directed in this decade. The weaknesses of the Job Creation Prog-
ramme were evident. On the basis of this experience and consider-
able research, the Holland Report (1977) sought to find a way of
doing better by unemployed and disadvantaged young people.
The substantial expenditure on the Youth Opportunities Prog-
ramme which the report argued for is certainly, despite criticisms
of many sorts, an important practical innovation in this area.
Research studies designed to evaluate aspects of the programme
already constitute one of the most important bodies of research on
young people and work, and many more are expected shortly. To
date the study by Colin and Mog Ball (1979) is the most interesting
and persuasive.2 They do not stint criticism, and for the most part it
is justified. The Youth Opportunities Programme takes far too
little account of what studies such as Ashton and Willis have told us
about the real situation, about the character and needs of disadvan-
taged young people, or about the structural character of youth
employment. However, they are also more constructive than many
other critics. Specifically, they open up the issue of the relations
between education, work, and leisure in a way which has been
largely neglected since Leigh's work (1971). If research on young
people and work in the 1970s demonstrates anything, it is the
necessity for imaginative large-scale organisational innovations
which really get to grips with the inadequacies of teachers, careers
officers and supervisors and managers in their dealings with young
people (see Marsland 1978a on this point).
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Education
Many of the studies of employment re-emphasise the problematics
of the school, as currently conceived and organised, which earlier
studies in the field of education had indicated (Hargreaves 1967).
This line of critical work focusing on micro-interaction in the
school, its determination by inappropriate curricula, and the
apparent over-determining effect of family, class and community
has continued. It is exemplified in the work of Hargreaves et al.
(1975), Banks and Finlayson (1973), Holly (1971), King (1973),
Murdock (1974), Welton (1977) and Murdock and Phelps (1973).
More recently however the benefits of a more systematic and
global approach have become apparent, especially in the work of
Michael Rutter and his associates in 15,000 Hours: Secondary Schools
and their Effects on Children (1979). This book seems to me likely to
be among the few really influential studies of young people and
education over the next ten years. It is, by contrast with most
studies in this area, based on extensive and reliable data, and its
arguments are logical and, to my mind, thoroughly persuasive. It
demonstrates - what many earlier studies have denied - that the
individual school can have a real and substantial effect on the
commitment and achievement of pupils. It does this, as a result of
careful research design, in a context which precludes its easy refu-
tation by simple reference to class differences. Moreover, it locates
the sources of the differential impact of schools in an unfashion-
able arena - the quality of leadership by heads and senior staff, the
values and commitment of teachers, the clarity of curricular and
other objectives, and the whole style and ethos of the school.
In my opinion, work such as Rutter's ought to serve as a model in
terms of design, scope, data reliability, and self-discipline in
interpretation for studies of education and young people. How-
ever, in the current climate of methodological and theoretical
opinion, a quite different study may prove more influential. This is
Paul Corrigan's Schooling the Smash Street Kids (1979). Based on
Marxist axioms, it is a small-scale case study, with all the advantages
and disadvantages of that genre. It purports to show, and certainly
provides an interesting and plausible account of, how the educa-
tional system functions as a divisive apparatus of social control by
the state. One can only hope that its pessimistic conclusions, rather
than being seized with acclaim as warrant for its own initial assump-
tions, will be adopted by others as hypotheses, and tested carefully
on an appropriate broader scale3.
Community
If sociologists have tended in their analysis of work, education, and
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deviance to give perhaps too much attention to the community
context at the risk of neglecting the specific effects of immediate
organisational and interactional levels of context, it is equally true
that we seem to lack studies of the community context itself and for
its own sake. There are perhaps in the past ten years only two
studies as penetrating as Willmott's classic Adolescent Boys of East
London (1966).
The first of these is Howard Parker's View From the Boys: A
Sociology of Down-Town Adolescents (1974). Like so many of the best
studies in this period, this is a small-scale participant-observation
study. We cannot altogether complain, since this is what the
dominant methodological orthodoxy has constrained and war-
ranted. But Cicourel, Becker and their British mediators have
much to answer for.4 Parker's study is beyond argument interest-
ing, plausible, intelligent and important. Moreover, because of its
interactionist theoretical underpinnings, we are spared the spuri-
ous dialectics which disfigure (without illuminating) so many
recent case studies. 'The Boys' are a down-town gang of delinquent
adolescents. Parker shows us their apprenticeship; their delin-
quent innovation in the face of the ubiquitous 'Them'; the skills
and pleasures involved in stealing car radios; the way the Boys see
'Authority'; the persistent boredom of 'hanging around'; their
occasional involvement in low-level manual work; and their pur-
suit of compensatory pleasure and excitement. The study confirms
what most recent studies have shown, in the face of media exagger-
ations, about the mundane triviality of most juvenile deviance. On
the other hand, a key argument in the book is that the life of such
kids, even in these limiting circumstances, is active and intelligent
and pursues its own defensible rationality and normalcy. The pity
is that his methodology precludes any confident estimate either of
how far his own evidence can be said to support his arguments, or
of how far his findings are characteristic of other down-town areas
of Liverpool, let alone other cities. In this case it is a considerable
pity, since although it is a study of delinquency, and could have
been reviewed as such here, it is much more than this. He enables
us to see and understand the world as these kids see it. And beyond
this again he provides a plausible account of precisely how and why
this view arises and makes sense in a specific community context.
The second such study, Paul Willis' Profane Culture (1978), suf-
fers, and perhaps to a greater extent, from the same methodologi-
cal weaknesses. It also represents the same strengths in avoiding
the spuriously abstracted empiricism of an earlier style of research
on young people. Again we are shown powerfully and plausibly the
seen and felt world of a group of young people, in this case bike-
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boys, and the community context which constitutes and explicates
it. It is an important contribution to the programme of study of
working-class youth sub-cultures called for by Mungham and
Pearson (1976). People other than myself will no doubt be better
satisfied than I am with Willis' theory work, which appears to
ground his descriptions in forms of Marxism which are already
subject to serious challenge even by other Marxists. Of the value of
the descriptions, of the validity of the voice with which he enables
them to speak, of the meaningfulness of his location of these voices
and these lives in the specific type of community he evokes, there
can be no doubt. Sadly, the specificity or generality of all this can
only be the subject of speculative assertion and counter-assertion.
For myself, I suspect these are as special and curious a group of
young people as are the subjects oiLearningto Labour (Willis, 1977).
Among those who know that youth scene well some would agree
with me, others would vociferously contradict me. Surely the les-
son we have to learn is how to find ways of extending the scale and
scope of such research without losing its penetrating depth?
Deviance
Ten years ago this section would have been headed Delinquency'.
The change of name and the shift in methodological orientation
which it announces is largely attributable to the National Deviancy
Conference and in particular to two studies from the beginning of
the 1970s. Their influence has continued to resonate through this
field of sociological studies of young people. Stan Cohen's Folk
Devils and Moral Panics: The Creation of the Mods and Rockers (1972)
enunciated and explicated labelling theory for a sociological audi-
ence dissatisfied with 'Home Office Research' as powerfully and
persuasively as is conceivable. What he purports to show (relying
on theoretical analysis, some interviews and participant observa-
tion, and analysis of media treatment) is that what might seem to
have been dangerous and threatening movements among young
people were really creations, in the sense both of myths and social
artifacts, of adults; that the threat in them was largely imaginary
and fictional until it was fed back to young people by the media, the
police, and the courts; and that the fundamental key to explicating
youth movements and youth sub-cultures lies in the interests,
attitudes, and reactions of adults.
Jock Young's The Drugtakers (1971) does a similar analytical job
with a different set of deviant youth. If his influence has been
somewhat less than Cohen's this is perhaps due to the relative
modesty of his theoretical claims. At least he leaves us scope to
believe that drug taking might have happened anyway, in some
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form, without the intrusion of labellers. For Cohen it seems that
young people constitute as it were a cultural tabula rasa for labelling
and shaping. No doubt the corrective influence of labelling theory
has been necessary. But its weaknesses, despite the attractiveness
and power of these key studies in this genre, are evident. One of
these weaknesses has been attended to more recently by Marxists,
both in Resistance Through Rituals (Hall and Jeffersen 1976) and
especially in Policing the Crisis (Hall etal. 1978). See also Mungham
and Pearson 1976. In this line of work the arbitrary grounding of
adult labelling and handling of young people in an opaque and
mysterious 'moral panic' is dismissed in favour of its specific loca-
tion in the exigencies of a hegemonic ruling class faced with the
task of managing economic crisis. Certainly this provides some sort
of answer to labelling theory's primary weakness. In the end how-
ever it seems pretty unsatisfactory. This not only because of its
practical futility, since it leaves us expecting revolution before
amendment can even be hoped for, but also because of the incom-
plete plausibility of its own account, and the arbitrary use of evi-
dence it seems persistently to depend on.
Meanwhile 'Home Office Research' has continued. This is
exemplified at its best in work such as The Delinquent Way of Life by
West and Farrington (1976).5 In such work, the limitations of its
theorising, the inadequate extent of its treatment of meaning and
context, and the narrowing effects of its 'positivist' methodology
are evident. On the other hand, it has two major advantages, which
are surely necessary conditions of effective research in this area.
First, it does attempt to explicate causes. Secondly, it is disciplined
by coherent rules about the use of evidence and the grounds of
inference. What seems to be needed is research disciplined along
these lines which at the same time manages to take account of
recent powerful conceptual analyses of general deviance such as
those of Box (1971) and of Rock (1973).
This section ought also to take account of one of the most quoted
studies of delinquent youth in this period. This is J. A. Patrick's A
Glasgow Gang Observed (1972). More such straightforward studies
might be of more value than any amount of contextualisation or
theorisation.6 Also properly a part of this section are studies of the
'treatment' and 'care' of deviant, including delinquent, young peo-
ple. Two studies seem to me to warrant special attention. N. Tutt's
Care Or Custody (1974) at least manages to open up the policy and
practical issues without assuming that our only alternatives are
repression or revolution. He is sadly somewhat less than unique in
supposing that care and custody are incompatible. The second
study, After Grace - Teeth by Spencer Millham et at. (1975), explores
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in a systematic comparative framework the residential experience
of boys in approved schools (now community homes). It is a model
of policy-oriented research. At the same time it succeeds, to an
extent that critics of such work would presume impossible, in
describing faithfully and believably the experience of the boys.
Furthermore it concludes (p. 297) that 'contrary to much that has
been previously written, residential care can be effective. Clearly
some approved schools are good, and some far less so'.
Surely more of the research on deviance and young people
ought to allow itself logical and methodological space to reach such
conclusions where they are justified, and make commitments to
identifying realistic routes to improvement and reform where this
is feasible? Mere criticism is too easy, and as little help to the
development of knowledge as to social advance. For a further
review of the literature on deviance, see section 18 by Geoff Pear-
son.
Service of youth
In each of the spheres I have dealt with, there are adults charged
with responsibilities for the care of young people. We need systematic
evaluation in terms of the quality of personnel, resources, organi-
sation and policy in each sphere. I cannot undertake that here. In-
stead I will refer briefly to a public service whose work on behalf of
young people has been uncommonly neglected by sociologists - the
Youth Service. Recently this neglect is beginning to be amended. In
Adolescence and Community John Eggleston (1976) has explored
through interview studies with young people, content analysis of
policy documents, and case studies of innovative youth work, the
pattern of operation and the effectiveness of the Service. On this
basis he argues carefully and plausibly for some fundamental
changes. These, in brief, would make the Youth Service more
'problem-oriented' and less 'developmental'. I happen to disagree
with these arguments and have attempted to put the counter-case
(Marsland 1980). Others may also disagree. The point is that Eggle-
stone's work allows scope for such disagreement. By the nature of
his evidence and his mode of argument, this research actually con-
tributes to the strengthening of rational discussion about real and
important issues. Surely we should be able to expect this of all
research?
A more recent study, by Anthony Jeffs - Young People and the
Youth Service (1979) - refuses this expectation. Throughout it tends
to lean on a merely illustrative mode of evidence, without even the
limited coherent empirical basis which Eggleston offers, and it
maintains throughout a cynically critical tone. Surely the critical
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tradition of sociology ought not to be allowed to justify special
pleading in any direction?
Conclusion
I have examined here no more than a few of the sociological
studies of young people reported over the past ten years. I have
intended by mentioning them to signal the value and importance
of all the studies I have included, however critical I may have been
of some of them. Even at the end of the 1970s there is still too little
sociological research on youth as such, and it should be encour-
aged. But criticism with a positive intent is a proper way to con-
clude. My reading of this literature suggests to me three necessary
levels of critique.
The first is at the level of research method. To my mind this
research literature demonstrates the damaging effects of the so-
called anti-positivism of the 1970s. We perhaps need to retrieve
something of our ealier concern with reliability, validity,
generalisability, systematic evidence, careful argument, willing-
ness to prove ourselves wrong. But on the second level it is equally
necessary to find ways of capitalising on studies of young people in
different spheres by developing the still fragmentary and conten-
tious theory of youth. It is futile to use basic concepts in ad hoc ways.
Thirdly, what is to my mind the most important study of all those I
have described, Resistance Through Rituals (Hall and Jefferson
1976) ought to be used as a bench-mark for measuring our own
attitudes to young people and for evaluating the 'sense we make of
the world' for young people when we involve ourselves in doing
and reading research. This of course is to add a political and ethical
level to the technical and theoretical levels of my critique. For in
research concerning young people (and children) above all, our
purposes and their moral justification matter. The sub-culture of
youth, in its singularity and its many and changing varieties, is a
major cultural phenomenon of modern society. How we interpret
it and how we interpret the attempts of other adults in positions of
influence and authority to interpret it and react to it, are matters of
more than merely intellectual or academic significance. They mat-
ter in practice.
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Notes
[1] For an analysis of the issues touched on here, including the relations
between childhood and youth, see 'Sociology of youth as an area of
study', chapter 7, in Marsland (1978a).
[2] For one example of the practical evaluation of aspects of the Youth
Opportunities Programme, in this case Community Service, see
Marsland et al. 1980.
[3] I have not attended here, as I ought, to studies of tertiary education.
Compared with the 1960s, sociological research on students has, for
obvious if inadequate reasons,.gone into recession. The continuing
work of the Society for Research in Higher Education ought to be
mentioned. But no better rationale for a systematic theorisation of
the sociology of youth can be found than the absurd recent neglect
of students, merely because, like-drugs, they have dropped out of
public concern.
[4] For an argument against rampant participant—observation, at least
where knowledge claims are to be made, see 'On method in sociol-
ogy', chapter 15, in Marsland (1978a).
[5] See also West (1973). Another example of such careful work, offering
a complete contrast in this with some more fashionable studies, is
Belson (1978). Compare, similarly, Plant (1975) with Young (1971).
[6] For an interesting study which falls into this danger see Marsh et al.
(1978).
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YOUTH'S PROBLEMS AND THE
PROBLEM OF YOUTH
David Marsland
Even in 1978 there is still very little public recognition of the extent to which
youth as a general category constitutes and faces one overarching problem:
the problem of youth in contemporary society.1 Generally, the different areas
of problem posed for society and faced by young people themselves are
treated ad hoc, bit by bit, as if they were separate and had no connection. The
powerful general forces which define them and unite them as one problem go
unacknowledged. The analyses reported in this book surely serve to
demonstrate the singularity of the youth problem. It is no use, or at any rate
very little use, trying to understand or to do something about the different
problems faced by young people one at a time. They are all constitutively part
of one problem, the problem of youth. If an adequate understanding of
youth's problems is to be achieved it is necessary to explicate the structural
problem of youth. If anything better than the merest palliatives is to be
accomplished, the general problem of youth must be faced up to with new
general policy and a general programme of social action for youth.
Of course there is one sense in which the unitary character of youth is
recognised or, rather, rhetorically asserted. This is the sense in which young
people are treated as generically a nuisance and a threat. Even among adults
most sympathetic to young people's needs there seems to be a kind of
culturally-imprinted and unconscious negative expectation built in to the
cognitive apparatus through which perceptions of young people and
interaction with young people are handled. This negative expectation defines
youth as a class, as 'other', 'alien', 'dangerous'.2
Obviously this false stereotype has to be corrected. Much has been done and
is being done to correct it, both by intellectuals involved in research about
young people,3 and especially by adults committed in practice to working with
young people.4 Among the latter I would emphasise particularly professional
and voluntary youth workers. Their efforts to help young people themselves,
as well as adults, to understand and acknowledge the structural forces which
define the common situation and problems of youth are very inadequately
recognised.
Unfortunately the more success we have in correcting the generalised
negative stereotype of youth, the more the heterogeneity of young people is
emphasised. If we succeed in demonstrating that it is only a minority of young
people who get into trouble with the police, the effect is to distract attention
from the general forces which alienate youth as a class. If we demonstrate
that most young people face up to their studies, their work, and even
unemployment positively and constructively, we merely succeed in etching
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the negative stereotype of those who fail to do so more darkly and deeply. The
more we release young people in general from the general negative stereotype
of youth, the more the particular problems faced by young people are seen:
the generic problem of youth and the structural forces which cause and
constitute it become all the more opaque, indeed invisible.
What is needed is a demonstrative analysis of the falsity of the negative
stereotype which at the same time explicates the generalised social forces
which create the youth problem as a whole, as a singular phenomenon of
which particular problems are merely parts.
On my reading of it, this book makes an effective contribution to this
objective. To be black or coloured in Britain today is problematic enough, for
children, young people and adults alike. But black and coloured youth as such
face a different order of problem again. To be without a home, cast adrift
without shelter or support in our great cities, is a cruel fate, whoever the
victim is. For a young man or young woman, ill-equipped with contacts,
experience or resources, and probably accustomed to the support of a family,
however inadequate, homelessness is fundamentally destructive and
crippling.
Again, unemployment is a fateful blow to the life of people of every sort,
despite the help provided by the Welfare State and more generally by our
commitment to a welfare society. Even for the redundant executive, who too
often gets scant sympathy, the psychological effects of unemployment are
cruelly destructive; still more, of course, for manual workers, and especially
the unskilled, for whom even financial support is inadequate and who are
often completely lacking in the deeper and more personal kinds of support
which the situation of unemployment cries out for. How much worse again for
young people! At the very beginning of working life, in a society where work is
the predominant source of self esteem (increasingly for women as well as for
men) the denial of work is like hacking at the slender stem of a newly planted
tree.
So, what I want to argue is that we need to look at each of the themes in this
book at three levels. First; race/colour, homelessness, and unemployment are
each of them serious problems for the population as a. whole, regardless of
age. Nothing we argue here must be allowed in any way to distract attention
and energy from these as general social problems. There is no way any of
them or any significant aspect of them can plausibly be dismissed as 'merely'
youth problems.
But we also have to take the analysis on to a second level, for each one of
these three problems is peculiarly salient to the situation of young people.
Race, homelessness and unemployment face young people as such with
specifically problematical situations. If the problems posed for youth by race,
by homelessness, and by unemployment are to be understood and handled
effectively, then the way in which and the extent to which these are each
youth problems has to be acknowledged and acted on. Specific policies,
special approaches, different values, and staff with particular, special skills are
needed.
This points already towards a necessary third level of analysis. For race,
homelessness and unemployment are each specifically youth problems
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demanding a specific solution oriented to the specific situation and needs of
youth. Each is at once a general social problem, (Level 1), a problem for youth
(Level 2), and also definitively an aspect of a singular problem of youth in
contemporary society. All are interconnected. They feed and reinforce each
other. Their fundamental viciousness arises from the general cultural
condition of youth. Their destructive force achieves its proper arena in the
culturally-given psycho-social condition of youthfulness. Their solution
demands a general policy for youth which is established on the basis of
understanding and acknowledging the generically problematical condition of
youth.
Diagram 1: ADULT CONCEPTIONS OF YOUTH
Current and
Predominant
Result of
well meant
defence of
youth
Product of
effective
critique of
the stereotype
Youth as a Problem
(The Negative Stereotype)
Youth's Problems
(Separate and belonging to
Minorities of young people)
Desirable
Shift
The Youth Problem
(Defined by the Structural-Historical
Situation of young people)
The analysis I have made here is illustrated in the diagram above. I end by
making some tentative suggestions about action and remedy. Both in my
analysis and in these proposals I have tried to take account of the guidelines
offered by my colleagues in their work in this book. But it is my analysis and
my programme, and none of them should be blamed for it or expected to
agree with it. What they said at the Brunei symposia does undoubtedly
confirm the line I have taken in emphasising the seriousness of the problem
and the imminence of the danger if effective action is not taken, and quickly. I
deal with these first as Level 2 problems; as three separate problems posed for
youth by contemporary society. In concluding I examine their
interconnectedness as part of the youth problem as a whole. Throughout I
limit myself to the scope which the Youth Service has for making a
contribution to the solution of these problems. I do not do this because I
believe the Youth Service has any special prerogative in these matters, nor
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because I wish to prevent powerful co-operation between all the relevant
social agencies. My reason is threefold. First, it is within the arena of the
Youth Service that the Regional Unit at Brunei works. Second, we know the
Youth Service has good resources, especially staff, and the right attitudes for
this work, and we could be doing even better work on these problems than we
are doing already. And thirdly, since these problems are important and urgent,
we need to get on with the work, and that means beginning, now, where we
are at, with the systems we have available, and in the frameworks we know
and trust.5
Diagram 2: MODEL OF THE ANALYSIS
LEVEL 1
General Social
Problems
LEVEL 2
Distinct problems
of youth
LEVEL 3
Components of the
youth problem
RACE
r
\
HOMELESSNESS
N
r
UNEMPLOYMENT
r
V
Youth and race
This first problem is surely, if we are honest, more a crisis than a mere
problem. For all their emotional pull, slogans like Cathy come home or Johnny
Go Home are trivial compared with 'Blacks go home', shrieked from a rather
different quarter. Nor is it merely, as some optimists (including Marxists
who still believe the economy is king) persist in arguing, merely a question of
jobs, even though black and coloured young people figure large in the
unemployment statistics. It is much more, and much more difficult, than this.
Black and coloured youth is day by day harried and harrassed. White youth is
neither educated nor guided firmly or effectively towards racial equality, by
parents or by teachers. (Not even, alas, by teachers with deep commitments
to more abstract notions of equality.) Instead, they are merely threatened with
high-mindedness and law, and recruited into racialist parties. Black and
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coloured youth are driven towards anger, despair, and crime by forces so
turbulent as to be resistable only by the best or luckiest among them. They
have a right to education, guidance, and confident leadership. Instead, they
find themselves the object of competition by factions with aims other than
racial equality, and a source of puzzlement and anxiety to their families.
Of course, this is merely one part of a larger problem which our society has to
work out and solve. But it is specifically worse for black and coloured youth
than for children or older adults. It needs tackling at this level. What can the
Service do? I would suggest three lines of attack.
First we must re-examine our existing policy framework, with its flabby and
outmoded commitment to a rather bland notion of integration. Probably
integration is a necessary part of equality in this sphere, but at present the
commitment to integration is a major stumbling block in the way of movement
towards equality. If — and it's not a very big if for anyone who is involved at
all at the grass roots — there is a need for a specifically West Indian club, or a
specifically Asian centre, the policy must not be allowed to stand in the way of
the need. The Youth Service must have a new policy framework to replace
Hunt.6
Second, the youth race problem surely demonstrates once and for all that the
Youth Service must take its obligation to involve itself in political education
seriously. The fundamental goal of the Youth Service is social education.
There is just no way that social education can be defined so as to exclude
political education. Of course, the fact that it is a necessary task does not
make it an easy one. It is certainly a very difficult task. No doubt this is part of
the reason why so little has been attempted on this front. But tackled it must
be, and we can tackle it in the Youth Service. Youth workers appear capable
of developing effective relationships with young people. They can win the
trust of young people. They can find and maintain, within those relationships
and on the basis of that trust, a realistic scope for rational influence on the
independent choices and personal decisions of young people; about right and
wrong, about values, about life goals, about how to treat others. It is only in
the context of an effective relationship used in this way that political education
can be better than a mere ritual.
My second proposal, then, is that the Youth Service should take its
involvement in political education seriously. In practical terms this will mean
putting more resources, time and energy into it. It will mean incorporating
political education into the training of voluntary and part-time youth workers,
into the in-service training of professional workers, and especially into initial
training.
My third proposal is for the immediate implementation of programmes to
substantially increase the number of black and coloured youth workers. The
need is evident. The number of black and coloured men and women at senior
levels in the Youth Service is negligible. Those working as professional youth
workers at any level, even in the conurbations, are very few. Even among
part-time and voluntary youth workers they are few and not significantly
increasing in number. My first two proposals presuppose a substantial
increase at all levels. Special provision within local communities cannot, in the
normal case, be staffed by white youth workers. The levels of deep
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relationship and trust which are necessary will certainly demand indigenous
staffing, at least until the present general crisis in youth relations is
considerably improved.
If this argument is persuasive, we need to give immediate attention to
schemes that will increase the numbers of black and coloured youth workers.
As far as the full-time sphere is concerned, we may need to depend in the
short-term largely on part-time in-service training programmes, such as that at
Avery Hill. All the initial training agencies ought, as some of them are already
doing, to be setting about the business of equipping young black and coloured
men and women for recruitment through usual channels into their
programmes. Similarly, universities with an avowed commitment to the work
of the Youth Service ought to be recruiting more strenuously, particularly
from among mature students without formal qualifications.
I think the main thrust has to be made on the voluntary and part-time front. At
Brunei this belief has encouraged us to try to make some contributions. First,
a special programme for workers with the Asian community has been set up,
in collaboration with the National Association of Asian Youth, within the
framework of the Regional Basic Training Scheme.7 It has been running
successfully now for three years, and in my view it is doing good work. We are
at an earlier stage in training developments for those working with the black
community. A systematic scheme of training has been prepared, and is now
being considered by all relevant parties.' We have obtained some support
from CRE for research and development work on the scheme, and I am
hopeful that active training work will begin shortly.
Both schemes will make a two-fold contribution to answering a crying need.
They will produce more voluntary and part-time youth workers to get on
immediately and effectively with the work with black and coloured young
people which is so urgently demanded. In addition, they will increase the pool
of trained and committed youth workers from which good candidates for
training for full-time professional work can be recruited.
Of course, there are developments along these lines going on elsewhere as
well. We should surely support and encourage all such efforts. We shall not
have moved far towards racial equality until all sections of the British
community are properly represented in all the professional spheres. Given the
specific importance of race as a youth problem, we need to start moving
towards a proper representation of black and coloured youth workers now.
Youth and homeiessness
In seeking to emphasise the importance and urgency of the race problem for
youth, I may have appeared to belittle the significance of homeiessness
among young people. That is not my intention at all. Even if the number of
young people directly affected by homeiessness is considerably less than that
affected by race and by unemployment, it is by no means a small number. Nor
is the damage and suffering for which homeiessness is responsible slight.
From the earliest beginnings of serious public concern with the plight of the
young, considerable energy has gone into the care of the homeless young,
and properly so. Provided they have a home, even young people with no job
and no immediate prospect of a job have got a shelter in their pain, and a base
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from which to make sorties to relieve it. Even black youth subject to open
harrassment in the streets can escape it from time to time if they have a home
to retreat into.
And home means more even than shelter and protection. It means territory,
privacy, identity. For youth even more than for adults, these functions of
home are essential if development is to be positive and effective.
Has the Youth Service as such any contribution to make to this important
problem of young people? Surely it has, and in several ways.
First, the Youth Service has an obligation, imposed on it by its own generally
accepted objectives, to take on a special responsibility for research and for
advocacy in this sphere. The local Youth Service ought, more than any other
agency, to be fully aware of the extent and particular incidence of
homelessness among young people. It ought to have available both general
statistics and lists of names with contact points. In many areas I believe the
Youth Service has the basis for this information. But even in the best cases it
is typically held individually — in the heads of the detached and other workers
responsible for the contacts — and informally. Surely this information ought
to be routinely and systematically collated, cross-checked, and examined for
completeness across a whole authority-wide area, so that explorations can be
undertaken where there are obvious gaps?
One purpose of this co-ordinated information would be to improve the
effectiveness of the direct work of the Service with the homeless. I shall return
to this shortly. A second purpose would be to provide a sound basis for
advocacy. Who, if not the Youth Service, is to speak up, without grinding any
political axe, on behalf of the homeless young? Who else could be so
persuasive with housing departments, social service departments, and local
councils? Surely this is a responsibility and an opportunity which the Youth
Service ought to take very seriously?
What would be advocated, beyond urging attention and the expenditure of
resources, would need to be decided in local circumstances. But perhaps
there are two cases which ought to be taken up by the Youth Service
everywhere, as they are already in some places. First, Youth Service
spokesmen ought to be calmly and persistently urging official sympathy and
support for the voluntary agencies which do so much of the direct work with
the homeless young. Second, and perhaps more contentiously, I think the
same spokesmen ought to be persuading councillors, officials, and ordinary
local people in the direction of sympathetic understanding and acceptance of
squatting. There is a real opportunity for community work in the Youth
Service, given the conflict which squats commonly arouse! Squats are
perhaps too often and too easily taken over as parts of political movements.
But they are not merely a product of political causes. They arise from two sets
of causes. One has to do with the general structure of the housing market,
and the other is a function of the condition of youthfulness in contemporary
society. Powerful historical forces are disrupting the structure of the family.
Irreversible social and cultural forces are pulling more and more young people
out of their families and pitching them into the centres of the metropolitan
cities. Squats are one part of the youth housing problem which these great
forces generate. The Youth Service needs to understand this, and speak up
about it.
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Of course, there is also direct support that is needed now. In saying this, I do
not mean to imply that youth workers are not doing a great deal already. If we
were able to count the numbers of young people for whom individual youth
workers are finding shelter in clubs and centres, and in all sorts of curious
facilities, I think it would be a large number. Even the number of stranded,
frightened kids putting up in youth workers' own homes would make, I
suspect, an interestingly large statistic.
But these are crisis palliatives. There is surely much scope for more Services
to acknowledge a responsibility in this sphere, and to obtain and devote cash
and manpower to the provision of hostels. The Youth Service as a whole — in
which the voluntary sector is as ever vitally important — has a long and
honourable tradition of work of this sort. We shall need more of it over the
next decades.
I conclude this section with two more contentious propositions, about
students and about housing policy. Students are often regarded as an over-
priviliged stratum of youth, and in many ways they are. But there is much
serious homelessness — properly defined — among students. Surely youth
workers should recognise that students are a part of the general category of
youth (the split we make in Britain between students and other young people
is rare elsewhere), and begin to work more effectively with student
organisations on this problem of homelessness among the young?
I cannot hope here to take up the serious and difficult issues of housing policy
raised in other chapters. I must content myself with encouraging all those in
the Youth Service concerned about homelessness to look carefully for
themselves at the complex arguments about the Rent Acts and related
legislation. My own belief is that too many of those most seriously and
honestly concerned about housing may be guilty of some — admittedly
understandable — prejudice against landlords. Rachmanism is, of course,
wrong and unacceptable. But the young particularly need reasonably-priced
rented accommodation. The supply, as we know, is rapidly drying up. It is no
use, I think, arguing that this is a long-term historical process which can only
be dealt with by a revolution in housing policy. If recent legislation is playing
any part at all in reducing the rented sector still further and faster — and surely
it is — then all of us who are concerned about the fate of homeless young
people ought to be aware of the implications. We ought to be prepared to take
at least some risks with the purity of our political ideologies, and look at
protective legislation with open minds.
Youth and work
In the not-so-long run, the issue of work, unemployment, and the young must
be examined as part of a general analysis of education, leisure, and the age-
structure of life in post-industrial society. For youth unemployment is now
manifestly structural. What the Americans unhappily call 'studentry' is
inevitably going to be the way of life of the whole population up to the age of
twenty or twenty five.
It will, however, take time to find the financial resources for such a
programme. It will take time to debate and test the best mix of work, learning,
community service, and so on, to satisfy the needs of all the young people
currently segregated between higher education, further education,
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employment, and unemployment. It will certainly take time to achieve a
general acknowledgement of the need for what I believe may be the only
feasible framework for such a programme — a National or Community Youth
Service.
In the meantime, even as recession ebbs, youth unemployment remains
absurdly and intolerably high. The main mechanism we have available for
dealing with it is the Manpower Services Commission's Youth Opportunities
Programme. Because of this, I limit my main proposal here about a Youth
Service contribution to the problem of youth unemployment to one simple
proposition.
The Youth Service must be incorporated more fully and coherently into the
work of the Youth Opportunities Programme. The extent to which,
increasingly, MSC programmes are staffed by trained youth workers must be
acknowledged in at least two ways. First, youth workers must be ensured at
least as good an opportunity as other professions to work at senior levels on
YOP projects and area programmes. Too often youth workers are finding
themselves accountable to people who know and understand much less about
the needs of young people than they do themselves.9 Second, a small
proportion of MSC funding must be injected directly into the Youth Service.
At the least, each local authority Youth Service ought to be financed
sufficiently to pay for an officer with direct responsibility for unemployment,
and for a development budget to facilitate innovative use of Youth Service
facilities and staff. At national level, the promising beginnings at the National
Youth Bureau should surely be augmented to encourage more effective
research, development, and consultative advice to the grassroots.
Indeed, much is going on at the grassroots. My impression is that a great deal
of the most effective work with unemployed youth is being handled by youth
workers rather than by others. This is surely not surprising. Youth workers
comprise a cadre of professionals with a non-accidental commitment to the
interests of youth; with the capacities for developing good relationships with
young people in difficult circumstances; and with the requisite skills to set up
the programmes of education, training, community service, and community
development which unemployed youth needs.
What I would urge very strenuously in respect of this work is that it should be
more unblushingly accepted, acknowledged, and rewarded within the Youth
Service than it sometimes seems to be. This work with unemployed youth is
not peripheral or exotic. It is one part of the normal core work of any efficient
Youth Service.
The youth problem
In the two symposia at Brunei, on which this book is based, we chose to
concentrate on three of the problems of youth — race, unemployment, and
homelessness. There were good reasons for the limited focus we chose, as
explained earlier. But there are many other serious problems which young
people have to face up to. Two which I would personally emphasize are, first,
the whole broad area of what used to be called delinquency and crime, and
secondly, the general situation of girls and young women as such, the
problem of sexuality.
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However we specify the list of young people's problems, it is a long one. The
words that comprise the list are mere labels for painful experience for young
people and anxiety for adults. In concluding, I want to do no more by way of
analysis than to assert again, as I did in beginning, that these are not discrete
problems, but separate symptoms of a single disease. They are all part and
parcel of the youth problem as a whole. I have argued this conclusion at
length elsewhere, and others have argued it more eloquently.10 Instead of
going again over this old — but important — ground I shall ask what we ought
to be doing about it.
In the past two years I have come much closer to being persuaded that we
shall make little headway with the youth problem until youth affairs are
handled centrally by a Ministry. This is the idea which, together with its
administrative and financial implications, was earlier put very clearly by John
Ewen in 'Towards a youth policy '•" If his analysis is correct I think we ought at
least to support as fully as we can the efforts of the Parliamentary Lobby for
Youth Affairs. This is perhaps an embryo and a test-bed for the notion of
public acknowledgement of the youth problem and of a concerted effort to
work at it coherently and co-operatively. It is an arena where the disparate
problems of young people can be definitively treated as parts of a singular
youth problem.
However, there may be good and persuasive reasons for avoiding the risks of
centralized power in relation to youth affairs. If this is the case, the best
alternative seems to be the encouragement of developments at local level.
What would be required in this second scenario would be active development
work on liaison and co-ordination between all the agencies working on behalf
of youth within each local area. Given the apparent difficulty in some areas
even of achieving effective co-operation at local level across the Youth
Service 'binary divide' between the statutory and voluntary sectors, we
should have no doubt that this second option will be difficult and will require
much effort. But it is, I believe, possible, and in any case in the absence of
strong central developments it is essential (and the Youth Service should be at
the core of it). Unless one or other of these options for the future is taken up
actively and soon, the youth problem will grow towards crisis proportions,
and the field will be handed back to the 'beaters and floggers' and more
generally to those who simply do not understand young people.12
In either case, whether future development is on a national or on a local scale,
a coherent youth policy is indispensable. This is, of course, difficult to
achieve. It will take long, patient discussion — such as the Youth Service
Forum, the professional associations, the training agencies, the National
Youth Bureau and regional groupings have already begun — to achieve the
clear consensus on fundamental issues that is implicit in good policy. But this
has to be done, or development work at any level will be restricted to empty
and futile administrative change.
Some recent work in which the Regional Unit has been involved, in co-
operation with the agencies which handle federal development work with
youth in the United States, has persuaded me that the approaches being made
there to the development of Youth Policy may contain some useful clues and
guidelines for our work in Britain.13 Above all, their experience suggests three
conclusions which make, I hope, a suitable conclusion to this book. First,
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there is a generalized, singular youth problem which requires attention as one
problem. Second, the development of a policy for youth presupposes a
theory of youth and of youth work, and a strong basis of reliable knowledge
about youth as such. And third, no policy for youth development will have any
chance of success unless it is both positive, dealing with social education and
growth, rather than problems and negative symptoms, and universal, dealing
with young people as a general category, rather than concentrating on those
young people who are apparently in difficulties or causing problems.
Perhaps we can establish, on the basis of these propositions, an agreed
framework in terms of which the Youth Service can maximize its contribution
to solving the problems of race, homelessness, unemployment and all the
rest. It is our responsibility and privilege at least to try.
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It's my life: young people and leisure
DAVID MARSLAND
Brunei University, London
There is urgent need for research which treats leisure as a central focus in
studies of young people. The sociology of youth shows a neglect of women
and of ethnic minorities, although ethnographic studies reveal the aimless
frustration of working class youth. Schooling should be regarded as work,
with a moritorium on leisure. A social educational approach is required, the
basis of which is voluntarism. We need more information about what young
people do with their free time, why, and with what effects. More attention
should be given to the study of friendship and to in-depth studies of leisure
styles.
Introduction
Fisher and Holder (1981) have recently argued that, contrary to media
images, young people today are not greatly different from the way they
have always been. Not surprisingly they conclude from their extensive
interviews that young people face the perennial fact of being young in
a much tougher environment than we have in recent years come to
take for granted. But, with no less certainty, they also conclude that it
is the same persisting fact of youth that they face. They characterize
the essential and unchanging meaning of being young in these words
(p. 212):
They are experiencing sensations for the first time - the first love, the first
illegal lager, the first holiday away from Mum, the first razor, the first pay-
packet. This is where the excitement is. They are charged with energy,
whether they channel it into playground fights or self-doubt. The emotions
are ten times as strong as adults feel.
Despite their intention of dealing with the whole life situation of
young people, their book turns out to be concerned to a very large
extent with leisure. Although they deal at length with family, school
and work, their analysis points to the significance for leisure of
activities and constraints on activities in these spheres, and to the
effects on these spheres of leisure activities, concerns and aspirations.
Their unintended focus on leisure is inevitable simply because for all
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those in the social category of youth, leisure is structurally primary as
it is for no other age group.
Fisher and Holder provide interesting analyses of privacy and ter-
ritory, rehearsal for adulthood, personal identity, group adherence,
consumerism and other crucial topics in adolescent leisure. However, I
begin here with their valuable study simply as a suggestive source of
evidence that, despite recent influential analyses to the contrary
(Davies, 1976) and despite even the growing significance of unem-
ployment, the state of youth remains much as it has been over the past
twenty years, and that a key element in this persisting condition is the
importance for young people of their leisure time, of the ways they use
it and of the meanings they attach to it.
If this is true, then we need from social scientists serious, systematic
analyses of young people's leisure. The recent literature is disappoint-
ing in this regard. Although many recent studies deal incidentally with
young people's leisure, there has been very little recent work devoted
specifically and systematically to the topic.
The two most recent systematic treatments, Smith's (1973) substan-
tive analysis and my own attempt (Marsland, 1978) to examine the
theoretical aspect, may serve as starting points for further analysis.
Beyond these papers, neither theoretical work nor empirical research
seem to have moved along very far.
My purpose in this paper is primarily to suggest the urgent necessity
for further systematic research and for retaining leisure as a central
focus in studies of the lives of young people. Increasing unemploy-
ment, together with the dismissive attitude towards leisure of influen-
tial marxist and quasi-marxist sociologists of youth, may tend to
distract analysis in other directions. Overall, I want to argue that this is
a distraction which must be resisted if we genuinely want to extend
and deepen our understanding of young people's lives, in which leisure
is, as always, central.
On the significance of leisure in the lives of young people
Small in scale and unpretentious in its objectives, the Youth Service is
an important influence in the lives of young people in Britain (Mars-
land, 1980). Scorned by many who cannot satisfy themselves with
such modest and mundane purposes as helping individual young
people come to terms with becoming their best selves, it continues its
work in youth clubs and youth centres, in provision for leisure
activities, in informal education and in counselling.
Crucially, for our present purposes, the Youth Service focuses
specifically on the leisure time of young people. It claims no right to
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intervene in the family, the school or in the work situation, although
youth workers are always among the first to be asked to help in these
spheres when problems arise which others cannot cope with. Its clients
are always volunteers, just young people looking for and finding
something worthwhile to do in and with their own free time. This
limited focus on leisure is not acceptable to some, who ridicule the
Youth Service's apparent neglect of'structural forces' and 'fundamen-
tal problems'.
I have argued elsewhere (Marsland, 1978) that these critics of
established Youth Service policy and practice are wrong, among other
reasons, because they fail to recognize the immense importance of
leisure for young people. One of the main reasons for disagreement
about the importance of young people's leisure is the widespread and
increasing tendency to underplay the significance of biological and
psychological factors in social development. Recent work [1] tends
too easily to deny that adolescence is fundamentally, in cultural terms,
a process of transition between childhood and adulthood, and there-
fore precisely a mode of handling biological change and growth.
In the present climate of opinion, in which the assertion of biologi-
cal, psychological or sociological constants is regarded as little short of
heresy, no doubt the need for restatement of the true nature of adoles-
cence and youth will persist. Here I shall treat it as an axiom for my
argument about leisure. If indeed the life of young people is incom-
prehensible, or at least inadequately comprehended to a serious
degree, except in terms of their generically developmental and transi-
tional situation, then the logical and substantive significance of leisure
can hardly be overstated. If adolescence and youth is fundamentally
preparation and practice for adulthood, and if the crucial, definitive
criterion of adulthood is individual autonomy, then the free space of
leisure, unfettered by the guiding and controlling support of adults,
worked through in the lonely company of peers, is its essential arena
(Coleman, 1980). This proposition appears to be true generally, but in
a democratic society which defines the requisite individual indepen-
dence and self-responsibility of adulthood in the strongest and most
ambitious terms, its truth becomes even more important, and its denial
even more damaging. Only in freedom can mature adulthood be
achieved and expressed. Only in leisure can this essential freedom be
structurally provided.
Leisure and gender
Much of the resistance to the proposition I have argued above about
the generic significance of leisure in the lives of young people is framed
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in terms of the widely differentiated adult lives to which young people
are variously headed (Hall et al., 1976). In particular, it has been
argued that, in terms of class, race and sex, there is so much structural
differentiation in the total life-world of young people that the fact of
youth itself, and of the general significance of leisure associated with
the generalized category of youth, is at best of relatively trivial impor-
tance (Woods, 1977), or even, strictly speaking, fictional (Murdock,
1976). This kind of argument seems to me dangerously false, and its
exponents blind to facts about the human condition generally and
about contemporary society in particular [2]. Nevertheless, it contains
an important element of truth. For the life — including the leisure —of
young people of different classes, races and sexes is manifestly and
strongly differentiated. There are fundamental common aspects of the
life of youth, including the general significance of leisure. There are
also important, and perhaps inescapable, differences — including dif-
ferences in the nature and significance of leisure. In this section and the
two following, I shall examine some of these important differences.
The leisure sphere is merely one example of the generally chauvinist
condition of the sociology of youth. This persists despite its identifica-
tion by Gottleib and Heinsohn (1973) ten years ago in their influential
review of the field; despite an exciting beginning on the sociological
analysis of the lives of young women by McRobbie and Garber (1976)
and, not least, despite the energetic and powerful advocacy of the
interests of girls by the National Association of Youth Clubs and
latterly the National Youth Bureau through the work of Janet Hunt
(Young, 1981).
In general terms this imbalance has to be corrected. So long as the
sociology of youth remains fundamentally practical and merely politi-
cal, the focus on men and the neglect or women will persist. Proper
attention to women will require the systematic conceptualization of
youth and coherent linkage to general sociological theory I have
proposed elsewhere (Marsland, 1978). Within such a programme, the
leisure activities and aspirations of young women, and their differenti-
ation from those of men can receive proper attention.
In the meantime there are many grounds besides common-sense for
believing that there are differences and that they matter. I refer here to
one modest empirical study undertaken recently (McCabe, 1978). A
sample of over 200 school-leavers from all the high schools of one
outer London borough allowed the examination of a wide range of
sources of differences in attitudes to leisure and satisfaction with
leisure provision. The single most powerful diffentiating variable was
sex. Girls were in general much less satisfied than boys with the scope
provided by the community for leisure activities. Specifically, they
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were much more dissatisfied with what was offered to them by the local
Youth Service and the clubs and centres it organizes. The organized
activities that were provided seemed to them to be designed primarily
for boys, and not to attend sufficiently to the wishes of girls (for
example, for more swimming and tennis). Beyond this, there seemed
to the girls to be too much organized activity and too little provision
for straightforward social interaction. And across the whole range of
leisure activities, girls found the atmosphere dominated by the impera-
tive and taken-for-granted needs of boys.
From such findings it is a small enough step to arguments for special
provision for girls in sexually segregated situations. Janet Hunt has
shown how, given the opportunity provided by the organized absence
of boys, girls will participate actively, enthusiastically and compe-
tently in what are commonly regarded as boys' activities, such as
riding and maintaining motor-cycles. Short of that, we surely need at
least more research and more opportunity for girls and young women
to speak up for themselves about their leisure needs.
Leisure and race
Because of demographic structures and trends, young people from
Asian and Afro-Caribbean backgrounds constitute an increasingly
important segment of the youthful population of Britain. The extent to
which this fact has been neglected and the scope for attending to it
effectively have been examined recently at Brunei (Day and Marsland,
1979). The events in the UK of the summer of 1981 demonstrate how
difficult these problems are and the need for urgent and wise action.
Leisure might seem to be a trivial component of these problems,
compared with racism, heavy unemployment and ineffective school-
ing. But this would be a false conclusion. Truancy from the stigmatizing
environment of school, intolerable pressure from severe and hostile
families, and expulsion from the dying job-market all have the effect,
especially on Afro-Caribbeans, of forcing them into compulsory leis-
ure. Their leisure time is precisely where these problems find their
major expression.
Several studies of young blacks have been undertaken recently, for
example, John (1981), Little and Willey (1981), Rampton (1981).
These are beginning to provide some degree of correction to the white
condition of the sociology of youth. But much remains to be done, and
in particular little attention has been given so far to black leisure.
During the past two years we have been involved at Brunei in a
programme of action research concerned with young blacks and the
Youth Service. A number of publications have resulted (for example,
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Fisher, 1982) together with the production of some one hundred
trained youth workers to work with the Afro-Caribbean community
in London. Much has been learned which will affect our future work
with the Youth Service. In particular, it seems likely from our work
that in relation to leisure - and probably the same applies to education —
a more formal, goal-specific, and structured approach may be neces-
sary than has become usual in youth work in Britain in recent years. As
far as their leisure time is concerned - and this may mean in present
circumstances a very large proportion of their time — young men from
the Afro-Caribbean community may need and demand structured
programmes and effective leadership. This leadership will have to
come from the black community itself, or it will not easily be accepted
by young blacks at all.
All this looks like a fundamental differentiation of youthful leisure
by the powerful, complex force which race constitutes. But it needs to be
confirmed in other studies and on a larger scale. Much more research
on the leisure needs of young people from the Asian and Afro-
Caribbean communities should be undertaken urgently.
Leisure and class
Marxists and others for whom class is the central analytical concept
tend to argue that leisure and youth are relatively trivial concepts and
insignificant phenomena. Despite this, sociologists adopting these
perspectives have, during the past ten years, made a very substantial
and important contribution to the sociology of youth, including the
analysis of leisure.
Within this literature, which has been evaluated elsewhere (Mars-
land, 1981a), the work of Parker (1974), Willis (1978) and Corrigan
(1979) merits particular attention. They have provided in-depth,
realistic descriptions of various sorts of ordinary young people in a
way which has not, even in classic studies like that of Willmott (1969),
been done before. They have managed to do this because their
methodology, in the broadest sense, requires and enables them to get
close to their subjects, to listen to their authentic voices, and to
describe the meaning of things from their subjects' own point of view.
Especially in Profane Culture by Willis and View from the Boys by
Parker, we hear and understand the aimless frustration of the lower
working class as youth workers and community workers know it, and
in a way which sociological analysis has not heard or understood it
before.
Unfortunately, this line of approach and the methodology which
underlies it suffer from the weaknesses of their own strengths. The focus
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has been so much on working-class youths that there is no systematic
comparative dimension to the work. There is therefore no way of
knowing how much of what is revealed is a property of youth and how
much of class. Furthermore, the concept of class itself is used by these
writers in a rather cavalier way. For example, Willis' 'working-class'
boys are a very indeterminate group in class terms, and the parameters
of their occupational, family and community worlds extremely vague.
Again, these studies are without exception based on very small sam-
ples drawn in no systematic way. Worst of all, there tends to be little
coherent connection in these studies between their opaque theorizing
and their marvellously interesting observations and descriptions.
Manifestly class, in some sense, matters in general and matters
considerably in the specific sphere of youth and young people's leisure.
3ut in what sense does it matter, and how do we answer the question
of how and how much it affects youthful leisure? Conceptual clarifica-
tion of class remains imperative (Marsland, 1971). Only if this is done
adequately and honestly can the disputes be resolved about the extent
and significance of class differentiation in musical tastes (Murdock
and McCron, 1976), about the relations between school culture and
youth culture, and about the relative salience for young people of class
allegiance and attachment to youth cultures (Murdock, 1977). We
need programmes of systematic comparative research. We need to
examine variations within what are loosely called the middle classes
and the working class. Any youth worker will tell you how much
youths vary from one area to another in how they spend their time and
in what they seem to want out of their leisure life. How and how much
is this due to class differences and how much to other factors? How
much commonality is there even between extremes in class terms?
Accepting the case that social stratification affects young people in
all respects, including their leisure, an ambitious programme of sys-
tematic comparative research is essential.
Leisure and school
The compulsory seizure of free time from children and adolescents is
taken for granted remarkably glibly. Compulsory attendance at
school is now required until sixteen. There are serious proposals for its
extension to nineteen (Marsland, 1981b).
Few children of any type fail at one time or another to feel this as
indeed a theft of their time. Very few adults, certainly very few
teachers, seem to recognize that this is how it may seem even to
well-adjusted young people. Yet it is difficult to make sense at all of the
manifest problems in our schools without acknowledging the impor-
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tance of these contradictory perceptions, 'Of course you should be at
school' and 'Why are we here?'
Young people's dissatisfaction in school is not merely caused by
boredom with particular subjects, or poor teachers, or even by their
hopeless recognition that it is not leading them anywhere useful or
valuable. Even for young people moving forward successfully towards
O-levels and beyond, even if they are working with good teachers and
at subjects they enjoy — and even more if these conditions are not being
satisfied, school is not what they of their own choosing would want for
their own sake to be doing: it is not leisure, but work.
It is moreover a very peculiar and inadequate sort of work. It is low
paid, and (via the family) mainly in kind rather than cash. There is so
little choice of task that schoolwork might plausibly be construed as
the only sector of employment in the free world subject to direction of
labour. The extent to which positive incentives are available as a
source of motivation is very small and, under the dominant permis-
sive-progressive regime and ideology, it is decreasing still further. Nor
does the schooling system have available as an alternative to incentives
any powerful sanctions. Everybody fails precisely to the extent that
ideology and procedures increasingly prohibit any specific failures by
particular individuals (Cox and Marks, 1980).
Imagine a whole sector of industry subject to these conditions. How
could one expect any outcome other than ineffectiveness, apathy and
incoherent rebellion? Moreover the schooling system lacks even the
ultimate sanction that real work provides, that without it one starves
or at best subsists at an economically and psychologically shameful
level. No wonder the whole state education system is in more or less
the sort of appalling mess which Her Majesty's Inspectors (1980) have
recently discovered in the schools controlled by the Inner London
Education Authority.
My argument is that this chaos is best explained as a product of the
compulsory expropriation of children and young people's free time,
and specifically as an invasion of leisure time. If this argument is valid,
two solutions immediately suggest themselves.
One is to roll back compulsion and, instead of extending the leaving
age, reduce it. There are principled libertarian arguments in favour of
such action[3]. But in practice it would not help much. With unem-
ployment among the young as high as it is, alternative systems like the
vast Manpower Services Commission apparatus will appear which
will be at least as much subject to the same deficiencies as the schools.
In any case, the destructive compulsion is not merely legal. For most of
the faults occur almost as badly in 'non-compulsory' further and
higher education. With truancy in the schools at high and increasing
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levels, and control of school students as weak as it has in general
become, children and young people can and do try to 'do their own
thing'. Schools and colleges are increasingly dominated by leisure
concerns. Peer groups and the entertainment media are increasingly
powerful. Sexuality is becoming as central a preoccupation as in
American high schools. Educational objectives have become funda-
mentally diluted, via the concept of 'relevance' and the cowardly
anxiety of teachers about 'imposing' anything on their pupils and
students, into those of a third-rate entertainment industry. All this
demonstrates the futility of pretending that work is or can be play, and
the necessity of trying the other alternative.
This is to acknowledge and admit that schooling is work, that it
unavoidably requires a moratorium on leisure concerns, and that
individual and collective whims and fancies must be controlled.
Externally imposed control cannot work by itself. It is precisely the
point of my analysis to suggest that education entails a fundamental
challenge to the natural and legitimate feeling of young people indi-
vidually and collectively that they should be free to 'be themselves' and
'do what they want'. Only good schools, good teachers, and coherent
educational objectives can possibly face the immense power of this
challenge successfully.
The best recent studies of schooling all demonstrate the generalized
failure of the schools (Cox and Marks, 1980). They reveal (mostly
between the lines of their Marxist and liberal interpretations) that the
cause of this failure is the incapacity of schools and teachers to
comprehend the indignity they are imposing on children and young
people by robbing them of the right to do and be what they want. One
study shows that such failure is avoidable and demonstrates what it
takes for a school to succeed: clear and ambitious purposes, tough
organization, well-disciplined teachers, powerful leadership from a
head who knows what he/she is doing (Rutter et al., 1979).
This is not at all an old-fashioned recipe. On the contrary, it requires
of teachers attitudes, capacities and skills which, while they may have
so far appeared only in a few of the best schools and those traditional
ones, can become common and available to more young people only if
much of the tradition of teaching and schooling is overturned. For
successful teaching of this kind absolutely presupposes the ability of
teachers to win the freely given trust of pupils. This in turn requires of
teachers, quite apart from an honest belief in the value of education,
confidence in themselves as persons and real expertise in their subject
specialty, a deep and full understanding of the situation and the needs
of young people. A crucial element of this understanding must be
constituted by genuine and continuing acknowledgement in face-to-
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face contact with classes, and especially with individual pupils, that:
1. These are persons as well as pupils.
2. These are young people in the grip of development, of becoming
themselves.
3. They are, all the time, subject to enormously powerful internal
pressures — from their own phantasies and the working-
through of their interpretations of their day-to-day experiences,
and to external pressures from their peers and the media - to
distraction from mere schoolwork to a whole range of other
purposes to which they would much rather be giving their time
and energies.
4. They will continuously need to be persuaded of the instrumen-
tal and moral validity of schoolwork, and to be enabled to enjoy
at least most of it.
5. Pupil effort has to be seen as a free gift of their time to the
teacher.
Leisure and work
Even if the work ethic has never been as successfully or as generally
internalized as we used to believe, even if the British character is such
that we could never become as work-oriented as the Japanese or the
Germans, even if micro-processors are going to push us towards an era
of generalized leisure, even despite these qualifications, it does seem
indisputable that commitment to the work ethic has declined in
recent years, and to a level which Britain cannot afford.
Changes inaugurated by the generation of the 1960s have had a real
effect, especially on attitudes to work. These changes are now being
reproduced in the contemporary generation of young people. Nor is
the current reduction in standards of living caused by the recession
likely to 'correct' this effect permanently. Those who believe that
unemployment, even at reduced levels of state benefit, will shock or
shame people into more commitment to work are likely to be disap-
pointed. For intrinsic belief in the value of hard work and the impor-
tance of individual success has become uncommon, and in many
quarters laughable. At best it has been replaced by a merely instrumen-
tal and materialist orientation, in terms of which work is construed
merely as a means of extending and improving leisure.
This effect appears increasingly in the education system. School and
college are the main arenas of young people's work, and in both of them
the post-sixties reaction against work and in favour of leisure concerns
is strongly apparent. However, here I am concerned with work proper,
which is to say, for the most part, paid employment.
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Current unemployment strikes young people particularly. The
effect is to some extent structural. It is in part determined by demo-
graphic factors, in part by technological change and in part by trade
union policies which price young people out of jobs they have tradi-
tionally had (Germanis, 1981).
But these structural effects cannot explain more than a part of the
current high level of unemployment among young people. In signific-
ant part it is cyclical and temporary. In any case there is no way the
country can afford to pay for young people to stay unemployed
permanently and generally, whether at school and college, in Man-
power Service Commission schemes, or in a national system of com-
munity service. Most will have to find themselves real work. Why are
more not doing so? Why are employers in general so dissatisfied with
young workers?
These problems are at least in part connected with the shifts in
attitude to work and leisure I have described earlier. Time and again
studies of unemployed young people reveal:
1. Unwillingness to seek work outside the immediate locality of
the family home.
2. Resistance to low pay.
3. Antipathy to certain types of jobs, especially those involving
hard or repetitive manual work.
4. Disinclination to the discipline involved in employment work,
especially early and regular rising, routine commitments and
regular obligations, and subordination to managerial supervi-
sion.
No doubt support available from the family (in rent saved, in board
and often in cash), from unemployment pay and other state benefits,
and from involvement in the black economy goes a long way towards
explaining the maintenance of these and other factors which underlie
young people's resistance to such work as there is. But this is not a
sufficient explanation. Work itself and the necessity of positive com-
mitment to it have been substantially devalued. Increasingly, teachers,
social workers, the media and politicians conspire with this process
and provide young people with plausible rationalizations for their
negative feelings about work. How often, for example, do we hear any
manual work, except perhaps traditional craft work, spoken about
other than in scathing terms nowadays? Are young people helped to
realize just how much persistent tedious routine is involved in even the
most creative sorts of work ? Why does hardly anyone emphasize the
simple fact that even managers are managed?
Nor is it only the persistently unemployed among young people —
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the least qualified and least able, those most likely to be dismissed or
give up their job at a moment's notice - who are affected by these
attitudes. At the next level up there is an increasing tendency to seek
above all from work mere security. The continuing expansion of
public service work, especially at the local government level, is hardly
evidence, as some argue, of a desire for more opportunity to serve the
community instead of working in the hard-nosed commercial atmos-
phere of industry. Rather it is an expression of a de-valued conception
of work, which sees it merely as a reliable source of relatively uneffort-
ful financial security. Even at the highest levels of qualification and
ability, British graduates are not, according to industrial employers,
noted for their enthusiastic commitment to a career or for the energy
of their application to work, still less for their imaginative involvement
in the success or failure of the company they work for.
It may be argued that in Britain, by contrast with other protestant
nations, the work ethic was never thoroughly institutionalized.
Throughout the period of industrialization, aristocratic values have
remained entrenched, contradicting the bourgeois values best ex-
pressed by Samuel Smiles with a powerful alternative image of
'pleasure and leisure'.
True as this may be, it seems likely that since the sixties the popula-
tion has been increasingly orientated to leisure rather that to work, and
that this change is most powerfully manifested by young people.
It may be that this can be plausibly interpreted as the younger
generation pioneering — as young people often do — the innovative
values which inaugurate a new way of life. Equally plausibly, it may be
seen by others as a symptom of a decadent capitalism incompetent to
socialize the rising generation to necessary commitments, and ripe for
new, more virile leadership and a 'new society' (Aarononitch, 1981).
Neither of these interpretations seems to me to be valid. Britain is
unlikely to become either an automated playground or a socialist
paradise in the immediate future. In the meantime, for at least several
decades, avoidance of squalid poverty and the random violence which
will be its inevitable accompaniment requires a re-emphasis on the
priority of work over leisure in adult life and of industrious effort over
casual play, and recognition of the instrumental function of young
people's leisure as preparation for work.
Leisure, social education and life
I believe that a social educational approach is necessary in relation to
the issues I have dealt with: education, work, unemployment, class,
race and sexuality. In each case positive outcomes require, from
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adults, recognition of the developmental needs of young people, and
of the immense significance for their development of their own free
time, the meaning they attach to it, the company they share it with, and
the uses to which they put it.
The basic principle of a social educational approach is voluntarism;
it can only be effective where young people become involved in it of
their own free will, without constraint and in their own time. Social
education is therefore oriented exclusively to their leisure time and
limits its scope to what young people freely choose to do. This is not a
way of excluding adult leadership. Rather it is a mode of specifying the
only type of leadership which young people can accept and are too
rarely offered. This is a type of leadership which presupposes under-
standing of the developmental needs of young people, and in particu-
lar of the significance of their leisure time.
In consequence social education points towards certain under-
developed areas of theoretical and practical knowledge to which the
sociological analysis of youthful leisure ought to be contributing.
Some of the more important of these I shall examine briefly here. They
constitute a programme for the sociological analysis of the leisure
behaviour of young people designed to fill some of the gaps and
answer some of the deficiencies in the theoretical and research litera-
ture to which I have drawn attention.
More facts
It is often claimed in the leisure literature that we have a plethora of
facts and too little theory in terms of which to interpret them. There is
some truth in this as far as adult leisure is concerned, but in relation to
young people it is at best misleading. We desperately need more
information and more reliable information about what young people
in general and in specific categories do with their free time, why, and
with what effects.
The weaknesses and limitations of survey work are self-evident, but
it is indispensable. We must have more and better surveys of youthful
leisure. The limitations of the main alternative methodology, qualita-
tive ethnography, are also serious[4]. Ideally we need a complemen-
tary strategy of in-depth qualitative research and large-scale quantita-
tive surveys to shift this whole field from hunch and guesswork
towards evidence and systematic knowledge.
An indication of the inadequacy of our present state of knowledge is
provided by the significance given in the recent literature to Corrigan's
(1980) fascinating but slight analysis of'doing nothing'. Do we really
know so little about what young people do with their time? Is accurate
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description so low in status among British sociologists that we cannot
reasonably expect this first element of my proposed programme to be
attended to urgently?
Focus on the life cycle
Theoretical frameworks and conceptual foci are equally necessary.
The literature suggests that even this most obvious focus has so far
been attended to less than adequately.
We need to know precisely how the various leisure involvements of
young people contribute to their development. For example, how far
does the significance of attachment to peer groups change between
childhood and youth? Are there particular ages and stages when
solitary activity can be regarded as beneficial rather than pathologi-
cal? Do we need to make quite different sorts of leisure provision for
sixteen-year-olds and eighteen-year-olds? And so on.
The study of young people's leisure has developed in isolation,
conceptually and empirically, from leisure studies in general. We shall
only be able to answer questions about life cycle development if
systematic comparative analysis of leisure in childhood, youth and
adulthood is undertaken consistently.
Friendship
Leisure is a primary arena for the development of friendship and for its
expression. Across the wide spectrum of leisure activities young peo-
ple use their leisure to find friends and to involve themselves in the
intimate, intrinsic sociability which friendship requires to maintain
itself and to grow. The trusting familiarity of friendship appears to be
an indispensable psychological resource for adolescent development.
Certainly, therefore, we need to see much more attention given to
friendship than has been common in studies of young people's leisure
[5]. Neither in relation to cross-sex friendship, with its crucial implica-
tions for sexual development, nor in relation to solitary male-male
and female—female friendship do we have available much systematic
knowledge.
Peer groups
The Youth Service gives special attention to the importance of peer
groups in the lives of young people. As a consequence it has developed
group work as one of its primary methods of practical and profes-
sional intervention. In this it provides an indispensable complement to
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teachers' and social workers' focus on the individual.
Yet, despite Button's (1974) unique contribution with his synthesis
of empirical research and practical intervention strategies, the litera-
ture on peer groups is more adequately furnished with moral exhorta-
tions than with facts. Much of the recent British research is limited to
in-depth case studies of single groups. For a comprehensive, systema-
tic analysis of peer groups (even then only within one city) we still have
to turn to Dunphy's (1969) Australian study of some fifteen years ago.
Nor is there even any equivalent of Coleman's (1961) immensely
important study of schools and classrooms as arenas of peer group life.
We badly need systematic comparative studies of two or more friend-
ship groups, gangs, cliques, or youth sub-cultures, and of the part
played by group attachment in shaping — by limitation and by facilita-
tion — the leisure life of young people.
Style
Critics of the concept of youth culture have argued that it is a trivial
phenomenon, and that the measure of its triviality is its preoccupation
with 'mere style', in dress, music, ways of talking and generally in
modes of public self-presentation.
This line of argument is unpersuasive. Attention to style is indeed a
primary characteristic of youth culture. A large proportion of the
leisure time of young people is indeed devoted to 'putting on the style'.
But this is no trivial matter. For it is the outward expression of their
self-exploration and testing of alternative identities, which is precisely
the developmental task for which young people use their leisure time.
If this is true, then we certainly need in-depth studies of styles,
counter-styles and alternative styles to follow up Hebdidge's (1979)
valuable work. It ought not to be left to journalists to discover the next
'new wave' in music, dress and talk. For style is the form in which the
content of beliefs and values is enshrined. It matters very much.
Morality
There is one last requisite focus for the sociological analysis of leisure
among young people. If the primary function of leisure in youth is not
mere recreation, if it goes beyond even anticipatory preparation for
the adult world of work, if it is in its fundamental essence the necessary
arena for achieving optimal identity, then it is at bottom about young
people discovering for themselves their own moral standards. 'Who
am I?' means, when it comes down to it, 'What do I stand for?'
Morality is the bedrock of identity.
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This issue has been examined closely by Erikson (1977) by Kohlberg
(1969) and some British social psychologists following up their work
(see Coleman, 1961). It has not so far been studied seriously by British
sociologists. Yet morality is certainly a crucial issue in young people's
leisure, whether from the point of view of young people — who are
constantly aware that their play is more indeed than mere play, or
equally from the point of view of adults — who know, even when we
deny it, that it is our children who must work out freely for themselves
what the future will be.
These, then, are my six themes: more descriptive studies of young
people's lives; attention to the role of leisure in young people's
psychological development; analysis of friendship; and of peer
groups; serious empirical studies of style; and of morality [6]. If work
along these six avenues is undertaken systematically, we may in ten
years time know a great deal more about the leisure life of young
people than we can claim to know today.
Notes
[1] Especially by Marxists generally and by most of the few historians of youth. See
the partially corrective discussion of this literature and its excessive relativism by
Hoyles (1979).
[2] For a view contrary to this narrow neglect of youth, and a source of important
evidence on the significance of youth, see Hill and Monks (1977)*
[3] Especially those of anarchist and libertarian thinking, for example, in Free Life,
the journal of the Libertarian Alliance (Micklethwait, 1981).
[4] A recent publication by Frith (1981) exemplifies the strengths and weaknesses of
ethnography perfectly.
[5] A recent addition to this literature (Allan, 1979) demonstrates a typical refusal to
treat friendship as important for its own sake: it concerns itself largely with class
differences. None the less it is a valuable contribution to an absurdly small literature
on so fundamentally important a topic.
[6] In relation to all of these, I have given less attention here than I ought to the family
(Erikson, 1977).
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International Conference 1984
Leisure: Planning and Politics
The Leisure Studies Association will hold its first major international
conference for 4—5 days on dates to be decided in 1984. The venue will be the
Brighton Polytechnic, Eastbourne and the conference will deal with a number
of issues ranging over the whole field of leisure studies and research. As well
as plenary and workshop sessions there will be films and exhibitions of leisure
initiatives.
Such a major event needs planning well in advance. The organizing commit-
tee would welcome offers of:
papers to be presented at the conference and included in the published
proceedings; visual material of any kind; themes for workshops; help in
organizing workshops.
If you can help in any of these ways please contact Alan Tomlinson,
50 Bates Road, Brighton BN1 6PG.
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Introduction
Valid practical knowledge which can be safely used in the development of youth
policy and practice presupposes a robust sociological analysis of youth, and
must rest upon an adequately developed sociology of youth.
By "robust" and "adequate" in this context, as in that of other sub-
fields of sociology, is entailed: paradigm articulation with general sociological
analysis; conceptual clarity; theoretical organization; and a programme of
tested or testable hypothetical propositions concerning the field phenomena as
construed by the theory.
In this sense, the sociology of youth, in its present condition, cannot
confidently be described as robust or adequate (1). Advance towards this
condition in the future appears to require first a simpler and more modest level
of theoretical articulation, which can constitute a coherent provisional theoretical
framework for the sociology of youth. The function of such a framework - which
it is the business of this paper to define and explicate - is to serve as an
instrument for specifying, sifting and analyzing concepts, issues, arguments,
and concrete research material towards incorporation in a sociological analysis
of youth which will be capable of answering tough criteria of adequacy.
The theoretical framework presented here is thus intended to be inter-
preted and evaluated as definitively provisional and specifically instrumental.
If the analysis which it is designed to facilitate (and which without it, or some
equivalent, is impossible) is effective, then ipso facto it is at the least bound to
be substantially modified and reconstructed. It may even need to be replaced
altogether by a more adequate theory more apt to form the conceptual and
axiomatic basis for the sociology of youth. The modest methodological function
of the theoretical work described in this paper is illustrated in the diagram below.
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The objective of this paper
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2All I am intending here is to formulate a tentative, provisional model of the
sociology of youth, (Phase 1), which can serve as the foundation for the
further work (Phases 2 and 3) which attainment of Phase 4 - a genuine and
reliable sociological analysis of youth - presupposes.
The framework is in large measure derivative from that segment of
the sociological literature of analysis of youth which I have called the "con-
ventional sociology of youth" (2). That is to say, it represents no more than
an attempt at partial systematization of the conceptual schemes and propositional
axioms explicitly or implicitly formulated in that tradition of sociological analysis
of youth whose primary exponents include Parsons, Eisenstadt, Davis, Coleman
and Erikson. The grounds for adopting this particular segment of sociological
work on youth as the primary basis for establishing a provisional theoretical
framework for the sociology of youth have been elaborated elsewhere in the
context of an evaluation of recent critiques of conventional sociological analysis
of youth by Allen, Musgrove and others (3).
The framework is presented here under seven heads as follows:
1. Basic dimensions of the age system: the social construction of
biological forces.
2. Age and society: the relations between age systems and other
social sub-systems.
3. Age and personality: youth and personal development.
4.
5.
6.
Structural components of age systems: peer groups
Structural components of age systems: youth culture.
Relations between components of age systems: intergenerational
relationships.
7. Youth and social change
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Basic dimensions of the age system of societies.
All sociological variables have some biological basis. In age, as in sex, this
physical foundation is of especial importance. Between birth and death, for
man as for all animals, life is in biological terms a complex process of
development and decay. Physical capacities and mental and social com-
petencies emerge, develop, and decline. While of course the particular
patterns of these biological processes are deeply conditioned by social forces,
they remain in their fundamental form persistent constants of the human con-
dition, and powerful parameters of the operation of social and cultural forces
(4).
The sociological analysis of age phenomena is essentially concerned
with constancies and variations in the modes of social and cultural handling
of these biological fundamentals. "Handling" in this sense has to be conceived
of in broad terms, ranging from the social construction of imageries and
categories for these biological phenomena, at the deepest and most abstract
cultural level, to the concrete details of organizational arrangements established
in particular practical contexts for answering socially interpreted needs arising
from the biological processes of age.
Thus, to illustrate, the sociology of age must address itself on the one
hand to the question of the conditions and consequences of the socio-cultural
construction of the type-phenomena "immature", "experienced", "middle aged"
and so on, and on the other hand to exploring the conditions and consequences of
institutional care of the old, or of the age banding of children in schools - and
to the range of issues intermediate between the two levels illustrated by these
examples.
In their simplest form the biological processes of age are expressed,
in all types of actual and feasible social organization and in every state of social
conditions, as three phase-linked stages in individual life cycles. These are
childhood, maturity, and old age.
The ways in which these biologically determined categories are construed
culturally, and the modes of social organization associated with them, may vary
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to a considerable extent cross-culturally and trans-historically. For example:
in the classical civilization of China the old were allocated substantial power
and prestige, whereas by comparison in contemporary modernized societies,
and to an even greater extent in classical Athens, the condition of old age is
derogated. Or again, whereas in early phases of industrialization the use of
children for strenuous labour is commonly legitimate and socially construed
as necessary, in later phases powerful legal and moral norms typically develop
to control such use of children as labour units. Again, in societies where war
is a continuing commitment, the period of maturity is defined tightly to exclude
all except those strong and independent enough to fight, thus locating large seg-
ments of the male population in the childhood and old age categories. Whereas
by contrast in societies little involved in war the mature category can be expanded
to include a much larger proportion of the population.
Systematic analysis of the dimensions of such cross-cultural and trans-
historical variation in the social construction of the basic age categories is
necessary, and has hardly begun. Enough is known however to demonstrate the
fact and significance of such variation on the one hand, and to substantiate the
general and constant salience of this three-way categorization of age on the other
(5).
This simple model of three sociological age categories associated
systematically if loosely, with three biologically defined life-cycle phases,
has to be made a little more complex to be adequate. This is achieved simply,
and in accordance with logical criteria, biological requirements, and socio-
logical realities by the insertion of intermediate phases and categories to
represent the transition points in the system. The complete model is then:
BIRTH > DEATH
CHILDHOOD MATURITY OLD AGE
TRANSITION 1 TRANSITION 2
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The two transition categories are appropriately conceived of as at a
different level from the three fundamental categories because: -
(a) At the logical extreme they may be of nil social
signiiicance and/or of minimal duration. This
cannot happen with the three basic categories in
any social conditions.
(b) In the nature of their status as transitions between
given phases they are more subject to social and
cultural variability than the basic categories.
This is because they are subject not only to the
whole range of forces making for variability in
the social construction of childhood, maturity,
and old age, but necessarily also to the variable
influence of the basic categories themselves.
Transition 1 is conceived of as the social category of "youth" to which
this whole analysis is directed. Adolescence is another model of the same age
transition. Its transitional status and function is quite commonly recognized
both by members of age systems, and by their analysts, as in Miller's title
and concept "The age between" (6).
Transition 2 is less easily recognizable except in terms of logic simple
and the social logic of the age system, and has been hardly touched on in biological
or sociological studies. In a recent important paper Bernard Isaacs has called
this stage "the silver age" and provided a useful formulation of the significance
of movement between maturity and old age.
In "Seven ages" (7), John Nicholson construes Transition 2 as the age
of "winding down" or "later middle age" and locates it at 49 to retirement. Its
biological foundation is the female menopause, and the little explored male
equivalent. Youth is the gateway to work and family: the silver age the exit
from both.
With 'seven ages' rather than five age categories, Nicholson adopts the
traditional model oi the age system definitively celebrated by Shakespeare in
"As you like it". His schema divides Transition 1 into two distinct stages -
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adolescence and youth, and splits 'maturity' or 'adulthood' into "the era of
parenthood" and "early middle age".
Recent American work offers even more elaborate models, for example
D. J. Levinson's - "The seasons of man's life", and R. L. Gould's - "Trans-
formation: growth and change in adult life" (8).
Nicholson tends to emphasize the extent of variability in individual
people's experience of age. Methodologically, he attends to biological factors,
which he characterizes as "objective", individual interpretations of their own
age - characterized as subjective, and institutional factors cross-cutting both
as it were at random, for example shifts in retirement age. In terms of such
methodological assumptions as these, variability is bound to be emphasized.
The approach adopted here attributes no priority in objectivity to biological
over sociological factors, and assumes that institutional factors (social and
cultural forces) are, along with biological forces, objective determinants of
individual experiences and interpretations of age.
In these terms, what matters is first that there is evidence of biological
phasing, secondly that culturally specified age categories associated with
biologically defined phases are broadly recognized, and thirdly that differentiated
behaviours are normatively and structurally linked with the distinct categories
of the age system.
My argument here is that we have enough evidence on each of these three
questions to establish a five category model of the age system as the general
pattern at least of modern society, and probably more broadly. On the other
hand there are at least to a significant degree empirical questions. Further
research might provide grounds either for a simpler, or for a more complex
model.
What empirical evidence cannot - of and by itself - do, is provide
grounds for resisting some coherent model at the sociological level of the age
system. If age is to be counted as a potentially significant sociological variable
at all, some coherent model of it is unavoidable. The five category, two
transition model is offered here as a plausible, coherent, and empirically
justifiable starting point. It does not at all discount variability in the way
these cultural categories are experienced by individuals or deny the effects
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of structural categories and forces defined in terms other than age - class or
race for example. Nor does it discount or de-emphasize the fact that the age
system is merely one sub-system of society and social action in their totality.
Rather it insists that coherent and fruitful interpretation of the meaning of
variations in individual experience of age and of conflicts between age
imperatives and other social imperatives can only be achieved if age itself
is first construed in appropriate and adequate sociological terms. It is as
an attempt at appropriate and adequate sociological construal of age that the
five stage, two transition model is offered here.
My argument overall in this section is that if the sociology of youth is
to be a coherent field of analysis at all, it has to be conceived of as a sub-
component of the sociology of age. Moreover, ii the relations of the sociology
of youth to the sociology of age are to be established systematically, the locus
of youth within a model of the age system has to be itself rationally established.
Again, if the social system of age, in which youth is conceived of as a
determinate component, is to be analyzed rationally, the conditioning and
contextualization of this social system by the biological system of age has to
be recognized.
At the same time, it goes without argument, the conditioning and
contextualization of the social system of age, including youth, by the whole
tissue of the other segments of the social system - that is by other social
forces, and by the social system as a whole - must also be taken account of
and systematically analyzed. The age system also counter-influences every
other social sub-system.
Finally this approach constrains recognition also of the extent to which
the whole social system is conditioned by human biology.
This analysis is illustrated in the diagram overleaf.
I turn next to explication of the relations between the age system and
other social forces.
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BIOLOGICAL
FACTORS
The age system and other aspects of society
The biologically given and socially reconstructed categories of the age system
serve to differentiate human populations into normatively bounded collectivities
with differentiated social functions. If other criteria of social differentiation
are analytically held constant, the functional significance and normative
specialization of the several age categories are revealed.
These differentiations are no more properly dismissable as "mere
stereotypes" than are differentiations in terms of class, power, sex, etc.
Like these other differentiators, age is a principle of social organization and
a socially structured force whose effects, in terms of controlling interaction
and defining perspectives, meanings, and commitments, are real and substantial.
In general, sociologists seem until very recently to have underemphasized rather
than overemphasized the cultural significance and structural power of the age
system. They have too easily gone along with ideological assumptions about
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the triviality, beyond childhood at least, of the biological and sociological
force of age (9).
In fact (and not merely as a principle of analysis) the cultural and
structural differentiation of at least the three fundamental age categories is
of immense power. Cultural prescriptions of the proper behaviour and
appropriate commitments and identities of children, mature adults, and old
people are (while subject to considerable variation transhistorically and cross
culturally) very clearly and sharply differentiated. What is allowable among
children has to be excused in adults. What is taken for granted in the mature
adult is welcomed as a bonus in the old, or subject to control by ridicule.
Similarly on the structural dimension, the general social positions of
children, adults, and the old are, despite similar variation over time and
social space, quite distinct one from the other. Thus children are subject to
domestic authority as non-children of either sex are not. The mature adult
has responsibilities not allowed to either children or the old. The scale of
interactions of children are restricted by comparison with those of adults,
and more extended in the case of mature adults than the old.
It would be the worst kind of amateurism to dismiss this order of
differentiation in culture and social structure as trivial in principle, even if
concrete research were to demonstrate the relative insignificance of these
forces in some sorts of societies or by comparison with some other social
forces. Indeed the taken-for-granted quality of these differences is itself
evidence of their power. And the commonsensical explication of these
differences in terms of biological factors, which serves to make them seem
in sociological terms trivial, is a sufficient index of the inadequacy to date of
analysis of their sociological dimensions.
The child, the adult, and the old inhabit worlds as different as any set
of class worlds. The internal structure of meaning and purpose defining these
three psycho-social worlds is immensely powerful and massively different the
one from the other. The cognitive frameworks associated with them are sharply
distinguished, and serve to construe quite distinct interpretations of the same
objects and situations. The value systems associated with them are no less
distinct from each other, and serve to provide the child, the mature adult, and
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(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
the old with quite distinct structures of orientation to fundamental action choices.
The repertoires of roles available to each facilitate patterns of everyday life
which cannot be confused with each other.
And these substantial differences, though resting on a biological
foundation, are specifically sociological differences. This means that:
They rest upon a complex fabric of institutionalized norms and
constitute social roles established in and by the social structure.
They are learned in socialization
They are subject to disruption by deviance and require the
constant operation of processes of social control.
They can, within limits, change.
(5) The categories provide the basis for age-groups within which
exclusive peer interactions are important for the maintenance
of the system.
(6) Interaction across the boundaries of age groups is of peculiar
importance as the arena both of reinforcement of and challenge
to the normative assumptions underlying the differentiation.
(7) The differentiated roles and groups provide the basis for develop-
ment of specific group interests and in consequence of processes
of conflict.
(8) The processes of group formation, peer group value reinforce-
ment, and interest articulation serve to pull together categories
of persons differentiated in other dimensions and by other forces -
nationality, class, sex, and so on.
(9) And conversely, the coherence of age group formation is con-
stantly challenged by the force of other variables which separate
the middle class child from the working class child, the old
woman from the old man, the French adult from the German,
and so on again.
nThus in all these and other relevant senses, the differentiation of
persons into age categories, and the differentiation of societies into age
groups is a social process expressing social forces of fundamental
importance. Forces operating from the age system of any society in terms
of fundamental and secondary age categories constitute cultural and
structural differences of great power.
Of course, in reality other social criteria of normative and functional
differentiation operate simultaneously and in interaction with age variables.
A child is also a boy or a girl. A young man is a member 01 some particular
class or stratum. An old working class woman may be a mother. A mature
upper class male widower may or may not be in a position of power. And he
may be black instead or as well. And so on through the whole set of variables
in terms of which significant social differentation of human populations is
organized, and in terms of which human societies are structurally articulated.
Two distinct conclusions seem to follow from recognition of the complex
tissue of social forces impinging on the age system:-
(1) It is necessary to analyse and explicate these effects
systematically and comprehensively.
(2) It is necessary to avoid premature, and certainly a
priori, conclusions about the relative saliency of these
distinct sets of factors. Age variables must not be either
exaggerated or trivialized. Weighting should be
determined systematically by theoretical and empirical
criteria (10).
The ways in which some particular variables get incorporated in concrete
sociological analyses and others come to be neglected, and the logical status of
variables which are included, are in part theoretical, in part empirical issues.
The analytical framework presented here rests upon a general paradigmatic
model of social action and society of a particular sort, and upon a particular
reading of evidence relating to the salience of age in human society. This
theoretical model and this empirical evidence must, and do, condition the
formulation in our theoretical framework of the relations between age and
12
society. It has to be acknowledged that a different model, a different
construction of the evidence, would necessarily lead to a different frame-
work for the sociological analysis of age, including youth. (11).
The controlling model adopted here is that offered by systems theory -
precisely the kind of approach derogated by Allen, Musgrove, Berger, Hall,
Murdock and others who refuse to acknowledge the structural significance of
age and youth (12). Fundamental concepts and axioms of this model include
the following:
1. The crucial point of reference for sociological analysis
is provided by the concept of a society.
2. Individual action is explicated in terms of the effects of
patterns of social structure and culture established in
particular societies and particular types of societies.
3. These effects are mediated through processes of symbol-
ization, socialization and control, which define and maintain
general and differentiated structural and cultural milieux for
individuals.
4. In terms of these structural and cultural frameworks,
individuals are oriented, via the provision of meaning
systems which evaluate the social world, towards lines and
patterns of action congruent with basic values established in
the societal culture.
5. Particular societies and particular types of societies are
assumed to be most significantly differentiated in terms of
the patterns of basic values established in their different
cultures, and the patterns of social structure which represent
the modes of organization adopted as instrumentalities towards
the achievement of goals defined by basic values.
6. The range of value systems which differentiate societies and
types of societies, and the range of types of social structure
through which these are expressed and addressed is assumed
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
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to be deeply conditioned by certain fixed parameters of the
effective operation of any society. Crucially these parameters
include:
Human biological characteristics
Pressures of the physical environment
The need for order
The socio-cultural environment constituted by
other societies.
7. If individual action (including changes in it) is explicated in
terms of the effects of particularized cultural and social
structural processes, and it stability, variation, and change
in the form of these processes is itself explicated in terms
of the effects of institutionalized value systems, the question
of the explanation of variation in value systems and of trans-
formation of value systems remains. The answer to this
fundamental question is substantially provided by reference
back to the parameters specified in para 6. Societies are
biologically evolved instrumentalities which the human species
uses in its competitive intrusion on the earth. Like all
instrumentalities, they are subject to test, they may fail, they
may succeed to a more or less degree. Where they fail or
succeed to an inadequate level, they may (as a particular or
as a type) become extinct or, they may be adapted to a smaller
or a larger extent. Out of this process of instrumental testing,
operating largely at an uncontrolled collective level, the pattern
of change and development of societies evolves.
The crucial criteria of the collective evaluation of societal
value systems and the structural and cultural patterns they define
are provided by the four parameters of societal operation referred
to earlier. That is to say, the major sources of social change are
constituted by the adequacies and inadequacies of established
culture and social structure in handling fundamental human
biological factors, in coping with the physical environment, in
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maintaining the requisite level of order and organization, and
in adapting to the challenges posed by environing societies.
In the light of this general theoretical model, a particular systematic
construction of age, as a coherent sociological variable which can be theorized
about and researched, is evident (13). This construction emphasizes, where
other derivations from alternative models would not, three features of the age
system in particular:-
1. Its fundamental significance as a mode of handling irreducible
human biological characteristics in a context of time.
2. Its functional significance as a major axis for articulating
the structure of human societies and for providing a reliable
non-inviduous basis for order and organization.
3. Its peculiar relevance to issues of social reproduction and
transformation.
This last point will need systematic justification shortly, since it is so •
strongly contested by many sociologists of age and youth. The grounds of the
proposition are these. First, the natural unit of effective - and therefore also
of ineffective - socialization is the generation. Secondly, aside from age groups
(and also nationality), all other bases of involvement in social change are seg-
mental and therefore involve resistances and cross-pressures. And third, the
adolescent age group in particular, and the youth culture it embodies in con-
temporary society, is to a remarkable (but, not accidental) extent free of external
controls - compared with any other structures. It provides an authorized arena
for social experimentation. (14).
The consequence of such an analysis is that it becomes impossible to
accept a priori claims, such as those of Allen or Murdock, about either the locus
or the weighting of age variables in the general system of social variables. It
once being accepted that age variables represent a potentially fundamental force
in social systems and in their transformation, the issue of their locus and
salience can only properly be construed as empirical questions.
What is needed at this level, it appears, is research representing some
kind of analysis of variance design, in terms of which the relative contributions
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of distinct sets of variables to the explanation of relevant outcomes could be
objectively determined. Thus for example:
Middle
Class
Working
Class
C hildhood Youth Maturity Old Age
Suppose the topic of analysis were extent of commitment to structural
social change (and supposing a reliable indicator had been determined). It is of
little value to argue against an analysis urging the significance of age that this is
to discount enormous class differences. We can take as given the significance of
class. But what matters is the relative significance of age and class and the
significance of the interaction between the two. And similarly with all the other
sets of differentiating variables.
Unless we are prepared to go along with a narrow class methodology for
sociological analysis, an a priori dismissive approach to the sociological treat-
ment of age variables has to be discounted. Age matters, and we have to include
it in. If we have specific theories about the significance of age in particular types
of situations, we must formulate hypotheses derived from them, and test them.
Some marxisant analyses, less purely or vulgarly marxist than Sheila
Allen's, appear to attempt this project within their own terms. An interesting
recent example is provided by Gutfreund (15).
Fundamentally, his analysis consists of two components. First an
attempted demonstration that alternative approaches, presumably all non-
marxist approaches, "psychologize" yeuth and isolate young people from the
macro-social order. Second a bold claim that adolescence can be properly
reincorporated in the social structure by the application of a class analysis.
I have argued elsewhere that neither component of this argument is valid, and
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repeat this assertion here as a basis for explicating the complexity of the task
of analyzing the relations between youth and society. Social structure is more
than class. Society is more than social structure. Youth is not a merely
psychological category nor a merely descriptive concept. The relations between
youth and society cannot be sufficiently or adequately analyzed in terms of class
relations.
An adequate explication of the relations between age and society - and
therefore also between youth, as a component of the age system, and society -
seems to me to require two types of analysis.
First, analysis of the general structure and significance of human con-
struction of the biological facts of development and aging as specifically social
phenomena and forces. That is to say an analysis which systematically construes
age and its sub-categories, specifically youth, as definitively sociological
variables, and which renders available for further analysis an analytically
distinct sub-system of society - the age-system.
Secondly, analysis of the relations between age - construed in terms of
the first level of analysis as a social force, a cultural reality, and a sociological
variable - and society as a whole; between the age system and other social sub-
systems.
I have attended in a provisional way to the first of these analytical tasks
above (pages 3 to 7 ). Here I am trying to attend to the second level
of analysis. There seem to be three distinct sorts of questions we need to ask
ourselves and to ask of the literature if this analysis is to be done adequately.
First, are there any constant patterns of relationship between the age-
system and other sub-systems of society? Does age, and specifically youth,
have any functionally persistent social signiiicance and unchanging patterning
of relationship with other social forces in diverse types of society, in different
socio-cultural conditions, in distinct historical epochs and types and phases of
development of civilizations? Are there any such constant patterns and functions?
If we believe there are, what precisely are they? Why do they persist? How -
as a result of what biological and psychological causes and needs, and in con-
sequence of what social mechanisms - do they persist in the face of powerful
pressures towards change?
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Second, are there any systematic ways in which the age system, and
youth specifically, varies and changes in its structure and/or functional
significance in distinct types of society, different socio-cultural conditions,
etc? If there are, what sorts of relationships can be identified and established?
And again, how are we to explain changes in the pattern and significance of the
age system and of youth in different types of society and in the structure of
relationships between the age system and society? One part of this latter
question is the question of whether or not and to what extent the age system
is itself a source of change in social structure generally, and to what extent
it is valid to treat changes in the age system merely as reflections of other
aspects of society? In either case, we need to understand also the mechanisms
through which changes effected in and by the age system are mediated. For
example, if it is true that the importance of peer groups in adolescent develop-
ment increases as a function of increasing complexity of societal goals, what
social and cultural forces facilitate the changes in parental authority which this •
presupposes?
A third set of questions needs to be addressed specifically to the situation
in contemporary modernized societies. To what extent is this a period of radical
change in the structure of age systems, and in particular in the significance of
youth? To what extent are potential radical changes in social structure generally
symbolized and inaugurated by youth, by comparison with other potential change
agencies? If the answer to this question is - to some significant extent, then why
should this be the case? And conversely, what forces in society reinforce and
exaggerate age relations as a mechanism for resisting social change? And
again, what is the pattern and cultural significance of social responses in
contemporary society to problems associated with the status and condition of
youth, whether these are construed as universal problems of adolescence and
youth, exaggerated versions of general problems of adolescence and youth
caused by specific cultural characteristics of modern society, or as problems
unique to the condition of youth in modern society?
These three distinct sets of questions, I believe, need to be addressed
in any attempt to examine systematically the general relations between youth
and society. As such they provide perhaps a useful framework for approaching
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the analysis.
But to move on this basis into the analysis, from questions towards
answers, is quite difficult. There are several good reasons for the difficulty.
1. This type and level of question is simply difficult, because
it is so abstract, general and global. On the other hand the
analyses in the literature of the relations between youth and
society presume to be able to find valid answers to this
difficult order of question.
2. Relatively little analysis of these questions has been done.
Compare the scanty analysis of the relations between youth
and society with the much more extensive literatures of
comparable sets of social relations - politics and society,
education and society, economy and society, and so on.
On the other hand the literature does contain a number of
bold and influential analyses. These must be examined.
3. Much of the analysis that has been done is speculative to
a degree. This difficulty is a consequence of the two
preceding difficulties. The logic and methodology for
answering this level of question is underdeveloped in
sociology generally. The sociology of youth is a relatively
new and underdeveloped area. It is hardly surprising there-
fore if the literature of the question of the general relations
of youth and society - a question with pressing moral and
practical implications - goes, like so much contemporary
sociological analysis, much beyond what can be securely
demonstrated or coherently evidenced. On the other hand,
disciplined conjecture is of the essence of knowledge con-
struction. If we wait on all the detailed historical analyses
and systematic properly sampled surveys which are requisitely
needed the case will go by default to those who are best capable
of cloaking spurious speculation in plausible rhetoric. We shall
need to compare and evaluate competing speculative accounts.
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4. These three difficulties are compounded by the ideological
dimensions of the question. Few who speak about youth
can be counted as failing to speak either for youth or against
youth. Analyses which focus on age and youth are commonly
interpreted as challenges to the significance of other variables,
especially class. Claims about the historical persistence of
adolescence are commonly interpreted as mechanisms for
"keeping kids down". Indications of class and sub-cultural
variations in the pattern and meaning of adolescence are just
as commonly interpreted as denials of the significance of age
and of the problems of adolescence and youth. On the other
hand, this difficulty is surely properly taken as a challenge
to cut through ideological contamination to properly socio-
logical answers to questions whose importance is precisely
demonstrated by the ideological heat they typically generate.
This problem advises caution and humility in analysis, and
at the same time suggests that the analysis of the general
relations of youth and society is necessary and important.
Among the most important contributions to the approach towards answers
to these questions, is the work of Sebald, Eisenstadt, Mannheim, Musgrove and
Allen, and the introductions to empirical work on the comparative and historical
dimensions of Stuart, Gillis, and Hoyles (16).
Sebald's analysis is an example of a straightforward, conventional and
helpful approach towards the question of the general relations of youth and
society. His objectives are modest, since his analysis is designed merely as
a sufficient introductory basis for a systematic sociological analysis of adolescence
as a whole. Within the limits of these objectives his analysis constitutes a
helpful beginning. It contains nevertheless serious weaknesses and raises
fundamental questions. In particular difficulties with his analysis arise
because of his too easy accession to recent commonsensical critiques of the
conventional sociology of youth. Specifically he leaves himself in the end in an
illogical position by postulating certain generic features of youth, and at the
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same time making pragmatic concessions to those, arguing on the basis of
quite different axioms, who assert the particularity and cultural specificity
of youth.
Perhaps the clearest statement of the latter type of position on youth
and society is Musgrove's. He argues that adolescence is a recent cultural
invention. While acknowledging that modern society has been the arena of
one of the most powerful cultural expressions of the significance of youth,
and while accepting to a large extent Musgrove's analysis of the causal
grounds of this efflorescence, I suspect that, considered as a totality, his
account of the general relations of youth and society is false and misleading.
The major reason for the weakness of his position is his failure to acknowledge
the existence of universal functional patternings of the culture and social structure
of youth. Rousseau did not invent adolescence. Historians regularly explore
adolescent relations and institutions in periods of European history much earlier
than the eighteenth century. Consider for example Capp's fascinating analysis
of youth groups in the 1600s (17). Even one case is enough to dash Musgrove's
analysis, and to require the re-opening of this part of the discussion
This conclusion is a sufficient justification for examining the most
plausible and effective case for the universal functional and cultural significance
of youth. This is represented by the work of Eisenstadt, and finds support both
in his own empirical work and in the analyses of youth and society offered, in
rather different yet cognate ways, by Parsons and by Erikson (18). My view
of Eisenstadt1 s work is on the whole very positive. I am persuaded that, despite
the fierce negative critique it has provoked from Allen, it remains the best
available sociological analysis of youth generally, and of the relations between
youth and society specifically. There are nevertheless, and not surprisingly
given the difficulty of these questions, weaknesses and omissions in Eisenstadt's
analysis. Most importantly we need to ask whether he takes sufficient account
of the effects on the social position of youth of historical and cultural variation.
A plausible basis for exploring this possibility is provided by Mannheim's
attempt to locate youth historically. Starr has recently argued powerfully that
Mannheim offers a systematic and substantial alternative analysis of the
relations between youth and society to that provided by the conventional
sociology of youth and by Eisenstadt's analysis specifically (19). Mannheim's
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analysis certainly j^ interesting and important. In my view, however, his treat-
ment of the concept of generation in fact distracts attention from the biological
and psychological bases of youth. Despite his recent and perhaps increasing
influence, Mannheim offers less help for the task of systematic explication
of the relations between youth and society than might appear. In the end his
position is merely programmatic and schematic, providing little in the way
of substantive propositions about the relations of youth and society.
I come to a similar conclusion in relation to Allen's important analysis,
to which one might turn as a potential source of amendment and amplification
of Eisenstadt's position. Moreover, by contrast with Mannheim, her analysis
does not leave even empirical scope for exploring constancies and variations
in the social relations of youth. This whole complex set of questions is
answered from her marxist position a priori and even dogmatically (20).
Pursuing a coherent alternative to Eisenstadt, one might examine next
another aspect of Musgrove' s work. For despite his apparently Allen-like a
priori dismissal of the problems with which this section of my argument deals,
in his attribution of the invention of youth to Rousseau, in fact he also manages
to provide an extremely interesting and persuasively systematic analysis of
variations in the relations between youth and society. In doing so he takes
account of at least some of the comparative and anthropological data which
is so germane to the question. Both the fact that he attends to this evidence,
as neither Mannheim nor Allen do, and the schematic theory of the social
relations of youth which he develops on the basis of it, are extremely
valuable. His analysis of the implications of population structure for the
social status of youth cannot be ignored.
Nonetheless my view is that Musgrove does not provide a persuasive
coherent alternative to Eisenstadt. I would argue therefore that Eisenstadt
provides the most effective basis we have available yet for answering these
difficult questions of the relations between youth and society. We need to
add to it or amend it, however, in terms of two sets of empirical material.
First anthropological analysis of variations in the social structure of youth
in a wide variety of distinct types of society. Secondly historical analysis •
of the situation of young people at different developmental stages of a variety
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of types of societies and civilizations. In these regards two fundamentally
important recent sources are provided by the work of Stuart and Gillis. To
these should be added Martin Hoyles' careful analysis of historical treatments
of childhood, which includes a long overdue critique of the influentially over-
cited work of Aries (21).
Such, I would argue, are the complex issues and materials which
need to be attended to if we are to have a theoretically coherent framework
for explicating, as part of the sociology of youth, the general relations between
youth and society.
Age and personality: youth and personal development
It has proved almost a tragedy for the sociology of youth that the psychology of
adolescence was established so early and so powerfully as it was by Hall in his
"Psychology of Adolescence" of 1904 (22).
This has made it all too easy for post-war sociologists to indulge their
disciplinary imperialism, their prejudiced antipathy against the attribution of
any significance at all to biological and psychological forces, and their short-
sighted, if fashionable, cultural relativism. Any attempts, however well
grounded in research, to specify biological or psychological constants which
might explain even limited aspects of the situation and condition of young
people are dismissed as old-fashioned remnants of outmoded, romantic
notions of the "sturm und drang" of youth. Every smallest piece of evidence
provided by anthropologists or historians which is remotely capable of being
interpreted as confirming the cultural relativity and social constitution of
youth is husbanded, elaborated, endlessly cited, and treated as if it were
the gospel. Psychology of adolescence has been cast in the role of an almost
medieval myth; biological theories are construed as prehistoric, if not
actually antediluvian; and sociological analysis gallops, as it were, onto
empty centre-stage, a liberated modern hero set to rescue youth from the
oppressive bonds of antique nonsenses (23).
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Such prejudice is understandable, but it is not acceptable or allowable.
The third element in the theoretical programme for the sociology of youth
developed here is intended as a basis for overturning it. Sociologists
examining the situation, condition, and meaning of youth are obligated, I
shall argue, to take account of the biological and psychological factors and
forces which provide the inescapable material for the social and cultural
construction of youth. Any sociological analysis which neglects these factors
will be one-sided at best, and in worse cases fundamentally erroneous.
This argument comprises in and of itself the first programmatic
element of the third part of my provisional framework for the sociology of
youth. If it were merely more generally accepted that biological and psycho-
logical forces matter substantially, and that there are limits to human develop-
mental plasticity, sociological analysis of youth would ipso facto be substantially
strengthened and improved. However, more than this is possible. The importance
of at least some facts, some themes, some theories, some questions and issues
about the biology and psychology of adolescence and youth is reasonably well
established. Only prejudice prevents their recognition (24).
First puberty. The facts are certainly complex, and also changing.
The onset and duration of puberty vary substantially, as between individuals and
as between various social categories. Onset has apparently occurred at a
progressively younger age throughout at least this century. Social responses
to puberty are also highly variable, as are the meanings attached to the
experience of it by different individuals.
Complexity and change notwithstanding, the biological force of puberty
is undeniable, general, and massive. Its onset announces the end of childhood,
and symbolizes the approach of adulthood. It constitutes the fundamental
biological basis of adolescence and youth. Moreover, since puberty signifies
above all else biological preparedness for sexuality, its psychological effects
last, however quickly its biological aspects are completed in some cases,
throughout the whole period of youth, in which sexual anxieties and explorations
are a predominant concern, until the achievement of social maturity with
marriage and family.
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In a careful recent examination of these issues and of all the relevant
evidence, Coleman concludes that the physical changes associated with
puberty "inevitably exercise a profound effect upon the individual" (25).
Sociological analysis of youth which denies, or even underestimates, the
significance of these biological processes and the psychological processes
they generate and sustain are in danger of neglecting obvious fundamentals.
Little wonder that analyses which start out along the line of neglecting
manifestly important biological and psychological factors affecting youth
end up all too often by denying any real significance to youth at all (26). No
sociology of youth can afford to do other than take the work at least of Tanner
in this field absolutely seriously (27).
Nor, however, is the bio-psychological basis of youth limited to growth
and sexual development. Changes in thinking and reasoning are also substantial
during adolescence and youth. As Coleman suggests (28):-
"Cognitive development in adolescence is one of the areas
of maturation which is least apparent to observers. It
has no external and visible correlate, as with physical
maturation, nor is it manifested in any tangible alter-
ation in behaviour, and yet changes in this sphere are
occurring all the time. Furthermore, changes in
intellectual function have implications for a wide range
of behaviours and attitudes. Such changes render
possible the move towards independence of both thought
and action, they enable the young person to develop a
time perspective which includes the future, they facilitate
progress towards maturity in relationships, and finally,
they underlie the individual's ability to participate in
society as worker, voter, responsible group member
and so on."
The theories of Piaget dominate and, to a degree, bedevil the field of
cognitive development (29). It was Piaget who first argued that puberty brought
not merely a simple increase in cognitive skill, but a qualitative shift in the
nature of mental ability. At this stage, and not earlier, he argued, "formal
operations" became possible over and above the "concrete operations" of
childhood.
Where these theories were accepted as little as ten years ago as
firmly established, and widely adopted as the basis for applied work in
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teaching and other fields, they are nowadays widely criticized. This has been
taken by some sociologists, and even some psychologists, as a justification for
dismissing the general biological and psychological processes underlying
cognitive development altogether. Instead they have concentrated almost
exclusively on a narrow range of social forces and their influence on young
people's capacities and styles of thinking.
Piaget's apparent supercession ought rather to be treated as an
opportunity for more attention to these fundamental matters, and for
producing and testing more elaborate and more powerful theories of
cognitive development. For certainly the period of adolescence and youth
is marked generally by important developmental growth and change in think-
ing and reasoning. As certainly, these developments have biological bases.
As certainly again, they pose for young people, and for those responsible for
helping them, inescapable tasks which have to be addressed more or less
effectively through relationships and institutions. The common difficulties of
young people in education, in the early stages of work, and in relations with
parents, make little sense at all - assuming one is not satisfied with a narrow
concept of oppression of the young, and a romantic notion of natural growth -
unless systematic account is taken of the issues and facts of cognitive develop-
ment. Sociologists of youth have been remarkably unwilling to do this, tempted
as too many have been to ignore and neglect obvious and important facts, rather
than appear to constrain young people in a straitjacket of developmental rules
and stages.
Criticism by sociologists has been especially severe and peculiarly
prejudiced in relation to that aspect of cognitive development which is usually
construed as "moral development", and which includes "political development".
While it may be possible that Kohlberg's powerful analyses in this area are as
too much mechanical and deterministic as is alleged against Piaget himself, the
fact remains - indisputably except among those for whom wish-fulfilment routinely
plays the logical role of falsification - that adolescence and youth comprise a
critical period for moral and political, as for other areas of cognitive, develop-
ment (30). The sociology oi youth simply must frame its programme in such a
way as to acknowledge and positively incorporate cognitive development in its
analysis.
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Over and above the fundamental work of Hall, Tanner's and others
demonstrations of the significance of puberty, and the attempts at understand-
ing cognitive development of Piaget, Kohlberg, and others, the sociology of
youth must surely also take systematic routinized account of the work of
Erikson, and of its roots in psychoanalytic thinking (31).
Like Piaget, Erikson seems remarkably subject to swings in fashion.
Even, however, if some recent criticisms of his theories turn out to be well
founded, they will hardly succeed in challenging his fundamental assertion of
the crucial significance of identity development in adolescence and youth.
Biological, specifically sexual, and cognitive developments interact to con-
stitute for young people - as a general category, and regardless of socio-
cultural variations - a developmental crisis of self-concept and identity.
Until that crisis is resolved satisfactorily, mature adulthood is simply
infeasible. The task of working at and working through the crisis, and of
discovering and establishing autonomous identity is par excellence the work of
adolescence and youth. If this goes unacknowledged by sociologists, the socio-
logical analysis of youth is bound to be empty and trivial. If sociologists advise
young people, or parents, or those whose professional work is to help young
people, in terms of an analysis which denies the immense significance of
identity development, they will be ill-advised indeed.
More generally, my argument here is that a coherent theoretical frame-
work for the sociology of youth requires that systematic attention be given to
biological and psychological constants in individual development. For this is
the material with which the cultural and social construction of youth universally
and inevitably works. Analysis of the biological and psychological facts and
processes of childhood and infancy, and of their transformation in adolescence
and youth into the foundations of adulthood and maturity is a key component of
any sensible sociology of youth.
No amount of a priori historical relativism or sleight of hand with
anthropological evidence should be allowed to subvert this necessary element
of the programme of the sociology of youth. Neither adolescence nor youth
are "merely" cultural artifacts, in the sense that they might by liberated
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fiat be struck from the social repertoire. They are, rather, from the socio-
logical perspective, unavoidable institutions designed - in various different
ways in diverse epochs and cultures - to cope with the inescapable biological
and psychological facts of growth from childhood, by this path or that through
youth, to adulthood.
Young people are not, after all, however much some might wish it,
whatever some theories of youth might suggest, adults temporarily and
arbitrarily deprived of their adult rights. They are human creatures - our-
selves, our brothers, and our sisters - struggling out of childhood, through
the biological and psychological realities of growth, towards an adulthood as
"rightful" as their own development and the political context of their adult
lives allow.
Erikson's is a proper last word for this section of my theoretical
programme (32):-
"With the establishment of a good initial relationship to
the world of skills and tools, and with the advent of
puberty, childhood proper comes to an end. Youth
begins. But in puberty and adolescence all samenesses
and continuities relied on earlier are more or less
questioned again, because of a rapidity of body growth
which equals that of early childhood and because of the
new addition of genital maturity. The growing and
developing youths ] faced with this physiological
revolution within them, and with tangible adult tasks
ahead of them are now primarily concerned with what
they appear to be in the eyes of others as compared
with what they feel they are, and with the question of
how to connect the roles and skills cultivated earlier
with the occupational prototypes of the day. In their
search for a new sense of continuity and sameness,
adolescents have to re-fight many of the battles of
earlier years, even though to do so they must arti-
ficially appoint perfectly well-meaning people to play
the roles of adversaries; and they are ever ready to
install lasting idols and ideals as guardians of a final
identity."
No sociological analysis of youth which fails to comprehend the
"physiological revolution" Erikson describes can ever contribute much of
any significance to our understanding of young people.
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Peer groups
The first three elements of the framework developed here are:-
1) The construction of a rudimentary model of the age system
2) The establishment of a programme of analysis of the
relations between the age system and other sectors of
the social system
3) The explication of relations between youth and bio-
psychological development
I proceed next to consideration of aspects of the internal structure of age
systems.
If age is to be construed, as I have proposed, as a major axis of social
differentiation, the extent to which studies of children and young people focus
on socialization is very remarkable. Indeed, to make socialization a basic
dimension of the organising framework of the sociology of youth, as for
example Cyril Smith does, could almost be regarded as a contradiction in
terms (33).
For what the sociological analysis of age as such must focus on, if it
is to be an area of coherent analysis at all, are the mechanisms and structural
forces which serve to maintain age group differentiation. The approach through
socialization, however, precisely serves to distract analysis from these aspects -
since it concentrates on societal forces which have as their primary function
the disruption of the lines of age differentiation, and the incorporation of mem-
bers of age groups into structures defined in terms of other principles of
differentiation.
Thus, with the exception of age socialization, i.e. socialization for
membership of age groups as such, analysis in terms of socialization inevitably
leads away from consideration of questions specific to the age system into
issues within other specialist sociologies, such as occupational sociology,
sociology of the family, political sociology, and so on.
While such analysis is obviously proper and necessary, it cannot be
properly construed as a part, let alone a defining dimension, of the sociology
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of age. Instead, the focus at this level needs to be in quite different directions,
that is to say precisely on those mechanisms which maintain age group
differentiation. Of these, the most significant in the structural dimension is
the peer group.
Within age group categories, interactive relationships are concentrated
among peers, that is among members of the same age group. It is a primary
attribute of any stable age system that structural forces and cultural
legitimations are so ordered that the bounding of interactions into the social
arenas defined by peer groups is facilitated.
In consequence, a fundamental aspect of any systematic, theoretical
programme for the sociology of age - and for the sociology of youth specifically -
is analysis of the structural pattern of peer group formation; of the relations of
this pattern with other social forces; of the functions in the development of
social identity of peer group involvement; of the relations between differentiated
peer groups within the boundaries of age groups; and of the complex relations
between the autonomous power of the peer group on the one hand, and the larger
social forces which variously use, challenge, and resist the peer group's powerful
influence (34).
Particularly in the field of youth studies, the peer group has figured very
large in moralistic and evaluative analysis. The concept of the peer group has
been construed almost as a magic key with which to unlock the secrets of how
the young are led astray, and on the other hand it has been hailed as the in-
dispensable and inviolable source ot all truly authentic growth and development.
To resolve these confused and confusing issues, we need careful theoretical
analysis and disciplined empirical study.
However, concrete studies of peer groups remain, in fact, few in
number and variable in quality. Despite Button's unique contribution to the
development of group work as one of the Youth Service's primary methods of
intervention, we still have a much more plentiful supply of moral exhortation
than of facts (35). Much of the recent British research is limited to in-depth
case studies of single groups. Even where these are interesting and insight-
ful, as fo"r example in the work of Willis, Corrigan, Parker, and Hargreaves,
they cannot - in the nature of their limited coverage and over-simple design -
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reliably or substantially advance our knowledge (36).
For a comprehensive, systematic snalysis of peer groups - and even
then limited to a single city - we still have to turn to Dunphy1 s Australian
study of some fifteen years back (37). Nor is there in recent British
research even an equivalent of Coleman's immensely important study of
schools and classrooms as arenas of peer group life (38).
Yet without systematic comparative studies of friendship groups,
gangs, cliques, and the other peer groups of youth, we can have no hope of
understanding the role played by group attachment in shaping - by limitation
and by facilitation - the lives of young people.
Concrete empirical analysis presupposes, however, a framework of
coherent axioms about peer groups, about their structures, their operation,
their relations with the community, and their potential significance in the
psycho-social development of young people. The absence of any such frame-
work is certainly one of the reasons why concrete empirical research on peer
groups is so under-developed. Yet on the other hand, a framework of plausible,
systematic assumptions is not difficult to garner and collate from the writing
of sociologists working in that tradition of analysis of youth which has been
pioneered by Parsons, Eisenstadt, and Coleman (39).
1. Peer groups are normal, necessary, and important elements
of any age system. The structural dimension of an age system
is necessarily, though not sufficiently, defined in terms of
peer groups. They play a particularly crucial role in
adolescent development, and therefore in the age group of
youth.
2. The concept's primary referent is withdrawal by young people
from other age groups - on the one hand from children, and
most significantly from the influence of adults.
3. The peer group's primary function is as a source of protection
against the massive forces of the process of socialization. In
a way and to an extent to which the family cannot - since the
family's direct inputs from and output to the community are
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substantial - the peer group structurally permits a withdrawal
by the individual, qua social actor, into himself, that is into
a context where relatively free working through of individual
identity is feasible, where genuinely autonomous develop-
ment is possible.
4. Autonomous development is facilitated by the peer group's
function as the primary arena of friendship, since friendship
is par excellence a type of relationship where the objectives
of "the other" are primary, and "ego" cannot legitimately
control "alter" in the name of any extrinsic objectives.
5. This does not imply, however, that peer groups do not control
their members. On the contrary, control in peer groups tends
to be tight, precisely because of their voluntarism and informal-
ism. The norms that are generated are powerfully maintained.
However, the basis of this control is fundamentally different,
since it is voluntary, temporary, and mutually adjustable, than
control in other types of collectivities. The nature of authority
and leadership in peer groups is a matter of great importance.
6. Challenges to the legitimacy and allowability of peer groups by
adults qua adults or as actors in other systems (as parents,
teachers, employers, managers, political leaders, etc) are in
principle likely to meet resistance, and to provoke the
strengthening of the process of peer group formation. Peer
groups are more stable and more capable of resistance to
pressure than most other differentiated structural components
of community and society.
7. Where, from whatever reason, stable peer group interaction
is prevented, the consequences are not likely to be trivial.
It must lead either to inadequate.development among young
people, or to rebellious behaviour and entrenched peer group
identification.
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8. The influences of peer groups are neutral with respect to
adult objectives, since their primary function is to ensure
scope for the long-run developmental objectives of young
people. Deviance, conflict, and the pathology of peer
groups do not arise out of peer groups themselves, nor
out of anything given in the nature of youth. Their sources
are to be found rather in the nature of the adult objectives
offered to young people, the style and quality of adult inter-
actions with them, and the quality of role models adults
offer to them.
These tentative principles have been formulated coherently and partially
tested by Kahane (40). He characterizes what he calls "informal youth
organizations" in terms of six general attributes, first defining them as
follows:-
" . . . semi-institutionalized social entities, based on voluntary
participation, and aimed at mobilization for action in order
to gain mutual support and test out different patterns of more
or less innovative adjustment to reality".
Emphasizing their empirical diversity, Kahane nevertheless formulates
a plausible ideal-typical model designed to provide a framework for empirical
research:-
1. Peer groups are characterized by activistic expressivity
This proposes that instrumental purposes are either absent from peer
groups, or at most short-run. "Gratification", he says, "is embodied
in the act of participation" itself. This has three effects:-
a) Peer groups have more power of attraction and retention
because of the provision of expressive rewards they can
offer
b) By contrast with task groups, they require less specialization
and differentiation, and therefore allow a more diffuse and
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less hierarchical authority structure
c) An important role is played by expressive symbols and
rites, which constitute major sources of moral identity
for young people.
This first attribute also incorporates the dimension of "activism". For
all that adults in their various roles may construe peer groups as arenas
for doing precious little except generating trouble, for young people they
are quintessentially opportunities for action. "What shall we do now"
and "next" are the fundamental issues of the discourse of young people's
peer groups.
2. Peer groups are characterized by symmetric relationships and
high levels of commitment
Because the peer group's goals are expressive rather than instrumental,
criteria of mutual evaluation are relatively imprecise and shifting. More--
over, members' expectations one of another must be to a large extent
mutually agreeable and adjusted rather than enforced, because of the fact
that attachment is fundamentally voluntary. Symmetric relationships are
also facilitated, according to Kahane, by the high degree of similarity of
"resources" of all kinds which members have available.
This symmetric structure of relationships in the peer group con-
stitutes in effect - and without discounting the possibility of some form
of, usually highly variable, heirarchy, and some form of leadership,
also often situationally changeable - an unusually egalitarian context
of action and meaning. Kahane argues that this unusual context, unusual
by comparison with family, school, work, or any adult led organization,
is extremely important, first in generating high levels of commitment
to the group, and secondly in socializing young people to the general
concept of legitimate social order.
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3_; Peer groups are characterized by multi-dimensional activity,
and a complex status system appropriate to it
The peer group offers, by contrast with school, work, or other formal
organizations, a broad cluster of activities for young people's par-
ticipation. Among these no particular type of activity is dominant.
In consequence, status differentiation follows multiple paths,
allowing compensating rewards and remedial frameworks for those who
might be regarded as failures tout court, if only one activity or a few
activities were dominant. Confidence and commitment are continuously
maintained and re-inforced within a system which legitimates a wide
range of opportunities.
£. Peer groups are characterized by structural duality
By this Kahane means that peer groups are generically affected by the
marginal and transitional status of youth as a social category. The peer
group is the structural expression of the differentiation between the
characteristics of the family on the one hand, and those of the broader
society on the other. It is also the bridge between two fundamentally
distinct types of social network - the "primary, emotional, diffuse
relationships based predominantly on ascriptive status" of the family,
and work and community roles where status is achieved, and relation-
ships more specific and less affective.
"Involvement in this kind of dual structure", he says at page
23, "gives adolescents the opportunity to experience the difference
between these two kinds of orientations, to extend their identification
beyond kinship circles. What is equally important is that duality as a
structural pattern contains a potential for flexible socialization, because
of the very fact that it is based on inconsistent norms. At the same
•
time such a structure contains within it the potential for the develop-
ment of deviant behaviour".
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5j. P e e r groups a re character ized by the pr inciple of mora tor ium
P e e r groups represen t an arena of temporary legitimate deviation from
adult norms and obligations. As such, they constitute a f ramework for
t r i a l and e r r o r testing of var ious behaviours and identi t ies . Given peer
control , which is of the definitional essence of p e e r groups, the scope
and intensity of permit ted behaviour is expanded to the point where
genuine exploration can facilitate the development of autonomy and
identity.
With these proposi t ions , Kahane establ ishes a f ramework for empir ica l
analysis which, in my view, can mit igate the pers i s ten t temptation towards e i ther
cr iminal izat ion or sacral izat ion of the peer group. The independence of the peer
group is a necessa ry condition of i ts power as an effective inst rument in the
psychological and social development of young people. On the other hand,
without adult intervention, which necessar i ly undermines the peer group's
independence and power, there is a constant possibil i ty of their becoming
delinquent and ant i - soc ia l .
The di lemma, then, is how to limit the pee r group 's potential for
negative influence without jeopardizing their major and probably indispensible
role in young people ' s development as autonomous adul ts .
Analysis along these lines (the lines defined by Kahane's analytical
framework) focuses attention prec i se ly where in my view it belongs - on the
var ious , stumbling efforts of adults to find methods of intervention which avoid
the Scylla of neglect and the Charybdis of authori tar ian control . Moreover , the
attention, which Kahane's analysis demands , to the internal s t ruc ture of pee r
groups has the effect of encouraging a m o r e dynamic and less de terminis t ic
approach than has usually been common. F o r it r equ i res that they a r e treated
not mere ly as the resu l t s of various social "givens", but as autonomous agents
in thei r own right, and as crucial ly important active components of the age
system.
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Youth culture
The complexities and difficulties I have examined in relation to peer groups
appear in an even more serious form in relation to the concept and phenomenon
of "youth culture". In part the problem arises because of the extent to which
cultural issues have been examined in relation to young people exclusively,
without any parallel attention to the cultures of other age categories and age
groups.
This restriction is sound neither in logical nor in sociological terms.
We ought to conceive of a set of differentiated age-cultures, of which youth
culture is one, and all of them sub-cultures of societal culture as a totality.
Every aspect of social relationships presents both structural and cultural
dimensions, and needs to be analyzed in terms of both. Age is no exception.
The age system is not adequately conceptualized in merely structural
terms, as some uses of the notion of "the social position of youth" might seem
to suggest. Nor do we make a merely structural conception of the age system
adequate by underpinning it with a phenomenological notion that the structural
categories of age systems themselves represent a socially constructed and
continuously negotiable reality.
The age system is, before everything else, a cultural product, as
Douglas has argued more clearly perhaps than anyone except Parsons (41).
This means primarily that the patterns of action appropriate to the many
structured social situations of members of age groups are defined normatively,
and that the norms constituting definitions of situation, boundaries, and action
patterns are institutionalized.
This given, we should expect and demand analyses of the generation,
stabilization, transformation, and inter-relationship of the cultures of child-
hood, youth, maturity, disengagement, and old age. To date, with the strong
exception of youth, and the partial exception of childhood, we have negligible
such analysis available. Instead of systematic analysis of the cultures of the
several age groups (and of the relations between them), we have generally
examinations of the practical, administrative or political problematics of
commonsensically defined age categories (which is not sociological analysis
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at all); or we have analysis of childhood, youth, old age, etc. within the
framework of some other set of issues than those defined by any sociology of
age. The analysis of the culture of age groups is indeed as reliable a criterion
as any that analysis within the systematic framework of a sociology of age is
being made at all.
Elevation of age culture generally and youth culture specifically to so
prominent a place in the theoretical programme of the sociology of age and
youth necessitates a programmatic answer to two hard questions. First , why
should youth culture - in contrast to the culture of other age groups - have
received so much attention in the literature? Secondly, in what sense does
analysis of the culture of age groups comprise, any more than a merely
descriptive exercise? These are best answered in reverse order.
The concept of culture is a component of a theory of social systems
and of social action. An analysis of culture appears trite in principle only
in the context of rejection of the underlying theory, whether in favour of some
underlying class theory or one or other version of phenomenological theory.
Conversely, acceptance of the underlying theory transmutes an apparently
descriptive exercise into analysis proper. To establish the form and content
of culture is ipso facto to have given an adequate sociological account of the
action of individuals implicated in that culture. To establish the boundaries
and differentiations between one sub-culture and another is to have identified
the lines of predictable conflict within the larger collective that incorporates
the two sub-cultures. In the nature of social action and of the basic principles
of collective organization, cultural analysis is a necessary, if not a sufficient,
condition of prediction (or more generally of analysis) of social transformation.
Implicit in cultural analysis is systematic examination of the relations between
cultural patterns on the one hand and structural patterns on the other, of the
sources of cultural innovation, and of the conditions of cultural change.
It is in terms of general theoretical considerations at this level, that
the programmatic emphasis on age culture in general in the sociology of age
is to be justified.
In "relation to the first question - about the neglect of other age cultures,
an answer might be found in the proposition that alone among the several age
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categories adolescence/youth has seemed to present a serious practical problem
for modern societies. To this problem a response has been found through the
usual array and sequence of practical and intellectual mechanisms. In the
latter category, a biological theory of adolescence has been replaced, as
Douglas suggests, by a cultural theory of adolescence. Thus, on this account,
adolescence constitutes a recognized social problem, and its resolution
involves the use of sociological accounting, in which cultural analysis figures
prominently, in the established version likely to be used for warranted public
accounting purposes. By contrast, other age groups have not as such con-
stituted social problems and in consequence have been spared the application
of sociological, including cultural, interpretation.
This sort of answer cannot be better than partially adequate. For it
is challenged at least by the manifestly significant social problem, in all types
of modern society, of old age, without any consequent development of an analysis
of the culture of old age, and by the scarcely less serious problems of childhood
- where however cultural analysis is largely limited to a focus on family cultures,
class cultures, school cultures and community cultures.
A more adequate answer is available if we concentrate on comparison of
the situational position of youth as an age group with that of other age groups,
and on the peculiar significance of culture in the case of a transition category
in a system of structures. In these terms, the apparent overemphasis on
culture in relation to youth is not to be attributed to the peculiarly problematical
behaviour of young people from the point of view of adults and of social control
agencies specifically, but rather to the objectively distinct functions of culture
where the structural attachments to which the culture binds individuals are not
merely temporary (as after all are most in human life), but also, and more than
this, specifically transitional. In those circumstances, culture is necessarily
to a more or less degree "embattled".
This given, the under-development of analysis of age cultures of age
groups other than youth becomes much less problematical, and is to be inter-
preted as no more than a function of the under-development of the sociology of
age generally.
On the other hand, it remains necessary to elucidate systematically the
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precise peculiarities of youth among age groups, and thus of youth culture
among age cultures, and to establish the extent to which any demonstrated
peculiarities of youth and youth culture are:
a) a constant feature of age systems
b) a variable feature of age systems
c) a derivative variable feature of aspects outside the age
system of particular types of societies.
In the attempt to answer these hard questions, the sociology of youth
necessarily and unavoidably takes up the question of the relative saliency of
youth culture on the one hand, and other forces, especially class forces, on
the other.
However this question - which has to date largely dominated the analysis
of youth culture - is resolved, its pursuit can at least serve to maintain a specific
attention to problems proper to the sociology of youth and age. As Smith indicates,
this is not easily guaranteed (42), for even researchers purportedly studying
youth cultures "have largely overlooked youth culture and have tended to
emphasize the adult socializing institutions such as the family, school, church,
which are initiated and controlled by adults".
To some extent this symbolic recognition of the importance of youth as
a social category, and of the validity of the sociology of youth as a field of
study has been weakened by recent resistance to the concept of youth culture.
This has taken the form either of outright dismissal of the concept, or of de-
emphasis of it by contrast with youth sub-cultures in the plural, o_r of its
relegation to a trivial status by comparison with class, community, or other
cultural foci and forces. Two recent analyses, by Hall et al and by Brake
provide important examples of these tendencies (43).
" . . . our aim", according to John Clarke et al in the first chapter of
"Resistance through rituals", "is to de-throne or de-construct the term
'Youth Culture' in favour of a more complete set of categories". They set
themselves this task because, as they claim, "what it disguises and represses
. . . is more significant than what it reveals". They propose to restrict its use
to what they call a purely "descriptive sense", arguing that it has "little or no
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explanatory power".
This is indeed, then, a thoroughgoing critique of the concept. I have
already suggested that critical analysis of this, as of all the concepts in
which the sociology of youth might deal, is necessary. However, the
attempt at critique offered in "Resistance through rituals" can be faulted
on several grounds which prevent it from being the analysis we need.
First, they nowhere provide - even in the long chapter devoted
specifically to examination of the concept ("Subcultures, cultures, and
class") - any systematic analysis of the most important formulations of
the concept, or of the theory of youth underlying them. There is for example
no coherent presentation of the arguments of Parsons, Eisenstadt, or Coleman,
nor therefore any serious attempt to answer them. They do of course refer to
these authors, the primary exponents of a theory of youth culture, but there is
no sustained analysis.
Instead they present an argument shaped by ad hoc reference to dis-
connected parts of many different treatments of the concept. Moreover, the
bulk of the material with which they deal is journalistic or popular. In con-
sequence their analysis is merely of a straw man, and a weak and over-simple
straw man at that.
Secondly, from the beginning the conclusion of their analysis is
presumed a priori. Their argument is substantially tendentious. The book
may indeed be, as they say, the product of three years of work by the Centre
for Contemporary Cultural Studies' "Sub-culture Group". It seems to me
unlikely, however, that at any point during these three years there was even
the slightest possibility that their work might have led them - whatever the
logic or evidence - to believe that youth culture could be a valid and important
concept.
This charge is, admittedly, not easily substantiated by any method short
of a line by line counter-critique. However, their a priori negativism is at the
very least strongly suggested a) by the complete absence of even a single
element of positive appreciation of the concept; b) by their failure to ack-
nowledge even the slightest genuine plausibility in any of the arguments they
examine; and c) by the harshly dismissive character of the language they
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use throughout.
Thirdly, their own preferred conceptualization is itself presented a
priori and dogmatically. They argue that a singular youth culture is either
fictional or trivial, that youth sub-cultures in the plural provides a proper
alternative, and that these are in principle and in practice subordinate to
and explicable only in terms of class culture.
Let it be granted - and no one ever suggested otherwise - that youth
culture and its differentiations comprise a sub-component of societal or
civilizational culture as a totality. It does not, however, follow, except on
assumptions nowhere evaluated by the authors, that this cultural matrix of
which youth culture is a part is class culture. It is pure dogmatism on their
part to assert that "In modern society the most fundamental groups are the
social classes, and the major cultural configurations will be . . . class
cultures".
They insist that sub-cultures are to be examined first in terms of
their "parent cultures" - which are themselves class cultures, and sub-
sequently in terms of what they call "the dominant culture". "They are all
subordinate sub-cultures", they proclaim "in relation to the dominant middle
class or bourgeois culture".
This is not merely a priori marxism; it is dogmatic sectarian marxism,
evincing with unapologetic flourish the fashionable hegemony of "hegemony",
and padding out with Gramscian pseudo-profundities the vulgar marxist
critique of the theory of youth provided earlier by Sheila Allen and others.
With the following paragraph they preclude for themselves any scope
for genuinely empirical analysis of the significance of age and youth. It
presumes a priori that everything bar trivialities about young people's lives
can be read off mechanically from class analysis. It assumes what their
argument purports to demonstrate, that a singular youth culture is of no
account at all.
"The singular term, 'culture', can only indicate, in the
most general and abstract way, the large cultural con-
figurations at play in a society at any historical moment.
We must move at once to the determining relationships
of domination and subordination in which these config-
urations stand; to the processes of incorporation and
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resistance which define the cultural dialectic between
them; and to the institutions which transmit and repro-
duce 'the culture' (i.e. the dominant culture) in its
dominant or hegemonic form".
They acknowledge the empirical, historical increase in the salience
of youth post-war. They even describe some aspects of the phenomenon
perceptively and interestingly. Certainly other chapters of the book do so.
Throughout, however, they insist on interpreting this phenomenon and its
history as a response to class situations and to changes in class structure.
It is not so much, as they claim, that in their analysis youth culture loses
its singularity. Rather, its singularity is re-assembled and re-interpreted
in the words of the book's title as "Resistance through rituals". Not
"resistances", or "resistance movements", note - but precisely the singular
phenomenon which the concept of youth culture is intended to characterize.
"Resistance through rituals" succeeds neither in de-throning the concept,
nor in de-constructing it helpfully. Despite itself it manages to re-emphasize
the need for the concept in sociological analysis of the lives of young people,
and to demonstrate by its failure to subsume it into class analysis the necessity
for further theoretical and empirical work on the relations between youth culture
and society.
Thus, except for those who are satisfied with their marxist methodology,
this influential analysis leaves the concept of youth culture remarkably little
clarified and scarcely at all challenged. O f course youth culture is a part
of societal culture as a whole. Of course it is itself internally differentiated
into a wide range of distinctive sub-cultures of youth. Of course what it
represents above all - in its singularity and in its differentiated forms - is
rebellion and resistance. All of this is the common stock of analysis of youth
culture within the conventionally established sociology of youth. Their analysis
differs only in its refusal to accept the possibility that young people's rebellious
resistance is directed against adults generically and established values of what-
ever sort. They provide no persuasive arguments at all for believing that the
behaviour of young people expressed through the youth culture is usefully or
even plausibly interpreted as class action, or that it is directed towards
liberation from (or mitigation of) class control rather than towards escape
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from adult control as such, as the concept of youth culture suggests.
A second theoretical section of the book ("Style" by John Clarke) is
more usefulyiot least by the simple fact of its recognition of style as a
fundamental aspect of youth culture. For far too long marxists have urged
its essential triviality in the lives of young people. In consequence it has
not received the attention in concrete research which it merits. However,
this is an improvement in marxism rather than any advance in the sociological
analysis of youth culture as such, where from the beginning style has been a
primary focus of attention (44).
It is moreover weakened rather than strengthened by its attempt to
interpret style as a mechanism for "magical resolution of class contradictions".
the
As if there were no other contradictions in life of young people beside those of
class to be resolved, and as it resolutions of conflicts at the level of culture
were somehow second best or even unreal. In the end this analysis too has
the effect not of clarifying the concepts of youth and youth culture, or of
elaborating them constructively, but rather of dissolving them in the con-
suming acid of class forces. Like Murdock and McCron in another chapter
("Consciousness of class and consciousness of generation") this book as a
whole preempts the possibility of objective analysis of youth and youth culture
by asserting a priori the mutual exclusivity of youth and class.
In a more recent book, Mike Brake largely takes the analysis of
"Resistance through rituals" as given, and adopts it as the apparent basis
for his extremely interesting and valuable study of youth culture.
His accounts in "The sociology of youth culture and youth sub-cultures"
of delinquents, hippies and other rebels, black youth, and 'the culture of
femininity' are important contributions to the sociology of youth. However,
their value lies in the concrete descriptions of the lives of young people of
different types which they provide rather than in any analytical or theoretical
significance. His substantive chapters in which these accounts appear are in
no way dependent on the analytical work reported in his introduction and his
first and last chapters. Here he offers largely the recipe of "Resistance"
all over again. "What is central to my examination of youth culture is it is
not some vague structural monolith appealing to those roughly under thirty,
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but is a complex kaleidoscope of several sub-cultures, of different age groups,
yet distinctly related to the class position of those in them". He nowhere
identifies the sociologists whose analysis of youth culture as "a vague
structural monolith, etc" he purports to improve. He nowhere shows that
earlier analyses have failed to take account of the differentiations within
youth culture. He nowhere demonstrates that the differentiation of youth
culture can be even indistinctly related to "class position". How could he?
There are more youth sub-cultures than classes, and at least some of them
cross-cut class lines. Moreover two of the sub-cultures he deals with at
length are shaped by forces - race and sex - which definitively incorporate
all social classes. This is having his class and eating it with a vengeance.
Of. course he has an answer to the logical problems this poses for
him - a set of political assumptions which construe all social differentiations
as necessarily the effects of class, and which characterize and interpret youth
culture and all the sub-cultures of youth as definitively products of capitalism.
"If we are to have a culturally plural society", he says, "then we need to
develop a socialist culture . . . ".
Sadly these assumptions, however politically attractive, have the same
effect as identical assumptions have in "Resistance through rituals". However
useful his descriptive work on particular sub-cultures (very useful in my
estimate), and however helpful (rather less so I judge) his examination in
the first chapter of "sub-culture as an analytical tool" - this achievement
is entirely vitiated by his dogmatic and one-sided bias against the concept
of youth culture. This refuses resolutely any genuine acknowledgement of
the fundamental importance of youth culture, and denies absolutely any
intrinsic meaningfulness to the behaviour of young people which is expressed
through youth culture and through its diverse sub-cultural forms.
Neither of these important and influential analyses, then, are
constructive attempts at explicating the concept of youth culture or at
developing the sociological theory of youth. Rather they are primary
instances of the fashionable tendency to dismiss youth as a minor aspect
of class relations. Their effect is to remainder the concept of youth culture,
and implicit challenge to the dominance of class culture, to the trivial back-
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waters of journalistic commentary.
Per contra I would propose as fundamental themes in the theoretical
programme of a developing sociology of youth the following:-
1. Youth culture is a valid and theoretically significant concept,
referring to a complex, differentiated, but unitary phenomenon
of considerable social significance.
2. The values, beliefs, and norms which it comprises have to be
interpreted in the double context of the age-system of society
and of the cultural matrix of society as a whole. Class forces
represent merely one of several determinants of the cultural
matrix of modern society.
3. Thus youth culture, as a singular generalised phenomenon,
comprises elements of rebellious opposition and innovation in
the face of adult control generally, and also resistance to
specific components of contemporary established culture - not
merely the culture of capitalism, but the culture of modernism,
including competitive industrialism, bureaucracy, and achieve-
ment orientation.
4. In both these aspects of its oppositional resistance - to adult
control and to contemporary culture - the entirely normal and
usual significance of youth culture is escalated and exaggerated
to a particularly high degree in the post-war era of liberal
democratic societies. I have examined the reasons for this
above (45).
5. Every significant cultural phenomenon operates at national
and international levels. Like social class, or educationalism,
or competitive individualism, youth culture is global in scale.
Its values find expression in all of the liberal democracies,
increasingly in the developing societies, and even in the
communist world. The student movement, pop music, and
dress styles demonstrate this. This global youth culture is,
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however, of course nationally differentiated. The skinheads
were for example peculiarly British. The version of youthful
political action expressed by the students in Paris of 1968
was uniquely French. And so on.
6. By the same token, and without at all reducing global youth
culture to the condition of a "vague structural monolith",
youth culture is and is bound to be internally differentiated
into the sub-cultures, particular movements, and special styles
so vividly described by Brake, Hebdidge, Cohen, and others .
Sociological analysis requires that this variety of
action and experience is recognized and explicated. At the
same time its cultural grounds and sociological roots in the
general phenomenon of youth culture must be attended to
unequivocally.
My argument in this section is that it is along these sorts of lines,
rather than along the reductionist path advocated by recent marxist analysis,
that examination - theoretical and empirical - of youth culture should move if
the sociological analysis of youth is to advance. This argument, and the themes,
issues, and questions it raises are therefore entered into the theoretical
programme for the sociology of youth I am in the business of developing in
this paper.
Intergenerational relationships
I have so far examined the basic dimensions of the age system, relations
between the age-system and society, youth and personal development, and
the two main components of the structure of youth construed as part of the
age system - peer groups and youth culture. There remain two other main
dimensions to be considered. The first of these is intergenerational relation-
ships.
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The so-called "generation gap" figured as largely in the literature of
the seventies as did the notion of youth culture in that of the sixties. In this
second case, as in the first, fashionability cannot, by any intellectual irony,
be accepted as a realiable index of redundancy. The concept has been woe-
fully abused, by sociologists, as well as by others with more excuse. It is
nevertheless essential to the theoretical framework for the sociology of youth
being developed here.
The area is certainly conceptually confused. On the other hand it is
as certainly an essential component in the programme of the sociology of
age and youth. If age variables are construed sociologically as a system of
age categories, age groups, and age cultures, organized about the social
problematics constituted by the basic human biological characteristics of
growth, development and decay, and itself providing a major axis of social
differentiation and order, then the structure and development of relations
between age groups is a first priority in analysis.
Such a programme does not entail any belief that relations between
age groups should be, or even once were, harmonious. Nor can its
acceptance as an important part of the sociology of youth be interpreted as
evidence that the framework of the sociology of youth is being defined in
terms of merely lay concerns. If any sociological system is structurally
differentiated, it is simply a necessary sociological task to ensure that the
following are explored systematically:
1) The extent of congruence and incongruence between the
cultures of the differentiated elements.
2) The extent of authoritative ordering of the relations of the
differentiated structures involved.
The issue of power.
The extent and significance of relations of cooperation,
competition, and conflict between the several groups (or
pairs of them).
5) The bases and originations of grounds of cultural incongruence
and social conflict.
3)
4)
6)
7)
8)
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The nature of the context of evaluation in which patterns of
incongruence and conflict are (or are not) resolved.
The directions and rates of social and cultural change in the
age system and in the social system generally which can be
construed as effects of particular patterns of resolution and
non-re solution of cultural incongruency and social conflict
between age groups.
Changes in patterns of relations over time.
The whole of this general programme needs to be addressed in the
context of the relations between age groups, and especially - because of the
factors indicated in the previous section, between young people and adults.
Unfortunately even those dimensions of the necessary analysis which
have so far been attended to have commonly been handled ambiguously and
confusedly. Age groups have been confused with generations. Perennial
components of distrust and antagonism between youth and adult age groups
have been exaggeratedly interpreted as signs of structural conflict between
particular historically located generations. Types of indicators of value
differences between age groups have been chosen arbitrarily and unconvincingly.
Sociologists have generalised too easily, whether arguing the thesis that there
is a significant generation gap or the contrary, from slight evidence properly
relevant only to some small segment of cultural orientations. Control has
too often been interpreted as illegitimate manipulation, and authority as
mere power. Some sociologists have over-emphasized the extent and
significance of conflict because of theoretical or nolitical predispositions
to have human relations harmonious, or because failure to recognise the
A
necessarily experimental and innovative nature of youth action in any
modernised society (47).
More fundamentally problematic is the difficulty of identifying with
any confidence some particular concrete category of conflict, as an age
conflict. There is powerful evidence of structured conflict between parents
and their adolescent children, teachers and young people who are their
pupils, law enforcement agencies and young people, employers and super-
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visory staff and young people who are subordinate employees, and so on
through the complex mosaic of the social system.
But how far are these conflictful relations to be interpreted as age
conflicts, and how far as conflicts within (and generated by causes peculiar
to) systems other than the age system, the family, school, community,
factory, office, etc. ? Or again, how far should such processes be inter-
preted as a function of general cultural transformation in orientations to
authority, unrelated, except incidentally, to questions of age at all?
Bengtson's important analysis (48) has served to clear up at least
some of this confusion. But the general state of analysis of age group
relations is perhaps better indicated by the case of Musgrove already
referred to. Within the space of less than ten years he has changed his
position from an identification of serious conflict attributed to the clash of
interests between dominating and subordinated age groups, to the assertion
of a radical transformation of basic values loosely associated with age
phenomena, and construed generationally rather than in terms of age
groups (49). Thus without some coherent framework of theory which
establishes concepts clearly and identifies the systematic dimensions of
"generational conflict"; confusion persists and proliferating empirical
studies can do precious little to resolve it.
The conventional sociology of youth may perhaps provide a more
coherent and reliable framework for the analysis of age group relations
than appears to some. It involves such simple assumptions as the following:
a) If age group conflict goes beyond certain limits, then the
structure of the age system, and ipso facto the structure
of society, must necessarily also change.
b) Large differences in the values of young people and adults
do not in themselves necessarily represent conflict, nor
necessarily indicate social change.
c) A significant proportion of cultural differentiation and con-
flict between age groups is normal and indeed necessary.
This is mopped up in the structural movement of young
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people into the adult role and by socialization to that role.
d) Three levels of distinctions among elements of differentiation
and conflict between age groups are necessary.
i) Between those which are general in all types of
societies where the two age groups occur, and those
which are particular to particular societies.
ii) Between those which are containable with in the se l f -
correcting mechanism of the age system itself, and
those which presage change.
iii) Between those which inhere in relations between age
groups as such (in which therefore young people cease
to participate as they move from adolescence to adult-
hood), and those which are a function of generational
membership, (in which young people continue to
participate as adults, even while they move as a cohort
from one age group to the next).
The dimensions of cultural differentiation and conflict
defined by these three distinctions are indicated in the diagram
below. It seems as if analysis of the "generation gap" has
tended to focus on two of the nine types of differentiation and
conflict constituted by this model, namely (1) that which is
universal, containable, and pertains to relations between age
groups, and (2) that which is (historically and culturally)
specific, transformational, and pertains to relations between
generations. At least part of the confusion in analysis is due
to the fact that these two types of differentiation and conflict
are confused and other types are ignored.
e) While age group and generational conflict is rarely a major
source or arena of generalized social conflict, neither is it -
in terms either of historical analysis or of systematic theory
- a negligible or trivial source and arena of general social
conflict.
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TYPES AND LEVELS OF CULTURAL DIFFERENTIATION AND CONFLICT
TT •
Universal
Age Group
Containable
T ransf ormational
Generation
Specific
g)
The media imagery of conflict, including age group and
generational conflict, is peculiarly subject to distortion,
since cooperation is treated as a non-event in news terms.
This undermines the sociologist's obligation to examine age
group relations systematically and objectively, and to find
reliable ways of examining conflict resolution (since most
conflicts in this sphere as in others are resolved), and
especially the extensive network of cooperation between
young people and adults and its bases in trust and authority.
The same sociologists who are most suspicious of the
generalization of youth culture are at the same time most
likely to assume that youth/adult conflict is general. It is
entirely possible, and a priori likely, that some segments
of the youth population may be in serious conflict with adults
while others are not.
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Regardless of public interest in "the generation gap", which ebbs and
flows from time to time, a necessarily central component of the programme
of the sociology of youth is analysis of the conditions, patterns, and
consequences of relations between elements of the structure of age systems.
Prerequisite to this analysis is clarification of the dimensions of age group
and generational relations. While the analysis above can perhaps stand as an
adequate beginning, proper analysis requires that systematic attention is given
to several important contributions to this aspect of the sociology of youth,
notably the work of Eisenstadt, Mannheim, Feuer and Bengtson (50).
Bengtson's analysis, with its oversimple, commonsensical distinction
between those analyses which hypostatize a serious and substantial inter-
generational conflict and those which seek to minimize it is obviously inadequate
in itself. But it does at least make a serious systematic beginning, which takes
account of the work of Eisenstadt, Mannheim, Feuer, and much else besides.
His initial characterization of the problem (ibid page 7), seems to me accurate:-
"Of those phenomena on which social scientists gather data
and write analyses, there are few of more popular relevance
today than discussions of the "generation gap." It is of
course true that the problem of generations is one of the
older issues in modern sociology; despite this, very few
thorough studies have yet been made to illuminate the
nature and extent of continuity or differences between age
groups today. Even more importantly, there have been
no empirical attempts to analyze the effect on social
structure of such differences between generations. Indeed,
all too often the discussion of such issues has been im-
pressionistic, speculative, and even apocalyptic - not only
in the popular press, but also in the pages of scholarly
books and journals."
Similarly his typology of generational differences seems to me valuable
and properly to be incorporated into the systematic theoretical framework of
a developing sociology of youth (ibid page 26):-
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THE TYPES OF CONSEQUENCES FROM VARIOUS PERSPECTIVES
OF GENERATIONAL DIFFERENCES
Nature and Effect of Generational Difference
Structural Factors; Developmental Factors;
permanent change temporary change
Extent
of Gener-
ational
Difference
1.
2.
3 .
"Great
Gap"
"Selective
Gap"
"Illusory
Gap"
A. Social
revolution
C. Social
evolution
E. Social change,
but not by
. generations
B. Normal
rebellion
D. Nothing
really new
F. Solidarity
will prevail
More recently these issue&ave been explored by Cain specifically and by
other authors more broadly in AnneFoner's Important "Age in society" (51).
Finally Mannheim's important early work has been rediscovered and further
developed, especially by Starr (52). In another paper Starr has turned his
attention from the macro-dynamic level of youth movements arising out of
inter-generational conflict on which Mannheim focuses to one of the primary
current arenas of such conflict - compulsory schooling (53). Nor should a
systematic analysis omit the most fundamental level of all for the origination
of such conflicts - the family itself. Here the work of Parsons and Erikson is
crucial, and not least that of Feuer, which pursues the connections between
macro and micro, social movements and psychological dynamics systematically.
Whether sociologists have so far exaggerated or on the contrary underplayed the
extent and significance of inter-generational conflict, whether the various contra-
dictory accounts can be integrated or not, the issue remains fundamental in the
sociology of youth, to be neglected only at the risk of misconstruing the whole
situation of young people (54). For them, if not for adults, the conflicts they
feel themselves to be faced with are real and important. Even adults have
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been constrained recently as youth unemployment increases to give the issue
serious and sustained, instead of merely passing and hysterical attention.
Sociological analysis must at least do no less.
.
Youth and social change
Thus far the framework of the sociology of youth is defined in the following
terms:
1) Construction of a rudimentary model of the age system.
2) Establishment of a programme of analysis of relations between
the age system and the rest of the social system.
3) Analysis of relations between youth and psychological develop-
ment.
4) Analysis of the internal structural elements of age systems
1) Peer groups
5) Ditto. 2) Youth culture.
6) Analysis of the structure of relations among elements of age
systems, including age group and generational conflict.
One further element is required to complete an adequate programmatic
framework for the sociology of youth as a sub-field of the discipline. This is
a programme for analysis of the relations between youth and social change.
Smith (55) concludes his brief but important examination of adolescence
as follows: "The forces making for law and order in Britain are far stronger,
and more enduring than any passing fashion in youth culture". Throughout he
emphasizes the extent to which youth is better characterized as conformist
rather than rebellious. Throughout he construes youth as essentially a phase
of preparation for adulthood, and indeed structures the whole of the central
section of the book (Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6 out of seven in all) in terms of
"recruitment, allocation, and training" for adult roles - namely sex roles,
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work roles, marital roles, and civic roles.
This easily enough sounds like well-balanced good sense, in the context
of recent hysterical outbursts of assertion, that, whether for good or ill,
movements among young people presage radical social change. On the one
hand we have an "anti-youth" platform, pilloried by Cohen (56), finding in the
behaviour of young people a dangerous and escalating threat to the presumptive
basic values of our society and beyond that to the general framework of
civilisation and human decency. And on the other hand there is a "party of
youth", exulting in the challenge to decadent values and outmoded forms,
presented boldly by a movement of young people which represents the relevant
revolutionary force of our time. (57).
Both of these positions find their prototypical expression in the media
and in fiction. But each of them, with some moderation of hysteria, has also
found expression in sociological writing. In the "conservative" faction we have
Wilson's critique of the influence of youth culture on the university, Coleman's
analysis of the challenge of high school peer groups, and Gottlieb's contention
that youth culture has to be contained if disruptive conflict is to be controlled
(58). And on the "radical" wing there is the Rowntrees' acclaim of youth as
the modern proletariat, Musgrove's recognition of the young as the core element
in a progressive counter culture, Leech's "Youthquake", and Friedenberg's
protective espousal of young people in the face of reactionary forces (59).
Both positions postulate a strong relationship between youth phenomena and
social change.
But even if both of these influential lines of critique and analysis are
manifestly exaggerated and unbalanced, to move with Smith towards an equal
and opposite conclusion that the significance of youth phenomena for social
change is negligible is certainly not justified without extensive and systematic
analysis.
The analysis that is required is not made any easier by the persisting
incoherence in sociological analysis generally about the nature of social change
and development. Analysis of the relations between age systems and social
change, and more specifically of the saliency of contemporary youth culture
for future social development presupposes a coherent model of:
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a) Types of societies and levels of development.
b) Levels of causative agencies in social change.
c) Types of explanations of change.
d) Patterns and directionalities of change.
e) Consequences of innovations, together with an adequate
methodology and technology for measuring change such that
it would be possible to state in a testable form whether and
to what extent at a particular stage in a developmental sequence
a social change had occurred.
Sociologists of youth cannot be expected to resolve these large problems
in sociology, and they must consequently be satisfied to adopt some one or other
general model of social change for use in their studies of youth and change. In
the most general form there are only three relatively coherent theories of
social change, each appearing in several versions.
The first is the Marxist theory, whose crucial elements are identification
a) of the long-term direction of social change as socialism and communism;
b) of the mechanism of social change as revolution; c) of the causal matrix
of change as the structured contradiction of economic interests as between
classes, and d) of the carr ier of change as the proletarian working class.
In the light of this first type of theory developments in the age system
can only be regarded as trivial and largely irrelevant as far as contributions
to social change are concerned. Heralded innovations in the values or behaviour
of young people tend to be dismissed from this perspective as mystificatory
trivialities. Such is Allen's position, such is Murdock' s, and such at bottom
is even Mannheim's. The only way in which youth phenomena can be treated
as other than trivial in relation to social change in terms of a Marxist type
of theory is if youth itself is construed as a class and if at the same time the
sociological grounds for youth's succession to or systematic allegiance with
the proletariat can be explicated in terms compatible with the basic theory.
In general, attempts of this sort, by Musgrove in "Youth and the social order"
and especially by the Rowntrees, have not so far been at all successful. They
typically fall between the two stools of Marxist theoretical principle (which
construes youth phenomena as trivial save as indicators of class phenomena)
on the one hand, and on theother theoretical principles deriving ad hoc from
the traditions of the "conventional" sociology of youth.
A second type of general theory of social change is provided by the
several forms of technological determinism (60). Strictly speaking this is
not a sociological theory at all, since it locates the primary source of change
outside of the social system. However this may be, it remains an influential
theory within sociology, and in the sort of empiricist analysis which has been
predominant in the field of youth studies its influence has been at its greatest.
In terms of this type of theory of social change, social structure, culture,
basic values, patterns of social organization, all are assumed to reflect
developments in technology, and changes in these sociological elements are
construed as adjustments to the effects of technological change and advance.
Commonly it is assumed that social adjustment to technological pattern takes
time, and that frictions and conflict are to be interpreted as a consequence of
the "cultural lag" implicit in this notion.
As a method of construing a global pattern of types of societies and of
the broad sweep of social change technological determinist theories are perhaps
not, at a simple level, unhelpful. And certainly the sociology of youth needs
some such comprehensive model. On the other hand, the concept of "industrial
society" is after all too vague and catch-all to be better than superficially help-
ful, and moreover fails altogether to incorporate the specifically sociological
elements of the various social and cultural transformations associated with
industrialization. And even if technological innovations appear obviously and
strikingly relevant to developments in youth culture - for example transistors,
records, tape recorders, T.V., and electronics generally, textiles for clothing
plastics in the same sphere and more generally, motor cycles, cars, and
mobility generally, and so on - even so it is not clear that technological
innovation generally is at all specifically associated with youth, even to the
extent of young people constituting the necessary innovative leadership of new
markets and patterns of consumption. And even if they did, the theory cannot
explain why this should be so.
The third general type of theory of social change is that developed by
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functionalist sociologists and by Talcott Parsons in particular (61). By contrast
with the first two theories, we have here a specific location of the dimensions
of continuity and change in the structure of societies in the domain of specifically
sociological variables. Types of societies and stages of social development
are construed in terms of variations in institutionalized patterns of the action
orientations of persons. An evolutionary development of human society is
proposed. The infrastructure of this process is conceived of as increasing
scale, complexity, and power; its content is modernisation; its ecological
context is urbanization and industrialization. In causal terms it is conceived
of as a product of shifts in the basic values expressed in social institutions and
in actor orientations. The values underlying the process of modernization are
assumed to be innovationalism, instrumentalism, activism, and achievement.
In terms of the mechanics of change, it is assumed that processes of
socialization and social control normally work powerfully and effectively, and
that individual and collective commitments to institutionalized values, and
compliance with established norms are commonly achieved to an adequate
level. Thus, beyond the extent to which commitment to particular patterns
of social change is itself institutionalized in particular societies (which is a
relatively large extent in modernised societies), beyond that, social change
is conditional on the appearance and dissemination of innovative ideas and
behaviours which, in the context of established structures, are deviant.
Social change begins then in ineffective socialization or control, necessarily
entails competition and probably conflict, and involves a gradual shift in the
social construction and evaluation of some deviant and illegitimate pattern
towards acceptance, legitimation and normative prescription.
In the light of this type of theory, two aspects of contemporary youth
phenomena become significant and explicable to an extent impossible under
any other assumptions about the nature of social change.
1. The escalation and elaboration of the age group of
youth and the increased saliency of youth culture
in modernised societies becomes explicable, in
the terms in which Eisenstadt has accounted for
these developments.
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2. The tremendous significance of developments in
youth culture is indicated, quite contrary to the
corollaries of the other two theories, which, as
we have seen, treat youth phenomena as trivial.
The first aspect has been examined systematically by Eisenstadt.
The second aspect appears nowhere yet to have been adequately treated, and
some attempt at justifying and explicating the proposition that contemporary
developments in youth culture may be substantially important for general
social development is necessary in order to round out the theoretical frame-
work for the sociology of youth presented here. To argue this proposition is
of course to take up and develop Eisenstadt's general position, and to offer an
answer to Allen's critique of that position.
The modernised society is objectively characterizable as more mobile
than other types of society, and increasingly so. Geographical, cultural, and
social mobility are, separately or in combination, the common experience of
an increasing proportion of the population of such societies. The crucial
consequence of this is that the family is an increasingly ineffective mechanism
of socialization, since, even where it is known at an early stage what the social
position of children of a particular family is likely to be, particular families are
unlikely, except by chance, to have the appropriate cultural resources available
to contribute effectively to appropriate socialization. This follows simply from
the difference between the social positions of the family of origin and the family
of destination, which is implicit in mobility. By the same token, if not to the
same degree, the local community is decreasingly effective in socialization,
since a large and increasing proportion of the young people in any community
are headed for some other community.
In consequence, an increasing role in socialization is transferred
from the family and community to formal educational organizations. The
length of schooling is increased for larger and larger proportions of the
population. Its cultural saliency is increased simultaneously. And its
content and symbolic meaningfulness is increasingly defined in terms of
cosmopolitan rather than local values, central rather than peripheral goals,
abstract rather than concrete criteria.
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However, even this alternative mechanism of socialization appears to
be a good deal less than effective, except where schooling (at primary,
secondary, and tertiary levels) is highly selective. In this case, the
socialization programme of formal schooling is directed, for a narrow band
of young people for whom specific types of future social position can be
guaranteed, towards a highly specific set of objectives. In general, and
certainly wherever selective processes are absent, the extent of mobility,
the unpredictability of where young people will need to be at sociologically,
renders even the rationalized mode of socialization supplied through schooling
substantially ineffective.
There is also a second factor besides mobility to take account of. Even
if we imagine a situation where mobility is unnecessary and discontinued, with
social position inherited and ascribed, even in this circumstance, processes
of ongoing social change are themselves sufficient to make any mode or
mechanism of socialization relatively ineffective. We know that our children's
world will not be our world, technologically, economically, culturally or
socially. But we do not and cannot know the nature or extent of what the
differences will be. Skills, knowledge, attitudes, and values have to be
constituted for each individual through a process of socialization. Yet we
have no reliable way of knowing - except at the very general levels appropriate
to childhood socialization - which skills, which knowledge, which attitudes,
which values. Where rapid social change is ongoing, the cultural foundations
of effective socialization are knocked away.
Given extensive social mobility and social change in modernised
societies, neither the basic, and as it were "natural", mechanisms of
socialization - family and community, nor the rationalized secondary
mechanisms provided by schooling can provide a reliable societal instrument
for translating children into adults. In these circumstances, it appears that
two contradictory patterns of development can occur. Either the transition
from childhood to adulthood is politicized, or it is turned over to young people
to sort out for and by themselves.
The first pattern is normally shortlived and generally fails (62). This
appears to be due to two quite different factors. In the first place the
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politicization of the transition (whether in an extreme form such as the youth
programmes of National Socialism and Communism, or in moderate forms
such as are implicit in some developments in the Youth Service in Britain)
assumes that the future is knowable and that an adult imagery of the future
can be transmitted plausibly to young people. Both assumptions are very
much challengeable. In the second place, politicization has in the past (and
it may be it necessarily has this effect) provided a type of growing and learning
experience and environment which is incompatible with biological and psycho-
logical transformations which are simply necessary in adolescence. The
"political route" from childhood does not, it appears, lead to mature adult-
hood but towards a prolonged childishness in which autonomy, identity, self-
hood remains unresolved.
The alternative route, which is manifestly now not peculiar to the
United States, nor even to the supposedly commercialized milieu of late
capitalist societies more generally, but characterizes any modernised society,
is the uncertain route of youth culture.
Youth culture is the product of voluntary relinquishment of control by
adults of the development of the young, in a context where control of adolescent
development is simply infeasible because of social mobility and social change.
Of course this release is not into a tabula rasa. Childhood socialization has
already been accomplished. An established society provides the unavoidable
context of their explorations of possibilities. Nevertheless the significance of
youth culture, construed like this, for social change is obvious.
This would not be of so much account if the content of youth culture were,
as some believe, limited to the relative trivialities which are its most obvious
outwards sign - dress, speech, posture, style and pastimes. But this is
absolutely not the case. The explorations going on within youth culture have
to do with all of the fundamental social institutions - religion, morality, the
family, work, politics, stratification, and the rest. The counter culture (63)
is not merely and perhaps not even an expression of political revolt. It is
certainly an expression of concern and innovation about fundamental aspects
of human action and social organization. It is equally certainly a youthful
product, structurally facilitated by developments in the age system which
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have elaborated the age group of youth and necessitated the creation of the
youth culture as it is.
All of the factual assertions in this argument are challengeabie and
need to be tested and justified. But aside from this, it is necessary here to
suggest why these developments could only have happened in the context of
the age system, and why we should believe that structural transformation of
modernised societies is associated with young people rather than with workers,
with technocrats, with blacks, with women, or with any other differentiated
category of social actors. (84).
Given the model of social change indicated above, and the particular
analytical perspectives on societal reproduction and transformation it defines,
the special role of young people as change agents and the peculiar function of
youth culture in social change in the contemporary period is adequately
accounted for by the three factors referred to earlier.
1. The natural unit of socialization in the dimension of time
is the generation. By the same token, the general
structural locus of ineffective socialization - and hence
of innovative deviance and the seedbed of change - is
also the generational unit. Each generation represents
a structural succession problem for every society.
2. A necessary condition of social change is transformation
of individual commitments. In general, individual commit-
ments are maintained in a stable condition, unavailable
for mobilization for social change, by a range of control
mechanisms over and above socialization.
Crucial among these factors is investment in
values and interests which are contradictory to involve-
ment in social change. All other categories of potential
change agents aside from young people are structurally
implicated in other systems and other roles which rep-
resent cross-pressures and stabilizing forces. Blacks
are also workers. Proletarians are also (ironically)
workers too and husbands/wives and fathers/mothers.
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Young people are, it is true, also sons and
daughters, students and workers. But it is of the
essence of the structural position of youth that filial
commitments are attenuated, while the student role
and the beginnings of occupational careers (also
increasingly a student role of one sort or another)
are to a substantial extent already incorporated in
youth culture. Free of cross-pressuring forces,
youth is structurally available for mobilization for
social change in a way and to an extent which is true
of no other category of potential change agents.
Structural youth unemployment strengthens this
analysis.
3. Youth culture, wherever it appears, and especially
in contemporary modernized societies is by definition
and in fact de-controlled. It is in essence and un-
avoidably an opportunity and arena for individual and
collective exploration and experimentation in variant,
deviant, and innovative orientations and actions. There
are some few other spheres of decontrol in modern
society, notably the university among types of organization,
the intellectual role, and bohemian segments of the
occupational world. By comparison with these other
spheres, however, youthfulness is a general and
universally available role.
Thus youth constitutes a crucial structural arena for incipient social
transformation in modernized societies. That arena is manifestly already
the seedbed and proving ground of the counter-culture. On these developments
Langman comments as follows (&£): "From all indications, the youth culture
will grow and flourish; at some time in the future "counter-culture" will not
be an appropriate designation".
The sociology of youth must make the analysis of relations between
youth and social change a fundamental component of its theoretical programme,
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and explore: -
1. The extent to which youth culture is the necessary
and exclusive ground of counter-culture.
2. The extent to which counter-cultural indications in
youth culture may be exaggerated or per contra
und e re s timated.
3. The directions of social transformation foreshadowed
in the counter-culture.
Conclusion
The sociological analysis of youth issues cannot be effective so long as it is
pragmatic, empiricist, and ad hoc. Of the several general models in terms
of which a systematic sociology of age generally and youth specifically might
be developed, none except that which has recently been so assiduously
criticized appears to be at all promising. Starting from that basis, systematic
reconstruction of the conventional sociology of youth provides a framework which
at the least can serve as a coherent perspective for analysis of the available
literature, and at best may define a programme of analysis which permits the
development of a coherent body of sociological knowledge.
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NOTES
1. This despite considerable developments in theoretical work from the early
seventies on. These are reviewed, in their distinct ways in: L. Rosenmayer
and K. Allerbeck - "Youth and society", Sage Current Sociology, Vol 27, No
2/3, 1979; J .P . Hill and F. J. Mbnks - "Adolescence and youth in prospect",
I. P. C, 1977; S. Hall and T. Jefferson eds - "Resistance through rituals",
Hutchinson, 1976; and T.R. Forstenzer, F. Ferrarotti et al - "Youth in the
1980s", UNESCO, 1981.
Rosenmeyer and Allerbeck explicitly identify the theoretical inadequacy
which remains even after these developments (op. cit. p. 8): "Lack of theory
which can in fact be related to data is one of the main weaknesses in the
sociology of youth".
2. D. Marsland - "Sociological explorations in the service of youth", National
Youth Bureau, 1978, chapter 7, "The sociology of youth as a field of study".
3. S. Allen - "Some theoretical problems in the study of youth", Sociological
Review, Vol 16, No 3, 1968; F. Musgrove - "Youth and the social order",
R.K. P . , 1964. I have critically examined the validity of their critiques of
the work of Eisenstadt, Parsons, and others in "The sociology of youth", to
be published.
4. These assumptions have been formulated coherently and evaluated empirically
by ethologists and social biologists; see for example T.H. Clutton-Brock and
P.H. Harvey - "Readings in socio-biology", Freeman, 1978; M.S. Gregory
et al eds - "Socio-biology and human nature", Jossey Bass, 1979; K. Z.
Lorenz - "The foundations of ethology", Springer, 1981; and R.A. Hinds -
"Ethology: its nature and relations with other sciences", Fontana, 1980.
Their analysis is of course by no means generally accepted in sociology.
Indeed, one tendency, influenced by Marx and latterly by the formulations of
Foucault, appears to deny any determinate significance in human social
behaviour to biological characteristics and forces. I have not taken up these
difficult issues here. My model takes it as axiomatic that a) biological
forces always matter, and b) biological forces are always socially con-
structed and re-constructed.
5. For example: E. Shorter - "The making of the modern family", Collins,
1976; F.H. Stuart - "Fundamentals of age group systems", Academic Press,
1977; M. Hoyles ed - "Changing childhood", Writers and Readers, 1979;
P.T. Baxter and U. Almagor - "Age, generation, and time", Hurst, 1978;
A. Foner and D. Kertzer - "Transitions over the life course: lessons from
age-set societies", A.J.S. Vol 83, No 5, 1978; J. Middleton ed - "From
child to adult", Natural History Press, 1970. See A.C. Peterson and B.
Taylor - "The biological approach to adolescence", chapter 4 in J. Adelson
- "Handbook of adolescent sociology" Wi. Ley 1980.
6. D. Miller - "The age between", Hutchinson, 1969. Also R. L. Havighurst
and E. L. Dreyer eds "Youth", National Society for the Study of Education,
1975. This concept of youth as fundamentally and constitutively trans-
itional is challenged by S. Hall et al in "Youth: a stage of life?", Youth
in Society, No 17, 1976, and defended in "Youth: a real force and an
essential concept", chapter 6 in D. Marsland - "Sociological explorations
in the service of youth", op. cit.
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7. Fontana, 1980.
8. Knopf, 1978, and Simon and Schuster, 1978.
9. One powerful source of this tendency to underemphasize the significance of
age variables, judging by the extent of its citation, is Philippe Aries -
"Centuries of childhood" (Cape, 1962). The evidence on which his analysis
is based is , to say the least, thin. See Hoyles' comments in op. cit.
10. Sadly, attempts at establishing the significance of age variables have
characteristically been answered by intransigent a priori resistance,
involving systematic confusion of methodological and empirical criteria.
This has especially been the case where the attribution of significance to
age variables has been taken to imply any derogation whatsoever from the
pre-eminence of class variables. For example, Allen, op. ci t . , Hall et
al, 1976, op. ci t . , especially the chapter by Murdock and McCron.
Mannheim's important work in this field also suffers to some degree from
the same weakness, dissolving the meaning and significance of "age
categories" and "age groups" away almost to nothing. He does, however,
at least leave himself scope for recognizing the importance of "generations"
and, if less logically, given his premises, of "youth movements". See below.
K. Mannheim - "The problem of generations", in P. Kecskmeti ed - "Essays
on the sociology of knowledge", R.K. P. , 1952.
11. "Sociology of youth as an area of study", chapter 7 in D. Marsland - "Socio-
logical explorations in the service of youth", op. cit.
12. Allen, Musgrove, Hall, op. cit. B. Berger - "On the youthfulness of youth
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2 Youth Unemployment and Training
Initiatives: Beyond Platitude
David Marsland
1 The problem
Apart from sick children and branch lines threatened with closure,
there is nothing more capable of generating attitudinising concern
than unemployment among young people. Expressing concern, of
course, does not by any means guarantee that anything practical will
be done to reduce unemployment. It does not even ensure that
policies and practices which manifestly increase actual unemploy-
ment or even unemployability among the young are avoided. On
the contrary, public anguish may exacerbate the problem if it is used
as an excuse for extending less than effective schooling, spending
even more money on bureaucratic systems of national training, and
multiplying the influence of vested interests opposed to change and
those who use change for their own political ends.
Some recently commissioned research provides an opportunity
for exploring these dangerous possibilities. My observations on this
research are, of course, entirely mine. They do not arise innocently
and automatically out of the research itself. Such is always the way
with interpretation. I have, of course, endeavoured to treat the data
with scrupulous fairness and hope my discussion may persuade
others to look carefully at the full details of the research for
themselves.1
2 The research
The programme of research on the problems of young people,
including unemployment, out of which this chapter arises was
commissioned recently by the Committee for Research into Public
Attitudes, and undertaken by Opinion Research And Communica-
tion.2 Separate surveys were earned out with the general public,
young people, Members of Parliament, and trade union leaders.
These surveys were handled, in my judgement, with great
13
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professionalism and effectiveness. In terms of design, sampling,
data collection, and analysis, this research is of the highest quality.
We can be confident that the findings are reliable and valid. They
provide a uniquely trustworthy basis for discussion about youth
unemployment.3
3 Consensus: an occasion for scepticism
Overall, the authors' summary of main findings suggests that 'If . . .
a conclusion had to be drawn, the one point which seems to stand
out from the research is the consensus demonstrated - and the
willingness of all to accept responsibility. Plus the strong desire to
do something about high youth unemployment'.4
Specifically the research demonstrates a very high level of
agreement on two fundamentally important issues: first, the
question of whose responsibility it is 'to do something about
unemployed young people'; secondly, the question of whether it is a
problem on which central government should legitimately spend
large sums of money.
Of the national general sample, 72 per cent believe the major
responsibility for action belongs to government. An identical high
proportion believe it is proper for central government to spend
large sums of money to deal with it. These views are even more
sharply held among MPs and among young people. Trade union
leaders favour high government expenditure almost unanimously.
This consensus is certainly, from one point of view, a matter for
national self-congratulation, and looks like a basis for sensible
concerted action. All relevant parties are agreed that the problem is
an important one, that it is up to the government to do something
about it, and that government money should be spent generously on
the problem.
On the other hand, it might be said that these are costless, and, to
a degree, meaningless opinions.5 Whose money precisely is to be
spent so generously? What other services are to be cut to pay for it?
How is the money to be spent? Will the consensus survive an
examination of specific purposes and concrete methods? Moreover,
perhaps this pleasing consensus can be interpreted as itself an
expression of that shallow etatist corporatism which is, on any
rational analysis, in large part responsible for unemployment and
unemployability among the young.6 Why should the government
take the major responsibility? What grounds do we have for
believing that central government is capable of finding effective
14
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solutions? Can the centre know enough about things to avoid
expensive mistakes? How can individuals and organisations,
including voluntary associations, employers, and trade unions avoid
a major share of the responsibility?7
4 Beyond piety: diminished consensus
The researchers tempered their respondents' pious concern with a
degree of realism by pursuing some aspects of these awkward
questions. Those who work in the field of youth unemployment are
well aware that trade union resistance to innovations which might
threaten their interests is a major stumbling block.8 It is therefore a
very valuable aspect of this research that trade union leaders'
opinions were examined, and that it provides information from the
general public, from young people and from MPs about the
responsibilities of trade unions.
There were four key questions. The responses are set out below
as percentages:
Trade
Young Union
All people Leaders
1 Should the unions also have 69 62 47
a responsibility to help?
2 Should the unions co-operate in 78 74 69
giving more jobs to young people,
or oppose doing so (because it
might take jobs away from T.U.
members)? cooperate:
3 Unions cannot afford to let school 51 53 58
leavers take jobs away from them
(% disagreeing):
4 Opposition to entry of young 44 46 76
people into job market at below
the usual pay scales:
We see that high levels of support for union cooperation in
principle fall away quite sharply when practical difficulties are made
explicit. Nearly half the general sample oppose entry to the job
market by young people at lower than usual wage rates, and this
15
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hardly varies by class at all. Even willingness to disagree with the
proposition that 'unions cannot afford to let (school leavers) take
jobs away from their members' is expressed by only half the sample.
In this case there is substantial variation by class, with 61 % of AB
respondents, but only 44% of DE respondents prepared to risk
union members' interests.
Attitudes in the young people's sample are almost identical with
those of the general population on all four items. By contrast, and
hardly surprisingly, trade union leaders think differently. Their
commitment to co-operation in principle is high and they are
curiously even more willing than the general population to disagree
with the notion that the unions cannot afford to help. But probably
this is no more than a notion, for they are much less willing (47%
compared to 69%) to acknowledge the unions' responsibility to
help, and much more strongly opposed to lower wage rates for
unemployed youth - 76% as opposed to 44% in the general
population and 46% among young people.
Since it is increasingly obvious that a major cause of structural
youth unemployment is the enforcement of artificially high wage
rates by trade unions, this is dispiriting." For in the concrete terms in
which real help for the young is desperately needed, consensus in
the general sample goes right down, and trade union opposition is
very strong.
The extent to which we are dealing here with what we might call a
'phoney consensus' model is brought out by a further important
question. Offered the proposition that employers should be
subsidised to give work to young people, 69% of the general sample
(including 77% of those aged 18-24), 76% of trade union leaders,
and 79% in the young people's sample, agree. This prompts twc
questions. First, who pays and how? Second, if wage differential:
are artificially closed still further, what other result can be expectec
in the long run than a further increase in youth unemployment?
No doubt these observations may seem altogether toe
pessimistic. It might even be argued that I am unjustifiably looking;
rare gift horse in the mouth. After all, trade unionists' attitudes an
less negative than some might expect, and even a modest degree o
overall consensus, even if it is limited to relatively blan*
propositions, is better than nothing as a basis for action.10 On th
other hand, these findings fail to provide any evidence of awarenes
of the costs involved, or the likely effects on the market and on th
real level of employment of substantial artificial interventions.11
return to these difficulties later.
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5 Forward in disarray
The pessimistic interpretation so far is confirmed by what the
research indicates about people's conceptions of preferred
objectives and methods in relation to youth unemployment. Even if
there is a wide measure of agreement on the importance of the
problem, on government's responsibility for corrective action and
on the expenditure of very substantial sums of money to this end i.e.
even if the suspicious consensus I have described does actually
stand, we have to ask this: what specific purposes are to be pursued,
and what methods are to be adopted to achieve them?
A wide range of questions were asked in this area. Some of the
main findings are set out below. The table specifies the proportions
supporting each idea.
Items paraphrased All Young
people
1 Two years training for school leavers to 81 78
give them industrial skills and crafts.
2 The same at lower than union rates.
3 Conscription to the armed services.
4 National service in armed forces, commerce
or industry.
5 National social service.
6 Enlarging youth training schemes to build
up skills.
7 Raising school leaving age.
8 Expanding existing schemes to provide
short term working for young people.
9 Subsidising industry to take on more 74 87
young people.
Approaches which we might classify as 'established' and
'artificial' - raising the school leaving age, expanding existing
schemes for short-term working, and conscription to the armed
services - find the least support. A further helping of school through
a raised leaving age is definitively rejected, with only one in five
supporting the idea. Young people themselves are almost as firmly
set against more school.12
17
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Expansion of existing schemes for short term working, as in the
Youth Opportunities Programme, is supported only by half the
sample. Among young people there is slightly more support for this
approach, but not much. Reintroduction of conscription to the
armed services, which is often canvassed in the popular media, has
slightly more support, but even this leaves 40% opposed or
uncertain. And among young people themselves, this method is
strenuously rejected with less than a third supporting the idea.
Items 1 and 6 contain the magic words 'training' and 'skills'. Both
obtain a substantial level of support from the general sample and
among young people. This looks as though it might be a way
forward. Certainly the political parties, the CBI and even the TUC
all seem to believe that this is the kind of direction in which we ought
to be moving.13 However, if it is to be better than yet another false
trail, there are a series of other difficult questions that need to be
answered:
A Where is the training to be done ? If it is on the job, how is it to
be paid for and organised? If it is off the job it must go either
into the Further Education sector, or conceivably into a
Youth Opportunities Programme type programme of some
sort. Further Education (FE) training would be raising the
school leaving age in disguise. YOP did not demonstrate
much genuine training capacity, and tended to push it back to
FE.14
There is a powerful lobby working for FE expansion to cope
with unemployed young people." I believe it should be
treated with thorough-going scepticism. FE in general is
neither efficient nor satisfying to young people. It is typically
characterised by aimlessness and apathy.16 Few FE colleges
took any initiative in relation to unemployment until they
were faced by the challenge of financial cut-back and
contraction. FE claims on training for the unemployed are a
mixture of two parts the political 'numbers game' and one
part wishfulfilling pietism about the saving grace offered by
'training', whatever various thing that may be.n
B What skills are to be trained for? Is there in fact any shortage
of the sorts of qualifications and skills which unemployed
18
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young people could realistically hope to achieve? Is there not
a grave danger of a multiplication of phoney courses,
unsatisfying to the young people involved, and irrelevant to
the real needs of industry or society? Is not the plea for
further training in fact a recipe for mere containment of the
young? It will 'keep them off the streets' perhaps. But how
much concrete, productive good will it do? How will it offer
young people the opportunity to change themselves for the
better in any realistically relevant way? What is to prevent
such programmes from becoming a breeding ground of sullen
and subversive dissatisfaction?
C How is such a scheme to be financed? Support for further
training falls from 81% to 55% when non-union rates of pay
are proposed. Nor is the problem this produces resolved by
generalised support (74%) for employer subsidies. For (a)
this money cannot be created by magic, and its allocation
cannot but have damaging effects on the economy as a whole,
and (b) like all such subsidies, it could have distorting and
damaging effects on the labour market itself.
D The Job Creation Programme and the Youth Opportunities
Programme represent earlier instalments of the commitment
to training for unemployed young people. Both have been
much subject to unfair criticism, especially from the
extremist left.18 Some serious criticism has nevertheless been
thoroughly justified.
In particular, these schemes have proved to be bureaucratic
and inflexible. What grounds have we to suppose that any
new national programme of training would be any more
successful at avoiding administrative sclerosis?
There remain two other approaches which are neither
'established' and 'artificial' nor reduplications of the vacuous
commitment to the panaceas of 'training'. Introduction of 'national
service for young people so that they spend a year or two years in the
19
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armed services, commerce or industry' wins the support of 70% of
the general sample. This is a high level of support, and substantially
more positive than the 59% favouring the re introduction of
straightforward conscription to the armed services. However,
young people are much more negative towards either of these
proposals than their elders. The more innovative version wins more
support than conscription, 52% compared with 32%, but there is
obviously very considerable resistance by young people to both
proposals.
On the other really innovative proposal (item 5), there is a high
level of support from the general population - 79% - and from
young people - 76%. This seems to me the single most important
finding of the whole research. The formulation which wins such
strong support was as follows:
Introduction of national social service whereby young people
would spend a period doing important but 'non-economic' jobs
such as working in hospitals, caring for the elderly or the mentally
ill, renovation and repairs of empty houses, environmental
conservation or similar useful jobs.19
To my mind this proposal, compared with the others, is genuinely
and directly relevant to the problem. It acknowledges fully the
nature and enormous proportions of the problem of youth
unemployment. It proposes a worthwhile alternative occupation of
young people's time, energies and idealism, as neither school nor
training do. It is genuinely innovative, and as such goes beyond the
inertia implicit in other approaches, which are resolute in their
commitment to procedures already tried and failed.
It is idealistic, inasmuch as it presupposes imaginative innovation
in administrative procedures and in professional roles. But by the
same token - its commitment to open-minded innovation and
large-scale reconstruction - it avoids the mere phantasy of other
approaches. All of them, especially training, seek somehow, by
some desperate magic, to produce a new and effective solution to
youth unemployment out of stale ideas which have been tried, and
tested and failed. Only phantasy keeps them alive. By contrast, the
idea of social service or community service by the young has been,
despite allegations to the contrary, remarkably successful when it
has been given a chance.20 It deserves to be tested on a large scale,
with careful monitoring in a variety of versions appropriate to
particular regional and local community contexts.
20
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Proposals of this sort, by Youth Call and others21 have aroused
noisy opposition from the establishment of vested interests in youth
affairs.22 The arguments of this opposition are, as I have shown
elsewhere23 weak and persuasive only to those already dogmatically
antipathetic to new ideas. Now their arguments have been answered
as well by the opinion of the public. Almost 80 per cent of the adult
population endorse the proposal, and more than three quarters of
the young people who would be involved in such a programme also
give it their positive support. Out of all the proposals for responding
to youth unemployment examined in this research, this one
provides the most fruitful way forward. Of course this will also fail
unless there is restructuring of wage rates. Moreover, there are
serious dangers and difficulties in the introduction of such a scheme,
which will need to be studied." Nevertheless, it looks to be the best
hope for young people.
6 Effective action on youth unemployment
The moral and economic grounds for action to reduce high levels of
youth unemployment are self-evident. To these, however, is added
a powerful political justification for urgency and effectiveness. The
research project also explored attitudes to recent riots. The findings
are extensive and important, and deserve detailed public discussion.
I limit myself here to just one aspect of these findings. I quote
(p. 44): 'One of the most disturbing (and perhaps most important)
findings in the survey was the fact that more of the young had
sympathy with the rioters and protesters than had sympathy with
the police and the authorities. The answers demonstrated a clear
generation gap since in the survey of all adults sympathies were very
largely with the police. Among the unemployed, no less than 62 per
cent said their sympathies were with the rioters'. When young
people were asked to prioritise the possible causes of the rioting,
very high unemployment among young coloured people came top
of the list.
These attitudes may be unreasonable but they are widespread.
That the survey research shows. They reflect a polarisation between
young and adult society with ominous potential for generational
conflict, extremist political manipulation, crime and social
disintegration. Such dangers have already panicked some
commentators into clutching at straws, at any scheme or initiative
which announces that it is the answer. Urgency is best tempered
with thoughtfulness. The research shows agreement about the
21
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general aim but considerable and specific problems with the means.
Any training will not do, particularly if it is unpopular with potential
trainees or is more of the sort that has failed. Vested interests
abound. Trade unions jealously guard their adult interests. Further
education and training lobbies are not slow to see the possibilities
for their own employment expansion on the backs of the young.
Many of those calling for expanded subsidised training completely
disregard its real effects on the labour market and on taxation -
effects which could increase unemployment. Yet others are so keen
to advance their solutions, that they disregard the wishes of young
people as expressed in the research.
I have suggested Youth Call may be a step in the right direction.
But that and any intervention should be carefully scrutinised in the
light of all these considerations. Failure to respond effectively to
youth unemployment may cost more than money.25
22
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NOVELTY, IDEOLOGY AND REORGANISATION:
THREATS TO THE VALUE OF YOUTH WORK
David Marsland
I may seem, in this chapter, to be in danger of hoisting myself with
my own petard of argument. For what I have tried to do is to defend
youth work and the Youth Service against abuses of excess which, in
my belief, threaten certainly distraction and perhaps even destruction.
But it may seem to some readers, and perhaps to some of my co-
authors, that this argument involves such an expose of the modest com-
petencies and meagre clarity about purposes and methods available to
youth workers that my argument becomes more of a critique than a
defence. I shall hope, in my concluding section, to deal with this
problem adequately.
Here I shall content myself with drawing attention to it and with
the following general argument. Since the beginning of the century,
more particularly since the end of the Second World War, and increas-
ingly in the past fifteen years, our society has pretty consistently
moved in its public policy, and in its consequential general develop-
ment, along a specific path. To call this development a movement
towards either socialism or corporatism, let alone state capitalism,
would be to raise more questions, and more difficult questions,
than would be properly attended to here. The main elements of this
historical development are however transparently clear, whatever we
call it, and however we explain it. Centralisation of social processes
under the state; justification of this in terms of equity and efficiency;
incorporation into the centre statist system of voluntary and local
activities; control of state activities through manipulation of finances;
state power through education, training, accreditation, and misuse of
professionalism; fossilisation and invention of 'needs' to be attended
to by state-accredited professional functionaries through central and
local state agencies.
Faced, late in the day, by recognition of the powerful drift of
affairs in this disastrous and frightening direction, we seem to be
reacting in various and contradictory ways, and no one seems al-
together confident that the drift can be halted. It is not my job to
attend to the general situation here. But the Youth Service is a part
of this developing system and must be seen in this context.
21
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There are those who consider youth work and the Youth Service to
be typical products of this secular trend, specious jumped-up creatures
of their authors' patronising, pseudo-professional ignorance, due for
dissolution in the clear light of dawning recession. I do not agree. I
argue here in defence of sensible, modest, specialised professional
agencies. The Youth Service is one such agency. I speak strongly for
its retention to help young people with real needs and problems to
which no one else is, or is capable of, attending. I defend it against
recent developments and proposals which threaten - because of their
resort to spurious knowledge, overweening claims to efficacy, and
reliance on mere fashionability as a primary criterion of action — to
expose the Youth Service unjustly and excessively to the attack on
'state welfare' which is heralded now and which the 1980s will surely
carry through.
Youth Work and the Youth Service
There are those who condemn the Youth Service as worse than useless.
There are also those who claim that even to say what the Youth
Service is is impossible. Some contradictory souls fall into both camps.
Both accusations are false. My purposes here require both a character-
isation and an evaluation. Necessarily these must be brief. More
extended and more systematic treatments are readily available.1
Description first. It is difficult to describe. This, I think for two
reasons. First, because its objectives, methods, and knowledge-base
are in a relatively early stage of development. It was as late as 1960
before the first national training provision for youth workers was
established.2 Secondly, and more germanely to my argument, because
of advantageous complications and limitations which other public
services do not share. For example: the vast majority of Youth
Service personnel are volunteers or part-time workers; local authority
provision is very important but powerful voluntary agencies, such
as the Scouts and Guides and the National Association of Youth
Clubs are also crucial; weak central direction leaves large scope for
local discretion. However, neither of these reasons, nor the com-
bination of them, precludes a coherent characterisation of the Youth
Service.
For more than a hundred years a powerful and effective Youth
Service has operated in Britain. That is to say there have been for
this length of time at least agencies working more or less effectively on
behalf of the various needs of young people, of people, that is to say,
no longer children and not yet fully adult, needs arising precisely out
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of their transitional status between childhood and adulthood. Until
very recently these agencies were predominantly themselves voluntary
and staffed by unpaid volunteers.
It was only with the First World War, and more especially with the
Second World War, that the voluntary effort began to be complemented
by statutory provision and strengthened by rational co-ordination.
The crucial turning point was in 1939, when, through a Circular of the
Board of Education, finance, encouragement, and broad guidelines were
made available to local authorities and the voluntary sector for the
development of youth club and similar facilities.3 To this day these
services remain discretionary. Local authorities are still not required to
provide them.4 They remain, centrally, a small responsibility, with a
tiny budget, within the DES, and locally a small and cheap sub-section
of Education Departments under relatively low-level officers.
Some local services emphasise provision of 'local state' facilities, as
it were. Others focus instead on facilitation and co-ordination of
voluntary agencies. In both cases the partnership between the statutory
and voluntary wings is of the essence of the work done, both because
state finances are not such as to leave voluntary facilities other than
indispensable, and because belief in 'voluntarism' is built into the
ideology of youth work.
Subsequent to Circular 1486 the important developments have been
as follows: the report of the Albemarle Committee published in 1959,*
which was a source of recognition and encouragement to youth
workers; the consequent establishment of the Youth Service Development
Council, the National College for the Training of Youth Leaders, and
the Youth Service Information Centre; an expansion of training to
eight agencies by 1969 and again by 1974 to 14; the report of the
Milson-Fairbairn Committee6 in 1969, which sought to grapple with
some of the difficulties faced by youth worK; the translation of
YSIC into the National Youth Bureau in 1973. More substantively,
this period has seen a very considerable expansion of Youth Service
facilities: an enormous increase in the number of professional workers
(even though their number remains at only about 4,000 compared
with over a quarter of a million secondary school teachers, over
25,000 social workers, and even about 5,000 probation officers); a
considerable if modest development of research, knowledge, and
technical competence; a growth of professionalism through two
associations, the Community and Youth Service Association and the
National Association of Youth and Community Education Officers.
But what is all this for? What does it actually Jo?
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In concrete and commonsensical terms, the Youth Service provides
a wide range of meeting places, activities, facilities and opportunities
for young people to use, if they want to do so, in their free time. These
include youth clubs, youth centres, advice and counselling centres,
contact through detached workers, opportunities for sociability, sport,
games, discos, visits, lectures, involvement in community service, etc.,
etc.
None of this is new. All of it is important. It is a service which has
been offered more or less effectively to young people by adults for a
very long time. Without it, and the attention to the ordinary needs of
young people as they move out of childhood into adulthood it
provides, the lives of millions of young people would be the poorer. But
more recently the growing inadequacies in families, schools and employ-
ment organisations, above all the increasing emphasis on freedom in
democratic societies - all this has made it essential for the Youth
Service and youth work to become more reflective, more coherent
in its objectives and methods, more professional.
In my view the Youth Service has managed, in the face of great
difficulties, to achieve a pretty effective modernisation and professional-
isation, and this without putting at risk its well established objectives,
methods and values.
By and large Youth Services are securely and coherently established
as divisions of local authority Education Departments. In most cases a
productive partnership with the voluntary sector has been developed.
In nearly all local Youth Services there is a small but strong cadre of
professionals working closely with a much larger body of part-time
and voluntary workers. After a period of confusion and experiment,
the main organisational form for Youth Service activities is now the
youth centre, incorporating the established association^ and activity
functions of the traditional youth club, and serving as a base for out-
reach work by detached workers, and for a growing range of advice
and counselling facilities.
All of the work of the Youth Service is provided with a coherent
and sensible rationale by the key concepts of youth work and
social education. Youth work is a professional process of intervention
by adults designed to facilitate the social education of young people.
Thus youth work, and the Youth Service which provides its essential
organisational framework, is defined as being concerned with all
young people in their normal developmental process of growing up.
It is not a problem-oriented service but a specific component of a
developmentally-oriented educational service. It concerns itself with
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the development, in voluntary and informal settings, of optimal
identity, self-esteem, confidence and social competence in young
people. In other words, social education — youth work's prime
objective — is simply active adult participation in helping young people
to face and handle the normal developmental tasks of adolescence and
youth, to adjust positively and creatively to adulthood. Thus the
concepts of youth work and social education provide a relatively
coherent rationale for the work which the Youth Service from its
earnest beginnings has undertaken.
Similarly, the modernised Youth Service has, with the gradual
development of its knowledge base, training, and professionalism,
become more coherent and explicit about its methods. The key
methods of youth work are counselling, group work, and community
work. None of these methods is fundamentally novel. Any good
youth worker operating from a settlement in the East End of London
at the turn of the century would have used all of them. Voluntary
workers in a tiny club in the depths of the countryside today may
use all three very competently without so much as ever hearing of
them. All that has happened is that the knowledge and techniques
underlying these methods have become more explicit and better
developed. It has become possible to train for the skills required
by the methods.
It is certainly true that there are still weaknesses in the conceptual-
isation of each, that the knowledge on which they depend is still
fragmentary, that there remains too much room for idiosyncratic
forces and mere fashionability to affect the choice of techniques. All
this is particularly true of community work. But with the develop-
ment of professionalism and the secure establishment of training,
youth work's understanding of its crucial methods has developed
considerably over the past decade. As the Service becomes more
research-oriented, and provided it retains its practical concerns and
avoids Utopian missionising, I would expect this process of technical
development to continue and consolidate.
The picture I have tried briefly to sketch in this section7 is of a
realistic, small, specialised service, attending to relatively modest and
relatively clearly defined objectives through methods which are
relatively well specified and established. I believe all the evidence
suggests that such a service is essential and that it is doing its work
with a remarkable degree of effectiveness compared with some
others, particularly schools and social work.8 Young people are
subject to increasing strain and disturbance in today's unpredictable
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world. They are carrying the burdens of che confusion, experiment-
ation, and conflict of adult values; our burdens. In consequence the
work of the Youth Service becomes increasingly more important,
and the opportunities and responsibilities of youth work increase.
For other adult agencies are increasingly suspected by the young:
adults' belief in their authority, as parents, teachers, supervisors,
managers, as leaders in any sense of young people, appears to be
declining daily. There is a pervasive oscillation which young people
have to make sense of between irresponsible permissiveness and
irritated, aggressive, uncomprehending authoritarianism on the
part of adults. The strength of peer groups and youth culture, which
lead young people in incoherent directions, are exaggerated by
irresponsible media. Strange political movements fish in the troubled
waters of contemporary youth. For the sake of young people and
equally for the sake of values which underpin our society's freedom,
the modest efforts of youth workers - professional and voluntary
- who have young people's ear and know what they are at and why,
are indispensable at this time.
My belief, which I think is shared by most people who are seriously
involved with the Youth Service, is that for the Service to do its work
effectively it needs to grow modestly and consolidate its work
patiently. In particular we need research and analysis to clarify
objectives, methods, the knowledge base, organisation and
management. We need steady organisational development and
systematic training in a context of confidence about the value of
professional work on behalf of young people. But precisely at this
time we are faced with a variety of threats to this appropriate path
of development. To four of these I turn now.
Youth and Community: Youth or Community?
Officially, the DES refers to the Youth Service quite straightforwardly
as 'the Youth Service', as I have done. But in many local areas it is
called 'the Youth and Community Service'. This dates from the
publication of the Milson-Fairbairn Report of 1969, Youth and
Community Work in the Seventies. The report was never officially
accepted, and the Youth Service Development Council which fathered
it was disbanded shortly afterwards. Nevertheless it had a considerable
influence. In part its influence was beneficial; but to a significant
degree its influence has been, in my opinion, quite the opposite. In as
far as the report provided a major source of legitimation for the
concept of community in the sphere of youth work, its effect
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has been to propagate confusion and to threaten distraction from the
proper objectives of youth work. How did this happen? I think it was
a result of two social trends, one general, the second specific to youth
work.
In the broadest terms, the 1960s were a period of confusion and
carelessness in social thought. Naive optimism conspired with niggling
despair. The future seemed to lie boldly open, yet no one seemed to
know where Britain should go. 'Technologism', 'bigger and better',
'more democracy' — these were our inadequate and contradictory
slogans. Few of the social policies of the sixties were better than
shoddily thought through. The eighties will have to clear up the mess
in sixties schemes in health, schools, universities, social work, industry,
and many other spheres.
Community was a concept which, sadly, even thinking people in
the sixties latched on to as a symbol for a way forward which pre-
empted any need for tough, clear thinking or difficult choices.
Community health, community medicine, community education,
community schools, community development. Hardly a sphere
escaped. Even community families in the commune movement.
No doubt there were good reasons for and some sense in this
sudden efflorescence of community. It is however even more indis-
putable that the idea was used vacuously and served as a cloak for
avoiding hard decisions and choices.
In the specific arena of youth work, which could hardly, as a
small and developing service, be immune from such powerful
ideological forces, there were further specific causes. Within the
Youth Service, and especially on its academic fringes, there were
many who were dissatisfied with the modest objectives I have out-
lined earlier. They wanted youth work to be into bigger things — not
just young people but the whole scene, not just the social education
of young people but social change. The concept of community
provided them with a rationale. After all, what was the use of just
working with youth isolated from 'the rest of the community'?
Shouldn't youth workers be committed precisely to defeating the
isolation of youth, to integrating them with 'the rest of the
community'? How fatuous to stay in youth clubs, segregated, isolated,
maximising young people's enforced apartheid?9 It should all be
opened up, integrated. Generalised involvement and participation
were the order of the day.
So, in the pages of the Milson-Fairbairn Report, youth work died and
a strange beast called youth and community work was born. A new role,
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appropriate to the bold ambitions of those for whom youth work was
too trivial a task, was given to the Youth Service - to be the progenitors
and activators of a new stage of democracy, in which young people,
with their idealistic enthusiasm, would have a central part to play. This,
roughly, is what Milson-Fairbairn made of community in its search
for a new and exciting role for youth work.
Mostly of course this was all nonsense. Mostly it was a wish-
fulfilling non-Marxist alternative to the revolution for good liberals.
Those who had to do the actual work with young people recognised
it as such from the start. Even those who were at first deceived by the
authority and eloquence of the spokesmen for the concept of youth
and community work, fairly soon realised it was nonsense; that it
didn't work; that it distracted them from their real work, and above
all that it was an incoherent message they were being given. For some
it meant running down youth clubs, and putting all the money into
detached work 'in the community'. For others it meant opening
up youth facilities to the old, to children, to anything but young
people. For others again it meant concentrating finance on deprived
areas and their disadvantaged inhabitants, which were somehow
taken to be better qualified as communities than other areas.
Already the recent enforced economic realism is obliging youth
workers, and more especially youth officers, to think through these
confusions and get back to and on with their own proper job. It
seems perfectly feasible to take sufficient account of the stir about
community in the following modest terms. First it reminds the Youth
Service to take account of the community context of the lives of their
clients. Young people are after all people — with various social back-
grounds, belonging to a variety of distinct social milieux, comprehend-
ing and construing the world in terms of differentiated values and
beliefs. This is a helpful lesson for youth workers which has still to
be learned by some, particularly perhaps in relation to the distinct
needs of black youth over and against white, and girls over and
against boys.
The second sensible way of handling the community imbroglio is to
take from it an emphasis on community work as one of youth work's
prime methods. Neither counselling nor group work by themselves nor
in combination are enough. Effective youth work also has to make use
of all the community worker's knowledge and skills. But this does not
mean abandoning young people for some other set of clients, nor
relegating the social education of individual young people to a
secondary place behind some vague objective of community develop-
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ment. On the contrary, the use of community work in the Youth
Service only makes sense when it does have a specific set of clients
(young people) and a coherent objective (contributing to the social
education of young people by using the whole range of community
resources). What a tragedy that community workers in some other
services are apparently devoid of specific clients and objectives!
Thus, although the community concept has served as a dangerous
distraction over the past ten years and probably wasted some
resources, the Youth Service looks to be capable of avoiding its
worst effects. We can even capitalise on it to a degree by using it as
a basis for re-emphasising the community context of the lives of
young people and for clarifying the conceptual and technical
structure of community work as a primary method of professional
intervention in youth work.
There remains a danger, hov jver, that the spokesmen for community
may have a debilitating effect on the Youth Service. Youth Officers,
pressed by Education Officers or councillors on 'what they are doing
about community', are too easily gulled into distracting resources
from young people into fatuous fashionable reorganisations, into
setting up expensive projects whose real purposes even they do not
understand. Young youth workers have too often been inculcated
with vaguely comprehended and badly taught notions of community
and community work, and prejudiced against straightforward youth
work by those who became trainers precisely to get away from young
people. Even worse, some local authorities are 'reorganising' again
and incorporating their Youth Service within so called community
education departments. If community itself is an ill-considered
concept, community education is thoroughly vacuous. It promises
to be at least as damaging in practice as its cognate 'comprehensive
education', and as dangerous to young people.10
These tendencies have to be resisted. Whatever it is called, the
Youth Service is established and financed to serve young people.
Youth workers should not be distracted from their real, essential,
and immensely valuable work by the tempting sirens of 'community'.
The Totalitarian Notion of Youth Affairs
The second threat to the work of the Youth Service that I want to
deal with is perhaps less dangerous than the first. For at least the con-
cept of youth affairs does not, as the concept of community does,
threaten to distract the Youth Service from its essential, constitutive
objective - helping young people. Nonetheless this fashionable notion
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is in my view wrong-headed and likely to weaken the effectiveness of the
Youth Service. It needs careful critical examination.11
The argument arising from and supporting the concept of youth
affairs is of the following form. The Youth Service cannot hope to
achieve anything substantial while it limits itself to the leisure time
needs and interests of young people. Leisure is a trivial remainder
category of the lives of young people. The important contexts are
family, school and work (including unemployment). What is needed
is a service or a framework of approach which attends to youth as
such, in all spheres of life. Only through such an umbrella approach
to youth affairs generically can the fatuous conflicts and lack of
communication between different central and local departments
(Education, Youth Service, Career? Social Work and Probation,
Department of Employment and the Manpower Services Commission,
etc.) be avoided. Only through some such reorganisation can the
finance which the problems of youth demand be found. Without a
'youth affairs' approach, the Youth Service is doomed to trivialisation
and failure. Except in the context of a 'youth affairs' approach the
valuable contributions which youth work could make will be frittered
away and lost.
In its stronger versions, this argument continues from here to urge
the need for a specialist Ministry of Youth Affairs at central level or
a specialist Department of Youth Affairs at local level, or both.
In some expressions it even goes as far as a call for a singular national
youth movement, reminiscent of the organisation of youth in
totalitarian societies.
This kind of argument has a certain plausibility. There is little
room for doubt that youth as such, as a generic psycho-social
category, is taken too little account of. The existence of the Youth
Service is certainly used as a pretext for not attending to problems
which are youth problems when they arise in families, schools,
universities, factories, offices, etc. Similarly it is only too patently
true that much inefficiency is caused by failures in co-operation or
even understanding between different departments involved in
working with young people. A prime example is provided by
Intermediate Treatment where Social Service Departments make
ready use of youth workers and Youth Service facilities without,
apparently, any real comprehension or therefore capacity to
utilise them effectively. A similar pattern is evident in some of the
work of the Manpower Services Commission. Or consider the
facile and futile attempts of the schools to do their own amateur
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Thirdly, in any case there is no reason to believe that co-operation
would not work, and thus make a merger unnecessary. There is no
reason because it has barely been tried. Much better surely, in a
situation where both economic circumstances and the needs of young
people demand maximum effectiveness, to insist that all of the
specialist services for youth produce detailed clarifications of their
own objectives (with a time limit), and then encourage voluntary co-
operation, the development of organisationally sound and managerially
accountable systems of referral, and so on.
Fourthly, granted there are weaknesses and inefficiencies in some
services for young people which could be remedied by Youth Service
contributions (and doubtless also vice versa). For example, it is now
apparent that only a few 'natural teachers' can manage the majority
of adolescent boys and girls without proper training in group work.13
Or again it is increasingly unlikely that social services, the courts or
the police can manage young people at all while they construe them —
as they are trained to do - as 'children'. But none of this is any
reason at all for interfering with the one service which does, arguably,
seem to be able to manage and help young people, to win their trust
without losing authentic adult authority. If anything it is an argument
for using more youth workers in non-Youth Service areas, for second-
ments in both directions, for expanding youth work training to
provide in-service training for teachers, social workers and others.
Fifthly, consider the real effects of any such reorganisation. Much
the most massive cadre dealing with young people is constituted by
school teachers. The schools overwhelmingly dominate (except for
the media, but that is another argument) in personnel, plant, scope for
interaction and time, in the structure through which our society
organises relations between young people and adults. This may be
wrong. But it is a fact. In any such reorganisation teachers and schools
would be dominant. All the other smaller services would be swallowed
up by this influence. Is this what those purporting to speak for the
Youth Service want? Is this what our society needs? Is this the best
way to help young people, increasingly disaffected from school as they
are? Surely this would be wrong and dangerous. We need counter-
vailing and complementary forces. What is wrong in any case with a
little institutional competition? Specifically, if the Youth Service
indeed has something valuable to offer to young people and to
society through its special knowledge, skills, values and mode of
organisation, it would be foolishness to throw it away for the sake of
a wild dream.
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All the more so - and this is my last argument against the youth
affairs concept — when the dream in question looks suspiciously as if
it might turn out to be a nightmare. The corporatist and fundamentally
totalitarian nature of the concept is apparent. To hand over a whole
stage of the life-cycle, every aspect of life remember, to a single
organisation is manifestly dangerous. When the group in question is
young people, how much more dangerous, given the fundamental -
and proper - malleability, instability and energy of youth. It is no
accident that all the worst totalitarian societies, Soviet Russia, Nazi
Germany, Communist China, have all invented precisely such an
organisation of youth for themselves at an early stage of their
development. Similar national youth movements incorporating
young people totalistically in opposition to family, region, parties,
interests, play a very substantial part in the totalitarianisation of
emergent nations in Asia and Africa today.
In conclusion, then, youth work and the Youth Service limit them-
selves, quite properly, to certain specific aspects of the lives of young
people. Youth work does not pretend to take over the role of the
family, the school, employment, or even of commercial leisure
provision. Under the rubric of 'Youth Affairs', there is currently a
powerful campaign to constrain the Youth Service in this sort of all-
encompassing direction. In the long-run the campaign is bound to fail,
since it is grounded in prejudiced ignorance of the work which other
specialist agencies attend to, and in an arrogant contempt for their
contributions to the interests and needs of young people. In the mean-
time, however, it threatens to distract youth work and the Youth
Service from their proper and necessary tasks. It should therefore be
resisted, or at least kept within the bounds of what is after all valuable
about it - its emphasis on and publicity for the concept of youth
itself.
Youth Work as the Radical Cutting Edge of Revolutionary
Transformation
As we have recently discovered, and are only now trying to correct,
the schools can get away with a good deal with our children without
us knowing about it at all. No doubt parents and teachers' employers
deserve blame for this, since that is where the fundamental respon-
sibility for what happens in the schools lies. But on the other hand
the basic significance of the concept of professionalism is that dis-
cretion and authority are voluntarily handed over for specific purposes
by one set of people to another. Therefore if blame is to be attributed,
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it has to be taken in significant part by teachers themselves and by
their professional organisations and associations.
But who attends at all seriously, even by comparison with the
schools, to what youth workers do, to the way they handle their dis-
cretion and authority, to the influences they may have on young
people? After all, in the eyes of many parents, if not a few councillors
and chief officers, and even of some Youth Service Sub-Committees
- it's only leisure, a way of passing time, keeping kids off the street,
occupied, quiet, out of our hair.
But of course it isn't, or at least, it isn't only this. Young people are
not easily kidded, fortunately. But they are (in consequence precisely
of their youth) much more available for influence than children or
adults. By contrast with children they have considerable freedom and
autonomy. By contrast with adults, their opinions and beliefs are not
yet fixed, they are actively in pursuit of ideas, principles, guidelines
for the complexity of life. They pursue, even as they resist, leadership,
clues, guidance. Misunderstood and harried by parents, ignored as
persons by teachers, treated as cyphers by employers, for very many
of them youth workers offer attention and answers in relation to these
problems which only the peer group and the media can rival. Moreover
the voluntary nature of young people's involvement in Youth Service
activities makes it all the more influential.14
This given, the professionalism of youth workers matters. More
fundamentally the quality of the adults who are allowed this potential
influence over young people is a matter of proper and serious public
concern. Fortunately, in my judgement, the public has been and is well
served by youth workers and by the Youth Service in this respect. The
youth worker's responsibility is rarely abused. But there are, I believe,
real dangers at present.
If we define the objectives of youth work and of the Youth
Service in simple, concrete practical terms — the provision of facilities
for peer association, the organisation of dances or games, even
providing advice and counselling services, and so on, there may appear
to be no problem. But in the construing and structuring of a programme
defined in such terms there are underlying objectives which themselves
define what sorts of concrete practical activities, with what prioritis-
ation, for whom they are provided, the interactional context of the
provision, and so on. It is precisely as a result of professional analysis
and development over the years at this more fundamental level that
social education has become defined as the constitutive general
objective of youth work. Moreover this concept is now generally
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accepted and supported, or at least tolerated, by those responsible for
the Youth Service, and even, at least in commonsensical terms, by many
parents. It has replaced an earlier alternative general concept of youth
work's basic objective as entertainment and distraction. Youth work
may still keep kids off the streets, but it is now allowable and expected
that they are to be kept off the street to some purpose, a specific
sort of educational purpose, albeit informally pursued and handled
through voluntary attachment, enjoyment and interest rather than
otherwise.
But this being given, the concept of social education itself pre-supposes
some determinate and coherent notions of society and of sociation.
Generally speaking, the sociological assumptions with which most youth
workers have operated are what might for lack of a better term be
called liberal-pluralist. That is to say, the discretion and authority of
youth workers is exchanged for a guarantee that professional influence
will not be used in any specific political or sectarian direction, that,
wherever relevant, an honest presentation of alternatives will be made,
bias will be avoided to the maximum possible extent, emphasis will be
laid on the individual young person's own thinking and choices. And
so on through the whole gamut of liberal-pluralist axioms which define
and delimit the authorised discretion for influence of educators of all
kinds in liberal-pluralist societies.
As it happens I support and would strongly defend this particular
way of defining the freedom and responsibility of educators, including
especially youth workers. 'Especially' precisely because of the larger
scope they have for influence. But in itself it unavoidably constitutes
a specifically political framework of assumptions, a framework of
assumptions strongly supported by professions qua professions, by
elected representatives who employ them, by the electorate who
choose them, and, more simply, by and in our society tout court (and
indeed by and in all liberal democratic societies).
But this framework of assumptions - which prevents the objectives
of social education from being defined in exclusively 'conservative',
'liberal' or 'radical' terms and limits educators, including youth
workers, to an influence which incorporates the whole 'conservative'/
'liberal'/'radical' range — these assumptions are currently subject to
strenuous challenge.15
With the adult 'proletariat' abandoned to their too late acknowledged
conservatism, Marxist groups appear to have discovered the aptness of
youth for their purposes, as cyphers and pawns in a theory and
practice of anti-democratic social change. The current significance of
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black youth and of unemployed youth is hardly a hindrance to them.
On the basis of spurious arguments and biassed collections of pur-
ported facts, Marxists are making an increasingly plausible case for
youth workers to re-construe their objectives, the nature and needs of
their youthful clientele, their methods, and their mode of organisation,
and then to throw in their lot with allegedly progressive change towards
a pseudo-egalitarian millennium.
This is certainly a sweeping claim I am making, and I would readily
make two relevant admissions. First, it is so far a relatively minor and
weak development. Secondly, there are equally abhorrent and
perhaps stronger moves in opposite political directions (the un-
professional conservative influence of some youth workers at one
level, the active campaigns of extreme right-wing groups to recruit
young people at another), and in different political directions, for
example non-Marxist anarchism.
Nevertheless such a movement is afoot. If it is small this is merely
because it is in its beginnings. If I overemphasise the left and Marxist
distortion, I do this only because this is the most eloquent, coherent,
and plausible, and therefore the most dangerous. Evidence for it is
increasingly apparent in the literature of youth work, and con-
cretely in the field. It is explicit in some training documentation in
the agencies where youth workers learn their profession and in much
of the most recent and most effective critical discussion of the Youth
Service. It is implicit in the programmes for young people of some
services and in the day-to-day tacit assumptions of not a few youth
workers.
Nor of course am I saying that any 01 this is in any unproblematical
sense wrong. I am not arguing the case of Conservative councillors
in rural areas who say everything was fine until the Labour people im-
ported politics. Nor am I in any doubt, I wish I could be, that many
of the sort of youth workers (and teachers, and social workers, and
probably probation officers too) who I am talking about here are
among the hardest working and most committed of all. I recently
saw a superb performance of a political play put on by a youth theatre
group which they had taken with great effort and tremendous skill and
commitment to the sort of young people who everyone else would
ignore or brush off with some dull routine. It was also gross propaganda.
They perhaps deserved more influence, for the sake of their time,
effort and commitment, than the faces of the young people suggested
they would get. But that is surely no comfort?
In the long-run this challenge to the concept of a liberal professional
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Youth Service will have to be faced. If youth unemployment continues
to increase, if race relations are not substantially improved, if the
general attitudes of adults in authority towards young people do not
change substantially, I suspect we have a pretty short time available.
I would personally argue, and strenuously, that the arguments
underlying the so-called radical reorientation of youth work are largely
nonsensical. Moreover the proposed alternative to established youth
work entails action by youth workers which is morally wrong and in
practical terms futile.
But if the situation is to be dealt with effectively it must all be
argued out, openly and carefully. The Department of Education, in the
Youth Service aspects of its responsibilities, local authority Youth
Service committees, senior professional officers, and the professional
associations ought, all of them, to be thinking through towards a
much more explicit clarity about the objectives and methods of youth
work.
Furthermore, I doubt if it can be dealt with adequately, even given
such clarification, unless it is followed up by a serious commitment by
the Youth Service and by individual youth workers to the political
dimensions of their role in social education, to political education that
is to say. It is precisely the fear of politics, the illiberal anxiety not to
be involved with young people about politics and about fundamental
values underlying politics which provides the breeding ground of
dangerous nonsense. Young people are naturally, necessarily, seriously
concerned about politics and values. They work their views through
in their own heads, with their friends, and to a limited extent with their
parents. But the models and sources of influence we provide in the
adults who are allowed as professionals an authoritative influence over
young people are certainly not the least significant part of it. For those
who believe that the Youth Service is not and should not become any
kind of Utopian mission that means there is work to be done.16
Wolf, Wolf
The fourth and last threat to the work of the Youth Service that I have
to deal with arises from current hysterical reactions to some of the real
and serious problems facing young people today. I do not wish to
underestimate the significance of these problems. I do wish to argue
that to seek to distract the Youth Service into working at them
instead of at its normal and proper tasks will help no one.
There is certainly a real and serious problem of unemployment
among young people. A very large proportion of the unemployed are
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young people. In terms of secular trend, as the economy moves out of
recession young people are the last to recover employment. Unemploy-
ment among young people is to a significant extent structural. Similarly,
no one who is not blind or prejudiced can deny that the general
situation among young people in the black community - in terms of
education, health, employment, justice, right across the board - is
thoroughly bad. Or again, I think one would find general agreement, if
from a variety of distinct perspectives, that juvenile crime and the
ineffectiveness of our methods of control and treatment constitute a
major problem. At a lower level of significance in quantitative terms
but nonetheless seriously, drugs, alcohol and homelessness are sub-
stantial contemporary problems which young people face and which
our society must address as problems of youth.
All this I would grant, and indeed assert. Those who seek to ignore
these youth problems, to play down their significance, or to brush
them out of sight under a carpet of neglect, deserve condemnation
for their shortsighted foolishness. I would also admit, and again with-
out the slightest reluctance, that youth work and the Youth Service
have a real and serious part to play, in co-operation with others, in
helping towards solutions of these serious problems.
But the demands which are increasingly heard for youth workers
to abandon their work in social education for the whole range of
young people, and to turn their attention instead to these problems
are, in my view, wrong-headed and dangerous. They threaten to dis-
tract the Youth Service almost exclusively into these apparent crisis
areas, and away from its regular modest work with the general
situation of adolescence and youth. Moreover they tend to claim
absurdly more for what the Youth Service can manage than is in any
realistic terms at all feasible.
By contrast with patterns of organisation in some other countries,
the Youth Service in Britain has not ever been, is not, and in the
general view should not be, 'problem-oriented'. It is an educational
service, with general developmental goals relating to the whole of
the age group of youth. The real effect of the campaign by those
who now cry 'wolf in the face of these problems would undoubtedly
be to transform the Youth Service from its established and successful
role as a positive, general developmental service into a problem-
oriented service. And this at a time when others, not least in the
United States, are beginning at last to discover the need for a Youth
Service such as we have.17
There are a number of weaknesses and difficulties about a problem-
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oriented service. First the problems and crises to which such a service
has to attend are constantly changing. No sooner is the service geared
up to deal with drugs than involvement with drugs by young people
declines, and attention has to be switched to homelessness, and then
again to black youth, and soon again to general unemployment. This
is no way to organise any kind of effective service. Moreover, and this
is a second distinct reason for scepticism about a problem-oriented
Youth Service, such a structure, given finite resources and finite
human competencies and flexibility, necessarily entails the neglect of
the more fundamental general developmental needs of young people.
Yet it is precisely these needs which it is the specific responsibility of
the Youth Service and no one else to attend to. If they are neglected,
all of the more superficial presenting problems are bound to be sub-
stantially aggravated. Thirdly, it is perfectly obvious that the Youth
Service's contribution to these crises can only be relatively modest,
given its small size and limited resources. In consequence, any re-
orientation of the Service in this sort of direction necessarily has the
effect of diluting youth work, of submerging it in the objectives,
procedures and values of other distinct services and systems. One
can see the advantages of this to the Manpower Services Commission
or Social Services Departments or other organisations which would
take over the personnel, skills and resources of the Youth Service.
But there seem to be no equivalent advantages at all for the Youth
Service except for spurious glory, nor for young people either except
in the short-run.
On the other hand it has been argued that if the Youth Service is to
expand and to win substantial increases in resources, the sort of
development I am criticising will have to be pursued, since that is
where the money is. Governments will willingly and easily ignore
pressing needs for expansion of Youth Service facilities. They
promise neither votes nor trouble. But if mugging is on the increase,
or football hooliganism, if a third of the young people in a black
neighbourhood are on the streets without a job, then millions will
be poured in indiscriminately through special projects.
This surely is an unprincipled and therefore unacceptable argument.
Pursuit of maximum resources in whatever random direction is
thrown up by fashion, the media, the whims of ministers or whatever,
is the merest opportunism. It is likely to be ineffective as a basis for
sound development of the Youth Service, and it is wrong.
Here again then, I want to argue for a principled resistance by the
Youth Service to dangerously distracting temptations. These problems
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are real, and in part they are problems for the Youth Service. But only
in part. They are also problems for other services and for special
programmes outside the frameworks of any established services.
However persuasive the financial and moral argument might seem,
however galling it may be to see the establishment of what some have
called 'an alternative youth service', the real Youth Service ought
to stick resolutely to what it knows how to do and to what it is
required and committed to undertaking wholeheartedly and effectively.
Nor does this at all mean that the Youth Service should wash its
hands of these crisis problems. It has much to offer in relation to many
of them, and a responsibility to do so. But this is surely best handled
by joining modestly in co-operation with others in realistic approaches
to these large problems, searching with others for practical long-term
strategies rather than fictitious immediate panaceas. If this approach
were to be taken, youth workers would surely be in a better position
than the crisis approach allows to insist on proper acknowledgement
of youth work skills and on adequate recognition of the need for
appropriate resources.
Youth workers, then, should not be deflected from their own
specific and valuable role by hysterical complaints«that they are doing
nothing about 'the real problems'. The Youth Service is already clear
about what its professionally defined and publicly supported role is.
We should answer back confidently to those who cry 'Wolf, wolf, and
get on with the tasks which that role prescribes.
Conclusion
I have tried here to examine and answer four separate threats to what
I regard as the valuable work of the Youth Service. Each of them
arises from the frustrated pursuit of novelty. Each of them is an
expression of powerful ideological forces. Each of them proposes an
arbitrary and Utopian reorganisation of the Youth Service. Surely
we ought all of us, at this time, to be suspicious of this all too familiar
trinity - novelty, ideology and reorganisation hand in hand. It is a con-
junction which has done more than enough damage already in too
many spheres of life. Only necessary innovation is needed: what is
good and valuable should be retained, defended and consolidated.
Some innovation is necessary, generally and in the Youth Service.
Again, we need ideas and ideology: a society or an organisation
devoid of them is dead. But we need to consider very carefully which
ideas, which ideologies. What are the values we want our society and
its constituent organisations, including the Youth Service, to express?
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And again, we should not shrink from reorganisation, even wholesale
and radical reorganisation, where it can be shown to be necessary, and
where its hidden social costs have been carefully estimated and
explicitly accepted and prepared for beforehand. But we should be
thoroughly sceptical of those - whatever their beliefs, party or
tendency - who propose reorganisation, generally or in the Youth
Service, which is in these terms ill-considered. For whatever the
motives involved, the result can only be confusion and chaos.
It is in this critical light that I have described and examined four
specific tendencies and movements within the sphere of youth work
and the Youth Service. First, the proposal to transform the Youth
Service into a generalised community service. Secondly, the proposal
to submerge the Youth Service in a de-specialised organisation of
youth affairs. Thirdly, the proposal to utilise the Youth Service as
an instrument of purportedly radical social change. Fourthly, the
proposal to redirect the energies of the Youth Service towards
immediate crises and problems.
'Tendencies and movements' is certainly a more accurate characteris-
ation of the fragmentary, complex and diffuse phenomena I have
attempted to describe than 'proposals'. And it may be I have been less
than generous or even just to some of the spokesmen for these
programmes in my attempt to draw broad comprehensible images of
each of them. But they are certainly not fictions, as I hope my
references demonstrate. Each of them has its own relatively coherent
spokesmen. For a 'community service' the most articulate spokesmen
remain the authors of the Youth Service's own Milson-Fairbairn Report.
The clearest defence of the notion of 'youth affairs' is provided by
John Ewen in his influential attempt to discover an upgraded role for
the Youth Service. A recent DES publication Realities of Training
provides a very powerful exploration of the scope for the 'radical
alternative' to the Youth Service's liberal objective of social education.
John Eggleston's widely used recent analysis of Adolescence and
Community offers perhaps the most cogent available case for the
Youth Service to transform itself towards a 'problem-orientation'.
I hope and believe my case offers persuasive arguments against
these particular exponents and spokesmen of the four movements
and tendencies I have described. But beyond them, my arguments are
directed at the movements and tendencies themselves. For like their
generalised equivalents - the expressions of novelty, ideology, and
re-organisation in other spheres of our social life - these movements
and tendencies are stronger and bigger than any particular spokesmen.
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They are - in the Youth Service and generally - products of real in-
adequacies and contradictions in social organisation. They can only
be countered, as they must be countered, by the thought and actions
of everyone who is involved. If they are not countered, if the
apparent plausibility of any of these programmes slips past us, I think
we shall have no one to blame but ourselves if the result is a grave
weakening of the scope and value of youth work and the Youth
Service.
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This paper is based on research, funded by the Social Science
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David Marsland
The establishment of a formal body of valid systematic knowledge apt for
effective transmission to new entrants is a primary criterion of professionalism.
In Youth and Community Work there is a widespread and deeply felt resistance to
knowledge in this sense, particularly to the extent that such knowledge is construed
as pejoratively academic, as abstracted from the particularities of concrete
situations and problems, and as divorced from and inherently irrelevant to practice.
This resistance to knowledge can be interpreted in two quite different ways.
First it can be used as evidence of the limited extent to which youth work has
so far become professionalized, and seen as a consequence of the lew educational
levels of recruits to the Youth and Community Service, and as a primary cause of
the persisting low status of the profession. Alternatively it can be construed
as a major progressive plank in the defense of youth work against debilitating
academic intrusion and in an important campaign to prevent youth work going down
the road of teaching and social work towards educated incompetence. In this
sense, it is a primary component in a positive deprofessionalization or anti-
professionalism, grounded historically in the voluntary and missionary origins
of youth work, and associated in recent years with the renewed politicization
of youth work.
Neither interpretation is true and both contain truths.(l) This much at
least is true of the second account. If, as we believe, youth work and youth
workers stand out among related professions and professionals as being seriously
involved with their practice and authentically committed to the interests of their
clients, this is substantially due to and symbolically expressed through youth
work's individual and collective scepticism about merely academic knowledge.
This scepticism about abstracted knowledge, suspicion of theorizing, and
institutionalised defensiveness against experts, especially academically cloistered
experts, is healthy and to be welcomed. It keeps training oriented towards its
proper objective of transforming practical competencies and liberating individual
capacities to do professional work. It encourages professional youth workers
persistently to measure speculation against reality. It helps to protect the
Youth Service against monolithic reconstructions and Utopian centralized
planning based on theoretical fads.
But ontne;other hand, if youth work is or is becoming a profession the
requirement of a coherent body of specialist knowledge is unavoidable. Practical
skills and pragmatically grounded principles are not enough in themselves.
2.
Mundane everyday knowledge grounded in commonsense, unxeflective tradition, and
unproblematical commitments to the "needs of young people", has to be tested, sifted,
and brought within the frameworks of methodology and theory made available through
basic and applied social sciences and through philosophical analysis.
And of course this process has gone a very long way since Lady Albemarle
and all that.(2) Against whatever resistance, youthwork has become substantially
more professionalized, and as a part of this process has addressed itself to
developing its knowledge-base, within a framework of practical professional commit-
ment, and through a methodology which tests knowledge in use.
Nevertheless, suspicious scepticism of knowledge persists, and persists to
the extent that to treat formal systematic knowledge as one of the fundamental
dimensions of training is widely regarded as academically heretical.
And if this is true of the training of professional youth workers(3), it
is even truer in relation to the training of voluntary youth workers that advances
in "mere knowledge" are fairly generally treated as peripheral and trivial elements
of what training is intended to accomplish. "Skills", "attitudes", "awareness",
"relationship" - these are what the training of voluntary youth workers is presumed
prope-rly to attend to. Opportunities for voluntary workers to advance their
formal systematic knowledge of youth work are resisted on a variety of grounds,
often mutually contradictory, among others:-
1. The workers themselves don't want it, or (in a worse form of the
argument) are not up to it.
2. It entails outmoded and unacceptable methods of training (lectures,
reading, writing).
J>. While appropriate for professionals, knowledge at this level and of
this type is not something which voluntary workers should be allowed
privileged entry to.
4. It is necessarily superficial and generalized, and even if professionals
have to go through these ritual hoops, the voluntary wcrker should be
encouraged to attend to more fundamental levels of change and self-
development.
In this context of assumptions and attitudes, it might seem foolish to
introduce formal systematic knowledge of youth work as one of several criteria
of the effectiveness of training, and one of the major dimensions of its evaluation.
Certainly, it would have been easier to avoid it, since the attempt to test
knowledge is an exceedingly difficult exercize and administration of tests of knowledge
meets resistance from tutors and trainees alike.
Nevertheless our analysis persuaded us that it would have been negligent
to ignore the knowledge dimension in our attempt to monitor and evaluate the progress
of the new Begional Basic Training Scheme. With little guidance from earlier
work we determined that we should attempt to develop a reliable test of formal
systematic youthwork knowledge and administer it in a coherent longitudinal and
comparative framework which would allow for firm conclusions about the extent
and pattern of gains in knowledge.
Obviously this is only one, and certainly not the most important, dimension
of evaluation of this type of training. Skills, of several types and levels,
values and attitudes, levels of motivation and commitment/ all of these matter 'at
least as much. But formal systematic knowledge also needs to be entered into
this list. There are facts, theories, ideas, books, names which the competent
youth worker needs to know and know how to use.
4-
THE TEST OP KNOWLEDGE
Because of the prevailing ideology and atmosphere in youth work of resistance
to formal systematic knowledge, very little work has been done on the systematics
of the curriculum of youthwork which has to define its knowledge base.(4) By
the same token, even less work has been done on methods of assessing levels of
knowledge of this type. Callan Anderson's (5) recent study of part-timer training
in Scotland has made some valuable contributions in this direction, and we were
fortunately able to take account of this and of the experience of others whose
advice and guidance we sought.
We determined that our method of assessing knowledge would need to satisfy
the following criteria.
1. It should be an unseen test, i.e. despite all the difficulties entailed,
like an examination, if we were to avoid unrealistically optimistic
evaluations.
2. It should be comprehensive, referring to all of the major spheres of
youthwork knowledge.
3. It should be short.
4. It should be simple and quick to answer.
5. It should be capable of presentation in a way which minimized threat.
The procedures we arrived at answer these criteria less than perfectly, but
at least we aimed at them and got some reasonable way towards them, we think.
Through a long process which involved systematic review of the youthwork
literature and training curricula, extensive consultation with trainers and youth
work practitioners, and a limited amount of exploratory and pilot work with
voluntary youth workers, we produced a large pool of items of knowledge relating
to practical youthwork, youth service history, community work, groupwork,
sociology, psychology, and so on. Prom this pool we moved by commonsensical
procedures towards what seemed to be the minimum pool of items capable of covering
youth work knowledge comprehensively. This consisted of sixty items.
These were translated into the form of multiple choice and short-phrase
answer questions, such as could be answered quickly and easily.
Since 60 items was clearly too much to ask individual trainees to deal with,
the list was divided at random (but ensuring an equal distribution of questions
of different forms and referring to the several distinct spheres of knowledge)
into three equivalent versions of the test, each twenty items long. The method
of construction of the sub-tests provides that each of the three is of a similar
level of difficulty.(6)
Since we are at present doing further work with this test, we have not
reproduced it here. It will be published later. Here we merely illustrate its
nature with some examples. It will be apparent that the questions range from
very easy to pretty difficult.
1. Name any one agency or organization to which a youth worker can turn
for assistance with the developmental needs and problems of young people.
2. The transition between childhood and adulthood often involves a relaxation
of the strictness with which rules are applied by adults. Erikson
describes this toleration of deviance as a:
Rite of passage ....
Anomic crisis ....
Youth culture ....
Psycho-social moratorium ....
3. In certain social conditions, a 'political alternative to adolescence1
appears in the shape of an organized youth movement. What was the
name of the youth movement in any one of the following: Nazi Germany;
Soviet Russia; contemporary China?
4. What do the initials N.C.V.T.S. stand for?
5. Group work techniques are appropriate and helpful for some circumstances
and not others. With which one of the following aspects of an individual's
life and development are they more likely to be helpful?
Major personality disturbance
Learning disabilities
Impoverished environment
Self-concept
6. Give the title and author of any one community study.
No doubt the Knowledge Test we developed is deficient in many ways. We
hope it may provide a basis for coherent development work by others in the future
on methods of assessing knowledge. Even as it stands we believe, after the event,
that it does the job it is designed for well enough. It is merely a simple tool
for identifying gross differences in levels of formal systematic knowledge.
6.
It may perhaps be too difficult. Certainly it worried some trainees and
some tutors. But, on the other hand, it seemed to stimulate many others and we
could not afford to set the level too low in a situation where we were examining
an ambitious and challenging new training scheme, or we should not have left
ourselves scope to detect improvement and progress associated with the training.
We were particularly careful to introduce the Test thoroughly and to explain
its purposes. This was done in face to face briefing meetings and in further
detailed briefing before each adminstration of the test. All administrations
of the test were handled personally by one or other of the two researchers.
Trainees answered the test individually in a group situation. Time limits were
not imposed, though those working slowly after most had finished were encouraged
to get on with it.
In an initial briefing letter, this part of the study was introduced in the
following terms:
AN ENQUIRY INTO YOUTHWORK KNOVLEIXg:
Towards the beginning and towards the close of the training we shall
ask you to answer a very short "quiz" designed to explore some aspects of
what you know about youth work. It is particularly important to note this
is in no way connected with assessment. We shall also want to explore
your reactions to the nature of the questions posed to see what you think
a youth worker needs to know.
In a longer note presented to each trainee at the time the test was taken
we said the following:
"Obviously there are things that happen in training which are more
important than gaining new knowledge. And knowledge is useless anyway
unless it can be applied in practice. The Monitoring and Development
Programme will take account of this by focussing on attitudes, values
and skills.
Even so, what we know does matter. Our formal knowledge about
youth work can make a difference to our effectiveness as youth workers,
and in our relations with young people. This short "quiz" is intended
to explore a few aspects of what you may happen to know now. Please
answer it now, quite quickly, and without too much concern. It should
take you about a (jiart«r of an hour or twenty minutes.
Please remember that this is in no way connected with assessment of
individual students. And your answers will be treated in strict confidence.
In order to connect up this part of the Monitoring Programme with other
parts, which is essential, we need your code number attached. Your code
number is know only to Programme Staff and will be divulged to no-one else.
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It may be you can answer most of the questions very easily. Or
you may find it difficult to answer many at all. Don't worry either way.
You may think they are a strange set of questions to put to you
anyway. And you could be right. We think they may be useful questions
but you will certainly have the opportunity later to indicate what sorts
of formal knowledge you think the part-time youth worker needs."
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RESPONSE PATTERN
Information on the extent and pattern of response is set out below:
A 100
B 120
c 140
D 200
E 300
P400
PILOT
PROGRAMMES
G 500
H 600
I 700
J 800
COMPARISON
PROGRAMMES
TOTAL
ENROLMENT
12
12
10
11
15
12
11
30
22
30
21
104
175
COMPLETION
8
9
8
9
15
9
5£
25
17
15
20
21
133
TEST 1
11
9
10
11
15
11
SL
27
19
20
21
sz
154
TEST 2
8
6
8
9
13
9
51
16
11
U
16
51
110
1 + 2
8
6
8
9
13
9
a
14
11
7
16
48
101
1 + 2 as %
of completion
100%
75%
100%
100%
100%
100%
95%
64%
64%
47%
80%
62%
75%
Primarily this is a study of the new regional training scheme. The six
programmes within this scheme are labelled A through F in the table. The four
programmes G through J are training schemes outside of and independent of the
regional scheme and of each other incorporated into the design to provide a
systematic comparative framework.
In these terms the response pattern is excellent and indeed unusually good
for a longitudinally designed study, where heavy attrition of the information base
is an almost normal phenomenon. Above 90% of the trainees in the pilot
programmes completed the Knowledge Test at its first administration. At the
second administration 95% completed the test. We have therefore complete test-
retest data on 95% of the main target group of the study.
With the comparison programmes the situation is much weaker. In the case
of one of the programmes, complete test-retest data achieved falls below 50% and
the figure overall is no better than 60%» This undoubtedly introduces a serious
weakness into this part of the study, the more so since these trainees are likely
to be the most highly involved and committed. They are therefore likely to be
those who gained most from the training. In consequence the figures for the comparison
programmes with low response rates are likely to exaggerate the posltve gains
associated with training.
With this caveat it seems reasonable to conclude that overall we have here
a more than adequate data base for the analysis reported here.
1.
2.
Total
(Pilot programmes
(Comparison programmes
Entry data
154
67
87
Completion
data
110
53
57
Test-
Retest Data
101
53
48
3. Comparing pilot/
comparison programmes (87/67)154 53/57(HO) 53/48(101)
All of our conclusions based on these three levels of analysis are pretty
secure, and we can be confident of their validity. When we turn to statements
about individual programmes we must be more cautious. The largest set of test-
retest data for an individual programme includes information on only sixteen
trainees. The two smallest cases include only six and seven trainees respectively.
We have used appropriate statistical procedures which minimize the distorting
effects of small numbers. Despite this, caution is advized in reading the sections
below referring to individual programmes.
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KNOWLEDGE AT THE BEGINNING OF TRAINING
The scores obtained by the trainees participating in the ten study programmes
are set out below. The scores indicated are all means. Since these can eaaily
disguise large differences in the scores obtained by individuals, the standard
deviation for each score is also indicated as a measure of the extent of variability
in the different groups.
Name of group
A
B
C
D
E
F
Pilot Programmes
G
B
I
J
Comparison Programmes
All
Number of group
11
9
10
11
15
11
67
27
19
20
21
87
154
Mean Score
6.55
9.22
7-40
8.27
7.93
6.36
7.60
8.63
7.53
5.70
6.24
7.14
7-34
Standard
Deviation
2.16
2.99
2.67
3.10
2.28
3-38
2.82
3.13
3.64
2.47
2.17
3.10
2.98
The first point to consider is the level of knowledge indicated overall.
We have earlier pointed out that the test developed for this part of the study
is exploratory and provisional, as it had to be in the absence of any earlier attempts
except Anderson's at systematic examination of the knowledge-base of youth and
community work. Again we had it drawn to our attention in the course of the study,
both by tutors and by trainees, that the test was seen as difficult. On the
other hand the development of the test was a serious exercise which took account
of all relevant earlier work, allowed for extensive consultation with trainers
and practitioners, and had to be challenging enough to serve as an adequate test
of an ambitious new programme of training. Moreover, low scoring on the test
should not be and cannot legitimately be construed as a proper source of criticism
of the trainees. Nor indeed can patterns of knowledge and of knowledge development
indicated by our test provide any grounds for criticism of any of the training
programmes or tutors, since in none of the programmes was advance in knowledge
of this type a primary explicit objective.
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This complex preamble provides the necessary context for viewing the mean
overall score achieved by all the trainees in the programme of 7.34, out of a possible
twenty. Outside of this context, without any relevant comparison or criterion,
the score is strictly meaningless.
Given this context, the following comments appear justified. It is a very
modest score. We have to remember that the trainees are attached to the youth
and community service voluntarily and in their spare time. We should emphasize
that the one hundred and fifty-some trainees whose knowledge is measured by this
score represent a very wide diversity of occupational spheres and levels, educational
backgrounds, and above all motivations for presence in the youth and community
work training programmes which brought them, unprepared, face to face with our test.
On the other hand the test was designed to cover all (and only) the crucial
and fundamental areas of youth and community work knowledge and includes a
significant proportion of practical questions such as experienced youth workers
would certainly need to know the answers to.
The mean overall score of 7 suggest to us that (in as far as it is more
than merely a comment on the possible inadequacies of the test):
1. Those responsible for training programmes should ensure they are
working on realistically modest assumptions about the levels of
knowledge of this sort ±hat trainees canibring to baar.
2. Perhaps more attention than is usual should be given in training programmes
to knowledge of this type; resistance by trainees to work at this level,
involving serious reading and systematic concern with available knowledge
underlying and contextualizing practical work and problems should itself
be resisted, and help given to trainees in "working at knowledge".
J. Development of systematic formal knowledge which trainees have and gain
should be, through procedures which are not off-putting, carefully
monitored.
This said, the level of systematic formal knowledge of youth and community
work which ie indicated by the score of seven out of twenty represents a crucial
bench mark for this part of the study. Subsequently we turn to examine how this
score varies from group to group, how it changes during the course of training,
and the implications of these patterns for other aspects of the complex experience
12
which these training programmes constituted for the trainees.
The primary structural element of the design of the study as a whole is the
incorporation of a comparison group to serve as a context and criterion for our
study of the new regional pilot programmes. It is therefore obviously important
to be assured that the trainees on the comparison programmes are of a similar level
and type in all relevant aspects to the trainees participating in the pilot programmes.
As far as knowledge goes there is as it appears no problem. Trainees on
the pilot programmes score marginally higher at 7.60 than do the comparison group
trainees, with 7.14. But this difference is trivial and can for all practical
and analytical purposes be ignored. Application of the appropriate statistical
test indicates that the two groups can properly be treated as being at an
indistinguishably identical level of knowledge at the beginning of the training.(7 )
We need also to consider the extent of difference in initial knowledge shown
in the ten separate training programmes. The diagram below sets out the picture.
The boundaries of the diagram are set at 5 and 10, which represent lower and upper
limits of the range of scores obtained in the different groups. The six pilot
groups are on the left.
10
9
8 -
7
1 -
A B
6.6
9.2
C D E F
7.4
8.3
7.9
7.6
G
B.6
H I J
i
i
7.5
5.7
6.2
In commonsense terms this pattern suggests a fair degree of variation.
Group B score very close to the half-way mark of the test maximum, and Groups D
and G are not so very far behind. At the other extreme, Group I manage just above
25% of possible marks, with Group J and A not much ahead. The remaining four
groups take up an intermediate position rather more similar to the high scoring
than to the low scoring Groups.
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This assessment of the extent and importance of the spread of initial knowledge
is properly tested by appropriate statistical procedures. These indicate j;hat:
a) Differentiation between the ten different programmes is substantial enough
to be beyond what we could expect by chance. Among the whole set of ten
programmes there are real differences in level of knowledge at the beginning
of training.(8)
b) Differences in initial knowledge of youth work between the six pilot programmes
are less substantial statistically speaking; they are all similar enough
to each other to constitute a single relatively homogeneous group.(9)
c) Differences between the comparison programmes are real and substantial.
Diversity here is more considerable than that among the ten programmes as
a whole set.(10)
Since the several different groups start off at substantially different
levels, there are difficult problems of interpretation of the meaning of the rate
of improvement associated with training - since in some sense it is obviously easier
to improve from a low start. Ibr now we merely note that as far as the knowledge
dimension goes, basic training has to take account of substantial differences not
only between individuals but also between whole groups. These are presumably a
function of recruitment criteria, the condition of "demand" for training in different
areas, local Youth Service policy and its - highly variable - definition of the
significance and worth of the work of volunteers and part-timers, and other factors.
As far as planning at district, regional, and national levels goes this variability,
we would suggest, perhaps offers more constraints than has commonly been recognized.
KNOWLEDGE AT THE END OP TRAINING
Scores obtained at the end of training are set out below. The table takes
the same form as the parallel lay-out of initial scores above.
Name of group
D
E
F
Pilot Programmes
G
—
I
J
Comparison Programmes
All
Number in group
8
6
8
9
13
9
53
16
11
14
16
57
110
Mean Score
10.50
13.00
14.00
10.00
10.31
8.89
10.91
9-56
7-45
8.36
8.38
8.55
9-67
Standard
Deviation
2.27
3-95
1.20
2.78
2.14
3-55
3.08
3.50
3.27
3.52
1.82
3.08
3.29
It is particularly important to look at these figures carefully. They do
represent an important datum of the study since they are the best record we have
of the knowledge level achieved at the end of the several training programmes
by the trainees then participating. But they are a less appropriate or adequate
measure of the effects of the training or of an important aspect of development
during training than that which is provided in the section following. For these
figures here do not take account of drop-out from the programmes, differential
completion of the second administration of the knowledge test, or new additions
to the membership of programmes subsequent to the first administration of the
test. Nevertheless, they should be considered.
The overall score of 9-67 represents again what must in all conscience be
called a pretty modest score. Subject even to all the careful reservations about
the meaning and validity of this part of the study which we have presented above,
a mark which is, if only slightly, short of the half-way mark for the test is not
a high one by any means. It discloses large areas of knowledge left untouched
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or certainly ineffectively touched in the set of training programmes considered
as a whole, and this is knowledge which, as we have argued, seems to comprize
the core of the youth and community workers' role, whether professional or voluntary.
On the other hand two points should be made. First, we do not know what
the relevant comparative parameters are. How would professional youth and community
workers score? Or youth officers? Or staff of the training agencies? Or
a random sample of youth work pundits (not excluding ourselves)? And in any case,
how would it matter? What is the evidence or even the argument for believing
high scorers on such a test are better in relevant ways in their operation in
youth and community work roles? We return to this point later. For now it
perhaps offers a suitable warning against treating the level of knowledge suggested
by the score of 9»67 too critically.
The second point is that a score of 9.6J does represent a real and significant
increase on the whole group's initial score of 7-34« It may be relatively slight
but it does demonstrate a real and undubitable advance in knowledge overall.(ll)
However, this overall trend disguises two distinct tendencies within the
pilot and comparison groups which it is important for us to take account of.
For by the end of training, trainees on the pilot programmes score significantly
higher, at 10.91, than do the comparison group trainees with 8.53-(l2) Furthermore,
the advance of knowledge between beginning and end of training is significantly
more substantial in the pilot programmes than in the comparison programmes:
Initial End
Pilot 7-60 (2.82)
Comparison 7.14 (3.10) 8.55 (3.08)
Whereas, as we have already seen, the difference between the two groups
initially is trivial and statistically insignificant, by the close the difference
is more substantial, and in statistical terms too large to be regarded as
insignificant.(13) Thus we have here a tentative and provisional indication
that advances in learning, in relation at least to systematic formal knowledge
of the youth and community work curriculum, were more powerful in the pilot regional
programmes than in our chosen set of already established independent training
programmes.
16
This difference naturally covers some substantial variation between the ten
individual programmes. We look at this more carefully below in terms of the more
reliable data provided by test - retest measures on the same individuals. It
is at least worthwhile however, considering the extent of variation in levels of
knowledge at the end of training graphically. The boundaries of the diagram are
extended to 7 and 15 to cover the wider range now needed by comparison with initial
score*, which clustered between 5 and 10. The ten programmes are labelled A
through J with the six pilot programmes on the left.
15
14
13
12
11
10
H I
.
10.5
13.0
14.0
10.0
10.3
8.9
9.6
7.5
6.4 8.4
Two Groups, B and C, both of them among the pilot programmes score,very
substantially higher than all the others. Pour Groups, all of them comparison
Groups except one (P, H, I, j) score pretty low, scarcely above the initial overall
level. The remaining four Groups, among which only one is not a pilot programme,
score at an intermediate level, substantially higher than the overall initial
mean but much lower than the two top-scoring Groups.
Variation is therefore considerable, but in a form which largely reflects the
superiority, already analyzed, of the pilot programmes over the comparison programmes.
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CHANGE IN KNOWLEDGE DURING TRAINING
We have to this point, in the previous two sections, looked at levels of
knowledge at the beginning and end of training, as this is measured by the
Knowledge Test specially developed for the purpose. We have also touched on
change in levels of knowledge by reference to the two sets of data for beginning
and end.
However, if we are to examine change carefully and reliably the analysis
has to be restricted to those cases where complete test-retest information for
the same individuals is available. Otherwize we may be capitalizing on the effects
of drop-out and other extraneous features not properly bearing on the possible
effects of the experience of training on the development of knowledge. In this
section we turn to this more restricted and at the same time more reliable data.
The limitations of the data arise from the usual difficulties which attend
longitudinal designs in social research, in particular loss of access to subjects.
For whereas with the pilot programmes we have complete test-retest data on 95%
of those completing the training, in the case of the comparison programmes it
falls as low as 60%. We can therefore be very confident with the pilot programme
data, whereas with the comparison programme data and in our comparisons of changes
in knowledge in the two programmes we must be much more sceptical. In general,
the tendency to 'lose1 respondents in this situation will be to inflate the real
extent of growth in knowledge, since presumably the 'better' trainees would be
those most likely to be motivated to participate fully in the monitoring.
18
The data are set out below, following the same form as that adopted earlier
for initial and completion scores.
Name of group Number in group Initial Initial Final Final
Mean SD Mean. SB
A 8 5.63 1.51 10.50 2.27
B 6 8.83 3-31 13.00 3.95
C 8 7.00 2.39 14.00 1.20
D 9 8.33 2.83 10.00 2.78
E 13 8.08 2.29 10.31 2.14
F 9 6.56 3-68 8.89 3-55
Pilot Programmes 53 7-42 2.79 10.9J 3.08
G 14 8.07 3.43 9.86 2.96
H 11 6.91 3-94 7.45 3-27
I 7 . 5-29 3.64 8.86 4.02
J 16 6.19 1.72 8.38 1.82
Comparison Programmes 48 6.77 3.18 8.67 2.93
All 101 7.11 2.99 9-84 3.20
First we should consider the pattern of change overall. This is represented
for the group of 101 trainees by the shift in score from 7-H to 9-84. This
difference is of the same order but somewhat larger than indicated earlier between
all initial and all completion scores. Here however we can be certain, since
the same individuals are involved in both administrations of the test, that the
change is real and not artificial. The same arguments as we raised there in
relation to the interpretation of that difference apply here too. In summary
we would say that this evidence demonstrates a modest increase in youth work knowledge
associated with the several programmes of training. This increase should, we
believe, be interpreted, despite its modest size, as indicating a real and significant
(14) trend of growth in formal systematic knowledge. This all the more so because
we are dealing here with programmes of training which are part-time and for
part-timers, and because ensuring advances in such knowledge is not a primary
explicit objective of any of the programmes.
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Moreover, this trend is, as the table indicates, considerably more powerful
in the pilot programmes than in the comparison programmes.
Pilot (53)
Comparison (48)
Initial
7-42
6.77
Final
10.91
8.67
Gain
3-49
1.90
In the pilot programmes the shift is from 7.42 to 10.91, a gain of 3.49 points,
whereas in the comparison programmes the gain is much less substantial, at 1.90,
from 6.77 to 8.67. Both of these differences are statistically significant (15)
but the former is substantially more powerful. In both sets of trainees we have
evidence here of real increase in knowledge associated with training. In the
case of the pilot programmes this trend is much larger and we can be much more
confident it is a real phenomenon.
This conclusion - encouraging for the pilot programmes - is confirmed by
the fact that the initial difference between the two groups is not significant,
whereas at the close the superiority of the pilot programme trainees taken as a
whole is substantially significant.(16)
Positive change
P change much
larger
Positive change
0
With this finding we arrive at a crucial stage of the analysis implicit in
the whole design of the study. The finding is based on reliable instrumentation
administered to the same individuals within a systematic comparative framework.
Its meaning is conclusive and clear. Advances in youthwork knowledge occur
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substantially more powerfully in the pilot programmes than in the comparison
programmes. It remains to explore the causes of this difference. But we can
demonstrate even at this point a real and significant general process of positive
change associated with the newly developed pilot training programmes.
To complete the analysis, we need to examine patterns of change in each of
the ten programmes separately, and the extent to which growth in knowledge occurs
more and less strongly in different programmes. The table below sets out the
relevant data. The T column reports the statistic used in computing the probability
that the extent and pattern of change identified could have occured merely by
chance.(17)
Programme
A
B
C
9
E
F
G
H
I
J
Number.
8
6
8
9
13
9
14
11
7
16
Gain in mean score
4-87
4-17
7.00
1.67
2.23
2.33
1.79
O.54
3.57
2.19
T
0
0
0
7.5
8
0
17
18.5
0
18
Probability.
<'.005
< .025
-C.005
-C.05
^.005
< .005
<.025
>.05NS
<.01
<.005
The means scores indicate fairly substantial gains in Groups A, B, C, and I,
moderate gains in Groups E, F, and J, and small gains in Groups D, G, and H, with
the last Group's gain very small indeed.
Statistical analysis largely confirms this impression. In every Group
except H, the changes indicated here between levels of knowledge at the beginning
and end of training are statistically significant. That is to say, in each case
except H a real positive gain in knowledge is demonstrated. The extent of the
gain varies substantially between individual programmes. But in all cases, except
H it appears.
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It is not at all easy to find an appropriate simple indicator of the differ-
entials in gain between the different groups, since there is so much variation
in the size of the ten groups and in the extent of variability in the scores
obtained in each group. One useful simple index is provided by the proportion
of trainees achieving a gain of more than one point.
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
88%
50%
100%
67%
77%
78%
57%
27%
50%
This confirms the weak position of Group H and the strong position of
Groups A, C and I, casts some doubt on high mean gain score of Group B (where
very large gains by two individuals distort the picture), and suggests improvement
in Group E is stronger and more consistent than might appear.
However, this index takes account of too little of the information we have
available. A stronger index is provided by adding points for gain scores of
5 or above and subtracting points for negative movements or for standstill.
This method prevents a few very large shifts (in either direction) from affecting
a group score excessively, while - as seems appropriate in analyzing change -
giving proper account to shifts which are beyond a merely modest level. The
result is as follows:
A
B
c
D
E
1
G
H
I
J
1.000
0.555
0.875
0.222
0.584
0.555
0.145
- 0.275
0.567
0.125
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In general this bears out the picture which appears earlier. For the
most part pilot programmes do better than any of the comparison programmes except
one. More specifically Group I among the comparison programmes behaves more
like a pilot programme in the extent of its positive development, while Group D
among thepilot programmes performs rather more like the lower level of development
typical of the comparison programmes.
Of course this whole analysis is considerably weakened and limited by the
small numbers involved. It is also subject to some doubt because of the relatively
low response rate in the comparison programmes. In particular Group I - the
positive exception among the comparison programmes - represent a very small
proportion of the original group. The "surviving" trainees who participated in
the second administration of the test are very likely" themselves exceptional and
tend to exaggerate the positive benefits for knowledge-gains associated with that
programme.
Thus while we can confidently and securely assert that a) in the study
group as a whole^serious gains in formal systematic knowledge occur; that b) knowledge
gain in the pilot programmes as a whole is more substantial than it is in the
comparison programmes; and that c) real gains in knowledge occur in all except
one of the individual programmes, on the other hand it is not possible to make
any very definite or confident statement about the differentials in gain between
programmes beyond the following:
1) Groups A and C unchallengeably represent substantial knowledge gain.
2) Group H is certainly the only case where a programme is definitely
associated with a stand-still in knowledge.
3) Groups B and I may represent substantial knowledge gains, but for
different reasons we cannot be certain about the validity of these
apparent gains.
4) Among the pilot programmes, Group D definitely represents the lowest
level of knowledge gain, though even here change overall is statistically
significant and two thirds of the group make a reasonable advance.
5) The remaining pilot programmes, E and F, make real but modest gains,
much weaker than A or C but stronger than any of the comparison
programmes except I.
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Since the primary aim of the study is to examine the pilot programmes,
with the participation of the other programmes incorporated mainly to provide
a comparative framework, it is appropriate to conclude this analysis of differentials
by examining the relativities among these six specifically.
In terms of all the indices developed in the course of this analysis, the
pattern is as follows:
HIGH POSITIVE GAINGroup A )Group C )
Group B MIXED HIGH/LOW GAIN
Group D LOW GAIN
It remains, in other parts of the study to examine the causes and
correlates of this differential pattern. The pattern described here is shown
overleaf diagrammatically in the context of the parallel shifts in knowledge
development shown in the comparison programmes.
GROWTH IN KNOWLEDGE IN TEN TRAINING PROGRAMMES
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13
12
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10
Pilot Programmes
Comparison Programmes
A
£
D
G
F
I
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CONCLUSION
In this paper I have reported on our attempt to assess and measure
patterns and changes in trainee voluntary youth and community workers' formal
systematic knowledge of youth and community work. In terms of arguments presented
in the first section of this paper a three-version Test of Knowledge was
developed. The Test was administered in a comparative framework using a test-
retest design to trainees in ten different training programmes involving one
hundred and seventy four youth and community workers. Pull test-retest data
has been reported for one hundred and one trainees, including 95% of the
participants in the new Regional Basic Training Scheme - which is the primary
focus of the study. Core data on test-retest are set out below.
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Our conclusions can be summarized under four heads, concerning first
the viability of measuring youth and community work knowledge; secondly the
moderate level of formal systematic knowledge which can be expected of trainee
voluntary youth and community workers; thirdly the demonstrable fact of modest
but real gains in knowledge by participants in such training programmes; and
finally concerning the contexts, causes, and meaning of the differences and changes
we have identified.
On the first of these we would reiterate that the Knowledge Test
developed for this part of the study is a provisional and exploratory instrument.
We are continuing our analysis of its appropriacy and effectiveness. There is
certainly much scope for development and improvement. Our hope is that it may
form the basis for development work over the next few years by a number of people
involved in the training of voluntary youth and community workers. We are
confident that our own development work was successful enough to allow the findings
reported here to be treated seriously. The Knowledge Test is a reasonably adequate
measure of formal systematic YCW knowledge.
On the second point it is difficult to be better than speculative since
we have no comparative data available, even data based on different instrumentation
from ours, in terms of which the scores appearing in this study can be meaningfully
interpreted. It does however, taking account of the face characteristics of the
Knowledge Test and the aims and methods of its construction, seem reasonable to
conclude that in general the level of trainees' formal systematic YCW knowledge
is fairly modest. It follows from this that if advancing such knowledge is a
proper objective, even if not a high priority, for training programmes for
voluntary youth and community workers, there is considerable scope in most instances
and probably generally for working towards greater effectiveness. Moreover,
combined with the modest levels of knowledge we found, the commonly institutionalized
attitudes and norms in relation to formal systematic knowledge which our experience
of the Monitoring and Development Programme made us strongly aware of, tend to
suggest that simple recognition by trainers and organizers of training that knowledge
matters can make a considerable difference. We would hope that a general
recognition of the importance of knowledge will immediately lead towards the
development of effective procedures and methods for offering trainee youth and
community workers opportunities, frameworks, and resources for advancing on this
front.
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On the third point, our data demonstrate conclusively that in general -
and relatively strongly within the RBTS - participation in YCW training by
voluntary workers is associated with real advances in knowledge. Given the
structure, methods, objectives and ideological stance represented in the several
training programmes, this might well not have been expected. We interpret the
fact of demonstrated progress in knowledge as indicating a generally positive evaluation
of such programmes.
The last of our four concluding points is more complex and problematical.
For the most part questions about the context, causes, and meaning of the patterns
of knowledge and of change in knowledge we have discovered are taken up
again elsewhere, where our data on knowledge are brought into analytical
relationship with data on programme structure and policy, on trainee characteristics,
and on other dimensions of training change. Here we limit ourselves to the
following observations.
a) Tutors' attitudes are at the centre of the complex forces which
determine whether or not trainees commit themselves effectively
to advancing their formal systematic knowledge of youth and
community work.
b) More than shifts in values, attitudes, levels of awareness,
confidence and so on, advances in knowledge presuppose a
serious and substantial commitment of time by trainees outside the
formal curriculum of training and beyond their routine praxis
as youth and community workers.
c) Advances in knowledge are intimately bound up with shifts in other
dimensions of "training transformation" (18) and have to be explicated
in systematic relation with them.
d) Other aspects of the study - particularly the data obtained through
the Personal Profile and from open interviews with trainees which
focussed on life-pattern and life-development - it seems fairly
certain that for a substantial majority of voluntary youth and
community workers, training represents a symbolic and interactional
claim for or gesture towards a generalized and deep reorientation
of purposes and styles in life. Basic YCW training is, at least
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from one perspective, an aspect and mechanism of social mobility
and social change. In this context progress in formal systematic
knowledge, since it facilitates publicly recognizable and
acknowledgeable expertize, is of especial importance. At the same
time trainees1 biographical experience as of beginning training is
such as to demean and denigrate "mere knowledge" by contrast with
skilfulness and practical competency, and in this attitude there is
some support at least from tutors, with their fundamentally anti-
academic ideological and methodological stance. In consequence,
the sphere of formal systematic knowledge is an area of strong
affect and potential conflict within the psycho-social mini-milieu
which is constituted by and for participants in YCW training during
the curious brief episode of their participation in th* training.
The knowledge dimension of YCW training is neither trivial nor
peripheral, but on the contrary, hovers concealed at the very centre
of the whole experience.
NOTES
I. For analyses of professionalism in youth work, and the relevance of formal
knowledge to it, see F. W. Milson - "Pull time youth leaders". Unpublished Ph.D.,
Birmingham University, 1966. T. J. Parr - "The role and professional identity
of youth leaders" unpublished M.Ed. Manchester University 1969- M. Day - "The
youth service: its development and professionalization". Unpublished M.Fhil
Thesis, Brunei University, 1976.
2. This is not, of course, intended as disrespectful or contemptuous. The Albemarle
Report and the development work of the Albemarle period laid the foundations for
subsequently developing professionalism.
3. The extent of its truth is suggested by the whole tenor and presentation in, for
example, Owen Watkins1 important analysis of the Leicester experience. In
O.&. Watkin - "Professional training for youth work" YSIC.
4. However, see John Ewen's - "Curriculum development for the youth club" (NYB OCC.
Paper 11 1975)- Recent expansion of initial training and the beginnings of
development of systematic in-service training are now presenting important
opportunities for coherent analysis of curriculum. See also Watkins - op.cit.
5. Callan Anderson - "Participants in part-time youth work training" N.Y.B. Occ. Paper No.8,
July 1975.
6. We are continuing with the work of evaluation and validation of the test, including
reliability and item difficulty level.
7. t test. The standard error of the difference between the two means is O.48.
The Critical Ratio is I.O4. This indicates that the difference is statistically
non-significant.
8. The calculations here are based on application of Kruskall-Wallis One Way Analysis
o
of Variance, the appropriate non-parametric test. X = 18.44> with p<.05.
The mean rank orders of the several groups are: A = 91t B = 52, C = 80, D = 62,
E = 68, F = 89, G = 59, H = 72, I = 101, J = 96.
p
9. X = 4.21, not significant. The mean rank orders are: A = 42, B = 24, C = 37,
D = 29, E = 32, F = 41.
10. X = 19.3, p -^.OOl. The mean rank orders are 32, 39, 56, and 53 for Groups
G, H, I and J respectively.
II. t test. The standard error of the difference between the two means is 0.40.
The Critical Ratio is 5.83. This has a probability of occurring by chance of
less than 1% (p<.0l).
12. t test. The standard error of the difference between the two means is 0.59*
The Critical Ratio is 4-03 p<.01.
13. t test. The standard error of the differences is O.48 initially, 0.59 at the end.
The two Critical Ratios are respectively 1.04 and 4.O3. The former is non-
significant; the probability of the latter is <.01.
14. Here and in the next two analyses, the standard t test has been adopted,
without any correction for correlation, such as is properly required for correlated
samples. This procedure was adopted for practical convenience. It has no serious
distorting effects, since the error it leads to is a) on the conservative side -
i.e. any change which gets through this procedure is indubitably real change; and
b) it is constant for all individuals and groups involved, and constrains therefore
no differential distortion of the truth. Here the standard error of the difference
is O.44, and the Critical Ration 6.20, with p<.01.
15. For the pilot programmes the standard error of the difference is 0.57 and the
Critical Ratio 6.12. Ibr the comparison programmes the standard error is 0.62
and the Critical Ratio 3.06. Both of these Critical Ratios indicate difference
(change) which has a chance probability of less than .01. However, the former
is twice as large, which suggests that we can be much more confident that a much
more substantial trend of increase in knowledge is apparent in the pilot programmes.
16. For the initial situation, the standard error is 0.60, the Critical Ratio 1.08,
which is not significant even at p<,.05. At the end, the standard error is
0.60 and the Critical Ratio is 3.73, which is significant at p<.01 or better.
17. The test used here is the Wilcoxon Matched-Pairs Signed Ranks Test. The two
tailed version of the test is used, since increase in knowledge was predicted.
18. See D. Marsland. "Education and training as the transformation of persons; some
mechanisms of socialization". Vocational Aspect of Education, Spring 1973-
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This issue contains the two articles on the Thompson Report
that our pnnting schedule excluded from Vol. 1 No. 3.
The next issue, available in July, will include two more ap-
praisals of the Thompson Report, Marion Leigh on a feminist
perspective, and Don Entwhistle from a practitioners view-
point.
Remember, your subscription for Vol. 2 is now due!
dreams or strategies=the future
of the youth service
In the first issue of this journal, Tony Jeffs focussed his
analysts of the financial situation of the Youth Service on
papers by Digby Anderson and myself (1). He did not actually
address himself to answering our arguments. Instead he created
a straw-man which he calls "the New Right"; invented a series
of simplified arguments designed to make this bogey-man
appear as unattractive as possible; and assailed them with mis-
construction, invective, and wishful thinking.
Conceding (page 20) that our arguments may prove attractive,
he suggested that "it should surprise no one if the position
argued by Marsland and Anderson (finds) a ready audience
and acquires a presence". Indeed no.
What does surprise me is his imagining:-
1. That the arguments he represents as those of the New
Right are in any sense right wing - except from the per-
spective of the extreme left.
2. That his attempted rebuttal even of his own formulation
of these arguments could be persuasive with an unpreju-
diced audience.
3. That these arguments do not contain important elements
of truth which the Youth Service would do well to take
account of.
I will examine each of these arguments in turn, and try to
show why even if we do not like them - we cannot afford to
ignore them.
The economic state of the nation makes financial stringency
unavoidable
This position, which Jeffs calls "the common-sense, good
house keeping view", seems to me irrefutable. It is only on
the extreme left and among those who believe that defence
savings could finance a free paradise for all, that the essential
truth of this first argument is denied.
Tories wet and dry, Liberals and Social Democrats, Labour
from right to centre left - all acknowledge that internationally
and domestically we face an economic crisis. Their diagnoses
of the causes and their prescriptions for a cure vary markedly
of course. Nowhere, however, in this broad political spectrum,
is there any doubting that in the short term the problem
necessitates cuts in many valuable services.
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DAVID MARSLAND
We can argue about how the cuts should be distributed. I
believe Youth Service cuts are more damaging than cuts in
some other services, and elsewhere we have argued that the
cuts have been handled pretty ineffectively by the government
(2). But in the end the sums have got to add up. With a declin-
ing income, Britain simply has to spend less, like it or not.
The Welfare State is a threat to liberty and to economic well-
being
Our critics can perhaps more plausibly classify this second
position as right wing than the first. Plausibility, however,
does not guarantee accuracy.
Admittedly these two perfectly ordinary words - "welfare"
and "state" — seem to constitute in conjunction a magic spell
which advanced liberal consciousness finds difficult to
resist, even when the reality they cloak contrdicts all the
bewitched victim rationally stands for (3). But even among
those for whom the Welfare State is unimpeachable as a con-
cept, there is evidence of increasing dissatisfaction at the level
of fact and practice.
S.D.P. policy papers insist on "caring and sharing". But they
contain serious criticisms of the cost and inefficiency of many
sectors of state welfare (4). Labour Party leaders continue to
defend the Welfare State as if it were the pinnacle of civil-
ization's progress. But they are increasingly forced to ack-
nowledge that other systems in other countries provide ser-
vices as good or even better, that many of their traditional
supporters suspect the Welfare State is operating in someone
else's interest rather than theirs) and that its administrative
apparatus is riddled with bureaucracy.
Even the writers whose analyses of the philosophical weak-
nesses of welfarist thinking and the dangers to political liberty
in state monopoly Jeffs criticizes are not in any definitive
sense right wing. They are all anti-authoritarian and in the main
liberal, rather than conservative in the British sense of these
terms. Labels apart, their analyses are powerful, and at least
as respectable in intellectual terms and as sensible in practical
terms as the Keynesian and Fabian foundations of the Welfare
State (5).
There is, moreover, increasing criticism of the Welfare State
from the left (6). It is hardly an exclusive prerogative of the
right to challenge social arrangements whose primary bene-
ficiaries are those who gain their livelihood from them, and
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whose careers require their continuous expansion, regardless
of clients' real needs.
In short, the Welfare State is in an economic and ideological
crisis worse even than British society as a whole. Its costs are
out of control. Its efficiency is demonstrably low. Dissatis-
faction among clients is considerable. Few would now deny
any of this. Recognition of the dangers to freedom which a
Welfare State apparatus necessarily presents is certainly less
common. But those who do acknowledge this threat are by
no means particularly of the political right, and they are in-
creasing in number rapidly.
Heitwi! perhaps the hysteria of those who would defend the
Welfare State at all costs. I can see no reason why supporters
of the Youth Service should be expected to throw in their
lot wilh people whose purpose is the political defense of a
particular and sectarian way of providing welfare. Of course
we should find allies among them if we can. as we should on
every front. But our primary concern should be with the
Youth Semce itself, and with the interests of young people
which the Service represents.
Given this perspective, why resist this second argument? If an
elected government is taking a stand against dangers and
abuses presented by the Welfare State, if their stand is in-
creasingly supported by the people, we should expect and
accept that this will have some financial effect on the Youth
Service. If we want to resist cuts, we should not, therefore, do
so on the grounds that they are an attack on the Welfare
State. Instead we should be arguing specifically about the
importance of the benefits provided by the Youth Service,
and resisting attempts by the entrenched vested interests of
the Welfare State to pass on more than our fair share of the
cuts to us.
The current financial crisis offers a positive opportunity for
evaluation and re-organization -
Jeffs acknowledges that this third position "has a certain
accessible, common-sense appeal". He admits that we have
"persuasively argued" it in relation to the Youth Service and
others in relation to other services.
I shall not, therefore, re-argue it here. I do want, however, to
reiterate" it strenuously and to resist his counter-arguments.
At page 23, despite his earlier concessions to our position, he
asserts that ". . . the whole argument is a placebo without a
modicum of evidence to give it respectability. It is founded
on a naive belief that after years of bad incremental planning
in a conducive supportive atmosphere of growth the same
managers when suddenly faced with a crisis of some magni-
tude will reform themselves into rational creative decision-
makers".
I shall take up the important issue of management later. Here
I will simply indicate the illogicality and negativism of this
counterargument of Jeffs. We have nowhere suggested that
cuts and crisis will guarantee sensible thinking and beneficial
reforms. In real life there are and can be no structural cir-
cumstances which can offer guarantees. That is precisely the
reason for my scepticism about Utopians of all sorts - who
seem to think that some radical transformation of structures
will somehow magically resolve all those nasty practical
problems about priorities, resources, authority, management,
policy, and decisions.
What we have argued, and what 1 want to re-emphasize now, is
that our present difficulties in the Youth Service do offer us
tiie opportunity to re-think our purposes, policies, structures,
and methods. Certainly we may waste the opportunity, or
fail even if we attempt to use it. If we allow ourselves to be
persuaded by Tony Jeffs, we shall deprive ourselves even of
the chance of trying: which would surely be foolish.
Volutary effort is a fundamental and essential part of the
Youth Service's work
In relation to arguments arising from this fourth position
which emphasize the value of voluntary work as an antidote
and complement to State provision, Jeffs takes a very touah
line. "I wish to argue", he says at page 24, "that it is both a
dangerous and impractical option for the forseeable future
and one which all parties within the Service should reject"
The professional Youth Service has only had a substantial
existence for forty years or so. yet he argues against our re-
emphasis of the importance of voluntarism by an implausible
attempt to remainder it to some distant, irretrievable past
(page 24): "To imagine therefore that it is possible to return
to a golden age of voluntarism (if it ever existed) ignores
the magnitude o! the structural changes that have taken place
within Britain since the flowering of the great Victorian charity-
boom".
On this fourth position, as on the other three. I find Jeffs less
than persuasive. The argument for voluntarism in the Youth
Service is, v hatever he says, cogent intellectually and politi-
cally. What limits voluntary activity is not some inevitable
structural change, but the prejudice of state collectivists.
Minor tax changes could increase voluntary contributions to
youth work enormously. He underestimates the dangers of
state monopoly, and the positive advantage the Youth Service
has because of the significance of the voluntary sector and of
voluntary work within the statutory sector.
If we stick to this fourth argument, instead of squandering
this major attraction and advantage we have, we shall be more
persuasive, not less, in the face of increasing pressures on
resources. Modest state financing is well-spent in our case
precisely because it generates much larger voluntary resources.
Why not stick to this line? A modest, efficient professional
service reliant on public funding, working in coherent concert
with voluntary effort financed by genuinely private money
freely given to help in diverse ways with young people's
social educational needs.
In this perspective, our task is twofold: to ensure that the
professional sector is efficient, well-managed and responsive;
and to develop a capacity for positive, efficient support for
the voluntary sector.
In my view , the current financial stringency is a secondary,
but nonetheless valid and important, argument for allowing
the voluntary sector much more than the "peripheral role"
to which Tony Jeffs would restrict it. The primary argument
has to do with freedom and diversity, and the economic and
political dangers of bureaucratic state monopoly. For both
reasons, I believe we should rescue this fourth position from
ill-founded criticism, md speak up for the valuable role of
voluntary effort in the Youth Service.
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Towards a more positive approach
It will surprise few readers to find me resisting Tony Jeffs'
argument. However, my purpose is not merely to defend my-
self, nor even to stand up for a perspective which I believe to
be logically and intellectually defensible in the face of criti-
cism which I find unjust and unpersuasive.
My purpose is practical and political. We have had the thesis
of Albe marie and the antithesis of Milson-Fairbairn. Now the
great dialectical synthesis of the Youth Service Review is upon
us. Political decisions of the greatest conceivable significance
lor the future of the Youth Service, youth work, and young
people's interests are being taken. Our own attitudes to pur-
puses and resources - the fundamental topic of Jeffs' import-
ant analysis - are going to matter enormously in conditioning
the outcome of the debate with government nationally and
locally, which the Review has triggered.
My view is that we must clarify and specify our purposes
carefully and modestly, adopt a realistic attitude to resources,
and approach the whole thing positively and confidently. I
want to illustrate this sort of approach, and its contrasts with
the less realistic and positive perspective espoused by Tony
Jeffs, in relation to some of the crucial issues arising out of
the Youth Service Review.
Participation for what?
I am not happy with the level of clarity about objectives that
the Review has managed to reach. Tony Jeffs exaggerates, in
my opinion, when he says (page 19) that: "The Youth and
Community Service is a vague imprecise title for a disparate
collection of agencies and personnel, many of whom are
possibly blissfully unaware that they might be considered by
others to be an integral part of it". He exaggerates absurdly,
unless he has a micro-biologist's concept of precision" (7).
But certainly the Youth Service is a complex structure, with
highly differentiated objectives, some of them mutually con-
tradictory.
To a degree, this complexity, differentiation, and diversity is
to be positively welcomed. One of the main dangers of any
national policy and any national service, especially if they
limited the free voluntary sector and local variation, is the
paternalistic, bureaucratic straightjacket which characterizes
so may of the public services in Welfare State societies.
On the other hand, efficient social organization and action in
any sphere presuppose some adequate level of clarity about
objectives. Where the expenditure of taxpayers' money is in-
volved, we ought to be able to expect such clarity as of right.
Alas, it looks to me as if the Review has to some extent
fudged the issue of clarifying Youth Service objectives again.
Certainly their attempted resurrection of the corpse of "par-
ticipation" makes me suspect that they have not attended
adequately to basic objectives. Like the concept of "industrial
democracy", "participation" is characteristically used as a way
of dodging issues of power, authority, and especially purpose.
What use is it, for example, ttf encourage increased partici-
pation by young people in determining the programme of a
youth centre, if there is no agreement about the criteria in
terms of which the value of their participation can be judged?
Why would a lynch mob or a hooligan raid be unacceptable
outcomes of participative programmes unless we had positive
social educational criteria arising coherently from the prin-
ciples of youth work rather than accidentally out of the
natural interactions of young people?
I am not at all opposed in principle to the concept of par-
ticipation. 1 am, however, distinctly sceptical about the extent
to which it has proved itself over the years, with few ex-
ceptions, an excellent subject for talk, and talk, and yet more
talk, and hardly conducive to action at all. Too often who
says "participation" says "I have no idea at all what 1 should
be doing".
One hopes that the Review has not led us into the tempting
trap of focussing our energies and attention on the complex.
Utopian, and divisive concept of participation, to the detri-
ment of realistic, serious analysis of basic objectives
A rationale for lists
The Review has clarified our target group of clients to a con-
siderable degree. Our clients are young people. Not children.
Not adults of any of the multiplicity of categories to whom
some people since Milson-Fairbairn have been trying to dis-
tract scarce Youth Service resources.
More than this, they have come down conclusively on an
extended age range which can be rationally justified in terms
of our skills and knowledge vis a vis a coherent concept of
youth (8).
We should be very grateful they have achieved as much as this.
These proposals will by themselves go a long way towards
clarifying our purposes. They will save us much of the wasted
energy expended over the past ten years and more in inter-
nicene conflict and in paralyzing confusion.
However, I am not sure that they have gone quite far enough
in explicating the rationale for these proposals. If they had,
they could not also have specified a number of sub-groups-
blacks, girls, disabled, unemployed — for special focus in the
work of the Youth Service.
These may be intended as advisory priorities, to be treated
with discretion in particular local contexts. But the danger is
that they will be interpreted as exclusive targets. In this case
the Review will have effectively re-defined youth work in an
ad hoc way as crisis-and-problem-oriented instead of universal,
educational, and developmental.
Ad hoc, because they have provided none of the serious
analysis which would be necessary to justify such a switch,
and which those of us committed to a developmental Youth
Service would demand before we could begin to be persuaded
in favour of so radical a change in the purposes of youth work.
In any case, whether the list is interpreted as advisory priori-
ties or exclusive targets, it needs, like any other list, an ex-
plicitly formulated rationale. Why these items on the list, and
not others? Why all of these, and no others' Why any of
these? Targets and priorities cannot be pulled out of thin air
without justification. Lists deriving from arbitrary political
compromise and the common sense of committees have been
a major source of incoherent policy making in Britain for
years. If we are to have arbitrary lists, at least it has to be
acknowledged that such lists imply policies, and that policies
logically entail resource demands or shifts.and unavoidably
27
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have pratical consequences for organization, methods, re-
cruitment, and training, I do not think that these implications
have been worked out with sufficient clarity.
Certainly the Review has succeeded in taking the important
process of clarifying Youth Service purposes a certain distance
— but nothing like far enough.
Management or barely managing?
The Review has given special emphasis to the importance of
improving management at all levels in the Youth Service.
This proposal can be expected, unfortunately, to provoke
considerable resistance. For, 10 the usual and general strains
between "bureaucracy" and "professionalism" in welfare
services, there is added in the Youth Service a history of
difficult relations between Youth Officers and Youth Wor-
kers. This has resulted in a widespread reaction against
management as such, against any suggestion of hierarchy, and
against any serious thinking about responsibility and account-
ability.
In this difficult context, the Review's emphasis on manage-
ment seems to me correct and timely. The general Held of
industrial relations demonstrates that weak and ineffective
management and inefficient, unsuccessful organizations go
hand in hand. The causal effect presumably work both ways
simultaneously - inefficiency in terms of profit or achieve-
ment of objectives weakening the authority of management,
and weak management failing to provide the good communi-
cation and leadership which are required to turn a failing
organization round.
One hopes that the emphasis on management at all levels -
i.e. the overdue identification of the Youth Worker's mana-
gerial role, alongside the management resposibility of Youth
Officers - does not have the effect of detracting from a proper
emphasis on authority. For a prqfession whose speciality is
adolescence and youth, we have, been amazingly unwilling to
acknowledge the significance of authority in relation to our
own work roles. Denial of the need for authority or, where it
exists, of its legitimacy, is after all a classic adolescent defence
mechanism.
If we are really going to get this all out in the open and work
it through, it will involve almost a revolution in attitudes and
in practice on all sides. Managers, at whatever level, will have
to be much more open, listen more, allow more discretion,
take more risks, and offer more initiatives and genuine leader-
ship. The managed, at whatever level, will need to accept
instructions more readily, accept accountability positively
rather than grudgingly, learn to trust those above them in
hierarchies as much as those below.
There is one other implication of the Review's attention to
management which is even more serious and difficult than
these radical changes in our life styles. For management en-
tails and requires clarity of objectives. To a significant degree,
management has been so ineffective because objectives in the
Youth Service have been opaque and confused. One cannot
alter this situation substantially simply by "improving manage-
ment". To this extent Tony Jeffs is absolutely right. Manage-
ment can only be effective in relation to some particularized
objectives and tasks.
Unless Youth Service objectives, nationally, locally, and in
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relation to particular programmes, projects, and centres, are
sufficiently clarified and authoritatively agreed, the Review's
emphasis on management will turn out as one fears their
treatment of participation may - as an enervating, time con-
suming, futile distraction from our real work, and in the long
run frustrating disappointment.
Is our training good enough?
The same argument applies to the Review's treatment of
training. Improvements in training are certainly needed. But
many of the weaknesses of training arise from confusions and
conflicts about Youth Service objectives, and about what
youth work is and should be. For the government to insist on
improvements in training will be entirely futile, unless they
provide or back some clarification of the tasks youth workers
are expected to fulfil. We might have expected the Review
itself to go further on this crucial front than it has.
In my opinion, government, employers, leadership in the
Youth Service, and the professional associations have allowed
training agencies far too much discretion to define for them-
selves - agency by agency, idiosyncratically — the work and
roles they are supposed to train for (9).
The agencies can of course quite properly insist on their right
to stimulate critical thinking about youth work. Unless, how-
ever, this educational process goes on in the context of and in
coherent relation to clear professional definitions of youth
work's purposes, it is bound to become - and it has become -
negative and self-defeating. In consequence, many students
have become confused and dispirited. Too few have gone onto
careers in the profession they chose in the first place - youth
work. Too many have been distracted into different profes-
sions from the one the agencies are designed and financed to
serve - again youth work. These distortions have been par-
ticularly serious where excessive emphasis has been given to
the community dimension, but they seem to me less than
rare generally.
The agencies also have a proper right to determine the
methods they use in training. No doubt more attention is
given in youth work training to fundamental issues of genuine
learning than in many other sectors of higher education. But
that is hardly a big claim to make. The agencies must, surely,
be expected to have their work evaluated toughly in terms of
practical, field-relevant criteria, and to change their proced-
ures if it appears they are not working well enough. There are
certainly some agencies where substantial changes are neces-
sary, and none which are beyond improvement in this respect.
Standards, after all, matter even more in relation to training
for professional work than in relation to merely academic
courses.
Beyond their academically justified involvement in teaching
critical thinking, and their educational right to determine their
own methods of training, beyond this I cannot see that the
agencies have any right as such, free of the need for them to
consult and persuade, to shape the nature of youth workers'
roles or to define the objectives of the Youth Service.
But the fact is that they have been allowed an illegitimate
degree of discretion in these important matters because of a
failure of nerve on the part of those whose proper responsi-
bility it is to do this fundamental work - government, nation-
ally and locally. Youth Service leadership, and the professional
associations (10).
We have to hope that the Review will act as a trigger for get-
ting this work done at last. Only if it is done can the training
agencies get on with improving their effectiveness, by con-
centrating their own energies and efforts and those ol their
students on in-depth intellectual and practical preparation tor
roles in youth work which are specified and authoritatively
agreed.
Needless to say this analysis applies just as strongly to in-
service training and to the training of part-time and voluntary-
workers. On the former, the work of INSTEP has already
made a valuable difference. But much remains to be done, and
much of what needs to done presupposes absolutely the kind
of clarification of objectives I have argued for earlier. For
example, how can we know which advanced qualifications
available through the higher education system can be con-
sidered appropriate and beneficial unless we are clear about
the knowledge and skills senior Youth Workers and Youth
Officers require?
As far as part-time and voluntary workers are concerned, great
strides have been made over the past ten years. Nevertheless
the task is an enormous one. offering much scope for rational-
ization and sharing resources and training skills. Tony Jeffs'
pessimistic arguments against the role of voluntarism in the
Youth Service will indeed become persuasive unless we can
successfully demonstrate that all youth workers can offer,
over and above their enthusiastic commitment to help young
people, deep levels of relevant knowledge and high levels of
practical skills.
The Youth Service of the future
It has become more and more obvious that young people as a
structural category constitute a major social problem. The
Review documents this fact (11).
I do not. of course, mean that - in any sense - young people
deserve blame. Rather I mean that the existing social arrange-
ments and policies concerning young people, and established
attitudes towards young people are proving deficient; that in
consequence young peoples' commitment to and involvement
in their society are declining; and that something serious has
to be done about it if fundamental difficulties are to be
avoided in the future.
In my view the deficiences in existing arrangements, policies,
and attitudes are widespread and deep-seated. For example: —
1. Schooling is a destructive failure for nearly half of young
people. Even among those who succeed in the formal edu-
cation system, there is far to little positive satisfaction, far
too much of a merely instrumental attitude. Something has
gone seriously wrong in our schools and colleges, and young
people are paying a heavy price for it (1 2).
2. Youth unemployment is to a significant degree structural,
arising out of irreversible changes in the market and in tech-
nology, entrenched union attitudes, and short-sighted
labour-market policies. Government counter-measures,
through M.S.C., are largely palliative. They do not begin
to get to grips with the causes of structural youth unem-
ployment (13).
munities are exposed to especially severe difficulties. Pre-
judice, alienation, and their lack of effective preparation
for competition in education and employment combine
to disadvantage them to an unique degree, shared by no
other category of young people (14).
4. Delinquency and crime by young people is a more serious
problem than many youth workers seem prepared to admit.
It has a powerful negative effect on the attitudes of adults.
Whatever its. various, causes, it cannot be simply.talked out
of the way (15).
5. Moral and philoJophical confusion among adults, especially
jdults in leadership positions, in the media, and those with
specific responsibilities for young people, such as teachers,
youth workers, and not least parents, have reached a point
where young people as a consequence face intolerable
pressures and dilemmas almost continuously. Of course
issues of right and wrong were never, and can never be.
simple. But abdication to the oppressive whims of the peer
group and the widly veering fashions of youth culture is
hardly an acceptable alternative (16).
If these examples provide an accurate image of the scope of
the youth problem, we clearly need a radical re-appraisal and
re-structuring of policy, and fundamental changes in educa-
tion, labour market policy, training programmes, penal policy,
and public attitudes. I think we shall be obliged in the end to
develop some such national youth service as Youth Call has
proposed. Opion polls demonstrate massive support, generally
and among young people themselves, for the institution of
such a programme (17). At all events, by one means or another
the youth problem demands bold initiatives.
In the context of radical re-organization of youth policy, the
Youth Service has a crucial, modest role to play.
Modest because a small-scale service, oriented to and trained
for particular types of work with young people, cannot
realistically hope to take on more than a modest role in so
enormous an enterprise. Crucial because only the Youth Ser-
vice, and only youth workers, can handle the social educa-
tional needs of young people effectively.
Why not, therefore, face up to the current financial stringency
realistically? Accept that we shall have to become more cost-
effective? Embrace evaluation positively? Proclaim unapolo-
getically the fundamental role of the voluntary work in the
Youth Service? Strengthen and tighten up management?
Radically improve training to ensure that professional and
voluntary youth workers are effectively equipped with the
necessary knowledge, attitudes, values, and skills'1 And get on
with the job?
But what job? All this presupposes that the job we are to get
on with is coherently defined, and within reasonable limits
agreed.
The Review's important initiative in this respect must be
seized on. Another period of confusion and conflict, such as
followed Milson-Fairbairn, will guarantee that government and
public alike will lose all faith in our capacity to do the job we
have to do for young people at all.
3. Young people from the Asian and Afro-Car'ilbean com- In my view, the Youth Service's job is clear enough Its sole
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and proper job. which is no one else's job. ii youth work. The
sole and proper objective of youth work is social education —
assistance to young people in their developmental transition
tow.-j-ds adulthood. In this task, youth workers use a wide
but specifiable range of methods, techniques, and knowledges.
They pursue it in a wide range of settings. Among them, youth
centres and youth clubs are central, but the open setting of
the community, the neighbourhood, and the street is equally
essential.
This - hardly novel - concept of the Youth Service becomes
clearer if we contrast it with four alternative concepts: Milson-
Fairbairn's concept of a generalized community service, in
which young people figure as merely one category among a
wide range of clients; John Ewen's idea of a generalized
organization of youth affairs, concerned with every aspect and
sphere of youth policy; John Eggleston's plan for a problem-
oriented Youth Service, focussing indeed on young people, but
shifting its attention to wherever crisis and difficulty appears,
instead of concentrating resolutely on general development;
and the vision most clearly expressed by Butters, of a special
service which operates as an instrument of radical social and
political change (18).
One can understand the dissatisfactions and disappoint-
ments which have led to the development of these alternatives.
Some of those attracted into the Youth Service have appar-
ently found it too modest a role merely helping individual
young people towards becoming their best selves. Some have
been persuaded, wrongly in my opinion, that nothing worth-
while can be achieved within the political parameters of the
established Youth Service. Others again cannot satisfy them-
selves with our predominant concern with leisure and activi-
ties. I would have thought the grounds for this focus were
clear enough - the difficulty of doing effective social educa-
tion except in a free and voluntary situation, the crucial
significance of leisure for young people, the fundamental
importance of challenge. 1 would also have thought the dif-
ferentiation of our settings into detached work and of our
methods beyond group work into community work would
have provided sufficient variation outside the base of the
building to satisfy most people. However, the fact remains
that much dissatisfaction can be put down to this factor.
No doubt there are many other sources of dissatisfaction over
and above these. Certainly there can be no doubting that of the
alternative concepts of the Youth Service they have provoked
each has a certain persuasive logic. They would not otherwise
have attracted the support they have. But in the end I do not
find any of them either necessary or attractive, and all of them
have very serious weaknesses.
I believe the Review offers us an opportunity, which must be
seized, to choose among the five models. Certainly it demon-
strates that a choice has to be made. We cannot go off suc-
cessfully in all directions at once. The five models are funda-
mentally mutually exclusive, in principle probably and in
practice without any doubt at all.
If this analysis is correct, and i clear choice has to be made at
last about the fundamental purposes and direction of the
Youth Service, I put my money on a modest social-educational
developmental service for young people. This is after all whal
we mostly have, and the best of what we have. If this choice
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is made, the next step is to get some tough thinking going
about precisely what such a Service means and entails today
in coherent principle and in realistic practice. This in effect
is what the Review demands.
We have our dream - the vision which brought the Youth
Service into being.
Our task is to translate this vision into effective practice, to
correct persisting weaknesses, and to improve the standards of
our work to the high level which the pressing needs of young
people demand. If we are to succeed in this, we shall need
agreement on a strategy for development.
In my own preliminary formulation of such a strategy, which
I outline below, the first four elements are designed to get the
economic infrastructure of the Service right. They comprise,
as will be apparent, a modest, realistic programme such as
Tony Jeffs' arguments are directed against. Anything more —
apparently - ambitious, any sign on our part of unwillingness
to get on positively within the limits of realistic budgets, will
be dangerously counter-productive.
A second set of elements (5-1 2) in the strategy picks up what
I regard as the persuasive and timely emphasis given by the
Review to management and training. Until the end of the cen-
tury at least, resources will be scarce. It is essential that they
are maximised by effective management, and especially that
the most valuable resource we have, our personnel, is helped
by effective training towards optimal performance.
A third set of elements (13-20) in the strategy is designed to
set the agenda for clarifying Youth Service thinking about our
purposes and methods. This is fundamental. Unless we take
the opportunity of getting on with the analysis of a coherent
concept of youth work and agreeing our conclusions, econo-
mic planning, management, and training are all entirely futile.
Needless to say, none of these ideas are my inventions. They
are all of them projects on which many people in the Service
have long been hard at work. All I intend here is to put them
together in a unified, coherent form, so that the task we face
in developing the Youth Service, and the challenge that task
sets for us, can be made visible and clear. It is a task we can-
not afford to fail in, and a task that demands much more from
all of us than merely legislation and re-organisation.
ELEMENTS OF A STRATEGY FOR THE DEVELOPMENT
OF THE YOUTH SERVICE
1. Confirm the partnership between the statutory and
voluntary sectors, and strengthen the practical arrange-
ments on which it rests.
2. Maximize nongovernmental resources by campaigning
for voluntary funds and by large-scale recruitment of
voluntary workers.
3. Cut all programmes not directed towards our client group
- young people - and transfer personnel and resources.
4. Systematize and routinize evaluation in order to maxi-
cost-effectiveness throughout the Service.
5. Review and improve all management structures, cutting
out all unnecessary levels of management.
6. Sort out and re-specify relations between Youth Officers
and Youth Workers, and establish a coherent accounta-
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bility and career structure.
Clarify and confirm the authority of all managerial roles.
Assess the accountability of all roles, and establish mech-
anisms for routine monitoring of accountability.
Improve the effectiveness of staff meetings and all mana-
gerial communications at all levels.
Systematically review, amend, and rationalize Initial
training, to make it tougher, more relevant, and more
challenging.
Strengthen the development of in-service training through
INSTEP.
Initiate coherent mechanisms regionally for upgrading the
training of part-time and voluntary workers, and making
it more effective.
Clarify and concretely specify the concept of SOCIAL
EDUCATION, such that criteria of the effectiveness of
diverse types of youth work programmes in facilitating
the social education of young people can be agreed.
14. Review the relevant content and form of AREAS OF
BASIC KNOWLEDGE on which youth work depends,
especially philosophy, psychology, sociology, economics,
and law.
15. Develop the conceptual and practical bases of youth
work's key METHODS OF INTERVENTION: counsel-
ling, group work, community work, and activity pro-
gramming.
16. Develop appropriate practical forms of youth work's
main OPERATIONAL SKILLS management, training,
and research, including evaluation.
17. Assess the appropriateness of the forms of organization
of all types of OPERATIONAL UNITS in the Youth
Service, including youth centres, youth clubs, detached
work programmes, counselling centres, youth workshops,
youth theatres and other arts centres, outreach program-
mes, unemployment centres, etcetera, etcetera, with a
view to determining optimal operational structures.
18. Establish effective LOCAL LIAISON with schools, F.E.,
M.S.C., Social Services, Probation, Police, etcetera.
19. PUBLICIZE YOUTH WORK AND THE YOUTH SER-
VICE, including more effective use of the media.
20. Develop and strengthen PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION
for youth work.
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